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Foreword
EE tremendous research and development
effort that went into the
development of radar and related techniques during World War II
resulted not only in hundreds of radar sets for military (and some for
possible peacetime) use but also in a great body of information and new
techniques in the electronics and high-frequency fields.
Because this
basic material may be of great value to science and engineering, it seemed
most important to publish it as soon as security permitted.
The Radiation Laboratory of MIT’, which operated under the supervision of the National Defense Research Committee, undertook the great
The work described herein, however, is
task of preparing these volumes.
the collective result of work done at many laboratories, Army, Navy,
university, and industrial, both in this country and in England, Canada,
and other Dominions.
The Radiation Laboratory, once its proposals were approved and
finances provided by the Office of Scientific Research and Development,
chose Louis N. Ridenour as Editor-in-Chief to lead and direct the entire
project.
An editorial staff was then selected of those best qualified for
this type of task. Finally the authors for the various volumes or chapters
or sections were chosen from among those experts who were intimately
familiar with the various fields, and who were able and willing to write
the summaries of them.
This entire staff agreed to remain at work at
MIT for six months or more after the work of the Radiation Laboratory
was complete.
These volumes sta~d as a monument to this group.
These volumes serve as a memorial to the unnamed hundreds and
thousands of other scientists, engineers, and others who actually carried
on the research, development, and engineering work the results of which
are herein described.
There were so many involved in this work and they
worked so closely together even though often in widely separated laboratories that it is impossible to name or even to know those who contributed
Only certain ones who wrote reports
to a particular idea or development.
or articles have even been mentioned.
But to all those who contributed
in any way to this great cooperative development enterprise, both in this
country and in England, these volumes are dedicated.
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DUBRIDGE

Preface
preservation of the technical advancements represented by the
precision circuits of the Radiation Laboratory was made possible
through the foresight of Drs. Rabi and DuBridge.
They appointed a committee consisting of Drs. L. J. Haworth, G. E. Valley, and the editor to consider the scope and content of a series of books on circuits, which resulted
in Vols. 17–22 of the Series. At the termination of hostilities an intensive
writing program was put into operation under the able leadership of
Dr. L. N. Ridenour and resulted in the completion of the Series on an
accelerated schedule.
This schedule required the use of as many authors
as possible and has inevitably resulted in discontinuities in the method
of treatment and scope of material.
The object of this book is to present the method of approach to the
problems of time and distance measurement by manual and automatic
means, and the practical circuits employed for these purposes.
In addition, important techniques of pulse data transmission and pulse-amplitude cancellation methods are included.
The accurate measurement
of short time intervals is not a new subject since many experiments have
been devoted to the accurate determination of the velocity of light.
The simplification and increased precision possible through the use of
circuit techniques of Vol. 19 of the Series have led to time-measurement
techniques that have resulted in practical and accurate radar distancefinding and data-transmitting
systems.
Since the characteristics of
these circuits depend upon those of the radar system, the book is intr~
duced by a survey of techniques for radio distance and speed measure
ment. The material then continues with a survey of basic techniques
and methods in pulse time measurement, including the generation of
fixed and movable timing markers and their applications to manual and
The use of these techniques for preautomatic time measurements.
cision data transmission and for the relaying of the radar PPI to remote
points is next presented, and the book concludes with a discussion of
the use of supersonic delay devices for the cancellation of recurrent
waveforms.
Many of the developments described in this volume are contributions
from other laboratories in this country or in the United Kingdom.
It
is a pleasure to acknowledge the excellent support to this project by the
British Laboratories,
and especially Telecommunications
Research
ix
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Establishment.
Through their generosity several experts have visited
this laboratory and have contributed much useful information, and,
Our gratitude
in fact, thk book has drawn heavily upon TRE reports.
is due Sir Robert Watson Watt, Drs. W. B. Lewis and B. 1’. Bowden.
and F. S. Barton for stimulating and authorizing this excellent exchange
of information, which required several visits of Dr. F. C. Williams and
others.
The foreword has indicated the difficulty of giving proper credit to
all tho~ who contributed to the writing or to the experimental developments that have made this work possible.
However, references in the
text have been made to journal papers on radar and associated subjects
and declassified reports on radar.
Many of the contributors to this volume gave up industrial positions
or academic fellowships in order to complete their contributions and
The authors also wish to
much credit is due them for this sacrifice.
express their gratitude to those who contributed important background
material from which the final manuscript was written,
E. B. Hales,
C. L. Longmire, F. Coffin, L. Bess, R. N. Close, 1. Sudman, and J. R,
Rogers.
The speed of this program would have been impossible without
the expert assistance of the production department under C. Newton.
The efficiency of the typing pool under M. Dolbeare and P. Phillips and
the drafting room under Dr. V. Josephson has been of great assistance.
In addition, the Technical Coordination Group under Dr. Leon Linford
has done much to ensure a coordination of style and a maintenance of
The authors wish to name specifically the following editorial
standard.
assistants, production assistants, and secretaries whose aid has been
invaluable in the preparation of this book: Nora Van der Green, Joan
Brown, Joan Leamy, Helene Benvie, Teresa Sheehan, Barbara Davidson,
Helen Siderwici, and Louise Rosser.
A few waveform photographs have been used to illustrate this volume.
Nearly all these were taken by C. M. Connelly and the associated photographic work was carried out by P. D. Bales and credit to their work is
gratefully acknowledged.
THE
C-RIDGE,
MASS.,
Mag, 1946.
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INTRODUCTION
BY BRITTON CHANCE
The resolution and measurement of extremely short time intervals
and the precise measurement of much longer intervals are not new techniques; many devices were developed for measuring the extremely short
times involved in electrical discharges, 1 These devices include rapidly
rotating optical systems recording on photographic
film, Kerr-cell
devices, 2 and extremely high-speed osci110scopes,3 and have a resolution
of roughly 10-9 sec. On the other hand, methods for the precision
measurement of approximately known time intervak have been studied
exhaustively for determinations of the velocity of light4 or radio waves. 6
In most recent and accurate measurements, a precision of approximately
5 parts in 100,000 has been obtained. 6 The problems of measurement
of the height of the ionosphere, 7 the distance of a radar reflector, or
the velocity of nuclear particles in physical instruments
require a
technique combining the properties of both methods described above.
In radar it is required to measure a variable time interval between 10-0
and 10-2 sec with a precision ranging from 1 part in 100 to 1 part in
10,000. In contrast with measurement of the velocity of light, the
approximate value of the time interval is unknown; for example, the echo
This device must,
may correspond to an aircraft of unknown location.
therefore, give immediate and unambiguous indications over the full
scale. This has led to the use of multiple scales, which permit continuous measurements over a wide range of time with extremely high precision.
I C. V. Boys, ‘<ProgressiveLightning,” Nature,118, 749 (1926).
~F. G. Dunnington, “The Electro-ptical Shutter—ItsTheory and Technique,”
Phys. Rev., 2-38, 1506 (1931).
$G. M. Lee, “A Three-beam Oscilloscopefor Recording at Frequenciesup to
10,000MC,” Proc. Z.R.E., 34, 121W (1946).
~N. E. Dorsey, “The Velocity of Light,” Trams.Am. Phil. Sac., 34, Part 1, (1944).
~F. T. Farmer and H. B. Mohanty, “The Velocity of Propagation of Wireless
Wavesover the Ground,” Proc. Phys. Sac., 52,456, (1940).
0N. E. Dorsey, lat. cit.
t G. Breit and M. A. Tuve, Phus. Rev., 28, 554 (1926).
s C. P. Bakerand R. F. Bather, “Experiments with Slow Neutron Velocity Spectrameter~Phys. Rev., 2-69, 332 (1941).
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Another important requirement of time measurement in radar or
In radar a particular target
nuclear physics is that of time selectivity.
must be selected to the exclusion of interfering echoes and in nuclear
physics ordy those particles having a time of arrival corresponding to a
particular velocity are to be counted.
These problems have led to
the development of cathode-ray-tube displays or electronic devices having appropriate time selectivity.
Another important requirement of radar is continuous measurement
of variable time intervals by manual or automatic means. The characteristics of cathode-ray-tube
displays and mechanical tracking aids for
manual operation have been extensively studied and in addi~lon a number
of extremely important automatic devices have been developed to accomplish the same function with an equal precision.
Both manual and
automatic devices combine a high accuracy with a high degree of time
selectivity,
These devices rely upon a repetition of the phenomenon, and
have not been tested for the measurement of a single transient event.
Although radar could take over the basic elements of the physicists’
methods, an extremely large amount of circuit and component development was required before techniques capable of measuring 2 or 3 ft in
60,000 ft were reliable under military conditions.
Improvements in frequency dividers, rectangular pulse generators,
and sawtooth generators were of tremendous importance in securing
rapidly rising and yet stable timing waveforms.
The development of
improved phase-shifting condensers and precision linear potentiometers
and the use of center-electrode cathode-ray tubes did much to permit the
building of simple yet accurate ranging systems.
An understanding of
the minimum requirements for a satisfactory solution of the synchronization problem in radar systems led to a great increase in the economy of
circuit planning and execution.
In the later phases of the war, the development of small efficient pulse transformers and improved circuit designs,
particularly in blocking oscillators, contributed much to the efficiency and
compactness of radar timing equipment.
Great progress was made in the
standardization of the characteristics of vacuum tubes, resistors, and
condensers through the introduction of the JAX specifications.
Highly precise timing techniques are an essential part of most radars.
A number of systems for precision navigation embody no other function
than time measurement: the American Micro-H, Shoran, and Loran
systems, and the British Oboe, Gee, and Gee-H systems are examples.
Precision timing methods, however, are useful for several other important
functions.
Transmission of intelligence by pulse time modulation and
demodulation has already been used for identification, communication,
and the transmission of linear and rotary motion.
High fidelity and
accuracy, can be obtained by means of the linear modulation and demodu-
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lation characteristics of timing circuits.
The precision and rapidity of
pulse methods have led to the use of these methods in computation,
and all indications are that this use will greatly increase. The radar
techniques of synchronization and display serve admirably for graphical
indication and recording of the operation of complex electrical and
mechanical devices and, in fact, have already been much used for the
observation of bio-electric potentials.
The possibilities for the future development of timing methods of
higher resolution and precision are excellent.
The improvement of
cathodes, permitting larger peak currents, is of fundamental importance
At present, peak currents in excess
to the whole field of pulse systems.
of one ampere are obtainable in receiver-type tubes and it is likely that
thk can be improved by special designs.
Such large peak currents are of
importance in the generation of shorter pulses from blocking oscillators.
For extremely short pulses short lengths of coaxial cable become much
more practical for timing elements and their use should greatly facilitate
circuit design and construction.
A significant reduction in circuit capacitance is obtained by utilizing
baseless subminiature vacuum tubes. Furthermore the” solder-in” characteristic of these tubes encourages a new approach to the problem of
component variation by the use of functional subassemblies that may be
precalibrated to equal standards of performance during the manufacturing process. Thus subassemblies of precision circuits may be replaced
In this way a number of otherwise
without the need for recalibration.
impractical circuit designs, previously limited to laboratory construction
methods, may become a commercial reality.
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AND SPEED

MEASUREMENTS

BY BRITTON CHANCE
DISTANCE MEASUREMENTS
2.1. Introduction.-This
chapter briefly presents characteristics of
some systems for distance and speed measurements by continuous-wave
(c-w) and pulse transmission from the standpoint of accuracy and not
from the standpoint of economy or efficiency of r-f transmission and
reception.
For a full discussion of the general characteristics of these
systems see Vol. 1.1
Experimental tests and quantitative results that are available are
summarized.
The discussion of ~ntried methods is, of course, speculative.
2.2. De6nitions of Methods of Distance Measurement.—The
distance
to any distinguishable object is measurable in terms of the time interval
At required for a radio wave to travel from a transmitter to a reflector and
back to a receiver. The velcmty of propagation of radio waves is, aa
far aa can be determined, equal to that of light. The distance is obtained
from the product At . c. Radar systems have been used to measure precisely distances from 50 ft to 1500 miles corresponding to a range of
M from 0.1 to 15,000 psec. But the quantity At may be reprewmted in
a number of forms and may be measured by several methods:
1. Method (1) utilizes the fact that the time delay between a pair of
radio-frequency pulses, one corresponding to the transmitted pulse
and the other corresponding to the received echo, directly represents
the interval At as At = 2d/c, where d = distance and c = velocity
of light. This method is termed “time modulation”
(VOl. 19,
Chap. 13) because the time delay modulates the interval betweeu
the two pulses. The measurement is termed” time demodulation, ”
(see Vol. 19, Chap. 14) and can be accomplished by the compariso~
of the interval between these two pulses with triangular or sinusoidal
timing waveforms, or with the delay of a supersonic tank, or ari
electrical delay network.
For a triangular waveform V = k.!. The
increment of voltage, corresponding to the interval At, is AV = kA~
and AV is a measure of distance.
I The referencesto othervolumesof the RadiationLaboratorySeriw will appearir
this form.
4
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2. The second method utilizes the fact that the delay time corresponds
to the phase shift by a number of oscillations n of the transmitted or
modulating frequent y; n = jAt, where fis the transmitted frequency
in megacycles per second and At is the time delay in microseconds.
This method is termed “phase modulation” and occurs in pulse or
continuous-wave systems.
The measurement of the extent of this
phase shift is termed “phase demodulation”
and depends upon a
comparison of the phase shift with that obtained from inductance
or capacitance phase shifters. An important characteristic of
phase modulation is that the rate of change of phase shift dn/dt
indicates directly the radial velocity of the reflector with respect
to the transmitter-receiver as a beat (or doppler) frequency.
.3. The third method is a two-scale method that is a combination of
Methods 1 and 2, where pulses are transmitted and distance is
In pulse systems,
measured by phase and time demodulation.
phase demodulation requires the maintenance of r-f oscillations of
the transmitted phase for the interval At and gives a precise but
Time demodulation gives an
ambiguous value of the distance.
Pulse transmission is often
approximate value of the distance.
used to obtain target discrimination, and the doppler frequency
obtained from phase demodulation may be employed to indicate
target speed.
4. A fourth method utilizes the fact that the time delay At mav be
measured in terms of the amount of frequency m~dulatio~ Aj
If frequency moduof the transmitter occurring in this interval.
lation is linear with time, the frequency shift A.f occurring in the
interval At is

The measurement
where dj/dt is the rate of change of frequency.
of Aj may be termed “frequency demodulation, ” and is carried out
by frequency selection or metering.
The general characteristics of these four methods are discussed in
the next sections from the standpoint of distance measurement and/or
speed measurement.
2.3. Time Modulation and Demodulation.—In
a pulse distance finder
the measurement of distance involves the measurement of the time delay
At between the transmission and reception of a radio-frequency pulse as
indicated in the waveform diagram of Fig. 2“1. The principal requirements of this system are that the rise time of the transmitted and received
pulses be no greater than 10 or 20 times the desired accuracy, and that the
properties of the transmitting and receiving system have adequate
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angular and time resolution to permit discrimination of the desired
reflector.
Some examples of radar systems are given in Sees. 2“15to219.
The block diagram of Fig. 2.1 shows a typical pulse radar system
described in terms of the basic processes of Chap. 3 of this volume and of
Chaps. 13 and 14 of Vol. 19. It is to be noted that the operation of
distance measurement depends upon time modulation and demodulation.
Modulation is accomplished by transmitting a radio-frequency
pulse over the path from transmitter to reflector and back to receiver.
The time delay of this pulse is given by 2d/c, and the velocity of propagarI
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FIG.2.1.—Pulsedistancefinderemployingtime modulationand demodulation,
tion of radio waves is assumed to be equal to the velocity of light.
The
factor of 2 arises from the fact that the radio wave travels twice the
distance d. The measurement is, of course, independent of small variations of the transmitter frequency.
The radio system consists of a repetition-rate (PRF) generator of a
period greater than that of the maximum value of At and a high-voltage
pulse generator driven in exact synchronism with the repetition-rate
generator.
The pulse generator acts as a switch to initiate the operation
of the radio-frequency
pulse generator at precisely known instants.
Another switch (TR), termed a “ duplexer assembly” (see Vol. 14) makes
possible the use of a single antenna for transmitting and receiving.
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Most processes of time demodulation depend upon the generation
of a waveform which rises linearly with time during the interval between
transmission of a pulse and reception of an echo.
An adjustable amplitudewomparisonl circuit generates a pulse at a controllable delay relative
to the transmitted pulse (time modulation) and a time-discrimination
circuit indicates when the time of occurrence of the measuring pulse is
equal
to that of the echo.
When they are not equal, an error signal is
given which indicates the correction to be applied.
Thus time demodulation consists of three processes: time modulation, time discrimination,
and control.
These are processes of considerable accuracy and sensitivity; the error of time modulation lies between one part in 102 to one part
in 105 and the sensitivity is better than 0.01 #sec. These processes are
described in detail in Chaps. 3 to 9 and in Vol. 19, Chaps. 13 and 14.
The complexity of this system is obvious from the block diagram,
and a consideration of the systems described in Sec. 2.4 will indicate
clearly that pulse methods do not represent the simplest means of distance
determination.
But other considerations (see Vol. 1) make pulse systems
the only practical ones for the determination of the distance of many
types of reflector under a wide range of conditions.
2.4. Phase Modulation and Demodulation.
Continuous-wave System.
F@re 2.2 shows the essential elements of a continuous-wave distance
finder employing phase modulation and demodulation.
Continuous
waves generated under the control of a frequency standard are amplified
The
and transmitted to a reflector, received and amplified in a receiver.
time delay At produces a phase shift of n cycles of the transmitted wave
and from the relations
n = jAt
and

At=;

2d

we obtain
n=_. 2fd
c
Thus this measurement depends directly upon the transmitter frequency
which may readily be maintained with an accuracy of one part in 107 or
108 by the use of crystal control and, if necessary, frequency multiplication to achieve the desired radio frequency.
For unambiguous measurements, j should be chosen so that the value
of n is less than 1 at the maximum distance required.
This is often
impractical for long distances, as higher frequencies are desirable not
only from the standpoint of efficiency but also for directivity.
Where n
I See Glossary.
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is large, secondary means are employed to obtain the integral value of n.
For example, if the approximate value of the distance is known, the exact
value may be obtained by this method.
On the other hand, small
deviations from a known value of d due to movement of the reflector or
transmitter-receiver are easily measured.
In a method to be described
shortly, time modulation and demodulation are employed to obtain the
approximate value of d.
Phase demodulation is carried out by means of processes which are
already well known and which have been described briefly in Vol. 19,
Sec. 13.3 and 14.4. The waveform diagram of Fig. 2.2 indicates a typical
phase shift between the transmitted and received signals. A reference
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FIG. 2 2.—Continuous-wave
distancefinderemployingphasemodulationand demodulation.
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signal obtained from the oscillator is phase-shifted by a phase modulator
in response to a control.
Phase-discriminating circuits similar to those
described in Vol. 19, Sec. 14.4 detect the sense and the approximate
magnitude of the phase shift between the phase-shifted and received
frequencies.
The output voltage is suitable for controlling a servomechanism that rotates the phase shifter to give zero output from the
phase discriminator.
A shaft position corresponding to the phase shift
between the received and transmitted signal is then available at the
output.
This shaft position represents only the fractional part of n.
Typical phase modulators are capacitance or inductance goniometers
wh;ch are usually accurate to 1° (see Vol. 19, Sec. 13,3, and Vol. 17,
Sec. 9“1).
If the value of d is known accurately to one wavelength by other
methods, an indication of the fractional value may be obtained with high
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sensitivity.
This principle has been used in a low-frequency continuouswave hyperbolic navigation system termed ‘‘ Decca” (see Sec. 2.18 and
Vol. 2). In this hyperbolic system the transmitter and receiver are
separated, and the reference for the phase discriminator is transmitted
at a separate radio frequency.
The output reading is not the distance
from a single transmitting station, but the difference in the distances
A wavelength of about one mile is
from two transmitting stations.
employed, and the system is ambiguous and relies upon an approximately
known position for determining the integral value of n. Deviations from
a given reading can, of course, be followed with considerable accuracy,
variously estimated as ~ to &
of a mile. The employment of a means
of obtaining the integral value of n will greatly increase the utility of
this system.

?
+

Amplitude
modulotor
and r-f
oscillator

-

R-f
?ransmilter

r
Constont
frequency
oscillator

.

m

-

Phase
modulator

t

Control
+

Phose
discriminator

+ output

FIG. 2.3.—Continuous-wave distance finder employing phase modulation and demodulation of a low-frequency amplitude-modulated subcarrier.

The ambiguity due to the use of a high radio frequency is avoided in
the system shown in Fig. 2.3. The r-f transmissions are amplitudemodulated, and phase demodulation at the lower frequency (subcarrier)
gives a unique reading for all values of At less than the period of the
modulating waveform.
The accuracy of measurement is, of course,
relatively poor.
If, however, the accuracy of phase measurement at the
lower frequency is equal to the ratio of this frequency to the radio
frequency, identification of the proper cycle of the higher frequency
may be achieved, and a combination of this system and that of Fig. 2.2
gives extremely precise and unambiguous distance measurements.
This
principle was used in a German bombing system.
This combination
system also appears to be very desirable for aircraft altimeters because
not only is a small minimum distance indicated, but high accuracy at
high altitudes may be obtained.
An interesting method of obtaining a low-frequency subcarrier is
represented by a continuous-wave system (see Vol. 1, Chap. 5) using two
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transmitters with a frequency difference of approximately 10 kc/see.
The phase shalt of the beat note between the two transmitters is negligible
Up to a distance of 10 miles, the phase
for a reflector of zero distance.
of the received beat note is proportional to the distance of the reflector,
and phase-demodulation
circuits similar to those indicated in Fig. 22
may be employed to measure the distance of the target.
Puke Methods.—One of the most practical methods of determining
the approximate distance of the reflector is the use of pulse techniques,
which in effect, afford a subcarrier by which unambiguous measurements
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Fm. 2.4.—Pukedistance finder employing phase modulation and demodulation.
of distance may be obtained.
In addition, the advantages of range dkicrimination are obtained and the possibility of large range errors due to
the interference of unwanted reflections is greatly reduced.
The simplest application of pulse transmission to phase modulation
and demodulation is indicated in Fig. 2.4, based upon components of
Figs. 2“1 and 2.2. In spite of the fact that pulses are transmitted, the
phase of the received energy is modulated in exactly the same way as in
Fig. 22.
The phase shift between the constant-frequency
oscillator and the
received signal is demodulated in the same way as is indicated in Fig. 2.2
One may, however, obtain an additional advantage of pulse transmission
since the phase dk+criminator need be operated only at the time of occurrence of the received pulse.
It is not always necessary to employ a constant-frequency oscillator
and power amplifier; the transmitter may initiate a pulsed oscillator of the
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same frequency, the output of which may be compared with that of
thereceived signal at theendof the interval At. Such a pulsed oscillator
is often called a ‘(coherent oscillator, ” and its stability must be sufficient
to prevent phase shift during the interval At. With every recurrence
of the pulse transmission, ,this oscillator is restarted in phase with the
transmitted oscillations.
Phase demodulation is then carried out as
shown in Fig. 2,4.
Figure 2.5 indicates a combination of the methods of Figs. 2“1 and
2.4that makes apulsedistance
finder ofhigh accuracy.
Phase demodulation is carried out in order to obtain a precise but amb@ous
indication

I

I

cOflSt0i3f
phase
synchronization

--l

Output

[fine)

I

&ltput
(Coorse)
FIG. 2.5.—Pulse distance finder employing phase and time demodulation.
of the distance d. But this information is supplemented by a timedemodulation system of an accuracy exceeding zjd/c.
The principle shown here is related to that employed in experimental
“cycle-matching”
tests with Loran, a hyperbolic navigation system (see
Sec. 2“18and Vol. 2). Distance is not measured directly but the differ:
ence of distances isrepresented by the phase and time difference between
two synchronized pulse transmitters.
The transmitter frequency is
approximately l.8Mc/secandcl
= 200miles, corresponding ton = 4000.1
The time demodulator must have a precision better than 1 part in 4000
(0.5 psec) in order to indicate unambiguously the proper value of n. A
pulse rise time of roughly 100 times this value is satisfactory if the techniques of Sec. 7.11 are used and may easily be obtained with a reasonable
value of transmitter and receiver bandwidth at this frequency.
Loran
represents a special case where the requirements for reliable day and night
I In theI,oransystemtime may be computedon the basisof approximately10 pseo
to themile exactlythe same as in radarsystems. (See Vol. 1.)
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coverage at great distances necessitate the use of a low frequency whereas
the requirements of the navigation problem require the utmost accuracy
of distance measurement.
Simple methods for coordinating the controls of the two measurement
systems of Fig. 2.5 in order to obtain a single control operating continuously over the whole range are presented briefly in Sec. 3.16.1
At the present time it does not appear possible to obtain unambiguous
distance measurements by phase modulation and demodulation in microwave radar systems.
If the method of Fig. 2.4 were applied to microwave
transmitters and receivers, certain difficulties would be encountered.
-

PRF
generator

H-v
pulse
generator

—

R-f
pulse
generator

3000

Me/see

“

Reflector

Defector
Stable
local
osci Ilator
30-M clsec
Pulsed
coherent
oscillator

Amplifier

EiEa-D--@

FIG. 2.6.—Hetcrodync systcm for employing phase demodulation at a low frequency in a
pulse system.

First, the synchronization of a pulsed magnetron with a continuous signal
is not assured although preliminary cxpcrimcnts give promising results
(see Vol. 6). Second, a microwave coherent oscillator must be initiated
Third, continuous
exactly in phase with the high-power transmission.
phase modulators operating at these frequencies are not available.
On the other hand, it is possible to carry out phase demodulation at
frequencies differing from the radio frequency, and advantage is taken
of the fact that the phase of the transmitted and received waves is
preserved even though they are heterodyned to a different frequency
(see Vol. 1, Chap. 16). As indicated in the block diagram of Fig. 26, a
30 Me/see pulsed coherent oscillator is initiated exactly in phase with the
heterodyne signal between the transmitted pulse and the stable local
1The similarityof the systcm of Fig. 2.5 to a multiple-scalerangesystem using a
pulsed oscillator and phase shifter is striking (see Chaps. 3 and 6). The pulsed
oscillatorused in time demodulationis analogousto the coherentoscillatorof Fig. 2,6,
except that lower fmquencicsare employed (O.1 to 1 Me/see).
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oscillator. The frequency of the stable oscillator is maintained constant
during the interval At, so that distance errors are avoided.
The frequency stability of these oscillators is remarkable, and several types have
been stabilized to an accuracy of 1 part in 108, and in a special case,
5 parts in 10’0 have been obtained (see Vol. 14). ‘1’hercf ore, the phase
of the heterodyne signal obtained from this stable oscillator and from the
received echo gives an accurate although ambiguous indication of the
distance. This heterodyne signal has, however, a frequency of 30 Me/see,
and phase discrimination and demodulation may be carried out at this
frequency by precise electromechanical devices (see Vol. 19, Sec. 13.13)
in a manner similar to that indicated in the previous examples.
Since the phase of the stable local oscillator is not synchronized with its
pulse-repetition frequency, it may vary through 360° from pulse to pulse.
There is, however, a similar variation of the phase of the coherent oscillator because this phase depends upon the combined phases of the radio
frequency and the local oscillator frequency.
The phase of the received
energy is varied correspondingly and thus the phase of the signal from a
reflector at a fixed distance is constant.
Although the configuration of Fig. 26 may be extremely useful for
indicating small increments in an accurately known distance, it does not
yet appear to be feasible to select the proper cycle of the 30-Mc/sec
received wave by time demodulation since a wave length of 10 cm requires
an accuracy of roughly 0.3 ft or 7 X 10–4 ~sec in time demodulation—corresponding to a pulse rise time of 1 X 10–2 psec. In addition, the effects
of echo interference upon the phase of the received signal are incompletely
investigated.
2.6. Frequency Modulation and Demodulation.—Another
method of
introducing a subcarrier by which unambiguous measurements of the
interval At may be obtained is the use of frequency modulation of the
r-f transmissions.
As indicated in Fig. 27, the transmitted frequency is
varied in a continuous manner in accordance with the timing waveform.
As far as is known, f-m systems are operated continuously and pulse
techniques are not employed.
The frequency-modulation
system may
be operated in three ways.
In the first, the timing waveform is impressed
upon the frequency-modulation
system and, by a process of frequency
demodulation, this waveform is recovered with a delay equal to AL Any
of the methods mentioned previously for time-delay measurement may
be employed to measure the delay between the transmitted and received
waveforms.
A second method of operation is employed in some altimeters.
Instead of demodulating the frequency-modulated
wave to obtain a time
delay as indicated in Fig. 2.7, the output of a phase discriminator is
amplified and counted as indicated in Fig. 2.8. In addition, the counter
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(beat-frequency meter) permits the use of a sinusoidal frequency modula- ,
tion since it measures the average number of cycles in the recurrence
period (T,) of this waveform.
Since the recurrence period of the modulating waveform will contain both positive and negative values of df/dt, the
total number of cycles counted in this interval is n = 2T,Af, where A~ is
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the frequency shift occurring in the time At and corresponds to the target
range.
This counting technique does not, however, permit interpolation
between cycles, and when some altimeters are used over a smooth surface
—for example, the ocean—the measurement is discontinuous and the
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indicated distance increases in integral values of n, that is, in steps of
magnitude Ad = c/4F, where F is the total frequency deviation.
In a
particular system this may amount to as much as 6 ft. 1 On the other
hand, this discontinuity causes little difficulty under usual conditions of
operation over rough terrain, and accuracies of 1 per cent of full scale
(5000 ft) and minimum distances of 1 ft are easily obtained with commercial designs. z
A third method depends upon control of the value of df/dt from the
output of the phase discriminator.
This output is, of course, a frequency
shift Aj occurring in the interval At and, for a fixed target, is constant.
Since df/dt usually has positive and negative values, there is a corresponding phase reversal of A~. Usually this difficulty is avoided by shifting
the modulated frequency by an amount + Af depending upon the sign of
df/dt, and in this way a constant phase of Af is obtained for both signs of
df/dt (see Sec. 2.12).
Automatic frequency demodulation is carried out
by variation of df/dt in two ways: first by variation of the repetition rate
of the timing wave, and second by variation of the extent of frequency
modulation at a constant repetition rate. The use of this technique in
distance and speed measurements is given in greater detail in Sec. 2.12.
Target selection and discrimination in frequency-modulation
systems
must depend upon frequency selection. 3 The distance of any target
corresponds to a particular value of frequency, and the total frequency
shift corresponding to the maximum value of At must be sufficient to
permit frequency selection with reasonable circuits, that is, bandwidths
of approximately 10 cps or greater. But the problem of constructing
100 or more selective circuits to display targets, as on a PPI, is cumbersome compared with the simplicity of time selectivity in the cathode-raytube display (see Vol. 19, Sec. 10.6).
Existing frequency-modulation
systems have not been used for preAccurate frequency demodulation
is
cision distance measurements.
possible with electronic counters.
2.6. Summary.-In
most radar systems the need for target discrimination in range and azimuth has led to the use of frequencies and pulse
durations that permit an ultimate range accuracy high compared with
that actually required for military use. But there are several systems in
which other requirements have diet ated the pulse riw time, and with these
An example of such a system is
the ultimate accuracy is required.
Loran, where a frequency of 2 Me/see is employed in order to achieve
There are already
satisfactory propagation
over great distances.
] SeeD. G. Fink, “The F-m Altimeter,” Electronics,19, No. 4, 130, (Apr. 1946).
2L-X.cit.
sUnless,for example,the durationof the timing waveformis short enoughto permit time selection.
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preliminary data that indicate the potential usefulness of the combination
of phase and time demodulation for such a system.
Combinations of phase and time demodulation in micro}i ave radar
systems are not yet possible although phase demodulation may give a
very sensitive indication of increments of distance.
At this point it is desirable to refer to the accuracy of time discrimination obtainable with special displays involving superposition of two video
signals as in Loran.
In an experimental test using synthetic signals free
from noise, the accuracy of time discrimination approached that obtainable by phase discrimination of the r-f pulse carrier (see Sec. 7.11).
In
general, such accuracy would not be expected under practical conditions
of operation where appreciable noise would be present.
The accuracy of time and phase modulators used in measurement of
this type is discussed briefly in Sec. 3.14 and in considerable detail in
Chap. 5. It is sufficient to mention here that accuracies of 0.3 per cent
With certain
of full scale are readily obtainable with practical circuits.
arrangements, a cascade of a number of time- or phase-demodulation
circuits increases the accuracy by the product of the accuracies of the two
circuits that are cascaded (see Sees. 3.9 and 3.15 and Chap. 6). Considerably less has been done to develop precision frequency modulators that
would be used for corresponding measurements in frequency-modulation systems.
The usual accuracies obtainable are approximately 1 per
cent and, as far as is known, no efforts have been made to cascade
frequency-demodulation
systems as is usually done in time- and phasedemodulation systems.
SPEED MEASUREMENTS
In radar systems having inadequate range and angle resolution, moving objects are sometimes distinguished from fixed objects—rocks, trees,
etc.—by speed measurements.
The emphasis here is upon the means
for determining target speed as supplementary information to target
distance in order that prediction of future position of the target may be
obtained.
In a number of special cases, prediction along a radial line is
sufficient, and the following discussion is confined to this subject.
Rate
information can, of course, be obtained upon differentiation of displacement measurements and this method is discussed in Sec. 2.11 and in
Chaps. 7 to 9. In scanning radar systems, the interval between displacement measurements is often so great that a considerable time is
required before sufficient information is available to permit satisfactory
differentiation.
Some aspects of this problem are re~-iewed in Sec. 2.14.
2.7. Continuous-wave Systems. —Figure 29 indicates a typical continuous-wave speed measurement system.
It is based upon the elements
of Fig. 2.2 and takes advantage of the fact that the rate of change of the
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received phase due to motion of the reflector is given directly in the output of a phase discriminator as a doppler frequency.
The value of the output frequency may be calculated by the f ormulal
F,=r

89.4V,

cps/mph

where V. is the radial velocity of the target with respect to the transmitter-receiver system in mph, Fd is the doppler frequency or the rate of
change of phase, and h is the wavelength in cm. For example, at a
wavelength of 3 cm, Fd is equal to 29.8 cps/mph.
A variety of frequency-metering circuits may be employed similar to
those used in the measurement of distance in a frequency-modulated
system (see Sec. 2.5).

or

FIG. 2.9.—Continuous-wave speed measurement system.

The relative merits of a number of these systems used for aircraft
detection are discussed in Vol. 1, Chap. 5. For most purposes the lack
of range resolution has been a great handicap to continuous-wave systems used for speed measurement.
For isolated objects—for example, a bomb or projectile—accurate
speed measurements are possible without the need for range resolution.
In fact, continuous-wave systems would seem to be particularly useful
for this purpose, and frequencies of 10,000 Me/see would be expected to
give good results by direct recording of the doppler frequency.
A reading accuracy of roughly one-quarter cycle at this frequency would give
velocities accurate to a fraction of a per cent provided a reasonable number of cycles were recorded.
In fact, such an accuracy would exceed
that obtainable by time demodulation and differentiation by a factor of
roughly 5 (see Sec. 2.11).
The exact value of the distance may or may
1Thefactor 89.4 is twice the normal conversionfactor for the doppler effect since
boththetransmitterand the receivermay be consideredto be moving with respectto
thereflector.
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not be obtained in these speed measurements depending upon whether
the zero point of recording the doppler cycles is accurately known.
From
that point onward distance measurement is obtained by simply counting
the cycles and converting these into distance (for this frequency, one
doppler cycle equals 1.6 cm).
2.8. Pulse Systems—Internally
Coherent.—The
doppler beat note
derived from the rate of change of phase due to a moving target is readily
obtained with the system shown in Fig. 2“4 by the alterations indicated
in Fig. 210.
As in Fig. 2.9, the phase-discriminator output is measured
directly by a frequency meter. This method has been applied to several
radar systems operating at 100 to 200 Me/see where audible indications
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FIG. 2.10.—Pulse speed measurement system employing internal coherence.

of the speed. of a moving target are required.
It usually suffices to
The modification of the
employ earphones for frequency estimation.
radio-frequency portions of this system as indicated in Fig. 2“6 is desirable
when microwave frequencies are employed.
A qualitative indication of the speed of a large number of targets
withh the view of a scanning radar system is obtainable as indicated in
the rudimentary schematic diagram of Fig. 2.11. This system is identical to that indicated in Fig. 201Owith the exception that the frequency
meter is replaced by a delay device of a delay that is exactly equal to the
pulse recurrence interval.
The input and output of this delay device
are subtracted, and therefore targets moving more slowly than a given
speed do not appear at the output of the subtraction circuit because
they will have an inappreciable change of phase during the repetition
interval.
Some of the delay devices described in Chap. 12 are useful
for these purposes.
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The great usefulness of this system is that it gives a qualitative
In the form indiindication of the speed of a large number of targets.
cated here, it does not, however, give accurate speed indications, and
these are more appropriately obtained through phase demodulation.
For microwave frequencies the heterodyne method of Fig. 2.6 is, of
course, desirable.
If the doppler frequency in any of these systems is equal to or is an
integral multiple of the repetition frequency of the transmitter, no modulation is observed.
The radar then fails to detect the target and is said

I
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Fm. 2.11.—Pulse system for the qualitative indkation of the speed of a large number of
slowly movingtargets by means of frequency selection at the pulse recurrence frequency.
to be “blind.”
The corresponding speed is the “ blind speed.”
may be stated more generally by the formula
Vb,id =

n“PRFo
2

This

A

where n is equal to 1, 2, 3, etc.
For the particular case, where x is equal to 3 cm and PRF is equal
to 2000,
V,u
= 67n mph.
When this effect is objectionable, a slight variation of PRF increases
the amplitude of the beat note to a measurable value.
Usually fluctuations in the phase of the reflected signal that are due to the finite size
of the target will cause this effect to be of small importance.

1
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2.9. Pulse Systems.—Extemally -coherent Echo Interference.-In
the
previously discussed systems the time delay between transmission and
reception of the pulse requires the maintenance of the phase of the transmitted wave during this time interval in order to permit simultaneous
The
comparison of the phase of the transmitted and received waves.
necessity for the coherent oscillator derives from the fact that the transmitted and received energies do not exist simultaneously at the transmitreceive point.
On the other hand, the incident and reflected energy are
coincident at the reflector for an interval equal to the pulse duration.
Extremely important methods of relative speed measurement, which
derive from this simple fact, are termed “external coherence. ” 1 External
coherence may be employed to measure the relative rate of a moving vehicle with respect to a stationary background or the relative
motion of portions of a large stationary object with respect to a moving
transmitter-receiver.
Retiive
Speed of Vehicle and Ground.-The
energy of the r-f pulse
incident upon a moving reflector is also incident upon the stationary
medium over which the object is moving.
Experimental observations
and theoretical calculations have indicated that the phase shift due to a
large number of stationary scatterers is constant, even in the neighborhood of a distinctive moving reflector;2 but the phase of the ener~
reflected from the moving object varies in accordance with the usual
doppler formula.
The reflected energy then contains a component equal
to the sum or difference of the transmitted frequency and the frequency
corresponding to the rate of change of phase (doppler frequency) caused
by the motion of the object away from or toward the transmitter.
Although the speed of the moving object maybe determined by the doppler frequency, information on its range must be obtained by time
demodulation.
Figure 2.12 shows the extreme simplicity of speed measurement by
this means. All the elements are parts of a conventional radar system
except the frequency meter. Since the energy reflected from the moving
and stationary targets contains both the transmitted frequency and this
frequency plus or minus the doppler frequency, phase discrimination is
accomplished in a simple detector.
Practical considerations in the
design of these circuits are given in Vol. 19, Sec. 14.5, and in Vol. 1.
Time selection of the energy reflected from the desired target is, of
course, important in order to secure minimum target confusion and
1External coherence is often termed ‘‘ noncoherent” doppler detection. This
term is not appropriatebecausethe energyfrom stationaryscatterersis mhsrerdwith
the incident radiation.
* A. J. F. Siegert, “Fluctuations in Return Signals from Random Scatterers,”
RL Report No. 773, 1945.
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optimum signal-to-noise ratio and also to provide measurement of distance. Other practical considerations, such as the removal of spurious
modulation from the transmitter and receiver are also of importance.

Frequency
meter

-

Phase
discriminator

4

Amplifier
Ground

t

F1m 2.12.—Pu1se speed measurement employing external coherence (echo ~n~cxference).

Relative Speed of Portions of the Ground with Respect to Mowing Transmitter-receiver. -Two
other extremely important measurements made
with externally coherent-p base systems are applicable to airborne trans-

1

I

FIO. 2,13.—Geometry for determining echo interference effects. In positions A, B,
and C doppler frequencies due to ground speed will be dominant. At D and E the doppler
frequencies will be a minimum and the ground track of the aircraft may be determined.

mitter-receiver systems.
The relative speed of portions of an illuminated
patch of ground toward a moving transmitter-receiver gives indication
of the rate and the direction of approach; this indication is due to echointerference effects during the pulse
Figure 213 shows various positions
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of the illuminating beam which emphasize various measurements of
doppler beat frequencies.
In A the beam is projected vertically downward from the moving airplane, and the relative motion of portions of the
illuminated reflectors is toward the airplane if the reflectors are ahead
and away if they are behind.
The relative motion of the point of closest
approach
is, of course, zero.
Particular reflectors at the extremities of the beam are apD
proaching or receding from the
airplane with a velocity denoted
by & V sin A/2 where A is the
beamwidth.
The doppler beat
note between these two reflectors
is 2V/X sin A/2.
Actually the existence of two
discrete reflectors at these posiVcosf’+++ )
tions is unlikely, but a frequency
FIc+.2,14.—Differential doppler shift due
to difference of motion of portions of reflector
spectrum approaching the above
A and B toward the aircraft.
expression as a maximum value is
obtained from the doppler beats of all the reflectors illuminated by the
beam.
The general form of this spectrum is indicated by Fig. 2.15.
Another possible geometry is indicated by position B in which the
beam is directed at an angle @ with respect to the ground path of the
aircraft, and a portion of the ground at a considerable distance from
the airplane is illuminated.
Here the relative velocity of portions of the
illuminated patch of ground is in the horizontal plane, the component in
the vertical plane being negligible.
Taking two points at the extreme
lateral edges of the beam, their relative velocity of approach toward the
aircraft may be computed as indicated in Fig. 2“14. This is

where @ is the azimuth angle of the antenna with respect to the ground
track of the airplane, and the differential doppler frequency is multiplied
by this geometric factor.
As in the previous case, the doppler-frequency
spectrum has a large energy at a small value of frequency and decreasing
energy out to a frequency determined by the differential velocity of
points at the extreme edges of the beam.
An estimated spectrum for
this differential doppler effect at two azimuth angles is indicated in
Fig. 2.15. The amplitude of the high-frequency components increases
as @ increases and reaches a maximum where o is equal to 90°. When
a radar frequency of 10,000 Me/see is used, the mid-frequency is centered

~
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at approximately 1 CPSfor @ = 0° or 180°, and at 300 cps for + = 90°
or 270”.
If the antenna is oriented in position C, where + = 90°, a reflector
at the forward extremity of the beam will be moving toward the airplane,
and one at the rear extremity will be moving away from it. Thus the
differential speed is represented by

v’4’+$+vcOs(’-$”
This expression reduces to 2V sin A/2, since cos A/2 at the rear extremity of the beam is negative.
This value for the differential speed is the
same as that obtained for a beam directed vertically downward as in A.
No practical application has been
=
made of the differential doppler effect
,g
in positions A or C for the purposes of
~
+ 01
measuring ground speed.
In the tit
~
place no single frequency is obtained
~~
corresponding to ground speed as observed from Fig. 2.15. The amplitude
~ / ~
at any particular frequency is subject
~
to large fluctuations due to variations
of transmitted power, the character of
12
the reflector, and the receiver sensitiOoppler
beat frequency
vity.
It is conceivable that the ratio
Fm. 2.15.—Estimated doppler
spectrum for two values of antenna
of the amplitudes at two frequencies

q!

jl and f~ would give a measure of the azimuth”
ground speed. The practicability of this suggestion has, however, not
been substantiated.
A most useful and practical result is, however, obtained by orientation
of the radar antenna to position D of Fig. 2.13. In thk position the
differential velocities of points at the extreme edges of the pattern are
equal. According to the simple formulas zero frequency would be
observed, but actually a residual spectrum near 1 cps is obtained.
A
simple and highly sensitive method of locating the true ground track of
an aircraft depends simply upon the observation of the angle ~ at which
the differential-doppler frequency goes to a minimum value, and this
minimum is easily observed.
An experimental system taking advantage
of this effect has indicated that when operating on a frequency of 10,000
Me/see with a beamwidth of 3“ the ground track of the aircraft may be
located with an accuracy of roughly ~.
The observations are made
directly on the PPI display.
A more detailed description of the method
of measuring this effect is given in Vols. 1 and 2.
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The doppler indications indicate the track of the aircraft along the
line parallel to the plane from which echo-interference effects are obtained.
If this plane is horizontal, the ground track is determined.
But in
mountainous terrain the doppler frequency null may not be observed
since the beam may not illuminate a horizontal area. This effect has
been observed in experimental flight tests and has caused some difficulty.
In spite of this limitation, the doppler ground track is an extremely
important navigational aid for airborne radar systems.
Two other methods of determining ground speed do not depend upon
the reiative motion of reflectors illuminated by the same pulse of r-f
If two antennas are used to project a continuous-wave beam
energy.
directly forward and aft along the ground track, the doppler frequency
may be measured to better than 5 mph. This method is not, however,
immediately applicable to pulse radar systems.
A proposed system uses one beam but compares the energy at two
different ranges. If, for example, the received energy from illuminated
portion D is compared with that from E (Fig. 213), the following doppler
frequency will be observed:
Aj = ~

(sin ~ – sin a),

where P and a are the vertical angles of D and E, respectively. 1 As there
is an appreciable time delay between the reception of the energy from
these two different portions of the ground, a delay device operating at the
radio frequency or the intermediate frequency is employed in order to
permit phase discrimination.
Frequency measurement, of course, gives
a value related to the ground speed as previously indicated.
This
method has two limitations: the angle + should be made zero; and suitable reflectors are required at two places on the ground rather than at a
single place, A consideration of this method will indicate its similarity
to coherent methods in which the phase of the transmitted pulse is compared with the reflected energy from D.
It has the great advantage,
however, that the required length of the delay element maybe made short
compared with that required if the transmitted pulse were to be delayed
until the reception of a suitable echo.
SPEED AND DISTANCE MEASUREMENTS
Both rate and displacement information are required for the prediction of the time of arrival of a moving object at a particular point.
In
general, data in two or three coordinates are required, but a great many
1 D. Sayre, “ Pulse Doppler with Reference to Ground Speed Indication,”
Group Report, hlar. 20, 1944.
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practical problems of prediction are satisfied by a knowledge of radial
distance and speed.
The navigation problem is usually solved by establishing a “collision”
course with the objective and by calculating the time of arrival on the
basis of range and range-rate data.
The bombing problem is similar, for release is required at a distance
from the target approximately equal to V,tt – T where V, is ground
speed, tf is time of fall, and T is trail of the particular bomb.
At low
altitudes the slant range is approximately equal to ground range at the
release point, but at high altitudes the slant range is converted to ground
range by a computer (see Vol. 19, Sec. 8.5 and Vol. 21, Sec. 6.3).
A specialized navigational computer, which has been developed for
the solution of these problems, presents a direct indication of course to
and time of arrival at a destination (see Sec. 7.28 and Vol. 21, Chap. 7).
Associated equipment may often greatly decrease the accuracy
requirements of prediction.
For example, airborne radar simplifies the
problem of Ground Control of Interception, GCI.
Similarly, proximity
fuses and guided missiles decrease the accuracy required of antiaircraft
fire control and bombing systems.
The block diagrams of various methods of obtaining dktance and
speed are preeented and are followed by a brief discussion of some of the
problems of these measurements arising in scanning radar systems.
2.10. Phase and Rate of Change of Phase.—The problem of obtaining
both distance and speed separately in phase-modulation systems has been
discussed in Sees. 24,-2”7, and 2“8.
Constant
DhO$e
In a system in which it is desired synchronization
/
to measure both distance and
Phase
modulator
speed simultaneously, the meas(Transmitter
receiver )
urement systems may operate inReceived
_
signals
dependently. A typical
block
diagram of a c-w system is shown
in Fig. 216 in which coherent
Frequency
Phase
demodulator
demodulator
oscillations establish synchronization between the phase demodu/
t
Speed
lator and the transmitter-receiver
(phase modulator).
The received
FIG. 2.16.—Distance and epeed meammements by phase and frequency demodulation
signals are phase-demodulated
in a c-w system.
giving ran g e information.
In
addition, the rate of change of range is obtained by phase discrimination
and frequency selection using the transmitted phase as a reference.
This method has, of course, the advantage of extreme sensitivity in
displacement and speed measurements, that is, it may respond to a
fraction of the period of the radio frequency but will be subject to ambi-

~1~
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guities in range as discussed in Sec. 2“4. There have been few practical
applications of the method in this form although the two processes are
used separately for a number of very accurate measurements (see Sees. 2.4
and 2.7). A more practical device would result from a combination of
time demodulation for approximate range measurement and target discrimination as discussed in Sec. 2“13.
2.11. Time Demodulation
and DMerentiation. —The only feasible
method of determining speed in a time-demodulation system is by differentiation of the distance.
In fact, all pulse-radar systems so far used for
distance-finding employ this method.
A number of methods for differentiation by manual or automatic means are described in Sec. 7.14 and
Sec. 9“3 and also in Vol. 21, Sec. 4.5. In general, manual methods consist
of various aiding devices for establishing continuity of the displacement information in the interval
between displacement
measurements. The speed of a motor or
synchronizotion~
!
other device required to establish
this continuity is then a measure
+?--of
the rate. Automatic tracking
I
I
FIG. 2 17.—Distance and speed measure- methods of high sensitivity and
ments by time demodulation and differrapid response
are employed
entiation.
wherever practicable.
A block
diagram of a typical system is indicated in Fig. 2.17 where straightforward differentiation of the distance output of the time demodulator is
indicated.
The properties and performance of a number of radar systems using
these techniques are given in the next sections, especially Sees. 2.15, 2.16,
and 2.17.
2.12. Phase and Frequency Demodulation.-In
frequency-modulated
distance finders the output information is obtained as a frequency shift
Af corresponding to the product of the time delay bet~l-een transmission
and reception of information and the rate of change of frequency with
time. If there is relative motion of the transmitter-receiver system and

‘iJance

the reflector, an additional

frequency

shift

~ ~

is added to Aj.

A

method of distinguishing between the frequency shifts due to distance
and speed depends upon the fact that A~ is subtracted from the doppler
frequency for positive values of dj/dt and added to it for negative values.
A block diagram of a possible system is shown in Fig. 2.18. In the
initial condition the timing-waveform generator which controls the frequency modulation of .4 is disabled and the system operates by ordinary
c-w doppler.
If energy is reflected from an object moving within the
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desired range of speeds, a phase discriminator operates and adjusts the
frequency of a l-f frequency-modulated
oscillator B to equal the doppler
frequency.
The output shaft represents the target speed. At thk
moment the thning-waveform generator is set into operation and frequency modulates the transmitter with a triangular wave. At the same
time a rectangular wave is applied to the oscillator B.
For increasing
values of the transmitter frequency, the ,rectangular waveform reduces
the frequency of the oscillator B by one-half the doppler frequency, and
for increasing values of the transmitter frequency, it increases the frequency of the oscillator B by one-half the doppler frequency.
If the rate
of change of the transmitted frequency produces a value of Aj equal to
Frequency
modulator
and r-f
oscillator

R-f
transmitter
(A)

4
Distance

I
Cent rol
1

-

Timing
wave form
generator

+

Phase
discriminator
for distance

Amplifier
and
detector

—

(D)

+—d—+
+

R;K$nq#or
amplitude
corresponding
D/2 cpe

to

+

L-f
frequencymodulated
oscillator

Phose
discriminator
for speed

Control

(B)

(C)

t Speed
Fxa.2 18.—Distance and speed measurements in a continuous-wave frequency-modulated
system.

one-half the doppler frequency, the resultant beat frequency applied to
the phase discriminator C will be constant because Aj is subtracted from
the doppler frequency for increasing transmitted frequencies, and vice
versa. If the value Aj is not correct, the output of the phase discriminator C will be modulated at the frequency of the timing waveform.
Phase discrimination of this signal with reference to the timing waveform
in D gives a control signal that will adjust dj/dt so that Aj is again equal
to one-half the doppler frequency.
In another system, the total frequency shift was maintained constant,
but the repetition rate of the timing waveform was varied.
In this way
a selector circuit operating at a constant frequency gives control signals
varying the repetition rate of the timing-waveform
generator so that
continuous indications of the target range are obtained (see Vol. 1,
Chap. 5).
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2.13. Time, Phase, and Frequency Demodulation.—A
possible pulse
system is indicated in Fig. 2.19. An approximate value of the dktance
is obtained by time demodulation as indicated in Fig. 2.17 and is used to
remove the ambiguities in the accurate value obtained by phase demodulation as indicated in Fig. 2.16. Rate information is obtained by frequency demodulation of the output of a phase discriminator.
At the present time this theoretically attractive system is impossible
to apply to a microwave radar since the bandwidth of existing receivers
and the accuracy of available time demodulators are inadequate to
remove the ambiguity of the phase-demodulation
system.
Nevertheless, the possibilities of extremely accurate distance measurements combined with rapid determination of speed may warrant some consideration
Am blquou9
:i;;~d

Pho;&,e’
+

,\

I

modulator
(Tronsmiltsf rscslvsr )

Constont
phose
eynchronlzatlon
PRF

preci9e
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I

~-
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d;~f;~

-

Frequency
d;~:;
-

Time
demo:ru -
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I

Wnchronization

—

t
Speed

Precise
di9t0nM

FIG. 2.19.—Distance and epeed measurements by phase, time, and frequency demodulation
in a pulse system.

of this method-especially
in the case of slowly scanning radars giving
intermittent data.
2.14. Considerations Applying to Intermittent Data.-Distance
and
speed determination in scanning radars presents some special problems.
A particular radar employs a pulse length of 1 psec, a beamwidth oi
+0, a scanning rate of 3 rpm, and maximum range scale of 300 mi]es in
order to cover large areas and distinguish many targets.
The amount oi
information obtained from each individual target is meager and infrequent because only 10 pulses are received at an interval of 20 see, corresponding to an intermittence of 1 part in 3300 in range and 1 par{ in
720 in azimuth or a net intermittence of 1 part in 240,000.
In nearly all practical applications of radar of this type, the necessit~
arises for obtaining precise information on a few of the many target!
detected, and special methods must therefore be employed to obtair
distance and speed information in a reasonable amount of time. A fev
considerations of importance in determining distance and speed are out
lined below.
Similar considerations for the determination of angula]
position are given elsewhere (see Vol. 1 and Sec. 9“11).
Distance Measurements.—An electrically controlled time demodulator
can give a satisfactory displacement measurement from several pulses
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(5 to 10) provided the displacement error is not large. Mechanically
controlled time demodulators are more sluggish and, hence, do not
respond to a group of pulses immediately.
Therefore, the mechanical
systems assess the error during the reception of the pulse group and
remove the error during the period between scans. A particular cathoderay-tube display permits the same type of operation under manual control (Sec. 7.15).
Similar considerations apply to mechanically controlled
phase demodulators.
Speed Measurements. —Although a crude indication of target velocity
is obtained in electrically controlled time demodulation systems during
the reception of a few pulses, accurate rate information is only obtained
by averaging the increments of displacement obtained on successive
scans. It requires, therefore, several scan periods (equivalent to several
minutes) to obtain accurate rate information.
An even longer time may
be required in mechanically controlled time demodulation systems.
It is often highly desirable to obtain the rate information as soon as
the displacement information is obtained.
This is difficult with time
demodulation, but measurement of the doppler frequency appears to have
several advantages.
Since the time required for a speed measurement
depends upon the sensitivity of the method employed, time and phase
demodulation may be compared in this respect.
A sensitivity of 5 ft is
considered very good for most time-demodulation systems.
On the other
hand, a movement of the reflector less than a wavelength causes a perFor microwave radar, therefore, there is a
ceptible doppler indication.
theoretical factor of improvement in sensitivity of speed measurement
of roughly one hundredfold, although this may not be obtainable with fluctuating echoes.
POSITION-FINDING
2.15. Introduction.-The
practical application of distance-finding is,
of course, to position-finding, and a few of the methods by which position
may be found by time-interval measurements are outlined.
For the
sake of completeness, a few types of angular measurements are included.
Range and angle measurements of an isolated reflector shown in
Fig. 2.20a give good results at relatively short distances.
For example,
the tracking of an aircraft by microwave radar is accurate to better than
& of a degree. Also, airborne navigation with simple types of scanning radar systems is accurate to a few hundred feet over distances of
several miles.
A more accurate method is based upon the measurement of the disThe intersection of the circular
tances to two accurately located objects.
lines of position defined by the distance measurements gives the location
of the radar station as in Fig. 2“20b and 2“20c. Using distinctive reflectors
as beacons, this method is capable of high accuracy and is employed in
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the precision beacon navigation systems, Shoran, Micro-H, and Gee-H in
which reproducibilities of position-finding of roughly 25, 100, and 150 ft
respectively have been obtained at distances of approximately 100 miles.
There are, of course, two possible arrangements, one in which the
position of the transmitter-receiver is found with respect to the position
of two known reflectors as in Fig. 2.20b, and one in which the position of a
particular object is found with respect to the known positions of two
transmitter-receivers as in Fig. 2.20c. The latter system is known as
Reflector

d
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Trons.

(a) Range

and

(c) Two

‘ranso
(b) TWO

circular

and
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0
Trans.l
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(d) Two hyperbolic
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of

position

FIQ. 2,20.—Someposition-findingmethods. The figureshows four basic positionfindingmethode. In (a) the positionof thereflectoris basedon both therangeandangle
rneseurementm
madefrom a singletransmitterand receiver. In (b) two circular lines of
position are obtained from a pair of reflectors and a single transmitter-receiver. In (c)
theee lines are obtained from a pair of transmitter-receivers and a single reflector. In (d)
two hyperbolic lines of position are obtained by a receiver at point A in combination with
three transmitters and two receivers.

“Oboe” when a responder beacon is used at A; it has given reproducibility of roughly 50 ft at 200 miles.
Figure 2.20d indicates a system in which only the difference of the
distances dl and dz is measured.
For example, if the transmissions of
Station 2 are synchronized with those of Station 1, the time difference in
reception at A gives the difference of distances to the two stations.
A
constant difference of dl and dt defines a hyperbolic line of position
The intersection of this line of
having Stations 1 and 2 as its foci.
position with another similarly derived from Stations 1 and 3 gives the
Although this system has geometry that yields somewhat
position of A.
less accuracy than a system employing circular lines of position, it is of
extreme importance because it permits the position of A to be found by
receiving equipment alone.
Examples of this system are Loran and Gee.
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losition-

FIQ. 2.21 .—A microwave radar system specialized for accurate range measurementt.

2.16. Pulse Echo Systems.—A simple radar system specialized for
accurate range measurement is shown in Fig. 2.21. At a frequency of
3000 Me/see and with a 4-ft paraboloid, a beamwidth of 4° is obtained.
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Thk beamwidth combined with a pulse length of 1 ,usec gives satisfactory
discrimination
of shipping and some distinctive landmarks.
Time
demodulation is accomplished by a circular or type J oscilloscope, which
provides an accurate time scale. A type B indication is provided for
initial selection of the desired echo and for angular measurements (see
Sec. 7.27).
With devices of this type, measurement of the range of isolated
reflectors is accurate to between 15 to 50 ft depending upon the rise time
of the received pulse, the accuracy of the timing circuit, and the character
of the reflector.
The accuracy of range measurement does not depend
upon the distance measured (at least up to 10 miles) because of the character of the timing circuit employed (see Sec. 3.15).
Equal accuracy of position is obtainable by angular measurements
using the type B indication but only at relatively small distances.
For
exr mple, usual angular errors for 4° beams are ~, giving errors of 50 ft
at distances- of one mile. The
narrower beams used in 10,000Mc/sec radar systems developed
for airborne navigation and bombing give better accuracy (N +).
Figure 2-22 shows an electronic
crosshair on a PPI display of a
bombing radar. This crosshair
may be set to any one of the visible
targets for range and angle measAlthough special indiurement.
cators (see Sec. 7.28) and rapid
angular scanning may increase the
accuracy by a factor of 10, the
accuracy of range measurement
exceeds that of angular measurement at distances of about 20
miles. For further discussion of the precision of angular measurements,
the reader is referred to Vols. 1 and 2.
A critical test of the accuracy of distance and speed determination in
pulse systems is afforded by measurements of the flight of the projectile
In a parsince accurate calibration is afforded by existing techniques.
ticular case using photography of a 200-yard type J display (see Sec. 3.19)
with SCR-584 and a special wide-band receiver (4Mc/see), the track of
a rocket was recorded over a distance of 2000 yd with an error of 4 yd;
a corresponding value of the velocity accurate to 1 part in 500 resulted.
Other experiments using less sensitive indicators and receivers of normal
bandwidth (1 Me/see) gave velocity measurements accurate to approxi-
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mately 1 per cent corresponding to an error of 30 ft/sec in a distance of
2000 yd. In this method the rate information is not immediately
available, nor was it immediately needed.
In systems used for tracking
the fluctuating signal from aircraft when the rate information is needed
immediately for fire control, the accuracy is not so good, and in a system
comparable to the one employed above, errors of 2 or 3 times the values
obttined for a projectile are observed.
In a system having an intrinsic
accuracy of about 10 ft, errors of range rate about 20 ft/sec with smoothing times of one-half second are observed in tracking a 300-mph aircraft.
2.17. Radar Beacons.—Isolated
reflectors such as aircraft, ships,
buoys, and abrupt points of land extending into water make relatively
satisfactory objects for range-finding but it is often extremely difficult
to find satisfactory objects overland.
Even isolated reflectors, however,
give inexact range readhgs since they have irregularities which result in
considerable variation of the intensity of the reflected energy.
Further-
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FIG. 2.23.—Block diagram of radar beacon.

more, moving objects result in additional intensity variationa.
A
specially constructed reflector called a “corner reflector” (see Vol. 1,
Sec. 3“2) is necessary for more reliable range readings.
For accurate overland distance measurement with microwave radar
and for all types of measurements made with longer-wave systems, it is
desirable to employ a precisely located beacon in place of a reflector.
These devices, variously called “beacons,”
“responders,”
or “slave
stations, ” are pulse relay systems that repeat the incident pulse with a
known and constant time delay.
A beacon responding to the interrogations of the pulse system replies
on a wavelength suitable for the receiver of the distance-measuring system
For
and often in a manner characteristic of the particular beacon.
example, the system of Fig. 2“1 may interrogate the responder shown in
Fig. 2%3. The beacon consists of an amplifier and detector suitable for
generating a pulse of suficient amplitude to initiate the operation of an
r-f pulse generator which replies to the incoming pulses as in (1) of F]g.
2.23. Often the reply is in the form of a train of pulses, the number and
spacing of which are determined by a coder as in (2).
In certain cases
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the beacons are arranged to respond only to a particular code in order
that a particular transmitter may designate the beacon to reply.
The reply of the beacon is characterized by two faults in so far as
accurate distance measurements are concerned.
The first is the inevitable delay between the reception of the interrogation and the transmission of the response.
‘IT& delay is due to a number of factors which
are discussed in Sees. 3.1 and 3 “2. The principal cause, however, is the
delay of the receiver.
In addition, the decoding of a coded interrogation
pulse requires an interval equal to the length of the code. These delays
introduce a fixed correction in the distance measured and the apparent
distance of the beacon is always greater than its actual distance by several
The second fundamental fault is due to the variation
hundred yards.
of the actual delay in the response with variations in the amplitude of the
interrogating signal. This effect is due not only to the characteristic
of the receiver discussed in Sec. 3.2 but also to the characteristic of the
decoder.
With careful design this variation may be reduced to 0.1 paw
for a wide variation of signal intensity.
A complete discussion appears
in Vol. 3.
2.18. Hyperbolic Systems. —These systems, known as “Loran” and
“Gee”
navigational systems, permit distanc~fimiing
in a number of
applications where weight or power restrictions prevent the use of transmitting equipment.
In miMary operations requiring secrecy, these
systems are advantageous in that no transmission is required.
In other
situations, for example, where a large number of mobile craft require
distance information, no problem of mutual interference is involved.
One serious drawback to their use as traffic control systems is that no
indication of the position of the receiver is obtained at the transmitting
stations.
A system has already been mentioned (see “ Decca,” Sec. 2.4) in
which synchronized continuous waves are sent from two stations to a
remote receiver and increments of distance are obtained by phase demodulation.
The Loran and Gee systems, however, employ a pulse subcarrier
of sufficiently low frequency (25 and 500 cps, respectively), to permit
unambiguous distance measurements over the entire range.
In these systemsa simple beacon indicated by Fig. 2“23 is not employed
because the bandwidth and signal-t-noise
ratio are inadequate to permit
direct synchronization of the responder.
In addition, it is desirable to
introduce very large coding delays to permit identification of master and
slave stations.
A block diagram of a possible system is indicated in
Fig. 2.24 and it is seen that the system contains three synchronized timing
oscillators.
The PRF is set by the master station, and those of the slave
station and the receiver are controlled by a process of frequency and
phase demodulation which may be either manual or automatic.
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The receiving station employs time demodulation for measurement
of the interval elapsing between the reception of master and slave pulses.
Accuracies of ~ psec are achieved with 2-Me/see Loran under good conditions. For higher accuracy, some experimental systems employ a com-
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bination of time and phase demodulation as indicated in Fig. 2.5 and
discussed in Sec. 2“4, and values of 0.1 psec may be obtained.
Practical
timing circuits are given in Sec. 7.31 and the whole system is presented in
vol. 4.

~
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2.19. An Omnidirectional
Beacon Using Time Modulation.-An
interesting use of precision distance measurements for obtaining angular
data is indicated in Fig. 2.25. In a hyperbolic system in which the base
line is extremely short compared with the distance of the remote receiver,
the time difference measured is proportional to the angular position of the
receiver with respect to the antenna system.
A master and slave combination similar to that used for position-finding is indicated in Fig. 2“25
except that the distances are so short that direct wire transmission from D
to A, B, and C is possible and the transmitter is alternately switched from

FIG.2.25.—Anomnidirectionalbeaconusingtimemethdation.
A to B to C. The relative times of arrival of pulses from A, B, and C at a
For examremote receiver varies, depending upon its angular position.
ple, when a receiver is positioned as indicated in Fig. 225, pulses from
B are received tit-those
from C second-and
those from A last. The
time difference of the received pulses, for example, on switching from
antenna A to B is proportional to D cos 0 where Ois the direotion of the
receiver.
In a typicaf system where d is equal to 500 ft, the maximum
time difference is equivalent to 4 Psecl and a sensitivity of 0.01 paec or
approximately 1“ is obtained.
Details of this system are given in Sec.
10.8.
1One-waytranemtilon at approximately 1000ft/pee&
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BY BRI~ON CHANCE
This charher deals with the characteristics of the components and
with their possible arrangements
to make different types of systems. Methods of time measurement will be surveyed, and an
attempt will be made to establish
continuity between the treatment
of the basic methods of waveform
generation and manipulation discussed in Vol. 19 and the practical
circuits to be described in later
(a)
chapters of this book on manual
C&p
and automatic time measuring
systems.
The transmitter
and
cJl&Lging
receiver are treated briefly and
the time-measuring components
Dc
Power
in some detail. As stated in Sec.
supply
2.3, precision time demodulation
requires the processes of time
J
modulation, time discrimination,
and control.
TRANSMISSION AND RECEPTION
3.1. Transmission
of Pulses.
Pulse
Common to all distance measurtransformer
ing systems using pulse time
methods is the necessity for transmitting a rectangular waveform of
(b)
FIG. 3.1.—Two types of high-voltage
short duration.
Usually a highpulse-generator circuits. In (a) vacuum
voltage switch is used to connect
tubes are used in the switch to discharge
condenser C. In (b) a hydrogen thyratron
the supply voltage momentarily
i~ used to discharge the pulse forming netto an r-f oscillator, for example,
work d.
the magnetron.
Figure 3.1 shows
two typical circuits for generating a l-gsec pulse. Full details appear
in Vol. 5.
37
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Accurate time measurements require exact reproducibility
of the
switching waveform and rapid rise of the transmitted pulse. The switching waveform and the rise of the oscillator current for a O.I-Asec pulse
are shown in Fig. 32.
More rapid rises (~ 5 X 10-’ see) have been
employed, but unstable operation of the magnetron is often observed
(see Vol. 6). It is often desirable to employ as short a pulse as possible
to obtain high discrimination in range. Durations of 0.05 to 0.1 Psec
have been used in experimental systems.
The actual buildup of oscillations in three types of oscillators, a
300&Mc/sec
magnetron, a 2-Me/see triode, and a 16-kc/sec timing
oscillator, is shown in Fig. 3.3. It is seen that the number of cycles
required to reach full amplitude in the case of the two r-f oscillators is

/“)

\

..

If=
Ilme

—

time

—

(a)

(b)
FICJ.3.2.—Voltage and current waveform in a magnetron oscillator. (a) shows the
.wdiedvoltaee
waveform and (b) the oscillator current. The pulse duration is 71,
#sec. In (a) the slow decay of the switching waveform is not typical of good r,,odulator
performance and could easily have been arranged to decay more rapidly. These pulses
were generated by a circuit similar to that of Fig. 3.la.

large compared with that of the timing oscillator.
The rise of the oscillations in the magnetron (30 cycles, 0.01 ~sec) is probably limited by the
rise of the switching waveform but is sufficiently rapid for most distance
measurements.
The buildup of oscillations in the I,orm transmitter is
intentionally limited to 8 cycles or G ysec in order to avoid an excessively
wide spectrum and consequent interference with radio communication.
To achieve reproducibility of time measurements, the shape of the transmitted pulse is carefully monitored and controlled.
The initiation of
oscillations in the 16-kc/scc oscillator is obtained by interrupting the
initial conditions either of maximum current through the inductance or of
maximum voltage across the capacitance of the oscillating rirruit (see Yol.
19, Sec. 4.14).
Under these conditions starting times of a small fraction of
a cycle are obtained.
Similar performance has been obtained from oscillators operating at 30 to 60 LIc/see, but is rarely obtained in pulsed r-f
oscillators where a switching wave usually supplies the plate power, and
the buildup of oscillators is dctrrmincd hy the Q of the tuned circuits
and the negative resistance of the oscillator.
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Although the time delay between
the rise of the switching waveform
and the initiation of r-f oscillations
in the magnetron is extremely small
(< I&’ see), this interval may be
appreciable in other oscillators, for
example, the lighthouse-tube oscillators. 1 Figure 3.4 indicates 0.3-psec
3000 t#clsec
(a)
delay between the rise of the switching waveform and the initiation of
oscillation in type 2C43.
Not only
does this factor have to be taken
into account in the calibration of
ranging equipment, but short- and
long-period variations of this value
(b)
2 Mclsec
must be kept at a minimum in order
to avoid serious errors.
‘I’he short-time variations can be
practically eliminated by the introduction of a low-level c-w signal at
approximately the resonant frequency
16 Kc/see
(c)
—and some reduction of the delay
FIG. 3.3.—Tracingsof oscillograms
is also achieved.
This method is representing the starting times of
various oscillator circuits. (a) repreparticularly useful at frequencies of sents
the starting of a 3000-Mc/sec
200 Me/see.
magnetronoscillator. To achieve full
amplitude30 oscillationsare required.
3.2. The Reception of Pulses.—
(~) representsthe initiationof oscillaAs far as is known, the propagation
tions in a Loran transmitteroperating
at
2 Me/see. The buildup of oscillaof the transmitted pulse to the reflectionsherecloselyfollowsthe rise01the
tor and back to the receiver occurs
switching waveform. (c) shows the
initiationof oscillationsin a 1&kc/sec
at the velocity of light. The distortiming waveform generator. Note that
tion of the leading edges of pulses
practically rapid gtarting is obtained.
reflected from some small stationary
objects is slight, but distortion of pulses
reflected from other objects may be very
serious and is due to the interference between rays reflected from various parts
FIG. 3,4.—Delay between the
of the object (see Vol. 1).
switching waveform and the initiaBandwidth
and Rise Time.—An ideal
tion of r-f oscillations. The buildup of oscillations in a lighthouse
receiver would exactly reproduce the
tube (2C43) operating with 1000
transmitted waveform, and thus achieve
volts at the plate is shown, indicating a delay of roughly ipsec.
optimum accuracy.
Unfortunately,
no
Tbe duration of the current pulse
receiver has been made to reproduce
is 1.16 #sec.
1A microwavetriode transmittertube (see Vcl. 7).
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faithfully the shape of the magnetron pulse represented in Fig. 3.3a. At
present, considerations of signal-to-noise ratio and the characteristics of
available vacuum tubes set a limit to receiver bandwidths of 10 to 20
Me/see which restricts the accuracy of the distance measuring system.
For optimum signal-tc+noise ratio, the receiver bandwidth (see Vol. 18,
Sec. 7.1, and Vol. 23) is related
to the pulse duration by the
expression

FIG, 35.-Output
pulse of a wide-band
receiver displayed on a cathode-ray tube.
The sharp pulse following the abrupt drop
of the range index has a duration of roughly
0,1 psec and is obtained from an experimental receiver of approximately 16 Nfclsec
The steep drop of the range
bandwidth.
index (0.1 #see) can be set to tbe rise of the
video pulse to an accuracy of better than
1 yd. The sweep duration is roughly
6 psec.

where t is the pulse duration
(microseconds) and (S is the intermediate-frequency
ban d w i d t h
(megacycles per second).
Deviations from this optimum give only
slight decreases of signal-to-noise
ratio.
The rise time t, obtainable
with a given value of @ is

The output of a wideband receiver is shown in Fig. 3.5. The error of
time measurement, At, will be roughly ~a the time of rise of the received
signal for usual types of displays (see Sec. 7.13).
Some typical examples are given in Table 3“ 1:
TABLE 31.-CALCULATED

VALUES OF EEUtOR
OF TIME MEASUIIEMENT

System

CB,
Me/see

At

tr,
gsec

—
psec

l—l—l

Experimental radar . . . . . . . . . . . . .

SCR-584. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Loran . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

16

1.3
0.050

0.05
0.5
20

0.003
0.03
1

I1

ft

1.5
15
500

The figures in the last column are in good accord with the observed consistency of measurements on distinctive targets for the first two systems.
For Loran the accuracy is intrinsically much greater than that indicated
because of a more accurate method of pulse-matching.
Delay Time.—A second important characteristic of a receiver is its
delay time, which adds a fixed correction varying from 50 to 200 ft
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depending upon the bandwidth and number of stages of the receiver (see
Vol. 18, Chap. 4).
This delay is expressed approximately as follows:
h=?
for a six- or seven-stage single-tuned amplifier.
The delay is roughly
twice this value for a doubletuned amplifier of the same num%
ber of stages.
In actual practice, a
td is measured for each particular =
~
radar system, and for a given 0
radar it is found to be repro- G
.
ducible.
The measurement of t~ .=
m
is discussed briefly in Sec. 3.6.
1
1
0
350
Variation oj Delay w“th Signal
700
Range In feet
third practical
Amplitude.-A
consideration in the choice of receiver bandwidth is the effect of
signal-amplitude
fluctuations
upon the time delay of the received pulse. In radar systems
for tracking moving targets, such
as ships or airplanes, interference
effects give very large signal fluctuations.
Also the echo is often
amplitude-modulated
by the angular scan of the radar.
Figure
Range in yards
3.6 indicates variations of the time
FIG. 3.6.—The effect of signal amplitude
variation upon time delay in receivers of
delay of an echo due to two
inadequate bandwidth. In both (a) and
types of receivers of inadequate
(b) the signal of smallest amplitude is delayed the most, and increasing amplitudes
bandwidth.
give an apparent decrease in range. The
Gain Control.—The error due
receiver of AN /A PS-15 is represented by
(a) and that of AN/APG-5 is represented
to signal-amplitude
fluctuations
by (b).
is considerably reduced by automatic control of the gain of the receiver.
Simple circuits that will
maintain the average value of the signal amplitude constant are well
known, and manyfold reduction of the range errors is readily obtained.
Often the fluctuations of signal intensity are at a rate comparable to the
pulse-repetition frequency—for
example, fluctuations due to propeller
modulation, slow changes of aspect, or angular scanning.
Rapidly
acting gain-control circuits may be used to remove amplitude changes
due to these causes. Since some of these modulations
may bear
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desirable information-for
example, modulation due to angular scan—
these voltages are recovered as a fluctuation of the control signal to the
intermediate frequency amplifier and are suitable for directional control
(see Sec. 9.5).
In hyperbolic navigation systems, the time difference between the
reception of two signals is required.
Since both these signals pass
through the same amplifier, they are delayed an equal amount provided
they are adjusted to the same amplitude.
The Loran display is designed
to permit the adjustment of the received signal amplitudes to equality.
An electronically switched display and gain control are used so that the
two received signals are alternately displayed and controlled in response
to the setting of separate gain controls.
If signal-intensity changes occur
simultaneously for both waveforms, then the compensation for time
errors occurs automatically.
Otherwise, manual or automatic gain control may compensate for differential fluctuations of the signal amplitudes.
In this way a high accuracy of time measurement is obtainable with a
narrow-band receiver.
Since time-discrimination circuits are never perfectly balanced, their
sensitivity to amplitude changes is minimized by satisfactory gain control.
In addition, automatic gain control gives optimal immunity from smaller
interfering signals, since the gain control is always held to the value
relevant to the desired signal.
In view of all these advantages, this
feature is included in all receivers in which range accuracy is important.
Automatic gain control does not always ensure the elimination of
receiver-delay variations due to signal-intensity changes, since alterations
of the gain-control voltage itself may cause variations in receiver bandwidth and hence variations in time delay.
In particular, gain control
that depends upon variation of the transconductance of an amplifier tube
must also vary the bandwidth of this stage to a certain extent.
Quantitative data are available on this effect for SCR-584, where a 30-db signalamplitude change resulted in a variation of receiver delay of 0.1 ~sec
in spite of the maintenance of a constant output amplitude.
Differentiation. -pulse-sharpening
or puk,edlfferentiating circuits and
large amplification have been used to increase the rate of rise of the
receiver output; some typical circuits are given in Vol. 19, Sec. 9.8. No
real increase in accuracy is obtained, however, that could not be achieved
by more sensitive time-discrimination
circuits.
A differentiated pulse,
however, may be convenient for manual range-tracking on a cathode-raytube display.
SYNCHRONIZATION
Synchronization is the process of ensuring that the time reference for
the time-modulation system and the time-demodulation
system is the
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The accuracy of range measurement
same or differs by a known amount.
depends upon the consistency of synchronization.
Various methods of synchronization are shown in Fig. 3.7 and are
discussed individually in Sees. 3.3 to 3.5.
3.3. Synchronization by the R-f Pulse Generator.-Some
high-voltage
pulse generators generate their own recurrence frequency; for example, a
motor-driven switch is often used. As indicated by (1) in Fig. 3“7, this
provides a simple and straightforward
method of synchronization,
because the switching waveform or the oscillator current waveform may
be used to initiate the operation of the time demodulator without the
H-v
pulse
generalor

R-f
pulse
generator

—
1

I

Tf

1

Amplifier

Timing
wove for m
generator

~

Confrol
FIG. 3.7.—Three
methods
of
generator.
(2) Synchronization
The
from
the P1lF
generator.

discriminobr

wtpuf

synchronization.
(1)
by timing
waveform

Synchronization
generator.
(3)

by the r-f pulse
Synchronization

numbers on each line indicate the path of. the various

signals in each system.

This method imposes severe design
need for a separate PRF generator.
For example, the
restrictions upon the time-demodulation
circuits.
timing-waveform
generator must be restarted with every transmitted
pulse in order to maintain synchronism.
Crystal, or LC, pulsed sinusoidal oscillators or h%’-controlled triangular-waveform
generators are
therefore required.
Variable delays h the initiation, and the termination
of waveform before the next transmitted pulse represent serious design
problems.
In this respect RC- and LC-controlled timing circuits are
much more satisfactory than pulsed crystal oscillators (see Vol. 19,
Sec. 4.15).
The stability of continuous oscillators is, however, closely
approached in some designs of pulsed oscillators (see Sec. 3.10).
Initiation
of the ,Timing Waueform.—Simultaneous initiation of the
timing waveform by the transmitted pulse is not usually achieved even
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in the most carefully designed circuits.
As a result, each system haa a
correction to be applied to compensate for this delay.
This correction
varies from a fraction of a microsecond for RC-controlled triangular
timing waveforms to several microseconds for pulsed crystal oscillators.
The starting time of pulsed LC’-oscillators is very small, and the transient
response of associated phase-shifting networks usually determines the
delay in operation.
This, however, rarely exceeds ~ cycle of the timing
wave. The necessary correction is usually determined by measuring
the error in the range of a target at a known distance.
Minimum Range. -Another
consequence of the delay in the initiation
of the timing waveform is the inaccuracy of range measurements made a
few microseconds after the transmitted pulse. This sets a limit to the
In many circuits this corresponds to a
minimum distance measurable.
few per cent of the full range scale, and it is often desirable to insert a
delay device between the receiver output and the time discriminator as
shown in Fig. 3.7. This permits continuous range readings through
zero. A delay line of 3 to 4 psec is required, and its temperature coefficient may cause additional errors (see Vol. 19, Sec. 13.7).
3.4. Control of the PRF by the Timing Waveform.-This
method of
synchronization, shown as (2) in Fig. 3.7, permits complete freedom in the
design of the timing-waveform generator and usually results in a distancemeasuring systcm of greater simplicity and accuracy than any other.
One of the principal advantages is that a continuously oscillating time
The
standard, such as a crystal-controlled
oscillator, is employed.
reliability and stability of the quartz crystal remove the need for any
other time standards.
-4 chain of frequency dividers maybe employed to
generate a synchronizing pulse of a constant or adjustable PRF for the
transmitter, as discussed in Sees. 3“13 and 3“15. Simple circuits are
available for giving pmcisc phasing between the sinusoidal oscillator and
the trigger pulse. Finally, the essentials of simple and accurate multiplescale range systems form an integral part of the oscillator frequencydividcr systcm (see Sec. 3.15).
Another advantage of this type of synchronization is that continuous
and accurate time measurements may be made before and after pulse
Since the timing-waveform generator operates continutransmission.
In their place,
ously, any errors due to its starting time are eliminated.
however, other errors arise. In some designs the phase of the output
of the frequency-dividing
system may vary with respect to the timing
waveform.
This error may be almost completely avoided by the use of
a frequency divider that incorporates time selection of a pulse generated
at the frequency of the timing waveform (see Sec. 4.8).
Another error
may arise from a variation in the delay between the trigger to the highvoltage pulse generator and the transmission of the r-f pulse. In order
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to minimize these difficulties, an extremely rapid trigger is used to initiate
the high-voltage pulse generator that in turn must initiate the radiofrequency oscillations with extreme rapidity.
The latter is accomplished
satisfactorily in most cases (see Sec. 3“1).
If the given synchronizing waveforms are of equal rapidity, there is
very little to choose between the accuracy of synchronization obtainable
with this method and that described in Sec. 3.3. The main advantage
of this method is the simplicity-, economy, and accuracy of the time
modulator built around the crystal oscillator and the frequency divider.
The disadvantage is the regularity of pulse-recurrence interval.
3.5. Synchronization by a PRF Generator.—A separate PRF generator may be used to initiate the operation of the time demodulator and the
r-f pulse generator as shown by (3) of Fig. 3.7. This connection is subject to the errors of both the previous systems since the starting times of
both the r-f oscillator and time demodulator may vary.
This connection is, however, often employed for medium-precision ranging systems
having RC timing elements in the time demodulator and vacuum-tube
The operation of the time
switches in the high-voltage pulse generator.
demodulator is usually started in advance of the r-f transmitter by a
precisely known time interval to permit accurate zero calibration and to
indicate the transmitted pulse on the cathode-ray-tube display.
A variant of this type of synchronization is one in which the function
of the PRF generator is to select a train of timing waves from a continuous oscillator.
The first member of this pulse train serves as the reference
pulse of the time-demodulation system and also as the trigger for the r-f
pulse generator.
The other members of the selected pulse train are
used in the timing circuits.
The necessity for a frequency divider is
avoided, and yet exact synchronism between the timing waveform and the
r-f pulse is maintained.
Also the average PRF is continuously variable
(see Sec. 4.9).
3.6. Zero Calibration.-The
existence of a number of fixed or variable
delays between emission of the r-f pulse and initiation of the demodulation
system haa been indicated.
If accurate time measurements are required,
a zero-calibration procedure must be employed to determine the exact
value of the delay and to correct for any variation which may occur
because of the effects of time, temperature, or’ other variables upon the
equipment.
The zero point for distance measurement is the moment of appearance, at the terminals of the time discriminator, of an echo from a target
corresponding to zero range. This echo is, of course, never physically
realizable because of the finite length of the transmitted pulse. A satisfactory substitute is a reflector placed at a known distance (approximately
1000 ft) that is large compared with the pulse length.
The time-&
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modulation circuit is calibrated against some known standard such as
The difference between the reading of
the crystal-controlled oscillator.
the time demodulator and the known distance of the artificial reflector
then gives the proper zero correction for the system.
This correction
takes into account all errors. Particular care is needed when using timedemodulation circuits in which the calibration of the zero point interacts
with the calibration of its slope.
Since the precise location of such a reflector is an extremely awkward
operation under field conditions, any alternative proposal is preferable
although the zero-calibration procedure becomes much more involved
and much less accurate.
One may assume that the signal of largest
amplitude appearing at the output terminals of the receiver is the r-f
pulse and that this pulse corresponds to an echo of zero range. This
assumption is rarely justified since the energy of the high-voltage of r-f
pulse may be sufficient to excite the later amplification stages of the
receiver and in this way arrive in advance of energy which has traveled
Depending upon the shielding of the
the same path as a received echo.
receiver and the energy of the transmitted pulse, the signal obtained in
this manner may anticipate the true zero point of range by values indlcated in the following table and must, therefore, be initially calibrated as
described above.
Such calibration is constant and holds true for a given
type of radar.
T-LE

3.2.—APPROXIMATE
ZEROCORRECTION
FORTYPICALRADARSYSTEMS
System
AhJ,IILles
Experimentalradar. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.1
SCR-5S4. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.2
AN/APG-5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.3

A practical dificulty in measuring the time of appearance of the pulse
corresponding to zero range is due to possible nonlinearity of the characteristics of the time demodulator near zero range. If the time demodulator covers a range greater than the interval between transmitted pulses,
the zero setting is made, not with respect to the transmitted pulse, but
with respect to the pulse immediately succeeding it. For systsms having
a known and constant repetition interval, this eliminates the effects of
any short-range nonlinearities of the timedemodulation
circuit.
S.7. Remote Control of Synchronization.-Navigational
systems in
which a time demodulator is located remotely are synchronized by radio
transmission of the reference pulse. This pulse may initiate the timing
waveform of the remote receiver by direct triggering, or may be protected
by pulse coding and decoding or pulse-recurrence-frequency demodulation.
It ia necessary to consider not only the rate of rise of the synchronipiing
waveform but also the effects of noise and interference on the reliability
and accuracy with which the remote time demodulator is synchronized.
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Since a single uncoded pulse is rarely satisfactory, the simplest systems
employ coding and decoding circuits depending upon pulse duration
or spacing.
As shown in Vol. 19, Sec. 10”2, the earlier members of a
multiple-pulse code permit unique time selection of the later members.
The security of a code against interference increases much more rapidly
In a particular case the frequency
than the number of pulses in the code.
at which a three-pulse code will be simulated by several interfering
radars is but Zh
that of a tw~pulse code.
If interference is heavy or the rise time of the synchronizing puke is
not sufficiently rapid to secure accurate triggering by pulse coding and
decoding, pulse-recurrence-frequency
demodulation is employed (see
Fig. 2“23). This method has several advantages.
If the transmitted
PRF is crystal-controlled, the frequency-modulated
oscillator of the frequency demodulator may also be crystal-controlled and have a stability
permitting operation for appreciable intervals in the absence of synchronizing pulses. For example, in Loran ground stations synchronization
loses accuracy (~ psec) only after a 3-rein interruption-corresponding
to a 10SSof 45OO pulses. Another advantage of crystal-controlled PRF
is that the oscillator may generate the timing waveform of the time
demodulator.
Often initial selection of the correct PRF is made on the basis of
pulse coding and decoding since instantaneous response to the correct
code is obtained.
This process is then combined with PRF demodulation.
TIME MODULATION
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The subject of time modulation has been discumed extensively in
Vol. 19, Chaps. 7, 9, and 13, and a number of practical single- and
multiple-scale circuits are given in Chaps. 5 and 6 of this volume.
only
the general properties of time-modulation devices are presented here.
3.8. Single-scale Time Modulation.-Time
modulation is defined as
the modulation of the time intewal between two waveforms or between
two portions of a waveform.
The
pwlaa “pomian ,“,0,”0,
earlier waveform or portion of a
i
waveform is termed the “time
reference” pulse while the latter ‘“’crone’ ‘Isc
is the “time-modulated”
puke.
n
The interval over which time Tim.- modulated puke
modulation may be expected is
Range of time
k
--l
modulation
termedthe” range of modulation.”
Fm. 3&-S,nd~ale
time modulator.
This may be equal to the pulaerecurrence interval of the radar system, but is usually rather less
than this value to permit the pul&waveform
generator to return to
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its quiescent condition.
The range of modulation, on the other hand,
may be small compared with the pulse-recurrence interval as in pulse
communication where the duration of the transmitted pulse is sometimes
varied.
A circuit is termed “ single scale “ if only one time modulator is
used. It contains two timing waves, ho~~-ever, one for synchronization
and the other for time modulation, but ncit-ner timing lva~,e occurs more
than once during the pulse-repetition interval, as shown in Fig. 38.
3.9. Multiple-scale Time Modulation.—The
range of time modulation may be subdivided by a train of fixed pulses as sho]~n in Fig. 39.
If these pulses are generated from crystal- or LC-controlled oscillators,
Reference

pulse

n
~—Pu15e

Fixed

n

pulses

n

repe!i+icm

n

n

n

n

interval

n

$

n

n

n

n

Time -modulated
selector
pulse
(coarse
scale)

~

Selected
pulse

Range

reference

or

lime modulation

n

Time-modulated
pulse
(fine scale)

++.

—

:,

- ~,-+

l+
Range

of time

modulation

Ft~. 3.9.—Two-scale time modulator employing selection of a fixed pulse and interpolation.

extremely accurate subdivisions are obtained and the pulse-recurrence
With fixed
interval may be set by accurately phased frequency dividers.
pulses, there is no actual time modulation, that is, variation of a time
interval in response to a control signal. When used on visual displays,
interpolation between the fixed pulses is possible, but greater accuracy is
obtained by using a time-modulation circuit that is initiated by one of the
fixed pulses and has a range of modulation equal to the pulse spacing.
By the time selection of different fixed pulses to serve as the reference
time modulator, a range of modulation
pulse for this “interpolating”
equal to the repetition interval is covered.
Time selection of the desired
fixed pulse is carried out by a “coarse” time-modulation circuit covering
the full range and generating a selector pulse of duration less than the
interval between fixed pulses. Mechanical or electrical coordination
of the controls for the fine and coarse systems gives a single control of the
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fine-scale pulse over the entire range. As shown in Fig. 39 this process
depends upon two time modulators and a fixed pulse train generated by a
precise timing waveform recurring many times during the full modulation
interval.
Three timing waves are involved, one for the fixed pulses and
two for the coarse and fine scales. This combination is said to be
“double scale. ” This arrangement is similar to double-scale synchro
systems (see Vol. 19, Sec. 12.6), and the same accuracy increase is
obtained.
The error of a time modulator may be considered a fixed fraction of
the full range of modulation independent of the time scale. Thus the
smaller the range of modulation in time units, the greater the accuracy
in time units. Thus the accuracy is proportional to the number of times
Reference
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FIG. 3.10.—Two-sca1e time modulator employing selection of a phase-modulated pulse.

the range of modulation is subdivided by the fixed pulses. The accuracy
gain corresponding to Fig. 3.9 is 10-fold.
A different type of multiple-scale system depends upon phase modulation_ (see Sec. 13.13, Vol. 19) of the timing waveform that is also used
to generati the train of fixed pulses as shown in Fig. 3.10. Since phase
modulation may be carried out by capacitance and inductance phase.
shif+~rs that shift the phase continuously, efiective interpolation over the
interval between fixed pulses is immediately achieved, and the phase
shifter replaces the interpolating delay.
In multiple-scale operation the extent of phase modulation may cover
many cycles of the timing wave, and time selection of a particular member of the pulse train is carried out by a coarse time modulator.
The
mechanical or electrical connection between the coarse and fine scales is
so arranged that a single control gives the same rate of change of time
delay to both the phase-shifted puke train and the selector pulse. A
I Frequencymodulation of the timing waveform is rarelyused.
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particular phase-shifted pulse, once selected, is continuously selected
over the entire range. The factor by which the accuracy is increased
over a single-scale phase modulator is theoretically equal to the number of
subdivisions of the range of modulation.
The next sections discuss the accuracy obtained with these timing
systems.
THE CHARACTERISTICS OF COMPONENTS
The precision of waveform generation and the stability of voltage
Before promeasurements determine the accuracy of electrical timing.
ceeding with a discussion of the employment of these methods, a brief
review of the characteristics of available components will be presented.
Greater detail is available in Vols. 17, 18, and 19.
3.10. Timing
Standards. —Resistance-capacitance,
inductancecapacitance, and quartz-crystal standards are used for the generation of
The RC-standards are also extensively
precisely timed sinusoidal waves.
used for determining the slope of triangular, exponential, hyperbolic, and
parabolic waveforms.
The accuracy of the RC-standards for determining the slope of a wave is compared with the accuracy of quartz and
LC-standards for determining the period of a sinusoidal wave.
Accuracy oj Specijicaiion.-The
perfection of methods of manufacture
and quality control yields quartz crystals of an accuracy considerably
in excess of one part per million—a simple and most accurate standard.
The precision of manufacture of L-, C-, and R-components is negligible
by comparison.
Ordinary carbon resistors and paper condensers used in
radio receivers are specified to within 5, 10, or 20 per cent depending upon
the degree of selection which is specified.
IIica dielectric condensers,
wire-wound resistors, and permeability-tuned
inductors are obtained
\\ithin considerably closer tolerances, and specifications of 1 per cent are
met by most manufacturers.
The process analogous to the final grinding
of quartz crystals may also be carried out with LC- and RC-standards
since the period of sinusoids or the slope of triangular -waves may be
checked against quartz standards and adjusted to an equal precision.
This is a more satisfactory procedure than direct measurement of the
component values because variations of stray capacitance and tube characteristics usually necessitate a final calibration of the actual circuit.
The form of a sinusoidal or triangular wave may be accurately controlled by the characteristics of the associated amplifier.
\“egati\,efeedback circuits of extreme gain stability may be used to achieve a
linearity of a triangular wave of a few parts in ten thousand (see Yol. 19,
Sec. 7.11).
Refutive Stability
oj Similar
Oscillators.-The
relative stability of
crystal< ontrolled oscillators is outstanding,
For example, the relative
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drift of the PRF of the timers used in the Loran master and slave stations
lies between 0.1 and 0.03 psec/min, or 100 and 30 ft/min.
This corresponds to a relative stability of one part in 10* or 10s, equivalent to that
obtainable from high-quality clocks.
Greater relative stabilities are
observed in cavity-stabilized microwave oscillators where values of five
parts in 10’0 have been obtained (see Vol. 7).
Temperature Coejicient.-This
characteristic of the timing element is
Here again
extremely important, especially for airborne applications.
the quartz crystal excels since temperature coefficients of several parts
per million per degree centigrade are readily obtainable.
In M! and RC
timing elements, the components have appreciable temperature coefficients.
In RC-combinations carbon resistors and paper condensers often
give changes of 5 or 10 per cent in temperature intervals of 40”C.
On
the other hand, carefully selected combinations of mica condensers of
negative temperature coefficient with wire-wound resistors of positive
temperature coefficient give an over-all temperature coefficient of ten to
twenty parts per million per degree centigrade. 1 By careful quality
control LC-combinations having over-all temperature coefficients of five
parts per million per degree centigrade are also obtained.
To obtain ultimate precision thermostatic control of all three types of
timing standards is desirable.
This practice has been employed for muy
years in communications transmitters.
Relatively compact and simple
temperature regulators are available for this purpose.
3.11. Vacuum Tubes.—Although
the slope or duration of a wave is
accurately determined by precision timing elements and negative-feedback amplifiers, the generation of accurate timing indices depends upon
comparison of the amplitude of the timing wave to a reference voltage.
At the moment of equality of these two voltages, a high-gain nonlinear
vacuum-tube amplifier instantaneously responds and marks the equality
by a sharp pulse. This process is termed “amplitude comparison” and
the combhation of circuit elements producing the pulse, an “amplitude
comparator”
(see Sec. 9.8, Vol. 19). Fluctuations due to the effect of
time, voltage, etc., upon a particular vacuum tube or variations among
different vacuum tubes of the same type may cause large errors in the
indicated instant of equality of the two voltages.
Accuracy of Speczj’ication.-The
thermionic vacuum tube is the least
reproducible circuit element used in the processes described in thk book.
In the case of the popular 6SN7 double triode, the JAN Specification
lists an allowable variation of the plate current at constant plate voltage, grid bias, and heater voltage of between 5.5 and 12.5 ma from
tube to tube because of variables in the manufacturing process-a
I These coefficientsunfortunatelyvary slightlywith temperature,and the compensation k unsatisfactoryover wide temperatureranges.
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variation resulting in an error of time measurement roughly a million times
greater than that of ordinary quartz crystals.
There is, however, a specially selected double triode, type 6SU7, in
which a pair of triode elements is matched in such a way that the differIn terms of equivalent
ence between their plate currents is very small.
grid bias this amounts to less than 0.1 volt, roughly 3 per cent of the
linear range.
The cutoff point of thermionic vacuum tubes is very poorly defined
and variations between ~ volt and 10 or more volts (depending upon the
type of vacuum tube and the cutoff voltage) may be expected.
Diodes,
on the other hand, are much more stable in this respect and stabilities
of a few tenths of a volt may be achieved.
Contact rectifiers, such as
germanium crystals, are excellent in this respect, and variations considOther portions of their charerably less than a millivolt are obtained.
acteristic may, however, be very temperature-sensitive
and unsuitable
for this purpose.
The grid current of vacuum tubes, although often found to be in the
region of a hundredth or a ten-thousandth of a microampere, is permitted
to reach a few microampere in nearly all vacuum tubes before they are
rejected by the manufacturer.
The type 6SU7 has, however, a specification requiring a grid current of less than 0.01 pamp.
Effect of Time and Mechanical Shock.-The
change of the characteristics of a thermionic vacuum tube with time is considerable, and variations corresponding to 10 mv of grid bias (at constant plate current) per
week are obtained even under the most carefully controlled conditions.
Diodes represent some improvement over this figure, and contact rectifiers
are superior.
Another variable in vacuum-tube circuits is the effect of
mechanical shock which ranges from several hundred microvolt to comIn this connection it is interesting to
plete destruction of the elements.
note that ‘‘ ruggedized” tubes apparently give little reduction of microphonics, although they undoubtedly withstand larger accelerations without failure.
There is some evidence to indicate that the subminiature
tubes, type 6K4 etc., have very small microphonics noise.
The stability of gaseous discharge tubes used for voltage standards is
roughly 1 per cent of the nominal voltage if variations due to tube changes
are excluded.
For higher accuracy, electrochemical standards are preferable (see Vol. 21, Sec. 15-2).
3.12. Calibrated Subassemblies.-The
largest variable of timing
circuits baaed upon R-, L-, and C-components and thermionic vacuum
tubes is the accuracy of their specification.
Nearly all the dificultiea of
manufacture and maintenance of precision equipment may be attributed
to this factor.
This is due, in a large part, to the desire of consumers to
replace vacuum tubes without recalibration simply because they may be
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plugged into their sockets, as opposed to the replacement of “fixed”
components, such as an inductor in an oscillator circuit where recalibration is recognized as essential.
A solution to this dificulty lies in the use of functional subassemblies
in which the circuit components are adjusted to account for the variations
in the characteristics of vacuum tubes.
in fact, such functional subassemblies may be precalibrated to equal standards of performance
The replacement of a faulty subduring the manufacturing process.
assembly can therefore be accomplished
without loss of calibration
provided the consumer is willing to discard the faulty unit.
This procedure is probably impractical with ordinary receiver tubes,
but the” solder-in” subminiature vacuum tubes present new possibilities,

FIG.3.11.—A calibratedsubassemblyused in an experimental model of a Loran indicator.
and an example of a calibrated subassembly using these tubes is shown
in Fig. 3.11. The resistance elements of this circuit (not shown since
they are mounted on the back of the card) are chosen with regard to the
characteristics of the particular vacuum tube used in order that the performance of all subassemblies may be adjusted to the same standards
with a very close tolerance.
The success of this procedure must depend
upon tubes of adequate life and freedom from drift and mechanical shock.
At the present time, the life of these tubes under normal operating
condition is in excess of 1000 hours and they are exceptionally insensitive
to mechanical shock.
FIXSD AND MODULATED TIMING PULSES
The generation of waveforms of precisely controlled slopes or periods
and their comparison with fixed or variable reference potentials lead to
the important methods of producing fixed or modulated puleea for time
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The general types of circuits and the range of accuracy
measurement.
obtainable are outlined below.
Circuit constants for practical designs
are presented in Chaps. 4, 5, and 6.
3.13. Fixed Pulses.-An
elementary example of the generation of a
train of low-frequency pulses suitable for controlling the PRF of a timing

~’(,).l:l.

Fm. 3.12.—Fixed-pulse generator giving single-frequency markers.

system is shown in Fig. 3.12. The moment of equality of positive
excursions of the sinusoidal waveform to zero voltage is indicated by a
sharp pulse from an amplitude comparator.
Other methods of PRF
generation include the use of relaxation oscillators in which the sawtooth
generation and amplitude comparison are carried out in the same circuit.
They are, however, less stable than the circuits based upon Fig. 312.

FIG. 3.13.—Fixed-pulse generator giving multiple-frequency markers.

The spacing of members of a train of pulses remains constant in spite
of slow variations in the comparison circuit since the fluctuations vary
all members of the pulse train equally.
If the pulses are generated at a higher frequency by means of a continuous oscillator, as shown in Fig. 313, frequency division is required to
establish a PRF accurately synchronized with the high-frequency pulses.
7
PR F
,qeneraloc

,ixedo)~

M-f
[1)

pulsed
sinusoidal
oscillator

(2)

Amplitude
comparator

y

“)~

(3)~
Fta. 3.14.—Fixed-pulse generator giving grouped markers.

A crystal oscillator operating at 80.86 kc/see (one nautical mile) has
usually been employed, and the frequency has been extended in either
direction by multiphcation or division over a range from 20 cps to 10
Me/see.
Rectangular pulses as short as 0.01 psec have been obtained.
As in the case of single-frequency markers, voltage variations in the
Errors may arise
comparison circuit displace all timing pulses equally.
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due to variations in the phase of the output of the frequency divider
unless it operates to select a particular one of the fixed pulses (see Vol. 19,
Chap. 15).
The third method of generating fixed pulses is indicated in Fig. 3.14,
where a pulse-recurrence frequency generator (for example, that of
Ilg. 3.12) is employed to initiate the operation of the pulsed sinusoidal
oscillator.
This method is essential when the PRF is generated by a
The accuracy depends upon the rate of rise of the
mechanical switch.
If this is sufficiently
wavefmm initiating the sinusoidal oscillations.
rapid, small fluctuations in the characteristics of the switching tube for
the pulsed oscillator will have little effect. The objectionable features
mentioned in Sec. 3.3 apply here.
3.14. Single-scale
Time-modulation
Circuits.—Two
important
methods of time modulation depend upon variation of the parameters
The reference
in the processes of waveform generation and comparison.
potential of the comparison circuit is amplitude-modulated
or the timing
wave is phase-modulated in accordance with the desired signal. The
instant of equality of the waveform and the reference potential is no
longer fixed but is variable in accordance with the modulating
signal. In the first method time modulation may be carried out by electrical means, but in the second method only mechanical signals may be
employed (unless a servomechanism is used).
The two types are therefore often classified as electrical and mechanical methods.
Variation oj th Rejerence Potential oj the Comparison Circuit. —Time
modulation by waveform generation and amplitude comparison is shown
in Fig. 3.15.
The instant of equality of the triangu ar waveform and the
control voltage applied to the comparison circuit is variable in response
to changes of the control voltage.
This produces a variation of the spacing of the delayed pulse in accordance with the control voltage as shown
by the waveform.
The process of amplitude comparison may occur externally as indicated in Fig. 3.15 or within the waveform generator as in the
case of the multivibrator, phantastron, etc. (see Vol. 19, Sec. 13 12).
As already explained, the slope or shape of the waveform may be
controlled to a high degree of precision by negative-feedback amplifiers
and temperature-compensated
timing elements to accuracies of one part
in five thousand and 20 parts per million per degree centigrade, respectively. The level of the waveform and the performance of the comparison circuit are, however, subject to the voltage fluctuations of
vacuum tubes. Since these fluctuations are likely to amount to a few
tenths of a volt on changing tubes and a few tenths of a volt per week
with time, over-all accuracies of single-scale time modulators of this
type are limited to roughly 0.3/V, where V is the amplitude of the timing
waveform corresponding to the full range of modulation.
Since reason-
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able values of V obtainable with ordinary vacuum tubes are limited to a
few hundred volts, their stability is the dominant factor in determining
the error of this method.
Errors due to the level of the waveform maybe compensated by the use
of two similar comparison circuits, one for generating the trigger for the
radar system and the other for the time-modulated marker as indicated
by (2) in Fig. 3“15. Because of the substantial increase in the tube
requirement, there has been little practical use of this method, which
in any case is subject to differential variations between the two comparison circuits.
Alternately, electrical or mechanical switching of the
Fixed
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FIc+. 3.15.—A single-scale electrically or mechanically controlled time modulator.
The moment of equality of the triangular wave and the control potential is indicated by a
sharp Pulse and ie adjustable in response to the control potential. Numbers on linee
indicate alternative paths of signals in the two circuit configurations.

voltage to a single amplitude comparator between a fixed and a variable
reference voltage may be used to reduce the error.
The control voltage for the comparison circuit may be derived from a
potentiometer if mechanical signals are available.
For a triangular
waveform, a linear potentiometer gives a linear relation between time
delay and shaft position.
A number of accurately linear potentiometers
are available for this purpose; the Beckman Helipot and the Gibbs Micropot (see Vol. 17) are especially suitable.
These potentiometers have a
They have high precision;
winding about a 10-turn helical mandrel.
many samples have been obtained in which the linearity approximates
five parts in 10,000. Another type of potentiometer recently developed
in the laboratory is termed the RL 270. These have a winding about a
one-turn mandrel and have accuracies varying from one to five parts
in 10,000.
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A high-resistance potentiometer (approximately 20k) is desirable in
order to have adequate resolution and to dissipate a small amount of
power when supplied with a steady voltage equal to the full range of the
The potentiometers listed above
timing wave (approximately 200 volts).
fultill these requirements.
Phase Modulation
of the Timing Wavejorm.-Phase
shift of a symmetrical waveform by an inductance or capacitance goniometer varies
the instant at which the waveform passes through zero amplitude as
shown in Fig. 3.16. A comparison circuit responding to the zeros of the
amplitude of the phase-modulated wave will give a train of pulses that
are time-modulated with respect to the unshifted pulse train as shown in
Fig. 3.16. The process of comparison is therefore the same as before, but
the reference potential is constant, usually at ground.

~-<

Mechanical

signal

F1~. 3. 16.—Single-scnle mechanically controlled time modulator emdovinrz phase
modulation of a sinusoidal waveform. ‘The moment at which the sinuso;dai w;veform
crosses the zero axis is indicated by the generation of a pulse. Variation of the time of
occurrence of this pulse with reference to the unshifted sinusoid is accomplished by rotating
the shaft of the phase shifter.

The purity of the sinusoid and the constancy of its frequency may be
determined by the properties of negative-feedback amplifiers and precision-timing elements such as quartz crystals.
The coupling of the
symmetrical wave through a low-impedance transformer to a hlghimpedance amplitude comparator is often used to set the level of the wave
without error; but the stability of the process of amplitude comparison
limits the accuracy of pulse generation.
As before, practical considerations limit the amplitude of the sinusoid to 100 or 200 volts, but, since
the slope of the sinusoidal waveform at zero amplitude is T times that of
a triangular wave of the same total amplitude and range of modulation,
less difficulty is experienced with fluctuations of vacuum tubes.
Also, it is usual practice to employ two similar comparison circuits as
shown in Fig. 3.16, one operating on the timing wave and the other upon
the phase-shifted wave.
This results in compensation of some errors.
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is much less than that of

precision potentiometers and errors of one part in 360 are commonly
observed.
Since additional errors are introduced by imperfect balancing
of the phase-splitting bridge, at best there exists an error of one part in
300, compared with about one part in 2000 for the linear potentiometer.
This sixfold difference in accuracy is not maintained in practical circuits
because of the error introduced by the amplitude comparator.
The choice between phase- and time-modulation methods is usually
decided by the requirement for automatic control; where only electrical
output data are required, electrically controlled time modulators are
used. In double-scale systems mechanical control of phase modulation
is much simpler as is shown in the next section.
3.16. Double-scale
Time-modulation
Circuits. Puke Selection and
ZnterpoZution.-Figure 3“17 illustrates a two-scale electrical time modulator based upon interpolation between selected members of the train of
multiple-frequency pulses generated in Fig. 3.13. With proper design
the increase of accuracy over that obtainable in Fig. 315 may equal the
number of times that the fixed pulses subdivide the desired range of
modulation.
The theoretical number of subdivisions is determined by
the accuracy of the coarse scale which, if operating as indicated in
Sec. 3“14, could be one part in 300, resulting in an over-all accuracy of one
part in 10s. In practice, however, full advantage is rarely taken of the
theoretical accuracy because faulty operation of the coarse scale causes
an error equal to the period of the fixed pulses, and such a gross error is
intolerable.
Usually less than 100 subdivisions of the full range of
modulation are made, and this has given accuracy compatible with the
characteristics of the transmitter and receiver, and their synchronization,
approximately one part in 30,000.
(Usually 1- or 10-mile subdivisions
are employed.)
In the actual design of such a timing system, the characteristics of
the radar system usually determine tbe required repetition rate. The
frequency of the fixed pulses is chosen not only with regard to the desired
number of subdivisions of the scale, but also with regard to the units
employed, for example, 1 nautical mile (80.86 kc/see), 1 statute mile
(93.11 kc/see), 2000 yd (81.94 kc/see), etc.
In some cases independent control of the coarse and fine scales is
satisfactory, especially for navigation, etc., where cent inuous measurements are rarely needed.
Considerable difficulty is encountered in
coordinating the controls to achieve continuous modulation over the
entire range. For example, when the fine control is increased to an
interval exceeding that between two fixed pulses, the coarse control must
be advanced to select the next pulse. This requires that the setting
of the fine scale be simultaneously reduced from maximum to zero in
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order that approximately continuous movement of the time-modulated
pulse be achieved.
Although mechanical devices employing cams,
switches, and potentiometers covering 35~
have been constructed to
accomplish this, the apparatus is nearly impractical.
Pulse Selection in Phase-shift Systems.—Figure 318 represents a twoscale system based upon the method of Fig. 3.16, except that pulsed
sinusoidal oscillators are shown instead of the continuous oscillator of the
previous case to permit operation under control of the r-f pulse generator.
Rotation of the control of the fine scale causes continuous phase modulation of the sinusoid and a train of phase-shifted pulses is produced, aa in
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FIG. 3. 19.—T we-scale time modulator with electrical and mechanical control, A particular member of the pulse train which is derived from the phase-modulated sinusoid is
selected hy means of a single-scale electrically controlled circuit. Equality of the rates of
change of drl:Ly of the selector pulse and a member of the phase-shifted wave t,rainis
obtained by ]I)echanical interconnection or, m shown in the dotted lines, by means of m
electrical time discriminator automatically controlling tbe coarse scale to follow the pulse
of the fine scale.

Fig. 316.
A particular member of the pulse train is continuously
selected by a coarse scale in which the rate of time modulation is made
equal to that of the fine scale by appropriate gearing of the phase shifters.
This method of obtaining continuous modulation is very straightforward
compared with the cumbersome mechanism required in the previous case.
The repetition rate of this system is variable over a wide range, as
long as the coarse scale has adequate time to recover.
If, however, continuous oscillators and frequency dividers were employed, the repetition
rate would be fixed to that of the coarse scale or a submultiple of it.
Since the repetition rate, the fine-scale interval, and the number of
subdivisions of the range of modulation are not independently variable,
this system is often awkward to employ.
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The ultimate accuracy that might be expected from this system
would be roughly ten parts per million, but, as in the previous case, a
considerable safety factor should be applied to the operation of the
coarse scale.
In Fig. 3.19 is shown a combination of a phase-shift modulator for the
fine scale and an electrically controlled time modulator for the coarse
scale. Although a pulsed sinusoidal oscillator is shown, a continuous
oscillator similar to that shown in Fig. 3.13 may be used. The pulserepetition frequency of the coarse scale may be varied over a wide range
provided the pulse-repetition interval is roughly 25 pcr cent greater than
the range of modulation.
This is a definite advantage over the version
of Fig. 3.18, which uses a continuous oscillator for the coarse scale.
Continuous time modulation may be obtained by connecting the potentiometer to the phase shifter with appropriate gear ratios and electrical
scale factors so that the movement of the selector pulse and the phascshlf ted wave train occurs at the same rate.
The possibility of electrical control of the fine scale permits a novel
alternative indicated by the dotted lines of Fig. 3.19. If, for example,
the selector pulse of the coarse scale and the phase-shifted pulse train
are connected to a time discriminator (see Sec. 3.17) instead of to a time
selector, an electrical signal may be obtained which will control the
modulation of the coarse scale. This system has the advantage of
simplicity since it does not require a potentiometer or associated mechanism for controlling the time delay of the coarse scale. C)n the other
hand, momentary power failure or a transient mechanical shock might
cause the time discriminator to operate upon a pulse other than the one
initially selected and would result in a gross error of the reading.
The
accuracy would, of course, be regained by a simple reset mechanism.
3.16. Multiple-scale
Systems.—Accuracies
considerably in excess of
those mentioned in the previous section may be obtained with systems
employing a third or a fourth scale. The frequency stability of available
sinusoidal oscillators would seldom warrant an increase beyond three
where, for example, a potential accuracy of three parts in 1010 is obtainable. There are, however, some mechanical difficulties in multiple-scale
systems of high accuracy especially if a precise counter reading is desired,
since the fine scale has a large number of turns for the full scale. A
le=t count of nearly &
of the fine scale may be desired for accurate
readkg.
Most military applications require that the output be shifted
from one end of the scale to the other in roughly 20 see, which demands
Although these
impossible shaft speeds in the counting mechanism.
difficulties are mitigated by dial indicators, they still remain serious in
high-accuracy systems.
In a continuous-reading three-scale Loran indicator this difficulty is
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avoided by employing an independent step control for the coarse scale;
the intermediate and fine scales are operated very much as indicated by
Fig. 3.19. Rapid transfer from high to low readings is obtained by operaContinuous indication is obtained
tion of the coarse step control.
because the step control alters the first two digits of the counter while
the remainder of the count is indicated from the continuous system.
These practical problems are discussed in more detail in Chaps. 6 and 7.
The possibility of employing a coherent oscillator for a timing standard has been pointed out in Sec. 2.4. This arrangement permits the fine
scale to depend upon phase demodulation of the received radiation.
This
is a process of theoretically high accuracy, because radio frequencies up
to several megacycles per second may be employed and the errors of
phaae modulators correspond to a small distance.
The problem of scale
coordination is similar to that of any multiple-scale system and the
preceding methods are suitable.
TIME DEMODULATION
The circuits of the previous section may be employed for generating
pulses which are time-modulated with respect to certain reference pulses.
These pulses may then be used as a component of a time-demodulation or
precision data transmission system (see Chaps. 10 and 11).
3.17. Time Selection and Discrimination.-The
process by which
relative times of occurrence of an input pulse and a locally generated pulse
are compared is termed “time discrimination.”
The output of a time
discriminator is a signal indicating the sense and approximate value of
bhe time difference of the two signals. The process consists of time
A brief description of a typical
selection and clifferent ial detection.
process of time discrimination will be given in terms of a specific example
in the next section.
The process of time selection is used to pick out a portion or portions
of the time-modulated pulse. This results in sensitivity to small time
differences and in an elimination of most interfering signala since the
duration of the selection pulse or aperture is approximately that of the
received signal.
It is usual practice to employ two time selectors as a
balanced time dwcrirninator in order that the null point of the circuit be
independent of variations of the amplitude of the time-modulated pulse.
A simple form of time discriminator is shown in Fig. 3.20.
Selector Pulse
1 is applied to the suppressor grid of pentode amplifier VI. At the
termination of this pulse, Pulse 2 of similar duration is applied to the
suppressor grid of V*. The second pulse is usually obtained by passing
the first pulse through a delay line of delay equal to that of Pulse 1,
The tim~modulated
input signal is applied to the parallel-connected
control grids of VI and Vz.
Portions of the time-modulated signal which
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overlap the selector pulses appear in the plate circuits of VI and Vz as
negative pulses. Condensers (74 and Cb are charged to potentials corresponding to the overlap of the signal and the selector pulses. The
average potential difference at the plates of the two tubes is therefore
proportional to the misalignment of the signal and the selector pulses.
A

B
+B

Selector

Timemodulated
signal

1-4”-

Selector pulse

I

Selec!Orwise 2
Time modulated
signal
Current

in

V,

Current

in

V2

Voltage at A
Voltage

atB

A-B
FIG. 3.20.—AII elementary time-discriminator circuit.

With more elaborate circuits, sensitivities of ~ volt/ft are obtainable for
the O.1-psec pulses of Fig. 3.5.
The output of the time discriminator may vary the reference voltage
of the amplitude comparator or it may operate an electromechanical
servomechanism controlling a phaee-shifting device and vary the time of
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occurrence of the selector pulses so as to follow the time-modulated signal.
In either case problems of stability and transient response are important
(see Chap. 8).
SOME PROPERTIES OF CATHODE-RAY-TUBE DISPLAYS
The cathode-ray-tube
display has two important functions in time
measurement by pulse methods: selection of the proper time-modulated
signal and demodulation or measurement of a time-modulated signal.
These two processes will be discussed briefly, but the material is
introductory to the discussion of Chap. 7. A more complete description
of all uses of cathode-ray-tube displays appears in Vol. 22.
3.18. Time Selection and Discrimination.-The
type
“. A or linearsweep oscilloscope is used mainly for the purpose of selecting a particular
target on the basis of its range. Other types of displays such as the
B-scope or PPI are used to select targets in range and azimuth or range
and elevation.
This selection process is, of course, an essential preliminary to accurate measurement.
Often the selection process involves manual adjustment of the
selector pulse of an electrical time
discriminator to the approximate
range of the target.
In this way
the operation of an electric time
demodulator is initiated and continuou~ tracking of the target may proceed.
An example of a cathoderay-tube display for this purpose is given in Fig. 3.21. Manual control
of the selector pulse, can, of course, be used for manual tracking of the
target as discussed in the next section.
3.19. Time Demodulation.-The
cathoderay-tube
display may
be used in two ways for time demodulation.
First, it serves simply as a
time discriminator or null indicator; that is, it gives the operator visual
indications of the displacement between the time-modulated signal and
an electrical range index generated by the time-modulation systems of
Sees. 3.14 and 3“15. In the second case, a mechanical index is used to
represent a time-modulated pulse,
Time Discrimination
on Cathode-ray-tube Displays. —This is the process of determining the position of a time-modulated pulse with respect to
a given index; the accuracy with which it can be done is often termed the
The process may be crude or sensitive;
“ resettability”
of a display.
Fig. 3.22 gives examples of both.
Highly sensitive indications of the
displacement of signal and index are afforded by the fine electronic crosshair, and accurate time demodulation or range-tracking is possible. In
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The range of these is
addition, the figure shows two additional echoes.
obtained by visual estimation and the accuracy may be considerably
improved by the use of the transparent overlay over the face of the
expanded type B oscilloscope.
The position of crosshairs inscribed on
the overlay is controlled by means of a
joystick and may be set rapidly to the
echoes.
The accuracy of time discrimination on
cathode-ray-tube
displays is considerable
and, for the type B display shown in Fig.
3.22, the setting of the electronic index to
a target may be repeated to an accuracy
of f 12 ft, roughly ~ the rise time of the
received signal.
On other types of displays the accuracy
of time discrimination
is considerably
greater; for example, in an experimental
version of the Loran display (see Sec. 7.11)
where two similar signals are superimposed, time discrimination accurate to&
of their rise time is obtained under idea
conditions.
Time discrimination
carried out on
cathode-ray-tube displays usually implies
manual control of the tracking index by
means of direct or aided tracking (see Sec.
7.14).
In one case, however, a pair of
Dhotocelk has been used to measure the
&placement
of a target echo on a circular cathode-ray-tube
display
(see Vol. 19, Sec. 14.9).
Many other types of indices have been employed for the purposes of
time discrimination on cathode-ray-tube
displays.
The detailed characteristics of a number of indices are discussed in Chap. 7.
3.20. Time Modulation.-In
the previous discussion the use of a fast
time base on a cathode-ray tube permitted the discrimination of the
error between a controllable electrical index and a time-modulated signal.
If a smaller accuracy is acceptable, an electrical index may no longer be
needed, and the process of time demodulation is greatly simplified by
employing a mechanical index on the face of the cathode-ray tube.
If,
for example, we apply a triangular waveform to the horizontal plates, the
moments of arrival of the spot at various points on the face of the
cathode-ray tube denote definite time delays with respect to the initiation
Movement of a mechanical cursor across
of the triangular waveform.
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the face of the tube on which a triangular waveform is displayed thus
creates an effectively time-modulated index with which the process of
demodulation may be readily carried out.
It is profitable to compare this process to that used in the generation
of electrical indices, where an electrical amplitude comparator indicates
the equality of a timing waveform and a voltage by the generator of an
index. The moment of displacement equality of the spot of the cathoderay tube and the mechanical index represents the same process. As in
the case of electronic indices, the mechanical indices may be fixed or
movable; for movable indices the display serves not only to create the
time-modulated index but also to permit time selection and discrimination by a human operator in order to give continuous time demodulation
of a signal of variable range.
The lack of an electrical pulse corresponding to the mechanical index
often causes difficulty in securing automatic operation of these methods
without resorting to photocell pickoffs.
The accuracy of time modulation with a mechanical index on a linear
sweep is low. The relation between spot deflection and applied voltage
is no more accurate than 1 or 2 per cent in most cathode-ray tubes. In
addition, a number of factors alter the position of the trace with respect
to the index, especially variation of accelerating voltage and stray magnetic fields. Other practical difficulties are involved in avoiding parallax
between the mechanical index and the trace. It is often desirable to
project an illuminated grid dkectly upon the face of a cathode-ray tube
(Chap. 7 and Vol. 22). The inaccuracy of the cathode-ray-tube dkplay
is usualfy so large that one encounters little dificulty with the variations
in the properties of waveform generators.
The accuracy may be increased by subdivision of the range of time
modulation by the use of fixed indices (Sees. 3.13 and 3“15) or by the use
of phase modulation as discussed in the next paragraph.
Phase Modulation.-The
circular or type J cathode-ray-tube display
may be used as an electromechanical phase modulator very much in the
fashion of those described in Sec. 3.14. The circular pattern is obtained
by applying distortion-free tw~phase sinusoidal voltages of appropriate
amplitude to the deflecting plates of the cathode-ray tube. Siice
various points on the circle have a time delay which is proportional to
their distance along the circumference, the angular position of a mechanical index rotating about the center of the display represents a linearly
phase-modulated index. In circular-sweep displays the signal may be
applied as a deflection modulation by means of a central electrode as
shown in Fig. 3.23.
The stability of the circular sweep is somewhat better than that of the
linear sweep kcause variations of accelerating voltage cause a negligible
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error. The main errors of the display are due to recentering, ellipticity,
and parallax.
The employment of the mechanical cursor mounted very
close to the face of the tube and including an inscribed circle makes these
A detailed analysis of the errors of
errors evident and easy to correct.
the circular-sweep display is given in Vol. 22. One advantage of the
circular-sweep phase shifter over inductance-capacitance
goniometers is
that the achievement of a circular pattern immediately indicates proper
adjustment of the phase and magnitude of the applied voltages.

Tracking

Intensified

index

trot

FIO. 3.23.—Cimular-sweap range syste,m.

The accuracy of a properly adjusted circular sweep is roughly 1°,
comparable to that obtainable with other electromechanical
phase
shifters.
One of the great advantages of this type of display is the fact
that it maybe converted to a multiple-scale system by employing a highfrequency sinusoid to generate the sweep and a single-scale electrical
circuit to supply an intensifying pulse that will select the desired cycle
of the high-frequency timing waveform as shown by the block diagram
of Fig. 3.23.
This multiple-scale system has a number of advantages; the obvious
one is simplicity and economy of vacuum tubes because the functions
indicated in the block diagram may be carried out with as few as five
double triodes.
A less obvious but equally important advantage is
gained by the employment of the mechanical time index that is equivalent
to a marker pulse of accuracy equal to ~ per cent of the period of the tim-
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ing waveform and of infinitely rapid rise time. This situation is preferable to that existing with an inductance or capacitance goniometer where
the phase-shifted timing waveform must be amplified and passed through
an amplitude comparator before an electrical marker pulse is obtained.
On the other hand, no electrical pulse is available for electrical time
selection or discrimination necessary for automatic tracking without the
use of photocells.
Circular-sweep displays operate satisfactorily at
frequencies near 1 Me/see.
A type A display or type B display is usually included in the circuit of
Fig. 3.23 for surveying simultaneously all targets within the desired
range of modulation and for permitting initial target selection, as in the
radar system (Hit) mentioned in Chap. 2 and discussed further in Chap. 7.
Mechanical coordination of the coarse and fine scales is carried out
in a manner similar to that of previous multiple-scale systems; the
mechanical cursor and a potentiometer controlling the coarse scale are
geared together at a ratio determined by the quotient of the full range of
modulation of the coarse and fine scales.
The multiple-scale system corresponding to that of Sec. 3.15 employing several circular sweeps is not a useful system and has several basic
If, for example, a low-frequency circular sweep is used in the
limitations.
coarse scale, one of the weaknesses of this type of phase shifter is immedlately obvious; no selector pulse is generated by the display which may be
used to select the desired portion of the fine scale, and it is necessary to
use an electric circuit for the coarse scale. If the timing oscillator operates continuously and if the repetition rate is equal to the frequency of the
sinusoid applied to the coarse scale, variations of the repetition rate are
not permitted.
If, however, pulsed oscillators are used, variations are
permitted in the same way they are permitted in the circuits discussed in
Sec. 3.15.
Pulsed sinusoidal oscillators may be employed to initiate the circular
sweep. The minimum range of time modulation at which linear indications are obtained is slightly greater in this case than in the case of the
pulsed-oscillator and condenser phase-shifter system of Sec. 3.14. This
difference is due mainly to the necessity of applying large deflecting
voltages to the cathode-ray tube to obtain a circle of adequate diameter
as opposed to the relatively small voltages that can be used with the phase
shifters.
The pulsed sinusoidal oscillator system is undesirable because
it lacks the simplicity and stability of the crystal-controlled continuotis
oscillator system; only one tube and a transformer are necessary for the
latter system, but the former may require five or more vacuum tubes to
generate pulsed oscillations and an accurate sweep.
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In Chap. 3 it was pointed out that a sequence of fixed time markers is
needed in time measurement to initiate operations periodically, to mark
off time intervals on CRT displays, and to provide a coarse scale for
multiple-scale
time modulation.
Some methods of generating fixed
markers were also outlined and illustrated with block diagrams.
The
first method is to derive pulses from a sinusoidal oscillator with an
amplitude comparator, as in Fig. 3.12. The second employs relaxation
oscillators which perform the operations of sawtooth waveform generation
and amplitude comparison in the same circuit.
If markers of more than
one frequency are desired, it is possible to employ frequency dividers
A somewhat more flexible, though
(Fig. 3.13) or frequency multipliers.
more costly, method is to use low’-frequenc y markers to initiate pulsed
oscillators of higher frequencies to generate markers of any frequency
desired (see Fig. 314).
The purpose of this chapter is to describe several useful circuits for
generating fixed markers by these techniques.
In general those circuits
have been chosen for description which have been used enough to be
considered reliable, although some of them represent techniques now considered to be inferior.
The reader will find in Vol. 19 detailed treatments
of the various component circuits that are used in marker generation––
for example, crystal and relaxation oscillators, amplitude comparators,
and frequency dividers and multipliers.
SINGLE-FREQUENCY MARKER GENERATORS
BY

D.

SAYRE AND R.

I. HULSIZER

4.1. Sinusoidal Oscillators and Amplitude Comparators .—The following circuits were designed as PRF or range-mark generators to provide
Often PRF triggers are required to
markers of good frequency stability.
be stable to 1.0 per cent either for coding purposes or because of r-f
switch or indicators weep-generator duty-ratio sensitivity.
Range markers are usually required to be within 1.0 to 0.001 per cent of the desired
frequency and furthermore must usually be accurately defined with
respect to the phase of the reference sine wave.
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Circuit using RC-oscillator,
Squaring Amplifier,
and Blocking-oscillator Pulse Generator.-This
type of circuit is typical of single-frequency
pulse generators used to generate PRF triggers (see Fig. 4“1). A
sine-wave oscillator was chosen because the frequency was specified
to remain within 5 per cent even under severe operating conditions,
There were no other special requirements.
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FIQ. 4.1.—A 300-cPs RC sine-wave oscillator, squaring amplifiers, and blocking-oscillator
pulse generator.

Tubes VI and Vz comprise a conventional Wien-bridge oscillator.
Frequency cent rol provided by the variable RI compensates for manufacturing tolerances in the other components.
From the plate of Vi is
taken a distorted sine wave approximately 23 volts peak-to-peak.
This
is squared in Vs and again in V 4, from the plate of which is taken a
After differentiation by Cl and
square wave 300 volts peak-to-peak.
R, this is passed, via the cathode follower V5, into the grid circuit of the
blocking oscillator Vs. An alternative and satisfactory way of triggering the blocking oscillator would be to inject a negative pulse onto
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the plate of V6 by removing Ra and connecting the plate of V6 to the
plate of Va instead of to the plate supply.
The decoupling network R4
and CZprevents the large current pulse from getting onto the plate supply,
from which it could get into other parta of the circuit.
The output pulse
of 230 volts is at an impedance level of 500 ohrna. If greater frequency
stability is desired it could be obtained by using a crystal oscillator in the
100-kc/sec range followed by stable frequency dividers, or for frequencies
down to 2000 cps, by using a low-frequency crystal oscillator of the type
described in Vol. 19, Chap. 4.
A further weakness of this circuit, which would become apparent if
accurate phase lock between the sine wave and the pulses were required,
is that inadequate provision is made for accurate determination of the
exact point of the sine wave at which the pulse shall be generated.
The
amplitude comparison is performed by the cutoff and grid-current points
of the triode control-grid characteristics of Vg and Vq. A much more
accurate circuit in this respect will be described next.
Crystal Oscillator and Diode Amplitude
Comparator.-The
circuit of
Fig. 4.2 is part of a radar synchronizer and two-scale time modulator.
A series of fixed pulses is provided, one of which is selected aa the PRF
trigger every 330 psec. It also supplies 3-phase sinusoidal voltages to a
condenser phase shifter. The phase-shifted output of the condenser
is used to generate phase-shifted pulses. Thus it is important to maintain
not only accurate frequency, but also accurate phase.
This circuit generates pulses approximately 6 psec apart whose time of
appearance, relative to the sine wave which controls them, is stable
to 0.01 psec. In order to maintain the phasing with that accuracy,
the pulse must always be Formed at precisely the same point of the
sine wave.
The zero point is the best, because there the rate of change
of voltage is greatest.
By taking the sine wave across the inductance
LI the zero point is always accurately at ground.
Since the plate of
the diode Vs. is held at ground by Rs, it will conduct on just exactly the
lower half of the sine wave, the only possibility of error being a change
in the diode cutoff potential.
Such a change is not likely to affect the
pickoff point by more than 0.1 volt, and by using a moderately large
amplitude sine wave, perhaps 40 volts peak-to-peak, the resultant error
amounts to about 0.003 psec.
The operation of the entire circuit is as follows.
Balanced 163-kc/sec
sine waves of very good quality are fed from the triple-tuned transformer
21. In addition to the train of pulses whose phase relative to these sine
waves is fixed, it is desired to generate another similar train of pulses
which can be continuously phase-shifted.
The balanced sine-wave output, therefore, is fed into a phase-splitting network which provides
3-phase sine waves for a continuous phase-shifting condenser (see Chap. 5
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and Vol. 19, Chap. 13). Controls Cl and C2 are provided for adjusting
the amplitudes of two of the outputs to equality with that of the third,
while RI and Rz permit adjustment of their phases to + 120° relative to
The three phase-shifted sine waves are fed out to the conthe third.
denser phase-shifter via the cathode follotvers V*., V,~, and VW, The
nonadjustable sine wave from V2~ is also fed into the cathode follower
~3b, from which it enters upon a series of amplifying and squaring
circuits, finally emerging as the desired series of fixed pulses. The phaseshifted output of the condenser, after a stage of amplification to bring it
up to its initial level again, goes through a similar circuit and ends up as a
series of cent inuousl y phasable pulses.
Tube V,b is a cathode follower with a transformer Tl in the cathode.
The decoupling network R, and (73 serves to lower the plate voltage
so that a larger current can be passed through the primary of the transformer T, without exceeding the rated plate dissipation of the tube.
Similar net~vorks are used in the plates of VS, V7, and V& The transformer is used to obtain a balanced output to drive the adjustable phaseshift network Ri and CA thus providing a zero adjustment on the phase
shift between the two sets of pulses. The output of this network is ampliTube V,b is the cathode follower that drives the inductance
fied in V,a.
T.,. The operation of the inductance LI and the diode V,. has already
been described.
The diode is arranged to pick off the negative half cycles
rather than the positive ones so that VG may be fully conducting and
consequently in its region of highest g~, at the moment of pickoff.
After
amplification in V6 the signal is differentiated in CS and RG, amplified
once more in VT, inverted and stepped up in 2’2, and finally fed out
through either of the cathode follo~vers Vs. The shape of the output
waveform is shown on the figure. The main weakness of the circuit lies
in the expensive amplifier following the diode amplitude comparator.
The transformer T, used with VT for inverting the pulse has excellent
high-frequency response and might well have been connected with the
diode VSC and the amplifier VG to form a regenerative amplitude comparator similar to the one described in Vol. 19, Sec. 9“14, and in the
following section.
It would also be possible to vary the quiescent plate
potential of the diode VS. to provide O-phase adjustment rather than the
more expensive phase-shift circuit of vib and the transformer T’l.
4.2. Regenerative
Amplitude-comparison
Circuits.—Regenerative
devices are economical for generating a pulse at the instant a sinusoidal
waveform passes through a particular potential, but nca~ly all such
devices suffer from the fact that the point on the sine wave at which
regeneration begins is subject to rather severe variation \vith a corresponding instability of the phase relations between the sine-wave input
and the pulse output.
iYlultivibrators, blocking oscillators, and other
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regenerative devices can be used but all suffer from this fault. Gaafilled tubes likewise are economical but subject to variation of firing
The regenerative squaring amplifier to be described is
characteristics.
therefore especially valuable because the moment of regeneration is
determined by a diode and is quite well defined.
The fundamental circuit is shown in Fig. 4.3 and typical waveforms in
Fig. 4.4. The action of the circuit is described in considerable detail in
Vol. 19, Chap. 9. Briefly, a sine wave of the desired frequency up to
perhaps 200 kc/see and with an amplitude of 50 volts peak-to-peak is
Voltage
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E DD
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F1o. 4.3.—Regenerative amplitude comparator.

FIG. 4.4.—Waveforms from circuit of
Fig. 43.

introduced through the low-resistance transformer T1. The pulse transformer !fZ is arranged to give about a 2-to-1 stepup to the grid, without
reversal, from the cathode.
When point A is positive the diode is cut off,
the grid of the triode is at ground, and the triode is on. Point A moves
downward; when point A reaches ground the diode conducts, the grid
begins to move down, and the current in the primary of the transformer
is decreased, inducing a larger negative signal on tk.e grid. This action is
regenerative and very quickly the triode is cut off. The plate voltage
increases rapidly to the plate supply voltage, and a negative pulse is
generated at the cathode.
The sine wave now performs its negative half
cycle, during which time the diode is on and the triode is off. When the
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grid comes back far enough, the triode begins to conduct; the current
through the primary of the pulse transformer increases causing point B
to go positive with respect to point A, and the diode is cut off, permitting
the grid to rise as fast as the grid resistor and the stray capacities permit.
The plate:voltage falls, a positive pulse is generated at the cathode, and the
circuit returns to its, initial conditions.
It is important to notice that of the pulses formed at the cathode of the
triode, only the negative ones are accurately timed since they are determined by the diode, while the positive ones are determined only by the
turn-on characteristics of the triode.
Furthermore, the negative pulses
are started when the triode is at its maximum g~; hence there is minimum
delay in generating the pulse.

L
-=
FIQ. 45.-ltegcucrativc

amplitude comparator with RC-input.

One reasonable alternative to this circuit arrangement is to use a
l-to-l transformer with the primary in the plate of the triode, providing
both square \raves and pulses are not required as outputs.
It would be
expected that 10wer-impeclance pulse transformers could be employed in
this circuit arrangement.
An alternative arrangement, shown in Fig. 4.5, permits the sine wave
to be introduced by a simple ZtC-circuit instead of a transformer.
Here
R, = R*, so that just as much current is drawn through the coupling
condenser in one direction as in the other, and the average level of the sine
waves on the right-hand side of the coupling condenser remains at ground.
4.3. Class C Crystal Oscillator and Blocking Oscillator.—The circuit
of Fig. 4.6 illustrates the use of a Class C sinusoidal oscillator as both an
The amplitude comoscill~tor and an amplitude-comparison
circuit.
parison is performed by the oscillator-tube grid as it passes its cutoff
potential starting a puke of current in the oscillator tube. This tech-
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nique provides an economical method for controlling the frequency
Tube VI is a Class C crystal
of a blocking oscillator with a crystal.
oscillator which has a tank circuit and one winding of the pulse transformer (Utah X 124T3) of Lhe blocking oscillator Vzin the plate. The
current pulses through that winding, which occur accurately at 81.94
kc/see, bring the blocking oscillator into synchronism.
Although the amplitude comparison is performed by the oscillator
tube with reasonable accuracy, the pulses that are formed are not large
enough to trigger the blocking oscillator without considerable error. At
thk frequency errors of 0.4 psec may be expected as the line voltage and
oscillator amplitude are changed by t3f) per cent. Changes in the
tubes andtheblocking-oscillatorgrid
network maybe expected to cause
even larger errors.
+250V

X124T3
+
10Mh

v,
6SN7

Rise times: 0.3 Psec
Fall times .05
Asec
Amplitudes:
About

10volts
2.2M

+
IPIG. 4.6.—Crystal-cor) trolled 81.!~4-kc/wc Cluss C sine-wave oscillator and blocking
oscdlator. Type 256-IL, A/ltrangc scope.

Avery similar circuit, taken from the AN/A1’S-15 range circuit, is
shownin rig. 635.
4.4. Gas-tetrode 300-cPs Relaxation Oscillator.—Though
the’ previous sinusoidd-oscillator
circuit pcrformuf its owm amplitude comparison, in gencrul the nature of sinusoidal oscillators does not lead to
accurate performance of this function.
On the other hand, relaxation
oscillators by definition go through a very rapid change of state as a result
of amplitude comparison at some time during their cycle of operation.
1’ulses derived from the rapid chmge of state mark the period of the
oscillator and, in fact, the frequency (lcpcnds upon the performance of
the amplitude comparison process as }vell as on the slope of the timing
waveform.
The exponential waveform of a gas-filled tube relaxation oscillator
In the customary “linear”
can be formed at any of its clcctrodcs.
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sweep generator built into oscilloscopes the timing waveform is on the
plate, and the moment of firing is, therefore, determined by the plate
firing characteristics.
Much more accurate determination of the moment
of firing is possible if the timing waveform is applied between grid and
cathode instead of between plate and cathode, the factor of improvement
being approximately the critical firing ratio p of the’ tube.
In a type
884 gas-triode p is about 11; in a 2050 tetrode, it is about 250. Thus, for a
2050, the same change in tube characteristics which would cause the
firing point to move 25 volts along an exponential in the plate will cause
a O.l-volt change when the exponential is iri the grid circuit.
Such a circuit, employing a 2050, is shown in Fig. 4.7. Here the
exponential waveform is on the cathode, and the grid is motionless; the
tube fires when the cathode has dropped to within a few volts of
the grid. Upon firing, the cathode rises very rapidly to within about 12
volts of the plate supply, remains there during the deionization time, and
then falls along an exponential whose time constant is RIC = &
--- sec until
the tube fires ‘aga”n.- Each time
330V
the tube fires, a narrow positive
1
1
pulse is generated across Ra. The
82k
pulse rise time is less than 0.1
Time-constant
of fall:
~sec. Its fall is an exponential
2.25 g sec
.-.
whose time constant is RIC = 2.25
-.. *
P
psec, and the pulse amplitude is
1
25 k
c
~;”~’
*
about 200 volts. A negative pulse
0.0033
r
RI
could be obtained by inserting a
Rise lime: 0.1 g sw
Rz
IM
small resistor in the plate.
The 33k
6S0
T
&
A
frequency is controlled by varying
&t
the grid voltage with P.
The
-=
FIG.
4.7.--Gatetrodede 300-cPs relaxation
severest fault of the circuit is the
oscillator.
large heater-cathode
voltage,
which reduces the life of the tube and affects the recurrence frequency
by changing the cathode-t~heater
resistance.
If the heater voltage is
supplied by a separate filament winding that is driven along with the
cathode through an added cathode follower, both effects will be reduced.
Instability of the oscillator can be attributed to two causes in addition
to changes in the time constant RC.
One cause is change of the critical
firing point and the other is change of clean-up time.
If the exponential
waveform is adjusted to fall to I/e of its initial value before 6ring, a
change of 1 volt in the firing voltage will cause a 0.8 per cent change in
frequency regardless of the operating frequency.
Variations in cleanup
time of 10 psec will cause an 0.3 per cent change in frequency at 300 cpe.
Variations of 1 volt and 10 psec in the firing voltage and cleanup time
seem reasonable as tests show the frequency stability of thi8 circuit to be

l-+
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about + 1 per cent.
This error increases with frequency.
At high
frequencies, gas triodes like types 884 or 6D4 are more suitable since
they have cleanup times of only about 20 psec.
4.5. Blocking Oscillators.-Low-voltage
blocking oscillators using
receiver-type tubes, have much to recommend them for PRF and rangemarker generation, for although their free-running frequency stability
is only good to about 5 per cent, with considerable” jitter” (see Glossary),
the pulse which they supply is useful. The voltage pulses from the pulse
transformer windings are at impedances from 300 to 1500 ohms, either
polarity, with amplitudes from 100 to 300 volts.
Most blocking-oscillator voltage pulses have negative overshoots which are sometimes useful
+3i3Qv

E

~{$9---0.001

1.8k

VI

350 Cps

1$

..-

Output

1400 Cps

%

pulses

~,ovolts

500 k

4 Microseconds

$

820

2M IM

25k

L
-L
=

Ln
Output

Fm. 4&-Blocking-osciUator

pulses

PRF generator operating on 350, 700, or 1400 cps.

M delayed triggers.
Furthermore, the pulse of current drawn during the
regeneration period may be about one ampere.
This permits largeamplitude pulses to be formed across series resistors of from 10 to 200
ohms, suitable for driving terminated cables.
Blocking oscillator also
have the property in common with gas-filled tube relaxation oscillators
th~t current flows only for a very small percentage of the time, giving
negligible average currents.
Blocking-om”llator
PRF Generator of AN/APLS-3.-This,
blocking
odlator,
which is of perfectly conventional type, uses a GE68-G-979
pulse transformer and generates 4-~ec pulses at a recurrence frequency
of 350, 700, or 1400 cps, depending on the grid-leak resistor value (see
Fig. 4.8).
Components RI and Cl decouple the circuit from the power
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supply, a precaution which should always be observed.
Two positive
outputa are obtained, one across the cathode resistor of the blocking
oscillator VI and the other from the cathode follower V2, which is supplied with a signal from a third winding on the pulse transformer.
Quenching (S’quegging) Oscillator w“th an Air-core Tran#orm.er.-’o’o
avoid the “jitter” effect of an iron-core transformer (see Vol. 19, Chap. 6),
the quenching (squegging) oscillator of Fig. 4“9, which uses an air-core
transformer, can be used. The transformer itself consists of two six-

4!$’sN7
-1

lM

Tap f
mounti

on

eachcoil

FIG. 4,9.—Quenching (squegging) oscillator.

turn windings, spaced 1 in, apart, on a l-in. polystyrene rod. The train
of oscillations, taken across a small resistor in series with the tube, is
detected in the diode and filtered to obtain the output pulse, which may
be of either polarity, depending upon which way the diode is facing.
Rise time is about 0.1 ~sec, amplitude about 40 volts.
The recurrence
frequency is determined by RC.
An obvious simplification of this circuit is to bypass the r-f oscillations
at RI with a small condenser C (say 0.001 pf), to provide a low-impedance
average-current pulse at R 1, allowing the oscillator tube to perform the
detection.
In some radar systems, the r-f oscillator is allowed to operate
ss a quenching (squegging) oscillator rather than the usual switched
type, and may then define its own PRF.
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4.6. MultiVibrators.-The
symmetrical multivibrator of Fig. 4-10,
which oscillates at about 440 cps, shows a frequency change of —1 cps
for a 10 per cent increase of heater voltage and change of a – 1~ cps for
a 10 per cent increase in plate supply voltage.
Thus, a 10 per cent change
in line voltage should cause about a 0.6 per cent change in frequency.
Wire-wound resistore and good-quality
condensers must be used to
achieve this stability.
Tube changes cause a further change of A 3 per
cent.
Compared with other types of PRF oscillators the multivibrator has
the advantages of fairly high frequency stability as indicated by the
data, low current drain (5 ma or less), and economy of space.
The
blocking oscillator requires a pulse
+250V
transformer which when hermetically
sealed is almost as big as a tube.
50k
50k The RC sine-wave oscillator and
squaring amplifiers are extravagant
of parts and space and draw more
current (19 ma).
One drawback of
the multivibrator PRF generator is
0.0022
that the positive output pulses are
formed when the tube is cutting off
and therefore when the impedance is
essentially that of the plate load
resistors.
It is necessary, however,
L
v
to keep the plate load resistance high
F1a.4.10.—Symmetrical multivibrator as for frequency stability.
The negaPRF generator.
tive pulse appears at the impedance
When a lower impedance is desired a
of the triode plate resistance.
cathode follower may be used.
A similar multivibrator design using 6AK5 pentodes rather than
triodes was studkd and found to have only slightly better frequency
stability than the triode with high plate loads.
Work done at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute led to some stabilization methods mainly effective against changes in plate supply voltages
but also to a certain extent, against changes in heater supply voltages.1
A more effective refinement is the use of the double phantastron
described in Chap. 7 of this volume and in Sec. 5.16 of Vol. 19, which
should be as much better than the multivibrator as the phantastron
time-modulation
circuit is better than the delay multivibrator.
Considerable thought has been given to the design of highly unsymmetrical
multivibrators which would provide a short low-impedance pulse during
one state of its operation, and remain in the other state for the remainder
1See NDRC R+@

14-155, Project No. 18.07, Contract OEMzr-781.
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This subject is treated in Vol. 19, Sees. 510,

MULTIPLE-FREQUENCY MARKER AND TRIGGER GENERATORS
BY R. I. HULSIZER
Single-frequency marker generators are useful in providing triggers
and time markers.
If a trigger with an associated timing scale, or a
system of time markers at various frequencies is desired, it is necessary
to synchronize two or more single-frequency marker generators.
There
are five methods of synchronization:
independent pulsed oscillators,
frequency division, frequency multiplication, automatic frequency tmckThe first
ing, and pulse selection between two independent oscillators.
three methods are standard practice and are described in detail in
Vol. 19, Chaps. 4, 15, and 16. The fourth method involves frequencymodulating a slave oscillator according to the error signal from a phase
detector that compares the relative phase of the reference oscillator and a
pulse derived from each cycle of the slave oscillator.
The fifth method
generates a selecting gate from the low-fre~.lency oscillator to select
one of the high-frequency markers for each period of the low frequency.
The resultant selected pulses will have an average period of the lowfrequency oscillator but will differ from it by an amount up to one period
of the higher frequency.
The result will be a jittery time interval
between selected pulses.
Examples of these types of synchronization appear in the following
The technique of generating markers at independent frequensections.
cies will be discussed under grouped markers in the Jast portion of the
chapter.
Before discussing the electrical techniques of generating multiplefrequency markers it might be well to mention again a convenient electroIf a linear sweep is
mechanical system for producing time markers.
displayed on a CRT, time markers can be obtained by placing a linear
scale along the display sweep. The circular sweep mentioned in Chap. 3
is a widely used method of obtaining a sweep of adequate linearity for
“ttds use. In this case the time markers are made by inscribing equally
spaced radial lines on the CRT face.
Two quantities specify the performance of multiple-frequent y—
marker generator-s. One is the stability of the ratios of the several
frequenci~.
The other is the stability of the phase lock between pulses
of the separate frequencies which should normally occur simultaneously.
4.7. Frequency Division.-The
following synchronizer represents a
good example of a system in which exact frequency ratios are specified, but
in which only moderate phase lock is required.
AS a result of this condi-
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tion, very stable frequency dividers are used and the triggers and range
marks are derived direct 1y from the frequency dividers.
Pulse recurrence frequencies of 390 and 1170 cps are simultaneously
provided.
In addition, range marks were desired at 4000-, 20,000-, and
40,000-yd intervals with mixed 4000- and 20,000-yd marks. An unusual
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FICJ.4.11.—Timing and block diagram of special synchronizer for output at two simultaneous PRF’s.

specification required that each trigger and range mark have four output
circuits, any two of which might be short-circuited without interfering
with the other two, or with the operation of the circuit as a whole. The
block and timing diagram, Fig. 4.11, indicates the sequence of operations.
An accurate timing wave is generated by an 81.94-kc/see crystal
oscillator, a 40.97-kc/sec crystal being bulky and less procurable.
The
necessary division ratio of 2 to 1 from the oscillator to the !Anile marks
is unlikely to give rise to any frequency instability.
The two frequencies,
40.97 and 8.19 kc/see, are harmonics of both the PRF’s and hence the
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first two dividers operate continuously.
The next frequency of markers,
4.097 kc/see, is not a harmonic
of either PRI?. Since they are used
only at 390 cps, it is only necessary to synchronize them with 390 CPS
as shown in the timing chagram; the method of recycling will be described
shortly.
Following the 10-mile marks there are two blocking-oscillator
dividers dkidlng first by 7, and then 3, to produce the two PRF’s.
Figure 4.12 shows the crystal oscillator, the first two dividers, and the
2- and 10-miJe range mark mixer. A triode crystal oscillator is used since
the specified range accuracy was only 0.1 per cent. Synchronizing

Ocmw
U”

●

.*,. \ s~~”

M4a.4 Ow

..- ..- ,.,..-. ,

S)k
&

l%, 4. 12.—Crystal oscihto~, 2:1 and 5:1 pulse freguency dividers, and mixer Of special
synchroniser of Fig. 4.11.

triggers were obtained horn the crystal oscillator by passing the Class C
current pulses through a damped choke to develop a pulse every 12.2
psec. Synchronization is applied to the first Mocking oscillator, as to all
the rest, through a triode trigger amplifier connected in parallel with the
Mocking-oscillator triode.
The current pulses arising from the trigger
triode induce synchronizing triggers in series with the grid waveforms.
All the dividers save one are blocklng oscillators operating at low division
ratios and with L&stabilization
to insure constant frequency division
for large variations of voltage and temperature and for tube changes.
This technique is discussed in Vol. 19, Sec. 16.12.
The first blocking oscillator divides by 2, generating 40.97&kc/sec
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marks. A 20-kc/sec (+],) 1 stabilizing resonant circuit in the cathode
circuit effectively adds a one-half cycle cosine ~vavcform to the exponential waveform in the grid return. Two-mile marks appear across a
43-ohm resistor in series with the cathode, developing a 17-volt positive
pulse from the current surge of each blocking oscillation.
Ten-mile
markers are similarly derived in a 5-to-l divider stabilized by two
resonant circuits tuned to 20 kc/scc and 12 kc/see (~j, and $f,).
To provide the required mixed mmks at four tmminnls, the 2- and lo-mile
300V

1

T

1

I

[

I

220k
5% Iw

,

{

,llrl’l+,65vll

4J[
I

180k
57.

390-pps
triggers

750MJf
II
170%

10-mi
marks

DC
+70V

&k

‘46?;7
trigger
omplifier

}{4
6sN7
scale of 2
circwt multtwbrator

.
omphfler

6SN7

FrQ. 4.] 3.—Scale-of-t wo multivihratm- and blocking-oscillator

2D-mile marker marks
blocking osc
pulse

generator.

markers are mixed in a biased-off cathode-follower
mixer using two
6AG7’s, driving a 51-ohm load. The 2- and 10-mile markers add and
accentuate every fifth mark as shown in Fig. 4.12. Each of the four
70-ohm range-mark cables are driven through 68-ohm resistors from the
cathode follower.
Short-circuiting any two cables changes the cathode
load from 21 ohms to 15.3 ohms, a decrease which is acceptable.
Of
course, the rest of the circuit remains unaffected, since the cathode follower acts as a buffer.
The circuit of Fig. 4.13 counts the 10-mile marks in a scale-of-two
counter circuit with the injected 390-pps trigger acting to make the
counter inoperative for one of the 10-mile marks each recurrence interval.
Therefore, the counter responds only to twenty 10-mile markers, thus
providing only ten 20-mile markers in each 220-mile interval.
The
1The symbol j, will be used to represent the recurrence frequency of the output
pulses of the stage being discussed.
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FIG. 4.14.—PRF dividers.
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recycling is accomplished by coupling the 390-pps trigger into the counter
through a trigger amplifier which resets the circuit to the state it was in
before the twenty-first lo-mile marker occurred.
The square wave from the second plate of VM is differentiated in Cd
and Ra and triggers a blocking oscillator VA to form the 20-mile range
markers.
Its cathode is normally held at +27 volts and the grid time
constant is only & of the recurrence interval.
Pulses occur, therefore,
The four 70-ohm range-mark
every time the scale-of-two circuit counts.

FIG. 4. 16.—Cathode waveforms of frequency dividers. (a) Cathode of V,, j, = 40.97
kc/see. (b) Cathode of V,, f, = 8.194 kc/see. (c) Cathode of V,, jr = 1170 PPS.
(d) Cathode of T’s,j, = 390 pps. (f, is the output frequency of the divider stage.)

cables are each driven from the blocking-oscillator current pulses through
68-ohm resistors, as in the 2- and 10-mile mixer.
Also, following the 10-mile marker divider are the two PRF dividers
shown in Fig. 4.14. The first divides by 7 to 1170 pps and is synchronized by tuned circuits at 1.750 kc/see (~~,) and 2.730 kc/see (}j,).
The
second PRF divider divides by 3 to 390 pps using a single resonant
circuit tuned to 585 cps (~f,).
The output circuit for the two sets of
triggers, Fig. 415, is a pair of four-tube blocking oscillators, each tube
having a separate cathode resistor thereby providing the required four
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independent trigger sources for each trigger, any of which may be shortcircuited without affecting the
rest.
Figure 4.16 shows the cathode
waveforms of the various dividers.
The complete
system was
found to operate without change
of frequencies for JAN limit tubes
and k 20 per cent change in line
voltage.
If more accurate phase lock of
the triggers and the oscillator
sinusoid were desired, pulse selection as described in the next sec- frequency Variable
selectlng gate
tion might have been applied.
FIG. 4.17.—Block diagram of synchronizer
for Model III calibrator.
4.8. Frequency Division and
Pulse Selection.-In
contrast to
the previous synchronizer, the Model III calibrator has lax specifications
on its PRF stability but very high specifications as to the accuracy of the
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FIG. 4.lS.—Schematic diagram of synchronizer portion of Model III calibrator.

time relationship between the PRF pulse and the crystal-oscillator
sinusoid,
The sinusoid is used to form a sweep for accurate time meas-
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urements; hence the position of zero tim~the
PRF triggewmust
be
defined aa closely as the time measurements are specified (about 0.03
~ec).
A wide range of PRF’s was desired, and it was necessary for the
circuit to be simple to keep the size of the calibrator down to that of a
useful bench instrument.
Figure 4.17 shows the resulting design. The
schematic diagram of the synchronizer is shown in Fig. 4.18.1
A tri-tet crystal oscillator VI is used to maintain good frequency stabdity while the plate-load tuning is varied to control the desired circularsweep amplitude.
A damped choke in the cathode lead provides a pulse
at the oscillator frequency.
These pulses are amplified in Va and trigger
a variable-frequency blocking-oscillator
frequency divider Vs. Since it
is expected that the grid timing network will be varied, there will be
large phase shifts between the blocking-oscillator pulses and the 82-kc/see
sinusoids.
To provide a trigger whose phase does not vary relative to the
sinusoid, the 18-psec pulse of the dividing blocking oscillator is used to
select the 82-kc/see pulse immediately following the one which triggered
the blocking oscillator.
The coincidence tube Vf is a triode with the
82-kc/see pips applied to the grid and the repetition-frequency selecting
gate applied to the cathode.
The quiescent grid-to-cathode
bias is
30 volts, and the 400-ohm variable resistor in the frequency-divider
cathode return is adjusted to keep the selector gate below cutoff.
Upon
coincidence the sum of selecting gate and oscillator pip drives the grid
above cutoff and plate current flows in the coincidence tube, firing the trigger blocking oscillator Vs.
Positive and negative triggers at 1000-ohm
impedance are provided by the trigger amplifier V6.
The frequency divider might have been omitted and replaced by
selection at random if a pentode time selector were used. In the Model
III calibrator, time selection by waveform addition and amplitude
selection is used. For this process it is desirable that the selecting
pulse be of constant amplitude, or that the relative times or occurrence
of the pulse and the selecting waveform be fixed. The latter alternative
was chosen in the Model III calibrator and implemented by using a
variable-ratio frequency divider whose output pulse is used as a selecting
gate. Thk gate maintains a relatively fixed relationship with the pulse
to be selected since it is initiated by the preceding pulse. On the other
hand, if an occasional misfiring can be tolerated, a selecting gate occurring
perfectly at random will cause poor trigger selection infrequently if
its rise and fall are short compared with its duration.
The phase shift between the trigger and the sinusoid remained below
If the oscillator plate tuning is
0.01 psec for all repetition frequencies.
changed, the position of the trigger changes f 0.25 ~ec for f 50 per
I E. Gostyn, “Operating Data, Model III Calibrator,” F. W. SicklesCo., March
1944.
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SELECTOR

cent change in sinusoid amplitude at the plate. Varying the line voltage
with constant 82 kc sinusoid amplitude yielded the data in Table 4.1.
TABLZ4.1.-SHIPT IN TE1~~EBPEASEwrmi Lnrz VOLTAQm
Trigger displacement,~
Line voltage
0.10
75
0.05
S5
100
O.m
0.10
115
130
0.15
Other examples of this technique are the TS-1OO test oscilloscope and the
Dumont 25&B A/R oscilloscope (see Vol. 21, Sec. 18.4). An example
of a frequencydivider
synchronizer system in which both accurate frequency and accurate phase were required is the SCR-584.1
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FIG.4.19.—Trigger-eelectar block diagram of experimental radar synchronizer.
4.9. Separate Oscillators and Pulse Selector.—In some circuits an
external sine wave oscillator is used to determine the recurrence frequency, but the crystal oscillator is desired as the time standard.
In contrast with the Model III calibrator where the alignment of
the selecting gate with respect to the pulse is obtained by the use of a
frequency divider as a PRF generator, the synchronizer of this section
employs an external PRF oscillator (3 kc/see) to select a pulse A at
1D. G. Fink, “The SCR5S4 Radar,” Electronics, 19, February 1946.
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random that forms a selecting gate whose position with respect to the succeeding pulse B is thus adequately defined.
As shown in Fig. 4.19,
selection of pulse B results in a trigger which is stable with respect to the
phase of the 163-kc/sec oscillator.
Figure 4.20 shows the circuit.
The
first two rows of tubes perform the operations indicated on the block
diagram.
The third row uses the pretrigger to select a third pulse C which
in turn triggers a selector gate to select the fourth pulse D, thus providing
a trigger delayed exactly from the pretrigger by 2000 yd. The selected
pulse D drives a low-impedance blocking oscillator to supply the modulator trigger.
The advantages of this type of synchronization are that it
permits complete freedom of choice of the PRF and at the same time
jitters, or phase-modulates, the triggers with respect to the PRF signal.
The latter is an advantage in radar applications since it makes the radars
less susceptible to mutual interference.
A proposed and as yet incompletely tested synchronizer was to be
incorporated in a revised model of AN/APS-10
radar, and this circuit
incorporates a number of good techniques and highly economical circuit
practices.
This design was made possible in part by the development of
baseless subminiature triodes which permit very low stray capacitances, a
powdered iron l-mh choke having a high resonant frequency, and the
germanium crystal rectifier which has a very low capacitance, about
0.5 ppf, and a forward resistance of less than 1000 ohms. Shunting the
crystal across the choke provides an economical method of obtaining
short pulses for triggers or markers since the crystal does not lower the
choke-resonant frequency appreciably and yet offers severe damping after
the first half cycle.
The low-capacitance tubes and wiring permit the
design of stable high-impedance multivibrators with reasonable output
rise times.
One precaution that was observed as a result of large variations in the
characteristics of the tubes was that when two circuits are direct-coupled
the most significant value of the signal voltage should occur when the
associated vacuum tubes are in a nonconducting state. A study of the
schematic and block diagrams will illustrate the use of these special components and this philosophy of design.
One of the special requirements of the AN/APS-10 synchronizer was
that it should operate on an external PRF source without introducing
more than 2 per cent jitter.
In addition the following markers were
desired: positive and negative l-mile markers; positive and negative
5-mile markers; positive l-mile markers phasable with respect to the first
set; a marker which would be movable in integral multiples of 5 miles,
called the “ 5N-mile delayed trigger”; a PRF trigger accurately phased
with respect to the above l-mile markers; and a prestart trigger at the
PRF preceding the zero range marker by 135 psec.
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The value of plate supply was set at 150 volts for the following reasons:
a simple 110-volt line-operated rectifier could be used, the average
current consumption is in general proportional to the plate supply, and the
low voltage permits the use of low-voltage condensers and low-wattage
resist ors. To supply synchronizing triggers from the external PRF
without introducing more than the specified 2 per cent jitter, it was
necessary to select one of the accurate l-mile markers and to use a gated
divider to supply the 5-mile markers.
A- XtOlmarks
B- l-mile marks

E-
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F-E-mile

pulse
deloy gate

G-Zero
range
selector gate
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FIG.4.22.—Timingdiagramof proposed AN/APS-10 synchronizer.

1, 2, and 3 mark the

three time-selection operations.

Referring to the diagrams, Figs. 4.21, 4.22, and 4.23, an 80.86-kc/sec
t riode crystal oscillator V2 generates sinusoids, waveform A, whose
period corresponds to 1 nautical mile of radar range. The unusual
features of this oscillator are the plate-to-grid coupling condenser necessary here because of the low interelectrode capacitances of the subminiature tubes and the combined resistive and inductive coupling into
the movable mark shaper V,.
Tuning the secondary of the plate transformer provides the necessary variation of phase shift of the movable
l-mile calibrating marks, and the addition of the resistive coupling places
the center of the phase-shift variation at the desired phase. The movable
mark shaper VI acts as a Class C amp~ifier, whose current surges shockexcite the damped choke in the cathode circuit, forming a short pulse,
waveform C. The phasable pulses are required to permit the zero
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correction of radar system (see Chap. 3). Pulses of fixed phase with
respect to the crystal oscillations are formed from the current pulses in
the crystal oscillator itself, and are developed across the damped choke
in its cathode.
The succeeding amplifier Vs supplies these marks at low
impedance with both polarities to the rest of the synchronizer, and as
range marks for the indicators, waveform B.
As indicated in Fig, 423,
the next operation on the sequence is the selection in Vg of the pretrigger
by the PRF synchronizer pulse, waveform D, which is a positive gate
It is applied to the grid of a triode
slightly over 1 mile in duration.
coincidence stage Vg whose cathode is driven by the 1-mile marker
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FIG.4.23.—Block diagram of proposed AN/APS-l Osynchronizer. Letters between blocks
refer to waveforms of Fig. 4.22.

pulses. The resultant selected trigger E initiates an 8-mile delay gate F
in Vlo and VII which in turn triggers the zero-range selector gate G
V12 and Vl~.
These three gates are generated from unsymmetrical
monostable multivibrators (Vol. 19, Chap. 5) whose outstanding characteristics are the large plate resistors made possible by the low capacities
of the tubes and the practice of using only the negative output when steep
wavefronts are desired.
In order to follow the sequence of operations it is necessary to leave
this train of operations at the generation of the zero-range selector gate
waveform G and consider the generation of the 5-mile marks, since one
of the 5-mile marks is to be selected by the gate G to form the zero-range
trigger M.
The 5N pulse-selecting phantastron VM, V16 is triggered by the
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selected pulse E.
Its plate waveform immediately shuts off VIT, which
in turn gates the 5-mile divider switch Vc with the waveform J. The
voltage to which the grid of the divider switch tube Ve is brought by J is
determined by a bleeder R,, Rz, and R3 between EPP and the – 10~volt
supply at a time when VIT is nonconducting.
With this arrangement,
variations in characteristics of V17 do not affect the level to which the
grid of the triode coincidence tube Va is raised.
As a result of the divider switch action, the divider V,, Vs, starts to
divide on the first l-mile marker after the prestart trigger and continues
to divide until the phantastron (VIJ plate reaches a voltage sufficiently
low to cause conduction in the injector diode V,g. As this happens, the
Nth 5-mile mark couples into the cathode follower Vla of the phantastron,
driving the pentode grid more positive, generating a positive pip in the
cathode of that tube.
This is coupled to the 5N selector shutoff and
trigger amplifier VM which then provides a low-impedance 5N delayed
trigger which shuts off the phantastron.
As the phantastron shuts off,
its plate rises, turning the divider-switch gate amplifier VIT on again and
shutting oil the 5-mile divider switch V.S, thus terminating the divider
(V,, V,) action until the next repetition period.
Since the zero-range
trigger-selector gate does not turn on until after the 8-mile delay gate
and is 5 miles in duration, it overlaps the third 5-mile pip which occurs
11 miles after the pretrigger.
The coincidence of these two waveforms
in VZZ triggers a thyratron V23 to form the zero-range trigger for the
radar modulator.
It is interesting to note that although the coincidence
between the externally synchronized selecting multivibrator will have
occasional jitters when the overlap occurs on the rising edge of the
selecting gate (about 1 per cent of the time), the zero-range selector gate
maintains a constant time relationship to the 5-mile marker that it
selects. Thus a stable PRF trigger is provided.
The zero range trigger
maintains a fixed time relationship to the fixed markers to within O.OIM.
One essential design practice required by the use of triode time
selectors is that described in connection with the action of the time
selector Ve; the potential to which the grid is brought by the selecting
gate is independent of variations in the characteristics of the gate:
generating tube, VIT. This precaution is observed in the time selectors
VS and VW.
4.10. Synchronization by Automatic Frequency Tracking.-Development of pulse techniques has led to a modification of the conventional
frequency-tracking circuits that permits oscillators of two widely different
If, as indicated in Fig. 4.24, pulses are
frequencies to be synchronized.
formed from each oscillator, the relative times of appearance of these
pulses can be compared at A, B, C, etc. with a time discriminator. I If
1t%cs.3.17 and 3.18.
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the two freque~cies are fixed, but aligned at A, the error signal of the
time discriminator would indicate an increasing time difference at B and
C. When this error signal is applied to a reactance tube controlling
either oscillator, the two oscillators will be made to operate at an integral
frequency ratio with an accurately controlled phase relationship.
If the
limits of control of the reactance tube are such that it cannot change the
frequency ratio by one integer, and the mean frequency of the controlled
n n n n n

n n n n n n n n
,

n n n n n
,

c

B

A

FIG.4.24.—Frequency tracking by pulse time discriminator.
oscillator is within plus or minus one integer of the desired ratio, the
system cannot synchronize at the wrong frequency ratio. Since the
limiting factor to the frequency ratio obtainable with this system is
essential y the stability of the two oscillators, one would expect to be
able to work with frequency ratios from 100 to 10,000 depending upon
the type of oscillator used. The distinct advantage of this technique is
that in spite of large frequency ratios the time relationship of the pulses
derived from the two oscillators is as stable as the time discriminator.
Figure 4.25 shows the block diagram of an automatic frequencytracking synchronizer where a high-frequency oscillator is controlled by
1Frequency
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Pulse
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FIG.4.25.—Block diagram of automatic frequency-tracking synchronizer.
The dashed connections indicate
reference to a low-frequency oscillator.
its use as a low-frequency oscillator controlled by reference to a highfrequency oscillator.
A design proposed for a lightweight direct-reading Loran indicator
is a good example of pulse frequency tracking.
The block diagram of
Fig. 4.26 indicates that the frequency of the 20-kc/sec oscillator is
adjusted so that its l/800th subharmonic agrees exactly with the PRF
of the incoming video pulses received from the Loran ground stations.
The automatic frequency~ontrol
circuit ia shown in Fig. 4.27. The
20-kc/sec LC-oscillator and pulse generator form 50-psec pulses which trig-
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ger a multistage+
divider that in turn triggers a 100-gsec multivibrator
to form the early gate for the time discriminator.
The back edge of this
gate triggers a similar multivibrator to form the late gate. These two
gates turn on successively the grids of the top and bottom sections
of a triode time discriminator VZ and Va (see Chap. 3 and Fig. 4.28).
The output controls the reactance tube VI.
The grid of the reactance tube has full sine waves from the cathode
of V,t impressed on it. The cathode is connected to the high-potential
end of the tank coil through 24 Ppf. If VI conducts for the whole cycle
of the sine wave, only a negligible voltage at 20 kc/see appears across Cz
and no detuning occurs.
On the other hand, if VI is so biased that it does
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Fs~. 4.26.—Block diagram of lightweight Loran automatic frequency-tracking circuit.

not conduct during any part of the cycle, C2 is essentially connected to
ground through 10k from the high-potential side of the tank coil. These
two conditions define the limits of frequency modulation by VI as 0.24 per
cent. Intermediate values of frequency result when VI conducts for a
portion of the cycle, as controlled by the bias produced by the time
dkcriminator.
The effect of switching a small condenser C2 across the
tank circuit fol a portion of the cycle apparently has little effect on the
waveform of the oscillator since it was found not to affect the accuracy
of the condenser phase shifter fed by the oscillator.
The application of this circuit to the more direct problem of synchronizing two oscillators can be accomplished by triggering the early- and
lat~gate generators from the low-frequency oscillator and feeding paraphaaed sine waves of the high frequency rather than paraphrased video
The time discriminator thus becomes
pulses into the time discriminator.
Circuits exemplifying this type
a hybrid time and phase discriminator.
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of time discriminator may be found in Chap. 6. A similar example of
synchronization can be found in the British omnidirectional beacon
described in Sec. 10.8.
two examples of
Precise Synchronization
oj Random Oscillators.—The
Sec. 4.8, that employ pip selection as a means of synchronizing two
independent oscillators, are characterized by the fact that the selected
, ~?;:~l:y
~100M

see+
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Lote

gote

1-----1oo. sac
FIG. 428,-Loran

time-discriminator timing diagram.

pulses can occur after the onset of the low-frequency synchronizing pulse
by any amount up to one period of the high frequency.
This is often
undesirable and a method of obtaining high-frequency pulses accurately
defined in time with respect to the low-frequency waveform has been
developed and is illustrated in Fig. 4.29. The accurate timing oscillator
is used to form a continuous circular sweep on the face of a storage tube.
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Fm. 4.29.—Block diagram of precise synchronization system for two independent oscillators.

The intensity of the electron beam is normally low. When the positive
synchronizing puke arrives at the storage-tube grid, the beam is momentarily intensified and charges up a short arc of the circular sweep. The
succeeding sweeps of the electron beam around the tube face produce at
the pickoff electrode a train of short pulses equally spaced at the period of
the master oscillator but initiated at the exact instant called for by the
external synchronizing pulse. This circuit may be very useful for physical measurements where there is no control over the time at which the
Complete details and actual
interval to be measured commences.
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circuits are described in Vol. 19, Chap. 21 on the use of storage tubes. An
alternative method of setting up an equally spaced train of markers
starting at any random instant is to use a pulsed LC-oscillator and ampliThis is described in Sees. 4.13 and 4.14.
tude comparator.
FREQUENCY DIVIDERS WITH INJECTION FEEDBACK

There are some applications where a pulse recurrence frequency is
desired with a frequency ratio to the master oscillator that is not factorIt is also often desired
able into practical single-stage division ratios.
to change the PRF by small increments without radically modifying the
synchronizer circuit.
Both of these problems maybe solved with the use
In one form of this technique the last
of injection feedback divideri.1
divider stage, in firing, effectively adds one or more extra triggers to the
first stage of the chain.
Fewer master-oscillator
triggers are thus
required to complete the next dividing period.
In another form of
feedback divider, the first divider stage is held off from dividing for a few
triggers after the last stage fires. As a result, a complete dividing cycle
takes a few more than the usual number of master-oscillator triggers.
These methods will be illustrated with two examples.
4.11. Lightweight Direct-reading
Loran PRF Generator.—In
the
previous section, the PRF divider circuit of the direct-reading Loran was
indicated as a standard frequency-dividing
circuit having a ratio of
800

to

1,

Actually the Loran PRF’s are given by the ratios ~~~c~~),

20 kc/see
20 kc/see
? where N is any integer from O to 7 inclusive
2(400 – N) ‘ and 2(500 – N)
Variations in N give pulse recurand corresponds to different stations.
rence periods which cliffer in steps of 2 x 50 ~ec.
The method of providing these odd-valued PRF’s from the frequencycontrolled 20-kc/sec oscillator is shown in the schematic diagram, Fig.
4.30. Figure 4.31 shows the timing sequences drawn as though the
l-to-5 counter were missing and the last counter were set to count by 6,
with N set for 2. To study the operation of the circuit, let us consider
the action of the circuit without injection feedback.
The counters are
gas-filled tube step counters similar to those described in detail in Vol. 19,
Chap. 16 of this series. Consider VM just after it has fired. The
cathode is held by Vla and V16 from going above +100 volts.
Fifty
microseconds after it fires, a negative pulse will come from the plate of
the blocking oscillator Vls, causing the diode V,b to conduct, whereupon
the voltage of the trigger pulse will be shared between C7 and Cs, lowering the cathode of Vle by about 6.4 volts.
The succeeding pulse will
1Feedbackin this sensedoes not have the rsmnotationusually attributedto feedback in amplifiers.
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find 6.4 volts bias across VM which it must overcome before Vld conducts;
CT and Ca will share the remainder of the pulse voltage.
This process
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FIG. 4.31.—Abhreviated timing diagram of lightweight dirert-reading Loran PRF generator. Dividing ratios are +0 and ~; injection fmdhack number, N, = 2.

continues for nine pulses from V13, each one bringing the cathode of V16
If C7 has been properly adjusted, the tenth
closer to its firing potential.
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A similar process occurs in V19, and
pulse will cause VM to conduct.
V,,.
In the absence of injection feedback, a total division ratio of 300,
400, or WO, will be produced.
When VZZfires, its plate drop appears across C,, C,O, and the 100-ohm
plate resistor of Vls forming essentially a capacity divider.
The fraction
appearing at the junction of Cg and C1Ois not quite large enough to fire
V8S, but 50 Wec later, when VN fires, the pulse developed across the
100-ohm plate resistor adds enough to the cathode of VzS to trigger it.
When it fires, its plate drop is coupled through one of seven condensers
back to the cathode of V,6 through the diode V2S. The size of the seven
condensers is adjusted so that the voltage change on the cathode of V18
is equivalent to that which would be produced by zero to seven pulses
from VIS. As indicated on Fig. 4.31, where N = 2, this decreases the
number of pulses required to fire VI 6 by N, where iV varies from zero to
The net
seven depending on the setting of the ground station selector.
effect is to decrease the pulse recurrence interval by N X 50 ~sec, which
after a division by 2 gives the PRF’s described at the beginning of this
The second and third counters are unaffected by the feedback
section.
except that the time between the PRF pulse and the next pulse which
they receive is less by N X 50 psec than 500 and 2500 psec respectively.
The reason for employing VZS as a time selector, thus delaying the
injection to VM by 50 psec, is that V16 requires at least 20 psec to deionize. If a hard-tube regenerative counter of some type had been employed
only a small delay would be necessary and the pulse from V2~ could be
coupled to Vld through a delay line.
It is obvious that counters are more advantageous for this purpose
First, the master-oscillator frethan conventional frequency dividers.
quency might be subject to variations which would change the actual
time between triggers to the dividers, but not their number. 1 Second,
the time between triggers to the second and third dividers is not constant.
Hence a divider that operates by virtue of a synchronized time base
would be liable to change its division ratio if the time bet weens ynchronizIn contrast, counter dividers are
ing triggers changed appreciably.
relatively insensitive to the time spacing between the pulses that they
count.
An interesting application of this fact is the use of counters as dividers
in multiple-frequency marker systems in which it is desired to change the
units of time without switching the time constants of each divider. If
counter dividers are used it is only necessary to change the masteroscillator frequency.
A good example of this situation is the design of a
Three
universal instrument to calibrate range units on radar systems.
1Actually the ground station PRF’E in the Loran system are maintainedwith
high accuracy.
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units of time or distance are currently in use: the nautical mile, which
corresponds to S0.86 kc/see, the 2000-yd mile or 81.9M kc/see, and the
statute mile or 93.11 kc/see.
A test instrument to provide calibrating
time markers for any of these three systems of units could easily be built
using counter dlvidersto obtain the desired frequency ratios. The time
acalesthen could be changed byswitching master-oscdlator crystak.

4.12. Injection Feedback Divider for Oboe PRF.-Although
timebase frequency dividers are less adapted to frequency division with
injection feedback than counter dividers, it imperfectly possible to design
such a system providing the number of injected pulses is not too large.
Such a system is used to generate the PRF for the British Oboe ground
The PRF pulses are obtained by dividing in two stages from
station.
5-mile markers (53.75 psec) to produce recurrence frequencies between
Wand 150cps.
If it happens that thedesired division ratio is a prime
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number or is not the product of two small convenient factom, injection
feedback is employed.
In this system, the method of injection is that the
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FIC..4.33.—Feedback divider phantastron from Oboe calibrator.

trigger initiates a phantastron-gate generator which prevents the first
phantastron divider from dividing for O, 1, 2, or 3 miles, after which it
divides in a normal fashion.
In contrast to the Loran feedback divider,
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the time interval between the PRF pulse and the first pulse fed to the
second divider is increased by the feedback rather than decreased.
Figure 4.32 shows thetiming sequences of the dividers set to divide
by 21 = 4 X 5 + 1. Theinjection
feedback issetto l,the first divider
Figure 4.33 shows the circuit of the
divides by4, andthesecondby5.
dividers.
The negative 5-mile pulses areused to trigger the first PRF
divider stage VJ on one cathode of the double diode VI.
The phantastron cathode waveform is shown in line B of Fig. 4.32. The negative edges are coincident with every nth 5-mile trigger pulse in the
case of no feedback.
The diode V~ is introduced in connection with
PRF pulse
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the feedback.
With no feedback, which is the case to be considered
first, the diode is short-circuited.
The second half of the diode VI is
taken directly to ~200 volts on the bIeeder and is employed to catch
the plate of the phantastron as it rises on the flyback.
The next 5-mile
pulse developed across R ~ pulls the phantastron plate down (cutting
The switch and
off the diode V J and thus triggers the phant astron.
potentiometers in the grid circuit of V4 allow the division ratio to be
The cathode and screen waveadjusted to either one of two numbers.
forms of the second PRF divider phantastron are shown on lines II and F
of Fig. 4.32. The screen waveform F k differentiated and fed out
through a cathode follower to form the PRF pulse G. It is ako applied to
the suppressor grid of the feedback phantastron V~. The duration of the
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waveforms from this phantastron is adjusted by Z?ato be about 7* miles
for r = 2. The negative pulse fed to the suppressor grid of Vs has no
The cathode
effect, but the positive pulse triggers the phantastron.
waveform is theref ore as shown in Fig. 4’34, line B and the screen waveform as in line C. These two waveforms are used to obtain feedback as
follows.
The principle of the feedback is to apply to the suppressor grid
of the first PRF phantastron a negative pulse F of sufficient amplitude to
Aa indicated
cause the phantastron to return to its quiescent condition.
by the cathode waveform G, the negative pulse cuts ofl the plate which
then rises towards ED. until it is caught by the diode VI at the +200 volt
level. At the same time the cathode G and grid return to their quiescent
voltages.
The phantastron is then ready to be triggered off again by a
5-mile pip when the suppressor grid is allowed to return to its normal
level. The gate fed back to obtain r = 1, 2, 3 is obtained from the
feedback phantastron Va. The number of five-mile intervals to be added
to the pulse recurrence interval by the feedback is r. The two cases of
r = O or 2 will be dealt with separately.
1. When r = O, the suppressor of the phantastron Vi is held at a
steady potential by short-circuiting the diode T’$.
2. When r = 2, the cathode waveform F of Va is applied to the suppressor of Vi. The first PRF phantastron is thus caused to return
to its quiescent state immediately after being triggered, and the
suppressor voltage is held down while the next 5-mile pulse is fed
to the plate.
Hence the first PRF phantastron cannot retrigger
at 5 miles. Th6 negative feedback gate, however, is lifted from
the suppressor before the second 5-mile pulse, and the phantastron
is allowed to trigger at 10 miles (Fig. 4.34h and j).
Thereafter it
divides normally.
Little difficulty should be expected in this application from using timebase dividers with triggers of variable spacing since the maximum change
of the PRF division ratio caused by feedback is only 15 per cent.
GROUPED-MARKER GENERATION
BY R.. B. LEACHMANAND R. I. HULSIZER
Probably the majority of physical situations in which time measurements are to be made require that the time measurements start at a perfectly random instant.
For this purpose-circuits have been developed
which will remain dormant until triggered externally, whereupon they
provide a series of time markers of appropriate recurrence frequencies.
After a suitable period, the markers are terminated and the circuits return
to their quiescent condition, awaiting another triggering pulse.
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Two methods
exist for instrumenting
this performance.
One
employs a storage tube fed with a continuous circular sweep from a stable
oscillator as described in Sec. 4.9. The other employs pulsed oscillators
which are turned on by the external pulse and provide markers of a
particular frequency via an amplitude-comparison
circuit.
Several
examples of the latter will be described in the following sections.
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FIG. 4.35.—Pulsed range-mark circuit designed for a PPI indicator.

4.13. Single-frequency
Grouped-marker
Generators.—If
a singlefrequency marker is desired, techniques similar to those of Sees. 41 to
4.6 may be employed with the modification that the oscillators and
amplitude-comparison
circuits must be switched on and come to a stable
operating condition quickly, and when switched off, they must return
completely to the quiescent state before the next external pulse.
Although any type of oscillator maybe used for this purpose, .LC-oscillators were nearly always used and relaxation oscillators appear in few
of the complet~d radar systems.
A delay-line pulse generator was
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employed in the preproduction AN/APG-5
range calibrator, but it was
abandoned for a more stable pulsed LC-oscillator because the delay-line
Many synchroscopes simply pulse a
temperature coefficient was poor.
tuned circuit to obtain a damped sinusoidal train for use in time calibration.
The Germans used a supersonic delay-line time-marker generator
to calibrate one of their height-finding systems.
A pulse coupled into a
glass rod produced a series of time markers by supersonic reflection.
Pulsed LC Range-marker
Circuit.—Figure 4.35 shows the schematic
diagram of a circuit for producing range marks of any one of four differTube VI is a cathode
ent frequencies for use on a radar indicator.
follower feeding a gate onto the grid of Vz. When Vz is on, it supplies a
steady current at a very low impedance through one of the tank coils,
when Vz is cut off, the
maintaining heavy damping on the tank circuit.
sudden change of current starts sinusoidal oscillations in the tank circuit.
Examination of the initial conditions for the transient shows that a
negative sine wave commences immediately with no distortion.
With
finite Q, the oscillations would die out rapidly, but Va provides just
sufficient positive feedback to maintain the oscillations at fairly constant
amplitude.
Tubes Vq and VS amplify and distort the sine wave to
trigger the blocking oscillator Ve which forms the range markers.
Tube
V, is provided with a steady bias greater than cutoff.
The grid-circuit
time constant of 2 psec is short enough to prevent any cumulative change
in the point of triggering.
It will be noticed that the point of amplitude
comparison as performed by Vq depends on the grid characteristics and
the bias provided by the average current of Vk and VK flowing through
The stability of the bias depends on the
their common cathode resistor.
symmetrical behavior of the two tubes which may lead to some error,
either in long time stability, or as a transient error at the beginning of
each marker group.
Prccisc Pulsed LC Range-marker
Circuit jrom Precision
Ranging
Indicator .—The range-marker circuit just described provides range markers for the PPI where high accuracy is not required.
This is reflected
in the design of the amplitude-comparison
circuit and the absence of
temperature control on the resonant circuits.
In the same indicator
there is a precise pulsed range-marker circuit for use with the timeThis is described in Sec. 6.2 as an
modulated range-marker circuit.
The principle differexample of precision two-scale time modulation.
ences from the PPI range-marker circuit are that the LC-circuit and the
feedback resistor of the oscillator are placed in a temperature-controlled
oven, an oscillator circuit whose frequency is less sensitive to tube
changes is employed, and the amplitude comparison of the sine wave to
form the range marks is performed by a diode amplitude-comparison
An inexpensive single-frequency
grouped-time-marker
circuit
circuit.
is described in Sec. 7.28.
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4.14. Multiple-frequency
Grouped Markers.—The
most general
solution to the problem of providing groups of multiple-f rcqutmcyrnarkersinitiated by an external pulse andlasting forafixcd time istocmploy
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FIG. 4.3&-Multiple-frequency
grouped-marker circuit using blocking-oscillator divider.
All transformers are Raytbeon UX8204.

several pulsed oscillators and amplitude-comparison
circuits of the type
described in Sec. 4.13. Each type of marker then is independent of the
other and any desired frequency ratio may be easily obtained.
Only
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one of the oscillators need possess long-time frequency stability for the
others may be calibrated against that one. A more economical, but less
flexible solution is the use of a single-frequency marker generator and
The main precaution to be observed in
several pulse-divider circuits.
the design of the dividers is that they remain inoperative except when
receiving pulses from the gated oscillator, and that they should respond
to the first few pulses of a group in exactly the same manner as to all the
rest.
The circuit of Fig. 4.36 provides an example of this type of operation. I
The external trigger initiates a multivibrator
gate whose duration
determines the length of time after the trigger that the markers will
occur.
It gates a 328-kc/see LC-oscillator similar to the one described
in Sec. 4.13. The amplitude comparison is performed by the diode half of
Vs fed by the cathode-follower half. The cathode Va is indicated as having a quiescent level of 1 volt.
The point of conduction of the diode half
A better solution would
of Vs will depend on variations of this potential.
be to replace the cathode resistor of V, with a low-resistance grounded
choke.
A 10-mh choke would provide equivalent impedance at that
frequency, and would provide an accurate reference potential, ground,
when the sinusoid passes through zero amplitude.
Following the diode is a squaring amplifier and a 500-yd (328-kc/see)
blocking oscillator employing a 6V6 biased to 525 volts, about 10 volts
below cutoff,
The use of a tube with a long grid base seems inadvisable
at this point in the circuit where switching action at the instant the sine
wave passes through zero amplitude is desired.
Plate-to-plate triggering is employed to synchronize the succeeding
As in the 500-yd marker blocking oscillator,
blocking-oscillator dividers.
each divider is normally biased below cutoff.
Since the impedance of the
Raytheon UX8204 pulse transformer is about 500 ohms, the effective
triggering pulse appearing at the grid must be about 20 volts, which is
perfectly adequate to overcome the quiescent bias. The division ratios
are adjusted by varying the grid timing network resistance.
The requirement of maintaining the dividers nonoperative in the
absence of an external trigger is certainly met by this circuit.
In regard
to assuring identical response to the first and last pulses of a train, there
is some uncertainty.
Because the grid timing networks are all very short
compared with their operating frequency, little cumulative bias may be
expected to develop there, but the bias bleeders have time constants
which are neither short compared with the highest pulse recurrence interval (3 psec) nor long compared with the average external trigger recurrence interval.
The saving feature may be that the average grid current
might be too small to effect a change in bias during a pulse group.
1War DepartmentTechnical Manual TM1l-1561, Aug. 31, 1944,
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BY R. KELNER
INTRODUCTION
6.1. Applications of Time-modulated
Indices.-A
tim~modulated
index is a means for the identification of an instant of time that precedes
or follows a reference instant by a controllable interval (see Sec. 3.8).
The reference time instant may occur periodically or sporadically many
times per second.
The time interval (usually a delay) between the
reference instant and the index is the useful variable of such arrangements.
This interval is continuously or stepwise controllable and thus
may be considered as an adjustable magnitude or a variable.
This
variable may be constrained so that a number is assigned to it by an
automatic computer or an observer.
Continuous variability is an
The maximum delay of the
essential property for most applications.
indices discussed in this chapter is a fraction of a second.
The index is
usually a voltage pulse or step, or a mechanical index on a cathode-raytube display.
Such a pulse can be used as a visible marker on a cathoderay-tube display, as a trigger for starting the action of a circuit, or as the
input to a demodulator.
The various methods for time modulation include the oscillator with
phase modulator, the oscillator with frequency modulator, the sawtoothwaveform time modulator, propagation-time devices, and combinations
of these methods (see Vol. 19, Chap. 13). The first three types utilize
a comparator to derive a marker from the fundamental timing wave.
The circuits described in this chapter have, for the most ‘part, been
designed as component
in time-demodulation
systems, but there are
numerous other applications.
The transmission of data by time modulation is exactly analogous to data transmissions by frequency or amplitude
modulation.
In time modulation,
a time interval is made moDortional to the signal input.
The transmitter emits a series of r~fer~nce
pulses at regular intervals; each is followed by a movable pulse, and a
series of time intervals is defined.
The frequencies
of the data sDectrum
.
.
must be lower than the repetition frequency of the reference pulsel (see
Chaps. 10 and 11).
1G. L. Fredendaletal., “Transmission of Teletilon E!cnmd
on the Picture Carrier,
Proc. 1. R. E., 34, No. 2, Febraary 1946.
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The relation between the control variable and the delay time (the
transfer function of the time-modulation circuit) may be linear but also
may be parabolic, hyperbolic, or some other shape. iVIeans for achieving
nonlinear functions are described in Vol. 19, Chap. 8.
Nonlinear time-modulation circuits are useful for automatic analogue
computations (see Vol. 21). An example of this type of transfer characteristic is shown functionally in
Fig. 5.1. In this case the delay
time At is given by
(1)

At=k~~

where r is proportional to the control variable and h to a constant.
This equation is used for convert-

1
I

I

T,me
delov

At : kh
T,me of the
reference
pulse

FIG. 5.1.—Transfer characteristic of a nonlinear time-modulation circuit.
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FIG. 5.2.—Distance measurement and triangulation.

ing a voltage that is proportional to ground range into a delay time
that is proportional to slant range. These variables are identified for a
practical distance-measurement problem in Fig. 5.2. The control variable of the time-modulation circuit is proportional to ground range if the
altitude value is properly set in.
Time modulators of lesser precision maybe used for controllable time
delays.
In order to obtain the proper sequence of events in a radar, a
time-modulation
circuit with a readily adjustable but comparatively
unstable or unknown transfer characteristic maybe used since this delay
can be set by reference to some form of indicator.
For example certain
magnetic deflection coils for radar displays delay the start of a linear
current in the coil from the start of the applied trapezoidal wave. Compensation ia achieved by applying the time-base waveform before the
sweep of the. electron beam is to start. An adjustable delay is used to
relate the triggering of the timing components and the radio-frequency
components.
Figure 5.3 is a timing diagram of these circuits.
5.2. System Requirements
snd Definition of Error.-From
the
standpoint of the system designer, the time-modulation circuit requires
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or delivers a reference pulse, delivers an output pulse at a time later than
that of the reference pulse, and accepts another input variable whose
magnitude controls the duration of the interval between the pulses.
The system designer ordinarily specifies
the nature of the pulses and of the control
variable and the relation between the control variable and the interval duration.
Moreover, the pulse-repetition rate, the
I Synchronizing
pulse
I
supply voltages, the permissible weight,
I
size, complexity, power dissipation, the
I
I
calibration procedure and the conditions
of temperature, humidity, and acceleration to which the circuits will be subjected
are more or less fixed. These external
a
, Wave farm applied
to
design factors are, of course, subject to
sweep
tails
I
t
control if extremely high accuracy is
desired.
The Lransjercharacteristic (relating control variable to delay time) is distorted
by the drifts in component characteristics
(see Chap. 3). Any deviation from the
I Electran
beam
deflection
desired characteristic causes an error. In
I
order to provide a’basis for the comparison
of the errors in various circuits, the
follo\Ving terms are useful:

Q/l

1. The

L
~imi(ing error is the largest
Deloyed
pulse, which
deviation from a normal charactergotes r-f components
istic that can ever be observed as
“ Time~
long as each component value does
FIG. 53.-The
prestarting of
not exceed its tolerances.
Such a magnetic CRT sweep coils. The
arrow on the r-f trigger pulse indivalue exists because each compocates that It is adjusted to coincide
with
the start of the electron beam
nent and input for a circuit must
deflection.
lie within a certain set of values.
Quality control insures the discard of components
that are
not within the required values.
The normal transfer characteristic for a circuit is defined by the most probable of these values.
The limiting error is caused by the worst possible combination
of component values.
Since each quantity can vary in either
direction from its most probable value, the limiting error value is
usually preceded by both the positive and the negative sign.
2. The probable error is that deviation which will be exceeded in half
the cases of a statistical study of a large number of these circuits
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The analysis by which this
operating under various conditions.
number is derived requires assumptions about the distribution of
component values, the distribution of temperature variation, and
The results, therefore, are subother unpredictable quantities.
ject to the validit y of these assumptions.
In most complex circuits,
the verification of a probable error value is extremely difficult.
3. The linearitu of a circuit is a criterion for those time-modulation
devices that are designed to maintain a time interval proportional
to the control variable.
If the transfer characteristic is graphed
and the straight line that best fits is superimposed, the differences
in ordinates are the errors from linearity.
The best fit is that
which gives the smallest maximum difference of ordinates.
The
term “linearity”
always has this connotation in this book.
Since
approximately linear circuits are common, slope and zero errors
constitute convenient categories for linearity error analysis.
VOLTAGE SAWTOOTH CIRCUITS

I

6.3. A Gated Miller Integrator with a Multiar Comparator.—The
principle upon which all voltage-sawtooth
time modulators depend is
Goled Miller
Inteqrafor
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FIG.6.4.—A simple Miller feedbacktime modulator. The pentode may he VR 91,
6AS6,VR 116, 6AC7, 6SA7etc., or any othertypeein which Plate currentcanhecutoff
by G,. The diodes maybe VR 92 or 6AL5. A puke output maybe taken from the cathode
of

V6.

the identification of the instant at which a sawtooth wave reaches a
certain amplitude.
This amplitude is the control variable.
The interval
between the start of the sawtooth wave and the time when the wave
reaches this amplitude is the delay that is modulated.
The formation
of a step or pulse at the instant when the waveform amplitude equals the
control-variable amplitude is performed by a comparator such as those
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of Vol. 19, Chap, 9. The generation of linear sawtooth waveforms or
triangular waveforms is described also in Vol. 19, Chap. 7.
The circuit of Fig. 5.4 is an excellent example of a simple but accurate
linear modulator.
The circuit consists of a triangle generator—the
gated Miller integrator—and a multiarl comparator.
The control variable is a potentiometer shaft rotation.
When the linear rise reaches the
voltage at the tap of this potentiometer, a diode conducts and the multiar
produces a step and a pulse marker. The delay produced by the circuit
is the interval between the marker and the start of the gate for the sawtooth generator.
The circuit details may be understood by reference to Fig. 5.4.
Ordinarily Va is passing screen current but no plate current since the
suppressor grid is held considerably below the cathode potential.
The
plate is caught 2 at E,., by the diode Vs.
When the positive gate raises
the suppressor sufficiently, plate current starts to flow and the plate
rundown2 proceeds after a small initial step. The fall of plate voltage
is linear and is of slope proportional to (EPP, — V~,), where Vc, is the
initial potential of the control grid of V2.
The multiar action is a regenerative cutoff of V5 when V4 starts to
conduct, that is, when the plate rundown reaches the voltage at the tap
of the potentiometer.
The regenerative loop is completed through the
transformer T,.
A positive step appears at the plate of Vfi when V.
starts to conduct.
The interval between the rise of the gate and the
step in the output is approximately
proportional to the difference
between the quiescent plate voltages of Vs and V, divided by the slope
of the triangle.
The diode biases and the slope are proportional to E,p,.
The time interval is therefore nearly independent of EPP,.
The circuit of Fig. 5.4 accepts a gate and delivers a step; it may be
followed by a blocking oscillator or a quasi differentiator if a pulse output
is desired.
Alternatively a pulse may be taken from the cathode.
The
addition of a multivibrator or the use of the screen current of VI to
provide a gate that maybe applied to the suppressor grid of V%will suffice
to make the circuit sensitive to a pulse instead of a triangle.
In an experimental circuit using type VR-91 for Vz, a transfer characteristic that waa linear to within t 0.05 per cent of the maximum
interval (36 p.see) wae obtained.
A 5 per cent change of the supply
voltages, including the filament supply, produced less than 0.04 per cent
change in the zero and 0.1 per cent change in the slope of the characteristic. These data were taken with a slightly different comparator (a
diode plus amplifier).
The linearity could be somewhat improved by
using an inductance in series with the plate load resistor and thus increaaI See Glomary, and Vol. 19, Ssc. 9.14.
~See Glossary.
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ing the gain of V,. Compensation of the drifts of VZ, VS, and V, would
The methods discussed in
result in considerable increase in accuracy.
Vol. 19, Sec. 9.6, and Chap, 13, are suitable.
The recovery time of the circuit is the intdrval after the end of the
gate that is required for the circuit to reestablish its quiescent levels.
This time is shortened by the catching of the plate of VZ at a lower level
than it approaches asymptotically.
It is also desirable to make C a
minimum since the charging of C through the plate load resistor is the
main action of the recovery.
The interwinding capacitance of the transformer Z’l is effectively in parallel with C during recovery.
The control of the delay is effected by varying the voltage that is
This voltage m:~y vary from Epp, to approxiapplied to the comparator,
mately 50 volts above ground,
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FIG. 6.6.—Multistage Miller integrator and double-triode comparator.

5.4. A Gated Multistage Miller Integrator with a Cathode-coupled
Double-triode Comparator.-The
circuit of Fig. 5.5 is used as the connecting link between a computer and an airborne radar. The principle
of operation is the same as for the circuits described in Sec. 5.3. An
external gate from a multivibrator turns on a Miller integrator.
The
trian~e which in this case is positive-going is generated and applied to a
comparator that also accepts the control voltage.
A fast pulse is
derived at the time when the linear rise of voltage equals the control
voltage.
This circuit is unusual in using three tubes as a high-gain
amplifier for the integrator and thereby increasing the linearity and stability of the sawtooth wave.
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Since the control voltage supplied by the computer occurs at a high
impedance, it is necessary that the comparator circuit does not draw
current from the control-voltage
source. The maximum distance at
which this radar receives useful signals is approximately 30 nautical
miles. The lengths of the gate and the triangle are set at a delay corresponding to this distance.
A positive trigger or reference pulse is
supplied to the gate generator at arepetition frequency near 1000 cps.
After consideration of the accuracies of the radar and the computer,
this circuit was assigned a probable error of about 20 yd at any point over
the range of 60,000 yd. This figure cannot be achieved without the
weekly resetting of a slope control and a zero control although the
maximum errors are only slightly greater with only an initial calibration.
These controls are not apparent in Fig. 5.5 since these operations are
An absolute standard
performed on the control voltage in the computer.
is not required for the supply voltage that determines the slope of the
triangle because the control voltage is supplied from the same source.
Compensation of the drifts of VM would improve the stabilit y of the zero.
The linearity requirement for this circuit is somewhat higher than
the requirement for absolute calibration since it is to be used for rate
determination.
The gate generator is a multivibrator of conventional design except
for the diode V5 which is used to stabilize the amptitude of the timing
waveform and, hence, the duration of the gate. The rising grid of V1~
acting through V2,7,lifts the grid of Vti to its original level after the small
fall during the sweep. The grid of VI. stops its rise when grid current
starts to flow.
Thus the grid of Vg~ is connected to ground through two
diodes in series and of such polarity that the effects of changing heater
In this way the slope of the triangle
voltage and of aging tend to cancel.
is accurately established.
The chief variations arise through the replacement of the tube V1.
The amplifier of the Miller integrator consists of two triodes and one
This ensures that the triangle
pentode; hence a gain of 3000 is obtained.
shall have an exceedingly linear rise. Tests have shown that, the
departures from linearity of the entire modulator do not exceed 1 or 2
parts in 10,000.
The limiting element is probably the comparator.
The
6SU7 triode is used for the first stage of the amdifier because of its low
grid current, thus eliminating nonlinearities and changes of slope due to
variations in grid current.
The triangle which appears at the output
of the three-stage amplifier starts at a level that is determined entirely
by the direct-current characteristics of the last tube.
In order to avoid
errors from this source a level-changing network and a diode v2b are
connected to start the linear rise accurately at ground.
The behavior of
the Miller integrator amplifier as a negative feedback amplifier is shown
in Fig. 5.6,
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The triangular wave is applied to one grid of a double-triode comparator circuit V,, which is described in Vol. 19, Chap. 9. The output
of the double-triode circuit is a selected portion of the input triangle
which rises at approximately
~ volt/psec.
This is increased to 40
volts/@ec in the regenerative amplifier VGand to more than 200 volts/@ec
in the blocking oscillator VTb. The delays in the starting of the sawtooth
.004
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(b)

(c)
Fm. 6.6.—The feedbackamplifiermust be stabilizedagainst undesired oscillations,
The methods described in Vol. 18 are convenient. The frequency characteristics of the
entire loop are shown in Fig. 5.6. (a) Equivalent circuit for gain calculations. (b) High.
frequency phase shift. (c) High-frequency gain. Note: The effective input capacitance
of the 6AK5 is negligible. The 4-ppf value was determined ex~erimentally. The 75-PPf
shunt in Stage (1) represents the Miller effect in Stage (2), and the 23-pWf shunt at the
grid of Stage(1) also represents a Miller effect. The tubes may be considered as constantcurrent sources.
Total gain is approximately 2700 for average tube characteristics.
Series grid resistors are neglected.

wave and in the pulse amplifiers cause the minimum range of the device
to be about 1000 ft or 2 psec.
In an attempt to minimize the sensitivity to repetition-rate changes
all the time constants in the circuit are made sufficiently small for the
corresponding transients to decay to one thousandth of their maximum
value in the allowable recovery time.
6.6. Self -gating Miller Integrator.—The
Phantastron.-The
phantastron’ time-modulation circuit to be discussed here is the interpolating
1F. C. Williams, “Linear Time Bases, Ranging Circuits, ” I. E, R. Convention
Paper, March 1946.
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device in a two-scale time-interval measurement system (see Chap. 6).
This system, as a part of the Ha airborne radar, aids in the accurate
determination of distance (see Fig. 5.7).
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FIG. 5.7.—H*X system.

The results of the measurements are applied to the navigation of the
airplane and to the indication of the proper range at which to release
bombs.
In this section, the system is briefly described and the timemodulation circuit is treated in detail. 1
1See H. J. Reed, A. H. Fredrick,and B. Chance, ‘‘ H2X Range Unit for Naviga.
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Time-measurement
System.-The
range unit consists of a crystalcontrolled oscillator (80.86 kc/see), pulse frequent y dividers supplying
1-, 10-, and 60- or 240-mile pulses, a cathode-ray-tube
display, and a
time modulator.
The coarse-scale time modulator is triggered by
the reference pulse selector.
The whole range unit is a multiple-scale
time-measuring circuit that includes the single-scale modulator that is
discussed here. The interpolating delay (from the triggering marker)
may be read from a dial on the shaft of the controlling potentiometer.
It is required that this precision ranging system have a probable
error of approximately 100 yd out to slant range distances of 200 nautical
miles.
The errors in the time-measurement circuits are those of the 10-mile
markers (errors which may be as large as 0.05 per cent of the interval
from the reference time) plus those of the time-modulation circuit. For
the 40-mile marker, the total is a 40-yd limiting error. The probable
error of the interpolating time-modulation
circuit, therefore, can be
nearly 100 yd. The maximum delay which the interpolation device is
to produce must exceed the delay corresponding to 10 miles in order that
This value is arbitrarily set
any instant can be conveniently identified.
at 15 miles. The delay circuit can therefore have a probable error of
approximately 0.3 per cent of the maximum delay.
This accuracy can be provided by a phantastron if the transfer
characteristic is adjusted by a resetting of slope and zero controls when
A simple calibration method is posthe phantastron tube is changed.
sible. An auxiliary type J oscilloscope is provided with a circular time
This time base permits the interval
base by the 80.86-kc/sec oscillator.
between the reference time and the movable pulse to be determined to
an accuracy that corresponds to ranging errors of ~ 20 yd plus the errors
in the oscillator frequency.
The temperatures, humidities, and accelerations that must be resisted
by these circuits are those specified for aircraft equipments.
A particular effort was made to reduce the size and po~ver requirements of the
H2X range unit. An unregulated plate-supply voltage can be used
because the phantastron is insensitive to variations in the plate supply
if the control potentiometer is supplied from the same source as the
circuit.
Since the duty ratio is at most 25 per cent, the recovery time is
sufficiently short.

tion and Bombing,” RL Report No. 342.
‘‘ Handbook of MaintenanceInstructionsfor Model AN/ APS-15 Aircraft Radar
Equipment,” CO-AN-0830APS15-2, USN.
J. V. Holdam, S. McGrath, znd A. D. Cole, “ Radar for Blind Bombing,” Part 1,
Electronics,19, 13S (May 1946).
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Phunfudnm
Opemtion.-The
phantastron circuit of Fig. 5-8 accepts a
negative trigger and generates a negative-going triangle and a simultaneous gate that maintains the self-gating Miller integrator in operation.
A complete description of its operation is given in Vol. 19, Chap. 13.
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FIQ. 5.8.—The H*X time modulator.
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27k
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pulse

27 k

(b)
A negative trigger is applied to gaof the6SA7.

The duration of the gate, the triangular wave, and the marker delay are
modulated.
Briefly, the circuit acts in the following manner.
A trigger applied to
g3 of the 6SA7 disturbs the quiescent condition and starts the plate rundown from the reference voltage.
When the plate has run down to 50 volts,
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the circuit reverts to its original condition (see the waveform diagram,
Fig. 5.9).
Choice of Con&unts.-The
HZX range phantastron details are included
in Fig. 5.8. The screen-potential divider is chosen as a fair balance
between power consumption and permissible impedance.
Also, the
screen voltage cannot be too high if a large sawtooth voltage is to appear
at the plate. The plate resistor value should be high relative to the
potentiometer resistance in order that there shall be no small nonlinearities due to loading effects.
The cathode resistor is chosen to maintain
the quiescent state of the circuit with the grid connected to the plate
supply through a large resistance.
TrlQgOr
ilma
This grid resistance must be large
t
enough to maintain the grid current at a low value.
The grid time
v~
constant is chosen to give the
II
proper maximum delay and the
condenser is small enough to obtain
&
I
rapid recovery.
6S~7 mfhoda
I
Phantastron
Accuracy—Ezperi1
(a)
mental Results.—The
accuracy tests
of
the
HZX
phantastron
have not
I
con~rd
Vol
toge
I -——--- —----------been exhaustive, and where information is not available, data are
1
lime
sometimes given for very similar
I
I
The insensitivity to
circuits.
I
VP
plate-supply
voltages which has
I
been mentioned is such that a given
ti +s0” ----------— +SOv delay will change by approximately
I
+5 yd per – 1 per cent change in
6SA7Plot*
m
supply voltage for the 30,000-yd
Fro. 5.9.—Phantastronwaveforms.
maximum delay of this circuit.
The heater voltage changes the characteristic by about 2 yd per
– 1 per cent change.
These figures are very approximate and vary
with the value of maximum delay and with the delay setting of a particular circuit.
If a ripple of 6 volts rms is impressed on the platesupply voltage, the delay variation amounts to approximately 100 yd.
The effect is increased by connecting a large condenser between the
potentiometer tap and ground.
The effect of repetition-rate changes upon this particular circuit is
negligible because a maximum of 25 per cent of the period between
triggers is used. Phantastrons may be operated to give a usable duty
ratio of considerably more than 50 per cent; a modification of this circuit
would usually be necessary (see Sec. 6.8).
Undesirable transients are

I
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reduced by plate-grid coupling through a cathode follower, directcoupling to the pulse amplifier, and use of a screen divider without a
bypass condenser.
The replacement of the 6SA7 tube has more effect upon the zero
than upon the slope of the transfer characteristic.
The average zero
shift is between i and 1 per cent of the maximum delay, and the maximum
shift may be 3 to 5 per cent. The slope shifts are all considerably smaller
than 1 per cent.
Microphonics effects in the phantastron tube cause the delay to flutter
over a small range. The effect is particularly noticeable
or “jitter”
in the HZX range unit because a blower operates near the tube ana
vibrates it appreciably.
Twenty different tubes were tested in one unit.
The average jitter was approximate y 4 jmec or 100 yd for the phantastron
of Fig. 5.8. This value is less than 10 yd if the blower is not operating.
The effect of changing various components by +10 per cent is
given in Table 5.1, except for R, and C, to which the delay is directly
proportional.
DELAY
Resultantdelay
increment, YO
t
Component●
Plate resietor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . –0.1
Cathoderesistor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.. ... ....
.
–1
Screendivider, top . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
+2
%reendivider, bottom...,..,.,,..
. .. .
.
. –2
G,divider, top . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
..
....
. . . -0.25
G,divider) bottom . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.. .
. . . . . . +0.25
A 10Pa centineresne
wanmadein all component-s.

TABLE

●

51.-THE

13FFEGTOF COMPONENTVARIATIONSUPONA

PHANTASTRON

t In all caawexceptthe tirnt,the errorWSBmninlya zeroerror. In the firstcase,it wanmainly●
slopeerror.

The temperature compensation of the phantastron is complicated
because the elements are all effective in determining the transfer charFortunately, the temperature coefficients of the tube are not
acteristic.
The procedure used to fix the indilarge enough to be of importance.
vidual temperature coefficient so that the transfer characteristic “is
independent of temperature is primarily experimental.
Each component
is heated alone to determine its effect. The effectiveness of each voltage
divider and other component is minimized and the remaining temperature coefficients are adjusted to compensate.
The types of resistors
given in Fig. 5.8 have the proper coefficients.
Components R. and C,
The usual
should have equal and opposite temperature coefficients.
In order
wire-wound precision resistor has a small positive coefficient.
to achieve a negative coefficient for the capacitor, a silver-mica condenser and a second unit with a smaller capacitance and a larger negative
temperature coefficient (Ceramicon) are ordinarily used. The results
that have been achieved indicate that the residual temperature coefficient
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in the entire circuit need not exceed 0.005 percent of maximum delay per
degree centigrade and may be adjusted nearer to zero for particular
units. This value represents a limiting-error rather than a probableerror value.
The linearity of the transfer characteristic depends upon many compensating factors.
The plate-resistor valu,e should be large with respect
to the resistance of the control potentiometer.
The screen and Gs biases
The limiting errors from linearity
must not vary from the proper values.
of the arrangement in Fig. 5.8, as measured in the laboratory, are, for
selected tubes, less than + ~ per cent of the maximum delay—exclusive
of the potentiometer error. This value is approximately i 0.3 per cent
in the field with the potentiometer nonlinearitics included.
If the heater- and plate-supply voltages vary by 10 per cent, if the
circuit is recalibrated as often as tube drift and tube changes necessitate,
if the phantastron nonlinearity (exclusive of the potentiometer) does not
exceed i 0.1 per cent, and if the potentiometer errors are also smaller
than f 0.1 per cent, the total errors from the calibrated transfer characteristic will not exceed f 0.4 per cent. Temperature variations of
50”C increase this number by ~ 0.25 per cent. If tube changes are not
compensated by calibration, the limiting error is several per cent.
5.6. Self -gating Miller Integrator—The
Precision Sanatron.—The
capabilities of the sanatron as a generator of extremely linear and stable
triangles are described in Vol. 19, Chaps. 5, 6, and 13. This section is
intended to suggest means for realizing the accuracy of this waveform
in a time modulator.
The simple sanatron yields a well-defined and linear triangular waveform which can be used }vitb the multiar comparator of Vol. 19, Chap. 9.
l’hc present section
This use is similar to that described in Sec. 53.
describes a method for excccding the accuracy of a sanatron circuit
with internal comparison.
The worst errors in the usual sanatron circuit
arise from the variable duration of the interval bet}reen the end of the
linear rundown and the start of the regeneration.
This is the time
required for the grid of the cutoff tube to rise to its grid base. This
action is speeded by an additional circuit which is enclosed in dotted
lines in the precision sanatron of l’ig. 5.10.
The operation of the circuit except for the speedup network has been
described in Vol. 19, Chap. 5. The speedup action is as follows.
At the
end of the linear rundown, diode Vz catches the anode of Vs and there is
no further negative feedback to the control grid, This grid rises and
The differentiating transformer in the
increases the scrccn current.
screen circuit provides a pulse that turns on Vi and l’s very soon after V2
starts to conduct.
The largest errors of the improved circuit arc caused by poor defini-
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tion of voltages by t’, and V,, the loading of the control voltage by the
plate resistor of V3, the inconstancy of grid bias of V3 at the sweep start,
the finite and variable gain of V,, the instability of the product RC, and
the variations of the supply voltages.
The variation of the – 250- or
+300-volt
supply by t 10 per cent results in less than f 0.1 per cent
error at any point.
If the heater supply is varied by f 10 per cent, the
delay increment is less than f 0.125 per cent at all ranges. Replacement
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FIG. 5. 10.—High.precision sanatron.

of either Va or Va may cause + 0.1 per cent error; replacement of Vl,
0.15 per cent; and replacement of V,, 0.2 per cent error it maximum and
minimum ranges. The linearity of the circuit as shown is computed to
be +0.05 per cent. By the use of an inductance as part of the plate
load, the computed linearity may be increased to 0.0006 per cent (see
Vol. 19, Chap. 7).
5.7. Bootstrap Triangle Generator with Diode Comparator.
Timemeaauring Sysizm.-This
time-modulation circuit’ consists of a gate generator, a triangle generator, a linear potentiometer and indicator, a
comparator circuit, and a pulse amplifier.
The functions performed and
the relation of the time-modulation
circuits to the other component
1G. Hite, “ Medium-precisionRange System“ RL Report No. 579; V. W. Hughw,
“A Range-measuringSystem Using an RC Linear Sweep,” RL Report No. 540; and
Vol. 19, Chap@.7 and 13.
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circuits in the range indicator are illustrated in Fig. 5.11. An oscillator
provides a reference pulse at the rate of 2000 per second f 10 per cent
or 500 per second f 10 per cent. 13xternally synchronized operation is
also possible.
In either case, the reference pulse triggers the radar
transmitter, a time base extending from the reference time to either
240 or 960 psec, and also the time-modulation circuit.
The time-modulation circuit provides a movable pulse delayed 15 to 240 ~sec.
A marker pulse is delayed from the beginning of the expanded sweep
by an interval equal to half the duration of the sweep. The stability

Pole;t$dmeter
Sawtooth
generator

+

Amplitude
comporotor

+
.

4

M
iii

,

counter
Indication

t

L.!5!ail

.-m

To rodor
transmitter
FIG.

51

I.—Block diagram of timing system.

of the expanded time base is unimportant because errors from this source
tend to cancel. The counters that indicate the shaft rotation of the
controlling potentiometer are set to indicate the time interval (actually,
the corresponding distance in yards) from the reference time to the
marker. The timing diagram shown in Fig. 5.12 illustrates the sequence
of events.
In this radar system position is determined by turning the rangepotentiometer shaft and the azimuth shaft until the center of the type B
display coincides with the unknown echo. The cou~ters which are
coupled to the shafts can be arranged to read range and bearing of the
object which corresponds to the echo.
The external design factors which affect the design of these circuits
are those common to Navy equipment plus a few special requirements.
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The time-modulation circuit is subject chiefly to the accuracy requireIn this case the limiting errors must not
ments for range determination.
exceed about i ~per cent of the maximum range. This error is apportioned equally bet ween the potentiometer and the circuits, although the
circuits must be calibrated frequently to be satisfactory.
In Fig. 5.13, the time-modulaReference Pulses
--———
—.
‘~
A
tion circuits of the range unit are
500

or 2000

p

sec

shown schematically and in detail.
The discussion of the detailed
design of the circuit is clarified by
Output of rnhe amplifier
v
the functional diagram Fig. 5.11
and by the timing diagram Fig.
5.12. The reference
pulse or
~
-----:
trigger, from a source either internal or external to the range unit,
Sowtooth waveform
is amplified in tube VI.
This
amplifier is a 6AC7 which is biased
t
beyond plate-current cutoff by %
:
fixing the cathode at a potential
Waveform in coincidence circuit
9
a few volts above that of the grid.
A
The trigger is positive and at least
Some wove form, differentiated’
5 volts in amplitude.
Since a
pentode is used, the trigger causes
v
the tube to conduct strongly and
B- trigger
a large negative pulse appears at
the plate. This negative pulse is
s-gate
applied to a monostable multivibrator Vz that generates the 300~sec negative-gate pulse shown in
Marker
llme~
Fig. 5.13. This circuit is less
Fm. 6.12.—Timing diagram.
susceptible to changes of gate
duration and amplitude caused by tube changes than are cathodecoupled circuits.
The negative gate at the plate of V,, is directioupled
to the grid
of a switch tube. The direct coupling enables the start of the switch
action to be independent of the repetition frequency.
The triode switch
Vh is closed except during the 300 ~sec which follow the reference time.
The triangle generator responds to the opening of the switch by producing
a voltage that increaaes linearly with time. The circuit is a bootstrap
circuit plus an integration network, which is analyaed in Vol. 19, Chap. 7.
A linear rise occurs at the grid of tube V% and a rise which is less linear
but which occurs at a lower-impedance appears at the cathode.
The grid
waveform serves as the input to the comparator.
The linear rise
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above the reference voltage is selected and amplified in the comparator
amplifiers.
Accuracg.-The
effects of changing the heater voltage, the regulated
plate-supply voltage, the repetition rate, the temperature, various component values, and the vacuum tubes arerepresented by the data given
in Table 5,2. When several tube specimens were tried in turn, the
largest variation caused by any tube is given.
The transfer characteristic was linear during these tests to + 0.1
per cent from 3 to 240 psec. The delay could be reduced to 2 psec or less.
The linearity was checked whenever increments as large as 0.1 per cent
appeared.
N’o adjustment of the integrating resistor was required in
Equation (12) of
order to maintain this linearity with tube change.
TABLE 5.2,—ACCURACY TESTS ON THE DELAY
\I

Condition

●

ncrement* in time interval at
original interval of

I
I

Filamentvoltage from 5.6 to 7.0 volts.
Regulated plate supply from 280 to 300
volts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Repetitionfrequencychangefrom 300 cps
to2400cps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...”.
Changeof cathode-followertube.
Changeof switch tube and restorerdiode
across “integrating” resistor,
.,
Changeof other two diodes.
Changeof aUother tubes including gate
andamplitier s. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.

CIRCUIT

3 *ec

120

@ec

240 psec

Number
of tubes
tried

–0.05

–0.075

–0.075

2 sets

<0,01

<0.01

<0.01

2 sets

<0.01
+0.05

+0. 05
–0.05

+0.125
+0. 25

3 sets
8

–0.3
+0,125

–0.2
–0.125

+0.125
–0.2

5
4

<0.02

<0.02

<0. P2

8
——

la percent of the maximumdelay.

Vol. 19, Chap. 7 indicates that a change in S of 4 per cent, such as would
be caused by a 40 per cent change in the g~ of the cathode-follower tube,
would cause a deviation from the original linearity of 0.3 per cent.
The
experiments referred to in Table 5.2 probably did not i~clude this
extreme variation in g.,. Tube characteristics maybe altered sufficiently
by a light tapping on the tube to cause ~0.2 per cent change in delay.
The temperature coefficient of the transfer characteristic depends
upon the temperature coefficients of two resistances and two capacitances,
to a first approximation.
Some data that bear upon this point were taken
with a circuit similar to that described in this section.
Each resistance
and capacitance in the. circuit was varied by 10 per cent in turn, and the
effect upon the transfer characteristic noted.
The effect of changing RI
and the Cl, Cz, C3, Cd combination was to change the slope of the transfer

1
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characteristic proportionally to the parameter increment.
The 10 per
cent change in RI also changes the zero by 0.15 per cent. The integrating
resistor Rz causes 0.4 per cent change in the slope when it is changed by
10 per cent.
Increasing the value (C5 + C~) by 10 per cent decreases the
slope of the characteristic by 0.1 per cent. Changes in the remainder
of the components are less effective.
The circuit accuracy depends primarily upon a condenser, a resistor,
a potentiometer, and the various vacuum-tube switches.
The problem of
temperature-compensation
is practically that of maintaining constant
These circuits must be
values of two resistances and two capacitances.
carefully designed to minimize stray capacitance, which may vary with
temperature because of mechanical distortions.
Because of the characteristics of available components, the temperature compensation of circuits that depend upon the constancy of resistances and capacitances cannot be relied on to reduce the errors below
0.1 per cent of the maximum delay over a range of 50”C.
In practice,
this error may be several times larger because temperature coefficients of
resist ors and condensers are difficult to measure and control.
An estimate may be made of the limiting error of the circuit.
If the
heater voltage varies f 10 per cent, the regulated plate voltage Y 2 per
cent, and the repetition frequency from 400 to 2200 cps, the resultant
errors are smaller than ~ 0.2 per cent. Changing all tubes causes an
error of 0.5 per cent, at worst.
The effects of component changes with
50°C temperature change may add 0.2 per cent error. If the Iinearity
errors are at most ~ 0.1 per cent and the potentiometer errors f 0.25
per cent, the over-all error cannot exceed 1.25 per cent. The errors
encountered in practice are considerably smaller because there are many
independently contributing factors.
It is probable that the small numbers of tubes that were tried did not include limiting cases of tube
characteristics.
Although this estimate of the limiting error might be
increased by a more careful study, the probable-error estimate would
not be much affected.
To red~ce the errors of this circuit appreciably would require a more
accurate potentiometer, a large amplitude sawtooth waveform, or better
switches, constant repetition frequency and supply voltages, and more
precise temperature compensation.
None of these requirements is
exceptionally difficult to meet, particularly in the laboratory.
Periodic
calibration reduces the effects of some errors. This circuit is of value in
applications where accuracies’ as great as t 0.1 per cent are required.
A fundamental limitation is the variation of g~ of the cathode follower
during the sawtooth wave. The tube nonlinearities of the feedback
amplifier can be removed by increasing the gain of the feedback amplifier.
Cathode followers are not the most convenient type of circuit for these
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more linear amplifiers.
When the Miller feedback principle isused, the
residual errors from linearity are much smaller.
The Miller circuits are
therefore preferred for attaining good linearity.
6.8. The Delay Multitibrator.-The
delay multivibrator (see Vol. 19,
Chap. 5) is a simple self-gated two-tube time-modulation circuit of the
sawtooth waveform type.
The sawtooth waveform is exponential in
shape but the transfer characteristic is linear. The output of the circuit
is a square wave that rises at the reference time and falls after a variable
duration.
The fall is sufficiently shar~ to identify an instant of time to
within an error considerably less than 1 psec for the maximum duration
+300v reg. d,c.
25?

2k
low
Ww

ref8rence

::

pulse
L
=

=
FIG.

6.

14.—The SF delay multivibrator.

used in radar.
The simplicity of the circuit is its greatest virtue and it
is not now used as a precise time modulator although it was originally
developed for this purpose.
Other voltage-controlled circuits with more
stable timing waveforms and more accurate comparators have supplanted
it.
In one instance the circuit was used for the measurement of time
intervals in a shipborne radar. The step at the end of the modulated
interval was used as a step on a CRT display.
The tim~measurement
system was therefore very economical, consisting of a potentiometer and
dial, the delay multivibrator,
and a cathode-ray tube.
A crystalcontrolled oscillator provided means for checking the transfer characteristic of the multivibrator.
The operation of the circuit is described in Vol. 19, Chap. 5. A circuit
diagram is shown in Fig. 5.14. The means for triggering and the regula-
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tion of the supply voltage must be good if satisfactory operation is to be
achieved.
The linearity of the transfer characteristic is usually about 1 per cent,
although careful adjustment of constants may give better results with
selected tubes.
Temperature sensitivity of the delay is large and compensation is not usually profitable.
The coefficient of delay change
with heater-supply variation has been observed to be approximately
-0.2 per cent per volt.
A change of EPP from 250 volts to 200 volts
Tube changes result in variaresulted in a 0.4 per cent change in delay.
tion of the transfer characteristic by as much as 10 per cent.
This circuit depends to a large extent upon the constancy of tube
characteristics.
The application of precision tubes, such as the 6SU7,
to such circuits has not been sufficiently investigated.
It is probable,
however, that the development of more accurate voltage-sawtooth time-modulation circuits is most easily done with more complex circuits.
Some increase in accuracy might be expected by the use of diodes to
stabilize the initial amplitude of the timing waveform and the firing
point of the regeneration.
VARIABLE
5.9.
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pulse generator accepts the reference pulse and
produces a sharply rising high-voltage pulse that is applied to the transmitting crystal.
The crystal oscillating at its natural frequency produces
a short damped wave train of alternating compressional waves in the
liquid surrounding the crystal.
This wave train is propagated along the
tank, and when it reaches the receiver, a voltage appears across that
crystal.
The amplifier follows the receiver to raise the signal to a usable level
since there are considerable losses in the tank.
The amplitude-selector
circuit accepts only signals that are greater than a certain magnitude.
The automatic gain control ensures that only the largest signal from the
receiver exceeds this level. The undesired signals are reflections from
the tank walls. The amplitude selector produces a pulse that triggers a
multivibrator whose output is a short low-impedance movable pulse.
necessary

circuits.

The

1See ‘(Instruction Book for Model SJ Radar Equipment,” BuShips.
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TANK

This system is capable of an extremely high degree of accuracy
because the two crystals can be controlled in position to within 0.002 in.
over the range of 20 in. The delays in the associated circuits may be
made sosmall that normal variations inthem are negligible.
The rate of
propagation of the supersonic waves through the liquid is a function of
The tank normally contains 15.8
its temperature and composition.
volumes of iron-free ethylene glycol to 100 volumes of water at 70°F.
The velocity characteristic of the mixture has zero temperature coefficient
at 135°F and is maintained at this temperature by a thermostatically
controlled regulator.
If the standard conditions are varied by 1 part of
glycol in 100 parts of water or b y 14°C, the transfer characteristic changes
by &.
The linearity of the system is nearly an order of magnitude better
than that of voltage-sawtooth delay circuits.
The slope and zero maybe
Synchronizing
pulse from
transmitterreceiver

+

Multivibrotor
output

Pulse
generator

indicator

t
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TO ronge
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volume
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171c.

5.15.—Model SJ radar range unit functional diagram.

maintained to this high degree of accuracy by specific-gravity and refractive-index measurements of the liquid and careful setting of the thermostatic control.
The device may be difficult to maintain for field operations and moreover weighs 60 lb. The difficulty of sealing the mechanical coupling
between the movable crystal and the external crank against the leakage
of liquid reduces the reliability considerably.
The various circuits are given in detail in Fig. 5.16. The pulsegenerator circuit accepts a positive pulse that is stepped up about five
times in the pulse transformer 1’2. The amplifier V4 is biased below
cutoff and does not respond to negutive pulses. The positive pulse,
After being
however, produces a negative signal at the plate of Vh.
quasi-differentiated in CIZRZO, this negative pulse initiates a multivibrator
VWVS
which applies a 20-psec pulse to the transmitting crystal through
Cl,. The rapid rise of this 20-psec pulse causes supersonic oscillations
in the crystal.
These oscillations occur at the natural frequency of the
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FIG. 5.16.—Model SJ radar range circuit using supersonic delay tank
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crystal, about 1.4 Me/see.
The fall of the !2(@ec pulse is not steep
enough to produce oscillations in the crystal.
The transmitting and receiving crystals are flat plates about ~ in.
square and 0.040 in. thick, mounted with their large flat faces directly
facing each other. The voltage wave applied to the transmitter causes
it to oscillate in a damped vibration at its natural frequency for longitudinal waves.
This vibration is highly damped because of the contact
between the crystal and the liquid and even more because of the mounting in which it is placed.
In this mounting there is a brsae “backing
block” tb which the whole back face of the crystal is tightly soldered.
A grounded layer of solder applied
This block is used as one electrode.
to the front face of the crystal is the other electrode.
The backing block
is very effective in absorbing mechanical energy from the quartz and
thus in damping out the vibration.
The faces of the crystals must be parallel to within about 0.01 in. if
sufficient voltage is to be produced across the receiving crystal.
The
liquid in the tank is held at 135° + #F by the thermostat TD~ and is
quickly raised to this temperature region by a high-heat element controlled by TD1.
Thermostat TD1 is set at a few degrees below TDz.
The electrical connection to the moving crystal consists of a central
conductor of several small wires surrounded by a layer of rubber which
This structure gives the wire low
in turn is coated with Neoprene.
capacitance, high flexibility, and chemical resistance to the solution.
The
capacitance to ground, measured at 1 or 2 Me/see is about 55 to 85 ypf.
The resistances to ground may be aa low as 50,000 ohms although normally they are much higher.
The loss in the fluid itself is only 60 or 70 per cent, but the output that
appeans across the receiving crystal is about 5 mv peak amplitude.
The
amplifier accepts a 5-rev signal and produces about 15 volts at the output.
The maximum gain is 75 db and can be reduced to about 65 db by automatic gain control.
The automatic gain control maintains at a constant
The
amplitude the signals to be applied to the amplitude selector.
amplitude selector is biased below cutoff so that only the highest peak
of the highest wave train makes VI conduct.
Tubes Vza and Va make
up a monostable multivibrator that is triggered by the amplitude-selector
output and produces a movable marker pulse that is stepped down in
impedance by transformer T1.
SINUSOIDAL OSCILLATOR RANGE CIRCUITS
6.10. LC-oscillator,
Phase Modulator, and Comparator.-This
cirThe
cuit is of very early date and merits only the briefest description.
time measurement of the radar SCR-268’ is accomplished with an oscil1E/ectronic8,

18, 10&109, September1945.
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later, a phase shifter, and pulse generators, with a cathode-ray-tube
indicator.
The basis of the time measurement is a stable oscillator that
operates ataconstant frequency of4098cps.
The oscillation is distorted in a series of
amplifiers so that a PRF trigger pulse is
formed once each period.
The sinusoidal
output from the oscillator is phase-modulated
by the rotation of the range handwheel and
a movable pulse is derived from this wave.
Ring. .heq odwsl.d f., z.,. row.
1“:
The movable pulse is used as a trigger to
initiate the time base for the cathode-ray
tube.
An approximately
linear sawtooth
(
waveform is applied to the horizontal plates
F.14
:
‘ROIW
+ cd,.smd
(oredmfw
of the tube.
A vertical fixed hairline is
I:[G. 5.17.—SCR-26S timeplaced at the center of the tube.
The transmeasurement circuit, timing
mitted pulse and the target echo both appear
diagram,
as amplitude modulation.
The sequence of events in a time measurement is presented in the timing chagram of Fig. 5.17. First the range handwheel is turned tc bring
the transmitted pulse to the hairline; next the echo is set to the hairline
The elements of this sysand the range is read in yards on the counter.

E++,

w

.

Receiver

Transmitter

,11

T

o
Range

0

0

0

0

Yards

counter

FIG. 5,18.—Time measurement with a single-scale oscillator (phase shifter).
tern
are shown in Fig. 5.18. As shown, the reference pulse coincides with
the hairline and the counter is properly zeroed.
The oscillator circuit is very simple and only of moderate accuracy in
order to be consistent with the system accuracy.
The radar operates at
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205 Me/see and the transmitted pulse is 9 psec in duration.
The accuracy
is poor compared with that of later radars.
The oscillator circuit is shown in Fig. 5,19a.
The tank circuit, which
maintains the frequency of oscillation, is manufactured as a unit except for
a trimmer condenser that serves as a frequency control.
This condenser
adjusts the slope of the time-modulation characteristic.
By the use of a
standard time interval, the slope can be calibrated.
+250w
t

6SJ?

1

&

0.06

‘

I

L-

To 6SJ7

omplifier

R
0
Sine

wave

0
Veclor

diagram

Helmhoitz

coil

assembly

(b)
Fx~, 5.19.

—SCR-26S

oscillator

and magnetic phase shifter.

A pure sinusoid is derived by filtering and then is phase-shifted in an
inductance goniometer (see Fig. 5.196).
This particular goniometer
employs Helmholtz coils to give a uniform magnetic field. The accuracy
is approximately
~ per cent of a full turn (3600).
A considerably improved system of this type could be made by minimizing the largest errors—in oscillator frequency, in phase modulation,
and in amplitude comparison.
5.11. The Variable-frequency
Oscillator.—If
a variable-frequency
oscillator is started at the time of a reference pulse by an oscillator gate,
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FIG. 6.20.—Variable-frequency oscillator time-modulator circuit.
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the first period of the oscillation constitutes IJvariable time delay.
If a
pulse is generated at the end of one period, the pulse will be time modulated.
The block diagram of Fig. 5.20 shows a circuit of thi~ type.
Since
the pulse generator operates on every period, it is necessary to eliminate
the undesired pulses with the pulse selector.
The oscillator is stopped
shortly after one cycle by the oscillator gate which changes in duration
with the control shaft. L
Some of the waveforms of a circuit of this type are shown in Fig. 5.21.
Those which are shifted or expanded along the time axis as a function of
the control variable are marked with an arrow.
The experimental circuit shown in Fig. 5.22 with additional gate generators, pulse generator, and pulse selector has been operated in the
Gateco!hodefollowsr

Weiobridotoscillobr

+35CW

—

t
+

J

F1o. 622.-A vmie.ble-frequency oscillator for time modulation. The rninjmum de]aY ia
3 Wec; the maximum delay i~ 300 paec. The linearity is +2.6 per cent.

laboratory, but was never further developed.
For an ideal Wien bridge
oscillator, the period is proportional to the shaft rotation of the variable
condensers if the bridge impedances are properly proportioned.
The time
intervals range from 3 to 300 ysec in three scales obtained by switching the
bridge resistance.
The maximum errors from linearity are 0.03, 0.3, and
7.5 psec on the scales. The probable cause of the limiting error (2.5 per
cent of the maximum time interval) is bridge asymmetry.
The slope of
the characteristic changes ~ per cent for a 1 per cent plate-supply voltage
change. Heater-voltage changes within 10 per cent of the rated value
1See A. H. Frederick,RL Group Report No. 63-9/11/42
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had no appreciable effect.
A temperature change from +20” to - 80”C
changes the slope of the characteristic by several per cent because of the
lack of perfectly temperature-compensated
resistance-capacitance
elements.
Somewhat better frequency stability (and linearity) is observed
with the Hewlitt-Packard oscillator.
The oscillator gate is applied to the screen grid of an oscillator tube by
a cathode follower.
Changes of the gate tube cause the oscillator to
The effect can be eliminated by
operate when it should be quiescent.
capacitance coupling from the plate of the gate tube to the cathode-follower grid.
The second cathode follower of Fig. 5.22 is used to cancel the gate
component partially in the oscillator output by applying the gate to the
plate of the oscillator tube.
It is desirable to have the alternating component swing about the quiescent level in order to square the waveform.
The gate cannot be completely removed because a point is reached where
the oscillation starts in the opposite phase. The. gate should probably be
removed at a point outside the oscillator feedback loop.
The squaring
amplifier may increase the time delay by 2 per cent—this increase is a
function of the tube characteristics of several tubes.
It is desirable to
use a better method for synchronizing a pulse with the end of the period of
a sinusoid.
Such methods have been described in Chap. 9, Vol. 19.
Differentiation of the squared waves produces signals of opposite signs at
the 180° and 360° points of the sine wave.
The 180° signal is discriminated against by a cliodc selector.
The frequency stability of the oscillator would be improved if an automatic amplitude control were Oscd. Such a device would have to operate
on voltage and not on power bccausc the single pwiod of oscillation does
not permit thermal equilibrium to bc established.
The high frequencies
necessary at minimum range incrcasc the power requirements for the
oscillator in order to maintain low-phzse shift in the oscillator amplifier.
This method of time modulation has not proved reliable or inexpensive.
The delay multivibrator is a much simpler circuit with approximately the
The principle may be useful, however, for some special
same accuracy.
application.
5.12. A Comparison of Some Single-scale Circuits.—A brief comparison of some of the single-scale circuits may be of value if a choice for a
The detailed studies on which these
particular application is ncccssary.
judgments arc basrd arc to bc found in the earlier sections of this chapter,
in Chap. 3, and in Chap. 13 of Vol. 19.
Without the repetition of a ~reat deal of data, complete comparisons
are not possible,
The proccdurc here is to indicate which circuit possesses
a particular virtue in the highest degree.
The best linearity is obtained with the supersonic delay tank and the
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l’hcsc single-scale circuits, which
high-gain Miller integrator circuits.
may be made nearly as linear as more complex multiple-scale circuits,
have the additional advantage of freedom from cyclic error (see Chaps.
2, 7, and 8 and Vol. 19, Chap. 13).
The least sensitivity of the transfer characteristic to tube changes,
tube drifts, and the vibrations occurs with the propagation-time circuits,
the liquid and electric delay lines. The pulse amplifiers, which are the
only necessary vacuum tubes, can be designed to introduce negligible
delays into the circuit.
The least sensitivity to temperature changes is found in circuits whose
fundamental element is a crystal-controlled oscillator.
These are usually
multiple-scale circuits.
At the opposite extreme are the propagationtime circuits, for which the temperature coefficients are so great that
control of the ambient temperature is often necessary.
Errors from changes in trigger-repetition rate are smallest for the
propagation-time circuits, as are the effects of supply-voltage change.
The range of modulating frequencies (speed of operation) is largest for the
voltage-sawtooth circuits that accept a voltage as the control variable.
The voltage-sawtooth circuits are particularly useful where some sacrifice of accuracy can be made in order to save size, weight, complexity,
These have the further advantage
expense, and power consumption.
of being relatively simple to construct and maintain as opposed to the
liquid delay tank.
Thus, they have been very widely used for mediumprecision time measurement in radars.
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PHASE MODULATION AND AMPLITUDE COMPARISON
This portion of the chapter describes several time-modulation circuits
that employ a method outlined in Sees. 39 and 3.15: continuous phase
modulation of the high-frequency timing waveform to form a movable
train of pulses and selection of one of these pulses by a coarse-scale timemodulated pulse. By far the largest number of accurate range-measuring
systems that were used in radar during the war employed this method.
These systems fall into two classes: those actually using phase modulators,
The circular sweep is, in effect,
and those using circular-sweep indicators.
a continuous phase modulator, since rotation of a radial index around the
trace selects instants corresponding to all phases of the sinusoid from
which the sweep is obtained.
Selection of the correct cycle of the fine
scale is provided by an intensifying gate, approximately centered on the
index and time-modulated
at the same rate as the index that moves
around the sweep.
601. Meacham Range Unit.—One of the most straight-forward twoscale time modulators employing phase modulation is the following
circuit used at the Bell Telephone Laboratories with several radars
and intended as a replacement for the supersonic tank of Sec. 5.9. Its
primary use was in fire-control radars where a continuous shaft rotation indicating range is required for ballistic computers.
A block
diagram of this unit is shown in Fig. 6.1, with a waveform diagram,
Fig. 6.2. The system was designed to operate from an external trigger
Its tank circuit is tuned to
and hence employs a pulsed oscillator.
81.955 kc/see and is mounted in a temperature-controlled
oven for
frequency stability.
Quadrature
voltages
(Fig. 6.2d–g)
drive the
condenser phase modulator, whose output is amplified, squared (Fig.
6.2i), and clifferentiated as a method of amplitude comparison.
The
blcck labeled “Pulse Selector” performs the operation of generating an
exponential sweep to which time-modulated pulses are added, as in Fig.
6.2.i. Amplitude comparison with respect to a voltage from an exponentially tapered potentiometer selects one of the time-modulated pulses
(Fig. 6.2k) which is then shaped (Fig. 6.21) and made available at 12&ohm
142
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FIG. 6.1.—Block diagram of a two-scale phase-modulation range unit.
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The circuit thus provides a single pulse, time-modulevel (Fig. 6.2m).
lated wit~ respect to the external trigger from zero to 234psec.
Oscillator and Sawtooth Gate.—The schematic circuit can be described
in three parts. The first is the “wide-gate”
monostable multivibrator
(Fig. 6.3), which gates the pulsed oscillator and the exponential sweep
generator.
The left section is normally oN. The external trigger,
applied to the left section, turns the cultivator off for 240 psec, generating
a negative gate at the plate of V2.
The second circuit section (Fig. 6.4) generates and phase-modulates
the pulsed sinusoid.
Normally the tuned circuit Z, is clamped between
the plate of Vt and the cathode of Vi is overdamped with an average cur+mov
NegotIve

wide
)

0:01

‘!.-

Trigger

i’ y‘

v

1
-“..

I

Iu

I

I
I
4

FIG. 6.3.—Wide-gate monostable multivibrator.

rent of about 12 ma flowing through it. Cutting off V~ and Vi with the
wide gate starts oscillations in the tuned circuit which are coupled to the
feedback and phase-shifting amplifier VS. Feedback to sustain the initial
amplitude of oscillations is provided through RI.
The RC-constants in
the cathode circuit and the RL-constants in the plate circuit are adjusted
to provide quadrature voltages at the plate and cathode.
These are
applied to two paraphase amplifiers V6 and VT which in turn drive the
condenser phase modulator.
Amplitude
Comparator.—The phase-modulated
output is amplified
in Vs and VD, which incorporate negative feedback to increase the input
impedance seen by the condenser phase modulator (see Fig. 6.5).
A
high-resistance load on the condenser phase modulator is necessary to
preserve its response to the PRF components of the pulsed sinusoidal
waveform since its internal impedance is that of a very small capacitance.
Tube V1Operforms the amplitude comparison, since it has a large cathode
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resistor, effectively unbypassed.
When its grid is more negative than
cutoff, the cathode rests at +6 volts.
When the grid rises past cutoff,
which with this arrangement is near ground potential, current will start
to flow in the tube, and the plate voltage to start to fall. Thus the fixed
potential to which the sinusoid is compared is the cutofl bias of T’lO. The
fall in plate voltage after the instant of equality would be slow were it not
for the small cathode bypass condenser.
The following tube Vl, operates
with its grid normally slightly positive.
When the plate of V,O starts to
fall, the plate of V,, starts to rise rapidly since VII is then operating with
maximum gm. Differentiation in Cl and Rz forms short pulses for use in
The stability of the amplitude-comparison
the pulse-selection circuit.
~peration depends on the stability of the cutoff bias of a 6AC7.
A shift of
Sawtooth

Swllch

Pulse-adding
network

Pulse
selection

Pulse-shaping
amplifier

+300V

N
w

9
d

Time -modulated

pujses

FIG. 66.-Coarse-scale

time modulator and pulse selector.

this bias by 1 volt should introduce an error of about 3 yd, but experimentally a change of heater voltage from 5 to 6.6 volts shows less than 1 yd
error; also, a change of plate supply voltage from 200 to 340 volts shows
only 1 yd error.
Coarse-scale Pulse Selector.—Figure 6.6 shows the coarse-scale time
modulator and pulse selector.
Tube V12 is a switch tube operated by the
negative wide gate. Its plate circuit contains an RC-element which forms
an exponential waveform when the tube is cut off. A small resistor is
inserted in the circuit by which the time-modulated pulses are added.
Tube V,S acts as a part of an amplitude-comparison
circuit, the reference
voltage being applied to its cathode from an exponentially tapered
potentiometer.
Since the time-modulated
pulses are larger than the
amount by which the exponential waveform changes between pulses, a
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pulse, rather than the exponential waveform, will initiate current in Vl$.
This action is analogous to that of amplitude-comparison
multivibrator
frequency dividers.
The resultant negative pulse, whose leading edge
coincides with one of the time-modulated pulses, is amplified and differentiated in the tubes V14 and V15 and the pulse transformer T1.
F@e
6.7 shows the errors of the range unit from zero to 44,000 yd out
of the maximum of 76,0f)f) yd. The starting transient is negligible after
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300 yd. The other errom are due to irregularities in the condenser phase
shifter, improper frequent y of the pulsed oscillator, and errors in the
exponential potentiometer which vary the point of the time-modulated
pulse at which pulse selection occurs.
6.2. Precision Ranging Indicator.-In
contrast to the circuit of the
previous section in which all of the fin~swde pulses are added to an
exponential waveform and then one selected by amplitude selection, the
circuit now to be described selects one of the fine-scale pulses by means of
a pentode amplifier switched on by a pulse that is time modulated by the
coa.rw scale. This method of pulse selection by multi+lectrode vacuum
tube switches is described in Sees. 3“9 and 3.15 of this volume and Chap.
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10 of Vol. 19. The error to be expected in time selection by addition and
Figure 68 shows the block diagram.
amplitude selection is thus avoided.
Figure 69 illustrates the timing relationships of the operations.
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Fm. 6.9.—Tlming diagram of Precision Range Indicator.

As
Figure
Vb of
tuned

before, the circuit has been drawn in sections for convenience.
6.10 shows the wide-gate multivibrator.
The pulsed oscillator
Fig. 6.11 was designed for maximum frequency stability.
The
circuit and feedback resistor are installed in a temperature-con-
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trolled oven; the effect of heater-cathode capacitance variations in Vi is
reduced by using a floating heater transformer connected to the cathode

r
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FIQ. 6.10.—Wide-gate multivibrator of Precision Range Indicator.
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FIU. 61 l. —Pulsed oscillator of Precis,on lbngc Indicator range unit,

163 kc/aec.

follower V, and a 6SJ7 was chosen as a feedback tube V5 because its
characteristics are more stable than those of the 6AC7 used in the example

~
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of Sec. 6.1. Data show a frequency variation with tube changes of
~ 0.025 per cent for eight tubes of assorted manufacture for each of
V,, V,, and Va.
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6.12.—Precision Range Indicator phase-modulating circuit.

See Table 6.1 for

component specifications.
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Fm. 6.13.—PrecisionRangeIndicatoramplitude-conlparimn
circuitfor generatingtimemodulatedpulsesfrompbam-modulatedsinusoid.
Figure 6.12 shows the quadrature network for driving the condenser
phase modulator, and a two-stage amplifier VT and VS. The input resistance of the amplifier is 1 megohm, compared with about 1.65 megohms for
the more complicated circuit of Sec. 6.1. One precaution of considerable
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importance is that the input and output circuits must be carefully
shielded from each other since the output circuit of the phase modulator
is at low voltage level and high impedance.
Any stray pickup of sinusoid
will introduce errors in the phase modulation.
The circuit for generating time-modulated pulses from the phasemodulated sinusoid is shown in Fig. 6.13. The amplitude comparison is
TABLE 6.1.—PARTsLISTFOEIFIG. 6.13

Item

Value

rolerance,Y

R,
R,
R,
R,
R,
R,
R,
R,
R,
R,o
R,z
R,,
R,,
R,ti
c,

100ohms
2k
2k
510 ohms
Ik
lk
510 ohms
lM
150 ohms
7,5 ohms
62 k
68o k
150 ohms
62 k
75 Jipf
120 ppf
0.001 #f
0.001 Jlf
o.oo22pf
0.0022 /Jf
0.0022 pf

..

c,
c,
c,
c,
c,

c,

2
2
5
..
..
5
10
5
5
5
10
5
5
5
2
2
10
10
10

Wattage

I

Miscellaneous
ww potentiometer
ww precision
ww precision
Ww
Potentiometer
Potentiometer
Ww

........ ...... ...... ...
......... ...... .........
............... .........
.................. ..
.... ...... ...... .... .
,. .,... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . ...’. . . . . . . . .
Air trimmer, 180” balance
Silvermica
Silver mica
Silvermica

performed by a diode whose output pulse is amplified and triggers a
blocking oscillator.
To provide a time-modulated gate to select one of the accurately
time-modulated pulses, a linear sawtooth waveform is generated that
drives an amplitude-comparison
circuit.
This is shown in Fig. 6.14 and
consists of a” bootstrap” linear sawtooth generator VIZ, V13, V17, and V15,
and an amplitude-comparing
diode V18; the latter is controlled by the
linear range potentiometer that is geared to the condenser phase modulator.
The selecting gate is formed from the comparator output pulse by an
amplifier and blocking oscillator, as shown in Fig. 6.15. The grid
bias of the second amplifier is obtained from the grid of the blocking
oscillator, which supplies a large negative exponential immediately following the blocking-oscillator pulse. The plate transformer of the first amplifier differentiates the amplitude-selected
sawtooth received from the
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diode to produce from its leadlng edge a positive pulse followed by a
negative overshoot, and from its trailing edge a large negative pulse folDlode feed bock-switch
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FIG. 6.14.—Precision Range Indicator linear-sweep time modulator.
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FIG.6.15.—Precision Range Indicator 6-psec pulee-selecting gate generator.
lowed by a correspondingly large positive pulse. The function of the
special bias arrangement is to prevent the second amplifier from amplifying the second positive pulse. A later model of this circuit uses a diode
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across the pulse transformer to absorb the undesired negstive swings. A
still later version employed the pulse-selecting gate to shut off the linear
sweep generator, thus causing the undesired pulse to occur while the
second amplifier grid was still at a large negative potential.
Figure 6.16
shows’ the pu~se-selecting circuit,
a suppressor gated 6S37.
Although this circuit appears
more complex than that of Sec.
6.1 because of the linear sweep
generator, diode amplitude com0,01
parator, andseparate pulse selector, nevertheless it requires only
~silive
three more tube sections, and one
/2 mila
in
)imb-modless envelope, and does not require
ulated pulse9
7
an exponentially tapered poten-105”
I
j
tiometer.
I?urthermorethe errors
=
of amplitude comparison due to
Range Indicator pulseFIG. 616,-Precisicm
the exponential selecting waveselecting circuit.
form are eliminated.
The sine\vaveamplitude comparison is also better performed by the diode than by
the pentode.
In the circuit of Sec. 6.1, the fine-scale pulses are spaced at 12.2 psec
and the total range is 470 ~sec, so the pulse-selection circuit has to be good
to at least +1.3 per cent.
In thk circuit, the fine pulses are spaced at
6.1 psec, and the maximum range is 244 ~sec, giving a coarse-scale
accuracy requirement of &1.25 per cent. ‘I’he errors of the circuit of
Sec. 6.1, as indicated in the graph of Fig. 6.17, do not exceed ~0.075 psec
in 463 ysec, or &0.016 per cent. The errors of this circuit are about the
same fraction of the total range, but the absolute accuracy would be
higher because of the higher oscillator frequency, and should not exceed
+0.04 ~sec over all.
6“3. Scale Coordination by Frequency Division.-One
radar range
unit is distinctive in that as a primary time standard it employs oscill~
tions whose frequency is an order of magnitude higher than in the
previous circuits.
Furthermore,
its method of coordinating the fine
and coarse scales is unusual.
Two identical sets of dividers generate
a trigger and a time-modulated pulse from phase-modulated and reference-phase sinusoids, respectively.
A change of 360° in phase of the highfrequency sinusoid time-modulates the output pulse an amount equal
to one period of the high frequency.
Thus the number of revolutions of
the phase modulator required to traverse the recurrence interval is equal
to the frequency division ratio.
The arrangement of the functions is
indicated in Fig. 6.17.
The crystal oscillator of the first block is similar
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to those previously shown. The phase modulator is of the inductive
goniometer type and is coupled to the range driving motor.
Amplitude comparison is performed in this circuit by the grid-cutoff
characteristics of a triode used as a squaring amplifier.
Thk practice is
r
1
ezo k {see
crystal
oecillalor

Sinusoidal
frequency
divider 200A

*

,

Time modulo?ad
puke

,

A

Inductive
phase-modulator

Fra. 6.17.—Blockdiagram

*

of

Sinusoidal
frequency
divider 200A

R.F switch
t riggef

rangeunit usingphasemodulationand frequencydivision.

perfectly reasonable at this frequency since a whole cycle is only 1.22 psec
and variations of 1 volt would cause a shift of only 0.6 yd.
Multivibrators are used as pulse-frequency dividers in the ratios of
4 to 1, 5 to 1, 5 to 1, and 2 to 1. The first three employ tuned circuits in
one plate of the multivibrator to
+250v
increase the stability of division.
Figure 6.18 shows a typical di10k
vider circuit.
The last stage of
frequency division is performed
by a scale-of-two counter.
{5
The unambiguity of the timepp f
modulated pulse relies on the fact
205-kc/sec
3900
that when the power is first turned
56upf
on the multivibrators are made to
divide in isochronism with the
range counter set to read zero
range. Before this is done, there
exists a random probability that
any particular 820-kc/sec cycle
will be the one that is isochronous
with the 4. l-kc/see
time-moduFIG. 618.-Mtdtivibrator
frequency dilated pulse. The method of calivider designed to operate between 820 kc
and 205 kc, with tuned plate load for stabihty
brating is to set the range counter
of operation.
to zero and couple the first three
pairs of dividers together.
If these dividers operate undisturbed after
the coupling is removed, there will result a time modulation between the
range-indicating pulse and system trigger which will be continuous and
unambiguous for 200 revolutions of the phase-modulating goniometer.
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TRACKING

In fact, the time modulation can be performed continuously from one
recurrence interval into the next. The disadvantage of the system is
that any temporary failure of the divider chains results in an error that
is maintained until the system is reset; in this respect it is similar to the
sine-wave tracking system of Sec. 6.4.
A consequence of time-modulating the system trigger rather than the
range-indicating” pulse is that the range index remains fixed on the circularsweep indicators; if the time modulation matches that of a moving target,
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FIG. 6.19.—Proposed range-unit block diagram illustrating the technique of sine-wave
tracking.
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ficulty with the system is that the phase discriminator cannot distinguish
one node from another.
Thus a momentary power failure or disturbance
is liable to introduce a gross error. As in the system of Sec. 6.3, no indication of the existence of the gross error is provided.
A modification that would automatically remove gross errors can be
described briefly ,by saying that an accurately linear time modulator is
employed in the above system, and its control voltage as fixed by the sinewave tracking operation is continuously compared with that of a linear
potentiometer having the same voltage range. The potentiometer is
geared correctly to the phase modulator so that its voltage is an approximate, but absolute, indication of the time modulation indicated by the
dial. If the linear- time-modulator control voltage differs from that of
51k

50k

=
Phase shifted
oscillations
in

~

>

=
,:
0.001

=

,,
0“ ‘

=

6,20.—Phase detector and error-signal amplifier of proposed sine-wave tracking time
modulator.
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ISYSTEM

discussion of automatic time-modulation systems is contained in Chaps.
8 and 9 in connection with automatic time measurements.
Time discriminators are also treated in Chap. 14, Vol. 19.
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FIG. 6.21.—Block diagram of AN/APN-3,

Shoran, time-measuring circnite.

D

_
FIG.

Panel of timing

622.-Gearing

unit

mechanism of AN/APN-3, Shoran.

6.5. Three-scale Phase-modulation System.-Shoran
or AN/APN-31
The coarsest
is an example of a three-scale phase-modulation system.
scale covers 100 miles in a phase modulation of 360° to select one cycle
of the second scale. The second scale of 10 miles per revolution in turn
selects one cycle of the fine scale, which gives data at 1 mile per revolution.
1AN/APN-3 manual; RCA, Industry ServiceDivision, Jan. I&M.
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The combination provides continuous time modulation accurate to 13 yd
in 100 miles with negligible possibility of gross error. Statute miles are
used; hence the frequencies are approximate y 0.93, 9.3, and 93 kc/see,
obtained from a crystal oscillator
and two sinusoidal
frequency
f
dividers.
Figure 6.21 shows the
block diagram, and Fig. 6.22
shows the gear mechanism.
The
following discussion mentions the
L
three distinctive circuits of thk
system.
kc/see
push-pull
This unit is unusual in that
many of its electronic manipulations employ sinusoids rather than
pulses.
0.02
Inductance
Goniometers.-A
&
quadrature
network
for
FIG.6,23.—Phase-modulation network at typical
9.3 kcleec uging inductance goniometers.
Lt. L:, LJ, LJ are the orthogonal ~tator windings. L, inthe rotor winding.

driving

the

goniometer

is shown

in Fig. 6.23, where the values
apply to the 9.3-kc/see circuit.
The circuits for the other two frequencies are similar in arrangement
and impedance.
The goniometers are similar in construction for the
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Fm. 6.24.—Shmsuidal divider circuit.

three frequencies except that electrostatic shielding is incorporated
in the one operating at the high frequency.
The number of turns required
to match the quadrature network impedance of 855 ohms is, of course,
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different at each frequency.
Phase modulators of this type are described
in detail in Chap. 13, Vol. 19.
Sinusoidal
Frequencg
Dividers.—’To
obtain sinusoids at 9.3 and
0.93 kc/see from 93-kc/see crystal oscillator to drive the phase-modulator
circuits, frequency division is performed by the well-known sinusoidal
divider circuit.
A typical circuit is shown in Fig. 624.
Tube VI is an
The scrambler signal is a slowly
intermodulator, and V2 is a multiplier.
recurring pulse required because the divider is not self-starting.
The
operation of this circuit is described in detail in Chap. 15, Vol. 19.
Amplitude
Comparison and Pulse Selection. —Figure 6.25 shows the
circuits for coordinating the three time scales. The 930-cps sinusoids are
fed to VI, which by virtue of grid-leak bias conducts only on the positive
peaks producing a plate waveform as shown in Line A of the timing
diagram.
The tube Vz, similarly biased, flattens the peaks and inverts
them, forming positive square gates about 100 psec long. The width of
the gates is dependent on the grid-cutoff potential and the amplitude of
the 930-cps sinusoid.
Amplitude comparison of the 9.3-kc/see sinusoid
to form a square selecting gate is performed by Vs. The large series grid
resistor prevents the grid from being driven positive on each cycle, but
The resultant plate waveallows the grid to go negative below cutoff.
form is a rectangular positive gate, which is then differentiated in the
output circuit to form positive and negative triangular pulses with a time
constant of 6 ~sec. The positive pulses are slightly flattened by the
diode Vr in the process of developing bias for the second control grid of the
pulse-selector tube Vs.
The tube VE is merely a cathode follower to drive
The first grid of Va is gridthe grid of VS with the 93-kc/see sinusoids.
leak–biased so that it conducts only on the positive peaks of the 93-kc/see
sinusoids.
The second grid is biased by the rectified voltage developed at
E by V, and conducts on the positive 6-psec pulses from V,.
The screen
is normally at ground and is driven positive with the 100-psec square wave
from 930-cps circuit.
Coincidence of these three waveforms produces in
the plate transformer of Vf a negative pulse that represents the peak of
the !33-kc/sec sinusoid.
The transformer of Va is a differentiating transformer and hence its output voltage represents the derivative of the peak
of a sinusoid which goes through zero exactly at its peak. The positive
portion, as indicated in line F, is amplified and is used as the time-modulated pulse.
The system trigger, or time reference, is formed by a similar pulse.
selector driven by the reference sinusoids of the three frequencies. 1 The
1The actual radar system employed the phas~modulated sinusoidsto form the
system triggerand the fixed sinusoidsto form the tire-modulated pulse. The particular advantageof this method, as in the circuit of sec. 6.3, is that the time-modulated pulse remains fixed with respectto the circular-sweepdisplay formedfromthe
sinusoids.
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resultant system has the advantage, similar to that of Sec. 6.3, of being
able to time-modulate continuously from one recurrence into the next if
the range-indicating dials are properly designed,
The Shoran system illustrates the ease of increasing the number of
scales in order to achieve greater accuracy or greater reliability.
In this
circuit, the inductance goniometer has an accuracy of about +7* parts
per thousand, causing a + 0.08-Psec error; the indicators provide resettabilit y of 0.02 psec. This is slightly higher than the errors of the system
of Sec. 6.1, but the use of three scales means that each of the coarse
scales need only have an accuracy of 5 per cent The resultant full-scale
accuracy is * 7.5 X 10–3 per cent. If the designer had wished, on the
other hand, to work with closer tolerances and achieve higher accuracies,
he might have employed frequency ratios of 50 to 1 and started at 93o
kc/see, dividing down to 37o cps. In this way he might have measured
f 0.008 psec out of 2640, or three parts per million, if the 930-kc/sec
crystal oscillator and the receiver bandwidth were adequate.
CIRCULAR-SWEEP DISPLAYS AS A METHOD OF PHASE MODULATION
AND AMPLITUDE COMPARISON
As is pointed out in Chap. 3 of this volume and in Chap. 13, Vol. 19
of the Series, the circular sweep or any linear display may become a
time modulator if a mechanical index is moved along the display in a
linear fashion.
The processes of phase modulation and amplitude
comparison are then performed by the rotation of the index and the
passage of the electron beam past the point that the index marks. A
single-scale circular-sweep system merely involves one revolution of the
electron beam around the circle between each trigger. If the circular
sweep is to be used in a multiple-scale system, the electron beam must,
traverse the circle several times. Pulse selection is carried out bv
intensifying, with a time-modulated gate, one of the several circles. Thi
mechanical index defines the time-modulated instant in that selected
circle.
6.6. Circular-sweep
Time Modulators, SCR-564.-AII
example of
this technique is the range unit of the SCR-584, 1a widely used fire-control
radar. This uses a two-scale time modulator with an 82-kc/see (2000-yd)
circular sweep as the fine scale, and a delay multivibrator (Sec. 5.10)
to select one particular cycle of the sweep. The block diagram of Fig.
A crystal oscillator provides quadra6% illustrates the arrangement.
ture voltages for the circular sweep and 12,2-Ksec pulses for the multi}ibrat or divider and trigger selector.
The division is from 82 to 16 to 5.1
to 1.7 kc/see.
The output square wave from the 5. l-kc/see multivibrator
I A descriptionof the circuitsof this system has been written in ‘‘ Electronic War
Reporte,” Ekz4runics, 19, 2, (Feb. 1946).
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drives a tuned Class G amplifier to form a 32,000-yd circular sweep as the
long-range sweep. This sweep is not necessary in the time-modulation
process, but aids the operator in finding which of the 2000-yd circles to
intensify with the coarse-scale gate. A mechanical index appears in
front of the 32,000-yd sweep and is rotated & as fast as the cursor on
the 2000-yd sweep.
The 1.7-kc/sec divider provides a selecting gate at the PRF which
selects one of the 82-kc/see pulses to form a trigger that is well defined
with respect to the 2#0-yd sweep, a technique that is discussed in detail
2000 yd. .t-scopO
sweepVoltoge$
‘}

1+
82-kc,4ec
crystal

-

Osc.

20 kc/see

Oelay

multi-

multi-

vibrator

+
1

2000. yd
-

intensity

vi brotor

gote

200Gyd
J-SCOW
‘intsnsity
grid

d

5 kc/see

.

multivibrator

5 kc/eec
tuned

32,000-yd J-scope
sweep

amplifier

voltages

?}
Modulator
trigger

L
t

<

17 kc/see
multi.
vibrator

-

Trigger
selector

Wide
-

32,000-yd

gote

multivibrator

—

J-scope
intensity
grid

I

FIG. 6.26-B1ock

diagram of SCR-6S4 circular-sweep time modulator.
delay omitted for simplicity.)

(Note: wide gate

in Sees. 4.8 and 4.9. The wide-gate multivibrator acts to intensify the
first cycle of the 32,000-yd circular sweep, the remaining two cycles
being blanked to avoid confusion.
The trigger also initiates the coarsescale delay multivibrator that
is controlled by a potentiometer geared to the cursors. Turning the
range-tracking handwheel moves the cursor on the fine and coarse
sweeps, and causes the intensity gate to move around the circular sweep
continuously.
The coarse scale need be accurate only to about +800 yd if
its full width of 2000 yd is used. Since the intensity gate provides target
discrimination by receiver gating, a shorter gate width is often used,
whereupon requirements on the coarse-scale time modulation become
more stringent.
To overcome this weakness a field modification consist-
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ing of a phase modulator driven by the 82-kc/scc sinusoid was connected
to the range shaft to provide phase-shifted pulses, one of which is selected
by the CRT intensity gate as a short receiver gate.
This addition removes the marked disadvantage of time modulation by
circular-sweep phase modulation, that no pulse is generated at the instant
corresponding to the position of the fine mechanical index. The HR
radar system is very similar to
the SCR-584 and is described in
Sec. 7.26.
Slock A
60 kc/see
2.5km
Wurzburg
Range
Unit. —ReKtal
J-scope sweep
oscillolor
ports indicate that the German
~)
Wurzburg fire-control radar employed a type of time modulator
t
very similar to the SCR-584.
The
basic difference is that in the
Wurzburg the coarse-scale time
modulation is provided by phase
modulation and amplitude comparison at 3.7 kc/see, instead of
by a delay multivibrator.
Both
the PRF and the long-range cirIntensity grid
* of 2.5 hm
cular sweep as well as the quadraBlock C
scope
Slock D
Gonlomeler
ture voltages
for the phase
Narrow
phose
Inlensily grid
gate
shifter
modulator are formed from the
wof
40km
scope
3.7-kc/see sinusoids.
This makes
FIG. 6,27.—Block diagram of Wurzburg
the wide intensity gate unnecesrange unit.
sary since an r-f pulse is sent out
each time the 3.7-kc/see sweep makes a revolution.
Figure 6.27 is a
block diagram of the system.
The SCR-718 Altimeter. -Although
not exactly a multiple-scale
unit in the same sense as the SCR-584 and the Wurzburg, the SCR-718
altimeter offers a novel approach to the two-scale technique.
This
unit measures absolute altitude over the terrain below an aircraft by
the same pulse technique as those used in ordinary radar sets. Its
fine-scale range-measuring device is a J-scope; a completely independent
instrument, the barometric altimeter, suffices as the coarse scale.
The sweep period of the J-scope is 5000 ft, and accordingly requires
a 98.4-kc/see crystal oscillator.
Neither intensity gates nor moving
hairlines are provided, only radial calibration marks. Reading only
from the CRT scale would give ambiguities of 5000 feet. The barometer
is accurate enough to resolve the ambiguities.
Heights accurate to
30 ft should be obtainable with this combination of equipment.
Another
model of this altimeter provides a switch to change the sweep period

+—J
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from 5000 to 50,000 ft in order to avoid reliance upon the barometric
altimeter.
STEP-INTERPOLATION TIME MODULATION
The following sections describe systems in which the time modulation
is performd
in large steps, with an interpolating time modulator to
provide continuous modulation over the intervals between steps.
6s7. AN/APS-15 Range Unit.-This
system represents an implementation of the step-interpolation method of multiple-scale time measurement outlined in Sees. 3.9, 3.14, and 3.15. The specifications call for
time modulation over 2240 psec, accurate to f 0.38 psec, and continuous
time modulation over any 125-psec interval
.Furthermore the PRF
trigger must be supplied by the range unit.

I

t

~uwerneosuring

I

I

t
Sweep
trigger

Fm. 6.28.—AN /APS-l 5 range-unit block diagram.
The phantastron circuit described in detail in Sec. 5.5 is used both for
the step-delay and the interpolating time modulators, with appropriate
circuit values.
The display used for time measurement is one in which the tim~
measuring pulse appears as an intensity modulation on an oscilloscope
sweep of about 20 miles duration.
This sweep is initiated by the same
selected pulse as that which initiates the interpolating phantastron.
Shown in Fig. 6.28 is a simplified block diagram of the AN/APS-15 range
unit. Reference should be made to Fig 6“29 to consider the timing
sequence in the various blocks of Fig. 6.28.
The circuit of the timing wave generator is Fig. 6.30. An 80.8&
kc/see crystal oscillator generates current pulses which trigger the
blocking oscillator VZ through the pulse transformer.
Blocking oscillator Va then supplies negative pulses spaced at 10.75 psec, waveform A,
across the 120-ohm plate resistor,
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(82 kc/eec recurremca)~
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C 2S1

dlvlder:
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J
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gote delay

D

Selecting
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E
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L

/
P

J
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--T-n

Selecting
gate

n
q
o
I
I

G

b

;i,emeosuring

FXQ.6.29.—AN /APS-l 5 range-unit waveforms.
The

subsequent

circuit

is the ten-to-one

pulse

divider

of Fig.

631.

The division is done in two steps,
first a two-to-one division, in Va,
and then a five-to-one division in Vd.
Two stages of division are used for
w I.mile
greater stability, decreasing the need
pulses
for calibrations.
The output waveform is as shown in B of Fig. 629.
Pulses recurring at 10-mile intervals are obtained, one of which is
selected to trigger the interpolating
time modulator.
Since the maximum time to be
measured by this system is 2240 ysec,
the interval between successive PRF
triggers has been chosen to be about
3000 psec to allow the circuits in
the radar system to return to the
quiescent state before the next trigFIG. 630,-AN/ APS-15 pulse generator,
ger occurs. A 25-to-1 blockingS2 kclsec.
oscillator divider synchronized by
the 10-mile pulses is used to generate the PRF triggers. This circuit is
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Mock C of Fig. 629, and is shown in detail in Fig 632 as a simple onestage divider, tube V5. The stability of a one-stage 25-to-1 blockingEw

Uloh
0A18

I mile
pips
from

V2

l~k

&

5:1 Divider

2:1 bwider

FIG. 6.31.—AN/APS-l5

ten-to-one dividt r.

~PP
10
fro

ier

=

FIG. 6.32.––AN/APS-15

twenty-five-to-o,w

follower

divider, generating PRF pulses.

oscillator divider is not great, and it may vary one or two from the
preassigned ratio of 25 to 1. This does no serious harm because syn-
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chronism with the 10-mile pulses is always maintained by the blockBy use of a
ing oscillator as shown in C of the waveform diagram.
Phanlastron

Cathode

8 mile
Selecting

follower

gate

out —

rn
+250V

1.5k

I

Neg.rehrence
triggerin

4k

Zero &just

0.1

2.4k

111.

240h

I

&

Fm. 6.33.—AN/APS-l 5 selecting-gate time modulator: phantastron.
cathode follower Vb the output impedance of the trigger is made about
500 ohms.
Tried.e
Slocking
pulse
The step phantastron
that
selector
Osc,
+250v
time-modulates the selecting gate
is initiated by the PRF trigger
II
I
(Fig. 6.33).
This circuit is of conventional phantastron design exUTAH
cept that a step voltage control is
used rather than a continuous
potentiometer.
The circuit is de- + S-rode selector
4
gate f$m l~o
signed so that its steps are approximately 10 miles apart and so
-[
‘ T
timed that the 8-mile gate, initiv 11
+
ated by the termination of the step
-l O-mile
Ik
phantastron always embraces, in
time, one of the 10-mile pulses,
which is selected by the time*
selector circuit of Fig 6.34. The
output of this tube triggers a FIG. 6.34,—AN/APS-15 ten-mile pulse selector, and blocking oscillator.
blocking oscillator V,* whose output is the delayed coarse trigger that starts both the sweep presentation
and the interpolating phantastron.
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This interpolating phantastron is as described in Sec. 5.7 and has a
range of modulation of from 0.5 to 15.0 miles. The phantastron Vlq,
V,, of Fig. 6.35 generates the waveform F of Fig. 6.29. Its trailing edge
triggers the pulse generator Vls, VILI to produce the fine-scale timemodulated pulse.
It is impossible for the
A limitation of this circuit should be noted.
selecting gate to embrace the PRF trigger since the gate itself is started
simultaneously with the trigger. Therefore, for range measurements
below 10 miles the coarse scale is eliminated, the interpolating phantastron
being’ started by the trigger. This reverts the system to a single-scale
terpoloting
mntostron

Plote~coichihqdiode

Amplifier

Amplifier
blocking

and”
oscillator

+250V

-—
4
Step - delayed trigger
in from V12
~lG.

6.35.—.4APSP15l5

interpolating time modulator
oscillator.

(phantastmn)

and blocking

system.
Zero-setting is conveniently performed by the procedure of
Sec. 36.
In evaluating this technique as compared with the other methods of
multiple-scale time modulation, there are several significant distinctions.
Where the circular-sweep scope fails in not providing a pulse at the time
corresponding to the position of the mechanical index, the step-interpolation method and the phase-modulation methods develop a time-modulated pulse that can be used on an indicator or in an automatic measuring
circuit.
Furthewnore, this is the only multiple-scale system permitting
electrical control of the time modulation, albeit only over a limited range.
This feature is useful in automatic-range-tracking
application where
considerations of weight and size discourage the use of mechanical
phase modulators.
One system exemplifying this practice is the British
Oboe, described in Sec. 9.2, wherein the fine-scale control voltage is used
to indicate range to an electrical bombing computer.
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A further example of this method, which illustrates the use of several
interesting circuits, is the range unit that was designed for the revised
AN/APS-10.
This circuit is described in Sec. 4.9 with a complete
circuit diagram.
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I

and timing diagram of the lightweight direct-reading Loran time
modulator.

6.8. Lightweight Direct-reading
Loran Indicator.—Certainly
the
best example to date of a three-scale time-modulation
system is the
lightweight direct-reading Loran indicator.
Designed for airborne use
and intended to provide time modulation from 500 to 25,000 ~sec with
an accuracy of 1 psec, the system employs a step delay to select an
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accurately time-modulated trigger to initiate a two-scale time modulator
to interpolate between the steps. The two-scale time modulator employs
phaae modulation and pulse selection as in the circuits described in
Sees. 6“1 and 6“2. The circuit technique represents the most recent
practices and uses subminiature tubes and other components that allow
the circuit to be built on small subassemblies, each representing a functional unit of the circuit.
Repair of the time-modulation
unit then
involves only locating the faulty subassembly and replacing it in its
entirety,
The block diagram and the timing diagram are shown in Fig. 6.36.
The divider circuits are discussed in Sec. 4.11 and the use of the system
20.kc/ssc

w=

sinusoids

A20
I

Ccthode

u
2k

4,
2.6k

followsr
6K4

Amplifier
_ 6AK5

Blocking
+300v

oscillator
6C4

3.9k

—
7.511

V,,

“’

“’m

.-0”

910
)#Jlf

from

aoom

Three-phass
condenser
phass-modulotor

25k: F
25 k

--I

.lo5v+y’f-y#

cko2

Fx~. 6.37.—Phase modulator of lightweight direct-readhg Loran time modufator
This circuit provides three phase voltages from a 20-kc single-phase sinusoid. A condensertype phase modulator provides a phase-modulated sinusoid to the cathode foUower and
amplifier VM and Vm, whose output synchronizes
the blocking
oscillator
VIO.

a time-measuring instrument is dkcussed in Sec. 7.30. The step
M
potentiometer that picks one of the 500-psec pulses to initiate the interpolating time modulator, the continuous potentiometer that acts to
select one of the time-modulated
50-psec pulses, and the condenser
phase modulator that phase-modulates the 20-kc/sec sinusoids are all
geared to one control and to the counter that indicates the total time
modulation (see Fig. 6.40).
The first circuit to be considered is the 20-kc/sec phase modulator.
The oscillator and driver circuits are described in Sec. 4.11 and are shown
in Fig 4.27. Figure 637 shows the network for producing 3-phase
20-kc/sec voltages, the 3-phase condenser phase modulator, and the
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FIG. 6.38.—Step-delay time modulator and pulse selector. Thie circuit is triggered by
the PRF pulse and generates a sawtooth waveform. 20-kc/sec pulses are added to the
step-delay
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voltage,
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diode

to select

one
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by

amplitude

selection. The resulting current pulse V,z shuts off the phantastron and generates a stepdelayed trigger.
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FIG. 6.39.—Interpolating time modulator, selecting one of several hundred timemodulated pulses, spaced at 50-pwc intervals. The operation of the circuit, a pulee-selecting phantastron, is described in Sec. 4.9.
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The 3-phase condenser system is used
amplitude-comparison
circuit.
because it is possible to align the system with only a vacuum-tube
voltmeter or a standard test oscilloscope.
This procedure is described
in Chap. 13, Vol. 19.
The output voltage from the phase modulator is amplified in a 6AK5
Amplitude comand directly synchronizes the blocking oscillator Vw
parison of the sinusoid is thus performed in Vag with reference to its

A = Transfers
B : Differential

FI~. 6.40.—Schcmatic diagram of mechanical time-modulator control unit of direchreading
Loran indicator.

grid-cutoff potential.
The time constant of the blocking-oscillator grid
circuit is adjusted so that the regeneration commences as the sinusoid
passes through zero amplitude.
The second circuit of interest is the pulse-selecting step delay, Fig.
638.
The PRF trigger initiates the rundown of a 6AS6 phantastron,
which continues until the plate voltage equals the sum of the step-delay
potentiometer voltage and the amplitude of the 500-psec pulses. The
first 500-Asec pulse after the occurrence of this equality will cause conand providing
a
duction in the diode V,,, shutting off the phantastron
step-delayed
tastron

trigger

described

in

the

same

manner

as the

in Sec. 4.9 on the ANIAPS-10

pulse-selecting

synchronizer.

phan-
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The step-delayed trigger is supplied to the interpolating puke selector.
It should be noted that the event which directly initiates this trigger to
the interpolating pulse selector is the flow of current in the amplitudecomparing diode V42 due to one of the 500-@ec puises. Thus the trigger
to the interpolating pulse selector is truly the result of time selection of
one of the 500-psec pulses. The 5-mile pip selector used in the British
Oboe (Sec. 9.2, Fig. 9“12) is of similar design.
The interpolating time modulator, Fig. 639, employs exactly the same
technique as the step time modulator except that the selected pulses are
time-modulated
rather than fixed, and the potentiometer volt age is
varied continuously rather than in steps. The trigger to the indicator
pedestal generator is obtained by clifferentiating the screen waveform.
The three scales of the time-modulator circuit are controlled by the
mechanical unit, which operates as follows.
Referring to Fig. 640, the
coarse delay control turns in quarter-turn steps, one revolution being
2000 ~sec—that is, four 500-psec steps. Through bevel gears with a
l-to-2~ stepdown the input reaches the “output”
shaft of a differential.
Through the differential there is a 2-to-1 stepup which is geared to the
hundreds wheel of the counter with a 2+-to-l stepup.
The gear on the
differential is prevented from turning by ordinary counter construction.
The input from the fine delay control at 50 ~sec per revolution, reaches
the units wheel of the counter through a 5-to-1 stepup.
Transfer from
the units wheel to the tens wheel is normal.
From tens to hundreds the
transfer is accomplished through the l-to-l action of the differential by
having the transfer pinion drive the differential gear which also drives
the hundreds wheel of the counter after going through the differential.
The counter then gives the total delay reading by adding the outputs
of the coarse and fine delay circuits on the hundreds wheel by means of
the differential.
The switching and various controls serve much the same function
All the controls and switches necesas in conventional Loran systems.
sary for lining up the system and for taking a complete Loran fix are
mounted on the control unit with the exception that the CRT controls,
which are placed on the separate indicator unit.
It is interesting to compare this circuit with those of Sees. 61 and 6.2
on the basis of economy.
By the use of pulse-selecting phantastrons, the
complete operation of receiving a trigger and producing a time-modulated
pulse is performed in 12 tube sections as compared with 15 for that of
Sec. 6.1 and 18 for that of Sec. 6“2, in spite of the fact that this is a
three-scale system whereas the others are two-scale.
For perfectly fair
comparison, an amplifier should be added to the Loran circuit to provide
a sharper time-modulated
pulse. A further reservation is that the
amplitude comparison of the phase-modulated sinusoids is performed by
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a blocking oscillator and hence is of questionable accuracy.
A liberal
allowance of 2 volts in the firing point of the blocking oscillator gives the
required accuracy of ~ psec out of 25,000, or 0.001 per cent. Figures of
this accuracy are justifiable since the frequency of the 20-kc/sec oscillator
is controlled by automatic frequency control with reference to the ground
station PRF, which is held to better than 1 part in 107 of the correct
frequency.
An example of the construction technique permitted by this circuit
design is discussed in detail in Chap. 17, Vol. 21 of the Series. Figure
6.41 shows the subassembly containing the circuit of Fig. 6.39 and the
.
--=1

\

—. \

FIG, 6.41.—Subassembly containing interpolating time-modulator circuit of Fig 6.40 and
the phase-modulated 20-kc/sec amplifier and block]ng oscillator of Fig. 6.3S.

circuit associated with Vss and V~~ of Fig. 6.37. The bakelite portion
of the card, on which the parts are mounted, is 38 by 3; in. The connector at the base of the card plugs into a socket in the chassis, and the
card is supported by vertical slides. This is an example of a calibrated
subassembly (see Chap. 3).
6.9. Surnmary.-In
summary, the principal feature which characterizes the various multiple-scale time modulators is the method of coordinating scales. The highest accuracy is provided by the method of Sec. 6.2
in which pulses derived carefully from the crystal oscillator sinusoid are
selected in a gated video amplifier.
On the other hand, economy results
from adding the coarse-and-fine-scale timing waveforms to operate a
single instantaneous amplitude comparator as in the circuits of Sees.
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6.1 and 6“8. Some economy is effected in the frequency-divider scheme
of Sec. 63 and in the sine-wave tracking scheme of Sec. 6“4, but reliabilityy
is sacrificed.
The only system described which can be controlled by an
electrical rather than mechanical signal is the step and interpolation time
modulator of Sec. 6.7. For time modulation in conjunction with an
electrical computer this feature is valuable.
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MEASUREMENTS

BY BRITTON CHANCE AND E. F. MACNICHOL,

JR.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
BY BRITTON CHANCE
INTRODUCTION

Jlanual measurements are extensively used in military applications.
Extreme flexibility is often required to counter unexpected situations.
(lften it has not been possible to design or to maintain automatic equipment.
Economy of manpower is sometimes not regarded as essential in
military operations, and manual operators are often more available and
In radar systems manual
more expedient than automatic equipment.
tracking of the variations of range of a moving target is an important
procedure in plotting, interception, navigation, bombing, fire control, and
many other applications.
The use of the cathode-ray-tube display for these purposes and the
important factors affecting the accuracy of manual measurements are
discussed here. The use of the cathode-ray tube for measurements of
waveforms is discussed in Chap. 20, Vol. 19. The detailed design of
all types of cathode-ray-tube
displays and a number of two-coordinate
displays are presented in Vol. 22. The general principles involved in
time modulation and demodulation by means of cathode-ray-tube
displays are given in Vol. 19, Sec. 14.9, and in this volume, Sec. 3. 18–3.20.
Manual time-demodulation
systems are negative-feedback
systems
in which an operator is an important part of the feedback loop.
The
properties of signal and index permit the operator to exercise visual time
discrimination, and with this information he exerts suitable control over
the time-modulation systems in order to follow continuously the variations
of the input signal.
In some operations the part played by the operator
is a very simple one and he may be easily replaced by an automatic
device.
But in a number of operations he is irreplaceable.
For example,
target recognition is very difficult to describe in terms of operations that
could be carried out automatically.
Often the judgment and experience
of the operator are of considerable value in avoiding the effects of interference and may achieve satisfactory results where available automatic
devices fail completely.
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This chapter therefore treats a number of methods for manually
tracking time-modulated
signals with special emphasis upon the suitability of these methods in adverse conditions in which noise interference
or intermittence is present.
In addition, some practical circuits are
given for tracking in more than one coordinate.
The content of this chapter is also a logical extension of the discussion of methods for the determination of distance and speed presented in
Sec. 2.11.
7.1. Uses.—Cathode-ray-tube
displays are employed for two general
types of measurements: (1) the measurement of a time interval, which
may be regarded as unvarying, for the purpose of calibration, for plotting,
and crude navigation, etc.; (2) the measurement of the range and rate of
change of range of a target for the purposes of precise navigation, bombing, fire control, etc.
The design considerations involved in these two cases differ considerably, since the first case involves the static accuracy or resettability
with which the time interval may be measured.
The second case, however, includes in addition mechanical tracking aids that generate and
maintain the rate of change of the range information in accordance with
Practical examples of both cases
the operation of the manual controls.
are given in later sections.
Fixed Time Intervals .—The standardization and calibration of timemodulation circuits usually depend upon the use of cathode-ray-tube
displays.
Similarly the calibration of the zero point of a range-measuring
system (see Sec. 3.6) involves this type of measurement.
Practically all the methods of rough position-finding for plotting
aircraft position, for navigation by Loran, and for certain types of airborne bombing depend upon the measurement of range, which is assumed
In certain systems where the
to be fixed at the moment of measurement.
range is varying, similar techniques are employed, but the time corresponding to a given range is noted.
Variable Tirru Intervals.-It
is desirable to move an index in synchronism with the obsemed variations of the time-modulated signal.
In radar
systems in which the antenna continuously illuminates the reflector such
as radar range finders or position-finding systems employing a rapid scan
for angular data, the signal intensity never falls to zero for an appreciable
time and the time-modulated signal is nearly continuously available
to the observer.
The tracking problem is relatively straightforward,
and manually controlled mechanisms for generating the rate of change
of range in response to observations of the displacement of the signal
with respect to an index are effective in giving reasonably accurate rate
information.
In many radar systems the excursion of the azimuth scan is equal
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to 360° or at least greatly

exceeds the width of the antenna pattern.
Because of the limitations of mechanical scanning systems and because
of scanning losses, the effective repetition rate (Vol. 1 of the Series) of
the time-modulated information is often reduced, and special means are
employed in order to assist in the generation of accurate rate and displacement data.
One of the most effective methods calculates from expected
characteristics of the time-modulated signal the probable rate of change
of displacement.
The manual operation then consists of readjusting the
data entered into the computing device in view of dkcrepancies between
the observed and calculated values.
The computer and the tracking
process are often called “ regenerative. ” Other systems are less pretentious and employ simpler tracking devices.
Satisfactory demodulation of intermittent data usually requires a
display that continuously indicates the error between the tracking index
and the last value of the modulated signal (see Sec. 7.27).
CHARACTERISTICS

OF DISPLAYS

AND CURSORS

7s2. General Considerations.—The
cathode-ray-tube
display is the
most effective method of data indication for the purposes of distance
measurement.
Its basic advantage is the large amount of information
that it displays, as shown in the PPI display of Fig. 7.1 (see Vol. 22 of
the Series). Range and azimuth indices are also shown set near a radar
echo.
In usual practice, target selection and accurate range-tracking are
One display provides a view of all
carried out on separate displays.
targets within range of the radar set and is used primarily for detection
and target selection.
This display preferably combines azimuth indication as in a B-scope or a PPI.
Often, however, a simple linear time base
or type A display is employed as in Fig. 7.2 where two targets are shown.
Final ~ignal selection and accurate target-following are carried out
on an expanded sweep as represented in Fig. 7“3. This display has a
number of important uses. It permits discrimination against interfering signals and accurate selection of the desired one. In addition, any
coding that may identify a particular signal is easily observed.
Furthermore, the detectability of the signal will be optimal—that is, the pulse
length is large compared with spot size of the cathode-ray tube (see
Vol. 22). The tracking operation is greatly facilitated by the fast sweep,
since it concentrates the operator’s attention upon a particular target
and increases the accuracy with which the tracking operation is carried
out. Often a portion of a slow sweep may be expanded in the vicinity
of the index, and the advantages of both types of sweep are obtained in
one display, but this procedure is unsatisfactory in most cases.
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linear or circular time base (see Figs. 7“4

an<i 7.5) is almost always employed for the fast sweep in radars where th.e

FXQ.7.1.—Rangeand azimuthindexset neara radarechoon a PPI display.

On the other hand, the type B or PPI
data are essentially continuous.
display is used when data are intermittent at a slow rate. When both
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range and azimuth information is required the problem of ,the operator
tracking (see
is complicated by the requirement for two-coordinate
Sec. 7.28).
(b)
(a)

FIG.7.4.—Type J display.

The signal maybe selected on the slow sweep (a)-and accurately
followed on the fast sweep (b).
. .
...
.——— —.
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1
1
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.
(a)

~.-

4

(b)

.. . .

~

L---. _._.._.._ ......._J

(c)
FIG. 7.5.—Type M display. The three oscillograms show the setting of a signal to a
step type of marker. In (a) the step is set too late; in (b) it is too early. In (c) the step is
set correctly so that the height of the notch between the falf of the signal and the rise of the
marker varies rapidly with time difference.

7.3. Indices.-Although
the range of a target may be cmdely estimated by a simple display without an index, the provision of satisfactory indices greatly increases the accuracy and the ease of measurement.
The three types are applicable: (1) intensity-modulated
indices, (2)
deflection-modulated indices, and (3) mechanical markers that are either
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directly attached to the face of the tube or imaged upon it optically.
Depending upon the type of measurements to be made, these indices may
be “fixed” or “movable.”
Fixed Indices. —Display of a train of fixed indices upon a Iinear time
base is the most elementary method of time measurement by cathoderay-tube display.
Such displays are extensively used in all search radars
and in many navigating instruments, especially the present models of

~.-.

- ,.

h
.,
,..

0

.

b
a
c
Fm. 7.6,—Time measurement by fixed pulses on a type A display (AN/APN-4).
Three sweep speeds are required to resolve the time-diffcrenre reading between the upper
and lower traces. Iu (a) the sparing of the pulses is W! psm nnd u readiug of 3500 psec is
obtained. In (b) the spacing of the PUISCS
is 50 w+ccand %rewdingO( 350 ~sec is obtained,
and the smd upward deflections,
In (c) the spacing of the downward deflection is 50 LW.ec
10 ~sec. Interpolation gives a reading of 24 psec. T}]e total reading k 3874 psec ICour.
{esyof McGraw-Hill Publishing cotnpml~,)
Rwad,ng point O( 100 and
1000 p sac markers

IOOA sac

inlarvols

Sofisec
interval

t
Cross hobr

~zo+

b.~
inlorvol

FIG. 7.7.—Display of fixed pulses on an exponential sweep (AN/APN-9) The time
delay is measured between the pulse marked ‘‘ cross hair” and the rise of the 50-#see pulse
on the upper trace. The ‘‘ tine” scale reading is 20 plus 5 psec as indicated. The integral
number of 100-psec intervals is counted with respect to tbe 1000-@see marker and = zero
The integral number of 1000-psec markers shown on this sweep is 2, but h the actual
#sec.
indicator the number is determined by switching to a slower display and, for this particular
case, corresponds to 6000 #sec. The total reading is therefore 6025 #sec.

Loran (see Sec. 7.29).
The methods become confusing and time-consuming when more than five similar indices appear upon any sweep.
Time measurement in Loran is somewhat more difficult since it is
necessary to count several types of pulses distinguished on the basis of
amplitude in order to obtain the final reading as is indicated in Fig. 7.6.
Some attempts have been made to improve the situation by the use of
roughly logarithmic sweeps as indicated in Fig. 7.7, but there is no conclusive evidence to indicate that a significant improvement is obtained.
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The final reading in most pulse-counting systems is obtained by
interpolation between the finest divisions of the scale. The problems
here differ little from other problems of interpolation, and accuracies of
1 part in 5 are easily obtainable.
Movable Indices. —Even carefully trained operators make gross errors
in pulse-counting systems, and continuously movable indices operating
over the full range of measurement are preferable.
Furthermore, this
type of index is essential for continuous measurements.
The requirements for a continuously movable cursor for use with
deflection- or intensity-modulated
displays are as follows:

~
~
~
I
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1. Primary requirements.
a. The ctirsor should be distinguishable through noise or interference.
b. The cursor should not deform the signal so that it is unrecognizable.
c. The parallax between the cursor and the signal should be
negligible.
2. Secondary requirements.
a. The cursor should be continuously visible and movable even
when signals are intermittent.
b. The display should be arranged to maintain the cursor and the
signal at the center of a linear display.
c. A tracking mechanism should be provided to move the cursor
in accordance with rate and displacement controls.
continuously
F@re 7”8 gives the characteristics of mechanical and electrical indices
which have been employed on cathode-ray-tube displays, and the degree
The simto which they fulfill the requirements above are indicated.
plicity of a mechanical index and the fact that it can be seen in spite of
The circumstances
interfering signals make it the most attractive.
under which it can be used with a high degree of accuracy, however, are
rather restricted; in fact, the circular display is at the present time the
only feasible method by which a mechanical cursor can be used for
precision measurements, although errors due to parallax and eccentricity
are unfortunately appreciable (see Sec. 7’.18).
On the other hand, the mechanical index ha? been used in a number of
systems employing linear displays where a smaHer accuracy is acceptable. In addition to the errors of the circular sweep, those due to the
variation of the sweep amplitude must be taken into account.
Also the
errors due to sweep-centering are likely to be large.
If the video and the cursor are displayed alternately by electronic
switching, the electronic cursor has the advantage of being visible in
noise; however, the circuits may be power consuming,

!
~

1
1

I
I

~

I
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The shape of the electronic index maybe similar to that of the received
pulse but should be easily distinguishable from it, as shown in Fig. 7.8.
The step type of index is obtained when a rectangular waveform is
applied to the vertical plates of the oscilloscope.
The notch and pedestal
type of index may be obtained from a shorter rectangular pulse in the
same manner.
The notch presentation is indicated in Fig. 7.9.
On intensity-modulated
displays a waveform similar to that of the
rece%ed pulse is almost always used for a range marker. However, it
Type

Diagrom

Correct

setting

Chief
Distorts

Notch

Slgnol seems to
disappear m notch

Porallaz
Mechanicof

Rises of signol and
noise elongate marker
obecured. by too
high trace inteneity

——

—..

. . .. . . .

.

.

tracking

indices.

:,

‘—’q-

L:

Rises of eignal ond
noiee elongate morker

—-i7_-

Fua.7.8.—TYPesof

.. . .-

may be bad

Accurocy depends on
Iineority of troce

Intensified

Blanked

signal

Signal seems to
dmappear off pedeetal

Pedestal

:

foults

Step

‘—\~
.A

:
.j

F1a 7.9.—Cathode-ray-tube display of notch presentation. Although this gives a
sensitive indication of the relative timing of signal and index, a weak signal may eeem b
“disappear” into the notch.
is desirable

to have it rise and fall somewhat more rapidly than the
received signal.
In the case of range-angle display, the range marker is
easily distinguishable from the received signal by the fact that the index
consists of a circle or a line depending upon whether the display is polar
(PPI) or rectangular (type B) (see Fig. 7.1).
With nearly all types of intensity-modulated displays and some types
of deflection-modulated displays, a considerable time intervenes between
successive renewals of the information on the screen because of the intermittence of the input data, and most of the time a persistent trace
appears on the display.
The effect of moving the range index, which ia
mixed with the video signals, cannot be compared with the desired echo
until the next scan. In the case of very slow scans, it has been necessary
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to provide a separate electronic index which may be moved to the
position of a persistent echo as indicated by secondary Requirement a.
7.4. Circular Sweeps.—In deflection-modulated
range-tracking displays, one has the choice of linear or circular traces, the former having
perpendicular and the latter radial deflection.
Both the technical and
operational considerations differ considerably in these two circuits.
In

I

I

1

I

FIG.7.10.—A delayed aud synchronimd type H display. Thr l>riglttrrhorizontal Iineis
the range index: the vertical dark line is the az))]iutl~il)dcx The osrillowo]m pl,nt,ograph
shows the range and azimuth index set to tllc C,corKcWw+l]ingtol)PJndgc,New York City.
Because of the synchronization the target is mwntained at the sa]]m pomtmn WIthe display
as the aircraft approaches the target.

the circular sweep with radial deflection, one has a continuous circular
scale which, when combined with a suitable selector pulse, may cover
a full scale corresponding to a large number of cycles of the circular-sweep
frequency.
A mechanical cursor is readily employed, and although the
problems of parallax are often serious, the distinctiveness and lack of
ambiguity of the mechanical marker are to its advantage (see Fig. 7.4).
In the circular trace the signal moves about its circumference, and
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the tracking operation involves following the signal down one side of the
circle and up the other side, a process that may be confusing to the
uninitiated operator.1 On the other hand, one advantage of the continuous movement of the signal with respect to the face of the cathoderay tube is the additional information it gives—that is, the operator is
continually informed of the approximate value of range rate by the motion
of the echo past fixed points on the cathode-ray-tube face as shown in
Fig. 7.4.
The ,circular trace is generated with great simplicity (see Sec. 7“18).
The scale length obtained with a 3-in. circular trace, of course, is approximately equal to that obtainable from a 7-in. linear trace.
7.6. Linear Sweep and Synchronized Presentation.-Often
the linear
display and a step or other type of electrical mark is employed for range
tracking.
If this display is an expanded portion of the full scale over
which range measurement is desired, the index is visible over a fraction
of the required total range. This limitation is avoided if the delay of
the sweep is varied with that of the tracking index so that the cursor
always appears in the middle of the trace.
Figure 7.10 illustrates the use of a delayed synchronized linear
In this particular case, a rangesweep for range tracking in aircraft.
azimuth display is used, and the range index is an intensity-modulated
horizontal line. The azimuth index is mechanical and is represented by
the vertical black line in the center of the tube. The tracking process
maintains the target stationary and at the center of the display in spite
These synchronized displays give a
of the movement of the aircraft.
clear indication and hence accurate measurements.
ACCURACYCONSIDERATIONS
The accuracy with which the time-modulated index may be set to a
received pulse on a cathode-ray-tube
display varies widely depending
For maximum sensitivity
upon a number of simple geometric factors.
of this process of time discrimination, it is desirable to have a high rate
of change of movement of the overlapping portions of the index and
signal with respect to variation of the time interval between them.
The accuracy with which the setting of index and signal may be made
under static conditions is presented here; the tracking process involved
in following a continuously moving signal is discussed in a later section.
It is required to set the index relative to the pulse so that the index
represents the range of the pulse. This is done most accurately by
defining as a coincident setting that setting from which there is the
1Phase modulation of the transmitted pulse gives a circular display in which the

signalappearsto be stationary (seeSec. 63).
~Mr. D. Gale assistedwith the preliminarydrafts of this material.
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greatest rate of change of shape with relative position.
To ascertain
this setting, the following discussion
I
describes the shape changes that
occur as the index is moved right
through the scho.
In addition, the
reproducibility of the measurement
with sweep speed is discussed.
7.6. General
Considerations.—
Figure 7.11 represents the fall of
the index of amplitude h, and the
rise of a signal of amplitude h~separated by a distance D. On variation
of D, we obtain a characteristic plot
of total amplitude vs. D if we take
point a as a reference.
Initially the
amplitude is constant and equal to
hl, but on closer approach of the
FIG. 7.11.—General relation of signal
second pulse (D is decreasing), the
end index. The two signals of height h,
height increases linearly until it
and hi, separated by a distance D, give the
reaches the sum of h1 and hz.
amplitudes at a indicated in the graph
below for various values of D. In regions
For negative values of D, the
A and B the amplitude is constant, but the
amplitude is again constant as it
length of the overlapping portion is variable; in C the amplitude of the overlapping
was initially in region A, Therefore
portion ie variable.
in these two regions (A and B) the
amplitude of the output is independent of the spacing of the two pulses.
On the other hand, the duration
of their overlapping portion varies
as indicated in Fig 7.12, where
(A) Index
the pulses are shown complete
and their overlapping portion is
designated by c. A measurement
J
~
may be made by estimating the
(B) Signal
duration of c, but it is insensitive
since the accuracy does not depend upon the rise and fall of
signal and index.
This process
of measurement
is termed
(~
Add,ttion of index ond signal
“addition.”
FIG. 7.12.—Addition of signal and index.
The method of resetting beThie figure indicates the overlap of reccomes much more sensitive in zone
tangular waveforms A and B to give pulse
c, the length of which will indicate the amount
C of Fig. 7.11, and measurements
of overlap.
made in this region have been
termed d‘juxtaposition. ” This may be defined as a resetting process in

‘2!EzzLe=
+ Do-
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TED DISPLAY

which the amount of overlap of two pulses is observed in terms of the
Two types of
amplitude or intensity of their overlapping portions.
juxtaposition of signal and index are indicated in Fig. 7.13. Furthermore, the amplitude or intensity of pulse c is constant regardless of the
Thus, juxtaposition may be considerspeed of the time base employed.
ably more sensitive than addition.
The most sensitive method of matching a signal and index is indicated
in rig. 7.14, and the measurement is made with completely overlapping
pulses. The deflections do not add, however, since they are displayed
separately either by electronic switching or by the use of a mechanical
overlay or grid identical in size and shape with signal. If electronic
switching is used, the persistence of the screen of a cathode-ray tube or
of the eye may be relied upon to mamtain t}le trace of the signal while the
index is being displayed.
The final setting may be made in terms of the
brilliance of the rising edge of signal and index which will pass through
the same configurations of addition or juxtaposition, but on a much finer
time scale. This method is possible, of course, only with deflectionmodulated displays and pulses of identical shape. It is, however, of
considerable importance in obtaining extremely accurate measure~
(A) Index
ments with pulses of slow rise and
fall times.
The application of these methods
/
(B) S[gn.1 pas,t!on 1
of resetting to deflection- and intensity-modulated displays will now
be taken up and, where feasible,
formulas will be derived indicating
(C) Peak,ndtc.at, on
the sensitivity or resettability in
terms of rise and fall times of the
—____JT
pulses and speed of the time base
(D) S,gnol- pm.,!,
m z
upon which the pulses are displayed.
7.7. Deflection-modulated
Dis(c)
play and Deflection-modulated
In(El GODindication
dex. Addition.—The
accuracy of
FIG, 7.13.—Juxtaposit1on of signal
resetting of two pulses under condiand index. The amplitude of the over.
tions where the length of their overlapping portion of the two pulses c is a
lapping portion is employed as a sensitive indication of the separation of
pulses (A) and (B). The amplitude of
criterion of the resetting is small
(c) may be pos,tive or negative with
respect
to that of (A) or (B) @ving a peak
compared with the accuracy of j uxt aor gap indication.
position as described below.
The operator attempts to reproduce the length of pulse c of Fig. 7.12.
Provided this pulse has a length greater than the spot size of the cathoderay tube, the accuracy with which the length will be reproduced will be

‘-’
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relatively constant, and roughly 1 part in 10. The error of time measurement corresponding to a fluctuation of 1 part in 10 of D is O.ID/S, where
S is the sweep speed in millimeters per microsecond and D is the length
of pulse c in millimeters.
.luztaposition.-A
consideration of Fig. 7.13 indicates that the variation of amplitude of pulse c is from zero to the sum of the pulses a and b
depending upon their overlap.
A variety of adjustments may be made.
For example, pulses a and b may be
adjusted so that continuity between
the two pulses is established.
On
~
the other hand, the setting may be
FKO.7.14.—Electrical superposition
of signal and index. Electronic switching of the inputs to the cathode-raytube display permits superposition of
pulses (4) and (b).

made

when

is equal
the

rate

the amplitude

to a fraction
of change

of pulse

of a or b.
of the

c

But

amplitude

of pulse c with overlap of a and b will
be approximately
constant regardless of the arbitrary criterion of
measurement.
A preferred method of adjustment is one in which the
amplitude of pulse c is half that of signal and index, as is shown in
Fig. 7.5c. If a criterion involving a large overlap is accepted, there is
danger that a careless operator would make the setting in terms of the
length of c and not its amplitude, with a consequent loss of accuracy.
A simplifying assumption applying to nearly all deflection-modulated
displays is that the speed of the time base S is large enough so that the rise

(b)
(a)
FIG, 7.15.—Juxtaposition at two values of sweep speed. The notch between signal and
index is clearly seen in (a). Although the sweep speed has been decreased in (b) until the
gap is confused with the spot of the cathode-ray tube, the height of the gap is still clearly
indicated.

of pulse a and the fall of pulse c do not obscure the amplitude changes of
pulse c which occur in the process of juxtaposition.
A wide range of
sweep speeds is possible, as shown in Fig. 7.15a and b. In fact the sweep
speed may be so small that c has a length comparable to the spot size
of the cathode-ray tube, This is not true, however, in the case of
intensity-modulated two-dimensional displays (see Sec. 7.10).
A second
simplifying assumption is that pulses a and b are trapezoidal and have
the same rise and fall times and amplitudes.
This, of course, represents
some deviation from the true shape of signal and index, especially at the
initiation of the rise or near its completion.
On the other hand, it is a
good approximation when the amplitude of pulse c is roughly half the
amplitude of signal and index.
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In Fig. 7“16, where the geometry of juxtaposition
triangles give
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is shown, similar

(1)
where h = height of c, h, = height of a and b, d, = distance for a and b
to rise to h,, and D is the length
~D-+j
(=)
of pulse c, plus the separation of
the fall of a and the rise of b. The
7
(d *
r
units are millimeters.
But
‘X’
----—-— 11
/_
____
___
D=tS
~dr--l
and
FIG,7.16.—Thegeometry0[juxtaposition
d, = t,S,
of signal and index. It is assumed that
where

s

is

the

sweep

speed

pulses (a) and (b) have equal amplitudes,
equal rates of rise and fall, and that their

(mm/Ksec), t, is the time (~sec)
‘“es and ‘ails are“near”
required for the pulse to rise d,, and t is time (Psec). Therefore,
t=
Differentiation

of ~q.

()
2–:

r

1,.

(2)

(2) gives

The fractional rate of change of height of the pulse c is then inversely
proportional to the speed of rise and fall of the index and signal.
Errors may be evaluated in terms of a fluctuation of t, (At), due to an
operator’s error (Ah) of reproducing h. Thus,
At=glt,
h,

r

(3)

With careful setting, Ah/h. would not exceed 5 or 10 per cent, although
controlled measurements on this htivc not been made for cathode-raytube displays.
on the other hand, a number of experimental data are
available on the reproducibility of At oht~incd in measurements of the
resettability of range of fixed targets using known values of t,(= d,/S).
We may, therefore, calculate typical values for the fluctuation of Ah/h,.
In a particular case, t, is approximately 0.1 Pscc and At is about 0.005 psec,
‘1’hcse observations were based,
giving a value of Ah/h, = At/t, = #v.
of course, on the over-all rmctt:~l)ility obscrvmf in a radar system, and
the error with artificial signals may be somewhat less than is indicated
by the figure +.
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7.8. Deflection-modulated
Signal and Mechanical
Index.-The
mechanical index represents an ideal index since it corresponds to a zero
time of rise and fall of the index, and
the accuracy
of resetting depends
solely upon the rise time of the signal
pulse.
As ih the previous case of Fig. 7.16,
we may obtain from Fig. 7-17 an expression for h,
t---+-i
FIG. 7.17,—Geometry of electrical
signal and mechanical index, The
mechanical index is represented by (c).

Substitution

(4)

of D = St and d, = St, gives
t=l–;

tr.

(5)

r

Likewise,
~t=lit
h,

‘“

(6)

In the case of SCR-584 (circular trace with mechanical cursor), the
fluctuation At was observed to be roughly ~~ psec and the rise time t,to
be ~ psec, giving values of At/t, or Ah/h, of approximately ~, similar to
that obtained in the previous case.
7.9. Deflection-modulated
Signal and Intensity-modulated
Index.—
Three typical displays of signal and index are shown in Fig. 7.18a, b, and
c. In all practical cases the duration of the marker is made short compared with the rise time of the signal. The resettability of these three
types of display may therefore be evaluated by exactly the same formulo
as was used for the mechanical index above.
An intensifying pulse displayed on the rise of a rapid signal (as in
Fig. 7.18a) must at the same time counteract the dimming of the tra,ce
due to the increase of sweep speed that is caused by the detlectionmodulated signal. A distinguishable and clear mark is, therefore, difficult to obtain.
Furthermore, noise and interference make it difficult to
locate an intensifying pulse. A blanking marker shown in Fig. 7. 18b and
c is more effective since it cannot be obscured so easily by any reasonable
value of sweep speed or by an incorrect adjustment of the bias of the
cathode-ray tube.
7.10. Juxtaposition of Intensity-modulated
Signal and Index.
General considerations.—As
in Sec. 7.7, juxtaposition of signal and index is
the preferred method,
The amplitude of pulse c of Fig. 7.13 is, however,
represented by an intensity change instead of by a deflection.
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(see l~ig. 7.13), tile setting will be
By the use of a gap indication
in terms of the intensity of the dark gtLp bet\vccm
the
signal
ancl
index. The setting is relatively independent of the bias a{ljustment of
the cathode-ray tube as long M the intensity is 10!v enough to give a
reasonably dark space bct]vcen the two pulses. A somewhat more distinctive indication is givrn I)y using peak indication (see Fig 7 13),
especially if the bias nf the cathode-ray tube is adjusted so that the
amplitude of pulses a or L give tllc maximum intensity obtainable \vithout defocusing.
The increase of intensity over this value due to pulse c
made

(c)
FIG. 7.l&-Three
types of deflection-modulated signals and intensity-modulated
index, In (a) the index intensifies the trace; in (b) and (c) the index is a blanking pulse
and creates a gap in the signal. The latter two displays give a more sensitive indication of
the time of occurrence of the signal.

will give a considerable defocusing, a phenomenon often termed “blooming. ” Thus the operator observes not only the increase of intensity but
also the increase of spot size. This method is often objectionable because
the distortion of portions of the signal overlapping the index may make
giving a
them unrecognizable.
Furthermore, the bias adjustment
pronounced blooming effect is likely to be more critical than that necessary for the dark-gap presentation.
For these reasons the dark gap is
considered to be the more suitable under operational conditions although
no detailed experimental data on this point are available.
In airborne bombing of large cities with low-resolution radar, 1 the
desired signal is poorly defined and large areas of the city may be displayed at nearly the maximum intensity of the cathode-ray tube.
In
I S. McGrath et al., “Blind Bombing Radar,” ~lectronics, (May 1946),
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this case an intensified index may be difficult to distinguish from the
target unless it has an intensity greater than that of the signals. Sometimes a dark or blanking index is used for easier identification.
This,
however, leads to a considerable 10SS of accuracy since the setting is
made in terms of the length of overIap of si.grml and index, of which there
is no measure until the signal appearq on both sides of the blanking index.
Most intensity-modulated
displays are in t\ro coordinates and serve
the purposes of general survey in addition to precise time measurement.
One method of meeting these two requirements is to increase progressively
the speed of the sweep as the target is approached.
During this period
it is desired to make accurate measurements of the range of the target,
It is, therefore, of considerable interest to determine the error of resettability over a wide range of sweep speeds. This range is so large that the
length of pulse c (Fig. 7“13) is no longer large compared with the spot
size for the slower sweeps. It is found that a very serious systematic
error depending upon sweep speed arises because of the addition of the
spot size to the length of the rise of signal and index.
Reset Error.-The
same reasoning employed in the analysis of the
amplitude-modulated
display is applicable to intensity modulation providing some assumptions concerning the modulation cbaracteristi cs of
the cathode-ray tube are made. The first and most basic assumption is
that the variations of intensity are small enough to be linearly related
to the control-grid voltages over the range of measurement.
This is
approximately true where the variations of intensity are less than 10 per
cent. Another simplifying assumption is that the distribution of intensity in the spot of the cathode-ray tube is roughly triangular and conThis is not strictly true,
sists of a linear rise and fall of R millimeters.
although in magnetic tubes the intensity variation approximates a
Gaussian distribution.
In electrostatic tubes, this assumption may not
be justified as is pointed out in Sec. 7.11 (see Vol. 22, Chap. 17).
If spot size is neglected, the derivation of the relation between the
displays
variables is similar to that employed in deflection-modulated
and the same formulas apply if we take intensity of the display to be
equal to h’ and h; over the required range,
(7)
The effect of the spot size of the cathode-ray tube must also be considered.
The quantity R is defined as the distance in millimeters required
for the intensity of the triangular spot to fall from its maximum value
to zero. If it is assumed that R adds linearly to the length of rise of the
signal, it follows that
{8)
d, = R f t,fl
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Then
h?=h:2–

‘t
R+t,s’

(

)

(9)

or

‘=@+

(lo)

’)(’-E)

where h’/h~ is represented as a light-intensity change.
The change in time corresponding to At’, a fluctuation of h’, (Ah’), is
given by
At=z

Ah’

()
R
~+t,

(11)

The assumptions in this derivation have not been checked by direct
experiment.
The relation of the quantity R to other definitions of spot
size has not been verified, and a figure for R of 0.4 mm has been arbitrarily
assumed.
The validity of direct addition of the quantity R to the length
of the rise of signal d, has not been verified experimentally.
On the
other hand, many data are available on the over-all accuracy obtainable
in resetting on intensity-modulated displays for various values of S and t,.
In this way, the expressions are subject to over-all check. The accuracies
will be compared by assuming the value of Ah’/h~ to have a probable
error of 5 per cent and comparing the calculated values with those
observed experimentally.
Formula (11) then reduces to

At = +0.05

()
:

+ t,.

(12)

The experimental data obtained from synthetic signals displayed upon
typical indicators of various radar systems are listed in the first two
columns of Table 7“1. In addition, the display was repeated at intervals
characteristic of the scan of the particular radar system mentioned.
The
measurements were made under laboratory conditions, however, and do
not represent the performance that may be expected from an operator
under battle conditions.
Furthermore, the problems of target recognition were greatly simplified by the use of distinctive synthetic echoes.
The experimental and calculated values of the error in feet, AP, are
compared in Table 7.1. The agreement between the two sets of data is
remarkably good in view of the differences in the character of the displays
and the range of sweep speed over which data are available.
Unfortunately the data were not all obtained by the same operator, and some
part of the discrepancies maybe due to this factor.
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TARLE 7.1.—REsET ERROR OF VAR1OUSDISPLAYS

s,
Expt. “ Type &

Display

—

—

.

—

0.1
0.1
AN/APs-3 ASD-1 B
PPI 0.1
AN/APs-15 GPI
PPI 0.1
AN/APs-15 GPI
PPI 0.25
AN/APs-15 M-H
B

AN/APs-15
AN/APs-15

M-H
M-H

Ah
~%

s

mi/
‘
~R&
50 :,;;
mm

PPI 0.25
PPI 0.25

0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
04

20
4
4
11

Ap,

Ap,+

No.
of

@ec
‘t
‘t
~asexptl,
sumed) (talc) (talc) (exptl.) ohs.

——

—
1
2
5

A!

5
2.5

1.0
0.25
1,3
1,3
0.46

5
5
5
5
5
5
5

0.009
0.013
0.025
0.085
0.028
0.028
0 057

—
5
7.
7 -10
15
13
50
43
5
14
23
14
27
29

16
= 10
80
70
10
5
17

I
I
I
I
I
I
Theseidentifytheparticularequipmenton whichthem.asurementa
weremade. In eachGM.the
data wereintermittentat periodsof from 1 to 3 sec.
+ Data expre.wed
as the probableerrorof a singleobservation.
●

Reset Interoal.—Another significant computation is the expression for
t as a function of S assuming that h’ is adjusted to h~/2—that is, that the
gap between the signal and index is just one-half the intensity of the two
pulses. On substitution in Eq. (10) of h’/h~ = 0.5, we get
t=l.5

()

:+tr,

(13)

indicating that the time interval t (corresponding to the distance D
between the fall of the index and the rise of the signal) is a function
of the sweep speed S where R/S z t,. We shall term this interval t the
“reset interval. ”
TAME 72.-REsET

t,
psec

R,
mm

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

0.4
0.4
0.4
04

INTERVALAS A FUNCTIONOF SWEEP SPEED

s,
s,
mi/50 mm mm/@ec
5
10
15
20

1
0.5
0.33
0.25

t,
psec
1.0
1.6
2.2
2.8

At

Ap.
ft

Ap ohs.
ft

0:6
1.2
1.8

ii
600
900

4G
...
1000

The nextto thel-t columngiventhe calculatedchangeof rangereadingwhichwould he observed
ii the nweep speed were changedfrom5 mile450 mmto theothervalues. The last
columngive eXPeIL
mental figures from AN/APi%15teats.

As already indicated, airborne search and bombing equipment require
wide variations of sweep speed in order to facilitate target recognition.
In Table 7.2 are shown representative values for the reset error of two
radar systems used for these purposes, AN/APS-l 5 and AN/APQ- 13.
The quotient of R/S is greater than .$over the range of sweep speeds
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employed and the error is therefore roughly inversely related to S’. Not
only is the numerical value of Ap large but also the increment in going
through successive values of S gives a variation of the reset interval 10 to
30times thatof thereset error of Table 71.
Intwocases
where experimental data are avail~ble, fzirly good checks with the calculated values
are obtained.
A significant error in the prediction of the time of fall
of a bomb is involved when aided tracking methods are employed during
the bomb run since the progressive decrease of Ap introduces a fictitious
rate term.
7.11. Superposition of Signal and Index in Deflection-modulated
Displays .—Superposition of signal and index of identical shape and size
gives an extremely accurate method of resetting.
Although mechanical
overlays may be used for this purpose, electronic switching of two
identical signals which are matched by superposition as in Loran has
been most useful. In either case the two pulses must be adjusted to have
similar amplitudes and shapes. An electronically switched differential
gain control is employed in Loran for
this purpose (see Sec. 3.2 and Vol. 5).
There are t]vo criteria by which
(a)
The
superposition may be judged.
(b) ‘r
pulses may be superimposed so that
the traces completely overlap to give
‘L
a summation of the intensity of the
“x
~eD~
front edges of the two traces. On the
Fm. 7 19.—Geometry of electrical
other hand, the two traces may be
superposition.
juxtaposed

and

the

intensity

of

the

gap between the two deflection-modulated
traces may be adjusted
to reproducible values.
Experimental data will indicate that the latter
method is considerably more sensitive.
The geometry of this method is shown in Fig. 7“19.

From this figure
(14)

D = ;O,

where W = the separation

h,

of the two traces, and sin 0 =
m,”

Since D = St and d, = St,,
w
t = Km-6’”

(15)

For an increment AW we have a corresponding change of t,
Aw
At = -.
S sm 6

(16)

Ao!&tion.-If
the traces overlap completely, the maximum error an
qperator might make is AW = ~ R, where R is defined as on~half the
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trace width. 1 It is useful to represent the fluctuation as a fraction of the
maximum excursion as in the previous equations, and we will define this
fraction AW/R as AW’, from which Eq. (16) gives
At = R AW’
mi”

(17)

The accuracy of setting, therefore, increases with increasing sweep
speed. However, with increasing sweep speed sin 0 becomes much less
than one and the trace is nearly horizontal.
h,
h,
‘in 0 = z, = %.”
of sweep speed and Eq. (17)

The accuracy is then nearly independent
may be simplified to give the expression
AT=

()

RAW’

~

.

,

(18)

Thus it is of no value to increase the sweep speed beyond a certain point.
Juxtaposition.-The
reading may be taken by noting the gap in
intensity between the traces a and b of Fig. 7.14 as in intensit y-modulated
displays.
From Eq. (7) we may compute the relation between the trace separation W and the intensity h’ of the gap between traces a and b in terms of
h;, the maximum intensity of the two traces, and R, the distance for the
trace intensity to fall linearly to zero.
(19)
or

()
2_~

~=R

h: “

(20)

From Eqs. (20) and (15) we obtain
R
t = S~6

~_~,
()

h:

(21)

and for an increment Ah’
At

R
‘-”X”

Ah’

(22)

Equation (22) is similar in form to Eq. (16) with sweep speed being a
determining factor in the accuracy.
Similarly for sin O <<1, Eq. (20)
1For a triangularintensitydistribution,thii is roughly equal to the value of R ES
previouslydefied.
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reduces to
~t=A~,~r
h:
Ifthesettingis

madcath’/h~

(23)

h,”

=0.5,

~=

1.5R
S sin 0“

(24)

But a continuous clmnge of S is unlikely in deflection-modulated
and the dependence upon S is of no great importance.

“
:
a

.

displays,

:1/,3.75..

“=0.007 a
: 0.005.~
>

:0.003 m
0
$ 0.002 -

I

0.001I

1
0,1

1

I

0.2

0.5

I
I

1

,

2

5

Tan 0

FIG. 7.20.—Experimental test of accuracy of electrical superposition of deflectionmodulated signal and index employing an electronically switched dkplay. The upper
curve indicates the accuracy achieved by completely superposing the signal and index and
employing as a criterion the max,mum intenmty obtained. In the lower figure the signals
arejuxtaposed and the intensity of the gap between them is observed. The signal employed
inlmth cases hada rate of rise (h,/t,) equal to 3,75 mm/psec. The value of &/(ha) = tan
Ois varied. Theaccuracy isamazingly good; inthelower dla~am it is }ft witha pulserise time of approximately 20 psec. The curves represent solid fines drawn through the
experimental points.

Comparison of tlu Two Methods and Ezperimtd
Daia.-The
values
of AW and Ah’/h~ which may be achieved in practice are given in the two
experimental curves of Fig. 7.20 representative of the Loran display.
They correspond respectively to superposition by addition and juxtaposition.
For the smallest values of tan O available (= 0.08), At is
0.008 and 0.0018 ~sec, respectively.
The striking improvement in the
accuracy obtained in these measurements is due to the term R/h,, which
is very small for these experimental conditions.
We may calculate AW’
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Since these experiments were
rmd Ah’/h~ from Eqs. (17) and (22).
carried out with t,/h, = 1/3.75 psec/mm, AW’ is calculated to be ~ and
Ah’\h: to be ~, if it is assumed that R = 0.4 mm.
Resetting is, therefore, somewhat more precise if an intensity criterion is used.
The latter value is much less than that employed in Table 7“1 and
the assumptions about the shape of the intensity distribution of the
trace of the cathode-ray tube may be at fault.
In electrostatic cathoderay tubes using a mechanical aperture for obtaining a small spot size, the
trace may have an intensity distribution including a flat top and rather
steeply sloping sides. 1 Although no experimental data are available on
this point, a slope approximately 3 times that assumed would give a
value of Ah’/h~ (+) in accord with that used in ‘I’able 7.1 (see Vol. 22,
Chap. 17). The nature of the intensity distribution of the cathode-raytube trace depends to a considerable extent upon the nature of the
electron-optical system.
Since thk is not controlled in production, the
abrupt intensity distribution may not be obtained in all tubes.
The extreme accuracy of resetting by superposition and intensity~atching is noteworthy; the reset error is approximately one foot.
This
$pproaches the values that might be expected from r-f cycle-matching in
2-Me/see Loran (see Vol. 5). However these tests were performed on a
specially built indicator in which stable sweeps and accurate time-delay
circuits and identical pulses were available.
Furthermore, atmospherics
and noise would distort the pulses and considerably reduce the accuracy
of the setting.
Also in the Loran system the accuracy of the synchronization and of the indicator circuits is no better than approximately 250 ft.
A considerably improved indicator is described in Sees. 7.29 to 7.31.
7.12. Reset Error with Intermittent Data and with Two-coordinate
Contiols.-The
operator is often required to make an accurate setting of
signal and index even though they are displayed as infrequently as every
5 to 20 sec. This is especially true in scanning radar systems used for
navigation, bombing, or fighter direction.
A considerable amount of
data was obtained in one particular case where the operator was required
to set a two-coordinate index or crosshair to a radar echo in response to
the operation of two controls in rectangular coordinates which adjusted
the index on a PPI display.
A detailed explanation of this system is
given in Sec. 7“28. As the data were taken under conditions similar to
those represented by Table 7.1, similar effects of sweep speed were noted.
The most signhicant data of this experiment were the number of scans
required to make a setting of ultimate accuracy.
Since the interval
between scans was appreciable, the number of tries necessary to make an
accurate setting defined the rapidity with which the range was measured
and a range rate established.
This is illustrated in Fig. 7.21 where the
1In theseteats a type3BP1 operatiog at 2 kv was employed,
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probable error of a single observation is plotted as a function of the
number of times the signal and index are presented to the operator.
It
ig clear from the errors observed that the difficulty of the proc~that
is,
control of the index in two coordinates and the intermittence of the
information—resulted
in a setting which did not approach the accuracy
obtained in the simpler experiments of Table 7.1. The best accuracy
here is about 100 ft, whereas 27 ft was obtained under corresponding
conditions with a single-coordinate control and somewhat more frequent
data.
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FIG. 7.21.—Static resettability with intermittent data using two-coordinate controls.
The scan period is 5 sec. The curve indicates the required number of scane in order to make
an accurate setting, The sweep speed of this experiment was roughly 15 mile8/50 mm or
0.3 mm/psec. Each point represents the average of several experiments.

7.13. Summary and Comparison of Methods.-Provided
the sweep is
rapid there is little to choose between deflection and intensity-modulated
displays which employ juxtaposition of signal and index without superposition.
The error of setting is represented by the product of the time
of rise of the signal in microseconds and a factor Ah/h,, which represents
the accuracy with which an operator may reproduce a setting on the
various types of displays.
Experimental data indicate that this factor
varies little depending upon whether a deflection or intensity-modulated
display is used. Typical values lie between 1 part in 10 and 1 part in 20.
A significant advantage is obtained, however, by employing electrical
superposition with deflection-modulated
signals, especially where an
intensity criterion is employed.
The error of setting is likewise proportional to the product of the time of rise of the signal and a factor
Ah’/h~, which represents the accuracy with which the operator may
reproduce his setting.
But here the error is multiplied by a factor R/h,.
Assuming that the expressions Ah’/h~ and Ah/h, are duplicated with
equal accuracy, the accuracy of the method of electrical superposition
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will exceed that of juxtaposition by a factor h,/R.
For example, if a
5-in. cathode-ray tube is employed, h, may be as large as 100 mm
and R aa small as 0.2 mm, giving an increase of accuracy of roughly
W&fold.
Another conclusion of these sections regards the use of expandable
intensweeps. The employment of an intensity criterion forsettingon
gity-modulated
cathode-ray-tube
displays of variable sweep speeds
involves a systematic error which may be ’24)or 30 times the error of
resetting in the region where the spot size of the cathode-ray tube is
comparable to the distance corresponding to the rise and fall of the signal
and index.
TRACKINGMETHODS
7.14. Continuous Data. General Cons-iderations.-Continuous
data
are here defined as those recurring at an interval that is short compared
to the response time of the operator during the tracking operation.
.Certainly any data that recur within the persistence of the operator’s
vision can be termed continuous, and perhaps data that recur as infrequently as once per second might be in this class. The data are classed
aa intermittent if the time of their presentation determines the moment
With continuous
at which the operator adjusts the tracking apparatus.
data the operator may adjust his tracking control at any time.
Thug
other properties of the tracking devices may determine this time.
On
the other hand with intermittent data any inherent periodicity of the
tracking mechanism must be adjusted to that of the data or eliminated.
A rigorous treatment of manual tracking methods is given in Vol. 25,
Chap. 8 of the Series, and formulas are there derived indicating the
optimum performance of aided tracking.
The following material treats
the tracking methods briefly and the special problems occurring in their
use with oscilloscope displays of continuous or intermittent data.
The general methods of tracking are defined below and are shown in
Fig. 7.22. The discussion of this chapter will be confined to the first
five methods since the last is the subject of Chap. 8.
1. Direct tracking.
The movement of the cursor is proportional to
the movement of the tracking control.
2. Velocity tracking.
The rate of movement of the cursor is proportional to the movement of the tracking control.
3. Aided tracking.
This combines direct and rate tracking.
The
movement and the rate of movement of the tracking index are
proportional to the movement of the control.
The ratio of displacement to rate control has the dimensions of time and is called
the “time constant .“ These two controls may be connected
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directly or by adjacent knobs which maybe grasped simultaneously
by the operator by “double gripping.”
4. Memory-point or linear-time-constant tracking.
A single control
adjusts rate and displacement but the time constant is varied

Constont

epeed

motor

‘d

k:
Constont

speed

motor

Automothc

,,r&y

FIG.

7.22.—Pictorial display of various tracking methods—direct, velocity, aided, regenerative, and automatic.

automatically and in direct proportion to the time elapsed since
initiating the tracking operation.
5. Regenerative tracking.
In regenerative tracking a computer
utilizes the known characteristics of the signal and any supplementary data that are available to generate trial values of rate,
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which, after a period of initial tracking by manual operation of
controls, is exactly corrected and the computer continues to track
the target as long as the characteristics of the signal are unchanged.
Discrimination of the error between index
6. Automatic tracking.
and signal is automatic and a servomechanism causes the signal
to be followed automatically.

More details of this device me
FIG. 7.23.—A type M display unit, Falcon AN/APG-13a.
given in Sec. 723, especially Fig. 7.37.

Direct Z’racking.-The
simplest method of following a movable signal
on a cathode-ray-tube display is by direct tracking where a movement
of the operator’s handwheel produces a proportional displacement of the
tracking index. An advantage of this method is the rapidity with which
the index may be set to a target and with which accurate measurements
may be obtained.
For example, this method is used for tracking ships
or ground echoes at a short range ahead of a rapidly moving airplane.
A
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typical equipment for direct tracking is shown in Fig. 723.
A complete
description of this equipment is given in Sec. 7’.23. The scale factor
of the displacement control is proportioned to the characteristics of the
input data and to the scale of the diwlay.
Usually the full scale of the
displacement handwheel corresponds roughly to twenty turns to provide
sufficient accuracy control and yet give a reasonably short time of
slewing* from one end of the scale to the other. The excellent performance of direct tracking under certain circumstances is indicated in Fig.
729.
Direct tracking is, however, fatiguing for the operator if it must
Furthermore, it is very unsatisbe sustained for long periods of time.
factory for use with intermittent information since as it does not sustain
the rate in the interval between input signals (see Sec. 716).
More
accurate information on the rate of change of target range is obtained
from the following methods.
Velocity Tracking. —Velocity
control has been used in place of displacement control in order to obtain more accurate rate information.
The velocity of the index is varied to equal that of the signal.
The
usual procedure for reducing displacement errors consists of arbitrarily
increasing the velocity of the index and, when the displacement error
has been reduced to zero, returning the velocity control to the estimated
correct rate. Although this method affords a satisfactory solution for a
target moving at a constant velocity, it is rather difficult to use, because of
the lack of a displacement control to get the cursor initially set to the target and moving at the proper rate.
Aided !!’rackinp.-This
method has the advantage of smooth rate
information, obtained with velocity tracking, and the facilities of getting
on target rapidly and of adjusting the rate for new conditions.
The
properties of the system are simply expressed below.
The scale factor of the displacement handwheel is defined as D yd
per turn and the scale factor of the rate control as R yd/sec per turn.
It is assumed that both these quantities are constant and that the input
At some instant T = O, the tracking
signaI has a constant velocity V,.
index and the input signal are set into coincidence and the tracking
mechanism is started at an arbitrary rate V, which will probably be
different from that of the input signal.
If, for example, V is too small,
the tracking index will fall farther and farther behind the target.
After
T see, it will be (V, – V) T yd behind, and a displacement of the handV.–v
~

T will be required to set the index bacli to the
()
target. A corresponding increase of V equal to (R T/D) ( V, – V) is
produced.
If the time elapsed between resetting is D/I? see, then the

wheel equal to

] Alteringthe position of the index.
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increase of rate is exactly the required amount, V, — V.
The quantity
D/R is called the “time constant” of the aided-tracking system.
In
this system D/R is constant; in others, it will vary according to a definite
law.
With continuous data the time constant may be adjusted to suit the
characteristics of the operator, the fluctuations of the input data, and the
accuracy and speed with which the rate data are required.
In practice
it is found that a time constant between 2 and 10 sec is quite satisfactory
for most range-tracking systems.
A typical record of aided tracking of
an aircraft echo on a circular sweep display is shown in Fig. 7.24.
In some cases, the rate and displacement controls are not directly
geared but are available separately to the operator, as in Fig. 7.25. They
are usually concentrically mounted so that gripping both controls at the
same time gives the designed time constant.
This is termed “ double
grip” tracking and has been found desirable in cases where it is necessary
to use large values of displacement to move the cursor close to the target
before initiating the tracking process.

; *+2~
:;

+10

~:-1:
~.- -20
K

-

1
-000

1

1

2000

4000

‘5000

, \
6000

Range in yards

FIG. 7.24.—Aided tracking of an aircraft echo using SCR-5S4, 2000-yd circular sweep.

Double-grip controls are of considerable importance in cases where
the characteristics of the input data or changing geometrical conditions
render the designed time constant unsatisfactory.
In this case, accurate
tracking can be done by training the operator to allow slippage between
the rate and displacement knobs when a setting is made.
This process,
though difficult to teach, has actua”ly been used extensive y in tracking
with the Norden bombsight, the controls of which are shown in Fig. 7.25.
Little training is required if memory-point tracking is used (see Fig. 7.29).
The controllable speed may be provided by a ball-and-disk mechaThe details of several types of
nism or a variable-speed electric motor.
aided-tracking systems are given in Vol. 25, Chap. 8. Many of the speedcontrolled servomechanisms of Vol. 21, Sec. 14.4 are suitable for these
purposes.
Various methods of combining rate and displacement outputs of an
aided-tracking unit have been employed.
Usually a mechanical differential is used for adding the outputs of the speed-control device and the
mechanical handwheel, but there are a few ways to avoid this. For
example, one system employs push buttons that momentarily speed up
the motor and enter a total displacement that is equal to the product
of the time for which the push button is depressed and the speed of the
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This aIso serves as a slewing mechanism which can be used to
motor.
reduce the displacement errors to zero before adjustment of the velocity
control is attempted.
In electric speed-control systems the outDut of a
tachometer generator is compared with the adjustable speed~control
If the speed-control servomechanism
responds linearly to
voltage.
voltage input, the displacement of the output shaft will be equal to the

time integral of the voltage output of a manually controlled generator,
which is proportional to the number of the turns of its generator shaft,
Thus the displacement and rate controls consist of a potentiometer and a
generator and are very convenient where remote control of the aided
tracking mechanism is required (see Sec. 7.27).
These circuits are based
on methods given in Vol. 21, Sec. 14.4.
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7.16. Intermittent Data. General Considerations. —The
data of a
scanning radar system are presented for a time (roughly ~ see) which is
too short to permit anything more than a displacement measurement,
and yet the recurrence interval of the information is so large, 3 to 20 see,
that a long time is required before a range rate of reasonable accuracy
may be obtained:
If, however, the target is moving so slowly that
several thousand observations may be obtained while it traverses the
full range of the radar system and a reasonable number of the measurements may be averaged to obtain the rate information, the tracking
methods of the previous section are suitable.
But radar systems for
tracking rapidly moving aircraft from the ground or vice versa may give
only 30 to 60 obse~ations of a target in the entire range. For example,
a ground radar having a range of 200 miles and a scan period of 30 sec
gives at best only 60 observations of a 400-mph airplane.
AIthough
the amount of information available for airborne bombing may be
increased by rapidly scanning antennas, the limitation in long-range
ground radar employing a narrow beam is fundamental (see Vol. 1).
Direct or velocity tracking is of little use for intermittent data.
It is
extremely difficult to maintain the correct rate during the intervals when
no data are available, and it is equally difficult with velocity tracking to
estimate the increase of rate which will cause the displacement error to
become zero at a time when the data recur. Therefore, special methods
must be employed in order to obtain accurate rate information.
In a few special cases, however, the interval between displacement
measurements may be employed for approximate rate measurements.
In a moving vehicle-for
example, an airplane—some choice of the range
at which the displacement measurement is made is permissible.
The
echo from a fixed object is allowed to approach and to coincide with the
first of a series of fixed range markers.
A stop watch is then started and
it is stopped when the echo touches the next fixed index which represents
a distance, for example, of 5 miles nearer the aircraft.
The average
rate over this interval is obtained from a simple slide rule shown in
Fig. 7.26. Not only does this slide rule convert the time interval into
speed along the line of sight but it also corrects for the altitude of the
airplane giving the desired quantity, ground speed.
Aided Tracking.—If
the intermittent data recur at a constant rate,
the time constant of an aided-tracking mechanism may be made equal
to this interval or to any integral multiple of it. Therefore, the displacement and rate controls may be double-gripped in synchronism with the
scan period or a multiple of it and the setting will have been made in
accordance with the requirements of the time constant.
Depending
upon the type of cursor employed, the amount of correction may be
entered in accordance with an estimate of the error at the time of appear-
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ante of the index and the signal, or may be entered with a high degree of
accuracy by moving a continuously controllable cursor (obtained by
electronic switching or a mechanical overlay) to the echo displayed on a
persistent screen. A display adapted for this purpose is described in
Sec. 7.28.
Memory-point
Tracking.—The
operation of the memory-point tracking system is similar to that of aided tracking except that the time

FIQ.7.26.—A ground-speed computer. The time required for an echo to pass between
two fixed range markers (spaced at 5 miles) is measured on a stop watch and entered on the
inner dial of the computer, giving ground speed by conversion from d ant speed in view of
the known aftitude.

constant is a linear function of time. The displacement error is initially
made zero by appropriate displacement settings, and this is usually done
when using a control that introduces no rate corrections.
The operation
of the time-constant varying mechanism is immediately set into operation
at what is called the “memory point. ” Initially the time constant is
zero; thereafter it is a linear function of time. At any time later, the
control knob varies both rate and displacement with the appropriate
time constan~ and the cursor is reset to give zero displacement error
whenever the data recur. The appropriate rate correction is entered as
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shown below.
The setting of the rate control gives, ideally, the mean
Usually
rate of the index over the interval since the start of tracking.
such devices have a limit to the maximum time constant and for a
A functional
number of purposes five or ten minutes have been adequate.
block diagram is given in Fig. 727.
for tracking I
Memory-point tracking also has important advantages
with continuous data, and the computations of Sec. 717 indicate that a I,
consid~ably
more accurate rate is obtained than ~vith aided tracking.
I
In memory-point tracking systems the velocity obtained represents the
The ~
average value of the velocity ovc,r the entire tracking interval.

DC.
generator
Clock

●

a

Slort-resetl
control

I
Rate
potentiometer

Displacement
proportioning
potentiometer

D.C.
generator

CRT display

‘-d
Hand

wheel

Fm. 7.27.—Block diagram of a memory-point tracking system. The handwheel
controls rate and displacement of the tracking index through the clock and proportioning
potentiometer.

influence on the measured rate of individual displacement errors at the
beginning or end of the interval is reduced proportionately as the interval
is increased.
There are, however, two important considerations that
must be observed in memory-point tracking.
First, if an object traveling at a constant velocity has been tracked well for a long initial period,
and the memory point has been reset, the rate should not be readjusted
for a tracking period equal to the duration of the previous one; otherwise,
the accuracy achieved in the previous tracking period may be lost.
Second, the memory-point tracking system is specifically designed for
obtaining the rate on collision courses.
A change in the velocity of the
signal requires that the memory point be reset immediately and that the
tracking operation be restarted or a considerable error will be involved.
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Time constantl T is defined as the ratio of an increment of displacement of the tracking index to the corresponding increment of velocity.
The time constant is equal to the time t elapsed since the start of the
tracking operation.
It will be shown that this feature enables the
operator to track out a velocity error regardless of how he makes corrections, provided that he ultimately reduces the displacement error to zero.
If the velocity of the tracking index is V and the displacement z,
This definition applies to a
then the time constant is T = d.z/dV.
tracking system regardless of the independent variable of the tracking
operation.
In the aided-tracking system described in Sec. 714, the
independent variable is shaft rotation 0, and the scale factors of the
respective handwheels are R = dV/d O and D = dx/d6, so that the time
constant is D/R = dx/d V. Since 0, V, and x are all changed proportionally it makes little difference Ivhich is considered the independent
variable.
But in memory-point
tracking, where the ratios are not
constant, there are several choices for the independent variables: the
tracking control may vary displacement directly, in which case z or 0
is an independent variable; it may vary V directly, in which case V or 0,
is the independent variable; or it may be a push-button type of control,
in which a control may allow velocity to be corrected at a constant rate
dV/dt, so that time is the independent variable.
In the first two cases
either R or D is variable, and in the third the variable 0 is absent, so
The definition of memory-point trackthat R and D cannot be defined.
= t can, however, be applied to any of these systems.
ing T = dx/dV
In order to show that tbe result of tracking is independent of the way
in which tbe operator brings the index to the signal, an equation may be
written which gives the displacement error in any tracking operation as
a function of tbe corrections that have been made,
Let z, = displacement of signal being tracked,
xi = displacement of index,
z, = total displacement correction applied to the index up to
time t,
V, = velocity
of signal (assumed constant), and
Vi = velocity of index at the time /.
If the velocity of the signal is constant, the displacement of the signal is
given by
x, = x.(o) + V*L
The displacement

(25)

of the index is given by
t
Zi = Zi(0) + ~. +

\o

Vi dt.

1 This derivation was written by Duncan MacRae, Jr.
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If in this equation the condition for memory-point
dz,
dze
m=ni=t’
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tracking,

dzc = t dV~,

‘r

is substituted, the result is
Zi

z{(o) +

=

‘(tW,

+ v, d).

\o

The integrand is d(V~t), so the integral may be evaluated:
Z, =

X,(O) + T’{t.

(26)

Subtracting Eq. (26) from Eq. (25),
(X* – X,)1 = (XS – Z~)O+ t(V* – V,).

(27)

Thus if the displacement error at time t is the same as that at t = O, then
L(V, – Vi) = O; and if this condition is satisfied at t # O, V, = Vi, and
the velocity error is completely removed, regardless of the nature of the
function V,(t).
Equation (27) relates the velocity error of a memory-point tracking
operation to the displacement errors at times O and t. For if E = z, — G
then the velocity error is
v

●

_ v. s = E(O – -E(O).
t

(28)

Regenerative and Memory-point
Traclcing.-Where
the characteristics
of the target velocity are predictablefor
example, in tracking an object
on the ground from a moving aircraft—most of the velocity is due to the
motion of the aircraft.
A tracking system that adds the proper components of the aircraft velocity to the data obtained from a memorypoint tracking system is indicated in Fig. 7.28. In the particular case
described the tracking operation consists of accounting for the wind and
residual errors in the computing mechanism by memory-point tracking.
If the wind is zero and the computer errors are zero, only displacement
corrections are required.
Since the computer errors vary little with the
aircraft heading and airspeed, memory-point tracking may be continued
even though these quantities alter (see also Sec. 7.28).
Comparison of Methods.—An
experimental comparison of manual,
aided, and memory-point tracking methods has been carried out, and
results indicating the superiority of memory-point tracking are included
here. An interesting difference between the accuracy obtainable with
memory-point and aided tracking is also shown.
The tests were made using 5-in. type B displays (similar to that of
AN/APS-3) having a sweep speed of 1.3 mm/psec and a scan period of
2 sec. A simulation of the radar display was made by a range- and
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The output of this oscillator was
azimuth-gated 30-M c/sec oscillator.
connected to a high-gain amplifier giving an amplitude- and timeThe wavemodulated l-~sec pulse of adjustable signal-to-noise ratio.
forms of the receiver output and the tracking marker had rises of 0.3 and
().1 ysec, respectively.
The time delay of this pulse was varied at a
A range-tracking
constant rate of 120 yd/sec by a synchronous motor.
index of duration

approximately
Operalor

0.3 psec was used.
*I
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FIG.7.29.—Compariaon of direct, aided, and memory-point tracking. These results
were obtained using an intensity-modulated signal and index displayed on a type B indicator havingsweepspeedcorrespondingto Z miles/50 mm or 1.3 rnm/#sec. These data

representthe 6rstattempts01inexperienced
operators.

was automatically recorded on an Esterline-Angus meter by subtraction
of the control voltages for the time-modulated signal and the timemodulated index.
The results of tracking tests with two inexperienced operators are given
in Fig. 7.29. The performance with memory-point tracking is outstanding; the performance with aided tracking is poor.
With experienced and intelligent operators under the same conditions
much more accurate results were obtained, especially with aided track-

I
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ing: (1) manual tracking, average probable error— A 10 yd; (2) aided
tracking, average probable error— f 8 yd; (3) linear time-constant aided
tracking, average probable error— + 5 yd. In these tests the tracking
with (1) and (3) was easy as was the damping of errors. In (2) the
However, the accuracy was better than
tracking required concentration.
that obtained with manual tracking.
A number of tests were made with a practical memory-point tracking
system operating in two coordinates and supplied with intermittent data
of a 3-see period displayed on a 5-in. PPI.
The time required for an
operator to set up the correct velocity “with memory-point
tracking
varied from 4 to 16 scans depending upon a number of factors, among
them the difference of velocity between the tracking system and the
moving signal. In addition, some preliminary estimates of the resettabilWhen the differential
ity were obtained during the tracking operation.
velocity between the cursor and signal was 200 knots, the average error
of the first setting was 200 ft compared with 90 ft for static conditions.
Although the absolute values of resettability obtained are not significant
because of the certain imperfections of the index and signal, the effect
of the velocity differential is significant.
As soon as the correct rate was
established, the reset error dropped to the static value.
7.16. Comparison of Methods,l-The
properties of several types of
tracking systems employed for high-altitude bombing have been analyzed
in order to determine the theoretical error of their operation.
In all
cases it is assumed that the data are substantially continuous or at least
recur at the period of the aided-tracking mechanism.
The time of fall has been assumed to be 40 sec and the time allowed
for tracking the radar echo is taken as twice this value.
Taking E. and
V“ as the displacement and velocity errors at the last fix, the error in fall
of the bomb will be f?- + Z’~V~, where T~ is the time of the fall of the
bomb.
Assuming that the error in the next to last measurement is
equal to the error in the last measurement and that the time constant T
of the tracking mechanism is equal to 10 see, the rms value of the miss is
For a
six and a half times the rms value of the last measurement.
value of T = 40, however, the multiplier is reduced to 2.2.
In the Norden bombsight T = 10 sec in order to accommodate operation at low altitude.
The accuracy at high altitude would be greatly
increaaed by increasing the time constant—for example, to the value of
40. This has been done by waiting an increasing interval between
resetting as the end of the bombing run approach%.
On the last setting
a time approximately equal to the time of fall is allowed to elapse, and,
instead of double-gripping the rate and displacement knobs of the aidedtracking mechanism, the rate knob is slipped so that it turns ordy ~ the
1Theseformulasand the computationsare the work of Mr. J. Irving.
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amount that the displacement knob was reset. This is a difficult procedure but results in one-third the error if properly done.
A serious error, however, maybe involved if the rate and displacement
knobs are corrected equally after waiting a time long compared to the
time constant.
For example, errors as large as three or four times the
value of 6.5 mentioned above might be involved (see Table 7.4).
In no
case is the error of the miss reduced to a value comparable to that of the
error of the last observation.
In memory-point tracking a much closer
approach to this ideal is achieved.
Making the same assumptions as
previously with regard to the error of the next to last measurement
being equal to the error of the last measurement, we obtain the rms error
of the miss, which is
(29)
where EO is the initial displacement error of the memory-point tracking
system, made at the time when the tracking was initiated and En is the
error of the final measurement as in the previous case. The time of
tracking is Tn. Taking, for example, conditions similar to those of the
previous problem—that is, a time of fall of 40 sec and bombing run of
80 see—the rms value of the miss is equal to 1.6 times therms error of the
last observation; a considerable improvement over the factor 2.2 obtained
under best conditions in the previous case. If, however, the initial value
of the rate is approximately known, this factor is somewhat reduced—for
example, to 1.5.
Table 7“4 indicates some comparative values for aided and memorypoint tracking.
TABLE 7.4. —REIATWE MERITS OF VARIOUS TRACKINGSYSTEMS

\Miss of bomb

I
Name of system and conditions of use

1. Nordenbombsight—range-trackingfixeddouble
grippingratio. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2. Sameas (l) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3. Norden bombsight reset at twice the time constant
. ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4. Memory-point tracking for 80 sec.. . . . . . . . . . . . .
5. Memory-point tracking for 60 sec (initial value
known). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

?’ (time conStant,See)

rrnserror (to
be multiplied
by errorof laat
observation)

10
40

6.5
2.2

10
80

19.0
1.6

.,

1.5
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7,17]

FIXSD INDICES FOR MANUAL TIME MEASUREMENT
BY E. F. MACNICHOL, JR.
simplest type of manual measuring device con7.17. A-scope.—The
sists of a cathode-ray tube with a linear or exponential time base applied
between one pair of deflecting plates while the video signals are applied
to the other pair. If the deflection sensitivity of the CRT is known and if
the sweep speed is defined by letting a known time constant charge
through a known voltage, the time of occurrence of a signal maybe measured by means of a ruled scale printed on the face of the CRT.
Such a
simple device is shown in Fig. 7.30. The grid of the switch tube is
initially positive drawing current through R i and the plate is clamped to
within a volt or two of the cathode (assuming R > 100 k), and C is disEw

4
Neg. gate

Video
eignol

Fm. 7,30.—SimsJe time-measuring system using exponential sweep and fixed mechanical
timing marka.

charged. The spot on the CRT is adjusted to the zero index by means
of a centering voltage applied to the free horizontal plate. At the instant
measurement starts, a negative gate is applied to the control grid of the
switch tube cutting it off and holding it off for the total time interval
to be measured.
The condenser C charges exponentially toward E,,
according to the well-known law

——
E = E..(1

– e ‘c).

If the deflection sensitivityy of the CRT is ds/dE
time t traveled is s = E ds/dE.
.“s=—
.
f;

E,,(1

(in. /volt),

the distance in

– e-+C).

It is then a simple matter to mark off values ofs on a scale on the face
of the cathode-ray tube showing convenient values of t. The edge of the
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vertical deflection marking the time of occurrence of the signal may be
compared with the fixed time marks by means of visual interpolation.
If
a linear sweep is used equal sensitivity is obtained over the whole scale
(see Vol. 19, Chap. 7).
In practice such a simple system is open to a number of objections.
In the first place the CRT will not focus over the whole sweep length if the
time base is applied to only one plate. A unity-gain phase inverter may
be used to apply an inverse potential to the other plate as indicated in
Vol. 19, Chap. 7. Another objection is the variation of ds/dE from tube
to tube over limits as great as t 20 per cent. This can be allowed for by
adjusting EPP so that the total sweep always covers the distance between
two fixed indices.
Video

input

>

3DP-I
?

Sinusoidal
oscillolor

Phose
splitting
network

—

Amplitude
Comparator

—

4E2 COSWt

_

“

Trigger
output

FIG. 73] ,—lllementary J-sweep.
arise from the fact that ds/dE is not constant
or accurately predictable and varies with the accelerating potential.
Also, mechanical indices give parnllax and are dificult to see unless the
scale is rul~d on edge-illuminated pltistic. This type of display, however,
is used with some refinements in most of the early radars such as the
British Mark H ASV and U. S. Navy Radar ASB.
It is probably
adequate for measuring time intervals with an accuracy of t 10 per cent.
7.18. J-scope.—As stated in Chap. 3 and Sec. 74, one type of device
in which a time base can be compared \vith fixed or movable mechanical
indices with considerable precision is the circular-trace indicator or type J
oscilloscope, shown in the block diagram Fig. 731.
This method of
phase measurement was presented in Vol. 19, Chap. 20 and in Vol. 21,
Chap. 17. The deflecting plates are supplied \vith two-phase sinusoidal
potentials.
Since the deflection sensitivities of the two pairs of plates are
different, the amplitudes of the sinusoids are adjusted until both have the
same effect on the beam.
If the phases of the voltages are in quadrature
the spot will then move in a circular orbit with constant angular velocity.
More

serious

objections
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The angle traversed by the spot in a given time interval is equal to the
phase change of the timing wave. For sinusoids of frequency V,the time
interval t corresponding to an angle 19is

t=~.

360.

This relation is only true for a trace that is exactly centered with respect to
the protractor for measuring 8. If, however, harmonics are present in the
sinusoids, appreciable errors are present in circular patterns (see Chap.
1, T’ol. 22).
One advantage of the circular sweep for high-speed traces is that the
stray capacitances of the deflecting electrodes become part of the tuned
circuit generating the sweep and therefore do not set a limitation to the
sweep speed (see Vol. 19, Chap. 4). The adjustments for circularity are
straightforward, and the shape of the circle gives immediate indication
of any errors; therefore, adjustable phase-ehtiting circuits may be
employed.
The most satisfactory fixed scale is applied directly to the face of the ‘
tube and consists of radial lines indicating fractions of an orbit, and a
cil cular line to aid in centering the trace. It is, of course, of utmost
importance that the trace and the scale be accurately concentric.
Photographs of a typical scale are shown in Fig. 7.32.1
Video signals are applied to a deflecting electrode (see Vol. 22) which ,
consists of a wire that passes through the center of the face of the CRT
toward the center of the electron gun. The effect of a potential applied
to this wire is to deflect the spot radially inward or outward regardless of
its position along its circular patki. The display may be thought of as
a polar coordinate analogue to the A-scope in which R indicates amplitude
and tI time. Because of the geometry of the tube, distortion occurs if
large signals are applied to the central electrode.
This distortion is small
if the radial deflection is less than ~ in. in the 3DP-1 tube. Although the
input capacitance of the tube is low (about 2 p~f) its deflection sensitivity
is also low (roughly 106 volts/~ in. at 2 kv accelerating potential) so that
large video voltages are required. 2
1A convenientscaleis formedby applying India ink directlyto the face of the CRT
witha rulingpen. The ink will adhereif the tube had previouslybeen cleanedwith a
slightlyabrasive cleaning powder. A ruling “jig” for holding the CRT, a straight
edge, and a circular protractor can be readily constructed. Scales may also be
printedon thin collodion films (decal type) that are applied to the CRT face.
ZThe low capacitanceof the deflectingelectrodemay be utilked to best advantage
by minimizingthe output capacitanceof the last video stage. This has been accomplishedby mounting the tube and plate resistor concentrically with the deflecting
electrode on a transparent disk placed in front of the face of the CRT.

Tubes that

havebeen found satisfactoryfor this purposeare 6AK5’s and 6K4’s. The latter are
connectedas grounded-gridamplifiersto minimizeCOP
andto terminatethe input cable
correctly.
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A number of methods have been used to synchronize the trace with the
video signals. If the phenomena to be observed are externally synchro~deo @Ut ~
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Fm. 7.32.—TS-1OOscope with signrd and transfer scale.

(a) block diagram, (b)
pulse (c) 0.2-psec pulsee 2.4 psec apart on 12.2-Lmecuweep,
(d) echoes of (b) ae shown on conventional linear d]splay.
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nizable, the oscillator generating the circular trace may be crystalcontrolled and run continuously.
A basic timing pulse may then be
obtained by squaring and differentiating the sinusoid from the oscillator
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(Chap. 6; Vol. 19, Chap. 4; and Vol. 21, Chap. 18). An example of a
single-scale J-scope is the SCR-718 altimeter. 1
If the phenomena to be studied cannot be synchronized externally a
pulsed oscillator and a phase splitter having good transient response must
be used to generate the circular trace (Vol. 19, Chap. 4). Since the deflection sensitivityy of z- and y-axes is usually quite low (220 volts/in. for
3DP-1 at 2 kv accelerating potential), deflecting amplifiers must give a
large output voltage with good transient response.
The complexity and
current consumption of such amplifiers usually cause designers to choose
other systems.
A great advantage of the J-scope is its adaptability to multiple-scale
systems. A typical example has already been shown in Fig. 7.32a. A
single-scale time-modulation circuit delays a rectangular pulse a variable
amount with respect to the trigger. The CRT grid is normally biased
beyond cutoff so that no circular trace appears.
The rectangular pulse
which is controlled by the coarse-scale delay permits time eelection of a
particular cycle of the circular fine scale. If the coarse scale is uncalibrated the number of cycles can be counted by turning the control slowly
from zero range to the desired cycle, since the brightened portion of the
trace will travel around the tube once for each cycle (see Fig. 7.45).
7.19. Plan-position Indicator with Mechanical Scale.-Fixed
range
and angle marks are applied to edge-illuminated plastic screens fixed in
front of the face of the type B or PPI display.
These methods, although
simple and convenient, are subject to the limitations mentioned in the
discussion of their use with type A displays.
Frequently the illuminated
screen takes the form of a map overlay of the region in which the radar,is
operating.
This facilitates the recognition of shore lines, islands, or other
landmarks and makes navigation simpler.
(For details of overlays and
photographic map projectors see Vol. 22.)
7.’20. Electronic Time Marks.-Accurately
spaced, fixed timing
marks may be generated by any of the methods discussed in Chap. 4 and
applied as deflection or intensity modulation to the CRT.
The position
of the video signal with respect to the fixed indices may be estimated by
visual interpolation.
The advantages of electrical marks over mechanical marks are that the sweep speed does not have to be known or constant;
nor does the trace have to be accurately centered, and parallax is nonexistent. On the other hand a complex video signal may obscure the
marker pulses.
A combination of electronic and mechanical marks may frequently be
used to good advantage.
If the sweep speed is adjustable, electronic
marks may be adjusted to coincide with marks on a mechanical overlay.
The mechanical marks may then be relied upon for a short time. Since
1Albert Goldman, “Pulse-type Radio Altimeter,” Electronics, June, 1946.
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the video signals will not obscure them a large number of very narrow
marks may be used to facilitate interpolation.
The use of electronic indices for PPI displays is completely discussed
in Vol. 22.
MOVABLE TWC~NG

MARKS FOR MANUAL TIME MEASUREMENT
DIRECT
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FIG. 7.33.—Elementary continuous-tracking time-measuring device using CRT as a
null-measuring device.

If care is taken to reduce
with movable index is, however, more accurate.
parallax the edge of the signal maybe followed with an accuracy of t 1 per
cent.
The following methods will illustrate how the accuracy of the type A
display with mechanical index may be improved by amplitude selection
of a portion of the time base instead of using the whole time base. In this
way, the effect of variables of the display are reduced by a factor corresponding to the fraction of the total trace which is displayed.
This, of
course, assumes that the timing waveform is linear and that the amplitude
selector is stable.
In Fig. 7.33 the cathode-ray tube itself is used as an amplitude selector
(see Vol. 19, Chap. 3). The timing waveform is applied to one plate of
the cathode-ray tube, and the reference potential for amplitude selection
to the other plate. In this case the cathode-ray tube functions as a null
indicator since the spot is centered when the instantaneous sweep voltage
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is equal to the centering potential.
A single index is inscri%ed in the
center of the CRT and the signal is moved to this index by means of a
calibrated horizontal-centering control.
When the potentiometer voltage
is made equal to the sweep voltage at the time of occurrence of the signal,
the signal will appear coincident with the index and this setting will be
independent of the scale of the sweep. Tolerances in the alignment of the
CRT gun may be allowed for by moving the index until the start of the
sweep is on the index when the potentiometer is set to zero. In the simple circuit shown the sweep is exponential so that the potentiometer must
be wound with an exponential function if a shaft rotation directly proportional to range is required.
If the shaft rotation is not to be used to
transmit the range data elsewhere, the dial can be calibrated exponentially
and a linear potentiometer used.
Em
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FIG. 734.-Continuous-tracking device using a movable expanded sweep with CRT and a
differential amplifier as a null device.

In the simple circuit shown, the potential applied to the deflecting
plates with respect to the second anode of the CRT varies with the setting
of the potentiometer so that defocusing of the trace will take place fo~
large excursions.
This objection could be overcome by using a CRT
power supply that has its positive terminal fixed with respect to the
potentiometer arm instead of to ground.
The second method of reducing the effects of the instability of the
cathode-ray tube is shown in Fig. 7.34. Amplitude selection is accomplished previous to the display of the waveforms on the cathode-ray tube.
In the particular circuit shown, preliminary amplitude selection is accomplished by a biased differential amplifier consisting of V~ and V?. In
this circuit with V, conducting V, is cut off and VS is acting as a cathode
follower. The plate of VI is at Epp while that of Vs is somewhat negative.
The spot is therefore “deflected off the left-hand edge of the CRT.
The
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As the cathodes rise the current
Bweep rises until V~ starts to conduct.
is increased in V2 and decreased in Va causing the spot to sweep across the
CRT.
Eventually V8 will be cut off and the sweep will continue to rise to
Pentodes are used because their gain and
the available supply potential.
cutoff characteristics are nearly independent of the plate-supply voltage
which varies with the potentiometer setting.
A fixed screen supply is
obtained by means’ of a gaseous voltage-regulator tube. The advantage of
this display is that the errors of the CRT are further reduced by the increase
of sweep speed that causes a given distance on the tube face to represent a
shorter time. With sufficient amplification the onus for the stability
An alternative
rests wholly with the electrical amplitude selector.
method of generating expanded sweeps of this type is to initiate the sweep
from a delayed trigger obtained from an accurate time modulator.
7.22. Movable
Electronic
Marks.-Tlme-modulation
devices are
frequently used to provide accurately movable electronic indices for
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tracking the video signal.
One of the simplest methods used is the comparison of the time of occurrence of the signal with that of the edge of a
variable-width rectangular pulse. An accurate variable-width rectangle
is generated directly in the phantastron, sanatron, and cathode-coupled
multivibrator.
This waveform is added to the video signal and both are
applied to the vertical deflection system of a type A oscilloscope as
shown in Figs. 735 and 7.36. The width of the rectangle is varied until
the edge of the rectangle merges with the desired signal as shown in
Fig. 7.5.
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It is possible to use a single linear-sawtooth generator to produce the
sweep, the tracking index, andthe intensity gate. ‘l’he type M indicator
of the Falcon radar, AN/APG-13A,
is an example of this type of device.
This is a radar used for the purpose of measuring the range of fairly wellisolated targets on the surface of the water. The range information is
applied to an optical sight that corrects the aim of an airborne cannon
to allow for the drop of the projectile during its flight.
As shown in the block diagram, Fig. 7.37, the transmitter produces
~-~sec pulses at a PRF of 1200 cps. High-level pulses plate-modulate the
lighthouse-tube
transmitter producing +~sec pulses at 2500-M c/sec
energy with a pulse power of 1 to 2 kw.
The transmitter also produces a 100-volt negative pulse that starts the
sawtooth generator in the indicator, as shown in Fig. 7.38. The saw-

3%%, ~

l%.

7.36.—Timing

diagram of indicator using variable-width rectangle for time
measurement.

tooth is paraphrased and the push-pull output is applied to the horizontal deflecting plates of the CRT.
Since the sawtooth generator is
self-sustaining, a rectangular pulse which is used to brighten the trace on
the CRT and to gate the fixed range-mark generator is produced by the
sustaining circuit.
The range-tracking step is produced by an amplitude-sleection circuit that selects, amplifies, and limits a portion of
the sawtooth wave to form a rectangular step. This is mixed with the
output of the receiver and applied through a push-pull amplifier to the
vertical deflecting system.
A potentiometer on the gun sight provides the reference voltage of the
amplitude comparator and thereby determines the instant at which the
rectangular step occurs.
The potentiometer is turned through a gearreduction unit by means of a flexible shaft driven by a hand crank. Since
the potentiometer and sweep are both linear, a linear variation of range
with shaft angle is produced.
This range can be read on a dial but is used
mainly to turn a cam which deflects a mirror, which in turn deflects the
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The cam is cut with a ballistic funcline of sight for aiming the cannon.
tion to give the correct superelevation to the gun.
7.23. Detailed Circuit Description of Falcon.—A complete circuit
diagram of the Falcon indicator is shown in Fig. 7.39. A positive-feedback linear-sawtooth generator (Vol. 19, Chap. 7) is formed by V,6VZ.,
and V3.. The plate of Vlb clamped at about + 1 volt and the sweep is
started when plate current is cut off by the trigger introduced through Cl.
A positive step is produced across RI of amplitude Ebb
(~l?Rz)=

\’olts.

‘6

This step overcomes the fixed bias on the grid of V1. causing the
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FIG. 7.3S.—Timing diagram of Falcon M-scope.
plate to fall.
The negative amplified step is applied to the grid of Vlb
through Cz holding the tube cut off after the termination of the trigger
pulse. Since the charging current for the sweep condensers C’Sand C,
The
flows through R, the step persists as long as the sweep continues.
positive feedback from the cathode follower Vs. through C’sto the positive
end of R z serves to keep the voltage across Rz nearly constant and hence
the sweep nearly linear. Further compensation is introduced by the
network Cl, Rs so that the sweep is linear from +17 to +280 volts within
+0.2 per cent (see Chap. 5). When the sweep has reached +280 volts
the grid bias on Vu will have reached – 0.5 volt so that grid current will
commence and the sawtooth will become slower and exponential.
Eventually the charging current in C, and CAwill have decreased sufficiently
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to cut off VI. so that its plate rises again causing Vlb to conduct dischargc, + c,
ing Cz and C, to their original state. The time constant Rz —
2
()
is chosen so that the 263 volts of linear sawtooth will cover 36.6 ysec or
6000 yd radar range as given by the formula dE/dt = EpP/RC since E,.
is constant due to feedback.
.“.

~=&p~=470ppf
ER

The sweep will stop at about 55 psec or 9000 yd. The control R, is
adjusted so that 49 ysec or 8000 yd covers the face of the CRT.
With S1
in the 24,000-yd position the tracking mark is removed and CPJ
switched in
to give a 150-Wsec or 24,000-yd trace across the CRT.
Part of the negative rectangular pulse on the plate of VI is applied to the CRT cathode to
turn on the beam during the sweep time. The sweep from R< is applied
to D2 of the CRT through CT. It is also applied to the grid of VW through
Bias
R5 and Cs. Feedback through R, reduces the gain of V3b to unity.
is provided by the resistance network R7, Rs, and Rg. This path also
divides the signal applied to the grid of V3b by an amount approximately
equal to its gain so that only a small correction need be applied via Cn.
Thk network keeps the biasing condition on ~3b nearly constant and
independent of duty ratio since negligible voltage is built up across Ca.
The output wave from VW is exactly the inverse of that appearing on Dz of
the CRT.
It is applied to Dl through Cg to give push-pull deflection.
The diodes V,a and V,b are d-c restorers and prevent the shift in horizontal
centering which would otherwise occur when the PRF changes or S1 is
thrown.
A dual potentiometer h 10is used to derive the centering voltages. The potentials applied to the two d-c restorers change in opposite
This produces a deflection of the
directions when the control is moved.
trace and still keeps the mean potential of the deflecting system constant
so that correct focus is maintained.
The video amplifier V5 is directly coupled to the vertical deflecting
system (Dj and Di) and produces push-pull output by virtue of the large,
common cathode resistor Rll when signals are applied to either grid.
Vertical centering adjustment is obtained by RIz which inserts a differential bias between the two grids keeping the common cathode current
constant.
This produces a vertical displacement of the trace without
Each half of V5
altering the mean potential of the deflecting system.
draws 12.5 ma and produces a cathode voltage of + 100 and a plate voltage of approximately
+256 volts.
Each plate resistor has a mean
voltage drop of 94 volts.
By reference to the published tube curves
of the 6SN7 using a 7.5-k load line starting at +250 volts it is evident that
120 volts of deflecting potential are available from each tube and that
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the differential gain between plates will be approximately 11. Since a
large video deflection (N2 in. ) is desired a push-pull video amplifier is
necessary to prevent defocusing of the trace near the limits of deflection.
The time constant of the video amplifier is given approximate y by [Cgp(4Pyf) + 2 X capacity between deflecting plates (lOpPf )
+ strays (10 p~f)] X Ru(7.5 k) = 2.5 X 10-7 sec. The time of rise
to 90 per cent = 3RC = 0.75 psec which is barely adequate for the
0.75-Psec pulse.
(It is assumed that the grids are driven from a lowimpedance source and that their motion is negligible.)
The section of the sawtooth producing the tracking step is selected by
the diode VM which is biased by means of the 50-k range potentiometer at
J,.
The plate of the diode is supplied from the cathode of Vs. rather
than the grid. This introduces an additional uncertain potential in
series with the clamped plate voltage of Vlb and the emission potential of
the diode but it cannot be avoided since the loading imposed by RM in
parallel with (Rl, + l/pC’,J’
would terminate the sweep on the CRT
shortly after the appearance of the step. The selected portion of the
sawtooth is “cliff erentiated” by the 3-ksec time constant RMC~o. The
drop across Ri, during the rise of the selected sawtooth will be approxi260 volts
Since V,
mately En = RC dv/dt = 3 X 10-’37 ~ ~o.-., ~ec = 21 volts.
has approximately 3 volts of grid bias it is driven rapidly into the gridcurrent region so that the plate drops abruptly cutting off v6b. The current in the plate resistor is cut off rapidly producing a step on the grid of
the video amplifier V5m. The speed with which the step rises is limited
by the 0.25-psec time constant of the video amplifier which is slower than
the rest of the circuit.
Unfortunately the early portion of the sawtooth
is also differentiated by the 4-ppf plate-to-cathode
capacitance of V2b
before it conducts.
This produces a step of
Rc

@

dt

= 3 x 104 x 4 x 10-’2 x y

x 10-6 = 0.8 volts

at the grid of Vti.
As the over-all gain is 6 X 0.6 X 11 = 40 a step of
32 volts would appear between Ds and Di. Also the initial step of 16
volts at the start of the sawtooth would be nearly unattenuated, driving
A neutralizing condenser C,, differthe video amplifier to saturation.
entiates the whole sawtooth and applies it to the grid of Vti in opposite
phase to the amplified signal due to the diode.
The values of C,{ and the
mifing network CIZRla are chosen experimentally to neutralize the effect
of the diode capacity.
It is not practical to calculate these values as
their magnitudes depend upon the stray capacitance of the wiring. The
step amplitude is given by
(Ip of V.St,)X Rl, X (Gain of VJ

= 14 ma X 470 ohms X 11 = 72 volts.

1This notation is explainedin Vol. 19, Chap. 2.
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The CRT has a vertical-plate deflection sensitivity of 132 volts/in. at a
voltage of — 1800. It will be apparent that the total deflection is,
therefore,
72 volts X ~3~ ;~lts

= 0.55 in.

The system is normalized by the ‘( zero” potentiometer R,9 which
adjusts the potential at the negative end of the range potentiometer
and by the “ slope” potentiometer RZO which adjusts the current through
it,. The zero potentiometer removes resistmce from the top of the resistance network while adding it at the bottom so that the current in the
Thus an adjustment of the zero does
resistance network is unchanged.
not change the slope.
The slope control will change the total current
although using RzO+ Rzl as a potentiometer reduces the effect.
Therefore the zero control will have to be readjusted every time the slope
control is changed.
Fixed range marks are provided by the pulsed oscillator.
Normally
12.5 ma is flowing through the switch tube VT. and the tuned circuit,
being limited by R*?. The current is rapidly cut off by the negative gate
from V,..
The peak voltage of the first half cycle developed by the
tuned circuit is given by
V=i

J
+

= 12.5 X 10-3 amp X

2 X 1.2 X 10–3 henries _ 21 volts,
8 X 10-’0 farads
–
J

The feedback tube V,, supplies a negative resistance that is adjusted by
R2i to neutralize the damping due to the resistance of the coil and R24,
The signal applied to the grid of
so maintaining the initial amplitude.
VS. consists of negative half cycles since the positive excursions of the
The value of
sinusoid are limited by grid current drawn through RW
33 k was chosen to be large compared to the diode impedance of the
grid ( =500 ohms) but small enough to introduce negligible time delay
when shunted by the tube input capacitance.
On positive half cycles
12.5 ma flows through Vti being limited by R2E.. The current is abruptly
reduced at the start of the negative excursion of the sinusoid producing
an overdamped oscillation in L1 which is tuned by stray capacitance.
These pulses are about ~ ~sec wide at one-half amplitude and are roughly
symmetrical.
The cathode follower VU applies the pulses to the grid of
the video amplifier.
The cathode follower has negligible effect on the
The
video since it is biased near cutoff and the video input is positive.
amp!itude of the range marks is adjusted by changing the bias of VW
by means of Rw. Unfortunately moving this control produces a variable
delay in the start of the range marks since it changes the portion of the
mark selected. 1 The condenser CISis made very large so that the average
1Better resultswould be obtained if t!.e tube was always conductingslightlyand
Zhowsa insertedacrossL, as a var!sk!e shuu~
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plate voltage of Vaachanges negligibly during the time the pulsed oscillator is operating.
If it were small the plate voltage and hence the
pulse current would increase causing an increase in the amplitude of
successive marker pulses. The tuned circuit Z, is ruggedly made and
Theleads to the associated tubes are made
temperature-compensated.
A change of 5 ~~f in the self-capacitance
as short and direct as possible.
of V7 or in the stray capacitance (an extreme value) would produce a
change of (ti~
— ~W)/ti800
= 0.3 per cent in the oscillator
period. This is the same order of magnitude as the expected change
in the delay circuit with tube and wiring changes so that the fixed rangemark circuit cannot be considered to be a primary standard; it must be
initially calibrated against a crystal-controlled
circuit.
The output
pulses from the oscillator are brought into coincidence on successive
cycles of the circular-sweep oscilloscope-for
example, the TS-100/AP
(see Vol. 21, Chap. 18). It is possible then to calibrate accurately this
step.
It has been found by experiment that the properly spaced marks have
a fixed error with respect to true radar range. This error is mainly
introduced by the transmitter and receiver delays (see Chap. 3). It is
removed by adding the magnitude of the error to the reading on the sight
dial when setting the step on the 1000-yd mark during zero adjustment.
The power supplies used are unregulated as nearly perfect compensation is obtained for changes in line voltage.
The voltage across the
range potentiometer increases in direct proportion to the change in the
slope of the sawtooth so that no slope error is introduced.
The change in
emission potential of the sweep-clamp and pickoff diode are in opposite
directions and tend to cancel.1 As all the tubes that draw heavy current
are triodes and as grid bias is supplied from a series resistor in the negative
lead of the power supply the change in grid bias just compensates the
change in E,w
The result is a change of less than 10 yd indicated range
over a range of line voltage of 100 to 130 volts.
The change in sweep
length is also compensated by a corresponding change in deflection sensitivity of the CRT since the CRT supply voltage changes in direct proportion to line voltage.
However, the trace length will change somewhat
with the waveform of the a-c supply since the CRT supply has a condenser input filter and hence its d-c level is proportional to the peak of the
input wave whale EPP is supplied from a choke-input filter so that it will be
proportional to the average value of the input wave.
The range of pulse recurrence frequencies is from 20 to 1400 cps and
negligible changes are produced in the functioning of the circuit.
Above
1400 cps the sweep and gate circuit will divide frequency, because Cs and
Ct will not have time to discharge and because Cfi will not have time to
1Unfortunatelythe drift due to changein g~ of vs. with G and -f& is uncOmWnsatedbut its effectsaresmafl,as the performancedata show.
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through Rd + RZ7, V,% being cut off during this time. The extra
charge in Ci due to the linearizing resistor Rs will not have time to leak off
completely.
Performance.—The
performance of the system is indicated by the following data:
recharge

A. Linearity of delay + 0.2 per cent limiting error
B. Maximum change in indicated range (6000-yd scale)
1. Line voltage changed 100 to 130 volts.
AR < 10 yd
2. Tubes changed in time modulator AR + 60 yd
C. Peak tracking errors of average operator on well-defined target
1. Stationary resetability i 5 to 10 yd
2. Steadily moving target (200 mph) ~ 15 to 30 yd
7.24. A/R-scope.—A
delayable expanded A-sweep, commonly known
as an R-sweep is often used when it is necessary to measure the range of a
moving signal with an accuracy greater than that obtainable on a fullrange display.
It may also be used to examine critically the amplitude
and shape of a delayed signal. As mentioned previously it is possible to
produce such a sweep by amplifying a portion of a slow time base.
Instead of selecting a portion of a linear sawtooth covering the entire
range of modulation, some circuits employ amplitude comparison to generate a movable pulse and then initiate a delayed fast sweep with this
time-modulated
pulse. The Dumont 256-B A/R Oscilloscope
is an
example of this type of device.
It was originally designed as a precision
ranging attachment for the SCR-582 search radar but is now more generally used as a precision test and calibrating device.
As shown in the block diagram Fig. 740 either an internal or an
external trigger may be used. The internal trigger is derivied from a
The output of the oscillator is peaked to
81.94-kc/see crystal oscillator.
produce 2000-yd range marks. These marks are also used to synchronize
a blocking oscillator that divides by 5 to produce 10,000-yd marks. By
suitable switching the marks may be applied, separately or mixed, to
the CRT as deflection or intensity modulation along with the video.
A
further blocking oscillator divides the 10,000-yd marks to an adjustable
PRF.
As only simple division ratios are possible the I’IW will vary in
steps that are simple fractions of 16.4 kc/see as the control is moved.
Since a large division ratio is used (the l’RF is adjustable from 80 to
2000 cps) the divider cannot be cxpcctcd to count stably but may skip
from one submultiple of 16.4 kc/scc to another.
A coincidence between
the divider pulse and one of the 2000-yd marks forms the actual trigger.
The internal trigger generator therefore forms a series of very accurate
range marks that are accurately lockccl in phase with a trigger of adjusta1 A commercial model of this instrument
Dumont Laboratories.
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ble PRF.
Thetrigger andrange marks arealso available externally for
synchronizing and calibrating other devices.
The internally or externally generated trigger is applied to the widegate multivibrator that is adjustable to cover the full range of 20,000 to
200,000 yd. Therectangular pulse from this multivibrator initiates the
delaysawtooth thatisformed ina``bootstrap'
'sawtooth generator.
The
sawtooth is picked off by an amplitude selector, is amplified, and triggers
This gate is available externally
the 4000-yd R-gate blocking oscillator.
as an accurately delayed pulse andisalso used toproduce a bright mark
or strobe on the A-sweep to facilitate in setting the R-sweep on a signal.
Thepush-pull
sweep for the CRTisgenerated
by another bootstrap
The time-base
sawtooth generator followed by a paraphase inverter.
sawtooth is initiated and terminated by the wide gate when on the
A-sweeps and bythe R-gate when onthe R-sweep.
A-sweepsof 20,000,
200,000, and 400,000 yd and R-sweeps of 800, 2000, and 4000 yd are
available.
Part of the rectangular pulse generated by the A- or R-gate
is used to intensify the CRT beam during the sweep.
A 3-stage video amplifier is included which has a rise or fall time of
0.08 psec and a 10 per cent drop at the end of a rectangular pulse of
1000-usec duration.
An attenuator is provided which gives a deflection
of ~ in. for 0.2, 0.6, 2.0, 6.0, and 20 volts input.
(For complete specifications of this oscilloscope see Vol. 21, Chap. 18.)
Where used in conjunction with a radar set the R-gate or strobe is
used to intensity-modulate the PPI producing an illuminated band which
can be readily set on a selected signal. This signal will then appear on the
R-display for critical examination.
As the A/R-scope has been normally used, measurement of the delay
of the signal with respect to the trigger is made by setting the edge of the
This method is not entirely
signal at the very beginning of the R-sweep.
satisfactory since the early part of the signal is not visible.
If the video
pulse is complex a view of the early part is most desirable when making a
setting. An alternative method consists of placing a ruled grid or ink
mark on the CRT and adjusting the delay with respect to this mark. The
stability of this method is not very good since the horizontal centering
may be changed by accident or by changes in PRF or line voltage since
no d-c restoration or voltage stabilization is provided.
A better method
of measurement would be obtained if the R-gate were delayed 3 or 4 psec
by means of a delay network and applied to the free vertical plate of the
CRT.
The leading edge of the gate would then appear as a step on the
trace which could then be used for setting by juxtaposition.
The slope adjustment of the delay circuit may readily be made by
reference to the crystal-controlled markers.
If the radar system is triggered from the A/R-scope a 4-psec delay line can be inserted into the
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trigger lead to make the transmitted pulse appear on the sweep. If
the system supplies the trigger pulse, the delay line may be inserted in the
video lead to delay the video until the timing circuits have started.
By
this means the zero delays of the radar system and the nonlinearity at
minimum range may be calibrated out. 1
Detailed Circuit Description
of the A /R-scope.—A
complete circuit
diagram is shown in Fig. 7.41. A conventional triode crystal oscillator
vgb is operated biased in the Class C region so that pulses appear in the
plate circuit.
These pulses are separated from the sine wave appearing in
the plate circuit by means of the transformer Ts that has an inductance
that is small compared to that of the resonant circuit ~lC4Z. The other
two windings in the transformer are used as a blocking oscillator in conPositive 2000-yd marks of about 50 volts amplitude
junction with V9..
and l-psec duration are produced across the 68-ohm cathode resistor.
These marks are used to synchronize the 10,000-yd-mark generator V1OO,
which is a cathode-feedback blocking oscillator.
The cathode-feedback
type appears to be more stable than the conventional type (see Vol. 19,
Chap. 6). The positive output from the 33-ohm cathode resistor is used
to synchronize the trigger-divider blocking oscillator vlob. This is of the
grid-plate–cathode-coupled
variety since it was found that pulses of
sufficient duration could only be generated by this connection (see Vol.
19, Chap. 6). A negative 15- to 20-Psec pulse is obtained from the
220-ohm r.xistor in series with the plate and is applied to the cathode of
the trigger amplifier (time selector) V]la.
This pulse alone is not sufficient
to permit plate current to flow. Positive 2000-yd marks from the cathode
of V,. are applied to the grid. The first mark appearing during the
cathode pulse is selected and applied to the blocking oscillator Vl,b.
The output of VII* is decoupled from the output circuit by the cathodeVst, that produces positive and negative triggers
follower-phase-inverter
of about 100-volt amplitude and l-psec duration.
The division ratios of the dividers are adjusted b y the potentiometers
of the blocking
R,o and R,, which form Part of the grid time constants
oscillators.
Rbo is factory-preset while RETis controlled from the front
panel to produce PRF’s from 80 to 400 pps when the 200,000-yd delay
is used and from 80 to 2000 pps when the 20,000-yd delay is in use.
Positive and negative range marks are both produced by the 2000-yd
and 10,000-yd blocking oscillators and are selected by SA for application
to an external circuit and to the cathode of the CRT.
When the positive
2000-yd marks are switched on, the 10,000-yd marks appear as negative
overshoots on every fifth mark.
This is due to back coupling through CAti.
1 A suitable delay line in the C,eneral 131ectrictype Y134B which in lengths of less
than 4 psec produces negligible distortion of signals produced by receivers of less than
2 Me/see. video bandwidth. (SeeVol. 17, Chap, 6 and Vol. 19, Chap. 22).
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The first 10,000-yd mark appears at 8000 yd, the next at 18,000, etc.
This is due to the fact that the trigger selector is synchronized by a
10,000-yd mark while the trigger is formed from the next 2000-yd mark.
When an external trigger is used, the trigger amplifier must be supplied with a sufficiently large positive pulse on its grid or negative pulse
The trigger must also
on its cathode to fire the blocking oscillator Vllb.
rise steeply enough to induce sufficient voltage in the small inductance
An amplitude of 15 volts with a rate of
of T6 to initiate regeneration.
rise not less than 100 volts/~sec. is the minimum permitted for stable
operation.
The wide-gate generator VI is a conventional monostable multiviThis type of multivibrator was
brator with plate-to-grid
coupling.
chosen because it is stable, is capable of rapid recovery, and gives a large
negative rectangle with a fast leading edge to insure rapid cutoff of the
sawtooth clamp V~.. The wide gate is initiated by a negative trigger
having a steep fall and a slow recovery from the grid time-constant circuit
This trigger is coupled via Cs and insures reliable operation since
of l’l,~.
the tail of the pulse rises too slowly in turn off the multivibrator.
The
“ bootstrap” sawtooth generator (V2C, V,., VW, Vd) producing the delay
sawtooth uses a carefully temperature-compensated
sweep network with
manganin resistors and a combination of silver mica and negative-temA compensating network is used to
perature coefficient condensers.
make Up for the lack of gain of VS6 and the loss of charge in CZI
during the sweep.
A resistor Rll is provided in the plate circuit of
the clamp tube VSCto adjust the quiescent voltage on the grid of the
cathode follower V3bso that this tube does not cut off during the recharging of Cz,. Restoring diodes Vt are connected across the sweepcompensating resistors Rl~ and R~a to stabilize the voltage between
the condensers and increase the permissible duty ratio.
The amplitude selector VZ6is a diode biased by the range potentiometer.
Although
the same potentiometer is used on both range scales separate zero and
slope controls are provided for each range. They are factory-preset
and very rarely need adjust ment although they should be checked
The selected portion of the sawtooth is differif Vz or l’s is changed.
entiated, amplified, and limited by VS and V6b and applied to the blocking-oscillator
R-gate generator, Vca. Like the trigger divider, this
blocking oscillator uses a transformer Tt with grid, plate, and cathode
windings since it must produce a 4000-yd pulse and yet use a transy
former capable of giving reasonable rates of rise, When an undelayed
expanded sweep is desired, the R-gate blocking oscillator can be triggered directly from the trigger input through Sz. A positive gate is
applied to the grid of the CRT through SIG from the positive-going plate
of the wide-gate generator or from the cathode of the R-gate blocking
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oscillator.
The negative pulse from the blocking oscillator VS. is used to
cut off the sweep clamp V7b and to produce the negative marking pulse
The sweep generator is similar
(strobe) on the A-sweep or external PPI.
to the delay-sawtooth generator except that special provisions have not
been made to insure accurate level setting and good linearity.
The compensating network has been omitted and the recharging diode has been
replaced by a resistor RSS. As a result the sweep speed will change with
duty ratio but the effect is unimportant since the accuracy of measurement does not depend directly upon the speed of the CRT trace.
The
grid of the paraphase inverter V,. is supplied by a signal from the sweep
generator through CA, and feedback is supplied through C,, to hold the
gain exactly equal to unity.
Bias is supplied through a resistive divider
that passes the low-frequency components of the sweep waveform since
it has a d-c attenuation approximately equal to the gain of the tube.
Video is applied directly to one of the CRT deflecting plates or through
the video amplifier depending upon the position of Sd. The video attenuator is switched by means of Sc and is of the resistance-capacity type so
that its characteristics are independent of frequency.
It presents a
Video input may be
nearly constant load of approximately 1 megohm.
supplied through a properly terminated cable of any length without
If the cable is not terminated it must
impairing the frequency response.
be used in conjunction with a capacity-divider probe or must be an open
wire line. The amplifier is conventional, using shunt compensation in
the first and second stages and series-shunt compensation in the output.
The frequency response is flat from about 100 cps to several megacycles.
It is down 3 db at 7 Me/see and 6 db at 10 Me/see.
Bias for the video
amplifier is obtained from part of the CRT-supply divider.
Since the timing circuits are self-compensating for changes in supply
voltage, unregulated power supplies are used. The indicated range varies
less than 0.1 per cent of full scale for a t 10 per cent change in supply
voltage.
As bleeder bias is used in all circuits but the video amplifier
some economy in power consumption might be brought about by the use
of a negative supply.
The sawtooth delay circuit will operate with less than 0.1 per cent
change in indicated range up to about a 50 per cent duty ratio after which
errors appear since C6, the sweep network and CZI, do not have Sufficient time to discharge.
When the internal PRF generator is used, the
On external triggers when duty
duty ratio is limited to a safe value.
ratio becomes greater than about 90 per cent the wide-gate multivibrator
divides the frequency.
This is particularly convenient as it permits the
viewing of the next trigger pulse on the 400,000-yd sweep.
Accuracy .-A pulse rising in 0.5 psec may be reset at the start of the
SOO-yd delayed sweep within +10 yd. The delay circuits are linear to
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within ~ 0.1 per cent of the total delay and the zero point is stable to
within + 0.1 per cent of total delay for several days after calibration in
spite of line voltage changes of + 10 per cent. For accurate following of
moving targets the range control should be operated by the aided or
regenerative methods.
7.25. A-scope Presentation Used in British CMH System.—This
device produces a normal type A presentation covering 40 miles on the
CRT.’
The display, however, contains a continuously variable expanded
Dortion that covers about two tenths of the tube face and has a duration of
about 4 ~sec. In the center of the expanded portion is an accurate range
mark consisting of a notch of 2-psec duration having a leading edge with a
fall of 0.2 psec. The signal is matched with the leading edge of the notch
by juxtaposition.
The expanded sweep and notch are moved continuously by means of a two-scale range circuit having an accuracy of about
+15 yd.
The system is externally synchronized, and the timing waveform is
obtained by use of a pulsed crystal oscillator and phase shifter so that
external calibration is unnecessary.
Cimuit Description oj (7MH A-scope. preferring
to Fig. 742, a positive trigger is amplified by Vs cutting off the sweep clamp tube VE,. The
screen circuit of VF and Vi form a multivibrator that holds VC, cut off for
the duration of the sweep. Condenser C’1 recharges through R1 and
causes Vr to conduct after a time equivalent to 40,000 yd, cutting off
Vi and returning the multivibrator to its initial condition.
The time
constant RcC2 is long enough to hold Vd off during the waiting period
associated with any expected PRI?.
Initially when V, is bottomed, Vs is drawing current through Vs and
through the range potentiometer from the + 1.2-kv supply.
When Vs
is cut off the cathode degeneration in VC causes it to draw constant current charging C at a constant rate and producing a linear sawtooth.
The
impedance presented by the cathode circuit VC is about 50 megohms.
Only 100 volts of sweep is used before V, is again switched on. This
sweep is accurately linear but of small amplitude compared with current
practice, since it must be stable to within better than 1 part in 120 (l’Xl
cycles of the oscillator represent full range).
The bottoming of Vb may
vary +0.5 volt (1 part in 200) with age and heater variation which leaves
a very narrow margin of safety.
The sweep is amplified by V, and V,, applied to one horizontal plate
of the CRT, and gives the slow sweep. The sweep amplitude is stabilized by cathode degeneration in VT and VS. The 300-,upf condenser in the
cathode of Vs is used to compensate stray capacities in the anode circuit
1A Pulsed CrystalOscillator Circuit for Radar Ranging J. D. Mynah, I.E.E.
Convention Paper, March, 1946.
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permitting rapid starting oi the sweep. Part of the screen pulse of V,
is used to intensify the trace on the CRT.
The start of the expanded portion of the sweep is determined by the
amplitude selector V,, v’,,.
This is a differential amplifier having a very
large cathode resistor drawing current from the – 5-kv CRT supply.
Thus the two tubes are supplied from a nearly constant-current source
and the current drawn by each tube is dependent only on the difference
between their grid potentials and not upon the common level of both
grids. The output of the range potentiometer is applied to the grid of
V,O while the sawtooth from Vc is added to square waves derived from the
output of the phase shifter in the fine scale and the sum is applied to the
grid of V,.
When the voltage on the grid of V, becomes nearly equal to
that of the grid of Vla current shifts from Vlo to Vg. This action is
speeded by condenser coupling from the plate of Vg to the grid of VIO
causing the two tubes to behave as a cathode-coupled multivibrator.
The positive step on the plate of Vio causes Vl, to conduct, cutting off the
fast-sweep clamp V,z.
The plate potential of VIZ rises exponentially
This
toward + 1.2 kv and is caught by V13 after rising to +250 volts.
250-volt sawtooth is applied to the other horizontal plate of the CRT causing the ra~id sweep. To assist in target selection the sweep may be
slowed b.y a factor of 10 by depressing a push button which inserts an
additional capacitor in the sweep circuit.
Considering now the generation of the timing wave for the fine scale,
part of the negative gate produced in the plate circuit of V, is applied to
the grid of V,,.
Cutting off Vl~ produces a transient in the crystal driving transformer.
The transient excites the crystal which oscillates at
279.43 kc/see or 3 cycles per mile. The oscillations of the crystal are
amplified by Vlb, the initiating transient being balanced out by applying an adjustable portion of it to the grid of Vlfi in opposite phase. At the
end of 120 oscillations the gate pulse ends causing VM to conduct and
closing the negative-feedback path from V16 back to V14. The negative
feedback stops the crystal after several cycles.
The pulsed oscillations in
V16 are amplified by Vld which produces a current in the transformer
proportional to the voltage on its grid since it has cathode degeneration.
The output of the transformer drives the stator windings of the goniometer
through phase-splitting networks.
Since the goniometer is inductive,
resistance is inserted in series with one stator coil to produce a 45° lagging current.. Enough resistance and capacitance is inserted in series
with the other coil to produce a 45° leading current.
Thus the two fields
are in quadrature.
The transient response is sufficiently good that
steady-state conditions are reached well within the minimum range (3
cycles).
The goniometer is geared to the coarse range potentiometer with a 144
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to 1 ratio so that the wave train from the goniometer and the picked-off
sawtooth voltage advance in synchronism as the range handwheel is
turned.
The sinusoidal output of V,, is converted to a square wave on
the grid of V19 by the limiting action of grid current in V19 and the diode
V18. The waveform at the cathode of V,g is added to the coarse range
sawtooth waveform and the combined waveform used to actuate the
Tubes V,, and V20 form a parallel coinciamplitude selector Vg, V,o.
dence circuit (time selector).
The step produced by V,, V,. is amplified
by V,, and shock-excites a critically damped tuned circuit in the grid
circuit of VZO. This pulse is timed to select the ensuing negative half cycle
on the grid of Vl~ when current is cut off in both Vlo and V20 causing the
This pulse is
plate potential to rise until caught by the diode Vzl.
inverted by VZZ and forms the range “notch” on the CRT.
It is also
used as a gate for the angle-following circuits.
Modification
including sine-wave tracking. —Since it was not possible
to obtain coarse range potentiometers of sufficient accuracy during the
early part of the War the sine-wave tracking circuit shown in Fig 7.43
waa adopted for the production equipment.
(For a complete discussion of
sin-wave
tracking see Chap. 6.) The positive range mark from the
cathode of V22 is applied to the anode of the time discriminator V6. The
step produced in the plate circuit of VII shock-excites a tuned circuit in the
grid of Va producing a 4-~sec negative pulse. The positive overshoot of
this pulse permits plate current to flow if the marker is applied simulThe rectified current resukting from the
taneously to the plate circuit.
overlap of these pulses is applied to the Miller integrator VT through a
phase-advance network.
The output of VT is then applied to the grid of
V*. in place of the output of the coarse range potentiometer.
The feedback loop then holds this voltage so that the two pulses partially overlap.
The sawtooth pulse is synchronized with the desired cycle of the phase
shifter by cranking to zero range, when a switch automatically operates to
raise the cathode potential of V.gbringing the selector pulse into zero range.
Momentary failure of power which might cause the selector to lock on the
wrong cycle also opens a latching relay which interrupts the CRT supply.
The trace on the CRT can be restored only by cranking to zero range
which resets the range circuit and reapplies the CRT potential.
Although far advanced for its time the equipment does not represent
the best current design practice in that rather excessive potentials are
By use of the present types of sawtooth
applied to receiving-type tubes.
generators 150 to 200 volts of accurately linear sawtooth voltage can be
obtained from a 250-volt supply without recourse to + 1.2 kv. A diode
amplitude selector would eliminate the use of the —5-kv supply for anything but the CRT.
The type A presentation with an expanded section is
somewhat confusing to use and separate A- and R-traces would be prefer-
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able. These may be obtained on separate CRT’S, or on a single CRT, by
using electronic switching or a double-gun tube.
7.26. Systems Using a J-scope with a PPI or B-scope.—Several systems have been developed which use a J-scope with a movable mechanical
mark for accurate following and a B-scope or PPI to give angular information and to present the full range scale. The J-scope gate is used to
produce an illuminated band on the full range display to permit target
acquisition.
These systems are distinguished for their electrical simplicity and reliability.
A typical example is provided by the indicator circuit
of the Hand Radar Set. (See Sec. 2.16.)
The indicator circuits of this equipment are shown in Fig 7.44. The
timing standard is a crystal oscillator VI. using a reactive load (Ll, Cl) in
the cathode circuit which maintains oscillation over a wide range of adjustThe tuning of the plate circuit adjusts
ment of the plate-tuned circuit.
the diameter of the circle on the J-scope.
The secondaries of the plate
transformer 2’, are much less than critically coupled to the primary and
tuned to obtain quadrature voltage for the CRT deflecting plates.
Since the oscillator operates in Class C, rmlses of plate current appear
in the primary of the pulse transformer Tz. The other two windings of
the transformer in conjunction with VM f orm a blocking oscillator which
divides the original 81.94 kc by five and produces 10,000-yd range marks.
The plate waveform of V,, is used to synchronize the PRF divider blocking oscillator V,a.
This divider counts down to an adjustable PRF in the
neighborhood of 400 pps. Unlike the A/R-scope
the output of this
divider is used directly to form the trigger for the system.
Since no
trigger selection circuit is used the trigger may drift phase + ~ Psec with
respect to the circular sweep if the divider adjustments, RI and R2, are
changed.
The cathode follower V2b is used to prevent loading of the
blocking oscillator.
The trigger from V,b is used to key the radar transmitter and to
initiate the wide gate produced by the cathode-coupled multivibrator
Vs. The negative-going rectangle produced by this multivibrator is
used to initiate and to terminate the 50,000-yd linear sweep for the
B-scope.
This sweep is produced by cutting off plate current in Vti
which interrupts the current in LZ which is tuned by C2 and Ca. The
sweep consists of a small portion of the damped oscillation produced
(For discussion of the LCR-sweep see
by this circuit and is quite linear.
Vol. 19, Chap. 7.)
This sweep is applied to one of the vertical plates of the B-scope V,
and is inverted by Vu and applied to the other vertical plate to give symmetrical deflection.
The capacity divider (C*, CJ is used to attenuate the
This arrangement is not
sweep by an amount equal to the gain of V6b.
so satisfactory as the feedback sweep inverters used in Falcon and the
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A/R-scope since the sweep output will be directly proportional to the
gain of Vob. A horizontal sweep proportional to the azimuth or elevation angle of the antenna is supplied to the horizontal plates of Vg from
the potentiometer R~ or Rd via the deflecting amplifier VT. The azimuth
and elevation potentiometers are mounted directly on the antenna axes.
The azimuth potentiometer
is driven by a mechanism that causes
it to repeat its reading for e~ch quadrant of azimuth.
Part of the positive-going wave at the plate of VW is applied to the
grid of Vg to illuminate the trace. The positive gate is also differentiated
and used to trigger the narrow-gate delay multivibrator V4 which is also
of the cathode-coupled type.
This multivibrator must be triggered from
a pulse of greater dm-ation than its own to avoid being triggered back by
the termination of the trigger pulse. Care has been taken in the design
of the delay multivibrator to secure maximum stability and linearity
of its pulse width as a function of the voltage supplied by the range
potentiometer R 5.
The narrow gate that illuminates the J-scope is obtained from the
This multivibrato~
is normally
Vb.
cathode-coupled
multivibrator
triggered by differentiating the end of the rectangular pulse produced in
The gate is connected to the grid of V, and should
the plate circuit of V,”.
remain symmetrical about the position of the mechanical cursor within
~ ~ circle throughout the tracking range. This means a stability of the
multivibrator Vd of + 1 per cent is required.
The narrow-gate pulse is
initiated by the rise of the positive wide-gate pulse from the plate of
This is accomplished by throwing
VW when approaching zero range.
S,. The band marking the position of the narrow gate on the B-scope
is produced by mixing part of the narrow-gate pulse with the wide-gate
pulse in the common plate resistor.
Negative video is applied directly to the radial deflecting electrode of
the J-scope through the condenser Cd and to the cathode of the B-scope
through CK and the attenuator R7, Ra, Rg. Mixed 2000- and 10,000-yd
range marks are obtained from the common plate resistor of the blocking
oscillators (R 10) through S2 and Ce and mixed with the video across Rg.
An exploded view of a mechanical tracking system similar to that
used in the HR is shown in Fig. 7“45. A ring gear containing a transparent plastic dial is mounted in front of the J-scope.
This gear is driven
through a one-to-one gear by the handwheel which also drives the range
potentiometer RS through a 25 to 1 gear reduction.
The total range is
indicated on a counter geared to the handwheel.
The zero and slope
controls Rll and R,2 are used to adjust the illuminated portion of the
trace so that it is correctly centered with respect to the scribed cursor on
the Plexiglas disk. The microswitch S’1 is operated by a cam on the
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50,000-yd-per-turn shaft and sets the gate at zero range when the minimum range of the delay multivibrator is approached.
Several features of the circuit are worthy of note. AU tubes used are
of a single type, the 6SN7 dual triode.
One type of blocking oscillator
and one type of multivibrator are used to generate all pulses, All necessary adjustments can be made bv observation of the J- and B-scopes.
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FIG. 7.45.—Mechanical drive used with J-scope.

An improvement would be a replacement of the coarse scale by a more
stable circuit and the inclusion of time selection of the PRF trigger.
The accuracy of the system can be summarized in the following
manner.
1. The drift in the crystal oscillator frequency should not exceed
~ 15 cps. This amount would produce an error of ~ 10 yd
at 50,000 yd.
2. The ~ 0.25-tisec phase drift in the frequency divider can produce
an error of +40 yd.
3. An operator can reset the cursor a 2000-yd circular sweep to
+10 yd on stationary targets and +15 to 20 yd on a target moving
at a constant rate.
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7.27. Aided Tracking with Intermittent Data.-A
very simple device
that moves a range mark on a range-angle dkplay is the ballistic computer, AN/APA-30.
Like the AN/APG-13A
it is used to deflect a gunsight as a function of slant range. It is used as an attachment to the
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search radar (AN/APS-3,
AN/APS-4,
or AN/APS-10).
The tracking
is done on the indicator furnished with the radar, a B-scope or PPI.
The range line is produced by mixing a ~-psec-delayed pulse derived
from the tracking device with the radar video.
Figures 7.46 and 7.47
A trigger from the radar opershow a schematic diagram of the device.
ates the self-sustaining linear sawtooth generator, VI, Vz, V~ which
operates in a manner identical with that of AN/APG-13.
A 250-volt sawtooth can be produced of which about 200 volts are linear and represent

Range wtput

Fx~. 747.-Aided-tracking

mechanism, AN/APA-30,

(Speed servomechanism.)

10,000 yd. The amplitude-selector
diode vsb is biased by the range
potentiometer which is connected to the aided-tracking mechanism.
The
loading imposed by Rz, C,, and RS terminates the sweep soon after selecThe selected portion is partly differentiated
tion has been accomplished.
by R,(7,, amplified by V,, inverted by T,, and applied to the driver amPlifier Vs. which fires the blocking oscillator VW. A positive 0.4-Lsec pulse
having a maximum amplitude of 50 volts is produced in the cathode of
Vst,and is mixed with the radar video in the radar indicator.
The cathode
current pulse is used because it has no overshoot which would cause blanking of the indicator trace and consequent obscuration of the video signal.
The gun-sight and control unit are shown in Fig. 7.48. The rangetracking potentiometer is mounted in the gun sight and turned through a
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large gear reduction by means of a miniature 28-volt peftnanent-magnet
field motor.
Power for the motor is supplied from the full-wave thyratron
grid-controlled rectifier V,, V, (see Fig. 7.47).
The thyratrons are capable of supplying 0.5 amp d-c to the motor.
The speed cf the motor is
controlled by the grid voltage applied to the thyratrons which changes the
average amount of time during which they conduct.
The grid voltage
is supplied from the d-c amplifier Vs which is driven by the clifference
betwee,n the potential supplied by the rate potentiometer and that
The velocity feedback loop
supplied by the two tachometer generators.

FIG. 748b.-Control

unit of AN/APA-30.

operates in the following manner (see also Vol. 21, Chap. 14). A voltage
difference between the grids of V6 is produced by the rate potentiometer.
Thk voltage, when amplified, causes the thyratrons to conduct and energizes the motor.
The motor drives the feedback generator which produces an output potential proportional to velocity.
When this potential
is nearly equal to that produced by the rate potentiometer, the thyratrons
are cut off, slowing the motor.
The motor then runs at such a speed that
the thyratrons are conducting only part of the time.
Since the rate
potentiometer and the feedback generator are both linear, the speed is a
linear function of the potentiometer position.
The displacement generator produces a voltage proportional to the
rate of change of the hand-crank displacement.
The feedback generator
produces a voltage proportional to the rate of change of the range-shaft
displacement.
These two voltages are added algebraically, causing the
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motor to run to hold them equal.
The displacement of the range shaft is
therefore proportional to the displacement of the hand crank. The
displacement generator and rate potentiometer are driven by coaxial
knobs which may be “double-gripped.”
The ratio of displacement to
rate is chosen to give a time constant of about 2 sec which is the scanning
period of the radar. Thus a correction can be made every scan while
getting on target. To achieve this time constant with reasonably small
displacements of the tracking controls, speed of slewing has been sacrificed. A slewing key is provided for easy target acquisition.
The key
has three positions with center return. The center position causes
normal operation.
The other positions apply 24 volts to the motor causing it to run inward or outward at full speed. An additional aid to the
operator is the automatic stop switch.
When tracking is complete the
motor continues to run until the slide of the potentiometer has passed
over the end of the winding and has brought the mark out again to the
extreme range. At 8000 yd a cam opens a switch, grounding the grids of
the thyratrons
and stopping the motor.
When the next target
approaches, the operator has only to wait until the target touches the
tracking mark and throw the start switch.
The tracking mechanism
starts immediately with nearly the correct displacement and rate.
The design of the equipment is simple and it could easily be modified
to fit other applications in which smooth following and an accuracy of
f 0.25 per cent of full scale are desired.
7.28. Two-coordinate
Tracking.
Ground-position
Indicator. -often
the target has characteristic or predictable motion, and a great simplification of the difficulties of two-coordinate tracking maybe achieved by taking advantage of this information in a regenerative tracking system.
For
example, if one is flying in an airplane and it is desired to track an object
located on the ground in two coordinates, for example, north-south and
east-west distances, one can make use of the approximate y known northsouth and east-west components of its position which can be obtained
by integrating the components of its instantaneous velocity.
This
information is readily available in air-position indicators (for example, the
Bendix Air-position Indicator).
This information may then be added
to the output of two aided-tracking mechanisms in order to indicate continuously the position of a particular object (see Vol. 21 Chap. 7).
In other applications it is desired to stabilize the PPI display against
the motion of the aircraft to give a representation of a stationary ground
with the origin of the sweep representing the moving aircraft instead of
the usual picture which indicates at its center the stationary aircraft with
the earth moving past it. An example of a practical system for accomplishing this is shown in Fig. 7.49.
A d-c generator is turned by a Bendix air-mileage unit at a speed
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proportional to true airspeed.
The air-speed potential derived from it is
resolved by means of a sine-cosine potentiometer into north-south and
east-west components of air speed. Since the N-S and E-W channels are
identical, only the N-S channel will be described.
A manually controlled
potential is added to the N-S component of air speed as a velocity correction.
If the equipment is correctly calibrated this potential representing the difference between air speed and ground speed is equal to the
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tiometers on the outputs of the air-speed integrator.
Two sets of potentiometers are provided.
In some cases it may be desirable to stabilize a number of PPI patterns
with respect to different geographical points, and, as the diagram indicates, it is possible for the different PPI’s to have individual constants
Replacesrange

Reploces azimuth
handwheel

hondwheel
Differential,

A

4

,Diffem”tial

b

4

Variable
speed
drive

FIQ.751

.—Aided-tracking

Voriobla
speed
drive

machine

suitable

for precision

B-scope.

“

of integration added by means of a pair of potentiometers which will then
Another set of
refer the displays to particular geographical points.
potentiometers is driven on the same shaft as the fix dials, and in this way
any recent correction to the navigational data may be added to all the
displays.
The outputs of the potentiometers are amplified, changed to the correct impedance level, and applied to the horizontal and vertical centering
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controls of the PPI’s.
The PPI’s themselves then convert the data back
to polar coordinates by the influence of the deflecting fields upon the spot.
Much higher accuracy may be achieved by avoiding the use of the
cathode-ray tube for conversion from rectangular to polar coordinates,
and systems relying upon the use of electrical resolvers for this purpose
are described in Vol. 21, Part I.
Precision
Type B Indicator.—In
some radar systems the interval
between successive groups of echoes from the same target maybe as great
as 20 or 30 sec. As indicated in Sec. 716, it is necessary to provide a
cursor which may be moved to the persistent echo in this interval and
the following circuit satisfies this requirement.
This unit is designed to
convert a search radar (SCR682A) into an accurate fire-control device
against surface targets.
A block diagram’ is shown in Fig. 7.50 and a
circuit schematic in Fig. 7,51. This device presents an expanded type B
display which is continuously movable in range and azimuth and which
presents a sector 40° in azimuth by 4000 yd in range. After calibration
the accuracies are + 0.3° in azimuth and 0.1 per cent of full scale in
range. Two range scales are available, the short scale from 300 to
20,000 yd and the long scale from 6000 to 200,000 yd. The unit is
triggered externally from the radar system and contains a crystal calibrator for adjusting the range circuits.
As shown in the block diagram the range sweep is triggered from the
phantastron time modulator (main range circuit), which is in turn triggered by the system or by the calibrator.
The time of the start of the
sweep is-accurately determined by the range helipot Rs, which is controlled
by the range handwheel.
A range mark is placed on the range sweep by
means of an interpolating time modulator, the ‘~junior” range circuit.
During the PPI scan a 2000-yd index is produced in the middle of the
sweep by the delayed pulse from the junior range circuit, which is then
operating as a fixed 2000-yd delay triggered by the time modulator and
controlled by the potentiometer R2. At this time Rz is held at the center
of the winding by a center-return device.
The video is switched on to the
cathode of the CRT during a selected 60° azimuth sector.
The azimuth
sweep occupies the center 40° of this sector.
The echo pattern of the
signals is painted during this time. After the 60° interval the signals are
removed, the azimuth sweep is recentered and a magnetic clutch connects
the correction potentiometer R2 (which was previously centered) to the
range gearing so that the spot which formerly marked the center of the
CRT may be moved across its face and adjusted in coincidence with a
persistent echo. Motion of the handwheel also changes the main range
potentiometer Rs so that the start of the range sweep is shifted by the
same amount of time as the junior delay has been changed.
When
1See Army Report BC-1365, Indicator-TrackerUnit.
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the antenna has again reached the start of the selected 60° sector, the
magnetic clutch is opened and the rtingc mark springs back to the center
of the CRT.
Since the sweep sturt has hccn shifted by the correct
amount, the sehwtcd echo shoultl no~r appc:w coincident \vith the range
mark half \vay along the range trat:c on the ILscope.
Azimuth marking is achieved in a similzr mwrner. ‘l’he position of
the antenna is transmitted from a synchro generator geared to the radar
antenna to a synchro motor which drives the azimuth gearing. The
synchro system operates at tcn times the antenna spcml to minimize errors
and furnish more torque.
Phasing switches mounted on the antenna and
in the azimuth gear train prevent ambiguity in the data which might
otherwise result. The antenna motion is applied through a differential
to the sweep synchro and to a 60° cam which opmutcs s\vitchcs to select
the operating sector.
These s~vitrhes put the video on the B-scope and
The rotor of the azimuth sweep synchro
operate the magnetic clutches.
Only one stator winding is used
is supplied from a 2000 -cycIe oscillator.
which gives an output which changes in magnitude with angle and
During the scan
reverses in phase when going through zero amplitude.
the output of the synchro is applied to a phase-sensitive rectifier which
converts the output of the synchro into a d-c voltage proportional to the
cosine of the shaft angle (see Vol. 19, Chap. 12). Only a 60° interval
In this
centered at zero amplitude is selected by the azimuth switch.
interval the rate of change of voltage with angle is sufficiently constant to
produce an approximately linear sweep in the middle 40° of this interval
The azimuth sweep driver converts the
(sin r? = d for angles < t 20°).
voltage change into a current change in the deflecting coils. The gain of
the amplifier is adjusted to drive the sweep from one side of the CRT to
the other during a 40° rotation of the synchro.
Outside the 40° sector
the synchro is disconnected from the rectifier and the azimuth correction
potentiometer substituted.
A magnetic clutch connects the azimuth
handwheel, which also drives one shaf t of the clifferential, to the correction
potentiometer
(R J which is supplied symmetrically with alternating
The potentiometer slider is normally held in the center of the
current.
winding by means of a center-return mechanism.
When the alternating
voltage from the potentiometer (R J is connected to the rectifier, motion of
the azimuth handwheel moves the spot horizontally on the face of the tube.
If the spot is superposed upon the persistent image of an echo, the azimuth
synchro is rotated through by an angle appropriate to the motion of the
spot so that when the synchro is again connected to the sweep circuit the
echo will be centered horizontally upon the CRT.
When the sweep
commences the magnetic clutch opens, causing the return mechanism to
recenter the azimuth-correction potentiometer.
In a particular case regenerative tracking (see Sec. 7.15) has been
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combined with this display to obtain very accurate aircraft tracks from
a slowly scanning radar.
If the target motion is rapid compared to
the scanning rate of the radar, the rate-generating mechanism must be
disconnected from the range and azimuth inputs when the displacement
corrections are entered; otherwise, the tracking mark will drift while the
persistent image of the echo remains stationary.
If the rate-generator
mechanisms are connected through center-return mechanisms similar to
those used to recenter the potentiometers and if magnetic brakes are used
to remember the integrated rate during the reset time, the desired result
may be accomplished as shown in Fig. 7.50. The results of this interconnection were gratifying. 1
Detailed Circuits. preferring
to Fig. 7.52, the trigger is applied
through an inverting switch to 2’1 which permits either polarity of input
to be used. Amplifier and sharpener Vl~ drives the blocking oscillator
Vlb. The phantastron delay uses a 6SA7, V2, with feedback through a
cathode follower Vs. to improve recovery time. Time constants in the
Miller feedback circuit are temperature-compensated
and are switched to
change ranges. The cathode waveform from the phantastron Vz is
The plateamplified, differentiated and fires a blocking oscillator V4b.
current pulse of the blocking oscillator V4b forms the trigger for the type B
display.
At minimum range this display and the junior range circuit are
An extra
triggered from Vl, the phantastron delay being bypassed.
potentiometer RI geared to the range handwheel is automatically connected to the junior range unit and used to move the tracking mark at
minimum range. When the minimum delay of the phantastron is
reached (less than 4000 yd from the trigger), the sweep jumps into zero
range and tracking is accomplished by moving the tracking mark across
the face of the CRT.
If it were possible to pretrigge~ the phantastron
1Tests in tracking ships with an antenna producing a beam of 7° in azimuth
scanning at 7 rpm and mounted on a moving platform rolling t 20” with a 14-sec
period gave the following typical results:

Average position errors

I

I

Average difference between
successive errors

I

Range, yd

Aided,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35at 6550
Unaided. . . . . . . . . . . . . 39at 9931

Azimuth, degrees Range, yd

0.59
0.68

I

4.1
15

Azimuth, degrees
0.20

I

0.285

It wrwconcluded that aided tracking was the more accurate under all conditions;
that it gave fairly good tracking under conditions in which direct tracking was impassible; and that it was be fatiguing to the operator.
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delay, this complication would not be necessary.
The B gate is formed
by a monostable multivibrator Vb, V6..
The trapezoidal sweep is formed
by passing the outputs of the multivibrator through suitable shaping networks to the range sweep drivers V7 and V*. The sweep coils are connected in the cathodes of the drivers since for such a short sweep it is
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.FIG. 752.-Circuit
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necessary to force current in the large inductance of the deflecting coils.
Vertical centering voltage is inserted through the d-c restorer VG&
The junior range circuit consists of a bootstrap sawtooth generator
V%, V,oa, which is initiated by the negative B-gate waveform and a diode
amplitude selector VIO~ and amplifiers V9b and Vlla, driving the blocking
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oscillator Vllb. Care has been taken to make the minimum delay of this
unit as short as possible.
The mixer VZO adds the tracking mark, the
~alibration
the CRT.

marks,

and the B-gate.

The tracking

The sum is then applied

mark for an external

PPI

display

to the grid of
is obtained

by

passing the B-gate through the limiter-amplifier V23.
The video amplifier consists of V2, and VZZ. When positive video is
used, only V?g is connected.
When negative video is used, VZ1 drives the
cathode of VZZ so that the output is in phase with the input.
The d-c
restorer Vltb is used to stabilize the zero-signal level applied to the cathode
of the CRT.
Two intensity controls are used to adjust the cathode bias
of the CRT and are switched by the 60” cam. These two controls are
necessary to make the radar video and the tracking spot appear equally
bright.
The 2000 cps a-c for the azimuth sweep is generated in a two-stage
The frequency is determined by resonating the
feedback oscillator Vlt.
rotor of the azimuth sweep synchro.
A loading network is connected
across the stators of the synchro to prevent changes in the oscillator
amplitude as the synchro rotates.
The angle sweep rectifier (demodulator) V], is a triode bidirectional switch (Vol. 19, Chap. 14). A filter
removes the residual a-c component from the sweep waveform.
The
azimuth-sweep driver is a cathode-coupled push-pull amplifier.
As the
azimuth sweep waveform is very slow no special provisions are necessary
to compensate for the inductance of the deflecting coils.
The calibrator is conventional.
A crystal oscillator Vlti operates
Class C producing pulses in the transformer connected in its cathode circuit. The other windings in conjunction with Vlat, form a blocking
oscillator.
This is synchronized at l-to-l ratio. The 10,000-y d-mark
variety, the synchronizing
divider Vlgo is of the plate-cathode-coupled
signal being injected in the grid circuit.
The PRF divider Vl,b is triggered on an extra winding from the plate-current pulse of the 10,000-yd
divider and operates at about 400 cps. The calibration marks are mixed
through small condensers and applied through an attenuator to the grid
of V2M. Plate-current pulses are used because they have no overshoots
which would blank the PPI.
The indicator has given excellent performance.
It is possible to reset
the tracking spot on small, isolated targets to at least 5 per cent of the
rise time of the video pulse and 5 per cent of the antenna beamwidth of the
associated radar set.
The design of the circuits is straightforward but not particularly
economical of parts. There seems to be no particular good reason for
using a phantastron time modulator for the main range unit and a bootstrap sawtooth generator for the junior time modulator.
Instruction of
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maintenance personnel could be considerably
were of the same type.
ESPECIALLY

simplified if both circuits

ACCURATE TIME-MEASURING

SYSTEMS

7.29. Introduction. -In
hyperbolic navigation systems such as Loran
and Gee it is necessary to measure time differences with an extremely high
degree of precision.
Measurement of times as large as 20,000 psec with
an accuracy of + ~ ~sec is frequently desirable.
In order to conserve
r-f channel space, pulses rising as S1OW1
y as 10 to 90 per cent in 100 ~sec
are used. Measurement of these pulses with the requisite accuracy can
only be accomplished by superposition methods (see Sec. 7.11).
In Loran
the “master” station transmits at a PRF of about 25 cps. The “ slave”
station receives the pulse delayed by the time of propagation from one
station to the other, waits $ period (10,000 Wsec) and transmits a pulse.
The receiving equipment located in the vessel being navigated must
synchronize its timing circuits with the master pulse and accurately
measure the delay between the master and slave received pulses.
A simplified block diagram illustrating the basic method of accurate
time-difference measurement is shown in Fig. 7.53. A stable oscillator
This oscillator is controllable over a narserves as the timing standard.
row frequency range by manual or automatic means.
A counter chain is
synchronized with the oscillator to produce a PRF of twice the frequency
A bistable multivibrator circuit
transmitted by the ground stations.
divides this frequency by 2, producing the fundamental PRF of the transmitter stations.
Since the slave station waits ~ period after~receiving the
pulse from the master station the two received pulses will appear during
The slow type A sweep is started
alternate half cycles of the scale-of-two.
with each trigger from the counter and lasts for nearly all the time between
triggers. A square wave from the multivibrator is applied to a vertical
deflecting plate of the CRT so that the trace appears alternately on two
lines as shown in Fig. 7.54a.
An accurate fixed-delay produces a pedestal
near the beginning of the upper trace. The master station pulse is
placed upon this pedestal by adjusting the frequency of the oscillator
until the master pulse drifts onto the pedestal.
If the master pulse
remains stationary, the frequency of the timing system is then accurately
A variable delay (time
synchronized with that of the master station.
modulator) produces a pedestal on the lower trace. By means of a delay
control this pedestal is placed under the slave station pulse. The long
sweeps do not provide sufficient time discrimination for accurate time
measurement.
Accordingly expanded sweeps are provided which are
only slightly longer than the received pulses. These sweeps are initiated
alternately by the fixed and the movable pedestals.
If the master pulse
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is near the rising edges of the fixed pedestal and the slave p~llsc is near the
rising edge of the movable pedestal, changing to tl~c expanded sweeps will
still present both pulses.
(See Fig. 754b.)
‘l’he pulses can be superStable
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Fm. 7.63.—Simpfi6ed block diagram and timing diagram of Loran receiving system.

posed by disconnecting the square wave which separates the traces and by
adjusting the delay of the movable pedestal.
The position of the pulses
on the pedestal does not affect the measurement and they may even drift
slowly.
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To accomplish accurate superposition the received pulses must be of
equal amplitude.
Since they are received over different paths the incoming signal amplitudes may be unequal.
Therefore, the receiver gain must
be varied selectively for the two pulses. This is accomplished by applying
a square wave of variable amplitude (derived from the scale-of-two) to the
grid returns of the i-f stages of the receiver.
The amplitude of the square
wave is adjusted by a control (called the clifferential gain control) until
the displayed pulses are of equal amplitudes after which superposition is
readily accomplished by adjustment of the delay control.
The time difference between the pulses is measured by determining
the time difference between the start of the two pedestals.
In the conventional Loran equipment (AN/APN-4
and AN/APN-9)
this is accomplished by applying 10-psec, 50-Asec, 100-~sec, 500-Psec, 1000-Psec, and
2500-usec time marks derived from the several stages of the counter circuit
to the sweeps, and by counting the
number of marks on the lower
Master
signal
trace to the right of the pedestal
.A
-%.
The time
on the upper trace.
#/-:.”- A-w
between the pedestal on the upper
Slave
trace and the start of the lower
slgnol
trace is always constant.
The
a
b
time modulator which varies the
FIG. 754.-Typical
Loran displays. (a)
position of the lower trace pedestal
Appearance of slow sweeps with signals superconsists of a step delay synchroposed on pedestals. (b) Appearance of fast
sweeps with signals nearly superposed.
nized by the 500-psec marks plus
Arrows indicate direction of traces.
a variable delay which interpolates between the 500-ysec intervals.
Both delays are uncalibrated
and they need only be stable for a long enough period to count the
number of fixed marks in the delay interval.
The above method has made possible very accurate navigation by the
Loran’ and Gee systems.
The counting methods, however, are difficult
to teach and there is considerable possibility of error under difficult operational conditions.
To overcome this difficulty a direct-reading Loran
indicator could be used in which the time modulator is accurately calibrated so that it is only necessary to mxtch the pulses and read the time
difference directly from a counter geared to the delay controls.
A system
of this sort on which circuit design has been completed but which is not
in production at the time of writing is now to be described.

0

1 Complete circuit details of the currently used I,oran dcvircs are available in the
instruction manuals
for the AN/Al’N”-4 and AN/Al’N’-9 equipments as these devices
have been released for grneral usc and arc no longer considcrc(i to be SOMY military
devices. The Loran method is further dmcrilmd in l’~)1. 5 of the Series and in Electronics for November and Dcccmhcr, 194.5.
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Sequence.—The

basic Loran 1 repetition frequencies
20
20
kc,
kc or
may be given by the formulas
2 x (300 – n)
2 x (400 – n)
z x ~52~ _ ~, kc where n is any integer from O to 7 inclusive and corThese three formulas give the exact
responds to the station number.
The oscillator
repetition frequencies for the 20-, 25-, 33&cps bands.
frequency is chosen to be 20 kc/see because this is twice the lowest common multiple of all the pulse repetition frequencies employed.
The reason for the factor of 2 will be apparent later. It should be noted here
that the repetition-frequency
formulas give frequencies whose periods
vary in steps of 2 X 50 psec in each case.
The two Loran signals will be referred to as the master and the slave
signal.
Starting with the master and going to the slave signal, the time
difference must always be greater than P/2 and less than P where P is the
repetition period.
These signals are displayed on the Loran sweeps.
The slow sweeps are triggered at the repetition frequencies given above
and display the full cycle.
The first half cycle of the complete period
appears as an upper trace and the second half cycle as a lower trace.
(For convenience the first half cycle will be referred to as P, and the
second half as P2. ) This then means that if the master station appears
near the beginning of the upper trace, the slave station must appear
“ Zero” time difference will be referred
somewhere on the lower trace.
to as a time difference of exactly P/2; that is, the master station will
appear on the upper trace directly above the slave station on the lower
This implies that the time duration of the upper sweep must, for
trace.
all values of N be of exactly the same as that of the lower sweep, and
since the various repetition rates in any one band are obtained by removing 2 x 50 x n psec from the period of the 20-, 25-, or 33~-cps repetition
frequencies, this implies that 50 X n psec must be removed from P, and P,
to maintain this symmetry.
This explains the reason the formulas in the
first paragraph are written with a 20-kc/scc rather than a 10-kc/sec basic
timing rate. This removal of n X 50 psec is accomplished at the beginThe final matching
ning of PI and Pz because of circuit considerations.
of the Loran signals is accomplished cm fast sweeps. The fast sweep on
which the master station pulse appears occurs near the start of Pl, and is
fixed in time.
The fast sweep on which the slave station appears, however, may be located in time any place in P2, provided, that is, that this
I This device was dcvclopcd at tbc Radiation I,aboratory for airborne use. An
electrical working modd bwi hvcn built find tested, and a final model suitable for
flight test was in the process of construction at the end of the war. A direct-reading
indicator of quite different design for ghipboard use is in production at the Sperry
Gyroscope Co.
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FIG. 7.55.—Timing diagram for direct-reading Loran indicator.
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time, measured from the beginning of F’2, is not less than the time from
the beginning of P 1 to the beginning of the first fast sweep, It is more
convenient to use timing marks as a time reference than the beginning of
each sweep (the generation of these timing marks will be explained later).
Therefore, the first fast sweep is originated at a time 1500 – n X 50 psec
after the start of PI, and the delay circuits which eventually initiate the
second fast sweep, are started at a time of 500 – n X 50 ~sec after the
start of P2.
Referring to Fig. 7.55, line 1 indicates the 20-kc sine wave which is
used as a master-timing reference. The frequency of this sine wave is
conixolled by an AFC circuit with reference to the incoming pulse from
the master station (see Chap. 4). Line 2 represents division by 10 yielding 500-ysec range marks except the first mark after the start of each half
period of the repetition rate, this time being equal to 500 – n x 50-Ksec
in each case that is, a division of 10 — n. The marks shown in line 2 are
now divided by 5 in a counter that gives an output for every fifth mark
of line
z,
This
is shown in line 3.
These are then applied to a circuit
which gives an output for every sixth, eighth, or tenth mark shown in line
3. This is indicated in li~e 4. These marks are then used as triggers for
a scale-of-two circuit.
This gives a square wave as an output whose
recurrence frequency is equal to the Loran repetition frequency desired
and is indicated in line 5. It should be noted that this square wave has
This circuit accounts for the factor of 2 in the
half-cycle symmetry.
denominator of the formula for the repetition frequencies.
It should be
kept in mind that any of the range marks mentioned previously are uniformly spaced except the first one occurring after the start of each half
period.
Here the time interval is n X 50 psec less than the rest of the
series. By the means of these various frequency divisions, we have now
obtained all the repetition frequencies required.
Line 6 indicates the upper slow sweep as being started at the beginning
of P1. Line 7 indicates the lower slow sweep being started at the beginning of PZ. Line 8 indicates the fixed delay of 1500 – n X 50 ~sec
which initiates the first fast sweep. This is actually a multivibrator
which is turned off on the third 500-psec mark after the start of the first
half cycle.
On the second half cycle, the step-delay circuit shown in
Line 12 is turned on by the first 500-psec mark, that is, 500 – n X 50 ,usec
This is accomplished rather indirectly.
A coinciafter the start of Pz.
dence tube is included in the circuit which will give an output only during
P, and when a 500-Wsec mark and the rectangular pulse shown in line 8 are
coincident.
This means a trigger will be obtained with the first 500-@ec
mark on the lower sweep. This trigger then initiates a coarse delay which
in turn terminates the delay rectangle shown in line 8 on second half cycle
to prevent further coincidences.
Line 9 indicates the upper sweep
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pedestal being started at the time 1500 – n X 50 psec after the start of
the upper slow sweep. The duration of this pedestal is 220, 700, or
2100 psec. Line 10 indicates the actual upper fast sweep which coincides
in time to the pedestal.
Line 11 shows the selected trigger from 2 which
is selected by the waveform of Line 8 in conjunction with that of Line 5 as
explained.
Line 12 indicates the coarse phantastron delay.
This delay
is started at a time 500 — n X 50 ~sec after the start of l’z.
This delay
is made to select any of the 500-psec marks in the P2 interval after the one
originating it. This constitutes a selection of one out of 39,500-psec
marks. The output of the coarse phantastron-delay circuit, see Line 13,
The 20-kc/sec sine wave is made
is used to initiate the fine delay circuit.
continuously phasable and is then used to generate 50-psec timing marks.
This is indicated in Lines 14 and 15. The fine delay circuit, after being
initiated by the coarse phantastron, then selects one of the phase-shifted
50-~sec timing marks, the control for this delay circuit being coupled to
the phase shifter in such a manner that as the delay is increased it will
always select the same 50-psec timing mark. The selector pulse is indicated on Line 16, and Line 17 indicates the selected pulse. It should be
noted that this delay is continuous and may. introduce any time delay
from very nearly O to over 550 ~sec. Line 18 indicates the lower sweep
pedestal which is originated by the continuously time-modulated pip of
Line 17. This in turn originates the lower fast sweep as shown in Line 19.
since
The lower pedestal and fast sweep are identical to those during P,.
the delay circuit is initiated
1000 psec sooner after the start of Pz than
the upper fast sweep is initiated after the start of P,, the lower fast sweep
can be brought into what corresponds to “ zero” time delay; that is, it
occurs exactly ~ P after the upper fast sweep.
7.31. Circuit Details of Loran Indicator.—Figure 7.56 is a simplified
The basic time reference is a 20-kc/sec
block diagram of the indicator.
LC-oscillator, with automatic frequency control.
(For details see Chap.
4, Sec. 4.11, ) There are two 20-kc/sec output signals supplied by a combination buffer-amplifier and cathode follower.
One of these outputs is
fed into a pulse generator, a blocking oscillator, which generates 50 psec
markers. The output of the pulse generator is fed into the counter circuit. In the block diagram it is marked as a Frequency Divider dividing
by 400. The divider consists of a step counter chain with feedback, the
first counter dividing by 10, the second by 5 and a third stage by 6, 8 or
10 depending upon whether the selected PRF is in the 33-, 25-, or 20-cps
group.
The counter chain is described in detail in Sec. 4.11.
The output of the counter chain triggers a bistable multivibrator,
which produces a symmetrical square wave at the repetition frequency.
This is used for trace separation on the CRT and as a switching arrangement in the trigger-selector and pedestal-generator circuits.
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The pedestal generator supplies the two pedestals for the sweeps
and a trigger to the automatic-frequency-control
circuit.
The sweep generator supplies all the sweep function necessary in the
unit. It requires two different triggers; one for the slow sweeps and one
for the fast sweeps. The triggers for the slow sweeps are derived from
the last stage of the counter chains. The triggers for the fast sweeps are
provided by the delayed pedestals which are used to mark the position
of the received pulses. The sweeps are applied to the horizontal plates
of the cathode-ray tube.
The complete 3-scale time modulator comprising a phantastron pipselector that selects 500-~sec marks, and a fine delay which is in reality
_

20-kclsec

Video

L.C
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I
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generator
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generator
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T
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_
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7.56.—Loran direct-reading indicator; simplified block diagram.

a 2-scale system comprising

phase shifter and a phantastron .Di~
. selector
is described in Sec. 6,8.
Figures 7.57 and 7.58 are the detailed block diagram and the circuit

diagram respectively.
Only type 6K4, 6D4 and 6AS6 tubes are used.
The frequency of the LC-oscillator VI, is controlled by the reactance
tube VI which obtains a control signal from the time discriminator which
consists of the time-selective detector V?, Vs and the early gate generator
Vs, VB and the later gate generator VG, V7. The early gate generator is
triggered from the pedestal generator, Vig, Vco, and t,he M?C circuit
functions to hold the master pulse on the upper sweep pedestal.
The
scale-of-two circuit VS6, V~7 produces a bias on the cathode of the triggering diode Vlo to prevent the gate from being triggered by the lower sweep
pedestal.
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To prevent loading the oscillator a buffer-amplifier V12 is used following the oscillator.
This stage supplies two sources of 20-kc sine waves,
one to the pip-generating circuit and one to the continuous phase-shifter
net work.
The pulse-generating circuit, which receives its synchronizing signal
in the form of a sine wave from the buffer-amplifier, is a conventional
grid-coupled blocking oscillator-. Large negative pulses are obtained on
the plate of the blocking oscillator which are used as the initiating triggers
for the counter chain, and as 50-Psec markers.
The counter chain following the blocking-oscillator
pip generator
consists of three divider stages, their count being 10, 5, and 6, 8, or 10,
respectively.
The first stage produces 500-Psec markers except “X”
(referring to timing diagram) which is 500 – n X 50 where n is the
station number.
This variation is due to the feedback circuit, the operation of which is explained in Sec. 4.11 and in Vol. 19, Chap. 17. The
second stage produces 2500-Psec markers except “X”
again which
occurs at 2500 – n X 50 psec. The third stage produces repetition-rate
triggers of 663, 50, or 40 pps. Again the first count contains the “X”
function which is dependent upon the station number selected.
The design of the gas-filled tube counters is discussed in Vol. 3,
Chap. 17, and in Sec. 4.11. The feedback circuit which is an integral
part of the divider chain is used to obtain the repetition rates necessary to correspond to the various station rates. It results in division
by 300 – n; 400 – n or 500 – n when n is the station number.
The
operation of the counter chain is described in detail in Sec. 4.11.
In order to obtain a double-trace sweep on the cathode-ray tube a
bistable multivibrator V38, VST (scale-of-two) is used, which generates a
square wave at the repetition frequency.
This square wave is applied
to the vertical deflection plates of the cathode-ray tube.
In this application triggering is done on the cathode.
Cathode followers are used to prevent loading of V~e and V,,.
They
supply outputs to the differential receiver gain control, pedestal delay,
trace separation, and AFC circuits.
The pedestal delay generator Vzg, VSO performs several functions.
It
delays the start of the upper-trace pedestal until after the occurrence
of three 500-~sec markers.
It generates a gate to operate the trigger
selector which selects the first 500-psec mark on the lower trace to
trigger the coarse delay.
It is a monostable multivibrator which receives its initial trigger
from the output of the last counter stage. on the first half cycle corresponding to the upper trace, the pedestal delay generator terminates
its action on the third 500-~sec range mark; this termination is accomplished by the following operation: V~Ois normally conducting and V2~
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nonconducting, a negative trigger on the grid of Vso starts regeneration.
The grid of V80 is held negative for a time determined by the time constant Cbl, R?o. The value of this time constant is such that when the
500-Asec marks are applied to the grid of Vz,, amplified, and applied to the
grid of V,O, the grid recovers sufficiently to return to the conducting
region when the third range mark actuates the grid. The late edge of the
pedestal delay generator triggers the pedestal generator hence supplying
the pedestal for the upper trace.
In the second half cycle, regeneration is initiated by the same means
but the pulse is terminated after the first 500-,usec mark by the negative
cathode waveform of the coarse delay which only operates during Pz.
Two amplitudes of 500-psec marks are employed in this process
because as the stations are selected the 500-psec marks move in 50-psec
steps. In order to keep the top pedestal three 500-psec marks from the
start of the sweep the amplitude of the markers applied to the multivibrator is changed.
The trigger selector V2~ initiates the coarse delay.
Three pulses are applied simultaneously
to different electrodes
of V*8. The 500-psec marks are applied to the cathode, the pulse from
the pedestal delay generator is applied to the control grid and the square
wave is applied to the suppressor.
The square wave on the suppressor prevents any output during the
first half cycle corresponding to the upper trace. During the second
half cycle it permits the tube to conduct during coincidence with the
other pulses. An output signal from the plate is obtained when a
coincidence between the pedestal delay generators and a 500-~sec mark
occurs, this signal output triggers the coarse delay which terminates the
pedestal delay generator to prevent further coincidence.
The pedestal generator Vlg, Vso performs two functions.
It generates
three different lengths of pedestals for the upper and lower traces. These
are the rectangles which actuate the sweep generator for the fast sweeps.
A portion of the output of V,, is used to intensify the trace on the CRT
during the fast sweeps. The pedestal generator is a monostable multiOn the upper trace
vibrator which is triggered in the following manner.
the pedestal generator is triggered by the falling edge “of the pedestal
delay generator pulse. To prevent this trigger from firing it on the lower
trace, the square wave is applied to the trigger selector diode VW. Triggering on the lower trace is accomplished by a trigger from the fine delay
through diode VW
The sweep circuit consists of three tubes, Val, V32, and VW The same
circuit generates the slow and fast sweeps. It is a Miller feedback circuit
comprising a pentode amplifier coupled to a triode differential amplifier.
For slow sweeps the recovery is accomplished by a negative voltage
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pulse from the last divider stage which cuts off the pentode suppressor.
The sweep condenser is rapidly recharged by the plate resistor of the
differential amplifier.
The circuit provides push-pull sweeps which are
capable of a very high duty ratio.
Switching of the sweep circuit is accomplished in a different manner
during the fast sweeps. Thesupressorof
Vssispulsed into the conducting region by the pedestals from VJY The rate of rise of the sweep is
The durations of the sweeps
changed by switchingthe sweep condenser.
are governed by those of the pedestals.
The time-modulator
circuit which delays the lower pedestal is a
three-scale system which produces a continuously variable delay.
Unlike
the time-modulator circuits in the conventional Loran system this time
modulator is calibrated to read in microseconds directly on a Veeder-Root
counter with an accuracy +0.5 psec of a maximum delay of 20,000 ~sec.
It is described fully in Sec. 6.8 and comprises the following units.
1. A coarse-delay step phantastron VAO)VJ1, VU, and Vqt, which is
started by the trigger selector VW and stopped by a selected
500-psec mark from V27. The delay is variable in steps of 500 psec
which correspond to the spacing between the 500-psec marks.
2. A fine delay which interpolates between the 500-~sec marks. This
is a two-scale time modulator comprising a step phantastron which
Its action is termiis started from the end of the coarse delay.
nated by a selected, phase-shifted 500-psec mark. The phaseshifted mark is derived from the 20-kc/sec sine wave from the
cathode of VIZ, shifted in phase by a phase-shifting condenser the
output of which is amplified by VWIand converted into a pulse by
V19. The phase-shifted 50-psec mark selected by the step phantastron actuates the pedestal generator through VJs.
Details of the mechanical unit that controls the time modulator are
given in Sec. 6.8. This unit is one of the most important features of the
direct-reading system in that although the coarse scale is controlled by
one handwheel and the fine scales by another their readings are algebraically added in such a way that the counter read~ the correct total
time interval.
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INTRODUCTION

8.1. Automatic vs. Manual Measurements.—Many
arguments have
been advanced, particularly at the beginning of radar history, on the
relative merits of manual and automatic measurement.
Some of the
objections to automatic tracking result from the inferior performance
of the early automatic tracking equipment.
Further argument arises
from the extremely undesirable characteristics of radar signals. In
pulse-echo systems the signals often fade into thermal noise; furthermore,
undesired signals from interfering objects and other radars demand from
the tracking mechanism, either human or automatic, discrimination, alertness, and judgment.
Nevertheless there are several advantages to be
listed for automatic tracking which have justified its inclusion in many
radars, particularly those designed for fire-cent rol use.
The rapidity of response and higher-accuracy characteristic of automatic control are of value especially for high-accuracy
antiaircraft
radars. Response times of ~ to A sec are realizable with automatic
tracking loops, whereas normal operator tracking shows response times
of one second or greater. It might be argued with considerable justification that short response times are not requisite for tracking most radar
targets because of low accelerations, but it is preferable to employ a
fast-acting tracking device followed by a consistent and reliable smoothing device rather than to rely on erratic smoothing by the operator.
Timemeasurement
operations started near the end of the war on highvelocity projectiles indicate the inadequacy of human tracking to follow
accurately such high velocities and accelerations.
A second favorable aspect of tracking automatically is the advantage
in weight provided by electronic time measurement as opposed to visual
measurement, since visual measurement implies at least a meter presentation and usually a cathode-ray tube and certainly a man. A prime
example of this feature is the ARO radar AN/APG-5,
which has automatic searching and tracking, and indicates the approach of a target
within a certain range simply by a warning light.
The following two reasons for automatic tracking are more general
and apply significant y to the design of apparatus for measuring time
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duration of various phenomena in which the signal-to-noise ratio is large
enough to require less attention and discrimination on the part of the
operator.
These are (1) that automatic tracking is less fatiguing for
the operator, particularly when high accuracies are demanded over long
periods of operation, and (2) that under favorable conditions,
one
operator might monitor several simultaneous automatic-tracking operations. Such a situation might arise with an air-traffic-control
radar
where each plane carries a beacon to be triggered by a zenith search set.
As each plane comes into the area of control, tracking gates are set to
track its beacon response until the plane leaves the area or lands.
One
operator could handle several such tracking machines, from which data
would be fed automatically to a central control station.
Numerous applications in research or industrial control can be imagined where automatically recorded
0.
a
i
data is desired simultaneously on
Eouol$zing
Error
detector
network
the time d u ration
of several
phenomena, yet where the cost of
engaging a separate operator for
Motor
e~
Ampl<tler
each measurement
might be
control
prohibitive.
8.2. General Technique
of
(U) Conventional servomechanism diagram
8;= input signol 0( moti.a”
Automatic Time Measurement.
eo= Output
motion
The twc basic methods of manual
time measurement have automatic
The first, that of conanalogues.
verting the time dimension into a
space dimension on a cathoderay-tube display and measuring
time in terms of distance, has been
successfully performed with the
aid of a pair of adjacent photo(b) Block diagram of time-measuring
system
electric cells whose difference outFIO. 8.1.—A block diagram of a conventional servomechanism and an automatic
put is made to drive them along
tire.+ measuring
system.
the direction of the time base in
accordance with the motion of the signal (see Vol. 19, Chap. 14).
The second method, the discriminate-demodulate technique (Chap. 3),
is usually employed.
The process of comparing the time modulation
of the echo and the locally modulated pulse is known as time discrimination (Chap. 3) and yields a voltage or current which is operated upon to
convert it into a form suitable for controlling the local time modulator.
One immediate y recognizes the ubiquitous automatic control mechanism
or servo, where a detector measures the difference between an unknown
quantity and the “following”
or servoed quantity to generate an error
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signal which acts through a control device to make the “following”
Figure 8.1 illustrates this similarity as
quantity equal to the unknown.
well as indicates the elements of the time-demodulation system.
The box labelled” Function unit” performs the operation of converting
the time-discriminator output into a form suitable for controlling the
local time demodulator and may be an amplifier, electrical integrator,
This unit
rate servo, or a complex combination of such elements.
defines the external properties of the system.
Sections 8.6 to 8.10 will
discuss the design of these electrical or electromechanical operators.
Since the method of control hm suc h a marked effect upon the design
of the function unit, they will be treated separately depending upon
whether electrically or mechanically controlled time modulators are
employed.
Electrically controlled time modulators are all substantially singlescale, although they may be combined with an accurate fixed-delay
device to make a multiple-scale time modulator that is continuous over a
small interval.
Good examples of this practice are the AN/APS-15 and
the British Oboe.
As single-scale devices, these modulators are at present limited in accuracy from 0.1 to 2 per cent of their maximum excursion.
Completely electrical tracking loops are possible which are lighter,
smaller, less expensive than their mechanical analogues, and are capable
of following very high speeds and accelerations, and usually of supplying
more accurate rate data.
Mechanical time modulators have the advantages of enabling the
use of multiple scales for high accuracy and of supplying data as a
mechanical motion directly rather than from a voltage-follow-up servo.
One difference between mechanical and electrical time modulators
that may be of importance in future time-measurement problems in which
high accelerations are expected is their comparative rate accuracies.
The rate errors introduced by the nonlinearities of time modulators
are proportional to the slope of the range error plotted against range.
The mechanical time modulators, such as the phase shifter, are accurate
only to about 0.3 per cent of a complete revolution whereas the electrical
time modulators are capable of linearities ten times better, and should
therefore be expected to introduce only one-tenth as much error into the
target-rate data.
It has been pointed out in Chap. 15 of Vol. 19 that with a multiplicity
of signals a tiine discriminator must have only a limited region of sensitivity.
The consequence of this restriction is that time-measuring
systems that must track one pulse in a complex group must include some
means for moving its sensitive region or time aperture into coincidence
with the pulse to be tracked.
In radar practice this is termed targetselection; it is usually achieved by a search display on a cathode-ray tube
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has

If the

data consists solely of a synchronizing pulse and a time-modulated
pulse it is only necessary for the simplest form of automatic time-measuring
circuit to trigger a scale-of-two circuit once with the transmitted pulse
and later with the received echo. Measurement of time can then be
made by measuring the average ‘current for a fixed recurrence interval,
The immediate objection to
or by any of several available methods.
this technique is that it would be completely confused by multiple
signals. A technique one step more complex is the method of the
AGL-(T),
until

Sec. 8.17, in which

it includes

the extent
of selecting

part

of selecting
any

a range gate is made to increase

of an echo.
only

This

method

the first of several

one of many

signals

pulses.

are discussed

in duration

has discrimination
Further
in Sees.

to

methods
8.16,

817,

and 8.18.
A second characteristic
of the data that affects the time-measuring
accuracy is the receiver bandwidth and the pulse rise time, for the data
of Chap. 3 show that range errors of appreciable magnitude can result
from amplitude modulation of the signal if the receiver bandwidth is
inadequate.
Signal modulation often results from fading, which can
last as long as several seconds and result in errors both in range and
range rate. Automatic gain control improves this situation.
Rapid gain
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control reduces not only the errors in range but also the rate errors
introduced by fades.
Furthermore, automatic gain control improves the
range-tracking performance since the signal amplitude and hence the
time-discriminator sensitivity will remain constant.
A most serious consideration is the nature of the reflector.
For
example, if one were measuring the range to a mountain with a radar
set, there would be no indication as to what part of the mountain is
responsible for the leading edge, or the center, of the received pulse.
Even in measuring the distance to an island in which the leading edge
of the pulse is liable to be fairly well defined, the circuits must measure
the distance to the leading edge and not to the center of area of the pulse
as many time discriminators do. If the target is a complex moving
target, such as a ship, considerable fluctuations will occur in the apparent
range due to specular reflection from particular surfaces and interference
between the waves reflected from various surfaces. The range-tracking
gates of an experimental radar set employing 0. l-psec pulses to give 27-in.
resettability were found to wander over the whole length of the signal
received from a freighter since the circuit was seeking the point of maximum amplitude.
Even differentiating the signal to track the leading
edge is not wholly satisfactory since with rapid AGC the appearance of
the leading edge of the pulse from a ship wanders more than half the
length of the ship.
AUTOMATICTIME MEASUREMENTWITH NORMALLY CONTINUOUSDATA
DESIGN

OF THE FGNCTION UNIT

8.4. General Theoretical Statement of the Problem.—In
the introductory description of the elements of the automatic tracking loop,
nothing was said about the transfer characteristics of the individual
elements.
If, as indicated in Fig. 8.1, the time discriminator and the
time modulator are linear over a reasonable range and have frequency
and phase responses good enough to be neglected compared with the
rest of the system, it is the function unit that is called upon to meet
the requirements for stable tracking and to provide the functions of
memory, coast, and target selection.
In addition, it must operate on the
error signal E to convert it into a form suitable for controlling the time
modulator and supplying data to a computer or indicator.
These operations are symbolized by the expression

v = f(i)
and the laws of the time discriminator
expressed as

(1)
and the time modulator

i = kzc = kq(R – R’)

are
(2)
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rmd
(3)

R’ = k,v
over their linear region of operation.

The symbol

range

modulation

or instantaneous

value

of the time

R represents
of the signal

the
being

measured,
and R’ similarly represents the time modulation of the locally
time-modulated comparison pulse. The control signal of the local time
modulator is represented by V and may be either a voltage or a shaft
The error signal current i is usually in the form of a current
rot ation.
that flows only for the duration of the signal being tracked and hence
consists of pulses of current at the PRF.
Since an average current can
be obtained by smoothing, its discontinuous nature is not important
provided the period of the PRF is very short compared with the periods
Quite apart from its discontinuof fluctuation of the time modulation.
ous nature the current is not immediately suitable for controlling R’.
For example, if i is made to flow through a resistance to generate a
voltage V for controlling an electrical time modulator, the discriminator
current could be zero for only one value of I?.
For all other values of
R’ the current i, and hence the difference R – R’ would have to be
different from zero and V would not indicate the true time modulation R.
It can be argued that if kJk2 is sufficiently large this error would be
negligible, but it is also true that this condition renders proper stabilization of the tracking loop possible only with a very slow response.
Therefore a function unit that relates z’ and V in direct proportion is
unsatisfactory.
We deduce from this argument thxt one property which the function
unit must have is that the output V mm have any v:due while its input i
is zero. Furthermore, as was mrntioucd in Sec. 8.3, the properties of
position or velocity memory are d(wir:d)lc. Timsc t\ro requirements
and the knowledge that the d:~ta mllst Iw remonal)ly smooth suggest the
use of one or more integrators in tjllc function lulit. l?urther rrst,rictions
on the function unit are tll:lt ~ must not differ from zero try an amount
larger than the dynamic accuracy specifications, and that the tracking
loop be stable.
In the ensuing sections, the cpmntities R and R’ will be regarded as
distances rather than times since it is much easier to discuss velocity
as the rate of change of distance ~vith time than as the rate of change of
time modulation \vit,htime.
8.5. Single-integrator Function lJnit.-I3y an argument similar to the
one wherein the weakness of thr proportional funeti on IInit was demonstrated, it can be seen that m fuuct io~~unit performing the operation
V=}

/

,idx

(4)
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will allow V to take any fixed value when i is zero, but will require i to be
different from zero by an amount proportional to the desired rate of
change of V.
In this operation C has the
dimensions of capacitance.
Differentiating Eq. (4) and using the opera~
tional notation p = d/dt, 1/p = Jolt) discussed
in Vol. 19, Chap. 2, we have
=
~v

= ;.

(5)

FIG, 82.-EquiveJent
ci~;~~or single-integrator

Using thk equation as defining the performance of the function unit, and
combining it with Eqs. (2) and (.3) to give the equation of motion of the
system, we have
~1~2(~ _ ~,)
PR’ = ~
(6)
The circuit of Fig. 8.2 obeys a similar equation, for there

~=

(v, –

“v,)

r

and i = pCVZ giving
pv2

= +

(v,

–

V2)

(7)

which is identical with Eq. (6) provided

(8)

Thus the behavior of the single-integrator system can be deduced from
this circuit.
The general behavior of this circuit is so well known that it remains
only to note a few salient properties of the system, namely:
1. In the steady state, R’ = R.
2. If R suffers a unit function change, R’ will approach equality with
R exponentially with a time constant

S.&.

(9)

3. If R is changing at a constant rate dR/dt
state will exhibit a lag behind R of
R–R’=Sa.

If R is regarded as position,
velocity lag.

= a. then R’ in the steady
(10)

this system may be said to exhibit
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In applying the above discussion to the automatic tracking system,
there are a few remarks that can be made concerning a single integrator
system.
If there is actually only one integrating element, the equation
of the system has no oscillatory terms and hence needs no additional
components for stabilization.
An interesting concept can be derived
from the fact that the time constant of the system is C/lclk*, since
l/klkz then has the dimensions of resistance.
Now kl and ka are the
factors of proportionality of the time modulator and the discriminator
Developing
respective y and may be called the gains of those elements.
the concept further, l/pC may be regarded as the gain of the integrator.
Hence the factor klk,/pC
may be called the over-all gain of the three
elements, and, referring to Fig. 8.1, the system may be regarded as an
amplifier with negative feedback where the entire output is fed back to
the input (b = 1). Much has been written on the stabilization and
design of feedback amplifiers and on the application of feedback amplifier
theory to automatic control systems.
This treatment is used in Vol. 21,
Chap. 9, on automatic control systems where earlier references are
indicated.
A high gain factor produces a short time constant and fast
response.
In addition high gain provides “ tight tracking, ” for the
velocity lag is S% from Eq. (10).
This is in accord with the conclusions
of negative-feedback-amplifier
practice -where high internal gain results
in wide bandwidth and a large reduction in over-all gain variations.
The conclusion that such a system is unconditionally
stable also
agrees with feedback amplifier theory, because the loop gain factor
klkz/pC
has an attenuation vs. frequency curve that never exceeds
– 6db/octave, a sufficient condition for stability. 1
The system possesses position memory, for, if the incoming signal
fails, the function unit cannot distinguish whether this is due to the
equality of R and R’ or to inoperation of the circuit in the absence of a
signal; hence, kz in Eq. (6) is effectively zero and ph?’ = O—that is, the
position of the tracking gates R’ become stationary at its last value.
Since the input signal usually moves continuously, it appears that
position memory in itself is of little value unless the fades are so short
that the misalignment between signal and gates will not exceed the range
aperture.
Even then, the fades or interruptions introduce large errors
in the position and rate data.
Velocity memory is obviously required
if fades are expected.
8.6. Double-integrator
System.—Just as by making V proportional
to Ji dt, V was enabled to assume any fixed value without demanding
any input current i, so by adding to V a component proportional to
Jfi dt dtj it is enabled to assume any steady rate of change without
1H. W. Bode, “Relation between Attenuation and Phase in Feedback Amplifiers, ”
Bell System Tel. J., 19, 421-455, July 3, 1940.

I

I
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demanding any input current i.
equation
V=}

\

Thus if the function

H

,idx+~

,

which can be rewritten operationally

pzv =

283
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unit obeys the

(11)

,idsdz,

as
(12)

(1 + ps)i,

&

is, the rate of change of V can be
then with i zero, p2V will be zero-that
constant at any value.
In this equation as before, the constant S has the
dimensions of time.
To see whether the constants for
the solution of the above equation
can be chosen to give stable tracking of R by R’, we combine Eq. (12)
with Eqs. (2) and (3) to give the
+,,
equation of the system in terms of
R and R’,
pzR’ = %(1

+ p~)(R

Once again,
the general

– R’).

an equivalent

properties

(13)
circuit

(Fig.

of the system.

i =

FIG. S.3.—Equivalent cir~tit of doubleintegrator system.
8.3) will help in making

clear

In this circuit

RE!L!2 (Vl

–

V*)

(14a)

RLp

and
‘i =

pcvz.

(14b)

Hence

“~,=x’+P$b-

(14C)

‘z)}

which is of the same form as Eq. (13) with

(15)

The complete

integral

of Eq.

(13) is
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equivalent

obeying

Eq.

of resonant

circuit
(12)

will

frequency

by
a:

= (2?rjn)2 = ~&.

(17)

The damping will be critical when
SW* = 2,

(18)

the circuit being underdamped for lower values of S.
now be written as
p’R’

= u:(1 + p~)(R

– R’).

Equation (13) can

(19)

This is also the equation of the circuit of Fig. 8.3 using Eq. (17) and
the equivalences (15).
The salient features of the system can be deduced from the behavior
of the circuit of Fig. 8.3 and the solutions of Eq. (14c) by substituting R
and R’ for VI and Vz.
If R’ is constant, then in the steady state (i.e., when t+ cc)R’ = R;
therefore, there should be no error in R’ for any static values of R.
If R performs a unit function change, R’ will follow this change with
an overshoot and a number of oscillations of decaying amplitude, the
rate of decay being dependent on the damping, and therefore the system
is theoretically capable of stable operation.
Figure 8.4 shows typical
examples.
then in the steady state, i will be conIf R takes on a rate of change L-X,
stant and R — R’ will become zero as in Fig. 8.5. This predicts zero
velocity lag—i. e., zero position error—as a function of target velocity.
The behavior of (R – R’) during the settling-down period is shown by the
curves of Fig. 8.5,
If R has a constant second derivative (acceleration) equal to O, then
by solving Eqs. (14) for VI – Vz in terms of VI, we find for t - ~,
V, – V2 = @LC; that is, the system exhibits acceleration lag equal to
(k,k,/CS)~.
The final question to be considered is whether or not the system
possesses velocity memory.
The condition for velocity memory is that
if the signal fails, pR’ shall be constant,
It is necessary at this point to
abandon the equivalent circuit since in the absence of a signal, Eq. (2),
The disappearance of the signal
basic to the analysis, is no longer valid,
is equivalent to rendering kj = O. Equation (13) for the automatic
control system, then reveals the behavior, for with k2 = O, pzR’ = O,
which is the criterion for velocity memory.

DOUBLE-INTEGRATOR
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In review we find that the double-integrator system has an acceleration lag but no velocity or position lag, that it is capable of stable opera1.6
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tion, and that it possesses velocity memory.
to as “position
and velocity memory.”)

(This is sometimes referred
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As in the discussion of the single-integrator system, the useful nega- ?
tive feedback amplifier theory can be applied as an alternative approach
to the solution.
The system can be seen to correspond to two amplifiers
of gain lcl and k~in series with a device of gain (1/pC) + (1/p%’S).
The
over-all gain without feedback has two components,
kp%
——
pc

and

k,kz
-s
‘

The term k,kZ/pC’S gives 12 db/octave;
the addition in the above solution of a component k,k*/pC,
which attenuates at 6 db/octave
only,
brings the attenuation slope to less than 12 db/octave, a condition
for stability.
In the transition from a single-integrator to a double-integrator
system it would have been perfectly natural to propose a function unit
in which the current i is simply integrated twice to form the quantity
V—that is,
V=&

H
,

~idsdx.

(20)

The equation of motion for a system having a function unit of this
type is equivalent to that of an undamped resonator.
The immediate
conclusion is that it would be impossible to stabilize such a system.
Alternatively, in terms of feedback amplifier theory, each integration
introduces a phase lag of 90°. Hence there would be no region in which
the feedback would be negative.
Satisfactory control of Ii!’ can be achieved with many other forms of
function unit, but the two so far described form the basis of most automatic tracking systems.
8.7. Effect of Additional Smoothing. —Since the information (current)
supplied by the discriminator is essentially discontinuous at the PRF.
some smoothing of the PRF components will usually be necessary.
The
smoothing usually consists of one or more simple RC-smoothers of the
type shown in Fig 8.2 for which

v,
—.

VI

1
1 + pz’,’

If a single circuit does not
where T, = RC, the circuit time constant.
provide sufficient smoothing, additional circuits with the same time
constants
may be used. The effect of introducing such circuits is to
multiply the function unit equation by a factor
the number of smoothing

circuits.

(1 +’PT)”
‘herenis
In the presence -of ‘such circuits,

AD1)l TIONAI,
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-i
A

~q.

(12) becomes
1 (1 +ps)
P2V = ~$ ([ —<
+ ~ql~) i>

(21)

and Eqs, (13) and (19) hw)mc
(22)
imd
(23)

The effect that these smoothers have on the behavior of the system
is shown in Figs. 8,6 and 87, \vhicll show the rcsp(mse to unit step function with n = 1 and n = 2 for various values uf u,,T,. The value of o,,
is given by ]Cq. (17). In these curves the damping is critical, i.e.,
SO- = 2, and it may be seen that the response is not seriously spoiled
provided that
with n = 1
T,un <0.4
(24)
and
T,un <0.2
with n = 2.

1

For single-integrator systems ~vhose behavior is expressed in Eq. (6),
additional smoothing may conveniently employ different time constants
for the smoothers since an additional feature can thus be obtained.
Equation (5) is replaced by
‘v

= ;

(1 + pT,){l

(25)

+ pT#

and Eq. (6) becomes
1
@’

= %(1

+

+ PT~] ~ (R –

pT,)(l

R’),

(26)

where TI is the smoother with a different time constant from its fellows.
Equation (26) can now be written
p2R’ = %,

pTl
(R – R’).
(1 + pT,)(l
+ PT.)”

With n = O, this equation corresponds
oscillatory circuit of Fig 8.8, for which

with that of the series damped

~= v, – V2
r+pL
i = pcvz

pvrz=

.

L (VI – v,).
%’~’-)

R

(27)

ADDITIONAL
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Since constant dVJdt
demands constant i, the system will exhibit
velocity lag, but the presence of L will introduce a certain amount of
velocity memory.
Equation 27 withn = O maybe rewritten as
(1 + PTI)PR’

for which, whenkz

= W

(R –

R’),

= O, (1 + p!f JpR’ remains.

Thesolution

for this is

Rt = A +Be-+,,
B -$
pi?’ = ~ e

from which

Thus any velocity existing at t = O decays

exponentially to zero with a time constant TI. This may be called
transient velocity memory.
The resonant frequency of the circuit is given by
~2_12
n

kk
CT,’

(28)

Tlun

= ~,

(29)

and damping is critical when

the damping increasing with decreasing T, as shown in Fig. 8.9.
When n = 1, the response is as indicated in Fig. 810, which shows
the unit function response with critical damping for various values of
LJnT,, and in Fig. 8.11 for m = 2.
The preceding presentation has the advantage of having equations
of motions of automatic tracking loops in a form that indicates clearly
the type of function unit necessary
to perform the desired operations.
o
L
R
Examples of synthesizing electrical
1
v,
function units for several systems ~
c= :
will be given in the next section.
0
o
Feedback amplifier theory is probably
V
more lucid on the matter of stabilicircuit for
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This might beparticularly advantageous inthe design of electromechanical systems, in which the primary functions can be predicted fairly
easily, but in which the factors leading toinstability aremore subtle and
yield most easily to feedback amplifier methods.
It should be noted in addition that the maj or design considerations of
most wartime-designed automatic tracking systems were meeting the
military requirements and the designs were frequently achieved by
intuiti~e methods.
Work onauseful
theory progressed during the war,
but a complete treatment awaited the additional time available in the
Hence, widespread variations in
reporting and terminating activities.
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Fm. 8.11.—Curves showing response of single-integrator system with three smoothing
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networks

Damping is crit,cal for

practice
will be observed in the section of this chapter that describes
actual systems.
8.8, Electicd
hte@ators.-It
follows from theprevious section that
the error signal must be smoothed and integrated and thereby rendered
suitable to control the time modulator.
Using only passive elements
smoothing operations can be obtained exactly with components of
reasonable value, but only very approximate integration can be thus
achieved.
Chapter 12 of Vol. 19 describes feedback amplifiers used to
perform integration, differentiation, and combinations of these operations. The electrical function units can be synthesized from these
amplifiers.
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In summary, the feedback amplifier of Fig. 8.12 is shown there to be
similar to the circuit shown in Fig. 813.
The “virtual ground” is a
ground only in that the action of the feedback amplifier is to hold that
point fixed by supplying a current through Zz. Within the limits over
which this assumption is valid, the output voltage can be calculated
by assuming that the current
which flows from VI to the virtual
Amplifier
gotn = -A
ground is equal and opposite to
the current which flows to the virtual ground from V2. The transv,
V2 formation performed by the circuit
is the negative of the product of
Z2
the admittance
of the input
branch and the impedance of the
output branch.
Table 81 shows
Fm. S 12.—Feedhack-amplifier block diathe transformations that can be
grnm.
set up usin~ the more common
combinations of resistance and capacitance to replace 21 and 22. The
input admittance and the output impedance are shown in operational
notation, as well as the response of each circuit to unit functions of VI
or dV1/dt.
Where the input is in the form of a current, as it is in most
time discriminators, the diagrams of column (1) are relevant with RI
omitted and i replacing VI/RI.
There are numerous other possible arrangements in which the network has one or more components
,,=3. i2= i,
with one terminal grounded, two

I

u

21

of which are shown in Fig. 8.14.
The output voltage of the circuit
L
~,= ~,,,=;
,,
in Fig. 8.14a, in which current feed v,
V:uol
.1
ground
is used, can be determined by
calculating i, the current entering
the virtual ground, and the outFIG. 813.-Equivalent
circuit of feedput can be obtained as before by
back amplifier using general impedances
assuming that the same current
ZI and Z2.
flows in opposite sense through
These steps are as follows for Fig. 8“14a:
the output-impedance.
i3 =

v, =

il
1 +

pc]f?l
Z’1

pc,(l + $K71RJ”

In Fig 8.14b it is the feedback which has a component grounded; here,
the process is to calculate it in terms of Vz, and i, in terms of Vl, and
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equate them as follows:
i2 =

R,(2

V2=T “R*

(b)

V2
.
+ PR2C2) ‘%l=K

v,

(2 + p R, C’).

~1

ground
o

1

)
1

Jo

T

Fm. 8. 14.—Two feedback funct~n units having one component grounded.

n

Em

J=

Fua.816.-Simple

integrator cirouit.

VI = -RCPVd 1

The assumption that the point labelled virtual ground remains fixed
is valid only for infinite amplifier gain. In the simple integrator circuit
of Fig. 8.15, two effects result from finite gain. These can be observed
easily by determining to what extent the input is the derivative of the
output.
This is expressed as
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1+;

–+

I

The first effect is that the desired operation, integration, is in error by a
factor (1 + l/A).
Furthermore, the output is related at all times to
the input by the addition term – VZ/A.
The following example will
show to what extent these errors can be neglected.
Synthesis
oj Double Integrator with Smoothing.—These methods will
now be used to synthesize a circuit of a function unit that obeys Eq. (21),
P’v
or substituting klkZ/o~

1 (l+ps)
.
= m (1 + pT,) n ‘1

(21)

for CS from Eq. (17),
(A): (1 + ps)i.
P*V = ~,
(1 + p~s)”

(22)

Rewriting Eq. (22) for n = 1 in a form suitable for synthesis, one form is
(31)
This equation can be synthesized by the circuit of Fig. 8. 14a, and Circuit
8 of Table 8.1 operating in series. Figure 8.16 shows this network for

,+--j--&i
1

W%
ground
o

Fxe. 816.-Equivalent
n = 1.

circuit for Eq. (22) with n = 1.

Each term in the equation

that supplies

that term.

is arranged

Equations

to be below the component

(31) and (22) provide

CR,C,

= ~

R,C,

= S.

that

(32)
1

An alternative form of Eq. (22), this time with n = 2 is

v=

J-1 + pT,

1

x p(c

1 + pCR,

+ c’) x

C’CR,
l+P~

x~x~.
R,

pc,
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Here requirements for identity are (see Fig. 8.17)

(c +

C’)R,C2

= *

CR,

= S

&CR,

I

= T,

(33)

The important difference between these two circuits that may influence a
choice between them is that in the one of Fig. 8“16,

and in Fig. 8.17,
V, = pCzRzV.
Consequently in Fig. 8.17, V,, which is the output voltage of the first
feedback amplifier, is the differential of V and is, therefore, proportional

&
l+PCR,
% XL
1+pT~ P(C+c~ l+pCRIC&

XJ-

X-. 1 _v
pc2

R2

Fm. 8.17.—Equivalent circuit for Eq. (21) when n = 2.
to velocity, whereas in Fig 8.16 VI is proportional to velocity smoothed
by a time constant R, C,.
A choice between the circuits will be based
on the desire for either instantaneous or smoothed velocity.
In general,
smoothed velocity is required since instantaneous velocity is liable to
have superposed on it a spurious fluttering caused by signal amplitude
modulations
A further advantage of Fig 8.16 is that the smoothing
tends to prevent over-loading of the second feedback amplifier caused by
flutter of large amplitude.
Note that if condenser C’ in Fig. 8.17 is omitted,

(34)
and
CR,

= S.

)
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Synth.sxsis of Single-in@rator
System.—Another synthesis of interest
is that for Eq. (25), the single-integrator system with n + 1 smoothers:
1
~v = ; (1 + p!r,)(l +

(25)
pz’s)”’

which can be rewritten
~’v
or, substituting

= *C

p T1
x (1 + PT1) x (1 +lPT,)”’

(35)

lcJc2/~~ for CS from Eq. (17),
P’v

= %$2

pT1
x (1 + P~J

x (1 +;

T,)”’

The network for this equation with n = 1 is shown in Fig 8.18.
equation on Fig. 8.18 is identical with Eq. (36) provided that
2
W. _— 1
klkt
CC,R
S = CR.

(36)
The

I

Fxa.8.1S.—Equivalent circuit for a singfe-integrator system with two smoothers.
Practical
Circuit Design for Double InlegTator.—Returning
now to
Fig. 8.16, this circuit has been chosen as an example because it has many
practical applications.
If it is assumed that the discriminator provides
55 pa per psec of misalignment (kt = 55 amp/see) and that the time
modulator circuit sweeps over the range of O to 100 .usec as V changes by
100 volts, then kl = 10–8 see/volt.
If in addition it is assumed that the
gain of a single pentode stage may be treated as infinite, the circuit will
then be as shown in Fig. 8.19, where the key components of Fig. 8.16 are
denoted by heavy lines. The first difference between the two circuits
is the potential divider RZ-R ~, needed after the first tube VA to enable the
potential EI at the junction point of RZ-R3 to move positively and
negatively with respect to ground in response to variations of the plate
potential of Vd.
A similar potentiometer would be needed after the
second tube l’~ were it not for the fact that the particular time modulator
requires only positive voltages to operate it. Since the potential divider
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is actually needed to supply only RI, the condensers C and Cl may be
taken to the plate of the first tube, at the expense of losing direct comparison with Fig. 8.16 but with considerable practical advantage.
The
advantages are twofold: (1) since potential variations at the plate
exceed those at V, smaller condensers can be used, and (2) as the excursions of plate potential to produce a required rate of change of Eg will be

tj

v

-150V

FIQ. S.19.—Actual circuit equivalent to circuit of Fig. 816.

greatly reduced, there will be a reduction in any tendency for VA to
overload.
The modifications to the circuit of Fig. 8.19 are shown in Fig. 8.20.
In this figure the primes indicate components whose values require
modification-that
is, C’, C;, and R/.
Thus if C’ is kept equal to C, and
V, is now redefined as the voltage of the first plate (due allowance being
made for its steady direct component of about 150 volts) then C; = Cl,

*

A

-105,

FIG. 8.20.—Modification of circuit of Fig. 8.19.

but R; requires alteration.
Voltage V, is now effectively halved by the
two resistors Rz and R~ and the current due to VI flows throughan wuivalent resistance R; + R, hence for equal current through RI and R; of
Figs. 8.19 and 8.20, with R = Rz,
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or
R, – R2
R{ = ~.
Bearing in mind that this adjustment will be needed, Fig. 8.19 is the
easiest figure to use when evaluating components.
The resistance R, that may be placed in series with the output of a
practical discriminator is limited because the circuit will not operate
properly if the product of the misalignment current and output resistor
amounts to more than a few volts (Vol. 19, Chap. 14).
As the misalignment (R – R’) increases, the misalignment current
from the discriminator increases linearly at first until a maximum value
iis reached.
Any further increase in (R – R’) then produces a fall
in output current.
With the maximum d-c back voltage that may be
applied to the discriminator as f 4 volts and the maximum misalignment
current as 40 pa, R, should not exceed 4 volts/40 pa or 100 k. The largest value of C, that may be used is determined by w., and the smallest
value depends upon the amount of PRF ripple that may be tolerated on i.
If i-x = 40 pa, the charge entering C, per pulse is 40 pa/650 = 0.0616
pcoulombs, where 650 pps is the PRF.
Allowing a further f 4 volts of
discriminator voltage output to accommodate the ripple voltage that
this charge will produce on C., C, >0.0616 pcoulombs/4 volts z 0.015 ~f.
Hence the minimum value of CSR, with R, = 100 k is 0.0015 sec. Since
T,w should be equal or less than 0.4 for stability,
co._

= ~

#

= 265 radians/see.

The lag time constant T, will not affect the stability of the system for
values of u. less than tin~,,. Since smooth operation is usually desired in
spite of the presence of noise and random fading of the signal, much
lower values of U. are usually employed.
In a particular case the gates
were to track an aircraft echo and to provide rate measurement in the
range of t 500 mph with a total change of i 30 volts.
A value of
u“ = 6(jm = 1 cps) was chosen.
To provide the correct scale of rate
measurement, RICZ must be s~ch that when
pR’ = plclV = 1.53psec/sec
then
Hence
and with

V, = pR,C,V
= 30
Rlc, = ~
= 30k,
1.53’
pv
k, = 1.38 ~sec/volts,
RICZ = 27 sec.

volts .

=

500 x 11
3600
‘
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The largest convenient value for Ct is 4 yf; hence
RI = 6.75 M.
On converting this value to R{ as in Fig. 8-20, where Rz = R = 2.2 M,
it is found that
R; = 4(R,

– RJ

= 2.27 M.

With

derived from Eq. (32), and with k~ equal to 55 pa/see,
~ = 10-’ x 55
= 0.056pf.
27 x 36
The condenser Cl is now chosen to give appropriate
critical damping [from Eqs. (18) and (32)]

damping.

For

C,R w: = 2.
Hence

c, =

&*

or

c, =

2
= o.0495pf.
6.74 X 10° X 6

These values are pertinent to Fig. 8.20; the remaining components (i.e.,
the two plate load resistors) are each 50 k. It now remains to check the
assumption that single-stage amplifiers have sufficient gain. Tube k’,
is a high-g~ pentode with a plate load of 50 k, whose gain A will thus be
about 100. The term 2,/22 in Eq. (30) expresses the desired operation,
and 21/22(1 + I/A) differs from this only by 1 per cent. In addition
the term l/A introduces what might be called a position error in this
circuit.
In Fig. 8.20, for a particular value of V, VI can be called zero,
but as V varies, VI must also vary by (l/A) V, and hence the indicated
velocity is in error by l/A times the indicated range voltage.
In the
system described, V goes from +50 volts to + 150 voIts. If the value
of VI for which V = 100 volts is designated zero velocity, then in the
steady-state tracking of a fixed target, the limiting departures of VI from
zero will be t 0.5 volt.
Since the swing V, for f 500 mph is +30 volts,
the velocity may be in error because of this term by
(0.5/30)

X 100 per cent = 1.6 per cent.

Similar errors will occur while tracking a moving target, the error in
velocity varying with range.
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Alternative Integrator-s.-Synthesis of time-measuring systems employing either the difference integrator or the bootstrap integrator described
in Vol. 19, Chap. 19 and shown in Figs. 8.21 and 8.22 can be accomplished
by methods similar to those used in the feedback amplifier integrator.
Since the equations for the three types of integrator are identical except
in the terms expressing the errors of operation, the choice of any one for
a particular system can be based
v~
on the convenience afforded by
particular circuit arrangements.
For example, the feedback amplifier integrator is certainly the
most simple to employ, for the
input voltage may be referred to
ground or a fixed point, and the
equivalent circuit using the con-

--4

i

R

U2
L
=

FIG,S21.-DifTerence integrator.

FIG.S.22,—Bootstrap integrator.

cept of a virtual ground is very suitable for the “ electron-chming”
type of reasoning.
The difference integrator has the advantage of
performing a subtraction or comparison at the same time that it integrates
or smooths, but both it and the bootstrap integrator require a floating
error-signal generator.
For this reason, no particular advantage can be
seen for the bootstrap integrator, since it offers no compensating feature.
It was argued at one time that a “cathode-follower”
integrator could be
operated at lower grid current,l but, this is a fallacy, for the circuit is
1The advantage that a straight cathode follower has over a d-c amplifier for grid
current is that large input voltrtgcs can he accepted with a small change in grid-tocathode bias. The bias can then be rhosc,~ as that associated with minimum grid
current, This argument does not hold here for in fact more grid swing is required with
the triode than with the ~entode integrator.
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nothing more than a d-c amplifier.
General considerations of grid
current are considered in Vol. 18, Chap. 11. A limitation of the difference integrator is that the value of R is limited by cathode-to-heater
leakage current and thecathode-to-plate
current that flows independent
of grid bias. Theresistive elements inthebootstrap
integrator and the
feedback integrator are limited only by grid current, which is usually
small.
The equation for the difference integrator is
R.c=v=’;

(va–

v,) – v,

where
R, = ~[r, + (p + I)It].
If we call R = Z, l/pC
and if we let

= Z,, and assume that R, = (y/2)R
P
.=

2

= (p/2)Z,

“

then
A%=
Z*

AV.–Vb–V
v

Hence

This is identical with Eq. (30) for the feedback integrator except for the
position error terms that dropped out in letting R. = (~/2)R.
The
design of a time-measuring system using this type of integrator will be
discussed in Sec. 9.10. It will be noted that Z, and Zz cannot take all
forms in this integrator—for example, ZI = l/@C is impossible.
The equations for the bootstrap integrator are similarly equivalent
to those for the feedback amplifier, if 1/pC = 2?, R = Z,, and if we
remember that S, the gain of a cathode follower, is very nearly unity,
V1=~(pRC

+l–

S)=

V,pRC

[

;+~

(1 – s)

@~

1

Making the above substitutions,

This equation is identical in nature with Eq. (30), since S is nearly unity.
Hence all the integrators are seen to have similar ,;haracteristics and
error8.
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8.9. Memory and Coast.—Before completing the discussion of electrical function units, a few remarks will be made on methods of obtaining
memory and coast using the circuits described previously.
In discussing
the feedback-amplifier
integrator the remark was made several times
that, if the signal faded, the current from the discriminator went to zero;
then, depending upon the type of circuit, either position or velocity
memory was obtained.
This implies two things: (1) that if there is
noise present, the discriminator must be perfectly balanced so that the
presence of noise will not create an error signal current which would
produce either a velocity or an acceleration; and (2) that in the absence
of noise, the undesired currents in the discriminator due to insulation
!sakage or current associated with vacuum-tube electrodes must be small.
Em

V.

RL
F

Va

Neon

Neon
J

v,
J

+

Vb

I
=

+

(c)
(a)
FXQ,S.23.—Integrators Bhowingmethod of inserting a neon-tube disconnector.

Since it is difficult to maintain balance in the error signal discriminators
and to keep leakage currents small, it has been suggested that a neon tube
of low operating voltage be placed in series with the integrating condenser
so that current will flow into it only when the error signal multiplied by
the gain of the stage becomes large enough to break down the neon tube.
In the absence of a signal, the unbalance current and leakage current
can usually be kept small enough so that the neon tube will not strike.
The circuit arrangements for this addition are shown in Fig. 8.23.
It. is at once evident that the only circuit in which the insertion of a
neon tube is really appropriate is the difference integrator, for in the
other two circuits the time discriminator must provide adequate voltage
to overcome the neon-tube striking voltage.
If the difference integrator
circuit is not appropriate and yet the circuit demands a disconnector, a
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pair of back-to-back biased diodes can be used, with the precaution that
the leakage currents associated with the electrodes of the diodes be kept
very much smaller than the unbalance currents of the discriminator.
The biased diodes are particularly advantageous when small leakage
currents are tolerable and when large unbalance currents require an
automatic disconnector without the large backlash associated with a
neon tube.
According to our definition of coast, a switch or relay may be provided for interrupting the discriminator current either at the discretion
of the operator or in response to some device that detects the presence of
interfering signals.
By this definition, the neon tube disconnector is
indeed a coast device since it disconnects the time discriminator circuit
when the err-or signal lies below a threshold value as it should with only
One precaution
noise present or when locked accurately on a signal.
that needs to be taken is that the insulation resistance of the switch
be high so as not to allow any spurious currents that might flow into the
An additional prointegrator condenser and change the rate voltage.
vision is usually to insert simultaneously a large properly charged condenser in parallel with the normal feedback condenser.
The Oboe
automatic range-tracking circuit described in Sec. 9.1 js a. good example
of this technique.
8.10. Mechanical Function Units .-Ideallyj
an identical approach
to the design of function units can be made by employing mechanical
*E

- eo

Error
Servo
ompldiar

I
Motor
Tachometer
gene rotor

Ei- Eu= Ea

FIO. 8.24.—Mechanical integrator.
elements
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with and opposing the input error signal ensures that the generator
voltage is always approximately equal to the error signal, for indeed
this is the function of the servoamplifier and motor.
If the servo loop
is stable, it is analagous to the feedback amplifier described in Table 8.1,
circuit 1, having resistance input and resistance feedback elements.
Integration is performed by virtue of the relation between the generator
shaft and its output voltage-namely,
that the shaft position is the
Provided always
integral with respect to time of the generator voltage.
that the requirements of loop
stability are met, the mechanical
integrator may be modified in the
same manner as the electrical
integrator to perform the functions of smoothing
and loop
stabilization.
This modification
+
involves inserting in series with
+
the tachometric generator resis00 1+PRC
_=—
Tachometric
ei
p
tive and capacitive elements to
generator
perform the desired functions.
A
FIG. S.25.—Servomechanism with tachometer feedback modified to perform a more
simple example is shown in Fig,
complex operation.
8.25, in which an RC circuit is
placed in series with the tachometric generator voltage, being fed back
to the input of the servomechanism.
The performance of a velocity
servo with this modification is described in detail in a British Reportl on
velocity servomechanisms, the velodyne.
The equations for this modification show that the transfer function
becomes O,/e, = a(l + pRC)/(p)
where a is the scale factor of the
tachometer generator in volts per rpm. Further modifications in accordance with Table 8.1 are likewise possible, though one should bear in
mind always the restriction that the servomechanism must be capable
of stable operation under the modified conditions and that the output
quantity illustrated in the table is shaft speed. The remark made in
Sec. 9.7 about the relative merits of the clifferential equation solution
and the method of feedback amplifier analysis in designing the automatic
time-measuring systems is especially pertinent with mechanical function
units. The recommended procedure is to make the simplifying assumptions of the previous paragraphs in determining the general nature of
the mechanical function unit, and then to work out the detailed design,
including stabilization,
according to established automatic-controlmechanism practice.
In the particular case of the velodyne this last
step has not been found necessary where the natural period, 1/jm, is long.
The three specifications that an automatic time-measuring system
‘ I.E.E. Conventionpaper, F. C. Williams and A. U. Uttley, March 1946.
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must meet and that thus determine the specific design of the mechanical
function unit are: (1) the system must possess sufficient gain to keep the
range-tracking gate aligned with the tracked signal to within the desired
range accuracy; (2) the tracking must be sufficient y sluggish and stable
to prevent noise components in the signal from causing large fluctuations
in the output data or even pulling the tracking pulse away from the
target signal; and (3) the sluggishness must not be so great as to limit
the ability of the system to lock onto a moving target quickly, or to
cause appreciable velocity error.
Selecting

goles

r

Video

7ime
discriminator

Velocity
servo

—

Me~~#$a
L

I

u
modulator

i
d

E:

range rate

80

FIG. 8,26.—Single integrator mechanical time-measuring device.

The complexity of mechanical function units is such that they
- are
used only when the requirements of the system demand either mechanical
data output, or the use of a mechanical time modulator.
Even then it is
of course possible to use an electrical tracking system together with a
mechanical voltage- or time-follow-up mechanism, as discussed in Sec.
8.15. Such an arrangement involves some duplication of equipment,
which is costly unless the separate electrical signal tracking loop is
exploited for rapid target selection or automatic search. This situa-

~..fi
t
Discriminator

*.=-S
dt 2

Velocity
servo

t
?rc<r,,

dt

Velocity
servo

31

c c L 000

FIQ. S.27.—Double-integration system employing two velocity servomechanisms.

tion occurs in range-tracking systems in which mechanical output data
and an accurate mechanical time modulator are used.
A fundamental advantage of mechanical function units, is that
mechanical integrators are free from the position error term — V2/m of
Eq. (30). Well-designed servomechanisms can be balanced with great
stability and the conditions for good velocity or position memory then rest
If adequate
solely on the balance on noise of the time discriminator.
time-discriminator balance cannot be obtained through careful design,
the technique discussed in Sec. 8.9 of introducing a neon tube or biased
diode &sconnector is appropriate here, providing the backlash introduced
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does not disturb the stability of the system.
Figure 8.26 shows the
block diagram of a single-integrator mechanical time-measuring system,
which possesses position memory only. As is pointed out in Sec. 9.2,
it possesses some velocity memory by virtue of the smoothing networks
preceding the velocity servomechanism.
Figure 8.27 shows the block diagram of a double-integration system
with velocity memory employing two velocity servos. Such systems
have been used for angle-tracking but not, to the author’s knowledge, for
range-tracking.
This system has the advantage of providing range and
range-rate data directly as shaft rotations.
An alternative method is
to use a mechanical integrator to integrate range rate and a feedbackamplifier integrator to integrate acceleration, as illustrated in Fig. 8.28.

I

I
i+
[%
R2

Gates

I

C

_——-—_.

— —.—

I

t
Signals

—
—

Fm. 8.28.—Typical combination of electronic and mechanical integration.
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from the remainder of the video information.
This is usually performed
by a pair of time selectors (see Chap. 10, Vol. 19). The selecting waveforms or gates are time-modulated by the local time modulator.
The two
outputs from the time selectors are then detected and compared in a
difference detector (see Chap. 14, Vol. 19). The difference current or
voltage is operated upon by the function unit to control the local time
modulator.
The two selecting waveforms are thus made to divide the
video signal equally.
The value of the time-modulator control voltage
that locates the waveforms symmetrically on the signal is then the desired
indication of the time modulation of the signal.
The properties desired of a time discriminator are that the output
signal (microampere
per microsecond of misalignment) should be large
compared with the noise level at this point in the circuit and that the
balance should be stable.
There are two conditions for balance in the
time discriminator.
First, the output voltage or current in the absence
of any signals must be zero, and second, the output voltage in the presence
of equal signals in the selector gates must be zero for various amplitudes
of signals. The latter requirement applies to both noise and intelligible
signals. Balance is required on noise to avoid change of velocity or
position during fades of the signal; balance on signals is required to
prevent shifting of the tracking point with fluctuations of signal amplitude. Unbalance on noise might also shift the tracking point in the
presence of a signal if the signal-to-noise ratio were low. If the system
is to have position or velocity memory in the presence of noise without
the use of an error signal disconnector (such as a neon tube) noise balance
is necessary; otherwise, the function unit will take a position or velocity
or acceleration indicated by the amount of unbalance in the time discriminator.
If a disconnector is not used, the time discriminator should
operate on video signals of large amplitude, and should be followed by
If this is done the effects of either zero
as little gain as is necessary.
or dynamic unbalance in the time discriminator can be minimized.
Since the generation of square selecting waveforms (Vol. 19, Chaps. 5
and 6) or gates is not particularly stressed elsewhere, the circuits for
generating them are included occasionally in the following circuit descriptions of time discriminators.
8.12. Simple Time Discriminators.-A
simple discriminator is one
in which the time selection, amplitude comparison, and the operations of
the function unit are all performed in an essentially indivisible circuit.
The principal advantages of such circuits are their economy in size, components, and power consumption; hence their frequent use in airborne
radar systems.
The possible disadvantages of sensitivity to interference
and imperfect balance on noise are not often serious limitations for the
particular use for which they are designed.
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AGL (T) Discriminator.-The
first circuit of this kind to be described
is the time discriminator from the AGL (T) Mark I British Radar.
In this discriminator the output from a single time selector is detected
and compared against a reference voltage to tell how much of the target
signal is coincident with the tracking gate. Although two gates are
employed in the time discriminator only one ever coincides with the
echo (see Fig. 8.29).
The waveform of line a is a pre-pulse lasting 20 psec,
at the end of which the r-f pulse goes out. Waveform b shows the output
of a phantastron which is triggered first at t], recovers after a time t’, and
Woveform

u

Video
via
delay

i~~
0.1
+(
From
stron
screen

pentode

detectors

-150V

Fm. S.29.—AGL-(T)time-discriminator circuit and waveforms.

is triggered again at h to stay on again for a time t’. The length of the
interval t’ is determined by the position of the range control.
Waveform
d is the output of an amplifier driven by waveform a. Waveform j shows
the output of the receiver.
The blank space in the vicinity of tz results
from a gain-suppression action that removes the transmitted pulse from
the receiver output.
The circuit of Fig. 8.29 shows two gated pentode
detectors V, and V2. These tubes are both gated on their control
grids by waveform b from the range phantastron, so that space current
flows during the two intervals t’ of each recurrence interval.
The suppressors are gated positive respectively by the waveforms a and d so
that during the interval t’ following ti, V, has both its control grid and
suppressor grid on and acts as a pentode-switch detector (strobed diode,
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Vol. 19, Chap. 14) having 100 volts of screen potential, zero grid and
suppressor bias. During this interval VZ has its suppressor cut off.
On the other hand, during the interval t’ following k, VI is off and V2 is
conducting.
The control grids are normally biased off to – 10 volts
and are prevented from going positive by the series grid resistor. The
suppressor is biased by current drawn on positive swings flowing through
R,, so that it will also automatically adjust itself to a bias of zero volts
while the gates are on. The plate current that flows in VI on the coincidence of the waveforms a and b is determined by the plate voltage
that is supplied from the video output of the receiver.
As indicated in
line j the receiver output during the first gate is purely noise since it
occurs at the extreme end of the previous recurrence interval.
When
the two gates on VI go off the condenser Cl is left charged with a
voltage proportional to the average noise during the interval t’. This
voltage decays exponentially through R2 to ground with a time constant
of 47oO ~sec. The PRF is 670 pps. Tube V2 operates in a similar
manner. In the condition sho\vn, C2 will charge up to a voltage representing the average of the noise and that portion of the video echo which
is included in the interval t’ following tz. If the two circuits are identical,
the negative voltage on C2 will be greater than that on Cl due to the
presence of a signal in the second gate. In the absence of a signal the
difference will be zero except for the unbalance caused by the timevarying gain. With zero output the time modulator is arranged to creep
out in range. Unbalance in the output due to variations of VI and Vz are
reducing by adding 2,2 k in series with the plate. The charging time
constant thus becomes at least 2.2 psec for a 0.5-psec pulse, ensuring that
the detector is an average detector.
The two outputs are-connected to a differential amplifier which feeds
a relay servomechanism whose output shaft controls the range potentiometer to adjust the interval t’ to terminate on the front edge of the closest
signal. The circuit may be said to possess the simplicity of a single-gate
system and the advantages of a balanced double-gate system.
In the
original conception of the system in which time-varying gain was not
used, noise in one gate balanced the effects of noise in the other. But in
this circuit changes in signal amplitude \vould cause the tracking point to
shift although AGC would minimize this effect.
Oboe Time Discriminator.—The
second simple time discriminator is
the one used in the British Oboe Ground Station that automatically
tracks the aircraft response in range and uses the range voltage either to
keep the aircraft on a constant range course or to provide a bomb-release
signal, de~endingz upon which of the two ground-station functions the
se~ is’ per~ormin~. “A complete discussion’ of this tracking unit will be
given ~ater in Se;. 8.22. The discriminator is shown in Fig. 830.
The
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beacon response from the aircraft is fed to the time discriminator from
the cathode follower V2 with a maximum amplitude of 90 volts, and is
represented as waveform c1on Fig. 8“30. The selecting waveforms are
shown as waveforms b and c, and are formed in the gate generator circuit
of V1. The gates are not equal in length: the second gate c overlaps the
Waveform at GJ,of 1’,
I

I

w

32
Ok

I

-170”
FIG,

S30.-Oboe

time

discriminator.

signal completely and the short gate overlaps the first half of the long
The desired discriminator characteristic is obtained
gate as indicated.
from two average detectors gatcd by these pulses by combining half of
the output of the long gated detector with that of the short gated detector.
The output of the long gated detector can he employed directly for
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The circuit for accomplishing
signal amplitude indication and AGC.
this is shown in Fig. 8.30. The short gate is applibd to the control grid
of Vs driving it positive from —170 volts until it draws grid current at
– 150 volts.
Its plate drops until the cathode of Vd comes to ground, at
which time Vd conducts and holds the junction of RI and Rz near ground.
During the time this condition holds, the video pulses applied to the
plate of the diode VS can draw current and charge Cl. When the gate
turns off, the plate of Vs rises again and brings the cathode of Vb up to
+ 150 volts, shutting off the diode.
This design aims at making the
current due to the video pulse independent of the gate amplitude and of
tube characteristics.
This is realized by using a resistor in series with
the diode and by using the gated tube only as a means of bringing the
cathode of the detecting diode from cutoff to ground.
The charge collected on Cl from rectification of the video pulses flows through the
The tube
smoothing network RSCZ to provide a smoothed current.
VG and the associated diodes VT and VE operate in the same manner,
gated by the long gate and creating a smoothed current proportional to
signal amplitude.
This current is later inverted, halved, and mixed with
that from the short gate to provide a discriminator error signal.
SCR-784 Time Discriminator.—A
third simple discriminator is one
that was used in the automatic range-tracking circuit for the SCR-784.’
Here again gating and detecting are done in the same circuit.
One
difference between this circuit and the previous examples is that, whereas
previously two separate detector currents were derived to be compared
in a subsequent circuit, in this circuit advantage is taken of the fact
that the difference between two currents is desired, and the gated rectifiers act to charge and discharge a single condenser simultaneously, forming a difference detector.
The error signal is the net charge on the
condenser at the end of this competitive process and no discharging
resistor is required.
This process is similar to the bidirectional detector
action described in Chap. 14 of Vol. 19. At each occurrence of the
gates, the voltage of the output condenser is adjusted to the relevant
value, and between pulses it is left charged, thus effectively converting
pulse amplitude directly into d-c voltage of the same value.
The action
The cathode follower VI feeds
is shown in the circuit of Fig. 831.
shortened video signals directly onto the grid of V2 and to the grid of Vt
through a short delay line. The tubes V2 and Vs are connected as
triodes and are plate-gated by the narrow tracking gate. Normally
Vz and Vt are biased off by voltage derived from a cathode follower which
follows the output error signal and keeps the plate voltage on the gated
tubes approximately independent of output voltage.
The presence of a
I War Department Technical Manual TM1 1-1554, “Radio Set SCR-784 Service
Manual/’

Mar. 1, 1945.
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signal coincident with the gate on VZ causes current to flow to charge Cl
and C9, whereas a signal on the grid of Va coincident with the gate acts
to discharge Cl and CZ. The sensitivity is about 150 volts/psec of
misalignment.
In the absence of gates and signals, Cl and CZ have
only leakage paths to ground and hence remain charged.
A negative
bias is applied to the cathodes of V, and V, by a bias gate and is adjusted
to keep them cut off for the duration of the plate gate unless a video
signal appears.
This was necessary to prevent unbalance currents in the
presence of noise, but it has the disadvantage of placing small signals at
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.—Time discriminator of Radio Set SCR-7S4.

of the gated

is used it fails in its purpose

tube

characteristics,

entirely,

and furthermore

for the AGC

brings

if

the noise

up to average signal height.
A more logical approach would have been
to put a gain-balance control in the circuit to keep the average charge
delivered to Cl and Cn zero for noise, leaving the grid bias smaller.
The cathode follower V4 provides a high-impedance input to connect
A similar time demodulator is
the error signal to the delay circuit.
described in Vol. 19, Chap. 14.
8.13. Time Discriminators Consisting of Separate Time Selectors and
Detectors.—In
the following circuit the actions of time selection and
detection are separated.
One consequent disadvantage is that the additional stages increase the variations in zero and gain balance with tube
changes.
It offers the advantage of the same type of competitive charg-
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ing of the output condenser as that in the SCR-784 and provides an
inexpensive source of the sum of the output of the two gates without
resorting to the long and short gate device of the Oboe. Unlike the
SCR-784, the output ofthisdiscrirninator
isusedas a current. Thecircuitisshown in Fig. 8.32. Thevideo amplifier Vlsupplies VZwith video
pulses of 20 volts peak. The cathode of V* is approximately at –300
volts and in the absence of gates, its plate current flows through the
diode Vs to ground.
When the early gate comes on Vs its cathode rises,
+4.7V

A
o

25v

—

FIG. S.32.—Time discriminator of British radar set.

cutting off V,.
Since V, is a pentode, the current is substantially independent of the plate load, and the same current that was flowing through
V, will flow through V, and through the plate-circuit pulse transformer
T, and cause a negative current to flow in Cl through the diode V13. When
the early gate goes off and the late gate comes on, the plate current of Vz
is switched from Vs to Vd and causes a positive current to flow into C
through the diode V,.
If the average current during each gate is the
same, Cl will receive no net charge.
If the average voltage on the grid
of V2 is larger or smaller during the first gate interval than during the
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second gate interval, Cl will take a positive or negative net charge,
The condenser Cl is coupled to the low input impedance of a Miller
integrator.
This is the discriminator that provides 55 pA/psec used in
conjunction with the function unit evaluated in Sec. 88.
The 16 voIts
tolerance in output voltage, + 4 volts d-c, and + 4 volts ripple, there
allowed is due to the 16-volt spacing between the diode biases.
The
transformer T1 is fed from a high impedance source and is designed as a
current transformer—that
is, the secondary current tends to bear a
fixed ratio to the primary current independent of output voltage, diode
The potentiometer 1?, takes advantage of
resistance, or applied biases.
the imperfections of the transformer and inserts more or less resistance
in the two secondary circuits to afford a gain-balance control.
The

FIQ. 833.-Time

discriminator of ANIAPG-15.

quality of the transformer can be judged by the fact that a complete
excursion of the potentiometer changes the balance only by 10 per cent.
The current that flows through V1 is determined by tl~e signal amplitude; thus the current from the center tap of the plate transformer Z’j
flowing through Tt provides a pulse output over the whole interval of the
two gates which can be average-detected by the diode Vs for AGC or
amplitude-demodulation
purposes.
Employing a current transformer in this type of differential amplitude
detector circuit offers a solution to the problem of maintaining balanced
sensitivity in such a circuit when the output voltage departs from the
The alternative solution with a lowmean of the diode bias potentials.
impedance source is to cause the mean diode bias to follow exactly the
voltage excursions of the output condenser as in the next discriminator
to be described.
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A second discriminator that performs the two functions of time selection and detecting separately and also uses difference-taking in a condenser directly is the time discriminator of the ARO (AN/APG-15,
Tubes V, and VZ are suppressor-gated
AhT/APG-5) shown in Fig. 833.
pentodes with the video signal applied to the control grids and inverting
The secondaries of the inverting
pulse transformers in the plate circuits.
transformers feed triode detectors of the type shown in Chap. 14, Vol. 19.
The net charge in Cl is the difference between the charge that flows in
V, and Vd due to the early- and late-gated video pulses. A difference
detector using high impedance triodes of the 6SL7 type to charge 1.0 ~f
for 0.5 psec is certainly operating as an average detector.
The output
signals from the secondaries of 2’1 and Tz are mixed to, provide a combined
pulse for the AGC detector which represents the signal amplitude during
The bias of V, is fixed, and the bias of
the whole of the gating interval.
V, is maintained
nearly constant
by the cathode follower
V, operating
with a pentode as a cathode Ioad as the potential on Cl moves up and
A balance control in the cathodes of
down over a range of 15 volts.
the gating amplifiers provi(lm bakmcc on equal signals so the voltage
on Cl will not change in the absrnce of signals or in the presence of noise
alone.
8.14. Time Discriminators with Time Selectors, Pulse Stretcher, and
Narrow-band Pulse Amplification.-An
example of this type of discrimination on which considerable data is available is the circuit used
to supply automatic range tracking for an experimental radar. Two
aims were prominent in the time-discriminator design: minimum sensitivity to interference, and accurate position memory and coast.
The first item \vas achieved by decreasing the range aperture to
0.4 psec and employing rapid-charging peak detectors in the time disUnfortunately
the short range aperture requires wide
criminator.
receiver bandwidth and thus decreases the receiver sensitivity and
increases the cost of amplification.
The second aim was achicvcd I)y designing a time discriminator
that would remain bahmced on all timplitodes of noise up to receiver
saturation.
The principal method of achieving g<)fxl I)al:mcc on noise is to maintain extreme linearity in the amplifiers and detectors, which operate
separately on the early- and l:Lte-g:~tr(l video.
As is showm in Fig. 834, the sclwting gate is formed in V,, a blocking
oscillator using a Westingholls(’ I32- IJW pulse transformer to generate
a 0,12 -psec pulse. A 0.1 -Lsrc (Ielay line is employed to provide a late
gate from the rarly gate. ‘1’llc spacing of the gates is chosen to keep
the additive output, of the two gatrtl-vi(lco stages constant over as wide
It t~lrns out that this condition
a range of misalignment as possil)lc.

I
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provides the maximum slope of range-error signal vs. range error. The
video signals of + l-volt level arc amplified to +8 volts in a two-stage
20-Mc/sec video amplifier to drive the grids of the two suppressor-gated
6AC7 amplifiers, V, and V,.
A d-c restorer V, is supplied.
In order to
obtain the maximum gain from the gated amplifiers, the screens are
gated from +75 to +150 volts for a 6-psec period centered on the track;ng gates. This is necessary because during the time that the suppressors
are held at —130 volts the total space current flows to the screens, which
would burn up if maintained constantly at +150 volts.
When the screen is at +75 volts the cathode bias is small and large
video signals cause grid current to flow, which passes to ground through
the low resistance of the diode V,. The gating amplifiers are fairly
highly degenerated to minimize gain variations between the two stages. 1
The net stage gain is about 0.5. The plate loads of these amplifiers
are designed with shunt and series compensation to provide a pulse rise
time (10 to 90 per cent) of 0.02 psec in the stray capacitance of the output
circuit of the 6AL5 diodes V6 and V6. It is unnecessary to provide
low-frequency response after the gating stage because there can be no
signals longer than the gate width, hence the small coupling condensers
which permit lower capacity wiring, a factor highly important in wideThe type 6AL5 diodes were used
band video construction practice.
because each section has a resistance of 200 ohms, giving 100 ohms for
the pair as the series resistance through which the stray capacitance from
plates to ground must be charged with a time constant of 0.02 psec.
The decay time of this detector is about 10 psec through the I-megohm
resistors Rl and Rt.
The output of the peak detectors are negative
10-~sec triangular pulses whose initial amplitudes represent the peak
amplitude of the gated video signals and may now be amplified in narrowband amplifiers.
This completes the desired operation of rapid peak
detection.
Tubes VT and V8 are the narrow-band amplifiers, having a gain of six.
Their bandwidth was chosen as + Me/see to allow the plate to rise to an
appreciable fraction of the peak of the triangular input pulse and still provide reasonable gain. Degeneration is employed again to reduce the
differential gain variations and to allow the amplifiers to handle the maximum possible grid signals without departure from the linear portion of the
grid characteristics.
The cathode followers Vg~ and V~g provide Iowimpedance output to the pulse transformers Te and TT, which drive the
detector diodes VIOA and VIO,. The diodes respectively discharge and
charge Cl through the smoothing resistors RS and Rd. The net charge
on Cl is the range-error signal which is fed to the integrator and rangeLThe degeneration of this stage is actually so high that it would probably have
made little difference to the gain if the screens had been operated steadily at +75 volti.
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tracking servo.
Figure 835 shows the rangwcrror voltage plotted against
range error; the slope is 164 volts/Psec and the aperture is 0.4/psec.
The gated amplifiers Vz and V, are biased Class A during the gating
interval.
This implies an average plotc current of about half of peak.
Hence when the gate comes on the suppressor, the plate drops to the
zero-signal level. This pedestal lasts as long as the g:ite is on and is
largely removed by biasing off the peak-detecting diodes.
A differential bias control determines the balance of the range-error signal in
the absence of signal and noise. In the presence of noise, the balance is
determined by the differential gain control in the cathodes of VIT and VIS.

Video signal level :1.0
without AGC

v

-6
t
L

FIG. 8,35.—Error signal curve of pulse-stretching time discriminator,

The high gain of the servo amplifier following the time discriminator
makes balance conditions very critical.
For example the maximum error
signal is + 5 volts but in order for the drift velocity on noise to be less
than 20 yards/see, the range-error signal on noise must be less than
0.1 volt, thus requiring balance to 2 per cent. This was obtained over
periods of several hours and with values of noise from zero to twice AGC
levels.
The pulse output from the cathode followers Vga and Vgb is
added to provide for AGC a single pulse representing the sum of the
peak amplitudes of the two gated videos.
The reasoning behind the choice of the two time-constant detectors
is that, since rapid peak detection is desired, it is economical to detect
at low level in a very small capacitance whose exponentially decaying
output can be amplified with reasonable gain in narrow-band amplifiers
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and redetected at high level to provide a d-c error signal.
One alternative would have been to amplify the direct-current component of the
output of diodes Vb and V6. At such a low level, 5 rev/yard, balance
errors due to drifts of the d-c amplifiers would have been int reduced.
To increase the level at this point would require additional video amplification, which for 20-Mc/sec bandwidth and voltages above a few volts
is very expensive. 1
P~eview of the circuit shows that its real value is the pulse stretching
of the peak-detector stage which provides a long voltage pulse from a
short one. More effort might well have been put into increasing the
resistance of the diode output circuit than into providing narrow-band
gain since the subsequent average detection is benefited as” much by
increasing pulse duration as by increasing pulse amplitude.
8.15. Time Selection.-In
theabsence ofinterfering signals, the time
selection operation could simply divide the recurrence interval into two
periods, time before the signal and time after the signal, each period
including half the signal as in Figs. 8.36 and 837.
In the presence of multiple signals, the time-selection process must
reject information from all but the desired signal. In fact, since a 3°
radar beam has an angular aperture
of about 600 yd at 10,000 yd, scan- EWIY
Goting
amplifier
ning radar range finders rely on time go~e
selection or range discrimination to
provide most of the target discrimivirfeO
Goted
video
nation.
An advantage of discrimiT
nating in time more finely than in
angle is that it is a very simple matter
:$
+
to extend the time aperture for searchFIG.S.36.—Blockdiagramof the time
ing either by scanning in range or by
selectorof a time discriminator.
presenting the whole time interval on
a CRT display, whereas the problem of expanding an angular aperture
from a very narrow beam is a complicated mechanical problem involving
either high-speed scanning or some sort of beam defocusing.
If the output of the time selector shown in Fig. 8.36 Were put into an
amplitude comparison and memory circuit the output error signal would
have the form shown in Fig. 837.
If only one gate were used, say the
early gate, the output would appear as in Fig. 8.38, and is identical
with that from the double-gating system except that its amplitude is
halved and it has a different d-c level.
The single-gate system has been
used for light-weight airborne fire-control radars where only one target
I A rough calculation assuming video amplifier design consistent with the rest of
the system shows a cost of 140 ma for first stage of 11 db and 410 ma for second stage
11 db, which would bring the error signal up to a reasonable value of 50 mv/yd.
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was* expected—for
example the AGL-T in Sec. 8.12. The obvious
advantage of the gating systems of Figs. 8.37 and 8“38 is that no matter
where the gates are with respect to the video signal there exists a significant error signal: hence no search problem exists for a single target.

‘b)~’~~c~g~e~rev:e--!.Errorsgnol

FIG.8,37.—Time-selector waveforms and error-signal curve of a time discriminator.
The disadvantage of the system of Fig. 8.38 is that the time-discrimination
technique involves matching the output of a single detector against a d-c
level, so that the output of the single detector is a function of signal amplitude as well as of its time modulation; hence the tracking point varies
with signal strength.
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FIG. 8.3S.-Waveforma

Misalignment
of vlrtu.1
index and video

and error-eigmd curve of single-gate time discriminator.

Multiple signals require narrow selecting gates, the gate width and
pulse width being determined by estimated signal width, separation, and
the desired resolution.
In radar applications the undesired signals are
ground echoes, sea clutter, pulses from adjoining radar sets, and interfering targets near the desired one. Decreasing the range aperture
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more than necessary increases the difficulty of locating the gates on the
Bignal in the search process and the probability of losing the target during
a fade.
Measurements taken on power required for minimum detectable
signal in noise as a function of gate width show that the power required
increases with the gate width for
Interfering
echo
values of the ratio of gate width
to pulse width greater than unity.
1
Vid60
For gates narrower than the sigEorly gofe
nals the signal-to-noise
ratio is 2
fair 1y constant. 1 Hence most
radar systems are designed with
each gate approximately equal to
Time _
half the signal width.
Reducing
the gates of Fig. 8.37 to half the
Peak oufput of
signal width gives the discrimi- 4 %
I
Peak oU?PUt Of
nator curve of Fig. 8.39. The
late gate
s e2
range aperture is the region from
Time
aperture
a to b on line 6 of the drawing.
a $1
b
Error signal
Signals outside this region will not 6
affect the tracking, and in fact,
c
tracking will not be lost even if a
signal of equal amplitude comes
within about one gate width of
Mieolignment
of virtuol
the desired signal.
Conversely,
index and video
the signal must be brought within
FIG. S.39.—Discriminator waveform and
error signal with gatee reduced to half signal
one pulse width of the virtual
width.
index for tracking to commence. Z
The separation of the gates is determined by two factors.
First, two
separate outputs indicated by lines 3 and 4 of Fig. 8.39 should combine
to provide a smooth curve at point c on line 6 since this is where normal
tracking occurs, and the slope at this point is a factor in the gain of the
tracking loop.
Large variations in gain will lead to either possible instability in the tracking loop or sluggish tracking.
Second, the outputs of
the two time selectors are often mixed additively to give a signal representing the average pulse height for AGC and amplitude demodulation,
indicated in line 7 of Fig. 8,39. The plot of this term vs. misalignment
should have a flat portion to avoid interaction between slight movements

n

‘“I--+==’atego

I Data from W. H. Jordan taken by listeningfor PRF note out of receiver as a
function of gate width.
2In the diagrams for thig section, triangular signals, square gates, switch-type
gated amplifiers,and peak detectms are assumedfor simplicity in graphicalconstriction. Results for averagedetection, etc. are easily obtained hy the same method.
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of the tracking gate and the amplitude of the signal representing pulse
height (see Fig. 840).
The gate separation shown in Fig. 840a provides the maximum possible slope of the error-signal curve in the region of the tracking point,
and at the same time provides the maximum length of flat portion in the
curve plotting the sum of the gated outputs vs. misalignment although
giving considerably smaller output than the arrangement of Fig. 839,
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Fm. 8.40.—E5ect on time selection of varying gate separation.
The situation is different for average detectors.
The arrangement of
part (b) produces a flat portion in the sum curve but gives a very small
nonlinear range-error curve.
If the video pulse width is 7, and the
gates are ,/2 wide, the time apertures associated with the three gate
spacings shown are:
1. No overlap: 2 gate width + video pulse width = 27
2. ~ overlap: Ii gate width + video pulse width = l%
3. Separate by one gate width:
3 gate widths + video
width = 2+.

pulse
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TION

An alternative to generating tl~o adjacent gates is to delay the video
and apply the same gate to Imth gating amplifiers as in Fig. 8.41.
The
video spticing of Fig 8“4 I has been arranged to provide the maximum
slope of the error-signal curve and maximum flat portion in the sum
Gof,ng
ampllfler
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Tracking
gate
delay
time

Deloyed
Gate

Gotmg
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Fm. 8.41.—Delnyed video time discriminator.
curve.
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associated

width

or ~7, which

ment

for the same

time

aperture

is considerably

is the video

width

plus

smaJler than the double-gate

the

gate

arrange-

conditions.

It is often desirable to obtain a warning of interfering signals approach-

ing the tracking gates. Nlethods
for accomplishing this ~vith outVideo
rigger gates will be discussed in
Sec. 917,
Eorly gate
One interesting but untried
possibility is to increase the range
One simaperture during search.
ple possibility employs a multiple-valued rather than a switch
Error
signal
1
characteristic for a time selector.
If this is done, the early and late
FIG. 8.42,—Time eelector with doping gates.
gates could have sloping front and
back respectively to extend the range aperture without seriously affecting
theinterference rejection of thenarrow square gates (see Fig. 842).
TARGET

SELECTION

8.16. General Considerations.-In
any automatic time-measurement
system whose time-selecting waveforms do not cover the whole recurrence interval, there exists the problem of bringing some portion of one
of the selecting waveforms into coincidence with the desired signal.
When this has been done, the time discriminator by definition will
produce an error signal of the correct sense to make the selecting wave-
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forms move to exact coincidence

with the target.
l’he latter process
If the process is to be done manually
there are five steps in the operation.

will be called

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

“locking

on target. ”

Search visually over the displayed range to find a target,
Identify the target as the one desired.
Slew the selecting gates toward the target.
Note indication of their coincidence.
Switch to automatic tracking and allow the circuit to lock on.

Of these five operations only the last three will be discussed in this
chapter since the first two belong in the treatment of displays in Vol. 22.
The procedure of automatic target selection is similar to the manual
process but differs in the following ways. In general, searching is tom.
bined with slewing—that is, the method of search is to slew the range
gates through the range interval of interest at a convenient speed until
a target occurs in the gates. 1 In automatic target selection, target
identification and indication of coincidence are identical processes, for
the circuit that detects coincidence simultaneously examines the target
for any electrically distinguishable characteristics.
Upon coincidence
with a suitable signal, target indication is given and the tracking circuits
are connected to “lock-on.”
There are two applications of automatic time-measuring systems
where it is almost imperative for automatic search to be included.
One
occurs when the operator employing the automatic time-measuring
system has many other duties—for example, the pilot of a single-seater
fighter plane who is relying on automatic range measurements in his
Another example of the need for
radar to superelevate his gunsight.
automatic search is a radar system which functions to report the presence
of an approaching target.
The target selecting circuit would have to
find the target, lock on, measure the sense of its range rate, and either
sound a warning or reject it and continue the searching.
Conditions for Automatic Search.—The question to be answered by the
designer is, “When is it possible to exchange an elaborate CRT display
The answer depends on whether the
for an automatic search circuit?”
desired target can be identified electrically and whether the range gates
can be made to scan without missing the targets.
Regarding automatic identification, frequently it is sufficient that the
target desired be always closer in range than any other. The obvious
procedure is to search out in range until a target is found; if none is
I It is interestingto note that the inherentspeedof the rangescan is the speed of
light, because as the electron beam traces out the display, it is actually presenting
the course of the r-f pulse through space. Persistenceof vision or of CRT screens
BIIowathe scan to be examined visually in retrospect at a lower speed.
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encountered, then return from maximum to zero range rapidly with the
lock-on circuits inhibited.
Pulse decoding off ers more elaborate automatic target identification.
With thk method, a decoder located before the automatic search circuits
will eliminate undesired signals, permitting tracking only on satisfactorily
coded signals. Target selection may also be made with respect to the
angular position of the target.
Amplitude modulation of the echoes
The
may be utilized for target selection in a conical scanning system.
antenna scans conically, and the pilot of the plane keeps the antenna
axis pointed at the desired target by means of an optical sight. The
automatic search circuit then locks only on targets with zero amplitude
modulation—that is, on the axis of the antenna.
Since the antenna looks
down at the earth from the plane, there is only one point on the ground
Many other methods of automatic
which is on the axis of the antenna.
target identification may be suggested by the particular need.
The second condition, that of ensuring that the range gates will
cover the desired range interval without missing a target, is somewhat
like an impatient boy trying to mow a lawn rapidly without leaving any
uncut strips. First, since the signal pulses appear only at the PRF, the
rate of searching in range should not be so large that the range gates
will move more than one range aperture at each recurrence interval.
Second, if there is some likelihood of signal fading, the range gates should
overlap each point in the range interval long enough to allow the signal
to reco tier from a fade during the time that the range aperture includes
that point.
Third, if the antenna is being scanned in angle, the range
search either should move so slowly as to move out less than one range
aperture during each complete angle scan, or should move so rapidly
as to search out the whole range interval while the beam moves one
beamwidth.
The second alternative conflicts with the first two points,
especially since most radar systems are designed to search in angle so
rapidly that only a few (say five) pulses are received from a small target
per angular scan. The fourth point that causes the rate of range search
to be decreased is that the coincidence detector is often designed to
require more than one pulse to build up enough signal to override or
dkwonnect the search circuit. This prevents noise pulses or randomly
occurring interfering pulses from stopping the search. If the time delay
involved in switching by relays to track from search is appreciable, the
gates should not move away from the target. An equation could be
written showing exactly the fastest rate of range search scan in terms of
these five factors, but the definition of symbols would take more space
than the equation would save.
As a practical example, the AN/APG-15
is of interest.
It has a
PRF of 1400 pps and a conical scanning rate of 35 cps, relays with
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O.01-sec closing time to disconnect the search sweep, and a 0.7 psec pulse
with two adjacent O.7-psec range gates. The range aperture is thus
about 2.0 paec, or 320 yd; the maximum search range is 1800 yd. If
there were no conical scanning, the range gates might move out 320 yd
each recurrence interval, covering the 1800 yd 318 times per second
if negligible flashback time is assumed.
With conical scan, a range scan
of 320 yd in ~ see, or 11,000 yd/sec would just give complete coverage
of the volume swept by the conical scan. If the disconnect relay takes
+
sec to close, the gates wil~ have moved 110 yd or one-third the range
aperture between the time of detecting a target and starting to lock
on. In the actual system a more conservative rate of 4000 yd/sec was
employed.
Nonlinear search rate or synchronized range search scans might be
used in particular situations to emphasize particular portions of space
or to skip portiona of space.
Rapid search of the type indicated in the above example is easily
accomplished in electrical tracking systems where the only limitation to
scanning speed and particularly to the speed of flashing back to initial
range at the end of the scan is the fact that a large condenser to ground
usually exists at the point at which the range control voltage is found.
The low impedances available in thyratrons or pulsed hard tubes provide
flashbacks of about 100-psec duration even with several microfarads
capacitance.
In addition, the presence of a large condenser favors the
practice of discharging small condensers into the range condenser for
introducing a “kick” in range to remove the gates from an undesired
signal. Several methods of scanning and disconnecting will be shown in
examples to follow.
Mechanical tracking systems offer a quite different picture.
The
greatest obstacle to range search in these systems is the wear on the gears
and moving parts that would follow from continuous scanning in range.
If wear is not objectionable, it is still usua;ly impossible to scan the whole
search range in fractions of a second and decelerate to target velocity
without losing the target unless the search range is very limited.
On-target Indication.—The
target-detecting circuit is that one which
should possess the maximum possible discrimination since it most closely
simulates the action of the operator in choosing or rejecting a target.
The simplest method of detecting the presence of a target signal in
coincidence with the tracking gates is to connect a biased detector to the
output of the time selector and set the bias so high that only signals
large enough to track will cause current to flow. The resulting voltage
can be used to operate the search-disconnect device and the on-target
indicators.
The major disadvantage of this system is the practice of
comparing the signal level from a receiver without constant level AGC
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A method -which overcomes this shortwith a fixed threshold voltage.
coming is that of comparing the output of the tracking-gate time selector
with that from a time selector operatiruz on the output of the receiver
during a time in which only noise is prese~t. The criterion of comparison
is thus the signal-to-noise ratio and not the absolute signal level. This
technique is used in the British AGL-(T).
Some circuits employ in
addition sensitivity to the misalignment of the target and the gates, pulse
width, a,nd presence or absence of other echoes near enough to interfere
with the tracking.
In addition to stopping the search and indicating to the operator
that a target is in the gates visually or audibly, the target indicator must
often connect auxiliary follow-up servos, stop the angle search operation,
These may be done with relays
or perform other switching functions.
It is
or electronically depending upon the speed of action required.
probable that the demand omradars to track high-speed projectiles in the
~ Hand wheel

FIQ. S.43.—Target selector of mechanical range-tracking system permitting insertion of
manual slewing without disconnecting the automatic range-tracking looP.

future will require that all these operations to be done electronically, to
prevent loss of the target during the switching interval.
If visual indication of the target is available on a CRT display, or
if the operator is able to see the target and know that its true range
differs from the range indicated by the automatic tracking circuit, it
may be helpful to provide manual methods of displacing the range gates
in supplement to the automatic search. Methods of introducing a
tracking
system were previously
mentioned.
‘‘ kick” into an electrical
A drift in either

direction

ing the range voltage
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to a higher
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potential

connectthrough
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A convenient
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not turn the generator violently, the gates will remain on the target.
If the operator finds he has selected the wrong target and wants to move
on, he can give the generator a quick turn which will overcome the time
discriminator signal and take the gates away from the undesired target.
This was used in the Automatic Radar produced by General Electric.
Precautions.-If
the receiver gain is controlled by a “slow” (0.1 see)
AGC circuit, this should be disconnected during search and the gain set
manually at the desired level. This is not necessary if the AGC time
constant is much shorter than the times involved in the range scan.
Precautions must be taken to keep the automatic-search circuits from
endeavoring to lock on to the transmitted pulse, which can be done by
limiting the minimum range of the range search scan, or blanking the
receiver during the transmitted pulse. For many applications it may
be advisable to apply temporal gain control to prevent locking-on
insignificant nearby targets such as birds or on side-lobe echoes.
8.17. Practical Examples of Automatic Target Selection.-The
following section will discuss several useful circuits for accomplishing the
One method for picking
operations described in the previous section.
is simply to adjust the quiescent
up an approaching target automatically
position

of the

automatic
gated

interval,

tracking.

range-tracking

tracking

circuits

the automatic

gates

connected.
tracking

at the
~

desired
soon

circuits

range

as an echo

should

This does not take care of the possibility

lock

leaving

the

reaches

the

on and start

that a target

might

in such a manner as not to appear until it
was at a range closer than the gated range interval.
AGL-(T) .—A system one degree more complex is the British AGL-(T)
previously mentioned in Sec. 8“12. In brief, the output of the receiver
is examined by a detector for an interval h just before the transmitted
pulse, and a second interval h of equal duration immediately following
the transmitted pulse. The duration of the two intervals is controlled
by a relay-controlled motor and a phantastron.
If the content of the two
intervals is the same (noise), the motor is made to increase the duration
of t, and tz. If there is a signal in t~, the motor is made to run in until
only a small portion of the signal is included in h, at which time the motor
stops until the signal moves.
If no signal appears, the motor increases
the duration of t, and h until the maximum width of 1400 yd is reached.
The gates will remain at this width until a signal appears, within 1400 yd.
which the motor will follow.
This is a simple arrangement involving no
switching of functions and could be converted to a completely electrical
system to provide an inexpensive automatic search and tracking system
that is independent of receiver gain.
Figure 8.44 shows the sequence of gating waveforms in a typical target
acquisition.
approach

(or be approached)

I
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AN/APG-5.—Figure
9.2 shows the complete automatic search and
range-tracking circuits of the AN/APG-5 and AN/APG-15.
The automatic search and lock-on circuits of these systems will be described here.
The normal operation of the circuit is that of searching by scanning the
A symmetrical infinite-impedance
gates out in range at 4000 yd/sec.
detector V,, detects the highest output of either of the two time selectors
V, and V,, biasing V,. to conduct for all signals of amplitude greater than
that set by the “clamp”
adjustment Rs, which determines the lock-on
threshold.
When Vga conducts, C2 is discharged through the plate
resistance of Vg~, finally cutting off VW and starting in less than 300 ~sec
to close relay K1.
If the signal is lost, Vg. is cut off and C25 charges
toward +250 v through RI (10 megohms).
On the average, this point
will rise in about 0.3 see, enough to start opening the relay K1. In the
absence of a signal, KI connects the search sawtooth generator V12 to the
range integrator condenser Cl. When the relay KI is energized by
Receiver

n
n
FIG.

S.44.—Gating

n

n
n
waveforms

r-1

n
l-l

Target

output

gate

Noise gets

in a typical target selection with the AGL-(T) time dia.
criminator.

coincidence
between
a signal and the gates, V12 is disconnected, the
on-target lamp is lighted, and the range follow-up servomechanism is
turned on.
The searching is done by connecting the range integrating condenser
Cl to the plate circuit of VIZ, which operates as a thyratron relaxation
oscillator.
Condenser Cl charges exponentially toward +400 volts
through C~ and R*. The double-diode limiter V.ZiIis connected to set
adjustable limits to the maximum and minimum voltage through which
the unit searches. The reverse sweep during conduction of V12 is
sufficiently fast to prevent lock-on for the largest signals encountered.
Provision is made for manual rejection of the signal being tracked,
The circuit will lock-on
with subsequent drift in the desired direction.
to the first target then encountered.
Relays K2 (in) and Ks (out)
control this action and are energized by push buttons.
Either of these
relays disconnects the sawtooth generator and disconnects Cn, reducing
the time constant of the target detector circuit.
It then connects a
charged condenser across the range integrating condenser (71 so as to
force the gates completely off the signal and at the same time connects a
bleeder resistor to give drift of the gates in the desired direction.
The
shunt condenser and bleeder are disconnected at lock-on and the normal
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time constants are restored as soon as the button is released. It has
been found desirable to discharge C2 when the control buttons are
depressed.
Any desired portion of the range out to greater than 1800
yd can be searched continuously at two or more times per second.
One limitation to the search speed of this system is the time taken
for the relay to” throw from search to track position, about ten milliseconds.
An electronic switch was used in an earlier model as shown in
Fig. 8.45. The functions of manual reject, manual drift, automatic
search, and automatic tracking are shown. Tube Vz acts as a variable
resistance in series with the primary of a filament transformer to light
the target-indicator lamp without a relay or power oscillator.
A .1. Mark V1.—The early but excellent British A.I. Mark VI provides an example of an automatic search and track system that uses a
Timgudylator
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single-ended discriminator and that rejects signals of width greater than
the transmitted pulse. 1 In this system only qualitative range data were
required.
The heart of the operation is the standard electronic integrator
which provides the search sweep and acts as the function unit integrator,
as shown in Fig. 846.
An electrically controlled time-modulation circuit triggers a delay-line
pulse generator shown in the circuit of Fig. 8“47 as VI and V,, which
supplies the waveforms shown in Fig. 8.48. The three gates D, E, and
F turn on three time demodulators (strobed pentodes) shown in Fig. 8“47,
which in turn control the drift circuit to determine whether the gates
shall drift out in range, track a signal, or return to minimum range. The
The tube Vd is an integrator whose
operation of the circuit is as follows.
plate potential determines the range of the gates D, E, and F. The rate
of motion of the plate potential is determined by the input voltage to the
I I.E.E. ConventionLecturette, ‘(Automatic Strobes,” March 1946.
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integrator, which is shown as being +10 volts normally.
Inthequiesccmt
state, the plate will fall downto +25volts asin the standard Miller sweep
generator at which time the diode VAbWi]]conduct, driving t}le grid of V8
negative which inturndrives the grid of VT from its normal valueof —2o
volts, well below cutoff, to zero; its plate falls and pulls the suppressor of
VG from +5 volts dotvn to –40 vo]ts to cut off its plate current. The
plate then rises, bringing the range gates in, until it is cal@t by the plate
of V1O,whose cathode is held to +125 volts.
The plate of the integrator
VGiscoupled tothe grid of V7through a(lifferentiating net}vork, holding
that tube on during the flashback in order to keep the suppressor of
VGOff. Otherwise, thewhole drift-return circuit would stop workingas
soon as the plate of Vd rose above +25 volts.
With this addition, the
suppressor is held off until theplate is caught at +125 volts and the grid
of V7returns to below cutoff.
Whenthis happens, itsplate rises, bringing
the suppressor back to +5 volts, plate current starts to flow in V6, the
voltage drop in RT drives the control grid of VG nearly off (–2 volts)
through Cl as in normal phantastron action, after which the grid starts
toriseto~vards +lOvolts, andtheplate continues its fall from +125 volts
to +25volts,
sweeping therange gates from 800t033,800
ft. A simpler
circuit could be designed using the phantastron or sanatron technique
forrecycling asdescribed in Chap. 5of Vol. 19.
The rate of drift or search is determined by the current flowing into
the grid side of Cl, which in turn is determined by the current flowing
from the +10 volts tap through R,, and the current drawn through R2,
and the gated pentode rectifier V5. Theaverage cathode voltage of V,
is –10 volts, and its plate isreturned to the grid of V6 whichis at –2
volts ;hence there is +8 volts from plate to cathode of VG. The control
grid isnormally held at –30volts
except when a5.5-psec gate (E) drives
it positive.
At that time, the screen current rises sharply, causing a
negative step to appear across the 0.45-psec delay line. On reaching
the end of the line the pulse cuts off the second control grid, thus allowing plate current to flow for only 0.45 psec of the 5.5 psec that the control
grid is gated on. While the screen and control grids are both on, the
plate will drop to within 1 volt of the cathode, and with no video signals
present, 1.75 ma, (8-l )volts/4000
ohms, will flow. This provides
an average current of 1.05 pa, which subtracts from the current to 2.4 ~a
flowing through RI to give a net current of 1.35 pa, which is integrated in
Cl to produce a rate of fall of 27 volts/see (that is, a range-search period
of 4.3 see). If video signal X appears during the 0.9-Ysec interval
during which V6 is conducting, VK will draw more peak, and hence
average current away from the grid side of Cl; in fact, if it draws 2.4 pa
of average current, the plate of 1’s will stop moving and the gates will
stand still, thus locking on the signal. To do this a signal of standard
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AGC level, namely 25 volts, must overlap pulse D by about half its width.
If the signal moves, the overlap will change and the gates will autoIf the signal fades, the
matically track as long as a signal is present.
current in VGwill drop to 1.05 pa and the range search will recommence.
If for any reason it is desired to reject a certain echo after the automatic

searching

has found

it and to continue

the search

to greater

range,

Vb may be put out of action long enough for the gate to move past the

signal by closing the signal-rejecting switch which causes a negative
voltage step to be applied to the outer control grid of VS, which then
returns to its normal bias as C2 recharges through the diode VII and R4, a
time constant of 0.05 see, after which the gates can again lock on a
signal. This corresponds to a “ kick” of about 3000 feet.
On-target indication is given the operator by differentiating the rangesearch sweep voltage and applying it to the grid of Vg, which controls
the intensity of the angle-error-indicating
CRT.
When the gates are
searching, the derivative is negative and Vg is cut off. W-hen the gates
stop searching, Ve turns on, bringing the CRT spot intensity up to
normal.

The

CRT

is prevented

from

brightening

during

flashback

by the diode

part

of Vg and the smoothing

the positive-

network RS
and C~.
Rejection of ground echoes is performed by “integrating”
the output
of 5.5-~sec time selector.
The first ground-return echo from this airborne set was found to be about 6 psec long; hence the time constant of
the “ integrating” network was adjusted to discriminate against a 4-~sec
signal. The time selector V? is a heptode gated on the second control
grid by the waveform F to select the video signals imposed on the first
control grid. The plate potential drops to 10 volts during any coincidence of the gate F and the signal, putting a 290-volt drop across the RC’
combination Re, Cd, Cb. After 3.8 ~sec the diode Vd~conducts charging
C, slightly.
If the long pulse recurs several times, C, charges up enough
to start the flashback action described earlier.
The philosophy of this circuit is interesting.
It might have been
evolved by designing a straightforward balanced (two-gate) time discriminator, to feed an integrator whose quiescent rate is positive rather
than zero. As long as the quiescent rate is greater than that which
is ever to be encountered from a target, one half of the time discriminator
is then contributing nothing, and might as well be omitted.
The objection to unbalanced tracking of this type is that the point at which the gate
tracks the signal depends upon the signal amplitude and upon the amount
of noise present in the single gate. For accurate tracking it would be
necessary to have a good AGC circuit or to use a balanced discriminator
and an integrator whose quiescent velocity is normally zero, but which
would be switched to a positive rate in the absence of a signal. The
going
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unbalanced circuit has two advantages which the AN/APG-5
with its
complicated relay switching does not possess: (1) it operates in both
track and search functions with no change in circuit connections, and
(2) it eliminates the need for a sawtooth scan generator.
SUMMARY
8.18. System Planning.-The
previous sections of this chapter have
taken up the various operations to be performed by the automatic timeCircuit design for
measuring system and h~ve given practical circuits.
the individual operations—time discrimination, target selection, etc.—
must be preceded by a block-diagram stage in which the general configuration of the tracking loop and the nature of the several elements
are determined.
There are five major configurations of mechanical and electrical
These are shown in Fig. 8.49. The other possibilities are
elements.
numerous, but those illustrated are the ones of greatest interest.
It is
assumed that velocity memory is required—hence double integration is
used, although for most purposes single integration is adequate.
For
simplicity, the integrators indicated are shown without the necessary
stabilizing features without which the loop would be unstable.
Type (a) completely electrical, is typified by the example given in
Sec. 8.8 on systems using electrical integrators.
An outstanding
example
of the first type is British Oboe mouse station, which uses both range
and range rate as voltages to compute electrically the bomb-release time.
Type (b) is identical except for the addition of a servomechanism which
converts voltage into shaft rotation for driving mechanical computers
or indicators.
Examples of this type are numerous, (AN/ APG-5, etc.,)
principally because of the scarcity of computers taking electrical data.
The third type (c) is rather unique in that the mechanical follow-up servo
The electronic loop supplies the
follows time data rather than a voltage.
features of rapid slew and search for target selection, and smooth rate
data arising from the inherently high slope accuracy obtainable with
The separate time-following mechanelect ricsd time-modulat ion circuits.
ical loop offers two advantages—it can be disconnected during search
and slew, thus saving wear on itself and the computer-which it drives,
and it can employ a multiple-scale mechanical time modulator for range
precision, while retaining the advantages of an electrical signal-tracking
loop.
The closest known examples of this type are the automatic rangetracking circuits proposed for the SCR-584 by General Electric Company
and the Radiation Laboratory.
The first was used in a system called
Uy UTtxlel
Lue Secvuu
was
plUUULX2U
the Automatic Radar ---2.---J
‘-‘-----’ W mlcG
“--A-’-bl-lc tillu
-- J ‘I-----3
used in the SCR-784.
Type (d) is fairly conventional for systems that require mechanical
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data outputs.
The time modulator may be single- or multiple-scale
depending on the accuracy required.
A fifth system is proposed as
having capabilities of velocity memory limited only by the balance of the
time discriminator since the mechanical integrators have no position
error.
The process of determining the best configur~tion for any situation
may be illustrated by discussing a hypothetical example.
The requirements might be
1, Maximum tracking range of 140 psec with range data accurate to
f 0.05 per cent, and the rate data accurate to 0.05 ~sec/sec for
rates of 1 psec/sec—both
range and range-rate data to be in the
form of shaft rotations.
2. Provisions for manual, aided, and automatic tracking.
3. Provisions for slewing at greater than 18 ~sec/sec.
Since mechanical output data are required, the completely electrical
system is ruled out, and the last system is not considered because of
the problem of stabilization involved.
The accuracy specification in
range rules out the electrical system with voltage-to-shaft
follow-up
since reliable accuracies of 0.05 per cent are not realizable with electrical
The field is thus reduced to type (c) or (d). The
time modulators.
advantages of the type (c) system are that it allows rapid slewing and
search, and it provides smooth accurate range-rate data free from periodic
errors. 1 The apparent disadvantages are in the complexity and size
involved in employing two loops and the fact that with an electrical integrator defining the position of the range gates they would always eventually (in about 10 rein) drift to some quiescent point in range and
would not remain permanently at any given range without switching to
manual operation.
For these two reasons, the single-loop mechanical
system was often selected and has performed satisf act oril y. The reason
for rejecting the two-loop system is nevertheless open to question.
Although range is stably defined by a mechanical shaft position which is
perfectly content to remain fixed indefinitely, the range rate is controlled
by the balance of the discriminator and the quiescent point of the electrical integrator.
Thus, although there is no preferred position, it is difficult
to maintain the quiescent velocity at zero. Furthermore, the range-rate
accuracy of the system would only be about 2 per cent, due in part to the
cyclic nature of the range errors of a multiple-scale system.
Similarly,
the two-loop system would be much more suitable for automatic searching.
If, however, the radar is to be used under conditions of target confusion and
interference, automatic search circuits would be useless and manual
1For this application the electrical range-rate data would be followed mechanically
in either type of system.
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search should be used. Thus the only disadvantage in target selection
introduced by the single-loop system is the low slewing speeds obtainable
(3000 yd/see).
From this hypothetical example, the various factors that enter into
the conception of a time-measuring system can be seen. A comparison
of all five systems on the basis of the most usual requirements is shown in
Table 82.
The column headed “Limiting Factor” reveals two common
causes of weakness.
One is that a mechanical time modulator must be
The development of a highly preused to obtain high range accuracy.
cise electrical time modulator to replace the currently used capacitance
or inductance phase-shifters would open the way to completely electronic
The second weakness arises from the
precision time-measuring systems.
The inevitable trend of the
need to supply data as a shaft rotation.
future toward electrical computers for high-speed solutions will free
time-measuring systems from this additional need for incorporating
mechanical elements.
But for these two weaknesses, the all-electrical
system of Fig. 848a would represent the ideal.
For the present, the
system of Fig. 848c comes closest to the ideal in that it has the high
range accuracy of the multiple-scale mechanical time modulator, the
rate accuracy of the electrical time modulator, the facility at target
selection of the electrical loop, and supplies mechanical data with a
minimum of wear. Its major disadvantages are cost and weight.
SYSTEMS
TABLE82.-COMPARISONOF TRACKING

b

c

Limiting factor

de

Range accuracy.

Poor

Poor

Good

Good

Good

Rate

Good

Good

Good

Poor

Poor

I
Target acquisition.
Good
Speed ratio.......,..
Good
Mechanicaldata,
No
Wear. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Good

Good
Poor
Yes
Good

Good
Poor
Yes
Good

Poor
Poor
Yes
Poor

Poor
Poor
Yes
Poor

J3conomy. .,, ,, . . . . . . Good
Weight . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Good

Poor
Poor

Poor
Poor

Poor
Poor

Poor
Poor

accuracy.

Electrical time modulator (s”ngle scale)
Cyclic errors of time
modulator
Mechanical motion
Mechanical motion
Mechanical motion
Slewing done mechanically
Mechanical elements
Mechanical elements
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In the light of retrospection, every piece of equipment appears
There is often aa much art
covered with the fingerprints of the designer.
as science in the design of practical circuits for performing a particular
operation.
In addition to this factor, the development during the war
was marked by two further diversifying effects.
One was the necessity
of building useful military equipment before adequate study and experiment had led to satisfactorily systematized theories of design, and the
other was the time delay in diffusion of improvements in the theories of
design.
As a result, the systems for automatic time measurement often
show little similarity to each other and less resemblance to design based
on any general principles now available.
Although five configurations of systems were presented in the previous
chapter, the practical systems to be discussed are divided into only two
groups, the simple electrical and the simple electromechanical, for all the
more complex forms can be derived from these.
Before a discussion of the more conventional systems, two simple
techniques particularly adaptable to laboratory measurements will be
mentioned.
The simpler involves the simplest method that one can conceiv~the
“leaning gate” system in which a single time selector is made
to drift in range until it intersects enough of a signal to cancel the drift
action.
This is exemplified by the British systems, AGL-(T) and A.1.
Mark VIA, both of which have been mentioned in Chap. 8. These
systems perform with a minimum of circuits the functions of search,
lock-on, and track.
They are limited in accuracy since the single-gated
time discriminator is sensitive to signal and noise amplitude.
A second technique which is simple and yet capable of extreme accuracy is that of phot ographing a circular sweep displ ay“with a movie camera
and later plotting the data.
No tracking circuits are required and
systematic errors can be removed from the data.
It is, of course, limited
to applications where instantaneous data are not required, as in determining the velocity of test models of aircraft.
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The demand for instantaneous and accurate data has led to the design
of the conventional systems in general use. The first group discussed
will be the electrical systems as exemplified by the British Oboe system
and the ARO (Automatic Range Only), used in the AN/APG-5, AN /APG15. The second group are the systems employing mechanical time modulators directly in the tracking loop and will be illustrated later.
9.1. ARO Electrical System.—The time dkcriminator and the automatic search circuits for this system have been discussed in Sees. 813
and 8.18 respective y; therefore a brief description will be adequate here.
In order to illustrate the design considerations, the chief subject of discussion will be the modifications that were made on the ARO Mark I
in a development program aimed at reducing the size, weight, power conVideo
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Fr~. 9.1.—ARO range system block diagram, Mark I and Mark II.

sumption, and complexity of the circuits.
The resultant design was
known as the ARO Mark II or Midget ARO.
The block diagram of the circuit remained unchanged and is shown in
Fig. 9.1. The schematic diagram of the earlier circuit is shown in
Fig. 9.2. The circuit consists of a delay multivibrator as a time modulator, followed by a blocking oscillator to form the early gate and to
trigger a similar blocking oscillator that forms the late gate. The time
Pulse transformers in the plates
selectors are suppressor-gated 6AC7’S.
of the time selectors invert the gated pulses so that they drive two triode
detectors whose difference current produces a net voltage on the large
condenser C,. A cathode follower with a constant-current pentode aa a
cathode load provides the range voltage for the delay multivibrator
and the range followup servomechanism at low impedance and also
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FIG. 92.-ARO
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range search in the bottom row.
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provides suitable biases for the triode difference detectors.
As already
described in Sec. 8.17 on-target indication is performed by two “infinite
impedance” detectors with a common cathode resistor fed by the two
gated signals. The larger signal cent rols the detector output voltage.
If this voltage exceeds the threshold, it closes a relay which connects
either a search-sawtooth or manual target-selector control to the range
voltage whenever the signal is below the preset threshold.
The AGC
circuit is a third infinite-impedance detector fed by the sum of the two

“Fro. 9.3.—ARO Mark I range unit (a) top view; (b) bottom view.
994 in.

Dimensions: 15% X

gated video pulses and operating a d-c amplifier and an output cathode
follower.
Figure 93 shows the completed Mark I ARO chassis. The useful
area of the chassis is 15+ in. by 9: in., or 150 in. z An estimate of power
consumption from the circuit diagram shows about 65 ma from the +400
bus including the regulated current, and 30 ma from the negative bus.
Figure 9.4 shows the schema of the Mark II ARO and Fig. 95 shows
the constructed chassis. The estimated current drain is 30 ma from the
positive supply and 10 ma from the negative supply.
The chassis
plate has a useful size of 1l+ in, by 6* in. or 75 in. z The relative densities
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of the two constructions give meaning to the size comparison.
As
pointed out previously, the block diagram remains almost identical.
The saving came in simplification of the circuits and use of smaller tubes

.,.

0
G

1
ti

and components.
If the development of the Mark II had continued
longer, 6AL5 diodes and miniature VR tubes would have been available
to replace all the large tubes used except the 5Y3.
A feature of note is

SEC.
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the absence of thelarge4-~sec
delay line used in the Mark I tocompensate for the large minimum width of the delay multivibrator.
A“bo.otstrap”
self-gating linear-sawtooth generator, VI, V2, V3b, V4.,
and apickoff diode Vl~, replaced the delay multivibrator as the Mark II
time modulator. to save 15 ma of current and decrease the minimum
range to 50 yd as compared with 400 yd. The bonuses resulting from
this change are more accurate range data and elimination of the video
delay line. A second modification resulting in appreciable space saving
is the use of a single blocking oscillator VC with a delay line to form
the early and late gates for the time selector.
The 0.25-psec delay line
can be seen at the right of the underside of the Mark II chassis.
Range

do yd

3500’yd

(a)

(b)
FIG, 9.6.—Range vs. range error of Mark I AFtO. (a) represents the 4000-yd range
scale. (b) represents the 2000-yd range scale. Note the range error resulting from change
in direction of target motion. Rates are A 25 yd/sec. Errors cyclic at 200 yd originate in
the range-tracking calibrator.

Suppressor-gated 6AS6’S are used for the time selectors Va and Vg.
The particular improvement here is that the suppressor characteristics
of the 6AS6 provide much more of a switch-type gating action than those
of the 6AC7.
The plate loads of the time selectors are resistors rather
than pulse transformers.
This saving is made possible by using diode,
instead of triode, detectors Vlo, Vll following the time selectors since the
diode detectors can accept negative signals.
For the function unit, the Mark 11 uses an electronic integrator V17,
whereas the Mark I uses only the approximate integration of a highThe integrator is made
impedance detector and a large condenser.
necessary by the larger range of control voltage of the linear-sweep time
modulator.
A cathode follower Vls provides a low-impedance output
to the computer and convenient feedback path for the 0.01 feedback condenser. The small excursion of the output voltage of the difference
detector makes it possible to use fixed biases on the detector diodes.
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In the on-target detector circuit, the technique of taking the larger
of the two gated signals for the on-target indication is abandoned and a
stretched pulse representing the sum of the two gated pulses is amplified
at narrow bandwidth in VI* and peak-detected in VIS to drive the relay
amplifier V14. The use of a-c,
rather than
d-c, amplification
results in more stability in the
threshold adjustment.
The AGC
c i r c u i t provides an additional
stage of pulse amplification
VIE
after VIZ and detects in a diode
detector VIC.
The only modifications in the
range-search sawtooth generator
are the elimination of the limiter
a n d level-setting
diodes.
The
amplitude of the sawtooth wave
FIQ. 9.7.—Range-tracking data of ARO
remains constant, the only variMark II. Data show range errors due to
nonhnearity and velocity. Data obtained
able being the average level adfrom electrical tracking loop only.
justment.
No change is made in
the target-selector relay circuit; it is drawn symbolically in the schema
for Mark II merely to decrease the confusion of the circuit.
Figures 9.6 and 97 show the dynamic range-tracking data of the
Mark I and Mark II systems.
The range-tracking calibrator is discussed in Sec. 9.3.
9.2. British Oboe Electrical System.—The Oboe Mark IIM1 is chosen
as a second example of an electrical automatic time-measuring system
because it illustrates British approach to the
Target
The characteristics that it illusproblem.
trates particularly are the utilization of both
Release
T3
R
point
range and range-rate output voltages as data
Rr
for an electrical computer, the incorporation
R
of a multiple-scale time modulator in an
Arrplone
Cal
all-electrical time-measuring system, an unV3
4
usual gating technique for obtaining both
MOU
se
FIG. 9+3-Geometry
of Oboe
range-error signal and signal-level indication
blind bombing.
from two detectors, the use of high-precision
electronic integrators in the function unit, and an automatic-coast circuit
that provides accurate memory for nearly a minute.
The time-measuring system is part of a British radar-beacon set for
precision blind bombing by triangulation.
As illustrated in Fig. 98,
there are two ground stations, “the cat and the mouse,” which interrogate
I IEE Convention Paper, ‘i Oboe,” F. E. Jones, March 1946.
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The cat station automatically
a beacon responder in the airplane.
tracks the received signal, compares its range with the distance of the
cat from the target and transmits a signal to the pilot to keep him flying
on a circular course passing through the target.
The mouse station
automatically measures the aircraft range and range rate which are
compared in a computer to determine the bomb-release point.
Reports
indicate that the accuracy of range measurement is about five yards, at
all ranges out to 350 miles, and bombing accuracy is 12 to 25 circular
roils. Thehigh precision oftimemodulation
necessary to produce these
results is obtained by the use of a step delay which selects any one of
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FIG. 9.9.—Obcw range-tracking system block diagram.

70 five-mile crystal-controlled markers to form a trigger for a tracking
phantastron that is positioned by the time discriminator and works only
over a region of 16 miles centered on the target.
Figure 9.9 shows the block diagram of the system which can operate
as either cat or mouse station.
The top row of blocks shows the time
modulator.
The necessary alignment process for supplying standardized
data to the computers is described in the remainder of this paragraph.
The tracking-gate phantastron control is set at +165 volts, its middle
value, and the 5-mile selector and the active-region delay phantastron
are adjusted to place the tracking-gate marker at the range of the target
as determined from maps.
This setting is made with the use of an
A-scope display that has accurate 5- and l-mile intensity markers.
The
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target-marker phantastron is then adjusted to put out a target marker
at the target range. The target-marker phantastron is then left fixed
during the operation, its function being to provide on the A-scope a
marker which will show the operators the location of the target on the
sweep while the tracking-gate phantastron moves about in its operation
of tracking the aircraft.
From this sweep indication the ground operators
estimate roughly the “time to go” before bomb release which they
communicate to prepare the bombardier.
Except for this convenience
the target-marker phantastron is unnecessary.
Once the alignment has
been cor-pleted, the tracking-gate phantastron may be moved from the
target range. The departure of the phantastron control voltage from
i-165 volts indicates to the computer the “residual range,” that is, the
distance of the aircraft from the target.
As described in Sec. 8.12 the time discriminator generates a current
proportional to the misalignment of the gates and the signal. The
velocity integrator operates on this current to provide a range-rate
voltage.
For the computation of bomb-release time in the mouse operation, this is standardized to be at +165 volts when the velocity is zero.
The slope of the velocity-control
voltage is 0.4 volts/mph.
The range
integrator integrates the rate voltage to provide range-control voltage
centered about +165 volts and having a slope of 33 volts/mile.
Target selection is performed by switching the velocity voltage to a
manual control, watching the A-scope for the relative positions of the
tracking-gate marker and the aircraft echo, and manually moving the
tracking gates to coincide with the echo, whereupon the velocity voltage
is disconnected from the manual control and connected to the velocity
integrator for automatic tracking.
The current phase inverter in the time discriminator (Fig. 9.14) feeds
a relay amplifier which energizes after the signal level has dropped
below an arbitrary threshold for more than ~ sec. The relay disconnects
the velocity integrator from all sources of current and connects between
plate and grid of the velocity integrator a condenser which has been
charged to a “smoothed”
velocity voltage.
Consequently, the plate
(velocity) voltage remains constant at the “smoothed”
velocity up to
15 or 20 sec until the echo reappears and automatic tracking recommences.
Figures 9.10 and 9.11 show the timing sequences of the fixed delay
(5-mile selector) and the variable delay (tracking-gate phantastron,
etc.).
Figure 8.29 shows the timing sequence of the tracking gates and
the video signals and the circuit schema of the time discriminator.
Following are a few remarks on particular features of circuit design
of the Oboe automatic time-measuring system that can be omitted
without losing continuity.
The crystal oscillator, whose circuit is not shown, is of the Meacham-
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bridge stabilized type and is contained in a temperature-controlled oven
so that its frequency stability is 5 parts per million over a period of
several months.
This care is necessary to ensure the accuracy of range
measurement of 5 yd in 300 miles (10.5 parts per million).
The 5-mile pip selector shown on Fig. 9.12 is a phantastron triggered
by the PRF pulse and terminates at a range determined by the potential
of its anode-catching diode and the nearest 5-mile pip. The 5-mile pips
are applied to the suppressor and trigger the bottoming process of the
phantastron causing its termination on a 5-mile mark. The synchronizing
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It appears that this circuit might be a po~sible
source of inaccuracy since a synchronizing control is necessary; however the marker pulse from the target-marker phantastron provides
a continual A-scope check on this error.
Figure 9.13 shows the active-region delay phantastron, the targetmarker phantastron, and the target-marker pulse shaper. A technique
of interest is that of using a delay-line pulse former to form short pulses
from the long time-modulated
phantastron waveforms.
The activeregion delay phantastron is in series with the tracking-gate phantastron;
the range stability is thus dependent on the combined stability of two
phantastrons.
Fortunately, it is possible to calibrate the total delay
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against the crystal pips just before the start of each run so that stability
required of the phantastrons is of short duration only.
In Fig. 9“14 is shown the tracking-gate phantastron VT that is of
conventional type.
Its plate-catching diode Vs is controlled by the
range integrator which in turn is controlled either by the velocity tube
or by a manual control, depending on the mode of operation.
The plate
of the phantastron tube is returned to +1000 volts to increase its linearity in the operating range. Insulation breakdown of the tube is prevented by the diode VE, which limits the plate swing to +350 volts.
The limitation of having the time modulation continuous over only a
short range is tolerable for this particular system and it permits the
tracking loop to be completely electrical without reducing the precision
of the system.
The rest of the circuits on Fig. 9.14 have to do with the automatic
control of the time modulation.
The time discriminator is discussed in
Sec. 8.12 (Fig 8.29) and is seen to deliver two currents whose difference
is proportional to the misalignment of the range gates and the echo.
These currents are indicated as il and iz. When the target is correctly
located in the gates, iz is twice as large as i, because its gate is twice as
wide as the short gate and extends over the whole echo,
Thus iz is a
true indication of echo intensity and will not change for small motions of
the gate with respect to the echo. The tracking loop then compares
half the current due to signal level with the current from a gated detector
which extends over only the first portion of the signal and time-modulates
the gates to make these two quantities equal.
The tube VI is a current inverter.
If the gain of VI is assumed to be
infinite, it can be said that the grid of VI remains fixed (a virtual ground
as discussed in Sec. 8.8) and hence the current flowing in RI must be
equal to and opposite ij.
If the voltage at A which produces this equal
and opposite current is halved, the current which flows through Rz, to a
potential equal to that of the grid of Vl, must be equal and opposite to
iz/2 since RI equals Rt. This current –iz/2 is added to il at the grid
of the velocity integrator Vs which integrates the difference current to
supply a velocity voltage Ve. This voltage is integrated in turn by VA
to form the range voltage which controls the phantastron.
The zerovelocity control Ra adjusts the grid potential of Vt so that when il = iZ/2,
the plate of Vs is at +165 volts, the standard for zero velocity.
When
i ~ becomes greater or less than —i2/2, the plate potential of V3 must
change at a rate which will balance the difference current by an equal and
opposite displacement current through Cl. This unbalance of currents
might be due to motion of the target, and the change of the velocity
voltage will cause the range voltage to move at a rate which will keep
the tracking gates aligned on the target.
The zero-range control is
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so that when the velocity voltage equals +165 volts, the plate
at +165 volts.
automatic-coast
operation is discussed in the following paraIf the signal

a time

constant

fades,

the velocity

of several

seconds.

voltage will fall to + 165 volts
However,
the plate of V, will

fall and will cause the plate of V, to fall with a time constant such that the
relay will actuate + sec after the signal fades. When the relay energizes,
the three switches around Va throw from the automatic position to the
coast position
During automatic
operation, the velocity
voltage
When the switches throw
charges C2 through a 2-see time constant.
to coast, this condenser is connected from plate to grid of Vi and all
Since Cz is charged with respect
the sources of current are removed.
to the normal grid bias of Va, the potential across C, is closely equal to the
mean potential difference between the plate and grid of Vs over the
preceding two seconds, no current will flow into C2, and the plate must
stay at the smoothed velocity voltage except for leakage currents.
During the ~-sec lag before the relay throws, the voltage on C, does not
change appreciably because of the smoothing effects of the integrator
and the smoothing network.
The velocity memory under coast conditions is good enough to prevent the introduction of a significant error in
bombing under operational conditions if the echo fades 15 sec before
bomb release, provided the pilot maintains constant velocity.
The
advantage of using automatic coast is that unbalance of the time discannot
criminator due to drifts in gain or level of any oj the components
introduce a false velocity since the time discriminator is disconnected.
It will be recognized, of course, that leakage currents in the range
integrator Vi will have as serious effects as those in Va, for it is assumed
that by maintaining V. constant, the rate of V, will remain unchanged.
This can only happen if Vi acts as a true integrator.
The most serious
source of leakage current in this stage is the 4-~f feedback condenser.
The specifications call for a condenser having 2000-megohm leakage
resistance, and in a later model a mica condenser was used.
There are several suggestions that have been made for revising this
One is to replace the target-marker phantastron and the trackcircuit.
ing-gate phantastron with a single linear sawtooth generator and a pair
of” multiar” or regenerative amplitude comparators of the type described
in Chap. 5. Another is to select the 5-mile pulses in a double-valued
time selector rather than by adding them to the phantastron waveform
It is
and amplitude selecting as in the present Smile pulse selector.
also felt that O.l-mile pulses would increase the accuracy of calibration
and these could” be obtained by multiplying up from the present l-mile
pulses. A time discriminator of the type described in Sec. 8.13 would be
used but no improvement in the electrical integrators except the use of
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mica condensers can be foreseen since limiting conditions of operation are
already employed.
An interesting accessory to the Oboe system is a dynamic tracking
tester for testing the automatic-tracking
operation and calibrating the
It consists of an electronic integrator
slope of V. against velocity.
controlling a phantastron whose output triggers a variable-width variableBy varying the input voltage to the
amplitude video pulse generator.
integrator, the dummy signal can be made to move at rates from +3o0
mph to —300 mph over any portion of the 350-mile range. The velocity
of the dummy signal can be checked against the accurate range markers
with a stop watch and the velocity voltage calibrated.
9.3. Electromechanical
Systems.—The
class of systems in which a
mechanical time modulator is employed in the primary signal-following
and is exemplified primarily by
loop may be called “electromechanical”
These
some of the high-precision automatic range-tracking systems.
systems, like the Oboe, rely on short velocity memory (2 see) from the
first integrator and some sort of coast circuit for long-time velocity
The coast circuits often act to keep the rate voltage of the
memory.
aided-tracking mechanism equal to the rate of the target as measured in
automatic tracking.
The coast operation then consists of manually or
automatically switching to aided-tracking mode where the correct rate is
already set up. The single integrator of the function unit consists of the
servomechanism employed to drive the mechanical time modulator from
the time-discriminator error signal.
Stabilization of a double-integrator electromechanical loop of this
type should be a straightforward process for the servomechanism expert.
The form of the error signal and the scale factor of the mechanical time
modulator are known for each particular circuit.
The desired acceleration properties are usually defined on the one hand by the width of the
range aperture and the speed with which the target is expected to move
through that aperture in the target-selection process, and on the other
hand by the necessary lack of response to rapid noise fluctuations.
The
over-all gain is determined by the maximum tracking speed desired and
the velocity error in microseconds permissible at the maximum tracking
speed. A treatment of the design of equalizing networks to meet the
above requirements with the more complex transfer characteristics of a
mechanical servomechanism is presented in Vol. 25 and in Part II of
vol. 22.
An electromechanical system of recent design is shown in Fig. 9.15.
The synchronizer originally described in Chap. 4 performs the operation
of selecting, once every 330 psec, two Df a train of continuously running
163-kc/sec markers. These become the pretrigger and modulator trigger
for a system.
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The two-scale phase-shifter time modulator employs a condenser
phase-shifter for the fine scale and a bootstrapped linear sawtooth generator with diode pickoff for the coarse scale. Its design is conventional
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and similar to that of Sec. 6.2 and need not be discussed here. The time
discriminator whose time-selecting gates are only 0,12 ~ec long (70-yd
aperture) has been discussed in Sec. 8.12. The time discriminator
delivers an emor signal of about 1 volt per yard of misalignment.
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In Fig. 9“16is shown the block diagram of the function unit, whose
circuit isillustrated in Figs. 9.17 and 918.
Thetwounique
features are
the method of introducing manual displacement during automatic tracking and the method of obtaining aided tracking and coast. The mixing
circuits for these two operations are extracted and redrawn in Fig. 9.19.
Figure 9.19a shows the automatic-tracking
connection where R,, R2,
and C form the first branch of the equalizing network and Rj leads into
range servo amplifiers the mixing circuit where the range tachometer
voltage is introduced for tachometer feedback.
When it is not being
turned, the manual-tracking tachometer obviously does not affect the

+300V

+300V +300V

Capacity

+300”

multiplim

L

C.F.
6SL7-GT

Ampllfier
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O-c voltage

10a =

level change

CF.
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Ica
z =470 N II f
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+
-I05V
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-X)Ov
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-300V

FIG. 9. 17.—Equivalent condenser of function unit and memory circuit. This circuit
uses plate-to-grid feedback to produce with a 10-pf condenser a large equivalent condenser
C’ by utilizing the well-known Mil!er effect.

circuit performance, but when it is turned it develops across RS a voltage
proportional to the rate at which it is being turned. Since the tachometer-feedback servomechanism is an integrator, the range shaft turns in
direct proportion to the manual-tracking tachometer and thus gives displacement control.
Meanwhile the time discriminator is still operative,
and when the gates reach an echo, it will develop a voltage adding to that
from the manual-tracking tachometer that will hold the gates on target
until the operator stops turning.
If he decides the locked-on target
is not the correct one, he can pull the gates off the target by a rapid spin
of the hand wheel which will overcome the time-discriminator signal.
This arrangement, used in conjunction with the slewing control shown
in Fig. 9.18, gives excellent performance for target selection.
The
maximum slewing rate is 5000 yd/sec and the displacement control is
2000 yd/rev.
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Theconnections
foraided trachng areredrawn in Fig. 9l9b.
There
the time-discriminator signal has been disconnected and the tachometer
develops for the displacement component a voltage proportional to the
rate of turning across the equivalent 300-pf condenser C’. The time
constant of integration is formed principally” by RI and C“ to be 300 sec.
This gives the time in which an established rate till fall off if the operator
makes no further corrections.
Since C’ is also charged up to the output
voltage of the time dkcriminator in the automatic-trackhg
mode, this
is the time in which the velocity memory will fall off if the operator pushes
the coast button.
If the target fades in automatic tracking and the
operator does not push the coast button, the established rate will fall off
with a time constant of about 2.7 see, as in Oboe, Sec. 9.2, determined by
R,
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FIG. 9.1 9.—Equalizing network and manual-cnntrol input circuits of range-tracking
system, (a) automatic connection with displacement adding, (b) aided tracking connection.
R, and Rz and the output resistance of the cathode follower VI.
Thus
reasonable fades are satisfactorily handled since the response speed of the
AGC circuit is about ~~ sec. The aided-tracking time constant is ~ see,
with 100 yd/rev displacement of the handwheel.
It will be noted in Fig. 918 that, following the main equalizing network and the tachometer-feedback mixing network, there is a smoothing
network consisting of R6, RT, and C2 before the 60-cps switch modulator
(Brown Converter).
The servoamplifier is a standard small servoamplifier shown in Fig. 9.20. The servomechanism motor is a Diehl FPE-492a
two-phase induction motor, and the tachometers are Elinco Type B-44.
The motor ratio is 100 yd/rev.
The range-rate followup servomechanism is similar to the range servomechanism except that it is a position, rather than a rate servomechanism.
Dynamic-tracking
Performance.—One of the most useful aids to the
design of automatic-tracking mechanisms of any kind is a dynamic-track-
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ing tester which will provide a dummy signal whose range and amplitude
variations will simulate those of a real target and which will record
directly the difference between the dummy signal range and the range
indicated by the automatic range-tracking device.
Such a device was

Fm.

9.21

.—Dynamic range-tracking tester.
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FIG. 9.22.—VeIocity errors of range unit on automatic tracking as a function of signal-to.
noiaa ratio S/N. Video output = 1 volt. Rates = 400 yd/sec out, 200 yd/sec in.

built and is shown in Fig. 9.21. It supplies
whose range is related to by the shaft output
to within ~ 1 yard. The output shaft drives
whose output shaft is in turn connected to

a time-modulated trigger
of a rate servomechanism
one input of a differential,
a long cylindrical drum.
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When the output shaft of the range-tracking unit is connected to the
second input of the differential, the rotation of the drum indicates range
error. If a pen is made to move along the length of the drum proportionally to range, the resulting trace is a plot of range error vs. range.
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9.26.—Aided tracking on accelerating targets with range-tracking controls.
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The range rate of the time-modulated trigger is variable from + 1200
mph to – 1200 mph. Complete reversal of any rate could be made in
about ~ sec. The output trigger is used to fire a pulse generator which
gates an i-f oscillator.
The oscillator output is amplitude-modulated
to
simulate antenna scanning and is fed into a receiver i-f strip. Figures
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9%2 to 929 show the results of testing the above range-tracking system
with the dynamic tester. Figure 9.22 shows the velocity errors as a function of signal-to-noise ratio and indicates the pericd (1000 yd) and the
amplitude ( ~ 5 yd) of the periodic range errors; no cumulative range error
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performance.

is observed.
The velocity error is indicated by the separation between
traces taken at clifferent speeds for a given signal level. The largest
separation seems to be about 10 yd for the indicated speeds with signalto-noise ratio equal to 1: At this level, the target was lost several times
at 400 yd/sec.
Since the velocity
error prior to losing the target is
16much smaller than the range
.-l.?
aperture of 70 yd, it is probable
4
120
that inadequate smoothing of the
g~.
servomechanism response was reu
;
sponsible for the failure to keep
4.
the target.
The remainder of the
4
321
plots show the response to tran4- Yordsmisalignment
sients under automatic and aidedGoingout
Av. slope s
tracking operation, the effect on
3.102 m. lyd
automatic tracking of varying the
video-signal amplitude, and the
effectiveness of the memory and
coast provisions.
Figure 9.27 inFm. 9 .30.—Mechanical stiffness curve of
dicates that fades of 1 sec can be
range-tracking loop.
tolerated without switching to
coast.
Under coast conditions the allowable time of fades or interrup~ions
is shown in Fig. 9.29 to vary 3 to 7 sec. The upper curve of Fig. 9.29
indicates that the range of the gates can depart from the range of the
target by about 25 yd before the target will be lost on returning to the
automatic-tracking mode of operation.
In Fig. 9“30 is shown the static sttiness of the range-tracking loop.
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POSITION ERROR DETECTORS AND INDICATORS
BY J. V. HOLDAM
9.4. General Considerations.-There
are two methods of measuring
the angular position of a target with a single radar system in which the
dependence of intensity of the received echo on alignment with the beam
axis is utilized.
One method utilizes continuous circular scan in which
a PPI indication is employed.
The other employs either conical scanning
or lobe-switching with the antenna array pointed continuously at the
target.
The first method measures the center of the signal on the
persistent indicator by means of observing the rate of decrease of signal
intensity on either side of center; on fixed targets it provides accuracies of
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Fm. 9.31.—Conical scanning antenna pattern, SCR-584.
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error signal that indicates the angular error. The following two sections
will describe this technique.
The symbol .$ will be used to represent
azimuth angle and @for elevation angle.
A widely used radar employing conical scanning is the SCR-584.
Figure 9.31 shows its antenna pattern.
The SCR-584 employs a single-antenna beam, but it is displaced
from and rotated about the axis of the parabolic reflector.
When the
target is off the axis of the reflector, the target echo is modulated at the
frequency of rotation of the beam about, the axis of the parabola.
By a
comparison of the phase of the signal modulation with the geometric
phase of the antenna beam, the direction of the target from the paraboloid axis is determined, and the amplitude of the signal modulation is a
measure of how far the target is off the axis of the parabola.
Only if the
target lies within a small cone centered on the axis of the reflector is the
modulation of the target echo too small to be detected.
If the antenna
assembly is moved to make the modulation zero, an accurate determination of @ and 0 is made.
The beamwidth of the SCR-584 is approximately 5°, but 1#1
and 0 are determined to better than +.
The type of indication used with precision angle detectors varies with
the type of application.
The SCR-584 precision angle detector has a
closed-loop servomechanism which operates to maintain the parabola
axis in coincidence with the target.
In other applications the precision
angle detector may control a zero-centered meter (British 274) or a type G
presentation (AN/APG-l 5), and the operator becomes a biomechanical
link in the servomechanism loop that positions the parabola axis on the
target.
9.5. Design Requirements.-The
design of circuits for the precise
determination of o and 0 is not particularly critical provided the rest
of the system is properly designed since the measurement employs the
null method of comparing two signals and making them equal.
Most
systems perform lobe-switching at rates from 30 to 100 cps. It is
important that the phase shift be carefully controlled, that overloading
be prevented by good AGC action, and that the commutator, or phase
discriminator, minimize crosstalk between @ and 0 and be insensitive to
harmonics of the switching frequency.
Further, the antenna must be
designed to minimize harmonics, to minimize false modulation by
“ pulling” the transmitter as a function of switching phase, and to
maintain a fixed relation between the radar axis and some mechanical
reference line.
The considerations listed above are in addition to problems confronted
in any radar-system design.
They are valid only for systems which
purport to make precision measurements of 4 and/or 9. They arise
from the necessity of making a critical examination of each echo. For
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search systems it is sufficient to get an echo-whether
it is distorted or
whether it overloads the receiver makes little difference.
Most systems that perform lobe-switching by a conical scan (SCR-584,
AN/APG-l ), off set the lobe from the axis of scan so that the crossover
point is approximately 80 per cent power, one way. For antennas whose
illumination of the reflector is uniform or varies as 1/r (r is radial dist ante
on the surface of the reflector measured from the vertex), this crossover
provides a compromise between optimum modulation sensitivity and
beam broadening.
In lobe-switching
systems the rate of change of
power with angle of the antenna is the limiting factor in the accurate
determination of @ and 8. It is not possible to compensate for small
slope at crossover by increased amplification of the modulation since
spurious or unwanted modulation is also amplified.
Most radar systems
employ close coupling between the transmitter and the transmission line,
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diagram of generalized angle-measuring circuit.

and hence the antenna; therefore it is important that the VSWR in the
line be unaffected by the process of lobe-switching. 1
Figure 9.32 is a block diagram of a generalized angle-measuring
circuit.
lt includes all the components that are discussed and illustrated
in detail in the sections that follow.
The requirement on the receiver is that signal modulation must not
be distorted.
This requirement principally affects the AGC loop design,
since it requires that the phase shift due to AGC action to be zero at the
modulation frequency.
Two essentially different methods have been
developed for applying AGC to the receiver. The older method,
employed in the SCR-584 and AN/APG-l,
AGC voltage is generated
from the range-gated video signals and applies this voltage to the receiver
after it is operated on by a low-pass filter. Since the filter is designed
to eliminate the modulation and higher frequencies, the AGC voltage
does not degenerate the desired modulation.
A newer and somewhat
better wayz uses a fast-acting AGC that completely degenerates the
I Variations in VSWR cause the transmitter to change frequency and power output. If the VSWR varies with switching phase, the net effect is a false modulation on
an echo of a target lying on the radar axis. See L, J. Laslett, ‘‘ Calculation of Conicalscanning Errors,” RL Group Report 94-3/43.
1See Vol. 23 for a detailed diwuaaion of this circuit.
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modulation in the receiver for modulation frequencies up to 300 CPS.
The modulation for the commutator is taken from the AGC voltage
through a bandpass filter. The advantage of the latter method is
greater protection of the receiver against overloading from spurious
modulations.
Both the AGC voltage and the envelope voltage (demodulated video
pulses) are derived in the range unit, or the range gate is cabled to a
separate unit where the AGC and error voltages are derived.
Systems
which measure 1#.and @ precisely usually also make a precision measurement of range; hence a narrow range gate is available for the selection of
the radar echo of the particular target whose coordinates (@, 0) are to be
measured.
It is important that the electronic operations performed on
the signal for the determination of range should not distort the signal or
This is best assured by using a triple-gated video (the
the modulation.
early and late gates are used for range tracking and the middle gate for
AGC and audio (AN/APG-1),
the overlapping gates of AI Mk VI, or a
single gate and manual range tracking (SCR-584).
The problem of “detecting”
the gated video pulses is difficult. 1
Since all the available information is contained in pulses of very short
duration separated by intervals of long duration, the third detector must
be designed to make maximum use of the signal while it is available.
The most efficient detectors developed for this purpose are the bkiirectional detectors. z Such circuits have the unusual and desirable characteristic of instantly assuming the average voltage value of each gated
signal while it is present, and maintaining it when the signal is not
present.
The principal requirements on the audio amplifier following the third
detector are constant gain and fixed phase shift.
These requirements
do not call for special techniques; the only complicating factors are (1)
the necessity of filtering the envelope voltage and (2) the change in
modulation frequency with speed of the lobe-switching motor.
Unless
the frequency of lobe-switching is maintained constant, the audio filter
must be designed for constant attenuation and phase shift over the range
of modulation frequency expected.
The commutator, or phase-discrimination circuit, sorts the audio into
+A~ and – Ad and +A@ and – A@ components.
The requirements on
the commutator are linearity at least for small values of audio signal and
isolation of 4 and 9 components of the audio signal so that the two trackThe commutation should be full-wave and
ing axes will not interact.
symmetrical to remove the fundamental frequency from the output and
1The circuit which detects video signals to obtain AGC or audio ie called the
“third” detector.
ZSee Vol. 19, Chap. 14, of this series.
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to give minimum response to the large second-harmonic
component
invariably introduced by dissymmetries in the antenna scanning.
Since the output of thecommutator
is direct current (superimposed
on a strong but useless second-harmonic component), it must be connected to d-c amplifiers if the output is not of the proper voltage or power
level for the particular application.
Since direct-coupled amplifiers are
avoided wherever possible, commutators usually operate at a high level.
This has a serious disadvantage (but not so serious as following the commutator with direct-coupled amplifiers) in that it is difficult to operate at
high audio levels and maintain a high input impedance at the commutator.
Grid current in commutator tubes, whether during an “on”
period or an “off” period, tends to react on the final audio driver to
cause crosstalk between the + and O axes.
9.6. Manual Tracking Systems.—In this section a few systems which
provide precise angle measurement on a special indicator are discussed.
All the systems discussed are null systems, that is, the antenna-pointing
is corrected manually by observing a null indicator.
In each system
discussed the indicator is a cathode-ray oscilloscope, but some other
systems have employed zero-centered meters.
AN/APG-15.—Figure
933 is a condensed schema of the anglemeasuring circuits used in the AN/APG-15
system.
This system is a
lightweight airborne fire-control system which permits blind fire against
enemy aircraft.
It employs automatic-ranging equipment described in
Sec. 9“1, and presents relative target bearing on a small cathode-ray tube
to enable the gunner to position his guns properly.
The envelope of the video representing amplitude modulation is amplified and filtered, and paraphrased in VI and VZ. The filter between
V, and V, made up of R,, R,, R7, RO, Cs and C, is broadly tuned to
peak at about 30 cps and thus gives good attenuation of the second
harmonic at 70 cps. The modulation voltages at the plate and cathode
of V2 are equal in magnitude and differ in phase by 180 electrical degrees.
Tubes V~ and V, are full-wave phase-comparison and amplifier tubes for
6 determination.
(The @ circuits are not shown but are similar.)
The
phase comparison takes place by virtue of conduction through Vt and V,
when the grid and cathode modulations are in phase. The circuit is
essentially a phase-detector: the individual tubes are allowed to conduct
only when the resulting differential plate voltage on the two tubes
conducting simultaneously is proportional to the Oor 1#1
component of the
pointing error. (This limitation is by virtue of the switch in the cathode
circuit mechanical y operated by the antenna conical-scan motor.)
Network RIG’, filters the commutated output and V6 amplifies it to a
level suitable for presentation on a cathode-ray tube.
Resistor Rz serves
as a centering control.
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In the AN/APG-15
system the conical-scan rate is 36 cps. The
AGC filter is designed to have a charge time of ~sec
and a discharge
time of+ sec; this enables the AGC to hold the average modulation below
saturation in the receiver and not to degenerate the modulation.
AG~(-T) .—The British counterpart of the AIV/APG-15
employs
a phase-comparison circuit as shown in Fig. 934.
The detected modulation is amplified to a high level, commutated by a mechanical switch
driven by the antenna conical-scan motor, and directly connected
to the cathode-ray tube.
The differential voltage is filtered by RIC~,
and Rz governs the maximum charging rate of (71. Resistance R4 acts
as a sensitivity adjustment.
The result, in the axis illustrated by Fig.
9.34, is a vertical displacement proportional to the amplitude of the video
modulation in phase with the vertical component
of the antenna
motion.
SCR-615.—This
is a long-range ground-search system with special
circuits for making precise angle measurements.
Range tracking is
manual, conical scanning is employed only while precise angle measurements are being made, the beamwidth is 4°, and the conical scan rate is
24 cps. Figure 9.35 is a schema of the angle-tracking and AGC circuits.
(These exact circuits were not in production before manufacture was
stopped by the end of the war. )
The phase-comparing circuit is similar to the one in the AN/APG-15
equipment, but the cathodes are gated by a square-wave generator rather
The reference voltage comes from a
than by a mechanical commutator.
two-phase generator driven synchronously with the antenna.
A single
video gate is used and it is made to coincide in range with the desired
The third detector is of the
signal by the range-tracking operator.
type mentioned in Sec. 9.5. Positive video signals and a positive range
gate are applied to VI; the gated video signal is applied to the grid of the
top half of V2. Since the lower half is biased beyond cutoff, the XIO-pPf
condenser Cl charges up to the full value of the signal, and since there is
no path for discharge, Cl maintains the full charge.
Immediately
preceding the next video signal the “dunking”
gate overcomes the bias
in the lower half of Vz and discharges Cl. The next video signal then
charges Cl to its full value, etc. The net result of this sequence of
operation is that C I assumes the voltage of each gated video signal in
turn.
The function of V~ is to generate an AGC pulse that will prevent the
signal in the range gate from overloading the receiver.
The input gate
is of constant amplitude and Vs varies the output-gate amplitude as an
inverse function of the potential from the detector.
The advantage
of gated AGC is that only the signal under examination is operated on.
Other signals have the advantage of full receiver gain.
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Phase Comparison on a Circular-trace Cathode-ray Tube .—This method
of phase comparison differs from that of the others in that a cathode-ray
tube is used. The conical-scan frequency is 30 cps and is accurately
maintained constant by an electronic governor (see Fig. 9.36).
The
signal being range-tracked is detected and the envelope filtered by a sharp
resonant filter (30 cps).
It is then divided into four components of equal
magnitude and separated in phase by 90 electrical degrees. These
quadrature voltages are applied to the four deflection plates of the indicator to make the cathode-ray-tube beam prescribe a circle on the face; the
radius of the circle is proportional to the amount of the error, and the
phase of the circular sweep (with respect to the phase of the conical scan)
A reference
is related to the angle between the scan axis and the target.
generator on the antenna furnishes a reference voltage which is used to
intensify the indicator for a small fraction of the conical scan and which
maintains constant phase with the mechanical rotation.
Since the error
modulation can have all possible phase relations with the reference
voltage, the beam intensification can occur at all possible positions of the
circular sweep. The net result is a coherent relation between the
intensified portion of the circular sweep and the relative target bearing.
The various parts of the circuits in Fig. 9.36 are functionally labeled
to facilitate understanding the operation.
The advantage of a combined
commutator-indicator
of this type is the absence of errors due to the
drift of d-c amplifiers.
9.7. Automatic Tracking Systems.—As
with manual tracking systems a few examples of automatic tracking systems are illustrated to
point out the variations in design.
The differences between manual and
automatic operation are obvious; automatic systems are used where the
additional weight, size, and power consumption can be tolerated and
where the increased accuracy is essential; angle information in automatic
systems is used in a servomechanism to correct the position of the scan
axis, whereas angle information in manual systems is displayed on a
cathode-ray tube.
Figure 9.37 is a schema of the angle-tracking circuits in the AN/APG-l
airborne fire-control system.
Positive video pulses are connected to a delay line which has three
output taps and gives video signals delayed by 1, 1.25, and 1.5 ysec respectively.
The 1- and 1.5-psec delayed video signals are gated in VI and Vj
by a single gate, and the outputs of V, and Vz are in the automatic rangetracking circuit.
The 1.25-psec delayed video pulse is gated (again by
the same gate) in Va and supplies the angle error and AGC channels
through the common detector V4. Network RI and Cl filter the AGC
voltage to prevent degeneration of the error signal. The control voltage
for the AGC circuits is used to vary the gain of the i-f stages in the pre-
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amplifier and to control the amplitude of the screen-sensitizing pulse
going to the receiver.
This latter control is similar to the one used in the
SCR-615.
The phase-advance network FI aasists in stabilizing the servomechanism and is followed by network Rz, R%, C3 which filters the output.
Tube Vb amplifies and paraphrases the angle-error signal, and V~
provides balanced amplification for the two phases. Tubes V, and Vs
are full-wave commutators, the + A@ voltages being generated at their
The commutator is similar to those previously discus~d
cathodes.
except for the fact that the reference voltage is injected into the plate
The lowcircuit and the commutated output is taken from the cathodes.
impedance commutated d-c error signal is power-amplified in Vu and V 10
in an amplidyne to control the speed and direction of rotation of the
elevation drive motor.
Tube VII is an antihunt amplifier whose connection in the circuit stabilizes the elevation servomechanism.
TRACKING ON GROUPED OR PERIODICALLY INTERRUPTED DATA
BY W. B. JONES AND R. I. HULSIZER
9.8. Introduction.-In
the automatic time- and direction-measuring
systems that have been discussed, the radar is engaged constantly in
obtaining data about a single target.
Nevertheless, as discussed in
Chap. 7, measurements can be made on a single target while the radar
is scanning through 360°. This fact suggests that even while scanning,
a radar set might well obtain sufficient information about a particular
target to track the target automatically with accuracy.
The possibility
of this economy in the use of a radar set gave rise to the study of automatic measuring systems using grouped data.
Most search radars scan at a constant rate in azimuth.
The radar
obtains data on a particular target during the small fraction of the scan
that the radar beam is directed toward the target, that is, the data are
said to be “ grouped. ” The groups of data are spaced uniformly in time,
if the azimuth acceleration (measured by the observer) of the target is
small.
Consideration has been given to the problem of obtaining data
from targets throughout the hemisphere above a ground station or ahead
of an airplane.
All of the proposed hemispherical scanners interrupt the
PUIWSfrom a single target for such long periods that tracking is not possible if the target is in motion at all. If a more simple solution were to
become available the methGds outlined in this section could be extended
to three dimensions.
The PPI is an appropriate indicator with an azimuth scan radar.
It
is of importance that the oscilloscope screen have a long-persistence time
constant, for in this way the indicator “ remembers” the information
derived from the data.
The PPI remembers the position of a target
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data) which have been developed, it has been found useful to
measure and use on] y the first time derivative of the displacement (or
velocity) and the displacement of the target.
The radar data contain
such large errors that employment of any higher derivatives than the first
does not improve the operation of a tracking system.
The automatic
measuring systems to be discussed are, therefore, automatic tracking
systems with velocity memory.
There are several applications for automatic tracking systems operating from grouped data.
Since the radar set is scanning while collecting
data for such a tracking system, it follows that one radar can be used
to supply data to many tracking systems and many targets can be
tracked automatically
and simultaneously.
One application of this
technique is in airport traffic control where many aircraft flying independently of each other must be tracked.
A second is that of tracking
the ships in a task force or a convoy where it is of importance to know the
relative positions of ships. In these cases, the targets are all of equal
interest, and usually no very precise information about any one target is
required.
A third application is that in which one target in a region is
of paramount interest, and precise information is required about this
target whereas only rough information is required about other targets
in the region.
A specific example of this application is the case in which
it is desirable to use a search radar for scanning a region and at the same
time to use an automatic tracking system operating from the radar data
to give precise enough information about a particular target for accurate
navigation control.
This application may be in conjunction with either
a twc- or three-dimensional scanning radar. A fourth application is that
in which it is desirable to have accurate information about two targets
whereas only rough information is needed about other targets in the
region scanned.
An example of this application is the use of an airborne
search radar to obtain data for tracking two responder beacons and thus
grouped
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The beacons can be
accurately determine the location of the airplane.
tracked automatically as two targets might be tracked and from the
tracking data a continuous indication of the location of the airplane is
made available to the navigator.
9.9. Automatic Time Measurement on Grouped Data.-The
circuits
and methods used in automatic timing devices operating on grouped data
are very similar to those in automatic timing circuits operating on
The special
uniformly spaced data except for certain special restrictions.
operation of the function unit is to provide continuous position and
velocity data in spite of interruptions in the incoming signal.
Hence
it is often called the “memory device. ” If it is assumed that velocity
memory is provided by the function unit, there are four constants that
must be determined as a function of the length of the data period T’
and the time between data periods T.
1. Position learning time: If there exists an error in range at the
beginning of a particular data period, Z’; for example, maximum
accuracy demands that this error be reduced to zero at least
before the end of T:.
2. Position memory: In velocity-memory
systems this factor is not
always obvious, but as pointed out in the description of the Oboe
range-tracking system in Sec. 9.3, it is not only necessary to ensure
that the velocity voltage remains constant for velocity memory,
but also that the range rate produced by constant velocity voltage
The integration operation performed on the
remains constant.
velocity voltage to produce range voltage must be accurate at
least for intervals of time as long as 7’.
3. Velocity learning time: If the data are interrupted, there are obviously two methods of obtaining velocity data.
The first is to
measure rate by the change of range during a data period; the
second is to measure rate by the change of range between data
periods.
The first method is impractical in conventional radar
systems because the data periods are so short that the target does
not move by an amount comparable to the dynamic range error
The second method remains if a function
during the data period.
unit has velocity memory.
Velocity learning implies measuring
the difference between the true range and the range which is predicted by the function unit by virtue of its velocity memory and
correcting the indicated velocity by an amount proportional to
this error. Aided tracking manual with the right time constant
is the analogue of this process.
4. Velocity memory: The restriction on velocity memory is that its
duration be adequate for time intervals equal to the length of the
dataless periods.
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The purpose of this section is to examine analytically the dependence of
these four constants on the lengths of T and T’. A summary of the
equations applicable to continuous tracking shows that for a doubleintegration system providing velocity memory the following equations
from Sees. 84 and 8“6 define the operations of the time modulation, time
discrimination, and double integration:
R’ =k,V
i = kz(R — R’) = kzc

(8.3)
(8.2)

If these three equations are combined andk, is assumed to be constant,
the result is the equation of motion for the closed tracking loop, in a
form, expressing the dependence in different terms than that previously
used,
k,k,p, + k,k2e
p’t +T
(1)
—
= p’R
CA’
whose solution is
c = ae~” + bey’~ + j(p2R)

(2)

where
71,?’2
= —

%$

(3)

’w&

and
j(p2@

.A

t

t
e-l,t

‘YQ– 71 [/

0

p2R(x)e–Y~’dz

— e~li

/o

p2R(z)e–Ti=dz

.

(4)

1

Equation (2) holds when it is assumed that data are continuously
available.
Now, it is necessary to consider the action of this loop when
the data are grouped.
Let T’ be the time during which data on R are
available and T the time between beginnings of the periods measured by
T’, and in all cases of interest here, T is much greater (20 times or so)
All analyses will be made assuming that T’ and T are constant.
than T’.
On the other hand,
During the periods measured by T’, J3q. (1) holds.
during the periods measured by T – T’, no data on R are received a
statement that can be represented by making k, = O in Eq. (8”2). Thus,
for the periods measured by T – T’,
p2R’

= O.

(5)

Solving this equation:
R’=Mt+P

(6)

From Eq. (6),
where M and P are determined by the initial conditions.
it is evident that R’ changes at a constant rate during the dataless
periods, M is the initial rate of R’, and P is the initial value of R’.
This
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constant rate of R’ during dataless periods is characteristic of a loop with
velocity memory.
The solution of the equation for this tracking loop has been broken
into two parts, T! and T — T!, for each period T; as a result, there are
four arbitrary constants in the solution.
It would be more desirable to
have a single solution which holds for a period T.
Since the periods measured by T! and T start coincidentally, a solution for the period T could
be obtained by first letting the initial conditions determine the constants a and b. Equation (2) then gives the value of the error if the
function f(p2R) is known during the period ~.
Thus at the end of the
period T’, all the necessary quantities are known for determining
/
M and P.
This method gives an
R~+,F1 ____________
~
, R’
exact solution for the problem for
~ Rn~t --------a period T. In this way each
a
Rl:?_____
,
ml t
period T can be treated separately.
A still more useful solution would
Tt~
:
be one that gives the value of R’
~ 4
at any time provided the function
(n-l)T
TIT
(n+l]T
Time
and initial conditions are
j(p’l?)
Fm. 9.38.—Timerelationsof moupsd data known.
Finding this exact solueystems.
tion would be very laborious by
the method just described.
By making some specializing assumptions,
however, one can obtain a useful approximate solution.
Since a number of periods T are to be considered together, it is
convenient to number these periods consecutively starting with the
period when the boundary conditions are known.
Subscripts will then
associate quantities with particular periods T as in Fig. 9“38. Thus M.
and Pm are the rate and position of I?’ after a time T’ in the nth period T.
Since T’ is a short time any change in the value of R during a time T’
is masked by the errors in the data, only the average value of R during a
period T’ is of interest.
Let R. be the average value of R during the
period T’ of the nth period T. Let R; be the value of R’ just before the
nth period T. Let C* = R. — R:, where ~n is treated as the error at
the beginning of the data period.
A matter determined by the grouped nature and accuracy of the
data is the construction of the memory device in such a way that it can
use the data to learn the velocity of the target.
As discussed previously,
the periods T’ are so short that the only practical method of measuring
range is to divide the change in range, given by two successive groups of
data, by the time between those two groups.
This process can be
expressed by the relation
Mm – Mm–l = ~,

(7)

,
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where q is a constant of the order of magnitude of 1 and expresses the
practice of allowing the learned velocity to beinfluenced in a decreasing
manner from earlier data periods.
In order to measure the range of a target accurately, the constants
l/C and I/CA’ of Eq. (8.11) must be adjusted so that c is reduced to a
negligibly small value during the periods T’. Focusing our attention
on the nth data period, Eqs. (8.2) and (8”11) may be combined and
written:

From this equation

(9)
Now.ks#OonlyfornT

<t < nT+

T’.

Thus forrzT+

T’ > t > (n+

I) 2’,

(10)
In view of Eqs. (7) and (10), it is evident that

W+l’TLT

‘1k2’dzd’

is of the order of magnitude of en, and since T’ << T,

By the approximation

R = R. for periods T’, Eq. (8) becomes

Assuming now that Mw_, T’ <<C. and remembering that e is to be reduced
to a negligibly small value in the time T’, it is evident that

Therefore, it is very nearly true that
1
‘“=~

nT+T’
/ ..

k,ii~ dx.

(14)
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qEncs
= ~

k,k,c dx = CS(iMm – M%,)

/ nT

or
1
s=–”

(15)

;

Equation (15) gives a relation which must hold between the constants of the memory device in order to have the memory device operate
as described by Eq. (7).
The other condition which has been assumed
to be satisfied by the tracking loop is that ~ is reduced to a negligibly
How this
small quantity in a time T’ when data on R are available.
condition can be satisfied, is seen from examining Eq. (2). Since it has
been found convenient to measure t from the beginning of the zeroth
period T, Eq. (2) may be written
E = w“(’-””)

(16)

+ b.e’’(’-”T) + j(P’R)

where
j(p2R)

=
&[e7’(’-””)iTp’R(z)e-7”d’

t
— evl(t–?w)
/ nT

P2R (X)6–Y” dz

-

1

It h~ been assumed that R is very nearly constant during all periods T’;
is negligibly small,
With good aPProxirnathus p2R is small and f(p9R)
tion, therefore, Eq. (16) can be rewritten

~ = ane71(t–nT) +

bneW($-nT).

(17)

It is evident that

en =
The other

initial

that

is small

~n-1

condition

can

compared

a.

from

Eqs.

(17)

and

the initial

Eqs.

(18) and

(18)
from

llq.

(12),

Assuming

rate of e in the nth period,

_ k,k,e~
—.
–
C

(19)

= -rIam + ‘YZbn)

(20)

(1$)),

k,kze.
– —
c
and from

b..

be obtained

with

de
– ~t 1 ~..T
Thus,

+

(2o),
_ k,k, + Cy,
a“ – c(y2 – 7,) ‘n
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and

~ =Ic,k,

+C-y,
C(71 – 72)‘“”

.

For,.

to become small in a time 2“, either -Y1 or 72 (for example,

?’1) must

have a real part which is negative and much smaller than – I/T’.

Since
Eq. (15) must be satisfied and since the real part of 7, must have an
absolute value large compared with 1/?”, y 1and 72 are both real because
from Eqs. (15) and (3)

Therefore, IY,1>>174 and the following equation is a gOod approximation:
.yl.

k,k,
—
c

~2=

and

Using these values for Y1 and y~, it follows
and therefore,

–?. r,
1
that

a.

=

E.

and b- = O

(21)
It is apparent that it is desirable to make
fornTSt
SnT+
T’.
klkJC approximately equal to 10/T’ or greater. If k~kl/C is sutliciently
large, Pm ~ R; + em.
The next step is to consider the difference equation.
The desired
relationships have been found for a grouped data tracking loop:

(22)
k,k2
7,=7=$
1
–%

=S=~T

~
\
From these equations the difference equation is obtained:
G+I +

(n — l)c. = R+l

— 2Rn + En-v

(23)

From this difference equation, one can find the maximum error cmin the
nth period, given the maximum error in any other period.
In the case
in which R is changing at a constant rate, Eq. (23) becomes
%+1 +

(T –

1)6. = o.

Solving this equation,
c. = CO(I— q)”.
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In order that the tracking looP may be dynamically stable, it is necessary that 2 > q >0.
It is significant to note that if n = 1, c. = O for
n >0,
This means that the memory device learns the rate of R as
measured in the zeroth period and since dR/d T is constant in this special
case, there will be no error after the zeroth period.
Because of errors
in the data, it has been found better practice to make q < 1. With
T < 1, M. is a weighted average of rates of R measured in the n periods.
Criteria have now been established for determining all the constants
of a particular automatic measuring system using grouped data.
The
action of a radar range-tracking loop is different from the system described
in an important respect.
It was assumed in the foregoing analysis that
in the equation i = lcz(R — R’) = kx, kz is a com%ant when radar data
In most time discriminators, the
on a tracked target are being received.
output is proportional to the strength of the video pulse as well as to the
error e. This is a good technique because the higher the signal is above
noise the more valuable it is as an indication of the target range, and
hence the large video pulses should be given greater weight.
The two
limits on kz from the analysis given are that k,k2/C > l/T’, and that
k,k2/C must be small compared with the PRF in order for the assumption
of continuous data during T’ to hold.
Function units for performing the operation described in the Eq.
(8.11) used in this section have been described in Sec. 86.
It should be
noted that the time constants of the function unit are exactly defined in
grouped-data tracking application, according to Eqs. 22. An item of
particular interest here is the importance of the disconnecting devices
for rendering k2 equal exactly to zero during the dataless periods.
9.10. Example of Automatic Range Tracking on Grouped Data.-The
purpose of H3X is to track automatically the ranges of two separate fixed
radar beacons from an airplane without interrupting the 3 sec PPI scan
of a microwave radar. Thus the data are uniformly grouped.
The schematic diagram of Fig. 9.39 shows one of the tracking loops.
Tube VI is a trigger amplifier and Vz a blocking oscillator.
The first
section Vs of the time discriminator is gated positive by a gate from the
grid winding of T1. The second section, Vl, is gated by the positive
overshoot from the plate winding.
The video is applied to the grids
of Vg and Vd and the pulses of current which flow while the gates are on
charge the stray capacitances in the plate circuits of Vs and V4. The
carrier pulses are removed by the 250 psec. R-C smoothers and the
two voltages are amplified differently first in V5 and V. and again in
V7 and Vs. The difference voltage on the plate of V~ is coupled capacitively to the neon-tube disconnector and the bootstrap double integrator
VIO. Capacitive coupling is permissible since the error signal appears
as a modulated signal at the scanning frequency.
The output of the
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double integrator controls a phantastron time modulator.
In the H~X
system the angular positions of the radar beacons are nearly constant since
they are at a great distance andmanual adjustmentsat infrequent interI
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FIG. 9.39.—HsX tracking loop.

Mechanically operated switches are
vals suffice for the azimuth tracking.
used to connect the proper tracking loop when the radar is directed
toward the radar beacon being tracked.

l%. 9.40.—HsX tracking data recorded on Esterline-Angus meter.

Figure 9.40 is a graph showing the performance of one tracking loop.
For this graph a precision range calibrator Sec. 9.3 was used to SUPPIY
the video signal. An Esterline-Angus recorder was used to record the
error. Thus the graph gives c for the tracking loop as a function of time.
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To interrupt the data from the calibrator, a mechanically operated
switching device was used which switched on the video signal for 0.15 sec
The automatic loop was started with zero range
(T’) every 3 sec (2’).
error and with the range index moving with zero velocity about two
seconds before the first data period occurred.
The simulated video
signal was moving at a rate equivalent to a target with a range rate of
It is seen that c falls practically to zero for every data
100 yd/sec.
period T’, but the velocity is never correctly learned for the following
reasons.
For the H3X memory circuit, q = %(1.3) = 0.58.
Since c1 in
this graph is about 200 ydj it would be expected from the theory that
CZwould be about 100 yd. In fact it takes three scans for C. to fall to
100 yd and two factors may contribute to this error. One is that the
integrator is not perfect; but this explains only a small part of the error
because the time constant of the integrator is 125 sec. The maj or reason
is that an oil-impregnated paper condenser was used as the storage condenser in the memory circuit, which because of the dielectric soakage introduced large errors. When its charge is being increased, the condenser
appears to discharge in between data periods.
Mechanical
Devices in Measuring
Loop. —Often it is convenient to
have a mechanical output from an automatic measuring system.
This
suggests the use of a mechanically controlled local time modulator with
a mechanical memory device.
In the cases that have been met in practice, it turns out that T’ is approximately 0.1 sec. As it has been pointed
out, the positioning time constant of the tracking loop should be short
It is difficult to make a range-tracking loop concompared with T’.
taining mechanical devices with a time constant as short as 0.01 sec.
Thus, no cases have arisen in which a mechanical memory device would
be desirable.
Therefore, if a mechanical output from a range-tracking
circuit is desired, it is better to have an electric tracking loop and a
separate servomechanism device that will follow the electrical range data.
An alternative is to treat the range error signals received during the times
T’ from the time discriminator as single bits of data recurring at the
scanning frequency,

~.

The mechanical

system could then operate on

these pulses even as the electrical system operates on pulses at the PRF.
Experimental data show that the velocity error can be decreased to
50 per cent within five pulses of the carrier frequency without damaging
the loop stability.
With q = 1, the electrical tracking loop should be
able to remove the velocity error in one period T, but the Ha system
tests showed that fluctuations in the data required q to be taken enough
smaller that the velocity error was reduced to 50 per cent in three scans.
This is not much superior to the performance predicted above for a
mechanical tracking system.
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9.11. Automatic Angle-positioning
with Grouped Data.-The
photographs of Fig. 9.41 represent the envelope of the video pulses received
from a freighter anchored in a calm sea. The bright spots represent a
fixed point on the ship as determined optically.
The pulses were time
selected and demodulated in a two-way switch detector with constant
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FIG. 9.41.—Azimuth angle envelope of video pukes received from a freigilter at anchor
in a fairly calm sea. The bright spot represents a fixed point on the drip nB determined
optically.

output circuit of the type described in Chap. 14, Vol. 19. Two deductions
may be made from these pictures.
One is that these angular envelope
pulses, although occurring on a time scale 1000 times slower than video
pulses, can be tracked by the same techniques as those used in range
tracking, using adjacent time selectors, etc. The second observation
is that the shifts in the center of area of the angular envelope pulse with
respect to the optically determined point are so large that smoothing
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must be carefully performed.
A report on data smoothing’ indicates
that a desirable smoother is the double integrator function unit with one
It has also been found that the
additional RC smoothing section.
preferred method of measuring the angular position is to compare first
moments of the angular-envelope pulse rather than peak amplitudes or
areas. z
1 F. P. CofEn, R. D. Crout, and F. E. Bothwell, “Data
673, Jan. 23, 1945.

aCrout and Bothwell, NDRC Report 1*719.

Smoothing, ” RL Report
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INTRODUCTION
Data transmission may be defined as the transmission of useful
This includes the whole of wire and
information from point to point.
radio communication, facsimile, and television arts that are beyond the
scope of this book.
This chapter will confine itself to a brief description
of those techniques that are not generally covered in the literature
and will discuss several systems in which these techniques have been
applied. All the systems discussed are designed for remote control or
for telemetering.
There are three fundamental problems involved:
1. The original data, which may be mechanical, optical, chemical,
acoustical, thermal, etc., must be converted into electrical components by means of suitable transducers (modulators).
2. The electrical components must be converted into a form suitable
for accurate transmission without mutual interference.
3. The original data must be recovered at the receiving end in a form
suitable for use.
SHORT-DISTANCE WIRE DATA TRANSMISSION
Where distances are short, separate wires may be used for transmitting the electrical components of the data so that Step 2 can be
omitted.
The problem is simplified to the construction of a suitable
transducer at each end.
10.1. Telemetering.-Wire
data-transmission systems are discussed
in Vol. 22 specifically as methods of converting antenna position information of radars into spot displacements on the displays.
In this case the
cathode-ray tube acts as the output transducer (demodulator).
Similar
systems are also discussed in Parts I and II of Vol. 21 as computer data
input devices and servomechanisms.
The electromechanical modulators and demodulators (transducers)
used for data transmission are discussed in Vols. 17 and 19. This chapter
will therefore present a summary of general methods of considerable
391
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precision and the specific applications of time-modulation
and timedemodulation techniques to data transmission.
In addition especial
consideration is given the number of circuits 1 necessary for transmission
of specific types of information.
A single circuit (pair of wires) can normally transmit a single continuous nonrepetitive quantity such as the rotation of a shaft through an
angle of less than 360°. The simplest type of device is shown in Fig,

(a) Voltoge transmission
(omplifude
modulation)

1

Ii
(t.) Current

J

?onsmission

I

L
(c) Frequency

modulation

(d) Phase variatmn

FIG. 10 I.-simple

transmission devices with limited rotation.

10 la.
A potentiometer divides a fixed potential in a ratio determined
by the mechanical data; the fraction of the total potential is read by a
remotely located voltmeter.
This simple device is used to indicate the
antenna tilt in the AF?/APS-3 radar.
It is evident that changes in
supply voltage or in the resistance of the circuit will lead to errors in
measurement.
A similar device (Fig. 10. lb) is used as a remote gasoline gauge in
automobiles.
Current from a battery sets up a fixed magnetic field in a
coil.
Variable current from a variable resistor sets up a varying field
1 (~Cucuit,!

~ ~~ed here in

the

sense

of a communication

SYStem.
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in a coil at right angles to the fixed coil. A soft-iron vane indicates the
direction of the resultant field. In this case the direction of the vane is
indicated by the ratio of two currents so that changes in the battery
potential which is common to both circuits are canceled out. In order
to achieve this independence of supply potential an extra circuit is
necessary.
(It is the definition of the volt that permits the transmitting
and receiving systems of Fig. 10”la to be set up independently of one
another. )
A general law may be derived from this argument stating that, if a
quantity is to be transmitted on an absolute basis and demodulated by
means of a device calibrated in terms of absolute magnitude of the
quantity, a single pair of wires is needed.
If the quantity is to be sent
as the ratio between two quantities, a third wire is needed.
In this case,
however, it is not necessary to have an absolute standard at either end
of the transmission link.
Another absolute system that involves only a single circuit is the
frequency-modulation
system shown in Fig. 10. lc. An oscillator is
frequency-modulated
(possibly by varying mechanically the capacitance
of a tuned circuit).
A frequency meter at the receiving end reproduces
the input signal.
Here the untransmitted datum is time.
The phase of an alternating current can also be used for data transmission as shown in Fig. 10. Id. Phase cannot be transmitted on an
absolute basis since phase measurement implies comparison \vith a reference phase. Two circuits (three wires) must therefore be used.
10.2. Transmission of Continuous Rotation. -In
order to transmit
unlimited rotation two circuits must be used since there is no single
quantity that varies continuously and urmml)iguously with angle. As
shown in Fig. 10.2a two currents can be rnodulatcd with sine and cosine
components of angle by means of two variable resistors attached to an
eccentric or to Scotch yokes.
These currents can be used to set up
orthogonal fields producing a resultant field whose direction can be
determined by a suspended magnetic needle. A soft-iron vane cannot
be used here as it could line up parallel or antiparallel to the field producing a 180° ambiguity.
The magnetic needle lvill line up only antiparallel
to the field. If lined up parallel it would be in a condition of unstable
equilibrium and a slight displacement would cause it to swing to the
correct posit ion.
For many purposes, especially in synchro systems in which the 3-phase
synchro is easier to construct than the 2-phase variety, 120° components
are used instead of 90” components.
As shown in Fig. 102b the 120°
components may be transmitted with the same number of wires since if
two of the three components are specified the third is automatically
determined,
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Devices using compass needles are not capable of very great torque
output and are easily disturbed by stray d-c fields. To produce large
torques efficiently, high magnetic-flux densities are needed.
Only ironcore devices can be used for this purpose and on direct current these will
suffer from the effects of residual magnetism.
Potentiometers or variable resistors do not wear well
when used at high speeds and
those which will handle large currents require large torques.
Certain types of electromechanical
modulators
a n d demodulators
--tf~--jj
overcome these objections.
They
are devices of variable mutual
(a) “i-c
system using sin-cos components
inductance operating on alternating currents. As they are reactive
elements they do not dissipate
power unless torque is applied as
contrasted with variable resistors
and d-c–operated electromagnets.
Such devices are known generically
(b) D-c “selsyn”
as synchros and are known under
the trade names of Selsyn, Autosyn, Teletorque,
Magslip, etc.
There are also a-c–operated devices operating
on somewhat
different principles
known as
Magnesyns, Telegons, Microsyns,
etc. (see Vol. 17 and Part II of
(c)
3-phose
Syn ChrO
Vol. 21). The common synchro
generator has a rotor normally
excited with alternating current
and three stator windings arranged
120° apart.
The voltage induced
in each stator winding is propor2- phase synchro
(d)
10.2.—Devices that transmit 360”
FIG.
tional to the component of the
rotation.
rotor voltage resolved along its
axis, and the constant of proportionality is the turns ratio. A synchro
motor is identical to the generator except that an eddy-current damping
device has been added.
If the stator windings of a generator (transmitter) are connected to the stator windings of a motor as shown in
Fig. 10.2c, a resultant field will be set up along a direction parallel to the
direction of the rotor of the generator.
If the rotor of the motor (receiver)
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is connected to the same source of alternating current as the generator, a
torque will be developed which positions the rotor so that the field it
produces is antiparallel to the resultant field due to the stator windings.
A torque applied to the motor will produce an equal torque at the
generator,
Thus asynchro system is a sort of electromechanical flexible
shaft. All the devices previously shown can transmit power in only one
The synchro system is bidirectional.
It will be noted that
direction.
four wires are required in a synchro system because an a-c carrier is used.
This extra circuit is necessary to transmit the sign of the rotor’s direction.
A three-wire system might be designed but there would be a 180° ambiguity.
In the d-c system the sign of the rotor position is determined on
an absolute basis by the north and south poles of the compass needle.
Synchro systems having two stator windings displaced 90° to one
another producing sine and cosine components of the rotor voltage are
available.
These are frequently used in computation where cartesian
components of an a-c voltage are desired but they are rarely used in data
A system using such devices is shown in Fig, 102d.
transmission.
It is possible to modulate and demodulate two frequencies, phases,
time clifferences, or other quantities with 90° or 120° components and use
them in transmission of continuous rotation but these are usually used in
follow-up systems to be described later.
In a synchro system there is an error in the output proportional to the
torque supplied by the motor.
The torque must also be furnished by
In order to minimize the driving torque,
whatever drives the generator.
amplifiers may be used between the stator windings of the generator and
the motor.
These amplifiers must have very constant gain to minimize
errors. Such amplifiers will not decrease the error due to loading of the
The error can be reduced as much as desired by using the synmotor.
chros as an element in a follow-up system.
10.3. Follow-up Systems.—Mechanical
data can be most accurately
transmitted by having an electromechanical modulator at either end of
the wire link. These modulators have identical characteristics.
Their
outputs are subtracted and the difference amplified to control a motor that
drives the input of the second modulator until the difference approaches
zero. The follow-up is a servo system and as such is discussed in Part II
of vol. 21.
A simple voltage follow-up is shown in Fig. 10”3; a battery voltage is
applied to a potentiometer at the transmitting end. The fraction of the
battery voltage at the potentiometer slider is compared with that at the
A d-c amplifier drives a motor that
slider of the remote potentiometer.
moves the slider of the remote potentiometer until the voltages approach
equality.
The voltages can be made to approach equality within any
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specified limits depending upon the gain in the servo loop.
If a potential is generated at the receiving end equal to that applied to the transmitting potentiometer a single transmission circuit is needed.
Usually
an additional circuit is used to transmit the reference potential.
A d-c follow-up for 360° rotation using two 360” potentiometers is
shown in Fig. 10.4a. A synchro follow-up is shown in Fig. 10.4b. The
synchro used at the receiving end is usually a special type known as a
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FIG. 10.3.—Simple follow-up devices with limited rotation.

control transformer.
Since no torque and very little electrical power is
required from it the impedance of all the windings is made very high
so that it loads the electrical circuit as little as possible.
A very large
number of control transformers may be supplied in parallel from a single
generator.
As in a simple synchro system three circuits (four wires)
are needed.
As shown in Figs. 10,3b and 10.3c frequency and phase follow-ups
are also possible.
As a single frequency will only specify a single component, unlimited rotation is not possible with a single frequency-
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modulated circuit but as frequency is measured on an absolute basis
only one circuit is necessary per quantity transmitted.
In the phase
follow-up, phase may be shifted continuously and unambiguously so that
A reference phase
a single phase shift will completely specify a rotation.
must be transmitted, however, so that only three wires are needed, as in
the d-c selsyn system.
10.4. Characteristics of the Transmission
Circuits.-It
is evident
that in the systems described above in which amplitude is transmitted
on an absolute basis the impedance of the wires must be either negligibly small or constant.
Temper—-.-——.
ature effects would give errors. In
T
T
the systems in which amplitudes
are compared (as in synchro systems) relative amplitudes must be
transmitted by the wire lines. As
are similar,
~
long as the conductors
temperature
The phase
systems

effects
shifts

must

will

cancel.

(a) D-c f06.3w-up

in the lines in a-c

be identical

or cor-

Synchro

Qenerofor
rectly compensated
since errors
will be introduced in attempting
to compare the magnitudes of a-c
potentials which are not in phase.
In the phase follow-up, variation of
the amplitudes of the two components will not lead to errors in correctly designed equipment, but the
relative phase shifts in the transmission of the components must be
constant.
The frequency follow‘Motor
up is unique in that neither ampli/
tude c h a n g es nor phase-shift
(b) Synchro follow-up
(if their period is long
variations
FrcI. 11).4.-FoUOW-UP systems that transtit 360°rotation.
compared to the carrier period)
will effect the accuracy.
In long lines, direct transmission of synchro or other amplitudemodulated information is usually not feasible due to changes in amplitude
and phase down the lines. Carrier systems that are identical with the
c-w methods described in radio data transmission may be used satisfactorily.
The pulse methods to be described would not usually be
operable because of the large bandwidth required.
Pulse methods can
be used if properly terminated coaxial cables are employed.

.
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TABLE 10. 1.—SUMMARY OF WIEE TZLEHETEEING
SYSTEMS

No. of circuits for N
quantities

Extent of
rotation

Are
[s error errors
caused caused
JYcOm- IY diffmon
erential
level
level
;hangei changes ?

)0 relative
phsse
shifts
cause
2rrors?

1

Voltage transmission,Fig. 10 la N
Voltage or currentcomparison. N+l

Limited
Limited

No

Frequencymodulation,Fig. 10.1( N
N+l
Phasemodulation, Fig. 10ld.
D-c “Selsyn,” Fig. 102a. . . . . 2 for >360’
2 for > 36&
D-c sin-cos, Fig. 102a.
3 for >360’
3-phasesynchro, Fig. 10.2c.
3 for >360<
2-phase synchro, Fig. 102d. . .
N + 1 if ref.
Voltage follow-up, Fig. 103Q.

Limited
Limited
Unlimited
Unlimited
Unlimited
Unlimited
Limited

No
No
No
No
No
No
No

voltage
transmitted
Frequency follow-up, Fig. 10.3h N
N+l
Phase follow-up Fig. 10.3c.,. . . .
{ 2 for >360
Synchro follow-up, Fig. 10.4d. . 3 for >360’

Limited
Unlimited

No
No

No
No

Yes

Unlimited

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes if
ac is
used
/ No
i Yes

... ..
Yes
Yes
Yes if
ac is
used
Ifo

RADIO DATA TRANSMISSION
10.5. Introduction.-If
a quantity is to be transmitted accurately by
radio it must be converted to a form in which fading and interference
do not have a first-order effect.
If several quantities are to be transmitted (for example, two quantities specifying shaft position) a separate
noninterfering channel must be provided for each component.
Frequency-modulated
c-w systems and time-modulated
pulse systems are
both suitable.
Both systems permit limiting to minimize the effects of
amplitude variations.
In c-w systems each component of the electrical
information-amplitude,
phase, or frequency—modulate’
an alternating
Channel separation is achieved by
current known as a ‘‘ sub carrier.”
The subcarriers are
using a different frequency for each subcarrier.
mixed and the output of the mixer frequency-modulates
a carrier which
is then transmitted.
If additional interference rejection is desired, the
subcarriers may modulate intermediate carriers that finally modulate
the transmitted carrier. In the receiving equipment the subcarriers are
recovered by demodulation
of the carrier and separated by filtering.
They are then demodulated and combined and the original is recovered
The techniques involve the
by the same means used in wire systems.

—.
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TABLE 1O.2.—CHARACTERISTXCS
OF VARIOUS DAT.A TRANSMISSIONSYSTEMS
Discussed in Chaps. 10 and 11

System

Method of
;hannel separation

Pulse remote control
system

\ix or seven different audio tones

Radiosonde (airborm
transmitter, groum
receiver)
Omnidirectional beacon (ground transmitter, airborne re.
ceiver)
Time-modulated sine
cosine relay radal
system

rime-sequence (determined by altitude)
rime-sequence selection

rime-sequence
lection

se-

Pbase-shifted pulse
relay radar system

rime-sequence
lection

se-

(Ground-to-ground
relay) jittered puh
relay radar systen

Time-sequence
lection

se-

C-W-FM relay SYS Frequency sepam
tern(airbornetran tion of video pulses
c-w subcarrier am
mitter, ship o]
audio sub-subcar
ground receiver)
rier. Triggers an
video signals of 01
posite polarity

Method of transmitting telemetering information

Interference
rejection devices

h-off relay control
by frequency-selec
tive relays, tones
transmitted
as
time-modulated
pulse
hequency-moduIated audio tone

Five-pulse code

width and
phase modulation

Very accurate PRF
selector,
pulsewidth selector

‘ulse

None

rime-modulated
Triple-pulse coding,
pulses carrying sin
narrow gates
and cosine of an.
tenna direction
‘base-shifted pulst Triple-pulse coding
train, phase shifi
directly proportional to antenru
direction
l?ime-modulated
Triple-pulse coding
pulse carrier, mod
ulation frequenc~
proportional to ar
tenna speed. An
gle marks indicat(
unique antenna
position but syn
chronization mus
be achieved b:
hand
Amplitude of twl hTarrow filters for
audio tones propo
sllbcarrier
and
tones.
Insuffitional to sine ant
cient protection for
cosine of antcnn
angle. Third tor
triggers
for level setting
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use of oscillators, amplitude modulators, frequency modulators, frequency
converters, amplifiers, filters, and amplitude and frequency demodulators
of types conventionally used in the communications art.
In pulse systems each element of the data time-modulates a pulse
by varying either its width or its spacing with respect to another pulse.
Channel separation is accomplished by transmitting the pulses in sequence.
Interference rejection is provided by transmitting each pulse in the form
of a multiplepulse “code” group that is decoded by a sequence of time
selectors in the receiving equipment.
Pulse systems are composed of
PRF oscillators, generators of grouped pulses, time selectors, and time
modulators and demodulators as well as the more conventional components. These systems sometimes resemble an artificial radar system in
which artificially time-modulated pulses replace the moving echoes.
Relay radar systems are used to transmit video and antenna position
signals to remotely located display devices.
They contain wideband
channels for the transmission of video signals and the sweep triggers
(usually coded).
The antenna position may be transmitted as a sequence
of timemodulated
pulses during an unused portion of the pulse-recurrence interval or it may be sent on a separate r-f carrier or subcarrier in
To be useful the bearing informathe form of pulses or c-w components.
tion must be accurate to + 5° or better so that the telemetering circuits
must be carefully designed.
In remotecontrol systems the information is usually of low precision.
It is often confined to switching operations actuated by the presence or
Medium-precision telemetering systems
absence of a pulse or audio tone.
are best illustrated by the radiosonde which is accurate only for a short
time after calibration.
The British omnidirectional beacon is included
as an example of pulse data-transmission system although it is fundamentally a navigational aid.
The characteristics of the data-transmission systems to be described
in detail are summarized in Table 10.2.
10s6. A Pulse Remote-control System .—The transmitted inf ormation
consists of five coded pulses at a PRF of 715 pps. The first four pulses
are for designating a particular receiver, and the fifth pulse is timemodulated in accordance with one of six audio tones which represent the
transmitted data.
At the designated receiver, a beacon replies to the
fourth pulse provided the fifth pulse is also correctly positioned and is
modulated at a frequency corresponding to one of the control tones, thus
reporting back to the transmitting station that control has been established.
A “neutral” tone is provided to actuate the beacon for checking
the communication
circuit.
Width modulation of the reply pulse on
receipt of a control tone is also employed to signify that the control is
responding.
The pulses are 0.2 psec wide and their separation is variable
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the fifth pulse since it is time modulated.
The maximum number of
codes or channels available is therefore 5 X 6 X 6 X 3 = 540. At least
seven readily separable tones are available between 30 cps and 350 cps
which are not harmonics of each other and which avoid harm~nics of the
60-cps power frequency.
The highest frequency is limited to one-half
the PRF.
The Transmitting
System.—A block diagram of the coder is shown in
Fig. 10.5, a timing diagram in Fig. 10.6, and the circuit diagram in
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Fig. 10.7. In the explanation that follows, the timing sequence depends
upon a PRF generator and, as an example, the SCR-584 has been cited
(see Chap. 6). In addition to synchronization, this unit also permits
range measurement to facilitate location of the receiving station.
To
make correct range measurement regardless of the code spacing chosen
it is necessary to hold the fourth pulse at a fixed phase with respect to the
circular-sweep range unit. This requirement makes it necessary to
S2-hc/sec
input
pulses

A

A

Selector
gate

Stretched
selected
pulse

Tonemodulator
sawtooth

Tone moduloted
pulse

-1
I

Tracking
timemodulator

1

Timemodulated
pulse

Mixed
pulses

n

nn

n

FIG. 10.6.—Thning diagram of remote-control coder.

cause the fourth pulse to coincide with a pulse from the 8>kc/sec oscillator in the range unit in the following manner.
The 71&pps trigger
from the range unit actuates a monostable multivibrator VZ, which produces a 1fi-psec pulse. This pulse is applied to a time selector Vs, which
selects the following pulse from the oscillator 12 ysec after the one that
initiates the pulse. The selected pulse is stretched by the diode detector
V~, which produces a negative step followed by a slow exponential rise.
This waveform is taken from the cathode of Va and used to generate a
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linear sawtooth waveform in the 1‘bootstrap”
sawtooth generator V~,
Vu.
Time modulation is accomplished by the diode amplitude selector
V*, which is biased by a d-c potential upon which is superposed an audio
control tone. The control tones are generated from conventional Wien
bridge oscillators (see Vol. 19 Chap. 4). The outputs of the oscillators
are applied through control keys. When no key is depressed the ‘‘ neutral” tone is automatically applied.
The time-modulated sawtooth wave
is amplified by VT and VIBband fires the blocking oscillator Visa, which
produces the fifth pulse. The three average positions of the pulse are
determined by changing the d-c bias on VW by means of the switch S,.

FIG. 10.7.—Remote-control coder.

The leading edge of the rectangle produced by Vz triggers the time
modulator V,, V,., V~ti. This is a monostable cathod~coupled
multivibrator and blocking-oscillator
combination.
The output of V,W triggers the first-pulse blocking oscillator V1l. The negative current pulse
from V,, is passed down the short-circuited delay line DL1.
The positive
reflect ion from the line triggers the second-pulse blocking oscillator VIs.
The third and fourth pulses are similarly formed.
The cathodes of all
the blocking oscillators are connected and the O.2-Psec pulses mixed
across a 100-ohm resistor and applied to the high-power pulse generator
of the transmitter.
A positive exponential occurring immediately after the selected puke
from the 82-kc/see oscillator is taken from the plate of V4b. This pulse
and the fourth code pulse are applied to the time selector V, ~. The OUG
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System.—A block diagram of the receiving system is
shown in Fig. 10.8 and circuit diagrams of the decoder and filter circuits
The Receiving

FIQ. 109.-Decoder forr emotecontrol.
in Figs.

10.g and 10.10.

short-timeconstant

Negative

second

detector)

pulses

from

the receiver

are applied

(which

to the feedback

hasa
ampli-

V2.
The limit level of the receiver is such that 15-volt pulses
appear attheplateof
V*. Theamplifier basagain of four and an output
impedance of about 70 ohms. The negative pulses are applied to the
cathodes of the time selectors, Vt, V~, VS, Va, and V?. They are also
applied to the delay line DL,.
The pulses travel down the line and are
reflected back until they are absorbed by the l-k terminating resistor.
They appear at the grid of V, at a time that is a pulse width less than the
total delay time.
If the second pulse appears on the cathode of V2 at the
same time that the delayed and inverted first pulse appeam on the grid,
V, will conduct.
The grid is connected to a tap rather than to the end
of the line because if the negative incoming pulse and the positive
fier V,,
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reflected pulse appeared on the grid simultaneously they would cancel.
The delay of the line is given by D = W + 2L, where D is the effective
delay, W is the delay between the terminals of the line and the tap, and
L is the delay between the top and the short-circuited end of the line.

!

The odju~eni

ol the twin T netwcrk should not h charqed.

Fm. 10.10.—Tone filters.

The lengths used are given in Table 10.3. All lines are General Electric
Type YE4-B and are arranged to plug into the decoding unit.
It was
TABLE 1O.3.—CHARACTERISTICSOF DECODINGLINES
Line No.

1
2

3
4
5
6

Positions that can be used
DL,, DL~ only
All positions
DL,, DLZ, DL,
All positions
DL1, DL2, DLs
All positions

D, psec

L, psec

W, pe.ec

0.4

0.2

0

0.8
1.2
1.6
2.0
2.4

0.3
0.5
0.7
0.9
1.1

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0,2

found that the transmitter in the SCR584 could not be made to respond
to pulse spacings as close as 0.4 psec, so Line 1 was omitted, cutting the
number of codes from 540 to 375.
The output of V, is applied to DL2 and the positive reflection used
as a time-selector pulse for the third input pulse on the cathode of V1.
The fourth pulse is selected by DLa and Va in the same manner.
The
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selected fourth pulse is amplified by VIZ and triggers blocking oscillator Vls, which produces a 3-psec 100-volt pulse to trigger the beacon
transmitter.
The output of DL~ appears on the grid of VT and 0.2 ~sec later on
the grid of Vs. The energy in the pulses at the plates of V7 and V,
produced by the fifth pulse is dependent upon the duration of the overlap
with the delayed selector pulses. The difference between these times is
taken by the clifference detector VB, Vg. The signal applied to the grid
of V,l consists principally of the time-modulation envelope of the fifth
pulse (see Vol. 19, Chap. 14) which is the original audio tone. This tone
is amplified by V14 and V15 and applied to the filters.
The circulating current in VT and V* is proportional to the amplitude
of the fifth pulse.
It appears as a potential across the lo-megohrn
It is applied
resistor and the 0.05-~f condenser in the plate circuit of Vs.
to the diode level-setter (amplitude selector) VII through cathode
follower V,, and then to the grids of the i-f amplifier of the receiver as
AVC voltage.
The 20-k potentiometer is adjusted so that zero bias is
applied to the i-f amplifier for all signals less than 80 per cent of limit level
and the gain is rapidly reduced for signals above that level. Thus correctly coded signals are -held at 80 per cent of limit level, which insures
reliable operation of the decoder while all other signals are limited at a
level that is not sufficient to appear in the output in the absence of
correct code spacing.
Since all five correctly spaced pulses are required
to operate the AVC, incorrectly spaced pulses will have no effect,
The tone filters are cascode amplifiers with feedback through a twin-T
network to the grid of the bottom tube (see Vol. 18, Chap. 10). The
signal is applied through the grid of the top tube. The filters have a
gain of about four for the frequency to which they are tuned and have the
frequency characteristic of a single-tuned circuit with a Q of 15. Yne
relays are operated by tubes that are normally cut off and pass current on
positive half cycles of the filter output (plate detectors).
Condensers of
4 ~f are used to keep the relays from chattering.
In this design only one
tone is to be used at a time. The high-voltage pulse generator in the
beacon transmitter contains a relay that selects either of two widths for
the transmitted pulse. The “neutral”
tone operates one pulse width.
If any of the control tones are present the pulse width is changed, indicating that the equipment is complying with the order. If no tone is
Increased interference rejection
received the transmitter is inactivated.
An elementary
and more channels are possible through PRF selection,
type of PRF selection is accomplished by adjusting the time constant
in the grid circuit of Vl~ until the blocking oscillator will not trigger at a
PRF higher than 715 pps. In addition, the output of the blocklng
oscillator is integrated with a time constant of several seconds and the
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output applied to a relay which activates the beacon transmitter and the
control circuits.
Thus, correct signals of the correct PRF and code must
be received for a specified length of time before the beacon will reply or
control can be established.
10.7. Radiosonde.-Probably
the simplest and most compact of all
radio data transmission devices is the radiosonde.
The U.S. Army
AN/AMT-l
weighs only 22o g without battery and is designed to be
carried aloft by a weather balloon.
It transmits temperature, atmospheric pressure, and humidity to the weather station.
The position of
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aneroid element moves a slider over a commutator that contains a large
number of conducting and insulated segments which are arranged in a
definite pattern.
The conducting segments are divided into three sets,
one of which connects fixed resistances to produce a high-reference tone.
The second group connects a larger resistance producing a low-reference
tone. The third set of contacts operates a relay which connects the
When the slider is over insulated segments,
humidity-sensitive element.
the temperature element is connected into the circuit.
The temperature
element is a resistance thermometer.
The humidity element is a strip
of insulating material with two electrodes between which is a coating, a
gelatinous film containing a hydroscopic salt. The conductivity of this
film is proportional to the relative humidity.
The receiving equipment contains a recording frequency meter. The
pattern with which the high- and low-reference tones occur on the chart
indicates the pressure region through which the balloon has passed.
The low-reference tone at 190 cps serves as a standard of calibration
for the instrument and is repeated often enough to permit corrections
to be made if temperature or battery depletion change the characteristics
of the transmitter.
As quenching oscillators are not too stable this
reference is essential.
The quenching oscillator is quite conventional and operates at an
intermediate frequency given by
1
~= A+BR
The accuracy is at best several parts in 102 since the circuit uses a sawtooth volt age of about 90 volts, and a tube with a grid base of 5 volts,
which may vary at least + ~ volt from tube to tube with aging and with
battery voltage.
The quantity A (= 10—a) corresponds to the time
during which oscillation takes place. The quantity BR (B z 10–7) is the
variable relaxation period.
Since Ca is given as 0.05 pf, it is evident that
the portion of the exponential used is 2.2RC.
The r-f oscillator oscillates during the relaxation period and is keyed
off when the quenching oscillator oscillates by the platecurrent pulse
applied to the grid return of the oscillator through Ca. Loading of the
antenna or tuning of the r-f oscillator has negligible effect upon the
quenching frequency.
The radiosonde is not a particularly stable device as judged by radar
standards.
Its ability to make precision measurements depends upon
very exacting preflight calibration and maintenance, and upon the fact
that it is required to operate for only an hour or two immediately after
The example furnishes an excellent illustration of how
calibration.
extreme economy and simplicity may be achieved if one is willing and
able to make frequent calibration.
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10.8. A British Omnidirectional Beacon.—Pulse time differences may,
in certain cases, be used to determine angle. L Consider the transmitter
shown in Fig. 10.12. Three antennas are placed at the vertices A, B, C
of a right isosceles triangle.
They are energized in sequence from a
transmitter that is pulsed with a 5kc/sec PRF.
The keying sequence is
ABA CA, etc. If pulses were transmitted simultaneously from A and B,
assuming the airplane to be a long way off, the difference in the time of
arrival of pulses sent out simultaneously from .4 and B is (d/c) sin t?.
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From A and C the time difference is (d/c) cos O, \vhcre c is the velocity
of propagation.
In practice d is made 500 ft so that the maximum time
difference will be about ~ Psec. The pulses are also width-modulated
between the limits of 14 und 1.8 psec with a 50-cps sinusoid synchronous
with the antenna switching frequency which is used for phase comparison
1t may be replaced by a voice channel
in the dcmodultiting c([uipmcnt.
to permit the transmission of ~rcathcr and landing instruction, etc.
A block diagram of the re(civing equipment is sho}~n in Fig. 1013.
A local PRF, which is s\vept over a frequency range of f ~ per cent by
means of an automatic search dcvicc, is set up in the receiving equip1Third Commonwcall h :Lnd Fjmpirc Confcrencc
mer 1945, British Crown Copyright Reserved.
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ment, and 10-psec pulses synchronized with the oscillator are applied to a
If a signal enters during this period it is
time-selective video amplifier.
The output of the early time selector
applied to the early time selector.
is used to activate a sawtooth generator and a .!i-~sec pulse generator.
After ~ ~sec, the sawtooth voltage rises to a potential that switches off the
The Spsec
early time-selector and switches on the late timeselector.
pulse is synchronous with the leading edge of the signal and is independent
of its duration.
It is used as the basic time reference. The amplitude
of the first ~ ~sec of the signal is used for AVC in the receiver. The
width of the rear portion of the pulse is demodulated and is applied to the
reference sinusoid demodulator and voice channel.
The 5-psec pulse is
compared in time with a sawtooth wave in a time disc nminat or. The
output of the time discriminator is a voltage that is used to control the
frequency of the oscillator.
When a 5-kc/see PRF is received the oscillator is locked in phase by means of this AFC circuit.
When antennas
are switched there is a phase change in the incoming PRF proportional
to d sin e or d cos t? The area under the control signal applied to the
AFC circuit is proportional to this phase change since phase change is
the integral of frequency change. The control signals in the form of
pulses recurring with a 200-pps frequency in a pattern which repeats at
50 pps are applied to a sine-cosine potentiometer that is turned to the
desired course d’. The sine output is connected to a clamping detector
operated by a 90° (of 50 pps) square wave timed to include A-B changeover. The cosine output is similarly selected to include the A-C changeover. The two detected outputs are added and applied to a zero-center
No current will flow through the meter when o = 0’
course meter.
since then
dsinocos

tY+dcos@sin

O’ =0.

The 5-kc/see oscillator serves as a phase “ memory” to permit the
comparison of the phases of the signals from the three antennas since
they are not radiating simultaneously.
The positive video signals from the receiver are applied to the control
grid of VI (see Fig. 10.14). The 10-psec gate is applied to the suppressor,
the top of the gate being restored to ground level by DIo. During the
quiescent condition and for the initial portion of the signal, Vz takes all
the plate current from VI since its grid is held at + 100 volts while that
of V~ is held at +80 volts by fixed bias.
Negative feedback is applied from the plate of Vz to the grid of V,
to stabilize the gain. The AVC voltage for the screens of the receiver
i-f stages is produced from the output of Vz, which is rectified by DI and
amplified by VS. The grid-plate time-constant of Vb smooths the AVC
information.
The output of Vz is also applied to the cathode of D2,
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which produces a negative exponential gate of sufficient duration to cut
off V, for longer than 5 psec. The sudden interruption of plate current
in V 4 by the leading edge of the signal causes shock excitation of the
resonant transformer.
The diode Ds absorbs the negative half cycle of
the oscillation so that a single positive half cycle of 5-psec duration is
produced.
The cessation of plate current also causes a 47-ppf condenser
to charge through the 22-k plate load producing a positive-going exponential rise. This sawtooth wave raises the grid of V, until it takes all
As the negative feedback loop
the plate current of V,, and V, is cut off.
is now broken, the full video signal is applied to VI) which then limits.
The switch-over of current from 1’, to Vt occurs after the first $ ysec of
pulse. Plate current in V3 charges a 470-g~f condenser through D,,
The final potential reached is determined by the duration of the” pulse.
The diode DS holds the initial potential on the condenser at +225 volts
so that 95 volts of signal must be present before any action takes place,
and small signals will not operate the width-demodulation
channel.
The amplitude-modulated
sawtooth wave containing the width-modulation envelope is filtered and applied to the voice channel which has a pass
band starting above 50 cps and ending below 5 kc/see but which passes
the frequencies necessary for intelligible speech.
The modulated sawtooth wave is also applied to the 5@cps twin-T
filter V,,, which has a Q of three and which rejects the voice frequencies
and the 5-kc/see PRF.
The sine-wave output of the filter passes to the
phase inverter V,ob; the outputs are grid-limited by Vlti and V,ti.
The
coupling time constants and impedances are so chosen that 90° square
waves appear in the plate circuits of the tubes. The square waves are
applied to cathode followers V 15band VI W, which drive the grid transformers of the phase-sensitive detectors.
The detectors VI, and Vls
operate so that each will pass current only during a quarter cycle of the
reference 50-cps waveform, which is centered about the instant of transition between the relevant antennas.
The 5-psec pulse that is initiated by the leading edge of the signal is
applied to the grid of VIOa turning on space current.
A sawtooth wave is
The
applied to the grid of Vga and a fixed potential to the grid of ~9b.
proportion of the space current taken by each half of Vg is determined at
any instant by the relative potential of the two grids. As the sawtooth
voltage on the grid of Vs. increases, less current will flow in Vgband more
in VW The difference between these currents is taken by the pulse
transformer connected between the two plates. This difference takes
the form of a positive puke when current is greater in V@ followed by a
negative pulse when current is greater in Vgc. The difference in the
areas of the two pulses is measured by the clifference. detect or D ~, D g.
(See Vol. 19, Chap. 14. ) The normal operating bias of D, is – 4 volts.
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A bias of – 8 volts is applied to the plate of Dg. A Miller integrating
circuit is also used with VE to provide smoothing of the output and a long
The output of V6 changes the bias on the grid of the reactance
memory.
modulator VT, which controls the frequency of the oscillator by providing
a variable reactive load across the tuned circuit.
Negative feedback is
The neti
applied from plate to grid of VT through a high-pass network.
work advances the phase on the grid by 90° at the oscillator frequency
Since the plate current is 180° out of phase with the grid potential, a
leading component of current is produced in the plate circuit which acts
as a capacitance.
The a-c voltage applied to the grid of VT is limited in
amplitude by DG, which is biased by the control potential.
The grid
voltage and p~ate current are therefore in the form of square waves which
produce an accurately linear change in the capacitance shunting the
tuned circuit.
The 2.2-k resistance in the cathode of VI provides current
degeneration which further improves the linearity of the capacitance
change. i
The oscillator is of the con~-entional transformer-feedback
type with
a 1@k resistor in the cathode circuit.
Pulses of cathode current are
taken across this resistor for synchronization.
The amplitude of the
pulses is maintained constant by D,, which is biased at +60 volts and
which limits the grid rise to +60 volts.
The pukes drive the limiteramplifier 1’~~into grid current charging the 270-pfif coupling condenser.
At the end of the pulse from the oscillator, vlb is cut off for the time taken
for the condenser to recharge to cutoil bias through a 560-k resistor
taken to +200 volts.
A 10-psec positive pulse is produced in the plate
The
Part of this forms the gate applied to the suppressor of V,.
circuit.
This sawgate k converted into a sawtooth wave by an RC-network.
tooth wave is applied to the grid of Vga.
If the phase of the 5-~sec pulse is in advance of the time it takes the
sawtooth wave to go from +120 to +200 volts (the potential on the
grid of Vg~), the positive pulse produced in the transformer secondary will
be larger than the negative one. The grid potential of VS will rise so that
the plate potential will drop, reducing the current in VT and removing
capacity from the tuned circuit.
This will raise the frequency of the
oscillator which advances the phase of the sawtooth wave.
The effect
of this tracking loop is to keep the 5-Psec pulse in the center of the rise
of the sawtooth wave.
The loop is stabilized by the feedback components of Vri. z The constants of the loop are such that it will track out a
fluctuation in 2 milliseconds.
In the absence of signals the 5-kc/see oscillator is caused to search
1Williams and Kilburn, “ Automztic Strobes and Recurrence Frequency Selector
Part 11,” I. E. E. Convention Paper, March 1946.
~See Chap. 8 and F. C. Williams et al., 10C.m“t.
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‘I’he grid potential of V~
in frequency by a relaxation-oscillator circuit.
rises due to current flowing through a 5.6-megohm resistor returned to
+15 volts.
The plate runs down linearly to bottom by virtue of the
Miller feedback.
At bottom, screen current increases, closing the relay
in the screen circuit.
The suppressor is switched by the relay to – 150
volts, cutting off plate current, and the plate rises toward 250 volts. A
10-megohm resistor in the grid circuit is also switched to – 150 volts
so that when the plate rise is complete the grid potential falls until the
relay opens and the cycle recommences.
The search circuit sweeps the
oscillator frequency from 4975 to 5025 cps in about 10 sec.
The control pulse from the plate of V8 is filtered and applied to the
feedback amplifier VII, VIZ, Vlsj which is transformer-coupled to the sinecosine potentiometer.
A 60-volt pulse is produced across the potentiometer when a 3-volt input (the maximum value that can be produced by
the antenna switching operation) is applied to the input of the amplifier.
The sine and cosine outputs of the potentiometer are applied to the triode
bidirectional switches V,, and Vlg. The difference between the outputs
of these switches is applied to the zero-center course meter. A large
capacitance is shunted across the meter to reduce fluttering of the needle
caused by the pulses.
Perjornzarwe,-Operational
tests have demonstrated a mean error of
1° in the bearing of the plane relative to the ground beacon.
This error
is equivalent to a time-difference error of 0.01 ~sec.
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TIME-MODULATED SINE-COSINE SYSTEM
BY E. F. MACNICHOL JR. AND W. J. JACOBI
11.1. Principle of Operation.-This
system was designed to relay the
PPI picture from an airborne radar to a fixed station by:
1. The production of an azimuth rotation in the remote PPI synchronous with the antenna rotation in the radar system and
2. The transmission of the radar transmitter pulse and receiver video
to the remote PPI.
The method of accomplishing
(l), is fundamentally
method; that is, the angular position, not the velocity,

a “ position”
is reproduced

~
Bosic
pulse

Sine
pulse

Cosine
pulse

Basic
pulse

Sine
pulse

FIG. 11.1.—Time intervals of time-modulated sine-cosine system.

In order to do this, the antenna angle at the sending end (from a fixed
zero reference) must be continuously
and unambiguously
specified.
Both the sine and cosine functions of the angle are used for this purpose
because either function alone would not give an unambiguous specification. The process of reproducing the angle involves converting angular
data to electrical data, transmitting the electrical data to the receiver,
and converting the electrical data back to angular data at the receiver.
The limiting error of the over-all angular data transmission is approximately A 3° for a maximum angular speed of 6 rpm.
The electrical information transmitted is in the form of a system of
pulses. Three pulses are used—the basic pulse, the sine pulse, and the
cosine pulse. If o is the angle to be transmitted, the interval between
the basic pulse and the sine pulse is made equal to K + A sin 0 where
K and A are constants and K > A and the interval between the sine
pulse and the cosine pulse is made equal to K + A cos 0. These pulses
and time intervals are shown in Fig. 11”1. The basic pulse has a con417
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stant repetition rate of 300 pps, and the sine and cosine pulses move as
shown in Fig. ] 1.2.
At the sending end, an Arms resolver produces alternating voltages
whose peak values are proportional to the sine and cosine, respectively,
of 0. (A negative value of the function is indicated by a reversal in
phase of the volt~gc. ) These voltages are rectified by a phase-sensitive
detector, giving output voltages, A sin O and A cos 0, added to constant
voltages to give K + A sin o and K + A cos 0. These voltages are
impressed on linear electrical time modulators.
In more detail, the
basic pulse generator triggers the sine time modulator (sawtooth); the
sine pulse is produced after a time
i
interval proportional to K + A
~-.
\
sin o; the sine pulse then starts a
\

:.
a
c

\
\
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reversed

in

what

is known as the “ decoder. ” Here
hG.
11 .2.—Sine and cosine pulses.
the object is to produce s~.ne-and
cosine-modulated carrier voltages ~~hich are applied to the stators of an
Arms resolver (two-phase synchro).
The field thus produced is tracked
by rotating the shaft by means of a servomechanism.
The synchronizing pulses received from the relay receiver are separated by a sequence of time selectors, and linear delays are produced
corresponding to those in the synchronizer.
The sine pulse is automatically tracked by a system of step gates whose position is controlled
by a pickoff voltage impressed upon the sine time modulator.
The
position of the gates is compared with the position of the sine pulse, and
the error voltage is used to control an alternating-voltage
modulator
whose output is the desired sine-modulated carrier, (A’ sin u’t) sin 0.
A bidirectional switch detector, operating from this carrier together
with the constant voltage K produces the pick-off voltage impressed
upon the linear delay.
Thus the tracking loop is completed.
The
alternating-volt age carrier adjusts itself until the step gates coincide
with the sine pulse, and, since the sine pulse executes a sinusoidal motion
the carrier is modulated in a sinusoidal manner.
The cosine pulse i
tracked in the same fashion as the sine pulse, using similar circuits, to
produce a cosinusoidally-modulated
carrier. The two carriers are then
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impressed on the 90° stator windings of the Arms resolver and the shaft
is rotated by a servomechanism until the rotor pickup voltage is zero.
For the pickup voltage to remain zero, the rotor must remain at right
angles to the field; since the field follows the transmitted antenna azimuth,
the resolver shaft will also follow it. This shaft motion then fulfills
requirement (l).
It should be noted that the absolute magnitude of the excursions made
by the sine and cosine pulses, and the magnitude of the maximum sine
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FIG. 11.3.—Signal transmitted over radio link.
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FIG. 11.4.—Synchro schematic diagram.

and cosine carriers in the decoder are not critical; rather, it is the ratio
of the sine pulse displacement to the cosine pulse displacement, and
the ratio of the sine-modulated voltage to the cosine-modulated voltage
that are the important factors.
These factors are reasonably easy to
control and make possible a stable system.
A few words should be said about the radar transmitter pulse and
the radar receiver video pulse, which are transmitted during the time
interval between the cosine pulse and the next basic pulse (see Fig. 11. 1).
The video is time selected so that it will appear only during this interval;
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otherwise it would mix with the synchronizer pulses (basic pulse, sine
pulse, and cosine pulse) and cause displacements of these pulses. The
time interval allowed for video corresponds to the maximum range of the
radar. Figure 113 shows the complete signal transmitted over the radio
link.
Provision is made in this system for alternating two types of video
pulses (radar and beacon).
The radar and beacon pulses are timeThe time-selection
selected and applied to their respective indicators.
process is actuated by the presence or absence of the radar transmitter
pulse which is absent when beacon signals are being received.
11.2. The Synchronizer.-The
first step in angular data transmission
is the conversion of angular data to electrical data.
In this system the
angular information to be transmitted is the position of the radar antenna
with respect to true north.
An Arms resolver (two-phase to two-phase
synchro) mechanically geared to the antenna, acts as a differential while a
second synchro (single-phase to two-phase) geared to the fluxgate compass
follow-up acts as a generator.
The synchros are connected electrically
as shown in Fig. 11.4. The 400-cPs filter gives the necessary sinusoidal
This voltage is impressed on the single-phase stator of the
waveform.
Diehl Generator.
The two-phase rotor of the generator is connected
to the two-phase stator of the Arms resolver.
The output alternating
potentials A and B of the stator windings of the resolver consistof the sine
and cosine components of the difference between the antenna direction and
the compass direction.
Expressed mathematically, if A sin cd is the input
potential to the Diehl Generator, 81the angle through which the generator
shaft is turned, 02 the angle through which the resolver shaft is turned,
and both synchros have a l-to-l ratio throughout, then,
Output of A = (A sin at) sin 0
Output of B = (.4 sin tit) cos O
where 0 = 62 — 01.
The next step in transmitting 0 consists of phase-detecting the sine
and cosine voltages from the Arms resolver and adding a constant
voltage to each. This is done in the sine and cosine bidirectional switch
detectors (Fig. 11.5) which produce voltages A sin 8 and -4 cos O. The
constant voltage K is added to each so that the resultant outputs are
K + .4 sin @ and K + A cos 0. These are the voltages that are to be
converted to time intervals.
The pulse-forming circuits are the next consideration.
Starting at
the upper left-hand corner of the block diagram, Fig. 11“5, and the circuit
diagram, Fig. 11“6, the basic pulse repetition generaior produces a pulse
every 3333 ~sec. The pulse starts a variable delay, (time modulator), which
triggers the sine pulse generator (blocking oscillator) after a time interval
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proportional to the voltage K + .4 sin 0. The sine pulse in turn starts
a second variable delay, which triggers the cosine pulse generator at an
interval from the sine pulse proportional to the voltage K + A cos O.
A 30-psec fixed delay started from the cosine pulse produces a trigger
for the radar modulator.
A small portion of the modulator pulse is
sent back to trigger the transmitter-pulse blocking oscillator in the
synchronizer.
The basic pulse, sine pulse, cosine pulse, and transmitter
pul~e are mixed in the mixer, coded to prevent confusion with interfering
pulses on the radio link, and amplified through two channels to give the
synchronizing pulse output and the mixed video and synchronizing pulse

2. Slna pip
3. Caslna PIP
4. Modulator t
5. Tronsmitlaf

,~

Nlfl

Raaor vidm

,. ... ”

We
to
9.3333 /Is
rador videosw,lching
omplifwr V1929

10.To radar rtiv
tronsrnmer on 4bond ,11operotwn
II. To radar relay
Irommittar on Gbond itf operation
FIG,

11 .7. —Synchronizer

waveforms.

output.
These outputs are respectively used to plate-modulate, and grid:
modulate, the radio link transmitter.
The two types of modulation are
used because the video signal has a high duty ratio and must be sent with
low peak power, while the synchronizing pulses have a low duty ratio and
may be transmitted with very large peak power.
The video portion of the relay signal is the next consideration.
The
2500-~sec (200-mile) video gate is triggered from the cosine pulse, but
since it has a slow leading edge, it does not reach its maximum value
until after the transmitter pulse. This gate (see Fig. 117) prevents
receiver video pulses from appearing in the relay signal except for
200 miles following tihe transmitter pulse. This is the interval where
useful radar ethos will appear.
The output signals of the gated video
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amplifiers are mixed with synchronizing pulses in only the grid-modulating channel so that the total peak r-f power of the video will be less than
that of the synchronizing pulse.
The layout of the detailed circuit diagram follows that of the block
diagram and will not be described in detail since it contains no unusual
features.
11.3. Receiving Equipment.-The.
receiving equipment for the datatransmission system is known as the “decoder,”
although it performs
many more functions than simply unscrambling the three-pip “code”
used for the synchronizing pulses. The decoder utilizes the signal from
the relay receiver, consisting of synchronizing pulses and video signals,
to produce a rotation synchronous with that at the transmitter and to
distribute the video signals to the indicators in the desired manner.
The decoder may conveniently be divided into six parts:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The
The
The
The
The
The

synchronizing-pulse separator and three-pip decoder.
sequencing circuits and linear delays.
time-discrimination circuits.
sine and cosine modulators and bidirectional switch circuits.
Arms resolver and servoamplifier.
video switching and distribution circuits.

The synchronizing-pulse

separator separates the synchronizing pulses
The decoder produces
single pulses from
three-pip-coded
synchronizing pulses; these are known as “decoded
synchronizing pulses. ”
The decoded synchronizing pulses operate a sequence of gates and
gated tubes, (time salectors) which separate the pulses and initiate linear
sweeps starting with the basic pulse and the sine pulse. These sweeps are
similar to those in the synchronizer time modulators at the transmitting
end and are used to demodulate the sine and cosine pulses.
To obtain these voltages, some sort of tracking “loop” must be used.
It consists of “step gate” tracking circuits, which follow the positions
of the sine and cosine pulses and, in the process, produce sine and cosine
voltages that are delivered from modulators and drivers to the Arms
resolver.
The video switching and distribution circuits provide a low-impedance
source of video signals for various indicators and are used to “switch”
different types of video signals to the appropriate indicators whenever
this type of operation is desired. These circuits will not be discussed
Figures 11.8 and 11.9 are block diagrams of the decoder
in detail.
which may be helpful in following the operation of the circuits.
11.4. Synchronizing-pulse
Decoding Circuits.—Refer to Fig. 11.10.
The positive relay receiver output enters the decoder at a level of 1.5 volts
from
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for video and 3 volts for synchronizing pulses through a short time conInuerter VIO inverts the signals and prostant consisting of C, and R,.
vides some limiting because grid current is drawn on strong input signals.
The negative output of V,. is passed through another short time conPositive overshoots
Vz.
stant (C’S and Rs) to the grid of amplifir
resulting from differentiation by the short time constants are suppressed
Negative signals are limited by the
by the grid current drop through R,.
cutoff voltage of the tube; L, provides some high-frequency peaking to
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improve the shape of the synchronizing pulses. The positive limited
output of V2 is impressed upon the gr~d of the cathode jollower V,*, which
drives the decoding delay line.
In the above process, the relay signals have been” differentiated” twice.
The purpose of this is to allow only short pulses to be passed; long pulses
of interference or video signals are differentiated to form a positive and a
negative spike, one of which is later eliminated.
The synchronizing
pulses are not appreciably affected by this operation.
All signals are
limited well below their peak value so that variations in signal strength
will not affect
Assuming
the output

the decoder
that

operation.

a three-pulse-coded

of V16, it remains

to explain

synchronizing
the action

pulse
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delay
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lines. Note that the decoder coincidence tube V3, is biased so that positive
signals of sufficient amplitude must be impressed simultaneously upon its
The first pulse of the
control and screen grids for the tube to operate.
code is designated A, the second (3 ~sec later) B, and the third (8 psec
after A) C. (Refer to Fig. 11”11.) At point a, the screen of l’s, each
pulse appears with no delay.
At point b, across R,S and R l,, each pulse
appears delayed 5 psec; this occurs because the winding-to-shield capacitance of the 3-~sec delay line transmits the pulses that leave the 5-psec
line. The” original pulses appear across the terminating resistor R 12
delayed 8 psec. The voltage at point c with respect to ground therefore
consists of the sum of the voltage at b and that across R lZ Thus there is
a triple-coincidence arrangement wherein the pulse potentials at a, b, and
between b to c must coincide for V, to conduct.
Eight microseconds
after the first pulse A (during the last pulse of the code) a single pulse will
be produced at the plate of V3. The negative grid bias is adjusted by R,6
to provide the proper threshold to discriminate against noncoinciding
pulses and against noise. The decoded synchronizing pulses appear at
the secondary of the pulse transformer T1. Resistor Rs prevents shockexcited oscillations due to the distributed inductance and capacitance
of the transformer.
11.5. Sequencing Circuits and Linear Delays.—Refer to Fig. 11.10.
The sequencing circuits may be thought of as an endless chain of time
selectors that, when operating, separates the various synchronizing pulses
from each other. The input to the sequence circuits is the decoded
synchronizing pulse output from TI; the output waveform of the sequencing circuits consists of the sine pulse, the cosine pulse, and wide gates,
which are used to turn on the sine and cosine linear delays.
The chain begins with the basic pulse gated tube V,.
This tube is
biased so that the decoded synchronizing pulses applied to the No. 1
grid will not be effective unless the voltage applied to the No. 3 grid is
For a moment, let us assume that this is the case
sufficiently positive.
The plate of V, will drop sharply,
and that a positive basic pulse occurs.
triggering the monostable multivibrator
VS which produces the sine
sequence gate.
The positive gate produced at the plate of VE,b is fed
to the cathode jollower Vsa.
This gate, the “sine gate,” embraces the period of time in which the
sine pulse can be expected.
It is applied from the cathode follower to the
screen grid of the sine pulse gated tube Vg (time selector) which also has
positive decoded synchronizing pulses applied to its No. 1 grid. A special
narrow gate is also applied to the No. 3 grid, but this can be disregarded
for the moment, the assumption being made that the No. 3 grid has a fixed
positive voltage.
The cathode of V, is biased positively so that the screen
voltage must be considerably positive for a synchronizing pulse to be
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amplified.
Since the screen voltage becomes positive shortly after the
basic pulse, the sine and cosine pulses and the transmitter pulse cause
conduction of the tube and produce negative pulses at the plate.
The sine
gate lasts 600 Msecbut only the first pulse received is effective.
The first of these pulses, the sine pulse, triggers the cosine sequence gate
V,O, which is exactly similar to its sine counterpart and operates in conjunction with the cosine gated tube to select the cosine and transmitter
pulses. Since the first of these is the cosine pulse, it triggers the video
Cathode
follower

Coin$ci;nco

-L

a—

fL.fidL

FIG.11.1l.—Decod1ng delay line.
blanking gata VIZ, which then lasts for approximately 2500 ~sec. This
gate is a monostable multivibrator similar to the sine and cosine gates,
except that a restoring cathode follower vE,bis used between the p]ate of the
This is necessary because of
“a” section and the grid of the “b” section.
the large duty ratio of the gate (see Chap. 5, Vol. 19 of this series), A
negative gate is thus obtained from the cathode of Vs&,which starts slightly
after the cosine pulse and lasts until approximately 100 ~sec before the
This is equivalent to a positive gate
next basic pulse can be expected.
starting 100 Ysec before the basic pulse and lasting until the cosine pulse,
The gate, therefore, embraces the time interval wherein the basic sine.
This positive gate is applied to the
cosine, and transmitter pulses occur.
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No. 3 grid of the basic pulse gated tube Vi, which was originally assumed to
be positive at the time of the basic pulse. Thus the chain has been completed. It is impossible for the chain to operate continuously in any other
manner than that just described because of the fixed limits to the motion
of the sine and cosine pulses, the fixed length of the sequence gates, and
the fixed repetition rate of the basic pulse.
A random interfering pulse could upset the operation for several cycles,
but this action is minimized because of the action of the narrow gates,
which were neglected in the pre--1
synch
m mm
ceding explanation.
These nar- Ceded
13 differm?
I
row gates are short (5o psec) fiatad Video 1 ! I
:
1
l;,
1
positive gates applied to the No. Decoded
synch pips i
3 grids of the sine and cosine
A pulse
gated tubes V, and VI,.
S&ce
~
entering the No. 1 grids of the
gated tubes will not be effective
~
unless it falls within the sine or :,
cosine narrow gates. The method
of generating these gates is explained in a later section.
The sine and cosine gates described in the preceding discussion
are also used, in their negative
form, to initiate sirw and cosine
linear
delays.
These circuits are
of the bootstrap type discussed in
Chap. 5 and in Chap. 6, Vol. 19 of
this series. The gates, pulses,
FIcI. 11.12.—Tlming diagram of receiving
equipment.
and linear delays described in this
section are shown in the timing diagram, Fig. 11.12.
11.6. Step-gate Tracking Circuits.-The
step-gate tracking circuits
are used to obtain sine- and cosine-modulated
carrier voltages for the
Arms resolver.
Since they are exactly similar in the sine and cosine
channels, only the sine circuits need be described.
The production of the
narrow gates previously mentioned wiU also be explained.
The diode pickoff V14b of the sine linear delay is controlled by the
sine lt>ear delay voltage V1. The selected portion of the sawtooth is amplified by VIE. and vl~b, the sine narrow-gate generator. The latter tube
drives a pulse-forming delay line DLe.
A positive pulse of length determined by the delay-line constants is produced at the input to the line.
This pulse constitutes the sine narrow gate, which is applied to the No, 3
grid of the sine pulse gated tube V@ as previously explained.
The diode
limiter V& limits the negative excursion of the sine and cosine narrow
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narrow-gate in-sertion circuit VT is a device for “turning off” the narrow
gates whenever too few cosine pulses are obtained, that is, when the narrow gates have become misplaced in time, so that the sequence gating can
resume operation.
The circuit of V, is simply a cathode-follower detector,
which raises the potential of the No. 3 grids of Vg and VI 1 which permits operation of the gated tubes in the absence of the narrow gates
whenever the frequency of cosine pulses from the com”neblocking oscillator
V,t falls below 300 pps. Since the generation of cosine pulses is dependent upon the basic pulse, sine pulse, and cosine pulse failing within the
intervals determined by their selector gates, a control sensitive to improper
alignment is achieved.
Since the pulse-forming delay line is terminated in a resistance less
than its characteristic impedance, a pulse is produced at its end that has a
leading edge halfway between the leading and trailing edges of the narrowgate pulse, that is, at the time of the sine pulse. This pulse is “stretched”
by the step-gak
generator
V Ida,
330~i:e sec
which is a cathode-follower detecBasic
Sosic
pulse
pulse
pulse
tor. The stretched pulse is amplified and shaped by the step
amplifiers VIM and VITOto form a
step
“step” gate having a steep edge.
Gota
The irwerter VI,., produces a similar gate of opposite
polarity.
Refer at this point to the timing
diagram, Fig. 11~13, for the sine
FIG. 11.13.—Timing diagram of sine-pulse step gates.
These gates are charstep gates.
acterized by steep linear edges and
flat tops and end shortly after the closing of the ~ine s~quence ga~e. As
previously described the sine pulse, after passing through the sine-gated
tube, initiates the cosine selector gate. The rise of the cosine gate triggers
the sine blocking oscillator V22b.
Tubes V~*, V,~ and V*Oform a time discriminator which determines
whether the sine blocking oscillator pulse occurs before or after the transiThe memory cathode follower Vzl. is a
tion of the step-gate waveform.
bootstrapdouble
integrator’ accepting the output of the time discriminator, and its output voltage is the sine d-c voltage.
It will be remembered that the sine voltage v, is controlled by the sine d-c output so that
the tracking loop is closed and step-gate transition is held in coincidence
tvith the sine blocking oscillator pulse.
In the normal case of constant velocity rotation, the memory feature of
the double integrator enables the receiving Arms resolver to continue
1See Chap. 8 and VO1.19, Chap. 14.
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rotating fora considerable time without appreciable error if relay signals
are lost temporarily.
It is particularly helpful when the relay signals
are fluctuating or when bad interference is present.
The time constant
R1Oand C1Ois chosen small enough to permit sector scan of the radar, this
The cosine time demodulator
topic will be discussed in a later section.
operates in a similar fashion.
11.7. Modulators and Bidirectional Switch Detectors.—So far, a voltage has been produced (the sine d-c voltage) which is somehow indicative
of the position of the sine pulse with respect to the basic pulse, that is,
of the sine of the angle being transmitted.
Also, another voltage (vl) has
been assumed, but its production has not been explained.
The end result of the sine tracking loop is the production of a 60-cps
alternating voltage modulated in amplitude and reversible in phase by
the position of the sine pulse. It is desired that this voltage be zero at the
midpoint of the sine pulse excursion (185.4 ysec), that it be a maximum
at the maximum delay of the pulse (321.4 psec), and that it be a maximum
in the opposite direction at the minimum delay (49.4 psec).
In other
words, an alternating voltage is desired which varies in synchronism with
the sine carrier voltage from the” A” coil of the transmitting Arms resolver.
The alternating voltage is varied by the sine d-c voltage in the w“ne
modulator, shown in Fig. 11.14. This consists of tubes VI and V2. The
60-cps input to the modulator is obtained from the transformer 2’,,
which supplies approximately 100 volts rms. The output signal is taken
between the points labeled a and c. The grids of both sections of Vz
are held at a fixed voltage determined by a divider consisting of Rg and
R~. The grids of Vz are varied, through an attenuator, by the sine d-c
voltage.
The actual control voltage of the modulator is the difference
between these two voltages; the magnitude and direction of the alternating voltage output are determined by the magnitude and polarity of
this difference voltage.
The operation of the modulator is shown in Fig. 11.15. It can be seen
that the circuit is a full-wave balanced modulator that depends for its
action upon the variation of rP with Ev.
It has a large amount of
cathode degeneration that allows the operating level of the circuit to vary
considerably.
The output current of the modulator is passed through a symmetrical
twin-T filter in order to eliminate the second harmonic produced as a
The tine
result of nonlinear operation of the tubes in the modulator.
amplijizr
V~ is a push-pull voltage amplifier, which drives the w“ne
driver tube, V,.
This push-pull cathode follower has the output transThe transformer has two secondaries:
former T2 in its cathode circuit.
one (points 6 and 7) is a low-impedance source for one stator of the receiving Arms resolver.
The other winding (points 4 and 5) is a stepup
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winding used to complete the tracking loop; it supplies the sine bidirectional switch detector V5.
This circuit is identical with those used in the synchronizer.
It
charges the condenser Cl to the peak value of the sine-wave output of the
transformer secondary, the polarity of this charge depending upon
the phase of the voltage.
One
side of Cl is connected to an adjustable voltage set by R~; this
provides the ‘‘ zero” or base-line
setting of the sinusoidal (sine @
voltage variation.
Thus, we have
(the voltage), VI = K’ + A’ sin o
which results from the rectification
of the modulator output.
The
cathode follower VG provides a
low-impedance source of this voltage, which is returned to the sine
linear delay circuit to complete
the tracking loop.
It should be noted that the
accuracy of modulation
of the
sine a-c voltage is independent of
everything except the sine zero
FIG. 11.15.—Simplified dbgram of sine
voltuge, which is set in by Rb to
modulator.
match the zero value of the sine
a-c voltage with the center of the sine pulse excursion.
The cosine modulator, bidirectional switch, etc., are exactly the same
as the sine circuits, the cosine zero voltage being set in by Re. The slope of
the cosine linear delay, however, is varied by R7 (Fig. 11-10) to equalize the
effective “slopes” of the over-all sine and cosine loops.
It will be recalled
that the absolute value of the sine and cosine slopes is unimportant, but
the equality of the two is critical.
11.8. Arms Resolver and ServoamplMer.-The
sine- and cosine
modulated 60-cps voltages are impressed upon the two stator windings of
the receiving Arms resolver.
The output of the rotor coil is connected to
the input of the servo amplifier.
In order to rotate the Arms resolver shaft, an a-e two-phase motor is
geared to it through a step-down gearing.
The motor is driven by the
servoamplifir,
which has what is known as “tachometer stabilization. ”
An a-c tachometer or drag-cup generator is connected to the shaft of the
motor; this device produces a 60-cps voltage having an amplitude directly
proportional to the speed of rotation and a phase dependent upon the
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direction of rotation.
The phase of this voltage is adjusted so that it
Th~ tacho-meter voltage is
is the same as that of the error voltage.
impressed upon one grid of VT (a double triode), and the error voltage is
impressed upon the other grid. This stage is a differential amplifir,
which drives another stage of voltage amplification employing Vs. This
stage in turn drives the push-pull power output stage ( Vg and VI O). The
motor excitation is taken from the secondary of the output transformer.
For equilibrium conditions to result, the motor must turn at such a
velocity that the tachometer voltage will equal the error voltage in magnitude and direction.
When the transmitted azimuth is constant, the
error voltage is zero and the velocity is zero. The system actually
slightly to overcome static friction difficulties.
oscillates, or “hunts,”
When the antenna azimuth is varying at a constant rate, an error voltage
is produced sufficient to equal the tachometer voltage produced by the
speed of the motor rotation.
The gain of the servomechanism is large
enough so that the maximum error voltage required will represent a lag
less than 3°. Advantages of this type of servomechanism, also known as
a “velocity servomechanism,”
are stated in Vol. 21 Part II.
1109. Performance-In
relay systems in which the transmitter or the
receiver is mobile a large amount of fading may occur.
The receiver contains circuits for decoding the three-pulse code and applying the output on
to an AGC circuit so that nearly constant signal strength is maintained.
For discussion of the relay link see Vol. 1, Chap. 17, of this series.
The effects of fading are minimized by the double integration in the
sine and cosine tracking circuits and by the tachometer feedback in the
servo system.
The narrow gates that protect the sine and cosine pulse
circuits permit false triggering in a very much restricted time interval.
The video blanking gate protects the basic pulse in a similar fashion.
The
triple coding of all synchronizing pulses and of the receiver AGC circuitsl
causes rejection of all single-pulse interference though this interference
may overload the receiver and cause the loss of the desired signals.
Occasionally several unsynchronized radars will cause interference by
accidentally forming the correct code group and this can not be avoided.
The effects of interference are to cause rough operation or “spoking”
of
the PPI.
Thermal noise will pass the decoder if the signals are too weak
to operate the AGC, though smooth operation has been obtained with
synchronizing pulses only twice the RMS amplitude of thermal noise.
1The triple code by itself does not give sufficientprotection to the AGC in the
presenceof many stronginterferingsignals. The AGC time constant muetbe nearly
1 sec. to prevent degenerationof signaleof long duration. Interferingpukes even
thoughthey actuate the code only once each second will hold the AGC below the
desiredlevel. It has been found that considerableimprovement is obtained if the
AGCisderivedfrom the cosinepulseonly sincethis pulseis protectedby the sequenced
gateand its narrowgate in addition to its triple coding.
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Long-time-constant
smoothing of the servo system markedly reduces
of the PPI but errors are produced that distort the picture.
“spoking”
A long time-constant
also prevents following sector
scan
of
the
antenna.
A time-constant was chosen that permits ~“ lag.
Every effort
was made in the design of the system so that reliable triggering of the
PPI sweeps and rotation of the picture would be maintained beyond the
point at which the PPI picture is so cluttered with noise and interference
that it becomes

unusable.

The

result

is a highly

complex

and unneces-

sarily cumbersome
system.
If strong signals and freedom
were assured the system could be greatly simplified.
11.10.
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FIG. 11.17.—D-c resolver circuits.

push-pull audio amplifier.
Tubes Vza and vzb comprise a phase-sensitive
detector,’ which charges the condensers C7Zand C’S to the peak value of the
second

harmonic

off and
oscillator

on by

voltage.

This

a synchronized

that supplies

detector
second

the resolver

is really
harmonic

primaries.

a switch
voltage

that is turned
from

The switching

the

same

voltage

has

Vla
These
and V,~. The voltage E, is applied to the grids of V~a and Vw.
tubes have the split-field windings of a Holtzer-Cabot Type 0S08 model B3
motor in their plate circuits (see Vol. 21, Part II).
The direction of rotation depends upon ‘the polarity of the difference current.
*
] See Vol. 19, Chap. 14.
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tested and the necessary

PHASE-MODULATED PULSE SYSTEM
BY E. F., MACNICHOL JR. AND E. P. COFFIN, JR.
11.11. Introduction.-One
method of tr~nsmitting angular information between two remote stations involves the use of two sine waves havOne of the sine waves is
ing the same frequency but differing in phase.’
used as a reference with respect to which the phase of the other is measured. If the phase of the second sine wave is adjusted in such a manner
that the electrical phase angle measured in degrees is made equal to the
angle to be transmitted, we have a definite representation of the angle by
the use of two sine waves.
These two sine waves having been formed at
the transmitting station are now transmitted to the receiving station over
separate channels by means of a radio or wire link where the phase angle
of the phase-shifted sine wave with respect to the reference sine wave is
detected and displayed as angular information in an appropriate manner.
This method of transmission of angular information forms the basis of the
capacity phase-shifter system as will be seen later.
11.12. Pulse Representation of Phase-modulated
Sinusoids.—It
is
not necessary to transmit the actual sine waves themselves; instead groups

wPulses

I

FIQ. IllU.-Simple

~

rrpresrntation of aim waves by rnwmwof pul~es.

of pulses can be transmitted from which the sine waves CW be reconThe reason for doing this will become
structed at the receiving station.
apparent later. This representation of sine waves by means of pulses can
be accomplished in several ways but perhaps the simplest is shown in Fig.
11.18.
Here very short pulses of about 1 psec duration are transmitted at the
times to, tl, k, corresponding to every other zero point of the sine wave.
Since there are two zero points in each complete cycle of the sine wave, it
is necessary to distinguish between them. The pulses are arbitrarily
transmitted at only those zero points at which the slope of the sine wave is
positive.
Hence, we have a unique representation of the sine wave by
1See Chap. 10.
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The
means of these pulses which are separated by equal time intervals.
transmission of pulses that are short compared to their spacing insures
that the relative

phases

hand, if sine waves
transmission

of the waveforms

are transmitted

will produce

At the receiving

an apparent

station
group

the pulses

off a pulsed

trigger

wave oscillation
constant
pulsed

(see

whose
Vol.

oscillator

change

the original

from the received

of pulses.

19, Chap.
equal

4 of this

device

must be reconstructed
this is to let one of

that

produces

to the triggering
series).

to the frequency

during

in phase.

sine wave

oscillator—a

On the other

in waveforms

One way of doing

phase with respect

is made

are preserved.

any distortion

The

a sine-

pulse is always

frequency

of the original

of this

sine wave.

of the output of the pulsed oscillator
is always constant
with respect to the triggering pulse, it will also be constant with respect to
the original sine wave.
Hence, by phase shifting the output of the pulsed
oscillator by means of a linear network until the zero points with positive
slope of the resultant sine wave coincide with the received pulses, we can
produce a sine wave that will be exactly in phase with the original one.
Since it is inconvenient to adjust the frequency of the pulsed oscillator to
exactly that of the original sine wave, it will be necessary to stop it every
few cycles and let the next pulse restart it in order to maintain an accurate
phase lock with the original sine wave. 1 The problem of transmitting two
separate sine waves over two separate channels has been reduced to that of
transmitting two separate groups of pulses over two separate channels.
The next section shows these two groups of pulses can be transmitted over
a single channel without any confusion.
11.13. Discussion of Phase-shifter System.—A timing diagram of the
system is shown in Fig. 11.19, and a block diagram in Fig. 11.20.
A “basic” pulse is generated by a blocking oscillator whose repetition
period is 1“. This pulse triggers off a 16 kc/see pulsed oscillator.
The
output sinusoid of this pulsed oscillator is then shifted in phase by means
of a phase-shifting condenser by an amount equal to the angle to be
transmitted so that any transients have had time to die out, pulses are
formed at every other zero point of the phase-shifted sine wave as described
above for four complete oscillations.
There is now a group of four equidistant pulses. After several more cycles, the pulsed oscillator is turned

Since the phase

I If a stable
PRF were available at the transmitter the phase-shifted oscillatiorw
could be produced at a multiple of this frequency.
The comparison with the bas~c
~ulse is performed in a manner similar to that used in the British Omnidirectional
Beacon (Chap. 10) and in the direct-reading Loran indicator (Chap. 4), Having an
accurate PRF at the receiver would permit the use of very narrow gates to protect
the basic pulse, indicator trigger, and AGC from interference.
2See Chaps. 4, 5, 6, and Vol. 19, Chap. 4,
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off and is then retriggered by the next basic pulse and the whole process
repeats. These pulses plus the original “ basic” pulse are then trans.
mitted over a single channel to the receiving station where they are converted into angular information by the following method.
When the basic pulse is received it triggers a pulsed oscillator that is
The output waveform is shifted
identical with the one in the transmitter.
Pulses

T

corresponding

‘hose

“’’ted

““e

Basic
pulse

to zero

‘“”e

points

of

~

Basic
pulse

/

nllllll

t----’+

t-

FIG. 11.19.—Operation of phase-shifted pulse system.

in phase as in the transmitter by means of a phase-shifting condenser.
The phase-shifted sine wave is then compared with the group of four
pulses as they are received and caused to track them in a manner analogous to the process of automatic time demodulation (see Chap. 8).
circuit
diagram
of the
Details of the Transmitting
Equipment.—A
synchronizer

is shown

in I?ig.

~

11.21.

The

system

trigger

is simulated

Anglo

Pulsed
oscillolor

FIG. 1120.-Block

diagram of phase-shifted pulse system.

by the blocking oscillator V,..
The overshoot of the trigger is applied
to the output pulse blocking oscillator V12. through the amplifier Vlzb. A
l-psec pulse is formed which is applied to the coding network through the
cathode follower Vlob. The network is similar to that used in the sinecosine system and forms a triple code with 3-psec and 5-psec spacing.
The cathode follower V,t applies the code group to the transmitter
through

a terminated

cable.

A negative

gate

is produced

by

the gate
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multivibrator VZ. A negative gate is produced which allows the pulsed
The pulsed wave
oscillator V3 to operate for approximately 8 cycles.
train is applied directly to one plate of a phase-shifting condenser that
rotates with the antenna.
The wave train is also applied to the phase
splitter V4 thereby advancing the phase 120° and then to Vs, which
advances the phase another 120°. The output wave form of the phase
splitters are applied to the other inputs of the phase-shifting condenser so

(El)

(a)

(c)

FIG. 11.22.—Phase.shifted pukw system performance.

that a rotating electrostatic field is set up. The phase-shifted output of
the condenser is amplified by VG and negative half-cycles selected by VT.
The negative
are amplified by t’Tb,and differentiated by the transformer.
gate from VZ is also applied to V8a, which initiates a positive sawtooth
waveform.
The differentiated pulse derived from the phase-shifted wave
Four pulses are selected by the
train is applied to the control grid of VI,.
gate from Vg which is supplied to the suppressor grid of VII.
The gate is
initiated by adding the pulses from the transformer to the sawtooth wave
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from Vti and passing the sum through the amplitude selector, Vw. The
gate is initiated by the thh-d phase-shifted pulse, which, when added to
the sawtooth, appears in the output of the amplitude selector.
The gate
selects the fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh pulses, which are accurately
spaced because the transients have disappeared from the pulsed wave train
by the time they are produced.
The selected pulses are applied to Vlti
and coded in a manner identical to the basic pulse. Figure 11.22. shows
the appearance of the group of pulses after they have passed through the
relay link.
Details of Rem”ving Equipment.—The
output of the receiver is taken
from a 70-ohm terminated cable at 3 volts peak as shown in Fig. 11.23.
It is amplified by VI. and the video signal is applied to the indicator
through V20. The synchronizing pulses are amplified by VZ and differThey are further amplientiated by the inductance in the plate circuit.
fied and limited by V~ and applied to the decoding line. The first two
pulses are added on the grid of VA and the third pulse drives the screen
positive.
If the code is correct a pulse appears in the plate circuit and is
inverted by the transformer.
It is amplified by V, which triggers the
multivibrator Ve. Tubes V,, VT, VS, and V~ form a pulsed oscillator
phase-shifter circuit which is identical to that in the synchronizer,
The
output waveform of the phase shifter is amplified by Vlo and Vll and
applied to the grids of the phase discriminator (phase-sensitive detector)
VM
The pulses that are present in the output of the decoding circuit
when the pulsed oscillator is running are selected by Vl, and fire the blocking oscillator V,,..
The output of the blocking oscillator is applied to
If the received pulses overlap positive
the plates of the phase detector.
half-cycles of the phase-shifted wave train, the memory circuit of the
If they overlap negative half-cycles they
detector will charge positively.
will charge negatively.
The output of the detector is applied as an error
signal to the servomechanism, which drives the phase shifter so that the
received pulses are always coincident with tbe zero point of the sine wave.
An unusual type of servomechanism is used. With the selector switch sl
The error signal is
in Position 1 it operates in a conventional manner.
The modulated carrier is
modulated at 60 cps by a Brown Converter.
filtered by Vle which is a form of Wien bridge oscillator with gain too low
to sustain oscillation.
The positive feedback loop of the Wien bridge
occurs from the plate of Visa through a series RC-combination to the grid
A shunt RC-combination
is in parallel with this grid. The
of V,%.
loop is completed back to VIGa through the common cathode resistor.
(This selective circuit should be replaced by a twin T feedback selective
amplifier.
See Vol. 18, Chap. 10,) The filtered output is amplified
bY V,,, V,,, and V,, and applied to one phase of a Diehl 2-phase motor.
Stabilization is supplied by the” phase advance”

circuit
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high-frequency components of the d-c error signal without attenuation and
provides large attenuation for the low-frequencies.
When the selector s~vitcb is in l’osition 2 a circuit with the following
The servomcchxnism
when presented with
properties is activated.
information \vill“learn” the rate at \vhich it must follow that information
If the signal disappears it \vill“ remember”
in a time which is adjustable.
this rate for an adjustable time which can be made very long. In effect
this circuit provides smoothing of rotation, which is readily adjustable
The results are achieved qualitato fit different operating conditions.
tively as follows.
Tube Vi,. provides a capacitance in the grid circuit
is
which is amplified by the gain of the tube. This capacitance, which
much larger than could be conveniently obtained with a real capacitor
having small leakage, constitutes the “ memory. ” Tube V,, provides
“ phase advance” for stabilization and tachometer feedback is used so
that the rate at which the motor turns is proportional to the potential at
the cathmic of V22. As the pulses move an error signal is produced across
The motor turns at a speed that keeps this small
the “memory”
circuit.
misalignment
constant.
lf the signal fades, charge is stored in the memory circuit causing the motor to continue to turn at the same speed until
the signal reappears or until leakage discharges the memory circuit.
This
is a form of double-integrator system and has basic properties similar to
those of Chap. 8.
Competitive
tests have indicated that the phase-shifter system
operated as well as the sine-cosine system in the presence of noise and
interference in spite of the fact that the phase-shifter system was not
protected by a PRF selector or narrow gates although these could be
Also, the number of components is smaller
added with little difficulty.
and the construction is simpler than with the sine-cosine system.
It is not necessary for the frequencies of the pulsed oscillators in the
transmitting and receiving system to be exactly equal since they are
restarted every PRF cycle.
Differences as great as 10 per cent appear to
have no effect; thus the tuned circuits for these oscillators may be factory
preset. The phase-shifting bridges are aligned by means of a dummy
condenser, having no rotor plate, which is built into the system.
This
alignment is the only one that is necessary and corresponds to the zero
and slope adjustments of the time modulators in the sine-cosine system.
Typical performance is shown by the photographs of the PPI of the
receiving system in Fig. 11.22b. Angle marks of 10° spacing have been
transmitted over the link in place of video signals.
Comparison of the
marks with the illuminated protractor indicates the cyclic error, which
has a peak amplitude of + 4°. Figure 11.22c shows the performance of
the system in the presence of strong unsynchronized pulse interference.
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SIMPLIFIED RELAY RADAR SYSTEM FOR CONSTANT-SPEED ROTATION
BY E. F. MACNICHOJ,, ,Jn.l
11.14. Introduction.-The
system to be described is suitable for pointto-point operation where fading is not encountered and where the antenna
of the radar rotates at nearly constant speed so that it is unnecessary to
transmit the antenna position at one-speed.
As shown in Fig. 1124 the
radar transmitter pulse initi~tes a series of synchronizing pulses in the
codes. This code group is delayed 10 usec with respect to the transmitter
pulse and occupies an interval of 22 psec. The use of this interval by the
synchronizing pulses results in the suppression of the first 30 psec of video
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FIG. 11.24.—Information pulses.

signals from the radar. In practice this interval is filled solidly with
“ground clutter, ” thus the loss is not serious. The first three pulses in
the group, spaced 2 and 4 psec apart, form a code to protect the indicator
trigger and the information pulses. The fourth pulse is jittered its own
width by an alternating-current signal derived from an alternator rotating
in synchronism with the antenna.
The frequency produced by the alternator is 60 cps when the antenna
is turning at 4 rpm. The alternator frequency is therefore proportional
to the antenna speed. A switching pulse is produced 16 ~sec after the
occurrence of the third pulse in the code. This pulse, which appears every
third cycle of the PRF, operates an electronic switch that inserts video
signal from another radar into the relay link. Thus the link can be used
to transmit video signals from two separate radar sets. The video signals,
synchronizing pulses, and range and angle marks are combined in the
1Based on materialcontributed by L. Bess.
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The received signals are decoded, sup
video mixer and transmitted.
plying a trigger for the indicators after the third pulse. The jittered
pulse is time-demodulated and the resulting a-c signal is filtered, amplified. and used to drive a synchronous motor, which rotates at the same
The motor drives a
speed as the alternator driven by the antenna.
The synchro system rotates
synchro system through a gear reduction.
at the same speed as the antenna.
Alignment between the radar picture
and the relayed picture is accomplished manually with reference to the
angle marks that are transmitted along with the video picture.
Once
alignment has been achieved it is maintained by the system.
11015. Details of the System.
Coder.—Refer to Fig. 11.25. The
positive radar system trigger is applied through S1 and inverted by VW
to trigger the delay multivibrator V1. The 10-psec rectangle produced
by V, is differentiated by T, and the pulse formed by the trailing edge
triggers the blocking oscillator VzO which produces a 0.75-psec pulse.
This pulse is delayed by L, and retriggers V,a through Vza after 2 gsec.
Blocking bias is built up across Cd after these two pulses so that Vti will
not retrigger after the second pulse. The output from the cathode of
Vu is delayed by Lq and triggers V3. which produces another 0.75-psec
pulse. The negative sawtooth voltage in the bias circuit of V% operates
the switch tube VW initiating a positive sawtooth voltage in the plate
circuit. The amplitude selector Vaa triggers blocking oscillator Vu after
a delay determined by the cathode bias of V4a and the slope of the sawThe bias voltage is modulated by the output of the
tooth waveform.
alternator which is seared to the antenna.
This alternator is a size-1
synchro with d-c excitation on the rotor.
Its output potential is amplified by Vti.
Thus the pulse from V4b is delayed 8 ~sec and tim~moduIated f 0.5 psec. The pulse from V,a synchronizes the 3 to 1 frequency
The output of the divider
divider V7b through the cathode follower V,..
is transmitted to the switching circuits in the video-mixing unit through
V~.
The negative pulse in the plate circuit of V% travels down L4 and is
reflected back as a positive pulse after 16 ~sec when it retriggers Vu
through V%. The current pulses from the cathodes of Vti, V~, and Vti
Oscilare mixed and applied to the grid circuit of V6j which is a blockiw
later that produces accurately rectangular pulses of 20 volts amplitude
and 1 psec duration with rise and fall times of 0.1 psec across the 75-ohm
terminated output cable. This circuit is designed to have very rapid
recovery so that it can be triggered by all the pulses in the group. The
line La is used to determine the duration of the output pulses that are
transmitted to the video mixing unit.
The Video Mizing Unit .—Refer to Fig. 11“26. The two video inputs
are app:ied to the “a” section of the mixing tubes Vt and Va. Tubes V1~
and VI* are d-c restorers. The respective angle marks are applied to the
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“b” sections.
The cathodes of Vz and Vs are connected to the cathodes
of the time selector tubes V4Cand VSO respectively.
These tubes have
Vs (scale of 2)
a common plate circuit.
The bistable multivibrator
switches the grids of V~ and VFa so that video current from one input circuit or the other, but not both, will reach the plate circuit.
The multivibrator is triggered on the grid of the “a” section by the trigger pulse
from the coder, and on the cathode by the switching pulse. When the
switching pulse is present the video signal from input 2 is transmitted;
when it is absent the video signal from input 1 is transmitted since the ‘‘ a‘’
section is held off by trigger 1 applied to the cathode.
The common outA time-selective
put current of Vq~and V5~ is applied to the grid of V4b.
switching circuit is formed by VW and Vf,b which have a common plate
circuit.
The synchronizing pulses are applied to the grid of Vm while the
cathodes of Vu and Vu are switched by the monostable multivibrator Vo.
A gate, which lasts about 35 psec, is formed after the input trigger and permits synchronizing pulses to reach the output circuit.
At all other times
the selected video signal is applied to the transmitter.
Range marks are
mixed with the video through VW
The mixed output is applied to the
transmitter through the amplifier VS. and cathode follower VT.
The Decoder. -Refer
to Fig. 11.27. Positive 2-volt signals from the
relay receiver are passed through a 1~-psec time-constant and applied to
the grid of VIC which is initially conducting since Vllb k cutoff.
I he short
time-constant
removes long interfering pulses that would otherwise
operate the decoder.
The pulses are amplified to 8 volts and applied to
the grid of the limiter Vz which cuts oil at – 4 volts, yielding an output of
+70 volts.
The pulses are applied to the grid of V~c which drives L ~.
Part of each pulse is delayed by L, and part appears directly in the output
across a 430-ohm resistor. When the correct code group is transmitted
the delayed first pulse adds to the undelayed second pulse to overcome the
bias on the grid of Vs. The output pulse of V, is delayed by L, and
appears on the cathodes of Vi.
If the grids of the two sections of V’ are
at the same potential, equal and opposite fluxes are set up in the transformer and no output appears.
If V,. is cut off by the third pulse in the
code group appearing in the plate circuit of Vti, an unbalanced current
will be produced in the transformer; and a voltage, induced on the grid
This tube acts as a blocking oscillator
of V6S, will initiate regeneration.
and produces a trigger for the indicators.
The grid-bias waveform cuts
off the switch tube V* and starts a sawtooth waveform.
The amplitude
selector V~ fires the blocking oscillator VW after an 8-psec delay.
The
cathode pulse is delayed by L3, amplified by VT., and fed back to terminate
the pulse. Two l-psec rectangular gates separated by 1 ~sec are produced by Va and V,c. These gates are applied to the grids of the time
The “jittered” pulse containing the
selectors V* and Vti respectively.
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angular information is applied to the cathodes of V~ from the plate of
V%. It occurs during the interval occupied by the gates. The output
pulses from the plate circuits of Vs are applied to the difference detector
V. which reproduces the original waveform of the transmitting alternator.
Thus, the original alternating current has been converted to a timemodulated pulse, transmitted, and time-demo’dulated.
The output of V~
is transmitted to the angle information generator through the cathode
follower Vlb.

FIG. 11.29.—Angle information generator for simplified relay radar.

In order to prevent video pulses that accidentally have the correct
code spacing from actuating the decoder a suppression circuit is used.
The decoded pulse from Vs. is applied to V1z~. The negative pulse in the
plate circuit travels down Lb, is inverted by the short circuit, and appears
It is delayed another
as a positive pulse on the grid of VIO~ 16 ~sec later.
2 psec and triggers VII, a monost able multivibrator, producing a 3000-psec
Tube Vm is a Pedestalgate, which cuts off V,. during the video Period.
removing
The

tube that does not appear
video

switching

pulse

to be altogether

is selected

by

V12b.

necessary.
The

decoded

trigger

pulse appears on the grid of the tube after a 16-psec delay.
If the switching pulse appears on the cathode it must occur at this time. The output
waveform of VIM is transmitted to the video separator unit.
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The Video Separator.-Refer
to Fig. 11“28. Negative video signals are
applied to the cathodes of Vz~ and Via of the video separator from V7b
in the decoder.
The switching waveforms on the grids are derived from
the bistable multivibrator V* which operates in a manner identical to that
in the video mixer. Tube Vla is turned off by the indicator trigger and
turned on by the switching pulse when it appears.
Tubes V% and VW are
pedestal-removing tubes, which draw the same quiescent currents as Vti
and Vb.
The output signals of channel 1 is amplified by V% and applied
to the output line by V5. Video 2 is handled similarly by Vu and Va.
The Angle Information Generator.—Refer to Fig. 1129.
The demodulated a-c from the decoder is applied to a bandpass filter having a pass
band of 30 to 90 cps. This filter permits a variation in antenna speed of
2 to 6 rpm. The output is amplified by a conventional audio amplifier
V,, V,, Va, Vi and applied to a synchronous clock motor which rotates the
synchro that drives the indicators.
Tests of the system have shown that it will operate satisfactorily in the
presence of a reasonable amount of pulse interference without appreciable
drift of the pattern for a period of several hours.
It is simpler to align,
operate, and maintain than the systems previously described since the
wave shape of the output pulse is not critical and slight maladjustment of
the time modulator and demodulator has negligible effect due to the fact
that data are transmitted at 900-speed (~ per turn).
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E, cos e at 2250 cps, where 6 is the angle of the synchro rotor. W.~en
sin 0 or cos Obecomes negative the AC reverses phase (see Vol. 19, Chap. 12
of this series). Since the reversal of phase cannot be demodulated in
the receiving equipment urdess a reference phase is transmitted, a fixed
amount Ez (larger than El) of each of the unmodulated tones is added
to the synchro output.
The output of the voltage divider (adding
network) of each frequency is always in phase with its oscillator and is
always greater than zero. A fixed output signal is also obtained from a
third oscillator at 5090 cps and mixed with the output of the voltage
divider.
This tone serves as a reference level for E, so that it can be
subtracted from the demodulated output in the receiving equipment.
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mcdulotor
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Fm. 11.30.—Transmitting equipment of ART-1 8 relay radar.

The mixed tones are used in a reactance tube to deviate the 2-Me/see
subcarrier oscillator.
The PPI sweep trigger is derived from the radar transmitter pulse.
It is limited and mixed with the video pulse from the radar receiver but
is opposite in polarity.
The video signal is also blanked when the
trigger pulse is transmitted.
The pulse information and the modulated
subcarrier are mixed and applied to a reactance modulator to frequencymodulate an r-f oscillator which operates at about 12 Me/see.
The
frequency is doubled three times to give an output of 100 Me/see deviated
*4 Me/see.
The bandwidth of all stages is sufficiently great to pass I-psec pulses.
The identities of the video and trigger pulses are preserved since they
deviate the transmitter frequency in opposite directions.
11.17. General Description of Receiving Equipment.-A
block diagram of the receiving equipment is shown in Fig. 11.31.
The receiver
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is a conventional superheterodyne with a pass band of 8 Me/see and
follows the general principles discussed in Vol. 23 of this series. The out~ut of the receiver consists of the modulated 2-Me/see subcarrier and
video and trigger pulses. These are sorted out and applied to the
indicator tube in the separator unit. The subcarrier is filtered out and
amplified in the subcarrier amplifier, limited, and demodulated.
The
three audio tones are separated by means of bandpass filters. The 885and 2250-cps modulated tones are demodulated and applied to cathode
followers.
The 5090-cps tone is filtered and demodulated.
The demodulated d-c output of the 5090-cPs tone is subtracted from each of the
demodulated sine and cosine outputs to remove the level due to the
fixed a-c component.
The subtracted output potentials are now d-c
voltages E sin O and E cos 0 which are symmetrical with respect to
ground.
These voltages are applied to the charging resistors of the
horizontal and vertical sweep generators.
The output voltages of these
sweep generators are amplified and used to drive the fixed deflecting
coils of the PPI.
To a first approximation the slopes of the sweeps are
proportional to the voltages applied to the charging resistors. The
electron beam of the CRT is deflected in the direction of the resultant
field produced in the two deflecting coils. The two components of the
field are proportional to the amplitudes of the sawtooth waveforms,
which are always in the ratio of sin 8 and cos 0. Thus the spot will
sweep radially outward in the direction t?.
The receiver output is also amplified in the video amplifier which
has insufficient bandwidth to pass very much of the 2-.Mc/sec subcarrier.
A biased amplifier and blocking oscillator separates the synchronizing
pulse from the video pulse of opposite polarity.
The synchronizing pulse
operates a wide gate (rectangle generator) that operates the pulsed
range-mark
is limited
mixed

oscillator.
and

with

the

The

pulsed

sinusoid

generated

by this o~cillator

differentiated
video

to produce
range marks, which are then
These pulses are amplified
further and
pulses.

No attempt
is made to remove
of the indicator.
the synchronizing pulse from the video channel since it appears before the
sweep has started.
The rectangle from the gate multivibrator is limited
and used to intensify the CRT during the sweep. It is also used to cut
off the clamp tubes producing the sweep components.
11.18. Details of the System.
The Mixer Unit. —Refer to Fig. 11.32.
The tone oscillators are of the conventional RC phase-shift variety using
3-section high-pass networks (see Vol. 19, Chap. 4 of this series). They
are mounted in an oven whose temperature is thermostatically
controlled.
The resistor network that adds the fixed a-c level from each
stator input is also in the oven since it is extremely important that the
ratio of synchro output potential to the fixed component of the audio
applied
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carrier’ be constant.
The frequencies of the oscillators are factory
adjusted and their stability is such that no controls are provided.
Cathode followers are provided to furnish current for the synchro windings
and amplitude adjustments are provided for each. A gain control is also
provided for the 5090-cps output which is mixed with the modulated
tones.
The reactance modulator is of the capacity-feedback
type in which
a grid voltage is produced in the reactance tube which leads the plate
voltage by 90°. The magnitude of this voltage depends upon the g~ of
the tube, which is controlled by grid bias. The effect of the out-of-phase
component is to make the reactance tube appear as a variable capacitance.
(See any standard text on FM.)2
Positive excursions of the modulating signal increase the g- and the
effective capacitance, decreasing the oscillator frequency.
The oscillator is of the electron-coupled variety in which the grid-cathode-screen
circuit acts as a Hartley oscillator.
The plate tuned-circuit is heavily
loaded by the output attenuator so that its pass band is very broad.
Positive video pulses are supplied to the amplifier Vs, which has a
gain less than unity.
Bias developed across Cs, R4, prevents the trigger
Negative video signals develcathode-follower
VW, from conducting.
applied to the video
oped in the plate of V& are again inverted by V8b ad
and trigger cathode follower V 10. The output waveform of this stage
is mixed with the 2-Me/see subcarrier and sent to the transmitter.
The negative trigger from the radar is limited by cutting off Vg~. This
pulse raises the cathode of V9b cutting off Va~. This action produces a
positive pulse on the plate of V8. and a negative pulse is sent to the
The cathode of VS. is raised sufficiently by the trigge]
transmitter.
pulse to prevent the transmission of video signals.
The Transmitter. —Refer to Fig. 1133.
Positive video pulses, nega tive triggers, and the 2-Me/see subcarrier are applied to an additional
Signals are applied 180” out of
video amplifier and phase inverter.
phase to” the grids of the reactance tubes.
One tube appears as an
inductance in parallel with the oscillator tuned-circuit while the othel
appears
increasing

as a capacitance,

deviation
is obtained
pull electron-coupled
parallel
by

the

The

the g~ of one tube

so that

are equal

decreasing

and opposite
that

so that by

of the other

a linear

over a wide range.
The oscillator
is of the pushtype.
The plates of both tubes are connected
in

odd harmonics

double-tuned

effects

while

coupling

cancel.

The

transformer.

second
The

harmonic
two

is selected

doublers

are

1This system bears a striking similarity to the pulse sine-cosine system. The
amplitude of the 885-cps tone is K + A sin .9;that of the 2250 cps tone in K + A cos 8;
and that of the 5090 cps tone is K.
2 A. Hund, l’requenc~ Modulation, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1942.
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conventional Class C amplifiers with double-tuned transformers selectThe power
ing the second harmonic present in their plate currents.
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Since the shielding in
amplifier uses pentodes in a push-pull circuit.
the 4E27 tubes is excellent, no neu~ralization is used. A peak dete~tor
and discriminator are provided for monitoring the transmitter output.
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All tuned circuits are overcoupled and Q values made low to permit
the required 8-Me/see pass band.
The Receiver.—Refer to Fig. 11.34. The preamplifier, converter, and
local oscillator use 6AK5’s.
The antenna and converter tuned circuits
are factory preset. A trimmer condenser is provided to control the LO
frequency.
The LO voltage is mixed with the signal and injected into
the grid circuit of the converter.
The i-f stages are 6AK5’s.
Eight are
used and are arranged in staggered pairs at 55 and 65 Me/see with a
gain of 10 each, giving an effective band width of 8 Mc,
AGC is applied
to the grids of the third and fourth stages.
Two limiters are used. Limiting takes place by rectification in the
grid circuit of each tube (see Vol. 19, Chap. 9 “of this series). The bias
developed decreases the average plate current in each tube. The bias
developed by the first limiter is also used as the AGC control voltage.
The time ccnstant in the AGC circuit is kept to a minimum so that highlevel pulsed interference will suppress the desired c-w carrier for as short
a time as possible (much less than the PRF of any pulsed system likely
to be encountered).
The discriminator, which follows the second limiter, is of the conventional type (see Vol. 23). Four 6AK5’s are used as an output
cathode follower to present a 75-ohm output impedance to the cable
leadlng to the separator unit.
The Separator Unit. —Refer to Fig. 1135.
The composite signal from
the receiver consists of positive video signal, negative triggers, and the
2-Me/see frequency-modulated
subcarrier.
The subcarrier is selected
and amplified by two 6AK5 stages and grid-limited by two additional
stages. Bias developed in the first limiter grid circuit is applied to the
grids of the preceding amplifier as AGC.
A discriminator centered at
2 Me/see demodulates the subcarrier.
After amplification the mixed
audio tones are separated by double-tuned transformers, passed through
individual gain controls, and amplified further by 6V6 Class A power
amplifiers.
The 885- and 2250-cps tones are demodulated by full-wave peak
rectifiers, which are arranged to provide phase inversion to drive the
grids of the output cathode followers in opposite directions.
The
5090-cps tone is demodulated in a peak half-wave voltage doubler whose
output potentials are proportional to the average level of the carrier
and are used to subtract a d-c value from the output signal of the 885
and 2250 cps demodulators.
Thus d-c voltages are obtained which are
proportional to sin e and cos 8 and vary symmetrically with respect to
ground.
These voltages are applied to each of the four sweep networks
and their magnitudes determine the rates of rise of the sweep sawtooth
waveforms when the clamp tubes are gated off. The sweep networks
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are arranged in pairs, two for the horizontal sweep and two for the
vertical sweep. The networks in each pair are supplied with control
voltages of opposite phase so that a positive and a negative sawtooth
waveform are produced by each pair. They are amplified by the 6L6 GA
power amplifiers and applied to the center-tapped
deflecting coils.
Centering is accomplished by adjusting the voltage to which one of each
pair of clamp tubes is returned. 1
The video and trigger pulses are amplified and inverted by V,,
yielding positive triggers and negative video pulses. The trigger pulse
is applied to the grid of the synchronizing signal pick-off tube Vi..
This
amplitude selector is caused to conduct only by positive pulses larger
than a value set by the bias divider in the grid circuit.
The negative
pulse produced in the plate circuit by the trigger is coupled to the plate
of the blocklng oscillator V~b. Coupling through the transformer
causes V4* to conduct and initiate regeneration.
The blocking-oscillator
pulse triggers the gate multivibrator, which is of the conventional dividercoupled type with one stable state.
(See Vol. 19, Chaps 5 and 6 of
this series for descriptions of the action of the multivibrator and blocking
oscillator. ) The rectangle initiated by the trigger is slightly longer
than the sweep length desired. A gang switch switches the condensers
in the multivibrator and the sawtooth generator and the tuned circuits
in the range-mark generator so that the gate length, sweep speed, and
range-mark spacing are appropriate for the range chosen.
The cathode
follower Vleb drives the cable to the indicator where the negative gate
pulse is applied to the cathode of the CRT.
The negative gate is also
used to cut off Vli~, producing a train of damped oscillations in the
tuned circuit (see Chap. 4 and Vol. 19, Chap. 4 of this series). The
positive excursions of the wave train are limited by grid current in v~ib.
The negative half-cycles are steepened and inverted by V14b. Additional
squaring is accomplished by V15C so that the output of this tube is practically a square wave.
On the longest range energy is fed back to L4
from the plate of Vlti to maintain the amplitude of the oscillations of the
tuned circuit.
Since on the shorter ranges the Q of the coils is sufficient,
the damping is not objectionable.
Tube vlsb normally draws grid current through R8C. It is rapidly cut off by the square wave applied to its
grids, exciting a critically damped oscillation in L~. The peak of this
oscillation is selected and further amplified by V16a. The negative output
of this tube is mixed with the video in the grid circuit of the second video
amplifier V2. The method of producing range marks used in this instrument appears to be extremely wasteful of tubes and current.
Five
triode sections are used when three or at most four would sufice.
All
of the tube sections but one draw a large average plate current.
I For diacuzzion of the two-way clamp see Vol. 19, Chap. 3 of this series.
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Tube Va amplifies and inverts the mixed video pulses and range
marks, which are applied to the grid of the CRT through the cathode
follower Vs.
11.19. Remarks and Comments on the System.—The equipment is
well designed and extremely simple to operate, having a minimum of
controls.
It is not complicated electronically and is light in weight and
not bulky.
The system performs satisfactorily over land and water
and at all times will provide a usable radar picture up to a range of at
least 100 miles if the receiving antenna location is 50 ft or higher above
the water line and if optical line of sight transmission is maintained.
It was determined that the minimum signal strength that would still
provide a usable picture is in the order of 20 pv.
“Any interference within about 6 mc of the i-f frequency of the
receiver will cause considerable distortion and complete failure of the
received presentation.
(This is not an inherent limitation of the system since proper shielding
of the i-f circuits would remove such interference. )
“Interference will also be experienced on the operating channels when
other (c-w) equipment or ground search radars which operate on the
same or adjacent frequencies are operating in the same vicinity as the
receiving location.
“ Considerable ripple and dktortion of the received picture will
result if the radar system pulse repetition frequency or harmonics of
the pulse repetition frequency are within plus or minus 50 cycles of any
of the three audio frequencies. ” 1 The accuracy is as good as that of
the AN/APS-2
Radar that supplied the signals for the system (better
than ~ 50).
1This section is abstractedfrom “Final Report on AN/ARR-17 and AN/ART-18
Equipments,Radar Repeat-back Radio Link,” Navy Dept. Bu. Aero., July 14, 1945.
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The l’und;on.-The
purpose of these chapters is
12.1. Introduction.
to discuss a technique whereby a voltage V which varies with time t can
be delayed by an interval D and then subtracted from itself. Expressed
analytically, the function is V(t + D) — V(t).
If V(t) is periodic in t
of period D, the cancellation is complete; but if the voltage wave train
repeats itself only approximately from one interval of duration D to the
next, this technique will indicate the existence of such variations as
might otherwise pass unnoticed.
In this way small changes in the
repetitive voltage, whether in amplitude or in phase, can be separated
and amplified to give information concerning their relative size and distribution in time.
In many technical fields the execution of the function described above
will bean asset. Quite certainly, considerable use can and will be found
for a technique that accomplishes it. It is not feasible, however, to
discuss here its general applications and future possible development.
Although these techniques were developed for a special purpose, this in
no way invalidates their general usefulness.
The possibility of cancellation of pulse trains has been mentioned in Chap. 2 as a method for
speed determination.
In fact, practical application of this technique
has been made in the precise measurement of the velocity of propagation
for supersonic waves in mercury.
The Instrument.—One technique to accomplish delay and cancellation involves the use of storage tubes, a subject that is treated in full in
Vol. 19, Chap. 21 of this series. Briefly the action may be described by
saying that the storage tubes retain the voltage V(t) as a pattern of
charge laid on the surface of an insulator by a scanning electron beam.
The stored information is made available at a later time by a second
scanning of the beam.
Within this general framework several very
different procedures show promise.
The device offers considerable
intrinsic flexibility in that it can be adapted immediately to any value
of the delay D. The project is as a whole, however, in the developmental
stage.
Another technique that employs a supersonic delay devicel to delay
I The use of a supersonic delay device has already been presented in Chap. 4.
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the wave train for the interval D is discussed here. The action of supersonic delay lines is treated in Vol. 19, Chap. 23. Its relation to the other
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Fm. 12.1.—Delay and cancellation device.

components in the unit that performs delay and cancellation is indicated
in the block diagram of Fig. 12.1.
From the block diagram the functional interdependence of the subject matter treated respectively in each of the next four sections becomes

FIG. 12.2.—Delay line completely assembled.

evident.
The first treats the delay line; the second, the line driver;
the third, the cancellation amplifier; and the fourth, the control of the
repetition rate. In the cancellation amplifier provision is made for
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matching the bandwidths of the delayed and undelayed channels, and
the subtraction is performed.
The video section amplifies the uncanceled
residue. The repetition rate refers to the repetitive wave trains. It is,

of course, important to take measures to insure that the repetition interval
equals the delay time.
The requirement and limitations of such a system (Fig. 12.1) can be
discussed only briefly here and will form the basis for more detailec
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In particular, the value of the delay can

be as long as several milliseconds, though the delay device for such times
as 3 msec or more may become unwieldy.
These delays are essentially
fixed or only variable over one per cent or so, according to prment
mechanical design.
The concept of degree of cancellation is an important one for the
The quantity is used as a figure
understanding of subsequent chapters.
It is obtained
of merit for the delay and cancellation unit as a whole.
by feeding an exactly repetitive wave train (usually a series of single
square pulses) into the delay and cancellation unit. The ratio of the
amplitude of the cancelled residue to the amplitudes of the wave trains
before cancellation gives the degree of cancellation.
One per cent or
40 db down represents very good performance and is often arbitrarily
chosen as a design goal.
Two important stability considerations are involved in maintaining
the delay time equal to the repetition interval, and in keeping the amplitudes in the two channels the same size. The former problem is particularly troublesome since the sonic velocity is a function of temperature.
It will be shown later (in Chap. 16) that the two time intervals must
agree to about Th ~sec to achieve cancellation of 1 per cent of a pulse
with rise time of about one psec.
Because of the amplifier stability requirements, electronically regulated supplies are generally used for plate and screen voltages throughout.
The easiest way to insure that the same degree of cancellation holds
throughout the dynamic range of the input signal is to require that both
the delayed and undelayed channels be kept accurately linear over the
same range. Under these conditions the net uncanceled residues will be
proportional to period-to-period changes in nearly repetitive wave trains.
For some applications this feature is an advantage.
An example of a device for the delay and cancellation of recurrent
waveforms is shown with its components in Figs. 12.2 to 12.5.
THE DELAY LINE

BY H. B. HUNTINGTON
DESIGN OF DELAY
12.2.

Introduction.-Chapter

LINE FOR CANCELLATION
23, Vol.

19 of this series on supersonic

delay lines explains the fundamental
principle of the device and to what
uses it has been put.
Many of the theoretical
and semiempirical
considerations
journal

svhich

article.’

enter into its design
In the Components’

have been
Handbook,

developed
in a recent
Chap. 7, Vol. 17 of

1 (fUltrasonic “Delay Lines I,” H. B. Huntington, A. G. Emslie, and V. W.
Hughes; “ Ultrasonic Delay Lines I I,” A. G. Emslie, H. B. Huntington, H. Shapiro,
and A. E. Benfield. Part I in the J. oj the Fnzn.klin Inst, January 1948; Part II to
be published.
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in abbreviated

should
be applied to actual delay-line design.
In general, the delay-line engineer has to meet certain specifications
of an electrical nature.
Usually there will be the delay time, the bandwidth, and the pulse width of the signals. To meet these specifications
he has the choice of the following parameters: the transmitting medium,
the carrier frequency, 1 the dimensions of the piezoelectric crystal, the
line geometry, and the mechanical tolerances.
Some of these parameters
are already limited by the considerations treated in Vol. 17. There the
emphasis was mainly on building lines that would give, for constant
bandwidth and given driving conditions, the maximum output.
The
same considerations also apply here but the associated cancellation introThe new requirements fall mainly into
duces additional complications.
three categories: echo elimination, bandpass shaping, and equalization of
Each of these requirements is disdelay time with repetition interval.
cussed in turn in the next three sections.
12.3. Echo Elimination.-One
very important requirement for a
delay device that is employed as part of a cancellation unit is that it
gives for every input signal only one output signal at the time of expected
delay and no other appreciable signal at any other time. This means
that any accessory signals such as can easily arise in a supersonic device
from multiple echoes must be kept below a certain relative level—for
example, the 40 db down that has been mentioned before as an arbitrary
design goal. In particular, consideration must always be given to the
possibility that some of the energy in the supersonic pulse may be
reflected once from the receiver crystal, once from the transmitter crystal,
This will
and return to give an unwanted signal at the receiver crystal.
be henceforth referred to as the “echo of triple delay,” since it appears
at the receiver at a delayed time three times as long as the wanted delay.
Actually there may be a series of such echoes appearing at times that are
There are two fundamentally differodd multiples of the design delay.
form

and an attempt

has been made

to show how these

relations

ent approaches to the problem of reducing these echoes.
The first approach is to reduce the reflection at the crystal surface by
absorbing energy into the crystal backing.
To do this the acoustic
impedance of the mediumz in contact with the back side of the crystal
must match the acoustic impedance of the transmitting medium closely
enough so that the reflection coefficient is 0.1 or less. The impedances
1 It has already been pointed out in Vol. 19, Chap. 23 of this series that, from the
very nature of the delay line, a carrier frequency is necessary for the faithful preservation of the wave train.
~The acoustic impedance of the crystal does not enter if the crystal thickness ie an
odd number of half wavelengths, which is the condition for resonance.
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can be matched exactly by backing the crystal with the same fluid as
that used for the transmitting medium, or, in the case of a mercuryfilled delay line, the crystals can be soldered to lead or tin, both of which
match mercury rather satisfactorily.
The constructional and mechanical problems associated with the absorbing backing are treated in Vol. 17,
Sec. 7.2 of this series. It should be pointed out that it is not su~cient
to transmit the energy into the crystal backing, but the beam must either
be absorbed or dispersed in the backing material to prevent its emergence
intact at a later time. Because of its greater absorption lead is preferable
to tin, From the formulas given in Vol. 17, Sec. 7.2 one notes that the
loss arising from mismatch at the crystals is increased from 3 to 6 db
when an air-backed crystal (which should be totally reflecting) is replaced
by one with a perfectly absorbing backing.
A crystal that is supported
by a dry metal electrode is in effect air-backed since it is in contact
with the metal at only a few points and only a very thin layer of air is
needed to afford a complete mismatch.
The second approach to the problem of eliminating the multiple
echoes is to rely on the attenuation in transit to reduce the reflected
energy to the required level.
In thk connection it is possible to use
reflecting dry electrodes.
By its nature thk approach is better suited
to the lines of longer delay, 1000 psec or more. A loss of about 20 db
per transit is needed if the “echo of triple delay” is to be reduced sufficiently.
Thk loss might be contributed from several sources.
Actual
attenuation in the transmitting medium is made up of two parts, the
free-space attenuation and the tubular attenuation.
From the formulas
given in Vol. 17, Sec. 7.1 of this series one notes that the free-space
attenuation varies directly as the square of the frequency and the tubular
attenuation directly as the square root of the frequency and inversely as
the inner diameter of the tube that contains the transmitting medium, 1
A third source of attenuation will arise for “folded lines” at the reflectors.
These reflectors are usually set at right angles to one another and at 45°
to the path of the beam.
They serve to bend the beam back on itself
through a parallel pipe. Even though the material of the solid reflectors
is so chosen that the critical angle for transmission into the solid is less
than 45°, some loss usually appears at these surfaces (see Vol. 17, Sec. 7.3).
Lastly, successive multiple echoes may be reduced by a small degree of
misalignment, which has only a minor effect on the direct supersonic
signal.
The elimination of multiple echoes by loss in transit then depends
on the following combination of design parameters: transmitting medium,
carrier frequency, tube diameter, line geometry, and mechanical toler1The formula for the tubular attenuation holds only when there is good sonic contact between the transmitting medium and the tube wall,
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ancea. Of these the choice of transmitting medium is likely to be
limited by the demand for bandwidth, as discussed in Sec. 12.4. Moreover, many media are ruled out because of excessive attenuation.
A
paragraph on each of the other parameters is here included to indicate
to what extent one is restricted in the respective choices.
Though the carrier frequency also enters into bandwidth considerations, it is important to choose a value that will give about the required
attenuation in transit.
In connection with the choice of carrier frequency, it should be mentioned that, where the cancellation takes place
after rectification of the modulated carrier, the carrier frequency must
be high enough to insure a sufficient number of cycles per pulse to
reproduce the envelope with adequate accuracy irrespective of carrier
phase. Experiments by W. Selove have shown that this number is
approximately seven for the degree of cancellation of 40 db with a pulse
As an example, one would not use
whose rise time is ~ the pulse length.
a 10-Mc/sec carrier to cancel +psec pulses.
In the choice of the tube diameter, space and weight can be reduced
by using a smaller bore. There is also another reason, which will become
apparent in the next section on bandwidth, why tubular attenuation is
On the other hand,’ optimum-loss
preferable to free-space attenuation.
bandwidth results when the capacitance of the active crystal area
equals the stray capacitance.
(This holds if the load resistors at transmitter
ducers,

and receiver
which

small an active

are small compared

is generally

the case.)

area and, for conditions

with the impedance
Too

small

a tube

well removed

of the trans-

bore

means

too

from the optimum,

causes serious impedance
mismatch.
Another
reason for aVOi&ng
too small a tube diameter is that it may introduce velocity dispersion
among the frequency components of the pulse with resulting pulse disSuch an effect has been observed for delay lines using a 5-Me/see
tortion.
beam through 24 ft of mercury inside tubes about a half-inch in diameter.
In a delay line using a 10-Mc/sec beam through 16 ft of mercury inside
tubes ~ in. in diameter, no appreciable deterioration of the pulse was
observed.
The case of propagation down a tube with the boundary
conditions of vanishing pressure at the wall has been analyzedz and it
has been shown that the distortion should depend essentially on a
parameter

this

‘,Ad

.y=
() YX

where Af is the pulse bandwidth, jO the carrier frequency, A the wavelength, d the length of path, and A the area of the tube cross section.
1 H. B. Huntington, et al., op. cit.; also Vol. 17, Sec. 6.4, of this series.
~ Information obtained from H. J. McSkimin of the Bell Telephone Laboratories,
Murray Hill, N. Y.
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In the matter of line geometry the space requirements play an
important role in determining into how many sections the path of the
beam isto be bent.
Once thenumber ofreflectors has been decided, one
can expect in general a loss of about one to three decibel per reflection
from a fine ground surface in computing the attenuation to be expected
in transit.
Practically no loss has been observed on reflection from
polished surfaces or moderately rough surfaces (see Vol. 17, Sec. 7.3).
To reduce multiple echoes by misalignment involves either extremely
precise machining or provision for adjustment after assembly.
Neither
is to be recommended.
Moreover, we have already mentioned that pulse
shape often suffers in tubes that are misaligned.
12.4. Bandpass Shaping.—To accomplish a high degree of cancellation it is desirable to match closely the pass bands of the delayed and
undelayed channels.
Consequently, one wishes to reduce to a minimum
any distortion in amplitude response introduced by the delay line. It
is desirable, therefore, to make the pass band of the delay line as flat as
possible in the region of the pass band of the channels.
The response of the crystal, exclusive of the circuit that resonates out
the crystal capacity, has been treated in some detail and the case of the
crystal in contact with the same medium on both sides is covered by a
particularly simple formula. 1 The Q for this case is given by
Q.~~

accoustic impedance of piezoelectric material
accoustic impedance of transmitting medium

where one is using the nth harmonic of the fundamental frequency of
the crystal.
In general, to obtain a low Q one must employ a trans.
For this reason most of
mitting medium of high acoustic impedance.
our work has been with mercury (though water is perfectly satisfactory
for systems of small over-all bandwidth).
If mercury is used, the
demands of bandwidth allow considerable latitude in the choice of carrier
frequency.
As can be seen from the formula quoted above for Q, the bandwidth
for a fixed frequency varies inversely as the harmonic n that is employed.
Also it requires n times the voltage to produce the same output when the
Harmonic operation is recomnth harmonic replaces the fundamental.
mended only at those frequencies for which a crystal vibrating in the
fundamental would be too thin for convenient manufacture and handling.
The frequency response of the quartz transmitting into mercury is
Theory’ indicates that, for
relatively flat in the region of resonance.
air-backed quartz, the response should be even slighti y flatter than for
quartz with mercury on both sides. Considerable use has already been
I H. B. Huntington, et al., “Ultrasonic
ZH. B. Huntington, et al., op. cit.
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in performance.

The delay line, however, does introduce one unavoidable source of
bandpass distortion in the frequency dependence of its attenuation.
On
this score the tubular attenuation, which varies as the square root of the
frequency, is easier to compensate than the free space attenuation, which
varies as the square of the frequency.
The electronic techniques by
which this compensation is accomplished are discussed in Sec. 12.19.
12.6. Equalization of Delay Time with Repetition Interval.-The
purpose of this section is to treat the mechanical complications introduced
into delay-line design by some of the methods for equalization of delay
The complications are of two sorts: those
time with repetition interval.
that make it possible to vary line delay over a small range, and those that
the period of the trigger
provide additional delay channels to regulate
that initiates the repetitive wave trains.
At present there are two techniques (Vol. 17, Sec. 7.3 of this series)
in use for making variable mercury delay lines that can be used in the
field. In one the position of a crystal or reflector is controlled by a
mechanical drive.
Part of the coupling shaft is actually immersed in the
mercury and a packing cell prevents leakage of the fluid. For mercury an
eilective packing gland is made of linear threads dipped in ceresine wax
and tightly compressed around the shaft. The second technique involves
a bellows construction that allows the driving mechanism to be completely
Stainless steel
outside that space occupied by the transmitting medium.
bellows are available for use with mercury, but should, perhaps, be
internally lacquered to prevent mercury contamination.
The simplest provision for an additional delay channel to regulate the
trigger is to supplY a nearly duplicate delay line that is placed in the
same thermal environment as the signal delay line. This trigger line
actually must be shorter by about a microsecond to allow time for amplification and triggering.
An advantage of this arrangement is that it
involves no additional design. The disadvantages are the increased space
and weight demands and the problem of maintaining
medium in the two lines at the same temperature.

I

For

the transmitting

I
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A modification of this scheme has been to use half-length lines for
trigger generation and then to count down in frequency by a factor of 2.
Another variation of this scheme is to employ a quarter-length line and
When this was
use the same crystal for transmission and reception.
tried, however, the multiple reflections arriving with random phase at
nearly the same time as successive triggers gave considerable difficulty.
This was cause for some surprise as it had been estimated that the
multiple echoes would be 8 to 10 db below their actual value.
The
estimate had been based on a small reflection coefficient from a steel
mirror placed normal to the path of the beam.
Apparently the surfaceground steel was not sufficiently smooth to give good acoustic contact
over the surface; consequently the simple theory. is inapplicable.
The
half- and quarter-length lines were designed to be part of the same
mechanical unit as the signal delay line and were fed from the same merThis feature increased the compactness of the device
cury reservoir.
and facilitated the equalization of temperature between signal and trigger
lines.
It is not necessary, however, to use two separate delay lines, and a
third crystal (Vol. 17, Sec. 7.2 of this series) for control of repetition rate
can be inserted.
Here a reflecting block, placed a little in front of the
receiving crystal and at 45° to the path of the beam, reflects a fraction
of the energy through 90° to a third crystal set in a recess in the tube wall.
The position of the reflector block may be varied, if so required, to adjust
slightly the trigger delay to insure synchronization.
This scheme
involves practically no additional space or weight requirements but does
complicate the construction of the end assembly.
Since the paths for
signal and trigger are almost identical temperature, considerations no
longer enter. Some provision must be made to prevent large signals from
triggering the repetition-rate generator.
This can be done in a variety
of ways.
One possible solution would be to use separate carrier frequencies from a broadband transmitter for signal and trigger on opposite sides
The receiving circuit at the third
of the resonant crystal frequency.
crystal is then maintained narrow enough to exclude signal pulses.
EXAMPLES

OF DELAY

DESIGN

12.6. Mercury Lines.-The
mechanical and electrical properties of
several mercury delay lines have already been treated with considerable
detail in Vol. 17, Chap. 7 of this series. The discussion here will be
limited to those aspects that have been treated generally in the first part
of this chapter.
The delay device introduced in Sec. 12.1 (see Fig. 12.2) operates at a
carrier frequency of 15-Mc/sec and gives a delay of 1000 ~sec. The
signal path traverses four sections of tubing (ID of ~ in. ) which are inter-
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connected by corner reflectors.
The attenuation in transit was designed
to be about 20 db but actually exceeds this value, probably because of
As a result, no trouble is
extra loss at the six 45° reflecting surfaces.
Quartz crystals with a resonance
experienced with unwanted echoes.
frequency of 17.5 Me/see were chosen to eliminate the possibility of a
peak or dlp in the pass band of the delay device.
Equalization of delay
time with repetition interval was accomplished by incorporating an extra
half-length line of two sections to control the time between triggers.
Collars were added under the end assemblies to bring the delay up to
nearly one half the delay of the signal line. The final adjustment is
made with a variable electronic delay (see Sees. 12.29 to 12.30).
Another delay device used for cancellation purposes is shown in
Fig. 12.6. This device gives a delay of over 3300 psec with a carrier
frequency of 10 Me/see.
The greater distance of transit makes a lower

;.... . ..-~

.“.

...

—..-”------

..—----

----

Voriobie

,..

. . .

..S:

end assembly

carrier frequency necessary to avoid excessive attenuation.
As can be
seen from Fig. 12.6, the line is composed of two parallel sections interconnected by a corner reflector.
The end assembly on the tube at the right
contains a mechanism for varying the position of the crystal; hence the
delay time can be adjusted over a small range. For controlling the
repetition interval a duplicate delay line is used placed in the same casket
as the signal line, in the same thermrd environment as nearly as possible.
The lengths are then adjusted to give synchronization.
12.7. Water Delay Line in System Use.—The British have made use
of a water delay line for cancellation of pulse trains (see Fig. 12.7).
The path in water is over 9 ft long, corresponding to a delay of nearly
1700 psec. A 10-Mc/sec carrier is used. The beam is folded once by a
brass corner reflector, whose plane can be rotated to give accurate alignment. Accurate machining of the reflector takes care of the adjustment
The beam is confined to pipes that have
in the other degree of freedom.
a line-stretcher feature to allow variation of the delay time. The pipes
themselves are immersed in a water tank which is maintained at a temperature of 72.5°C.
At this temperature the sonic velocity of water has its

I
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Fm. 12.7.—Water delay line: (a) line assembled; (b) line, cover removed; (c) line-stretcher
construction and reflector block; (d) crystal mount, disassembled.
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maximum value so that difficulties with conduction currents and refracMoreover, the attenuation in water is
tion effects are greatly reduced.
much lower at higher temperatures than at room conditions.
The end
assemblies containing the crystal mounts are attached to the waif of the
tank.
The attenuation in the water is considerable so that the multiple
reflected echoes are completely lost. On the other hand, much better
coupling is possible to water than in mercury, which makes up for the
Bandwidth is necessarily
increased loss in the transmitting medium.
much narrower and this limits the discrimination of the system to longer
pulses. Within this fundamental limitation the cancellation problem is
somewhat simpler.
For one thing the pass band is narrow enough so
that the variation of attenuation with frequency will have little effect.
The line-stretcher adjustment of the guiding tubes allows the operator
to set the delay time to agree with the repetition interval.
Once synchronization is achieved it should be maintained.
At least the constanttemperature delay line can be expected to hold the delay fixed.
12.8. Possibility of Using Delays in Sof.ids.-Although
liquids have
been employed on all actual system application so far, there has been a
research program in progress to investigate the possibilities of delays in
solids.1 The use of liquids involves certain mechanical problems, such as
leakage, breakage, and air bubbles.
With mercury considerable trouble
has been experienced with mechanical impurities and metal amalgams
which formed slowly.
The effects of aging and mechanical shocks and
of variations in pressure have been discussed in Vol. 17, Sec. 7 “6. Because
of these difficulties with liquids it has been thought that a delay in a solid
The
medium would be well worth developing for a cancellation system.
primary intrinsic difficulty with delays in solids arises from the fact that
sonic velocities are three to five times that encountered in liquids.
This
means not only that the delay path must be longer by such a factor, but
also that the final beam spread will be increased by the square of this
factor.
This comes about because the angular spread of the beam is
proportional to the wavelength, or the velocity.
A secondary intrinsic
difficulty arises from the fact that in the solid three sonic modes can be
propagated as compared to the single compressional mode in the liquid.
As a result the transfer of energy from one mode to the others is a complicating possibility that may occur whenever the beam is incident on a
surface across which there is a discontinuity in sonic properties.
In
addition to these intrinsic difficulties there are several problems in techThe method of applying the crystals
nique and preparation of materials.
to the solid in such a way as to secure good acoustic contact is a case in
1For complete details on this program at Radiation Laboratory see D. L. Arenberg, “SupersonicSolidDelayLhm,” RL Report No. 932.
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point.
Moreover, supersonic beams of high frequencies are easily scattered in solids (1) by precipitated impurities, (2) byresidual stresses, and
(3) bythepolycrystals
of thesubstance itself.
Inaddition specimens of
numerous glasses having none of these defects showed considerable
intrinsic attenuation.
Such difficulties as those discussed above are not important in the
building of short supersonic solid delays (less than 25 psec), which have
already been successfully developed and used (see Vol. 17, Sec. 7.7).
Recently the use of a solid delay has been shown to be practical for
cancellation application and will be treated here in some detail.
~
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FIG. 12.8.—Two-dimensional sound path in fused quartz block.
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the whole these pieces are remarkably homogeneous and isotropic.
The
attenuation in transit is low enough so that it is di5cult to measure
accurately.
For solids there is reason to believe that attenuation in a
region far from any resonance should be linear with frequency.
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The present technique is to fix the crystals to the quartz with a thin
If considerable care is exercised to exclude all
layer of melted paraflin.
dirt and bubbles and if all excess wax is pressed out from under the
crystal, a faithful reproduction of microsecond pulses can be achieved at
15 Me/see.
This means the transducer has adequate bandwidth, nearly
For a quartz crystal
as large as that obtained by the use of mercury.
loaded down by fused quartz on one side, one would expect a Q of about
one. Actually, a bandwidth of 34 Me/see at a carrier frequency of
15 Me/see has been measured.
At least two schemes have been conceived to prevent the supersonic
beam from being broken up into various modes on reflection.
One of
these is called the “ tw~dimensional path. ” The design calls for cutting
the disks into nearly square rectangles with facets at two of the corners
cut at 45° to the sides, (see Fig. 12.8). Two or three such designs have
already been tried out and one has proved very successful.
The second
scheme calls for a three-dimensional path for the beam in the quartz and
The design
requires considerable explanation for adequate presentation.
calls for facets on the corners cut at compound angles and requires special
equipment.
There are excellent prospects that future results with the
“ threedmensional
path” will be at least as good as those already
obtained with the “two-dimensional
path. ”
For every homogeneous solid there is an internal angle of incidence
for the compressional beam at which complete transfer from the compressional to transverse mode takes place on reflection.
Fortmately,
for fused quartz this angle falls at nearly 45°. Direct use of this fact is
made in the design of the “two-dimensional
paths. ” Following the path
traced in Fig. 12.8 (where the compressional mode is represented by a full
line and traverse propagation is shown by dotted lines) we see that the
beam starts initially from the 45° facet in the compressional mode as
excited by an X-cut crystal, crosses the block, and on striking the quartzBecause of the different
air interface is reflected in the transverse mode.
velocities in the two modes, the angle of reflection differs from the angle of
incidence.
On the next reflection the beam strikes outside the critical
angle for exciting the compressional mode and the beam is totally
reflected.
At the third reflection a situation appears that is identical
Consequently, the
with the first reflection except for reversal in time.
beam is transformed from transverse to compressional vibration.
This
cycle repeats every three reflections and eventually the beam in the
compressional mode strikes the receiving crystal at normal incidence.
There is then a family of such paths distinguished by the value of n
The ratio of block length to
where 3n gives the number of reflections.
block width determines which path is used. Figure 12.8 shows the case
for n = 5, and this is the case that has given the most successful results.
The delay with such a block is over 400 ysec.
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In evaluating the possible use of quartz for transmitting medium in a
delay and cancellation system, one can say that the bandwidth is adequate, but that accessory signals give considerable trouble in the present
state of development.
In the most favorable case they are of the order
of magnitude of 30 db down.
CIRCUIT CONSIDE~TIONS

IN DRIVING LINE

BY W. SELOVE
12.9. Required Nature of Signal.-The
signals to be compared must
be applied to the delay line and to the undelayed channel in such a form

I

‘-

‘Fro.12,9.—Response of quartz-mercury line to video signals
that they are transmitted through the channels with the desired fidelity
and permit the desired accuracy of cancellation.
Cam”er Frequemy.—Acoustic
delay lines that use quartz crystals have
a bandwidth proportional to the resonant frequency of the crystals.
Video signals, which have a spectrum centered at zero frequency, cannot
be transmitted through such a line without severe dktortion.
This
distortion, which is similar to that
produced by a ‘‘ quasidiff erenti- Input
Delayed
channel
ator” circuit, is shown in Fig.
Delay line
12.9. By the use of crystals
Undelayed
channel
having a resonant
frequency
Absorbing9 end
approximately
equal to the re- cell must be
used in short line
ciprocal of the pulse length, pulses
Fm. 12. 10.—Method of compensating for
can be transmitted into mercury
video-signal distortion.
with satisfactory
pulse shape.
Transmission with ‘such comparatively low-frequency crystals has not
been thoroughly investigated for practical delay-line tube diameters, and
it is difficult to predict whether satisfactory operation can be achieved in
this manner for moderately long delays (of more than about 1000 Psec).
If the primary purpose of the cancellation unit is to indicate the existence
of signal changes (from repetition period to repetition period), then video
transmission in which some distortion-compensating
device is used may
be satisfactory, as shown in Fig. 12”10. The apparatus required if video

1
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FIG. 12.11.—Modulated-carrier
ensure that the modulation envelope never has zero amplitude.
The problem of ‘‘ adding” a carrier
level to signals is treated in Sec. 12.10.
The factor which determines whether the modulation envelope may
ever have zero amplitude is the method of cancellation used in the cancellation amplifier.
The possible methods are two: ‘‘ carrier-frequency
cancellation”
or cancellation of the individual carrier-frequency cycles
in the signals, and “envelope cancellation” of the detected modulation
envelope of the signals.
(These methods are defined in Sec. 12.18. ) If
carrier-frequency cancellation is used, it is of no consequence whether
the modulation envelope ever has zero amplitude; but in envelope cancei.
lation, accurate cancellation requires identical envelope reproduction
Identical
in the delayed-channel
and undelayed-channel
detectors.
response can be guaranteed only if the minimum voltage Eti applied to
the detector is sufficiently large to avoid the nonlinear response which any
detector exhibits for sufficiently small signals. For envelope cancellation,
therefore, the carrier level should be somewhat higher than the maximum
negative modulation.
Another factor affecting the choice of carrier level, although generally
less important than the preceding one, is the interaction of the carrier
level with the pulse distortion caused by the variation of delay-line
attenuation with frequency,
This variation may be great enough in

-!
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some cases to distort the pass band of the delayed channel in the manner
shown in Fig. 12.12. A pass band such as that of Fig. 12. 12c is said to
transmission.
The amount of distortion
have ‘‘ semisingl+sideband”
produced by a semisingle-sideband system depends on the effective percentage modulation; the lower the ratio of E~~ to EO (see Fig. 12”11), the
lower the distortion.1
This reason for a high carrier level is not very
important, however, since compensation for the delay-line distortion of
the pass band is usually introduced for other reasons (see Sec. 12”19).
It should also be noted that in many cases the delay-line bandpaas

(0)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 12,12.—Distortion of pass band of delayed channel. (a) Typical paw band of
characteristic of delay
delayed channel exclusive of delay line. (b) Possible transition
line. (c) Combined Pass hand of (a) and (b).

distortion is so small that the possibility of semisingle-sideband distortion
can be neglected.
12.10. Method of Obtaining Required Type of Signal.
Video Signah.
If the signals to be compared are video signals, they must be converted
to a carrier frequency.
The next several sections of this chapter describe
the design considerations for an appropriate converter.
Carrier-jTequerwy
Signals.-The
signals to be compared may be
carrier-frequency
pulses.
It may be possible to apply such signals
directly to the delay line as follows:
1. In carrier-frequent y cancellation, if the carrier-frequency cycles
of unchanging signals have the same phase (i.e., with respect to the
timing signal or trigger) in successive repetition periods.
2. In envelope cancellation, if the carrier level is not zero. (If the
carrier frequency of the pulses is not suitable for delay-line transmission, a frequency converter may be used, subject to the principles discussed in Sec. 12.12.)
If envelope cancellation is to be used and the carrier level is zero, the
signals cannot be applied directly to the line. There are two techniques
which may be used to obtain the required signal: the carrier-frequency
signals may be detected and the resulting video signals used with a
modulated carrier generator, or a carrier may be added.
Suitable
methods of adding a carrier will now be considered.
1 See H. E. Kallmann and R. E. Spencer, Proc. I. R. E., 12, 557–561 (1940).
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A carrier from a source independent of the source of signals cannot
be added to the signals because such addition will convert nonchanging
signals, which should cancel, into changing signals, which will not cancel.
Thk conversion occurs because, even though the amplitude of a pulse
may not change in successive repetition periods, a fluctuating signal will
result if the phase angle between this pulse and the carrier changes in
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I
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Pulse out of
with corrier
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‘hosenlEE~=’o%’y
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I

(d)
Fm. 12.13.—Fluctuation resulting from addition of noncoherent pulse and carrier.
(c)

successive repetition periods, as shown in Fig. 12”13. Figure 12”14 shows
the general form of coherent-phase technique-either
the c-w generator,
which suppfies the carrier level, can be made to control the phase of the
pulse-signal source or the pulse can be made to control the phase of the
c-w generator. 1 The “device” of Fig. 12.14 is the device, whose varying
characteristics in successive repetition periods are to be investigated by

I

I

Fm. 12.14.—Coherent-phase technique. Arrow A, coherence of CW by
B, coherence of pulse by CW.

Arrow

the cancellation circuit.
Because thk device generally transmits signals
with some delay, the c-w generator must have a certain degree of stability
in order that its phase will be coherent even with delayed signals (if they
are nonchanging, of course).
Correspondingly, addition of the outputs
of the phase-coherent, stable c-w generator and the “device” can provide
a sensitive means of determining whether the time delay in the latter
varies in successive repetition periods.
I A typical circuit of a““coherent oscillator”
be found in Chap. 22, Vol. 23.

and other pertinent information can
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UNIT

The following four sections are concerned specifically with a unit that
converts video signals to modulated-carrier signals suitable for a system
using envelope cancellation.
Much of the material included, however, is
applicable to systems using carrier-frequency cancellation or having
information supplied in the form of carrier-frequency signals.
The modulated-carrie~generator
unit of the system shown in Fig. 12.4
is referred to frequently for examples of the principles discussed.
A
circuit diagram of this unit is given in Fig. 12.15.
12.11. Oscillator.-The
oscillator of a modulated-carrier-generator
for envelope cancellation is a simple device.
The frequency stability
required is only that which will keep signals in the pass band of the
following circuits.
The amplitude must be stable enough to prevent
spurious fluctuations.
Satisfactory stability can generally be obtained
by the use of a regulated plate- and screen-voltage supply, as is commonly
necessary on all tubes affecting signals before cancellation.
Oscillator circuits are discussed in detail elsewhere in this series. 1
Any of the usual circuits is satisfactory.
The modulation technique
recommended in the next section requires only small oscillator output,
although it may be convenient to have push-pull output.
If the stage following the oscillator is the modulator, attention must be
given to the problem of preventing the modulating signals from undesirably affecting the oscillator.
12.12. Modulation.—Modulation
of the carrier must be accomplished
in such a way that the modulation envelope (a) is constant for a signal
whose amplitude does not change from one repetition to the next, (b)
reproduces changes in a modulating signal with the desired linearity of
incremental response (usually linearity of better than 10 per cent is
unnecessary), and (c) reproduces signals with the desired rise time.
Requirement (c) determines the minimum permissible bandwidth of the
modulating circuits, and (a) necessitates freedom from any “transient”
effects.
Modulation
Transients.—An undesirable transient effect can occur
if the modulating signal contains frequency components in the carrierfrequency region which appear in the modulator output.
If such carrierfrequency components are present, a transient signal that has a definite
phase with respect to the modulating signal at approximately the carrier
frequency will exist. The frequency spectrum of the transient will
depend on the frequency spectrum of the modulating signal and on the
pass band of the circuits through which the transient passes. If the
modulating signal is approximately a step function and if the circuits
1 Vol. 19, Chap. 4.
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referred to have a pass band centered at the carrier frequency, then the
frequency of the transient will be approximately the carrier frequency.
In successive repetition periods, the phase of the carrier will not necessarily be the same at the beginning of the modulating signal. The sum
of the transient and the modulated carrier, therefore, will vary in suc-
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FIG. 12.16.—Effect of modulation transient.

cessive repetition periods even if the modulating signal does not change.
The spurious fluctuations which result are illustrated in Fig. 1216.
Transient effects of modulation can be reduced or eliminated by the
use of a “balanced modulator, “ in which the output does not contain
signal-f requency components (see Vol. 19, Chap. 11). Figure 12.15 shows
an example of a signal-balanced
modulator in which the singleended signal is applied to the
parallel-connected grids of Vi and
V,.
The push-pull c a r r i e r is
applied to the suppressor grids =
FIG. 12.17.—SimpleM’-filter for pulseand a push-pull output is taken
smoothing.
between the plates.
The modu~,> 5B,, R,C, = RZCZ = lt#23; R3 > 5R3;
lating voltage is applied to grid
1 instead of grid 3. The 100-ohm rheostat in the grid return of Vt is an
It was
adjustment for obtaining balance for transient cancellation.
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found possible with this circuit to reduce transient output to about 0.1
per cent of the desired output signal.
Another procedure for reducing transient effects is to employ a pulsesmoothing network.
Figure 12.17 shows a simple form of RC-filter
which may be used for pulse-smoothing if an impedance-level change is
permissible in the filter.
Pulse-smoothing not only reduces modulation-transient
effects, but
also eases the bandpass-matching
requirements on the cancellation
amplifier.
The degree of smoothing used is determined by a compromise
between these advantages and the loss of pulse definition in time resulting
from smoothing.
If the phase of the carrier were always the same at the beginning
of an unchanging modulating signal, transients would not cause spurious
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oscillator.

amplitude fluctuations.
Such a phase relation can be obtained by setting
the phase of the carrier with each trigger, that is, by a pulsed oscillator
The oscillator must have suitable frequency
(see Vol. 19, Chap. 4).
stability so that the carrier phase will be coherent even with modulating
signals that occur some time after the trigger.
An untried method is
outlined below.
In the pulsed oscillator illustrated in Fig. 12.18, the cathode impedance of VI during conduction is so low that Vz is prevented from oscillating; each trigger turns VI off and the resulting transient sets the phase
of the tank-circuit oscillation.
Modulation transients are objectionable only if the spurious fluctuation in the output has greater amplitude than the smallest fluctuation of
Thus, the permissible percentage fluctuation due to transients
interest.
is inversely proportional to the ratio of the largest modulating signal
The
to the smallest signal of interest—the “dynamic range” of signals.
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relative effect of transients can therefore be reduced by cmhpression
of thedynaroic range of signals.
Range compressicin isdistmssed further
in Sees. 1215and
12.16.
Modulation methods are discussed elsewhere in considerable detail-l
12.13. Amplification.-Weak
sigrds must be delivered by the delay
line at sufficiently high level to prevent their discernibility from being
The maximum
impaired by noise produced in the cancellation amplifier.
voltage required to drive the delay line depends on the line attenuation
and the dynamic range of signals transmitted.
If an oscillator-modulator
combination
cannot deliver sufficient output, carrier-frequency
amplification must be used.
Amplification may be used between the oscillator and modulator (if
they are separate) or following the modulator.
The advantages of the
former method are that the amplifiers need not be wideband and that
isolation is provided between the oscillator and modulator.
The possible disadvantages of the method are that if the modulation is performed at “high level” it may be slightly nonlinear owing to cutoff or
grid current in the modulator, and amplification of the modulating signal
may be required.
The possible nonlinearity is generally small, and
linearity is necessary for obtaining balanced operation.
The unit shown
in Fig. 12.15 exemplifies the use of low--level modulation in a signalbalanced modulator followed by wideband amplification.
12s14. Output Circuit.—It will often be necessary that the output
circuit have the greatest possible gain-bandwidth product (where “gain”
is used to mean “transfer impedance”)
in order to obtain sufficiently
high delay-line output signal. The controllable factors which affect the
gain-bandwidth product are total shunt capacitance of the output circuit
and the complexity of the circuit,
I order to decrease the shunt capacitance of the circuit and to avoid
the ! ecessity of a long connecting cable, the output tube should be located
physically near the delay-line input terminal.
It is assumed here that if
high-efficiency coupling is desired, any connecting cable used will act
effectively as a pure shunt capacitance because it is short compared
with a carrier-frequency wavelength and is not terminated in its characteristic impedance.
Operation with characteristic-impedance
termination of the cable is not generally used if high-efficiency coupling is desired
because such operation, although it has the advantage that an arbitrarily
long cable can be used, cannot generally provide so high efficiency as
other coupling methods. 2
The required coupling efficiency determines the complexity of the
coupling circuit, which will ordinarily be either a single-tuned or double1See Vol.

19, Chap. 11 of this series.
2 A treatment of cable-termination methods is to be found in Vol. 23, Chap. 7.
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The former is simpler to construct and adjust, and is
tuned circuit.
more tolerant of variations in circuit capacitance that, may occur when the
delay line or output tube is changed, but double-tuned circuits can
Slight mistuning of this circuit
provide greater gain-bandwidth product.
is relatively unimportant because it affects both the undelayed signal and
the delayed signal equally.
The signals supplied to the undelayed and ‘delayed channels should be
identical.
This identity can be guaranteed by obtaining the signal for
the undelayed channel from a frequency-insensitive voltage divider at the
input crystal of the delay line. The load resistance for the output
circuit can be used conveniently as such a divider and the signal transmitted to the undelayed channel through a terminated low-impedance
line.
The circuit shown in Fig. 12.15 uses a double-tuned output circuit,
loaded on the secondary side only. The voltage divider used to feed
the undelayed channel is located in the modulated-carrier–generator
This procedure is satischassis rather than at the delay-line crystal.
factory in this circuit because the cable from the voltage divider to the
crystal is very short compared with a wavelength at carrier frequency and
therefore acts essentially as a pure shunt capacitance.
The output tube
and circuit in this unit provide a maximum output of about 10 volts
rms, with an output-circuit bandwidth of about 6 Me/see for a delay-line
crystal capacitance of about 30 ppf and a cable capacitance of about
5 ppf.
DYNAMIC-RANQECOMPRESSION
12.16. Definition and Advantages of Compression.—It has been stated
in Sec. 12.12 that the difficulty of some design problems depends directly
on the dynamic range of signals, that is, on the ratio of the largest signal
to the smallest signal of interest.
This section and the following one
are concerned with methods for reducing the dynamic range of signals
without appreciably affecting fluctuations from repetition period to
repetition period.
The advantages to be gained by the use of compression are as follows:
1. The cancellation quality need not be so high. Cancellation must
be so good that uncanceled residues from nonchanging signals are
If the
smaller than the smallest desired fluctuations of interest.
ratio of the largest to the smallest signal is reduced, less accurate
cancellation is required.
2. The maximum voltage required to drive the delay line is smaller.
For a given maximum available voltage, therefore, the percentage
modulation can be reduced, or for a given maximum available
voltage, longer delays (with more attenuation) can be used.
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3. The cancellation amplifier need not have so good a noise figure
since if the maximum modulation voltage is kept fixed and the
dynamic range of signals reduced, the weak-signal level delivered
by the delay line will be increased.
4. Modulation transients are less important.
5. The bidirectional video amplifier in the cancellation amplifier need
not have so much gain since, for a given maximum modulation
voltage at the cancellation amplifier detectors, the level of weak
signals is increased by a decrease in the dynamic range of the
modulation.
(This amplifier is often not easy to design, but a
reduction in the gain required and in the dynamic range of signals
to be handled can considerably simplify the design.)
12.16. Methods.-Several
methods of dynamic-range
compression
were suggested.
The most promising of the methods, sawtooth comOutput

&lnput

lZ!lZ!l\.
(a)

Fm.

(b)

‘\\

12. 19.—Sawtooth

characteristics

for dynamic-range

compression.

pression, which operated successfully in preliminary tests, is described
briefly in the following paragraph.
The orinciple of the sawtooth compressor involves the use of an
amplitude response characteristic,
such as is shown in Fig. 12.19,
which has an essentially constantmagnitude slope but which is not
monotonic.
The efficiency of
such a characteristic depends on
the sharpness of the ‘‘ peaks,”
where fluctuations in the input
signal may be compressed.
Experimentally, r e 1a t i v e 1y sharp
peaks have been obtained by the
use of back-biased circuits.
Figure 12.20 is a simplified schematic
4.
- 1“05
-2
diagram of a circuit that has the
FIG. 12.20.—Circuit to give response shown
in Fig. 12.19a.
response shown in Fig. 12.19a.
The rms noise should b; small (2o to 30 db down) relative to the amplitude of the sawtooth

waveform.

Otherwise

the probability

of detecting

a
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12.17

change in signal amplitude is poor because a shift from one sawtooth
wave to another may give an amplitude change that is less than noise.
CANCELLATIONAMPLIFIERS
BY W. SELOVE
12017.
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tion

Cancellation

that

amplifier

may

(see Sec.

is very much simpler

cancellation
found

Methods.-There

be used

is the only method

in the stability

12.9).

are two
Even

for the carrier-frequency
that has been used.

requirements

methods

though

on the repetition

of cancella-

the

cancellation

method,
The
rate.

reason

envelope
is to be

For envelope

cancellation,
the repetition
period must be “jitter free” to a fraction of a
pulse length (see Sec. 12.28); for carrier-frequency cancellation, it must
be jitter-free to a fraction of a carrier-cycle period, which requires a
considerably higher degree of stability.
At the pulse lengths used, it
has been readily possible to obtain the necessary stability for envelope
For future
cancellation but not for carrier-frequency
cancellation.
applications, however, carrier-frequency cancellation may be feasible;
it is, therefore, appropriate to consider here how the cancellation-amplifier requirements are affected by the cancellation method, even though
the circuits treated in detail in the following sections are those suitable
primarily for envelope cancellation.
Precision envelope cancellation requires that the envelope be linearly
reproduced at the outputs of the delayed and undelayed channels.
Since
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the output circuits consist of detectors, a moderately high output signal
level is necessary to ensure linear envelope reproduction.
To obtain a
suitably high signal level, considerable gain in the delayed-channel
amplifier will usually be required because signals are usually delivered
by the delay line at comparatively low level. For carrier-frequency
cancellation, however, no gain whatsoever is necessary before cancellation, and passive elements may be used for subtraction.
In envelope
cancellation, noncanceling signals are bidirectional.
In carrier-frequency
cancellation,
although noncanceling signals can appear with either
phase, the detected signals will constitute
“positive”
or “negative”
unidirectional video signals. The difficulties of handling bidirectional
video signals are discussed at greater length in Sees. 12”25 to 12”27.
CARRIER-FREQUENCY
12.19.
delayed
will

Pass
and

generally

the channels
the bandwidths

Band.

undelayed
become

CHANNELS AND CANCELLATION

General
channels
easier

TheoW.—For
must

affect

to approach

on the signal is reduced,

perfect

which

CIRCUIT

cancellation,

a signal

this condition

the

identically.’
as the effect

is accomplished

It
of

by increasing

of the channels.

The effective shape of the delayed or undelayed signal is determined
The delayed and undelayed channels
by the over-all system bandwidth.
of the delay-and-cancellation
unit (see Fig. 12”4) will affect this shape
little, and a small unbalance in the channels will therefore not be serious
if the channel bandwidths are large compared to the over-all system
bandwidth.
A factor of 2 will probably be a satisfactory compromise
with the number of tubes required.
Bandpass
Compen.sution.-In
order that the delayed and undelayed
channels may have essentially identical frequency response, compensation
must often be provided (1) for the frequency response of the delay line,
and (2) for the difference in the number of tuned stages of amplification
required in the two channels.
The transmission attenuation of a liquid delay line increases with
frequency; for a round tube of length 1 and diameter d, the attenuation
(db) is given by

where kl and kz are constants for a given medium, 1 is the
is frequency (see Sec. 12.2).
In many cases, the variation
attenuation over the delayed-channel pass band is so great
this pass band severely.
For example, for the 1000-psec

length, and j
of delay-line
as to distort
mercury line

1 For general information applicable to the deeign of the carrier-frequency channela,
the reader i.qreferred to Vol. 23.
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illustrated in Fig. 12.2 the attenuation for frequencies near 15 Me/see
varies at about 2 db per Me/see.
Figure 12,21 shows how such rapid
variation will distort a pass band from one of 4.O-Mc/sec width centered
at 15 Me/see, to one of 3.O-Mc/sec width centered at 14 Me/see.
Two undesirable effects would result from operation without compensation for the delay-line characteristic.
First, at a given carrier frequency, signals would not be transmitted through the delayed and
undelayed channels with identical
C)eloy line
,r%=
shape; and second, slight changes in
carrier frequency would affect the
relative amplitude response of the
two channels and hence cancellation.
This effect is often so serious that
compensation must be used.
Frequency
Compensation for the delay-line
I
characteristic can be achieved by the
I
use of a suitable network in either
Deloyed-chonnel
response (norrnolize .)
channel (or networks in both chan/>
nels)—that is, a network having the
same attenuation-vs.-frequency
charJ’
l:,
acteristics as the line maybe inserted
/
1A
I
in the undelayed channel, or a nett
I
work with a reciprocal characteristic
Frequency
may be used in the delayed channel.
I
The latter method is preferable beFIG. 12.21 .—Effect of delay line on
delayed channel pass band.
cause it results in bandwidths in both
channels greater than would be obtained if a dktorting network were
used in the undelayed channel.
A compensating circuit consisting of a singletuned circuit tuned to a
frequency higher than the carrier frequency may be used. Such a circuit,
with a suitable bandwidth and center frequency, can provide good compensation for characteristics such as tho.w described in the previous
paragraph.
The procedure for determining the proper values of the
parameters is described elsewhere. An example of the use of this type
of compensation circuit is the interstage coupling between Va and Vt
of Fig. 12.22.
As was stated, compensation must be provided for the difference in
the number of tuned stages of amplification required in the two channels.
‘For envelope cancellation, the voltage gain required in the delayedchannel amplifier is often ae high as 100, 1000, or more. To obtain the
necessary gain with the desirable bandwidth often requires a number of
stages of amplification.
The over-all pass band of these several stages
cannot be exactly matched by a pass band eqtially “wide” produced by
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the smaller number of stages needed to supply the necessary gain in the
undelayed channel amplifier.
The matching is poorest if the bandwidth
of the undelayed channel is reduced by a single “narrowing”
circuit to a
value approximately equal to the bandwidth of the delayed channel; yet
such a simple method of compensation is often satisfactory if highly
accurate cancellation is not required, if the numbers of tubes in the
channels do not differ by more than one or two, and especially if the
channel bandwidths are large compared to the over-all system bandwidth.
A more intricate method of compensation is to employ additional
tuned circuits in the undelayed channel which will help give a more
exact duplicate of the over-all frequency response of the delayed channel.
The extra circuits required in the undelayed channel may be connected
by attenuation units as in Figs. 12.22 and 12.23.
If identical numbers of stages are used in both channels, the undelayed-channel amplifier will have far more available gain-bandwidth
product than is necessary.
The attenuation units ensure that this
amplifier does not have so much gain as to make the noise in its input
circuit contribute appreciably to the over-all noise. In the circuit of
Fig. 12.22, these measures consist of the reduction of gain in the interstate circuits of VT–E and VS.-9, by the use of what might be caile~
“narrow-band resist ors, ” resistors paralleled by fixed-tuned circuits, with
constants chosen to give proper bandwidth.
12.20. Linearity.-For
accurate envelope cancellation the modulation envelope of signals must be linearly reproduced at the detectors.
Figure 12.24 (cf. Fig. 12.1 1) illustrates how, for linear reproduction, the
minimum amplitude of the modulation envelope must not be so small as
to fall in the nonlinear response region of the detectors, and how the
maximum amplitude of the envelope must not be so large as to cause
nonlinear operation of any of the amplifiers.
Measures that may be
taken to obtain a linear-response region large enough to accommodate
the modulation envelope are (1) reduction of the percentage modulation
represented by signals and (2) increase of the maximum distortionless
output voltage of the carrier-channel output amplifiers. 1 The maximum
distortionless output voltage for an output tube may be increased by an
increase in the load impedance of the output circuit but at the expense
of the bandwidth.
In practice, the signals in the final stages of the carrier-frequency
channels may be so large as to make operation not strictly linear. Rough
compensation for slight nonlinearity may be obtained by operating the
last two stages in one channel under conditions identical with those of the
last two stages in the other channel.
1Dynamic-range compression, discussed in Sees. 12.15 and 12.16, is useful for
reduction of percentagemodulation.
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1
1
amplifier. Note: this double-tuned circuit is tuned experimentally to the capacitance of crystal and cable.
antes marked (“) are uncritical, but others must be checked experimentally.
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12.21. Gain. Gain Control. —Gain control is generally required in
both channels to accommodate the largest expect~d variations in tube
transconductances and, in the delayed channel, to accommodate variations
in delay-line attenuation.
This control should be located early in the

F[a. 12.23.—Isolationof sinde-tunedcircuitsby attenuationpad.
amplifiers so that signals do not become large enough, before reaching
the gain-controlled stage or stages, to operate tubes nonlinearly.
Forthe undelayed channel, asimple andsatisfactory
method of gain
control consists of a low-impedance, noninductive potentiometer (preferably carbon), which can serve as
fmoc:w
both a gain control and an input
cable termination.
This type of
I
control is illustrated in Fig. 12.22.
N#nsr
I Owrloodingof
For several reasons (see Vol. 23),
cnrrier-frquency
mspon99
I omplifk
grid-bias gain control is usually used
I
in the delayed channel, usually on
1
the
first two stages. When the deI
layed-channel amplifier is designed,
1 COrriw-fmquancy
kpm~r:
,WW
- nomplit.deot
I
the required gain should be chosen
I delay Mm
,
so that the gain-controlled
stages
will not be normally operated at such
reduced gain as to affect adversely
the signal-to-noise ratio of signals
passing
through thk channel. PossiModulation
anvolopa
ble impairment
of this signal-tonoise ratio can occur in two ways.
Fh-st, the gain of the gain-controlled
Tim,
I
Fm. 12.24.—Modulation envelope condistages may be set so low that noise
tion for linear reproduction.
produced in the following stage produces an output comparable to that of weak signals. Second, if tube
noise in the first stage is comparable to the level there of weak signals,
the signal-to-noise ratio will be impaired if this stage is operated at too
low gain, because grid-gain control decreases the gain of a tube faster
than it decreases its noise. It is for this second reason that it may be
desirable to apply gain-control bias to more than one stage.
In practice the gain control of each channel is adjusted to give approximately the correct value of detected-carrier voltage, and then either

u
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For very
control is used to adjust the final balance for best cancellation.
accurate cancellation it may be necessary to set the gain to within 1 per
cent of the correct value; therefore the gain control used for cancellation
adjustment must be smoothly and finely adjustable.
Gain Stabilization. —Since no advantage was taken of negative-feedback for gain stabilization, stabilization of the relative gains of the two
charnels depends upon the use of identical numbers of tubes in the two
channels.
This method is used in the circuit of Fig. 12”22,’ and has

+

~F&t
channel

2

FIQ. 12.25.—Gain-%cbilLmtion circuit,

proved fairly satisfactory.
The gains of the two channels have remained
equal for several hours within 2 or 3 per cent over temperature ranges of
30° c.
A stabilization method that can be used alternatively or in addition
to the use of identical numbers of tubes is automatic gain control (AGC).
Automatic-gain-control
voltage can be applied either on the basis of the
cancellation-circuit output produced by an unchanging test signal or, in
envelope cancellation, on the basis of the output of the detectors corThe first of these methods is genresponding to the carrier amplitude.
erally complicated and will not be discussed here.
1It will be seen that there is actually one more tube in the delayed channel than in
the undelayed channel. In the circuit used, however, V, has a voltage gain of unity,
essentially independent of its transconductance; hence stabilization against changes in
its transconductance is unnecessary, and for stabilization purposes V; is not counted as
a tube.
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It is clear that any AGC circuit used for carrier-amplitude stabilization should have a response time that is long compared to the pulse length
used; otherwise, individual modulation signals will be somewhat demodulated.
Even if the AGC circuit has a time constant very long compared
to the repetition period, undesirable effects can occur if the AGC tends
to keep the average output level of eaeh channel constant.
If the carrier
is modulated with unidirectional signals obtained, for example, from a
radar system, the average voltage level at each detector is likely to vary
as the direction of the radar beam is varied; an AGC that tends to keep
the average output level of each channel constant would in this case vary
the absolute value of comparison-amplifier gain as the beam is moved.
Such a gain variation will not occur if the AGC system tends merely
to keep the output levels of the two channels balanced against each other,
Figure 12.25 is a simplified
without regard to their absolute values.
schematic diagram of a proposed AGC circuit which should give level
balance stabilization to this type of output.
If Rz is high compared to
as a differential
the cathode impedance of Vz~ or V2b, VZ Will operate
amplifier (see Vol. 19, Chap. 9), responding only to a difference in the
rectified outputs of VI and Vs.
The RI and l?; provide a means for
adjusting the channel outputs to the proper value and for initial balance.
This AGC circuit operates only as a stabilizer and not as absolute control
for cancellation.
12.22. Detection.-The
detector in each channel must reproduce the
modulation envelope as faithfully as possible.
In order that the detector
output may depend as little as possible on the phase of the carrier cycles
within the envelope, full-wave detection is used rather than half-wave.
Detector design is discussed in detail in Chap. 7, Vol. 23 of this series,
but a few points will be mentioned here, with the detector circuit in
Fig. 12.22 as an example.
Germanium crystals are superior to electronic
tube rectifiers because of the lower shunt capacitance and lower forward
resistance of the crystals.
It is advantageous to use a high load-resistance detector to obtain high-efficiency detection and good linearity.
The low capacitance of a crystal rectifier not only permits the use of a
high load-resistance detector but also makes it possible to obtain a high
gain-bandwidth
product in the carrier-frequency output circuit, thus
reducing the danger of nonlinear operation in the carrier-frequency
output amplifier.
The push-pull carrier-frequency output necessary for full-wave detection can be obtained with either a transformer or phase splitter.
The
former method has the advantage that the balance of the two halves of
each detector is not dependent on any amplifiers; the latter method
has the advantages that magnetic coupling is not required and that
a high degree of symmetry can be obtained for high carrier frequencies
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(30 Me/see and higher) more easily than with a transformer.
The circuit
of Fig. 12.22 uses phase splitters for carrier-frequent y output amplifiers.
The 1.5-ppf condenser used in each of the 6J6 phase splitters is a neutralizing condenser.
12.23. Cancellation
Circuit.-The
signals from the delayed and
undelayed channels should be canceled—i.e., subtracted from each other
—at the earliest possible point in the cancellation amplifier because,
generally, all stages before cancellation must be linear whereas those
Following’ cancella~ion need not be.
Delayed
For envelope cancellation,
the
channel +
earliest possible point is the output of the detectors.
The circuit
I?l (R1-R2)
“
I—
of Fig. 12.22 uses a simple can=
—
output
cellation circuit or difference detector (see Vol. 19, Chap. 14)
R2
which is closely symmetrical for
Undelayed
4
‘2
channel
the two channels.
A simplified
circuit is shown in Fig. 12.26.
Rectifiers D, and D, provide d-c
3
returns for each other. The outFIG. 12.26.—Simplified cancellation circuit
put of the circuit consists of a
positive rectified component produced across Rt by the delayed channel,
plus a negative rectified component produced across RI by the undelayed channel.
12.24. Coupling to Delay Line.—In order to obtain delay-line output
sufficiently high so that cancellation-amplifier noise is unimportant, the
circuit coupling the delay line to the delayed-channel amplifier must have
as high a gain-bandwidth product as possible (cf. Sec. 12.14).
As in the case of the circuit at the input end of the delay line, a maximum gain-bandwidth product can be obtained with least complexity by
locating the first stage of the delayed channel physically close to th(
delay-line output terminal and thus eliminating a connecting cable or at.
least minimizing its length.
Any connecting cable, if operated unterminated, should be short compared to a wavelength (i. e., at carrier
frequency) not only to minimize shunt capacity but to avoid the introduction of a transfer-impedance characteristic that may not be easy to
duplicate in the undelayed channel.
Unlike the situation at the input end of the line, however, not too
high a price in fineness of adjustment can be paid for a high gain-bandwidth product because the frequency response of the delayed channel
must be kept as nearly as possible like that of the undelayed channel.
Thus, a double-tuned circuit loaded only on one side should not be used
if sat isf act ory operation can possibly be obtained with less critical
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on the tube

side not only has a higher gain-bandwidth product than a double-tuned
circuit loaded on both sides but also presents lower impedance to the tube,
thus decreasing noise.
In connection with obtaining delay-line output large compared to the
cancellation-amplifier noise, it is appropriate to mention the possibility
of reducing this noise to a minimum by the use of a “low noise” input
In Fig. 12$22 VI and Vz comprise such a
circuit in the delayed channel.
circuit, the operation of which is discussed in detail in Vol. 23 Chap. 5
of this series.
If the entire cancellation amplifier cannot be placed physically close
to the delay-line output, the advantages of having the first stage of the
delayed channel so located can be realized by using a preamplifier
mounted at the line. Such a preamplifier would in general be connected
to the rest of the cancellation amplifier by a low-impedance cable and
would have a voltage gain of 2 or 3.
The use of a terminated high-impedance (about 100@ohm) connecting cable having a suitable amount of time delay (perhaps 0.2 psec)
offers the attractive possibility that a particularly simple method of
repetition-rat e cent rol can be used (see Sec. 12.30).
A possible objection
to the use of such a cable, however, is that at the usual carrier frequencies
of 10 Me/see to 30 Me/see it might have an obj actionable amount of
attenuation.
VIDEO SECTION
12s25.
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12.26. Amp fifier for Bidirectional Video.—Let us review briefly the
cause of the difficulty in the design of a nonblocking video amplifier for
signals of large dynamic range and consider the applicability to bidirec1 Vol. 18, Sees. 5.8 and 10.4.
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t.ional signals of the common methods of alleviating the difficulty.
(See
Fig. 12.27.)
In the final stages of a high-gain video amplifier, it may be possible
for a large signal to cause grid current to flow in some stage or stages.
Grid-current flow may so bias the coupling condenser, if one is used, as
to cause operation at reduced gain or zero gain after the appearance of a
large signal, until the condenser discharges.
The effect is illustrated in
Fig. 12’27d.
The use of d-c restoration, illustrated in Fig. 12.27e, is not
applicable to bidirection signals because negative signals cannot be distinguished from overshoots caused by the flow of grid current.
Another attack on the blocking problem with condenser-coupled
stages is to prevent the flow of grid current by having such operating
I

Operation

with baseline

clomping

FIG. 12.27.—Amplifier blocking due to grid-current flow.

conditions that no stage can deliver a positive output signal greater than
the grid bias on the next stage. For this method to be successful, it is
necessary that the “next”
stage have reasonably high gain even with
suitably high quiescent bias.
Grid-current flow is not harmful if direct coupling is used. The use
of direct coupling to prevent blocking is, of course, as effective for bidirectional as for unidirectional signals.
In the circuit of Fig. 12.22, direct
coupling is used between VIZ and Vls.
To prevent the application of
excessive voltage to the grid of Vls if V 12 is removed temporarilyy, VIT
serves as a voltage regulator.
One more blocking-prevention
method will be mentioned here--the
use of a cathode-coupled amplifier, as exemplified by VIA in Fig. 12.22.
From this figure, it can be seen that application of a positive signal to
the grid of V,4. results in a negative signal being applied to the grid of
Vlti.
For increasingly positive signals, the grid of (a) is driven past
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cutoff, and the cathode voltage then “ follows” the grid of (b) so closely
that a very large positive signal is required to make the grid of (b)
positive with respect to the cathode.
It may be noted that a phase
splitter was used in thk particular unit as much to provide push-pull output for the following video rectifier as for its nonoverloading characteristic.
A few words about the coupling time constants in the bidirectional
video amplifier are appropriate here. Long time constants are unnecessary, because noncanceling signals will not generally produce long
unidirectional outputs.
Very short time constants are to be avoided
because they may cause overshoots of an undesirable nature; in particular, time constants of approximately 5 to 10 pulse lengths can cause
multiple overshoots if several cascaded stages have such time constants.
Multiple overshoots are particularly undesirable if video rectification
is used (see Sec. 12.27).
The use of a short time constant, of approximately a pulse length, at the input to the bidirectional video amplifier
has the advantage that intermediately long time constants can be used
afterwards without trouble from multiple overshoots. 1 If moderately
long time constants (of about 50 pulse lengths) are used up to the last
interstage circuit and a short time constant is used at the last interstage
circuit, the grid-current flow in the last stage can be made unimportant
by the use of a grid
— resistor (R in Fig. 12.27a),., whose value is small
compared to the conducting value of the tube grid-cathode resistance.
12.27. Video Rectification.-It
is often desired to observe the output
of these devices on an oscilloIf the noncanceling outscope.
put signals are to be presented on
V*
~’
C1
Rectifier
a deflection-modulation
os c i 110--scope, the bidirectional form in
VI
I
which these signals are delivered
Rz
R3
~C2
by the cancellation
circuit
is
I
satisfactory.
But if an intensitymodulated oscilloscope is to be
=
used, signals of one polarity will
FIG. 12.2S.—Elements of video rectifier.
be much more visible than those
of the other; in this case, it will probably be desirable to rectify the
bidirectional video signal for unidirectional presentation.
If rectification is to be used, overshoots must be carefully avoided in
the bidirectional video amplifier because an overshoot will produce a
rectified output identical with that of a signal.
Particularly to be avoided
are moderately long time-constant overshoots or multiple overshoots.
The push-pull output necessary for full-wave rectification can be
The
obtained with a transformer or a vacuum-tube phase inverter.
1&e Chap. 10, Vol. 18.
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latter wasused in the circuit of Fig. 12”22 because it has excellent nonoverloading properties as well as push-pull output.
The elements of a condenser-coupled video rectifier are shown in Fig.
12.28. The following factors determine the circuit constants and operating conditions:
1. The applied signal voltage must be large enough to provide the
desired linearity of response to the smallest signals of interest.
2. Resistance Rs must be small enough to make the time constant
RSC2 satisfactorily short; the decay time of a signal applied with
zero fall-time to the rectifier depends on this time constant.
3. To prevent much rectified voltage from appearing across Cl, Rz
should be sufficiently smaller than Rt.
Any such voltage acts as
back b~as on the rectifier and thus prevents weak signals from being
transmitted through the rectifier.
4. In order not to charge up appreciably during a signal, Cl must be
sufficiently large. Any such charging produces blocking of the
rectifier-that
is, reduces its sensitivity to an immediately following signal.
5. It is necessary that RI be as large as is consistent with the required
plate voltage on VI.
REPETITION-WTE CONTROL
BY D. GALE
In order to obtain cancellation of wave forms by delay methods, very
critical requirements must be met by the recurrence rate of signals. In
this chapter these requirements and the various methods of fulfilling them
are discussed.
12.28. Repetition-rate
Requirements.—The
block
diagram
in
Fig. 12.29 presents a general picture of a delay and cancellation device
(see Fig. 12.1).
A signal will, in general, experience a time delay when passing through
Thus DO is the delay of the line driver,
any of the blocks of the diagram.
D, that of the delayed-channel amplifier, Dt that of the undelayed channel, and D that of the line.
The repetition rate is f,, and 2’, equal to l/~,, is the repetition interval
or time interval between signals.
Consider a signal at the input terminal at time t. After passing through the delayed channel it will arriv~
at the subtracter at the time
t,=t+Do+D+D1.
The next signal, arriving at the input terminal t seconds later and passing
through the undelayed channel, will arrive at the subtracter at the time
t*=t+T+Do+

D*.
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The condition for cancellation is that ti = tz,
or
D+D,=T+D2.
Hence, for cancellation

T = D, + D – Dz and
f,=

D,+

1
D–D:

(1)

which is the basic equation for the repetition rate.
The effect of a difference in the value of T from its theoretical value
will be designated by AT. Consider two identical voltage pulses whose
waveform ia given by the equation V = f(t).
The pulses arrive at the

Subtroctor

Fm. 12.29.—Delay and cancellation device.

subtracter
given by

at times t and t + AT; hence the residue after subtraction

is

R = residue = j(t-tAZ’)- j(t).
For values of AT which are small compared
pulse the approximation
R = j’(t) AT
is valid, where
f’(t)
= dj(t)/dt.

with the rise time of the
(2)

This is the general equation for the waveform of the residue after canThe amplitude of the
cellation due to an error AT in time coincidence.
residue will be j’ (t)- AT and will therefore depend on AT and the maximum slope of the leading edge of the pulse. The ratio of the residue
amplitude to the pulse amplitude is given by
(3)
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What has been said so far applies to the residue immediately af ter the
subtracter.
(The subtracter is usually followed by a video amplifier.
It is assumed that the ratio of residue to pulse at the output terminal of
this amplifier will usually not be the same as the ratio at the subtracter. )
Eq. (3) may be simplified by assuming that the pulse rises linearly in a
time t,; Y(t) = f_/t,,
or f~/j_
= l/L.
Hence Eq. (3) becomes
AT/~r,
or the ratio
of residue to pulse amplitude id equal to the ratio
of error time to rise time. From this we see that t. should be made as
large as possible for easy cancellation.
The maximum value of t, Will,
of course, depend on the width of the pulse into the delay line. If this
width is W, t, cannot exceed W. Assume that the receiver bandwidth is
so set that
P =

(4)
and also that p is to be 1 per cent; that is, the residue is to be down 40 dh
from the pulse (see Chap. 12). Table 12”1 gives the maximum allowabh;
AT as a function of W under the assumption of Eq. (4).
TABLE 12. 1.—MAXIMUM ALLOWABLEERROR AS A FUNCTIONOF
Pulsewidth
W, *ec

Error
AT, psec

PULSE

WIDTH

Repetition-frequency stability
for 1000-cps rep. rate

1
2 x 106

0.5

A
I

1
4 x 106

I

In cases where the area, rather than the amplitude,
important the following equation applies.
2AT

/

; j’(t)
d?.

of the residue is

(5)

To determine the upper limit r refer to diagram Fig. 12.30.
If the output of the cancellation unit is rectified as shown in Fig. 12.30c,
the point r will correspond to the value of t for which j(t) is a maximum, so
Eq. (5) becomes
Residue Area = 2AT[~_
= 2ATf-,
since j(0)

= O.

– ~(0)]

(6)
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The striking thing about Eq. (6) is that the residue area is independent
of pulse shape, 1 depending only on the maximum amplitude of the pulse,
and in particular it is independent of rise time or amplifier bandwidth.
This is mentioned here to illustrate that the 40-db figure for residue
amplitude is just an arbitrary value for cancellation.
The 40-db criterion
of cancellation has meaning only
if the rise time is understood to be
a definite fraction of pulse length.
There are two ways in which
the repetition-interval
error can
exceed the maximum allowable
value for AT; by slow drifts in f,,
(a)
D,, D,, Ds or D (see Fig. 12.29) or
by jitter, that is, by change of
delay time from one repetition
cycle to the next in j, or the D’s.
Because of the slow drifts as well
as because of the tolerances on the
+
sonic-line delay time, it is neces(b)
sary in all the methods to be discussed, except that explained in
Sec. 12.31, to have a time cancellation control that will be a manual adjustment on the repetition
frequency or on one of the de(c)
lays. This con t r 01 generally
FXQ.12.30.—Pulae cancellation: (4) pulses, forms an essential part of any
(b) reeidue, (c) rectified reeiduee.
cancellation system.
Repetition-rate control systems fall into two categories: stable oscillators and line-synchronized
oscillators.
The former are oscillators
designed with a special view to minimizing the effects of slow drift and
jitter.
The linmynchronized
oscillator is one in which the sonic delay
line itself, or a similar line, is used to set the repetition interval.
12.29. Manual Control of PRF.-If
a crystal-controll+
oscillator and
frequency divider (see Chap. 4) is used, then mechanical adjustment of
the length of the sonic line is necessary, and, in fact, has been used in
several practical systems.
An LC-oscillator is shown here. The range over which the frequency
control must operate will depend on the maximum expected drift in all
By far the larger of these effects will
delays and on oscillator frequency.

m

1‘I%eforegoing analysisis valid only if the original (uncanceled)puke haa a continuous aud finite first derivativeand only a singlemaximum. These conditions ~
generallyaatiefied.
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be the change in the sonic-line delay with temperature.
The velocity
of sonic waves in mercury varies by 1 part in 3300 for a change in temperature of 1°C, so if a maximum temperature variation of 50° is anticipated the total delay time may vary by 1.5 per cent and if an allowance
for other drifts is made the oscillator frequency would have to be variable
over a range of 2 per cent. The block diagram (Fig. 12.31) illustrates the
operation of the circuit, and a detailed circuit diagram is given in Fig.
12.32. The output of a 32-kc/see LC-oscillator is applied to a stable
amplitude comparator whose output synchronizes a blocking-oscillator
chain which divides by 48 to 300 cps. Time selection is employed to
ensure phase stability.
(See Chap. 4 and Vol. 19, Chaps. 10 and 16.)
32 kclsec —
Oscillator

3:1

Square a
PC:;;?

—

I
Block
osci Ilotor

.

COi n~i;&e

3: I
Frequency
divider

t
-

4:1
Frequency
divider

-

3:1
Frequency
divider

FIG. 12,31.—Stab1e trigger generator.

12.30. Line Synchronized Methods.-A
number of methods for repetition-rate control have been proposed in which the delay time of the sonic
line itself is used to set the repetition interval and manual control is unnecessary. The principle of operation of such a device involves sending a
special timing pulse down the sonic line, amplifying it as it comes out of
the line, generating a trigger from the pulse, and once more sending this
trigger down the line. This circulating trigger will then act as the recurrence-rate oscillator.
The block diagram is given in Fig. 12.33.
The desired repetition interval, from the fundamental formula, is

and the period for the circulating trigger is

T’=Dl+Da+

D,.

Thus, for perfect cancellation,
T’ = T,
or
D,=

D,i-D,

i-D4.

(7)

The delay in the trigger pulse amplifier ~t can be made very small.
This delay plus D2 will usually be of the order of D, and will approximately

o.

Fm. 12.32.—Trigger-generator circuit.
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This leaves as a necessary condition for cancellation
D, = o.

Unfortunately, it is impossible to meet this condition and, indeed, experiments so far have not succeeded in reducing Dd to less than 0.1 psec,
a considerable error. Therefore, the straightforward procedure illustrated in the block diagram is not practicable and elaborations on the
method must be found.
.—-—
I
Signals

D

t,

[n
Line

driver

*

Delay

line

D2
Undelayed
channel

omplifler

FIG. 1233.-Lin&Bynchronized

Four approaches

repetition rate.

to thk problem have so far been employed.

1. The delay D, may be artificially increased by using an electrical
delay line between the signal amplifier and the subtracter.
2. Additional sonic delay may be given to the signals by taking out the
trigger somewhere before the end of the line. This involves a third
receiving crystal.
3. A second sonic line may be used which receives only the trigger
Each of these three
and whose length is set for time cancellation.
cases will be treated but certain general features common to all
three will be discussed first.
4. An electronic frequency trackhg has also been used but this
method is sufficiently different from the others to warrant separate
treatment.
Components common to the first three methods are trigger generators,
pulse amplifiers, and cancellation controls, which will be taken up in this
order. It is necessary to use some sort of trigger generator in the loop
which, when fired by a pulse, will deliver a pulse whose shape and amplitude are independent of the shape and amplitude of the firing pulse.
This is necessary to prevent decay of the amplitude of the pulse. Trigger
generators are, therefore, either blocking oscillator or thyratrons.
With
thk type of generator, more power can generally be put into the delay
line by letting the trigger drive the crystal directly rather than by mixing
it with the signals and letting it modulate the line driver.
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The trigger generator must have two additional properties.
It must
be self-starting.
That is, it must be capable of free running at some frequency lower than the repetition rate so that an initial pulse will occur.
This also ensures that if for some reason the trigger generator fails to fire
on a pulse it will eventually fire again automatically.
Self-starting is
easily achieved with astable circuits (Vol. 19, Chaps. 5 and 6). It is also
necessary that only one trigger at a time be allowed to circulate around the
loop.
As the circuit stands, if an additional pulse should somehow be
picked up by the amplifier, it would continue to circulate around the loop.
This danger can be avoided if the trigger generator, having once fired,
will not fire again for at least half of the desired repetition interval (see

,

*

Line

Sonic line

driver

-

Carrier
amplifier

I
I

.%btractor

J!-

Electrical
delay line

FIG. 12.34.—Proposed system for using electrical delay line.

Vol. 19, Chap. 16). If the amplitude of the triggering signal is limited,
then it is possible to adjust the recovery time constant of either of these
circuits so that they will not be able to refire for a time T/2.
For extreme
reliability, however, a blanking gate of duration T/2 should be applied to
the pulse amplifier.
The pulse amplifier will generally consist of several stages of gain at
the pulse carrier, a detector, and video amplifier.
The number of stages
needed will vary with the attenuation properties of the line and bandwidth
requirements; 40 to 50 db of gain are usually required.
If the additional
electrical delay line is used in the signal channel, it is desirable to keep
the delay as short as possible; hence a broad-band pulse amplifier is used.
The cancellation control may be either mechanical or electronic.
In
the former case it consists of a means for varying the physical length of the
sonic or electrical delay line and will be considered later. The electronic
method makes use of some sort of time modulator (see Chaps. 6 and 7).
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Of the three methods the simplest and therefore the first to be tried
was the electrical line (method 1). There are two possibilities here.
The delay can be effected at the carrier frequency or after detection at
video frequency.
Suitable delay lines for the carrier frequency are not
generally available, however, and therefore in the only experiments which
There were
were made with this system the video signals were delayed.
The frequency response of ordinary
several difficulties encountered.
delay lines was not good enough to permit adequate cancellation.
It is
possible to obtain a special high fidelitv line and to avoid this difficulty to
; large extent if the- delay l~ne is kept short. In one case there ~rere
serious effects of internal reflections in the line giving rise to spurious
Trigger

Trigger
generotor

output

Trigger.
omplifier
3rd xtol

SignoIs

Line

Sonic
line

driver

line
v

Attenuator

\t
Signal
Amplifier

t
Video
output
Subtracter
FIG.

1235.-Three-orystal

line.

signals that were well above 1 per cent of the pulse amplitude.
This
effect was sufficiently serious to make the whole scheme unusable.
The
difficulty lies entirely in the lines, however, and it should not be impossible
to build lines in the future which will be suitable for this use. A possible
system is represented by the diagram in Fig. 12.34.
It is seen that, if the carrier amplifier is used both for trigger and signals, there must be some way to distinguish the trigger from the signals
in order to keep the trigger generator from firing on signals. Both time
selection and amplitude selection are possible (Vol. 19, Chaps. 9 and 10).
Another method suitable if the trigger amplifier does not include part of
the delayed-channel amplifier is mentioned in the second succeeding
paragraph.
In method 2, a three-crystal line (Fig. 12.35) is used (see Sec. 12.5 of
this volume and Chap. 7, Vol. 17). Briefly, a 45° reflector is placed in
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the line just before the receiving crystal and a second receiving crystal is
placed on the wall of the line opposite the reflector.
The position of the
reflector is adjustable; the delay may, therefore, be varied.
Here, again, one must keep signals from firing the trigger generator
Another scheme
and time and amplitude selection may be used as before.
is that of carrier-frequency discrimination in which the trigger amplifier
is tuned to a frequency different from that of the signals. The delay Lne
will generally pass frequency components over such a broad band that
satisfactory response can be obtained through the trigger amplifier even
if it is tuned 15 or 20 per cent away from the 10-Mc/sec carrier frequency
of the signals, for example, at 8 Me/see.
In method 3 a separate line is used for setting the repetition rate.
Although it is more cumbersome than the three-crystal line this method
may have the advantage of mechanical simplicity.
It has been used
with both mechanical and electrical cancellation control.
The lines are
placed close to the signal line so that the effects of temperature on both
lines will be identical.
In practice, a trigger line equal in delay time to
the signal line has been used as well as a half length plus a 2-to-1 frequency divider in the trigger circuit (see Sec. 12.5).
A problem that comes up both in connection with this line and with
the thre>crystal line is that of multiple reflection.
Unless absorbing
end cells are used, the trigger will be partially reflected at the receiving
crystal, transmitted back down the line, and will arrive at almost the
same time that the succeeding trigger enters the line. This reflection may
Since the triggers are approximbe only 10 db down from the new trigger.
ately
pulsed sine waves they may either add or subtract in accordance
with their relative phase. This relative phase will depend on the delays
in the trigger amplifier and generator, and these delays, particularly with
electronic time-cancellation control, will in turn depend on the rate of rise
of the pulse, hence the pulse amplitude.
The following situation might,
therefore; arise. The delay in the trigger generator may increase by a
small amount, and thus change the relative phase of trigger and reflection
in such a way as to decrease the output trigger amplitude.
This, in turn,
would slightly increase the trigger generator delay on successive repetiThis eilect could easily produce jitter in the repetition rate sufEtions.
cient to impair cancellation appreciably.
A means of avoiding this
difficulty, if absorbing end cells are not used, is to put an additional
electrical delay in the trigger loop equal in time to the length of the trigger
pulse duration.
In this way the second reflection will have been reflected
from the transmitting crystal before the succeeding trigger has entered
the line, hence they will not occur simultaneously and add together.
Figure 12.36 is a circuit diagram of the unit shown in Fig. 12.5. Thk
trigger generator is used with a trigger dtday line separate from, and half

+2SOU

ii,,

? Trigger out must be
loaded with 70 ohms

FIG. 12.36.—Supersotic trigger generator.
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as long as, the signal delay line. The 6AC7 blocking oscillator thus fires
at twice the desired repetition frequency; the 6SI’J7 blocking oscillator,
which triggers the modulator, acts as a frequency divider.
The pulse
from the 6J6 multivibrator causes conduction in the carrier-frequency
amplifier for ,slightly more than half the 6A~
period.
Cancellation
control is by means of variable bias oh an amplitude selector, with the
range of adjustment extended by means of a switchable short delay line.
Of these three types of line synchronization, the electrical line would
perhaps be most satisfactory if adequate electrical lines could be procured.
The other two methods perform equally well although the three-crystal
line is less cumbersome.
12.31. Electronic Frequency Tracking.-This
method is similar to
the stable-oscillator method in that the recurrence rate frequency is

EM.
OsclllOtOr

*

Frequency modulating
voltoge in
Freq.
control
Time
discriminator
Error
. Voltoge

D,
Ampl, fier

j
1

out
Fm. 12.37.—Electronic frequency tracking.

generated by a purely electronic oscillator.
It is also similar to linesynchronized methods in that the frequency of this oscillator is not
initially set to the correct value and expected to remain fixed, but is
continually and automatically set by the sonic line and associated circuits
to maintain the correct value.
This is accomplished by the following
A circuit called a time discriminator is used to
general technique.
measure the difference in the time of occurrence of two signals, SI and S2,
occurring at times 1’, and T*. In addition a controlled-frequency oscillator whose frequency can be varied over a suitable range by the output of
This process is identical with that
the time discriminator is required.
described in Chaps. 4 and 8. The method is illustrated by the block
diagram of Fig. 12.37.
The operation is as follows.
The time discriminator is set up so that
it compares the time of the nth pulse from the delay line T* with that of
the (n + l)th pulse into the line T2.
Let us suppose that an increase
in voltage applied to the oscillator will increase its frequency.
If Tz – T,
is positive, that is, if Tz occurs after T,, the (n + l)th signal into the line
occurs at too long a time after the nth signal leaves the line. This means
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that the oscillator frequency is too low; hence the time discriminator must
develop a positive voltage in order to apply the appropriate correction to
the oscillator frequency.
Similarly, if TZ – !f’Iis negative, the output
of the time discriminator must decrease the oscillator frequency.
Provided that the proper dynamic conditions are maintained around the
feedback loop (see Chap. 8), the circuit should adjust itself so that Tz – TI
equals zero, hence T equals DL + D,.
12.32. Practical Circuit Detaila..-The design of an actual cancellation
unit employing electronic frequency tracking is shown in the block diaTo PPI
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FIG. 12.38.—Cancellation unit u~ingelectronic frequency tracking.

gram, Fig. 12.38. Figure 12.39 shows a schematic diagram of the variable-frequency oscillator and associated circuits.
The trigger from the
timing pulse generator passes through a variable 0.5-psec delay to the tracking pulse generator. The modulator, on receiving the tracking pulse, pulses
the carrier frequency transversing the delay line. After amplification,
detection, and further amplification, this pulse appears at the time discriminator.
In the meantime, the succeeding timing trigger has fired
the double-gate generator that gives two gates, each about one microsecond in duration with about one microsecond between the gate centers.
By virtue of the variable 0.4-psec delay, the tracking pulse will fall exactly
between the two gates when accurate synchronization is secured.
If the
pulse falls unequally on the two gates, the time discriminator will give
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out an error voltage that will increase or decrease the variable frequency
according to the phase difference between the oscillator and the delay-line
output.
Finally the sine wave from the oscillator controls the timing
pulse generator.
The most important component in this timing channel is the variablefrequency oscillator.
The oscillator must be very free from jitter if
In this instance a low-frequency phasecancellation is to be maintained.
shift ‘oscillator using an IW-feedback was employed (see Vol. 19, Chap.
4). It has the advantages of simplicity and sensitivity to control for a
portion of a cycle and grid goes positive and loads down the last network
element.
By changing the d-c voltage on the grid one can alter the fraction of cycle for which this occurs and thereby control the frequency.
A
range of ~ 1 volt from the coincidence circuit gives a variation of f 75 cps,
which is sufficient to make d-c amplification unnecessary.
Variation of
the resistance R, in one of the network branches serves to adjust the
oscillator frequency to approximately 2000 cps. Once the system is
locked on the tracking signal, its operation can be checked by varying
RI and observing that the d-c voltage varies accordingly.
The double gate is generated by two blocking oscillators.
The action
of the second is initiated by the overshoot of the first. Each gate is
slightly over 1 psec in duration and roughly of 150 volts amplitude.
These gates are applied to the plates of a twin triode in the time-discriminator circuit (see Vol. 19, Chap. 14). 1 When the tracking pulse is
equally distributed between the gates, the charge on Cl remains constant
and a steady repetition rate is established.
There are two main advantages to this method of control.
The first
is that all drifts in any of the delays of the cancellation loop are automatically compensated.
The only drift that might disturb cancellation
would be drift in the time detector itself. The second advantage of the
method is that it involves no additional mechanical parts, as do all
Its disadvantages are the
the other line synchronized methods discussed.
stringent jitter requirements on the oscillator and the relatively large
number of tubes required as compared with other methods.
1 It is not necessary
in this c~ncellation unit to employ any blanking device on the
tracking pulse amplifier because the radar echoes are not of sufficient size to affect the
timing channel.

GLOSSARY
~putude comparison.-The process of indicating the instant of equality of the
amplitudesof two WAVEFORKSby a sharp puke or step. It may also be defied

.

d
.!$

as the process of determining the abscissa of a WATWFOEM,
given its ordinate.
=plitide
tlsc_ator.—A
c~cuit which ~dicates the equality of the amplitudes of
two WAVEFORMS
or the sense and approximate magnitude of the inequality.
up~tude selection.—The process Of selection of all values of the input wave greater
or less than a given amplitude or lying between two amplitudes.
astsble.-Referring
to a circuit with two quasi-stable states. The circuit generates
a continuous train of waves and requires no trigger to execute a complete cycle.
bistable.—Referring to a circuit with two stable states. Two triggers are required to
put the cimuit through one complete cycle.
blocking oscillator.-A
transformer-coupled feedback oscillator in which the plate
current is permitted to flow for one-half cycle, after which bias is generated in the
grid circuit to prevent further oscillation.
bottoming.-The
process of defining the potential at the plate of a pentode by operating below the knee of the EP/ZP characteristic.
A similar effect exists in triodes
with positive grid drive.
catching diode.-A
diode used to limit the excursion of potential at some point
in a circuit. The term is usually used to refer to the termination at a given
level of an exponential rise toward a higher potential.
clsmping.-The
process of connecting some point of a network to a desired potential
for certain periods of time. This term has been largely replaced by the term
SWITCHING.
clipping. -Awm1’ruDE SELECTION
between bounds. The output has a flat top or
flat bottom or both.
d-c restoration.-A
category of the general process of level setting. It refers particularly to bringing either the peak positive or peak negative value of the WAVEFORM
to some desired level.
delay circuit.-A
circuit which is used to delay by a certain time the start of the
operation of another circuit.
delay device.—A device which accepts as its input a WAVEFORM f(t) and gives as its
output a WAVEFORM
~(t — A) where A is positive.
demodulation (or detection) .—The process by which information is obtained from
a modulated WAVEF~RM about the signal imparted to the WAVEFORMin
modulation.
difference detector.—A detector circuit in which the output represents the difference
of the peak amplitudes or areas of the input WAVEFORMS. The input WAVEFORMS
need not be simultaneous.
flip-flop.-C0lloquialism
for kroNosTDLE circuit.
free-running.-COl10 quialism for AsTDLE.
frequency discriminator.—A circuit which indicates the equality of the frequency of
two WAVEFORMS
or the sense and approximate magnitude of the inequality.
function unit.—The unit that controls the external properties of automatic rangetracking equipment and provides tbe necessary band shaping for stability.
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gating w.aveform.=A WAVEFOE~(sometimes called the “gate”) applied to the control
point of a circuit in such a way as to alter the mode of operation of the circuit
while the WAVEFOHM
is applied.
jitter.-Small
rapid variations in a WAVEFORMdue to mechanical disturbances or to
changes in the supply voltages, in the characteristics of components, etc.
lockover circuit.-Colloquialism
for a BMTABLEcircuit.
rrdcrophordcs.-Jm”rmt due to mechanical disturbances, referring especially to tubes.
Miller circuit.-A
circuit which employs negative feedback from the output to the
input of an amplifier through a condenser.
modrdation.-The
process by which some characteristic of a WAVEFORM is varied in
accordance

with

a signal.

monostable.—Ref erring to a circuit with one stable and one quasi-stable state. The
circuit requires one trigger to perform a complete cycle.
The name refers
muItisr.-A
diode-controlled regenerative amplitude comparator.
to a certain circuit configuration.
multivibrator.-A
t~vo-tube regenerative device which can exist in either of two stable
or quasi-stable states and can change rapidly from one state to the other.
quasi differentiation (integration) .-Approximate
differentiation (integration) by a
simple circuit.
phantastron.-A
certain type of one-tube relaxation oscillator employing Miller
feedback to generate alinear timing wAvEFom{.
pulse.—A IVAVEFORM WhOSeduration is short compared to the time scale of interest
and whose initiol and final values are the mme.
rundown-The
linem fall of plate voltage in a \Iiller sweep grmerator.
sanaphsnt.-A
circuit intermediate between SANATRONand rIrAN’rAs’rrmN.
sanatron.-A
variation of the FHANTASTRON
employing a second tube for generating
the gating waveform.
scale-of-two circuit.-A
colloquialism for BISTABI,E circuit.
certain characselector.—A
circuit
selecting
only th~t portion
of a WAVEFORM
having
teristicsof amplitude, frequency, phase, or time of occurrcnec.
selector pulse.—A pulse used to actuate a time selector.
shaping.—The process of modifying the shnpc of a waveform.
The process is called
“linear” or “nonlinc:w” zccording m the circuit clrmcnts arc linear ornonlincu.
signal. -An electrical ormrrhznic:d quantity which convcys intclligrncc.
switch detector.—A detector ~vhich extracts information from the input waveform
only at instants dctcrminrd by a selector pldse.
switching. —’~heconnertio
nottwo points of anetwork atcontroll~blc instantsof time.
An alternative term is 17T,AMI>1NG.
time comparison.-Theproccssof
indicating the amplitude of a w,iv~:~oRMatagiverr
instant.
time demodulation.—The process by which information is ohtaincd from a timcmodulated wave about the signal imparted to the wave in TI.ME MODULATION.
time discriminator.-A
circuit which indicntesthc time cqualityof two events or the
sense and approximate magnitude of the inequality.
tirnemodulation. -kfodulation
in which the time of appcmanceof a definite portion
of a WAVEFORM,
measured with respect to a reference time, is varied in accordance
with a signal.
tracking. -The processor causing an index to follow the variation of a quantity by
means of an inverse-feedback (servo) loop.
waveform.—A current or voltage considered as a function of time in a rectangular
coordinate system.
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A

AN/APG-1, 369, 370
angle-trackingcircuitsin, 376, 377
AN/APG5 range calibrator, 10!3,275,
317, 331, 337, 342
(S,. aiso ARO)
AN/APG-13A Falcon radar, 223, 224
AN/APG-15, 317, 327, 331, 342, 368,
371, 373
time discriminatorof, 316
AN/APN-3, Shoran, 157
pulse-selectioncircuitsof, 159
AN/APN+ 263
AN/APN-9, 263
AN/APS-3, 248, 392
blocking-oscillatorPRF generatorof, 78
AN/APS-4, 248
AN/APS-10 radar, revised model of, 91
AN/APS-10synchronizer,91,169,172,248
proposed,92, 94
timing diagramof, 93
AN/APS-15 pulse generator,165
AN/APS-15 rangeunit, 120,164169,277
block diagramof, 164
AN/APS-15 range-unitwaveforms,165
AN/APS-15 ten-mile pulse selector, 167
AN/APS-15 ten-toane divider, 166
AN/APS-15 time modulator, 167
AN/APs-15 twenty-five-to-one divider
generatingPRF pulses, 166

A-scope, 215
A-scope presentation, used in British
CMH system, 238-243
Accuracy tests, 129
(See also Error)
AFC, 267
.4FC circuit, 96
AGC, 279
gated, 373
AGL-T, British, 330
phase comparison circuit in, 372
AGL-(T) discriminator, 278, 310, 322,
330, 341, 373
AI Mark VI, 334, 370
AI Mark VI automatic target-selection
circuit, 333
AI Mark VI automatic target-selection
system block diagram, 332
AI Mark VI time discriminator and
target selector, 334
AI Mark VIA, 341
Altimeter, barometric, 163, 164
SCR-718, 163, 219
Amplifiers, cancellation, 498
pulse-forming, 72
squaring, 70, 72, 110
Amplitude comparator, 144
AN/ARR-17, 458
diode, 73, 151, 173
AN/ART-18, 458
regenerative, 73, 74
Angle-positioning,
automatic,
with RC-input, 75
grouped data, 389
sinusoid, 145
A/R range ecope, 256-B, 76
Amplitude comparison, 71, 75, 76, 107,
A/R-scope, 231–238
110, 142-175
Arenberg, D. L., 484
diode, 108
Arms resolver, 418, 438
Amplitude-comparison circuit, 75, 109
Midget, 342
Amplitude selection, electrical, 221
ARO (AN/APG5),
342
Amplitude selector, cathode-ray tube as,
ARO electrical system, 342-348
220
ARO Mark I, 342
AN/APA-30 ballistic computer, 247
ARO Mark I range system, 343
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ARO Mark I range unit, 344
ARO Mark II, 342, 345
ARO radar, 275, 317, 342
ARO range system, 342
ASII, Navy Radar, 216
Automatic angle tracking (see AnglePositioning)
Autnn,atic range tracking (see Tracking)
Autosyn, 394
B
Ballistic computer, 142
B-scope, systems using J-scope with, 243246
AN/APA-30, 247
BC-1365, Indicator-Tracker Unit, 255
Beacon, omnidirectional, 36
British, 400, 410-416
radar, 33
IIrll Telephone Laboratories, 142
Bendix sir-mileage unit, 251
Bendix Air-position Indicator, 251
Blocking oscillator, 75, 76, 78-80, 151,
167, 317
500-yd (328-kc/see), 110
low-impedance, 91
Blocking@scillator dividers, 83, 110, 165
Blocking+scillator PRF generator, 78
of AN/APs.3,
78
Blocking-oscillator pulse generator, 70,84
Blocking-oscillator voltage pulses, 78
Bode, H. W., 282
Bootstrap double integrator, 386
Bootstrap linear-sawtooth generator, 151,
358
Bootstrap
self-gating
linear-sawtooth
generator, 347
Bootstrap time-modulation circuit, 128
Bootetrap triangle generator, 125-131
Bothwell, F. E., 390
British AGL-T, 330
British Mark II ASV, 216
British Oboe, (see Oboe)
British omnidirectional beacon, 400,410416
British 274 meter, 368
Brown Converter, 361, 447

c
Calibrator, Model III, 87–89
Cathode followers, 130

MEASUREMENTS
Cathode-ray tube, as amplitude selector,
220
Cathode-ray tube displays, 64
Cathode waveform, 105
Channel separation, 398, 400
Circuit, 392
CMH systcm, British, A-scope presentation used in, 238–243
Coast, 278, 304
Code group, multiple-pulse, 400
Coder, 451
CoSin, F. P., 390
Coherence, external, 20
internal, 18
Coil assembly, Helmholtz, 137
Cole, A. D., 120
Comparator, 135-137
amplitude (see Amplitude comparator)
double-triode, 116
cathode-couplecl, 116-118
multiar (see Multiar comparator)
regenerative amplitude, 356
Comparator circuit, double-triode, 118
Component characteristics, 5&62
Compression, dynamic-range, 496
Condenser phase shifter, 358
Condenser system, 3-phase, 172
Conical scanning, 367, 368
(hnical-scanning antenna pattern, SCR584, 367
Continuous-wave system, 7, 16-18
Counter dividers, 102
Counters, 102
scale~f-two, 154
etep, gas-filled tube, 100
Crout, R. D., 390
Crystal oscillator, 71, 83, 153
Claw C, 75
80.86-kc/see, 164
pulsed, 238
triode, 83
80.86-kc/see, 93
tri-tet, 8S
Crystal rectifier, germanium, 91
Crystals, receiving, 135
transmitting, 135
Current transformer, 316
Cursors, 178
C-w systems, frequency-modulated, 398
Cycle matching, 11

INDEX
D

Data, grouped, or periodically interrupted, trackingon, 378
intermittent,28, 29
aided tracking with, 247–251
Data transmission,phase for, 393
radio, 398
short-distancewire, 391
Data-transmissionsystems, special, 391–
416
various, characteristicsof, 399
Decca, 34
Decoder, 426, 454
Decoding circuits, synchronizing-pulse,
426-429
Delay lines, supersonic (see Supersonic
delay lines)
variable, 132
Delay multivihrator, 131, 140, 342, 347
coarse-scale,162
Delay phantaatron, Oboe active-region,
353
Delay tank, supersonic,132-135, 140
Delay-tanktime-modulationsystem, 132
Delays, linear, 429-433
Demodulation,time modulationand, 5-7
Demodulators,391, 400
Detectors,position error,367
Diehl FPE-492a two-phase induction
motor, 361
Diehl Generator,424
Diode amplitude comparator, 71, 125131, 153
Disconnector,304
neon tube, 386
Distancemeasurement,accuracy of, 32
Divider circuit, sinusoidal, 158
83, 110,
Dividers, blockingascillator,
165
counter, 102
phantsstron, 104
pulse-frequency, multivibratore SS, 154
Doppler, pulsed, 20
Doppler frequency, 17
Double+cale system, 49
Dumont 25&B A/R oscilloscope, 89,231
l!A

Electromechanical systems, 357-366
Electronic marks, movable, 222-225
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Elinco Type B-44 tachometers, 361
Error, cyclic, 141
gross, 156
limiting, 113
probable, 113
reset, 192
slope, 114
of time measurement, 40
in time-measurement circuits, 120
in usual sanatron circuit, 124
zero, 114
Esterline-Angus recorder, 387
F
Falcon radar, AN/APG-13A, 223-231
Farnborough, 482
Feedback amplifier, negative, 117
4-P sec pulses, 78
5(LP sec pulses, 96
Fink, D. G., 89
Follow-up systems, 395-397
Fredrick, A. H., 119
Frequency dividers, 88, 102, 267
amplitude-comparison
multivibrator,
147
with injection feedback, 100
pulse, 83
sinusoidal, 160
Frequency division, 81-87
Frequency modulation, 5, 393
and demodulation, 13–15
Frequency stability, 77, 78, 80, 110
Frequency tracking, electronic, 522
Function unit, 277, 279, 280
mechanical, 305-308
G
Gate, selecting, 151
Gate generator, pulse-selecting, 6-P aec,
152
Gate generator mrdtivibrator, 117
Gee; 34, 261
Gee-H, 30
General Electric Automatic Radar, 337
General Electric Company, 337, 485
General Electric Type YE4-B lines, 44)6
(lenerat.ore, angle information, 458
Diehl, 424
of ‘grouped pulses, 400
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Generators, linear-sawtooth, bootstrap,
151, 358
bootstrap self-gating, 347
positive-feedback, 225
linear sweep, 153
marker (see Marker generators)
phantastron-gate, 104
range-mark, 69
triangle, bootstrap, 125–131
trigger, multiple-frequency, 81
Goniometer, 240
inductance, 158, 161
phase-modulsting, 154
Gostyn, E., 88
Grayson, H., 482
Ground track, 23
Ground, virtual, 294, 295
Ground-position indicator, 251

MEASUREMENTS
Indices, fixed, 181
for manual time measurement, 215
movable, 182
tracking, 183
Induction motor, two-phase, DieLd FPE492a, 361
Injection feedback divider for Oboe PRF,
103-107
Integrator, bootstrap, 302, 303
difference, 302, 303
double, bootstrap, 386
electrical, 29 1–303
Oboe, 354
electromechanical, 252
electronic, 347, 357
feedback amplifier, 302, 303
mechanical, 305
Miller (see Miller integrator)
Interference rejection, 400

H
H,X, 119
(See al.o AN/APS-15)
H,X range phantastron, 122
H,X range unit, 120, 123
H,X time modulator, 121
H,X, 386-388
Hand Radar Set, 243
Helmholtz coil assembly, 137
Hewlitt-Packard oscillator, 140
Hite, G., 125
Holdam, J. V., 120
Holtzer-Cabot
Type 0808 model B3
motor, 441
HR radar system, 163
Hughes, V. W., 125
Huntington, H. B., 478, 479
Hybrid time and phase discriminator, 97
Hyperbolic navigation systems, 261
I
Indication, on-target, 328
Indicator, Air-position, Bendix, 251
ground-position, 251
plan-position (ace PPI)
position error, 367
precision type B, 255
radar, 108
typs M, 223
Indicator-Tracker Unit BC-1365, 255
Indices, ltK)-184

J
J-scope, 21&-2 19
systems using, with B-scope, 243–246
with PPI, 243–246
Jitter, 78
Jones, F. F., 348
Jordan, V’. H., 323
Juxtaposition, 186, 188, 1W196
K
Kallman, H. E., 489
L
Lwlett, L. J., 369
LC~scillator, 107, 13.%137
pulsed, 108
2Wkc/see, 96
328-kc/see, 110
LC-stabilization, 83
Linearity, 114
Lobe-switching, 367
Loran, 11, 34, 173, 181, 261
Laran automatic-frequency-tracking
circuit, lightweight, 97
bran
feedback PRF divider, directreading, lightweight, 101
Loran indicator, circuit details of, 267–274
lightweight, direct-reading, 96, 169174
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bran

PRF generator, direct-reading,
lightweight, 1CW103
Loran repetition frequencies, 264
Loran time discriminator, lightweight,
automatic-f requency-control circuit,
98
Loran time-discriminator
timing diagram, 99
Loran time modulator, direct-reading,
lightweight block and timing diagram of, 169
phase modulator of, 170
Loran timing sequence, 264-267
M
M-scope, 225
McGrath, S., 120
McSkimin, H. J., 478
Magnesyns, 394
Magslip, 394
Mark I ARO, 344
range vs. range error of, 347
Mark II ARO, 344
Mark II ASV, British, 216
Mark IIM, Oboe, 348
Mark 36 radar, angle-tracking circuits
in, 375
Marker generators, grouped, 106
single-frequency, 107, 108
multiple-frequency, 81
single-frequency, 81
20-mile, 85
Markers, grouped, multiple-frequency,
109, 110
Master station, 261
ME PPI, 458
Meacham range unit, 142-147
Measurements, manual, 176-274
hfemory, 304
position, 282, 3S0
velocity (see Velocity memory)
Memory time, 278
Micro-H, 30
Microsynaj 394
Mile, nautical, 103
statute, 103
2000-yd, 103
Miller feedback, 131
Miller feedback time modulator, 114

Miller integrator, 114-116
high-gain, 140
multistage, 116–118
self-gating, 118-124
Miller integrator tmplifier, 117
Mixer unit, 461
Mixing unit, video, 45I
Model SJ radar range circuit, 134
Model 111 calibrator, 87–89
Modulator, electromechanical, 391
zero-range trigger for, 95
Modulator trigger, 91
Multiar comparator, 114-116, 124, 356
Multiple-scale systems, 61, 219
Multivibrator, 80
delay (see Delay multivibrator)
gate generator, 117
monostable, 144
1OO-Psee, 97
as pulse-frequency divider, 154
scale-of-two, 84
symmetrical, 80
as PRF generator, 80
unsymmetrical monostable, 94
Multivibrator PRF generator, Ml
N
Navy Radar ASB, 216

0
O-phase adjustment, 73
Oboe, 168, 277, 315, 350, 357
Oboe active-region delay phantastron,
353
Oboe active-region timing diagram, 351
Oboe blind bombing, geometry of, 348
Oboe electrical integrators, 354
Oboe electrical system, British, 34*357
Oboe 5-mile pip selector, 352
Oboe ground station, British, 1!33, 311
Oboe Mark IIM, 348
Oboe mouse station, 337
Oboe PRF, injection feedback divider
for, 10*IO7
Oboe PRF divider, 103
Oboe rang~tracking system block diagram, 349
Oboe time discriminator, 311, 312
On-target indication, 3’28
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100-P sec multitibrator, 97
Oscillations, buildup of, 38
Oscillator, 107
blocking (see Blockhg oscillator)
coherent, 11
crystal (see Chystal oscillator)
crystal-controlled, 141
gated, 110
Hewlitt-Packard, 140
instability of, 77
IX’- (see LC-oscillator)
pulsed, 107, 109, 142, 144, 145, 148,
229
quenching, 79
with air-core transform er, 79
random, precise synchronization of, 99
R(7-, 70
RC sine-wave, 80
relaxation (see Relaxation oscillator)
SCR-268, 137
sine-wave, Class C, crystal-controlled,
81.94-kc/secj 76
crystal-controlled 163.88-kc/see, 72
squegging, 79
two independent, precise system of
synchronization for, 99
variable-frequency, 137–140
Wien-bridge, 70, 139
Oscillator range circuits, sinusoidal, 135
Oscilloscope, Dumont 256-B A/R, 89,231

P
Phantastron, 95, 106, 118, 120, 164, 167,
168, 171, 349, 350, 352, 355-357
microphonics effects in, 123
pulse-selecting, 94, 171, 173
temperature compensation of, 123
Phantastron accuracy, 122
Phantastron cathode waveform, 105
Phantastron delay, component variations
upon, effect of, 123
?hantastron divider, 104
Phantastron-gate generator, 104
Phantastron operation, 121
Phaae demodulation, 5
Phase-&scriminator, 155
hybrid time and, 97
Phase modulation, 142–175
and demodulation, 7–13
of timing, 57

MEASUREMENTS
Phase-modulation network, 158
Phase-mod,ulation range unit, two-scale,
143
Phase-modulation
system, three-scale,
157-161
Phase modulator, 135-137, 145
condenser, 142, 144, 150, 1,51
of lightweight direct-reading Loran
time modulator, 170
mechanical, 168
3-phase condenser, 170
Phase shifter, 238
condenser, 358
magnetic, 137
Phase-shifter system, discussion of, 443449
Photoelectric cells, 276
Position error detectors, 367
Position error indicators, 367
Position-finding, 29
Position learning time, 380
Position memory, 282, 380
Potentiometer,
exponentially
tapered,
142, 146, 153
linear range, 151
sine-cosine, 252
360°, 396
PPI, ME, 458
with mechanical scale, 219
pulsed range-mark circuit designed for,
107
systems using J-scope with, 243–246
PPI range-marker circuit, 108
Precision Range Indicator, block diagram
of, 148
timing diagram of, 148
Precision
ranging indicator,
precise
pulsed, range-marker circuit from,
108
Precision type B indicator, 255
PRF divider phantastron, cathode waveform of, 105
screen waveform of, 105
PRF dividers, 85
Oboe, 103
PRF generation, 78
PRF generators, 69
blocking~scilfator
(see Blocking-nscillatmr PRF generator)
Loran (see Loran PRF generator)
multitibrat.or, 80
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PRF generators, symmetrical multivibrator as, 80
synchronization by, 45
PRF oscillators, 400
Propagation-time circuits, 141
Pulse divider, ten-toare, 165
Pulse generator, AN/AP&15, 165
blocking-oscillator, 70, 84
delay-line, 107
r-f, synchronization by, 43
Pulse remote-control system, 40G408
Pulse selection, 87-89, 160
Pulse-selection circuits, of AN/APN-3,
Shoran, 159
Pulse selector, 8%95, 146, 153, 171
ten-mile, AN/APS-15, 167
time modulator and, 146
Pulse system, phase-modulated, 442
time-modulated, 398
Pulse transformer, 78
132-D W, Westinghouse, 317
Pulses, 0.12-P see, 317
4-IJsee, 78
50w see, 96
grouped, generator of, 400
time-modulated, 400
R
R-gate, 233
R-sweep, 233
Radar beacons, 33
Radar indicator, 108
Radar set, British, time discriminator of,
315
Radar synchronizer, 71
Radar systems, 31

HR, 163, 243 .
relay (seeRelay radar systems)
Radioeonde,408
Range, two-scale,238
Range calibrator, AN/APG-5 (see AN/
APG-5 range calibrator)
Range-mark circuit, pulsed, designed
for PPI, 107
Range-markgenerators,69
Range-markmixer, 83
Range-marker circuit, pulsed, precise,
fram precision ranging indicator,
108
pulsed LC, 108

Range-marker generation, 78
Range marks, fixed, 229
Range tracking, automatic, 168
on grouped data, 38&388
Range-tracking
servoamplifier circuit,
362
Range-tracking tester, dynamic, 363
(See also Tracking tester, dynamic)
Range unit, Meacham, 142-147
phase-modulation, two-scale, 143
on radar systems, calibration of universal instrument for, 102
two-scale, 143
Wurzburg, 163
Ranging indicator, precision, 147-153
RC-input, regenerative amplitude comparator with, 75
RC-oscillator, 70
RC-sine-wave oscillator, 80
RCA, Industry Service Division, 157
Reactance tube, 96, 97
Receiver, 466
gain control of, 41
variation of delay with signal amplitude in, 41
Receiver bandwith, 39
Receiver delay time, 40
Receiver gate, 163
Receiving equipment, 426
sequence of time selectors in, 400
Recorder, Esterline-Angus, 387
Recovery time of circuit, 116
Rectangle generator, variable-width, use
of, to produce time-modulated tracking index, 222
Reed, H. J., 119
Relaxation oscillator, 107
gas-tetrode, 76, 77
Relay radar systems, 400, 417-470
C-W, 458
performance of, 470
performance in, 439
simplified, for constantipeed rotation,
450
Repetition-rate control, 511
Reset error, 192
Reset interval, 194
Resolver, d-c, 440
Response times, 275
Rise time, 39
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Sanatron, precision, 124
simple, 124
Sanatron circuit, usual, ermrsin, 124
Scale coordination by frequency division,
153–155
Scanning, conical, 367, 368
SCR-2680scillator,
137
SCR-268 radar, 135
SCR-584 radar, 89, 161, 163, 337, 368370, 406
conical scanning antenna pattern, 367
SCR-584 circular-sweep time modulator,
161
block diagram of, 162
SCR-615, 373, 378
angle-tracking circuits in, 374
SCR-682A radar, 255
SCR-718 altimeter, 163,219
SCR-784 time discriminator, 313-315,
337
Screen waveform, 105
Search circuits, automatic, 278
Selsyn, 394
Separator unit, 466
Sequencing circuits, 42%433
Servoamplifier, 438
Servomechanism, range follow-up, 33I
velocity, 252
with velocity memory, 449
Shoran,30, 161
Sickles Company, F. W., 88
Signal and index, superposition of, 195–
198
Sine-cosine system, time-modulated, 417
Sine-wave tracking, 15$157, 242
Single-scale circuits, 111-141
comparison of, 140, 141
Sinusoids, phase-modulated, pulse representation of, 442
Slave station, 261
spacing, 400
Specification, 51
Speed, blind, 19
ground, 21, 24
Speed measurements, 16-24
accuracy of, 32
Spencer, R. E., 489
Step interpolation, 168
Step-interpolation time modulation, 164

MEA SIJRllMENTS
Storage t~lhr, 99
Suhasscmh]y, 170, 174
faulty, 170
Suhcarricr, 398
Supersonic delay lines, mercury, 481
solid, 484–487
water, 482–484
Sweep, circular, 81, 99, 142, 168, 1S4, 341
displays in, 161
exponential, 215
Sweep generator, exponential, 144
Synchro systems, 393
Synchronization, 42-47
by automatic-frequency tracking, 95100
precise, of random oscillators, 99
precise system for two independent
oscillators, 99
by PRF generator, 45
remote control of, 46
by r-f pulse generator, 43
Synchronizer, 81-83, 87, 90, 424-426
AN/AP&10 (see AN/APS-10 synchronizer)
automatic-f requency-tracking,
block
diagram of, 96
radar, 71
T
Tachometer feedback, 359
Tachometers, I!linco Type B-44, 361
Target indication, 326
Target indicator, automatic, 278
Target selection, 277, 278, 325
automatic, 326, 33&337
manual, 329
Telecommunications Research Establishment, 310
Telegona, 394
Telemetering, 391–393
Teletorque, 394
Temperature changes, 141
Temperature coefficients, 141
delay-line, 108
Test oscilloscope, TS-1OO, 89
3DP-1, 219
Time aperture, 277
Time demodulation, 62-64
Time discrimination, 62–64, 276
Time discriminator, 95, 97, 308, 309, 356

INDEX

Time discriminator, of AN/APG 15, 316
of British radar set, 315
Oboe, 311, 312
pulse-stretching, 318
SCR-784, 313-315, 337
with time selectors, pulse stretcher,
and narrow-band pulse amplification, 317–321
Time-marker generator, delay-line, supersonic, 108
Time markers, 81
Time marks, electronic, 219
Time
measurement,
automatic,
on
grouped data, 380-386
error of, 40
manual, 6xed indices for, 215
movable tracking marks for, 220
medium-precision, in radars, 141
Tim~measurement circuits, errors in, 120
Tlm*mesauring systems, automatic, five
possible configurations of, 338
espmially accurate, 261
Time modulation, 4, 47–50
and demodulation, 5-7
double-scale, 58-61
electrical control of, 168
multipl~scale, 48-50
single=scale, 47, 55-58
step-interpolation, 164
Timemodulation circuit, bootstrap, 128
nonlinear, 112
Timc+modulation
system,
delay-tank,
132
three-scale, 169
Time modulator, 146, 171, 400
AN/APSL15, 167
circular-sweep, SCR-584, 161
block diagram of, 162
H,X, 121
linear-sweep, 152
Loran (see Loran time modulator)
Miller feedback, 114
multipbacale, 174
and pulse selector, 146
two-scale, 71, 170
Time selection, 62-,
321–325
Time selectors, 400
pentode, 88
sequence of, in receiving equipment,
400
Tming standa;ds, 50
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Tracking, aided, 200, 203, 206
with intermittent data, 247–251
velocity servomechanism for, 250
automatic, 202
automatic frequency, synchronization
by, 95-1oo
direct, 200, 202, 22o
on grouped or periodically interrupted
data, 378
with intermittent data, 247
linear-time-constant, 201
memory-point, 201, 207
regenerative, 201, 210, 256
sine-wave (ace Sine-wave tracking)
two-coordinate, 251–261
velocity, 200, 203
Tracking circuits, step-gate, 433-435
Tracking indices, 183
time-modulated, use of variable-width
rectangle generator ta produce,
222
Tracking marks, movable, for manual
time measurement, 220
Tracking methods, 2~
Tracking systems, comparison of, 340
manual, 371–376
Tracking tester, dynamic, 357, 361
Transformer, air-core, quenching oscillator with, 79
Transmission, of continuous rotation,
393-395
360° rotation, 397
Transmission
devices,
simple,
with
limited rotation, 392
Transmitter, 463
Trigger generatim, multiple-frequent y,
81
Triggers, delayed, 78
Triode coincidence tube, 95
Triodes, baseless subminiature, 91
TS-1OO test oscilloscope, 89, 218
Tube, storage, 107
subminiature, 170
vacuum (gee Vacuum tube)
Tube changes, 141
Tube drifts, 141
274 meter, British, 368
Type G presentation, 368
Type J display, 180
with movable index, 220
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Type M display, 180
Type M indicator, 223
Type 0808 model B3 motor, HoltzerCabot, 441
Type YE4-B lines, General Electric, 406

u
Uttley, A. U., 306

v
Vaouum tube, 51
effects of mechanical shock on, 52
and time, 52
Velocity learning time, 380
Velocity memory, 278, 284, 380
servomechanism with, 449
Velocity servomechanism, 252
for aided tracking, 250
Vibrations, 141
Video mixing unit, 451
Video separator, 458

MEASUREMENTS
Voltage pulses, blocking-oscillator,
Voltage-sawtooth circuits, 141

78

w
Wave trains, recurrent, cancellation of,
471-527

delay of, 471-527
Westinghouse132-DW pulsetransformer,
317
Width, 400
Wien-bridgeoscillator, 70, 139
Williams, F. C., 306
Wurzburgrangeunit, 163

z
Zero adjustment, 73
Zero calibration, 45
Zero correction, 46, 93, 94
Zero-range trigger, for modulator, !?.5
Zero-setting, 168

